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A BUSINESS FOR EVERYONE
by Kurt Saxon

If you don't have a business of your own, and a

depression proof one at that, you'd better start thinking

about one you can succeed at. You may have a job
you think is secure. You may be between jobs. You
may be of an age where you fear replacement. At any
rate, if you have any awareness of the downturn in our
economy, you need to think of how that downturn will

affect you.

Our government lias taken on commitments which
must be honored, even at the sacrifice of our system,

our civilization and your children’s futures. Our sys-

tem has up to one hundred million social dependents,

and the figure grows and grows, never decreasing.

T here are thirty-five million welfare recipients, forty

two million Social Security recipients and twenty mil-

lion or more Federal and State retirees.

Funds set aside for these millions of mostly
non producers are called “entitlements". T he hundreds

of billions of dollars given yearly as entitlements arc

added to the National Debt of over five trillion. The
debt can grow and grow without worrying most |>co-

plc. However, there is the interest on that debt. It

must 1)0 paid. It's like your rent and utilities. You pay

or you're on the street in the dark.

Soon our government won't collect enough
by our present tax systems and other revenue sources.

T hen they'll really start cutting into the flesh of the

economy and then even the entitlements. You'd belter

start planning.

Such planning should avoid the standard en-

trepreneurial attitudes about getting money. Such at

titudes have, to some extent, gotten our economy into

the mess it's in. These arc attitudes which ignore pro-

duction and concentrate on money for its own sake,

discounting the need for economic stability.

In 1986 I was invited to speak at a Doug Casey
seminar in Aspen. Colorado. It was supposed to be a

collection of entrepreneurs, innovators, imaginative

thinkers. The people in that room must have repre-

sented a hundred and fifty million dollars or more.

Yet. as I talked to them and listened to them talk to

each other. I could only class them as collectively stu-

pid. If they weren't talking about how to get money
through some financial scheme having nothing to do

with actual production, their every comment was shal-

low and uninteresting.

They reminded me of a German moron I had

read about. He had paid his taxes and figured out a

simple scheme to get money without producing. 1

don't remember the figures but let's say the German
government taxed at a rate of 10%. They sent him a
receipt for say. 1.000 Marks, showing anyone in the

financial field that he'd earned 10,000 Marks.
The next year he worked at two menial jobs

and lived like a rat to save as much money as he could.
He was able to set by 10.000 Marks and sent it all to
the government as tax. They sent him his receipt for

10.000 Marks, which was proof that he'd earned
100.000 Marks.

He took that receipt from bank to bank with a
story of his prospering business. The bankers could
see nothing beyond the receipt and forked over several

million Marks in loans. He lived high until caught. I

believe the Germans have since corrected their system
of tax receipts as proof of earnings.

Many of the Aspen “entrepreneurs" were no
more clever than that moron. Each had a gimmick, a
scheme, or else a newsletter sold to morons wanting a

gimmick. I suppose most of them were legal but the

point is. they had little idea of what caused the money;
productivity.

I told them they should buy auto repair shops,
welding shops, woodworking shops, etc. and hire

craftsmen to run them. Check out such places and sec
how long you have to wait in line to get something
done.

No one look me seriously. But I learned a lot

from them. I learned that they were helpless and could
not survive an economic collapse which would make
their paper holdings worthless. On the other hand,
those who own and know how to run such shops are

raking it in and will do well when our inflated currency
sinks to its actual value.

Another thing 1 learned from them was that

their values were casual to the point of fraud. If the

money they took in represented a loss to someone else,

well, those were the breaks.

The Japanese have a saying: “Success without
honor is failure; Profit without integrity is loss". A
large part of our economy, and even our government,
is run by failures and losers.

People have taken dishonesty for granted for so

long that it's hard for some to think about going into

business without some angle or gimmick. The idea is

to get money. Giving value for the money is second-
ary, if even considered. Crookedness is accepted at all
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levels of our society. The wealthy crooks are heroic

and smart. Movies and T V glamorize them.
Of course, our system is coming apart and tol

crancc by the public for criminality is wearing thin.

Soon, the law won’t be able to protect the dishonest.

So 1 see a time coining when honesty is not only the

best policy, but the only safe policy.

T he bound volumes of T he Survivor detail

hundreds of trades, cottage industries and home busi-

nesses. One advantage of these is that they are mostly

Depression era projects. So many today face the same
urgency to become self-employed. Such businesses

were set up by hundreds of thousands of previously

unemployed workers and managers who had \ery little

money to work with. A lot of the emphasis was even

on making their own tools, at great savings.

T he practicality of starting a business from

scratch is that you learn every step from the ground up.

This gives you total control from the start. This will

also prevent any dependence on people who may come
along to "help" you as the business grows. People
who let others do their thinking for them often get

helped out of all they own. after they’ve done all the

real work.

Some of the rewards of the system are the de-

velopment of skills. When you choose items to make
and market, it’s best to make a sample or prototy|>c.

Don't think you have to go strictly by all the old plans.

Many have materials no longer used. We have many
materials better than used then. Just use the idea and

the basic design. Otherwise, fit the idea to your mar
ket. T his helps develop your natural creativity.

Maybe you've never made anything before.

You'd be surprised how hard and easy it is. You fol

low a plan and everything comes out crooked and

weird. You just do it over. T he second time you find

it’s easier and neater. After a few tries you get it right

and wonder how you could have been so clumsy with

the first model. You've become skilled.

livery succeeding project becomes easier and

you find the more difficult projects seem worth a try

after all. In time, you can look at most any old dia-

gram and imagine yourself making a marketable pro-

duct. And at first, you couldn’t do anything, remem-
ber? Also, you’ll see a practical value in many ideas

you first saw only as novelties.

T ake the lap table on page 3726. Few people

have ever heard of a lap tble. But once adopted it

becomes a necessity. On it you keep all your smaller

craft items in a compact space, for working on your

bed or while watching T V.

My model has about three square feet of space

and holds all sorts of materials for crafts and hobbies

and for putting together your ideas. It's also for art

work, sewing and just about everything you want to

use it for. You don't have to gather up all your sup-

plies each session or keep them on a table to them-
selves.

This way, you have everything together and
can move the lap table around as needed and then set it

out of the way on a shelf when not in use.

It will leach children organization and neatness.

It will also relieve the burden of mothers who yell at

the little hobbyist to clear the table to make room for

supper.

Working this project will do several things for

you. Maybe you've never done anything you weren’t

told to do. flic biggest pari of maturity is being self

directed.

Making a simple lap table will show you that

you can make something others want. It will give you

confidence that you can gain skills you thought only

special people were born knowing.

And if you can do Ibis simple project, you will

prove to yourself that you can master more complex

projects. But the biggest thing you'll learn is that most

people can’t do anything unless someone else tells

them to do it. You’ll realize you arc apart from the

herd and above it. You won’t be afraid that you and

yours will have to suffer along with those who look to

others for direction. It might even frighten you at first,

but you’ll soon realize that we aren't all in this togelh

er.

First, understand that my program is risk-free

and no waste. If you have lo buy the tools, they'll be

tools you should have and will use often. The materi-

als you use to make the projects are affordable even if

you’re on welfare. Say you buy the materials to make
three lap tables. You keep one and use it lo work out

more projects. The other two you give as gifts, which

you would have to have spent more on. You can’t

lose.

When you've made all your mistakes on the

first one. which you keep for yourself, the next will be

much neater and the third w ill be good enough to show
around at gift and hobby shops or whatever market,

such as hospitals, rest homes, schools, colleges, etc.

If you can't afford the shop machinery to mass
produce, look up a woodworking shop and contract a

dozen, where they should be cut, and drilled for about

$2.00 a unit or less. Wholesale them for $8.50 or re

tail them for $15.00 and you’ll clear a profit of from

$3.50 to $8.50 each. With the right presentation,

you’ll be selling them by the hundreds.

After selling a few dozen you'll be able to afford real

shop machinery and can turn them out at the rate ofabout
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thirty a day. With that machinery, you can tackle bigger

projects and you'll have your own woodworking shop

and independence.

Once you learn you can do something, you don't

have to limit yourself to working with wood. You have

a choice of hundreds of trades, starting with projects as

simple as the lap table and branching out. Then you'll

want to fix on a line of business which will always be in

demand, now and in a probably bleak future.

Picture the economy getting as bad as you can imag-

ine. What will people need? Just leaf through the bound

volumes of The Survivor and you can come up with

hundreds of choices, any one of which will make you a

community asset.

Even if you don’t care to become really skilled and

so don’t care to make more than a prototype, you can hire

Others. You can either set up your own shop or farm the

work out to people already set up.

When I designed the Kountry Kitchen Pood Dryer I

made only one and then turned the making of the rest

over to a local woodworker, lie turned them out ten at a

lime for $25.00 apiece. I was selling them for $55.00.

Then I got the 1943 plans for a better model based on
the same principle which the reader could make lor

himself. (See Vol. 8. page 3360). I could hardly

publish the plans for that and still promote a lesser

model. Publishing such knowledge is my top priority.

Incidentally, you could make this dryer, or have it

made and sell it for $100.00. It's better than any diyer on
the market. Also, you could use it yourscllto make jerky,

dry fruits and vegetables or herbs and sell the products.

As you plan your business, don’t build images of

drawbacks. Make your product for your own use first.

T hen try it out on your friends, l ind a market first ami
then consider any legal angles. Worry about licensing

and such only alter you start to make a taxable profit.

Then consult your local Chamber of Commerce. They'll

advise you about any licenses needed in your area.

Whatever you do. don't ask anyone’s permission to

make and sell a product. If you have to deal with a

bureaucrat at any level, never ask if it's legal to do what

you’re doing. You’ll be surprised at how the usually

mindless bureaucrat will dig and search and find some
restriction.

Instead of asking, tell the bureaucrat what you're up

to and request any licensing forms for such a business in

your county. I’ve never even done that and I've never

had any trouble. Ofcourse. I've made sure to get a slate

business license, but not before I was doing several

hundred dollars a month in business.

So don’t worry about anything but perfecting youi

product and you won’t have anything to worry about.

Don’t even worry about marketing. We’ll deal with that

later. Just remember, if you can make something or grow;

something and it’s good, someone will buy it. And give

this some thought; the only difference between a person
who works for someone else and one who has his own
business is persistence.

If you've been the kind of person who will try

something and then give up on it before you gel it right,

I’d like you to think very carefully on Kay Krok’s

philosophy. He founded McDonald’s restaurant. That

guy just kept on until now he's one of the world’s richest

men.

What he did was basically very simple and that was

just keeping on. lie wrote down his philosophy and one

of my readers sent it to me. I want you to ponder it and

then apply it.

'Tress on. Nothing in the world can lake the place of

persistence. Talent will not. Nothing is more common
than unsuccessful men with talent. Genius will not.

Unrewarded genius is almost a proverb. Education will

not. T he world is full of educated derelicts. Persistence

and determination, alone, arc omnipotent".

Now that's it in a nutshell! Throughout all The

Survivors, if you’ve read them, you’ve found that the

|xx>ple who really succeed are the one’s who take a

simple idea, something that fills a need, and work on it

until they know how to do it right. Then they go out and
promote it. whether it’s word-of-mouth, door-to-door,

advertising in magazines or whatever. You can do it but

you’ve got to do it instead of just fantasizing about it.

So persist. Your future may depend on it.

A BALL FOR WINDY WEATHER
ThU lillt** paper lull will teluse to keep Mill il let loose on n windy day.

a*, lone it it < an loll and tumble and sentry forward on a smooth surface,

such as ii jnovidcd by your school playground or the diy sand on the

beach at the seaside. It will give you endless fun. es|*cially if you and
your friend make one each and have races.

Cut three circles as shown in A. B and C. Fit A into B (see D) and then

complete the finislied hall. E. by tucking in C. Make each circle an inch

and a half in diameter and use stout drawing paper. It is not a bad idea

to colour the circles and sides with different bright paints.
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MAKING THE LAPTABLE
by Kurt Saxon

This simple project will loach you the basics of

woodworking and could lead to a lucrative and pleasant

career. You’ll learn how to select wood, then saw. finish

and slain. After you’ve made three lap tables, you’ll

realize Hie third was done so much more quickly and so

much neater Ilian even the second, that you can lackle

anything. Jusi knowing you can do something and do it

well will assure you that you can make a living through

your own efforts.

Your finished lap table will he a very good-looking

piece of furniture which could pass for a 100 year-old

antique. It is also very simple to build. Any amateur or

older child could turn out a professional-looking job

with the very first model.

MATERIALS FOR THREE
Six feel each of 1x12 and 1x4 soft white pine, shelf

grade.

One 5/8 inch yard long dowel.

One quart of Red Devil Polyurethane High Gloss

#64 Walnut Stain.

Small container of Klmcr’s Car penter’s Wood Filler.

Small container of Elmer's Carpenter’s Wood Glue.
' ‘K

TOOLS
Hand saw, saber saw or circular saw.

Hand drill with disc sandei and coarse 50 grit sand-

ing discs.

5/8 inch wood drilling bit.

Finishing sander and pack of medium sanding sheets.

Putty knife.

Paint brush.

Cheap artist’s paint brush.

All the materials and tools will cost around $ 1 00.00.

Except for the wood, everything else will be used for

many more lap tables and oilier projects. Besides, you
should have all these tilings if you want to learn to lake

advantage of all the opportunities coming at you through
Shoestring Entrepreneur and the bound volumes of The
Survivor. There is no loss or witstc in this program.

Ideally, you should have a drill press, a bench
grinder, a router and a paint sprayer. You should order a

free catalogue listing every shop tool you can think of,

from Harbor Freight Tools, 3491 Mission Oaks Blvd.,

Camarillo. CA 9301
1
(1-800-423-2567).

They have just about everything you’ll need for a

well-equipped shop. They are even cheaper than Wal-
Mart and most of their tools are of a higher quality.

But in the meantime, the tools suggested above will

serve until you have a marketable product. If you decide

to mass-produce your products, rather than contracting

them out, you can equip your shop with the profits you

get from your first project.

Keep in mind, you arc not to go all out investing in

•ools as you fanlasi/e becoming a factory owner. Buy the
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more expensive tools only after you have a market for

more products than you can produce with a few simple

tools. •

Your first step is to saw the hoards. You should have

a saber saw. It's not expensive and is so much fastei and
can saw curves and such. But a hand saw will do to start.

I suppose you already know how to measure two feel

and draw lines across the boards as a guide. Well then,

saw. Now check the boards for the smoothest and best

looking surfaces. Leave the least perfect sides foi the

bottoms.

When the boards are sawed and inspected, you drill.

Draw a faint line down the exact middle of the 1x4 inch

board. Measure two inches from the right side and make
a dot. Then measure I 1/2 inches from the dot and make
another dot. Make six such dots.

Now measure I l/H inches from each side ofeach of

the lowercorners and make two more dots. Now go to the

large board and do the same to its upper part. Then diill

5/S inch holes at the dots. When assembled, the tool-

holding holes should be on the right and part of the 1x4

should project over the lx 12.

Next put a sheet of medium sandpaper on the sander.

Turn it on and run it along the top edge and corners ol the

1x4 until it’s neatly rounded. This takes only a minute

and is easy if you’re careful. Do the same with the large

board, but around both top and bottom to prevent sharp

edges on the bottom from causing discomfort when held

on your lap.

Then inspect the tops of both boards for cracks,

dents, etc. Use your putty knife to force wood filler into

any cracks or other imperfections. I'ress firmly so no

wood tiller remains outside the imperfections. Let it dry

for a couple of hours.

Now run your hand over the hoards to feel for any

rough spots. Run the sander over them gently so you
don’t dig into the boards and also sand over any spots
you’ve put wood filler in.

When the tops of each board and their edges are

sanded smooth, brush off any dust and apply the stain.

Staining istheeasiest way of painting. You just slop it on
and it sinks in and stains. Of course, you go over any

spots where there is too much stain before it dries. Use

the artist’s brush to get down into the six tool holes.

After you’ve covered the tops and sides, go back

over the sides to smooth out any drips. Alter a few hours,

go back and hit any spots that look dull. What you want

is a rich, glossy finish. The stain does most of the work
and touching up here and there will give even an amateur

a professional-looking job. A nice tiling about this kind

of stain is that the more you mess with it, the more
antique it looks.

Don’t bother painting the bottom of the boards. They
won’t be seen and there's no sense in wasting slain or

lime.

Now for the dowel. Stain the dowel its entire length

except for an inch to hold on to. When it’s dry, cut it into

5 1/2 inch lengths, starling at the painted end and leaving

the unpainted end as the waste piece.

The ends of the dowels must be ground slightly

smaller since too exact a fit may cause them to split the

boards. This is no trouble. Just mount the sanding disc to

the drill and project it over the edge of a table. Then twirl

the dowel between your fingers and let the grinder take

off about 1/32 of an inch for about an inch down on both

ends.

When you have the end of the dowel bare of slain,

that should be enough. When you’ve ground the ends of

the six pieces of dowel, dip those ends in the stain, then

give them a flick into the slain can to save the excess

slain or wipe off the excess with a rag and let the dowels

dry.

If you've been careful at grinding the dowels you’ll

have to force the dowels into the boards but without

pounding. If you’ve ground too much you’ll need the

glue. Just smear a couple of drops near the ends and put

them in the bottom board, then pul on the lop board and

make sure the ends don’t project from the lop board or

beneath the bottom board.

If there is a gap between the dowel and the board, you

might forcesome wood filler in around thedowel and use

the artist's brush to touch up with some more slain.

for your own use, or when demonstrating the lap

table, you can get some double-sided Scotch Tape for

holding all sorts of containers to the bottom board or the

shelf. In this way you can attach small plastic cups or

boxes to hold paints, buttons, parts, etc. This will give

you a complete hobby-craft workshop which can be put
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up out ol the way. keeping everything in place and ready

lor use.

If you decide to make these lap tables by the dozens

you’ll want to use a router to trim off the sharp edges.

Rather than spend a lot for a routing table, you can make
an inexpensive jig which will do just as well. You can get

a router from Wal-Mart for around $45.00 plus a I/-I inch

corner router hit for $5.37.

The router jig is made from a 1x4 and a 1x12 board.

Use your 5/8 drill point to cut a notch in the middle of the

I x4. To do this you place the 5/S drill in the middle ot the

upturned side of the 1x4 and drill about a half inch. The
notch is for the router bit.

Then nail the 1x4 onto the 1x12. Place the router so

the bit is half way into the notch. Then position a loose

1x4 board under the router and right alongside the 1x4

router board and push it toward the router bit. When you
can sight along from the other end and see that the router

bit will sheer off the corner neatly, mark around the

router body and. with a 3/16 drill, drill two holes down
through the holes in the router resting on the 1x4.

Boll it fast with two 2 1/2 inch long 3/16 bolts and

nuts. If it doesn't cut perfectly, make another notch on
either side of the first and try again. You should gel it

tight on the first or second try.

When you get your router and jig set up and tested

with scrap 1x4 inch boards, you’re mechanized. You then

Just push the boards alongside the 1x4 and past the router

and it goes as nice as any expensive setup.

A FLYING HELICOPTER
Perhaps you do no! know what a flying helicopter is like. It is a winged

*’ * * -• • —
‘ in le

fairly

device which, when spun, soars high into the air. Great fun can I**

derived l>y seeing to what
easily an'

Get a c

is the airf

heights it will rise. You can make
it .'ill provide you with hours of enjoyment,
rcle ol very thin tinned iron. Just the thing lor the pui|>osc

glit cap wliirh is cut out ol a tin of Tilly Gold Flake cigarettes.

Having procured the metal sheet, cut it into a circle, and pencil the

outline ol three propeller blades, then shape them with scissors, as shown

in diagram A. Now, take wine stout wire that will not easily h-nd.

force it into a circle, slightly smaller than the original circle of tinned
iron, and solder the ends. The nest thing is to place the propeller blades

centrally on the ring of wire, turn the projecting ends over the wire, and

solder them neatly. This done, make cuts in the blades, then bend them
at an angle and pierce the centre with three holes. Diagram B shows
exactly what you must aim at.

Three more little articles must now be contrived. For the first, take
an empty cotton spool, and put in it two jiegs at such a distance ai-nrt

that they will fit into the two outer holes in the propeller blades. These
pegs can be made easily by cutting inch lengths from the stout part ol

two large French nails. (Diagram C.) The second article is a holder.

For this jHocure the wooden handle of an old screw driver, and, instead
of the ordinary picrc of metal, insert a rod of iron, six to eight inches long.

See that it holds firmly in the handle, and is ol a suitable gauge for running
through t!*c centre hole of the profiler blades. (Diagram D.) Hie last

recjuiiement is a length of Cord.

Now for the way this little contrivance works. Hold the handle of

the screwdriver in the left hand, drop the spool on to the rod, and place
the helicopter on to the top of it. Now wind the string tightly round
the reel and then pull firmly. The metal wheel will rise off its seating
roil and soar up into the air. By winding the cord just tight enough, anil

pulling with suflHicnt strength, the blades will rise to a great height.

Note that the contrivance should not be held quite vertical, but tilled

Slightly away from your |>eison. in order that it may not dash against
you See also (bat nolxwly is standing in front of you I Keep your
onlooker* at your side, or well in the rear. Only use the apparatus in a

big open space.
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THE BUSINESS OF FOOD

A while back I watched a TV segment on families in

reduced circumstances. These weren't the really |x»or;

just some who had lost a major part of their income.
The most memorable was a couple with two children

who had both worked and the husband lost his $28,000
a year job due to a physical injury. Me had to lake a job
helping the mentally handicapped at $15.000 a year. The
wife still had her job as a secretary at $17,000 a year. So
wiih a $13,000 reduction of their wages they had only
$10.00 until T hursday.

Even with a combined income of $27,000 a year,

here was a family of four who could barely make ends

meet. Obviously these people were totally locked into

the system. The system dictated their life-styles. On their

dinner table were bottles of soft drink and I'm sure their

food was preprocessed, right off the supermarket shell,

just as the TV commercials suggested.

Of course, they would be paying on as nice a home
as they could have afforded, as the system had promised.
Surely there would be two late-model cars in the dtive-

way. unpaid for. Ten dollars until Thursday. Then what
of the next Thursday?

They’re In a rut I don’t think they’ll get out of.

They'd planned and spent all their income on the highest

level of life-style they could afford, trusting their health

and the system. If and when the system fails, what will

(hey do?

What will you do? To put all one’s eggs in one

basket, even in the best of limes, has been the ruin of

many. As our system declines further, no one will be
spared (lie challenge of lessening their dependence on
the system. Best to start now, and at the same time, you
might as well make youi lessening of dependence prof-

itable.

food should be your primary consideration. Aside
from rent, it’s the most expensive part of your budget. If

you must cat as dictated by TV commercials and habit,

any change in yourjob status could mean actual hunger.

But if you can process your family's food from the

basic foods; grains, fresh vegetables and meat as flavor-

ing, rather than the main course, you can cut your food

bill by three quarters. Don’t kid yourself with the idea

that you don't have lime. You make time for what you
consider most important. Saving money on food for

economy, as a way to finance a home business, to insure

your family’s health is very important in these days of
insecurity and polluted commercial foodstuffs.

Besides, preparing food, when part of your routine,

becomes easier and quicker with acceptance and prac-

tice. fake bread for instance. Bread costs as much as

by Kurt Saxon

S 1 .50 a loaf. Yet. you can bake the same weight loaf for

about 30#. It also tastes better, is more nutritious and
more filling. Moreover, while busying about the kitchen,

its preparation isn’t very time-consuming.

As for cheapness of food, imagine going to a Chinese
or Mexican restaurant. That's a treat. But have you ever
considered what goes into the usually expensive meal?
Mainly rice, corn, beans, vegetables and maybe about an
eighth of a pound of meat. You can be sure the restaurant

owner got the ingredients for under 50# per meal.
Of course, there was overhead and employee wages,

lights, energy, taxes, etc. You could eat as well at home
for well under 50# per family member. A family of four

could cat very well for under $25.00 per week.
Regardless of what restaurant you might go to,

whether American, Chinese, Mexican, Italian, etc., you’re
paying from five to ten times what the meal would cost
homemade. If you like (he food, prepare it yourself,

cheaply.

l ake corn, for instance. If you have a Corona Grain
Mill you can buy corn for $3.50 for 50 pounds. Ground
fresh, cornmeal costs only 6# a pound as opposed to 28#
a pound in the store. You can make cornmeal mush for 4#
a pound. Cornmeal mush in quarter inch slices and fried

is delicious, nutritious and filling. Served with bacon
and eggs it's as line a breakfast as one could want.

Cornbreadand beans is a delicious, filling and health-

ful meal in itself and costs hardly anything. Boil two
cups of pinto beans in eight cups of water until soft. A
few strips of bacon cut up in the beans wouldn’t hint.

Then ladle out a generous pile of beans with their rich

soup over a slab of cornbrcad and sprinkle with chopped
onions, add salt and pepper and you have a meal fit for a

king.

Cornbrcad and corn pancakes, as well as cornmeal
mush have long been staples in (he American south. In

Italy, cornmeal mush is also a staple food and is called

polenta. Corn is cheap, very nutritious and tasty. T here
is no reason why this inexpensive and very easy to

prepare food shouldn't make up a part of everyone’s
daily menu.

Then there's tofu. It’s served in Chinese restaurants

and is the light-colored stuff with the consistency of

jello. It doesn't have much taste but absorbs other fla-

vors. It's a staple food in the Orient and has as much
protein as hamburger. It costs up to $1 .50 a pound in the

store but you can make it for about 30# a pound.
Corn, beans, wheat rice and fresli vegetables make

up the bulk of the diets of Third World peoples. Third

World diets, if adequate, arc just as nutritious, and
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usually more flavorful than ours. And really, the main
difference is that theirs arc prepared in the home instead

of being bought in packages, cans, jars. etc.

So food preparation is your key to economy and the

main difference in the diet is using meat as a flavoring

rather than as a staple. Also, although some meat in the

diet is good for you. it isn't a necessary staple, and as

such, is an awful expense.

Anyone who can cook and knows the use of herbs

and spices can make any inexpensive staple tasty and

acceptable to all family members. If you don't know
how, learn.

Another useless expense is milk. Mammals don’t

need milk after weaning. Children should be breast-fed

until weaned. After that. milk, as such, is unnecessary.

You may not realize it but America's obsession with

milk is a result of non-weaning. The baby’s bottle, then

thechild’s glass of milk, into adulthood. Ifyou still drink

milk you’ve never been weaned.

Then again. I here’s always soy milk. It can be made
for under MH a gallon. It isn't as rich as cow's milk,

except for protein, but much more filling. Chocolate or

strawberry flavoring will make it acceptable to any child

and it serves most pur|X>ses in cooking and baking.

The processes for tofu, soy milk and soy bean sprouts

are on pages 251-4 of The Survivor Vol. 1

If you are trying to lose weight, soy milk will do it

effortlessly. It's very filling. One full glass will really

dull your appetite. Better give the kiddies a smaller

glassful or they won’t finish their other food.

As for soy bean sprouts, well they are the most

nutritious of green vegetables and cost under 20c' a

pound.

I .earn the simple processes for preparing these foods

and you'll not only save money and feed your family

better, but you'll develop skills you can apply to food

production to sell or even to start a family restaurant.

Aside from food preparation, there's the matter of

growing it. If you have any sort of yard, you can grow all

the vegetables your family will need in ten tires from the

larger cars. With the top of the tire cut out at the rim of

ten such tires you have sixty square feet of raised beds.

Plants can be spaced more closely, producing more and

shading out weeds.

By planting more seeds in planters about a month
before harvesting the beds and then transplanting as the

spent plants arc removed, up to six crops can be grown in

a season. Tires are free and last forever. The only ex-

pense is the soil, which is permanent, especially as it is

fed with spent plant matter, kitchen scraps, etc. (Sec

Making And .Selling Tire Gardens. PAGE 37 ).

If you have room there is no reason you couldn’t

have a hundred or more tires producing commercially. A
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pickup truck with a frame built in its bed for holding

vegetable boxes could be used for a profitable vegetable

route.

You could put a 6 x 6 inch display ad in your
neighborhood paper. If you live in a large city you
wouldn't advertise in the city paper. You’d use (he local

paper or the throwaway kind which covers a relatively

small area.

The ad would announce that you will sell harvested
fresh daily, vegetables 30% lower than the store prices.

Since you would have little overhead, your profits would
be high. Right away, you’d begin getting calls from all

over the neighborhood. Harly next morning you’d har-

vest. pack the truck and make the rounds. You'd sell all

you could grow. After a couple of weeks advertising

you'd have enough customers, plus word-of-mouth, that

you’d never have to put in another ad.

The foregoing is for common vegetables such as

tomatoes, cucumbers, squash, corn, etc. You might want
to specialize. If you grew only tomatoes or two or three

other vegetables, you might grow only to supply stores

or restaurants.

If you really want to specialize. Chinese and other
Oriental vegetables would be a sure profit grabber. If

3730
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Chinese vegetables. They'ie

luscious, easy to grow, healthful, and
lit Into both American and authentic

Chinese dishes. And they're gelling

more popular every day.

But they can be contusing. Chung
Gwa. Is that a bean or a melon? How
do you llnd the seeds, grow and
harvest tho vegetables, cook and
serve them best?

This book answers those and oil

your oilier questions on Chinese
vegetables. The author gives the
American, Chinese, and botanical

name lor each one, describes It. tells

many uses lor It. and esplalns how to

grow, harvest and cook It.

Forty vegetables Including:

Sweet melons
Chinese cucumbers
Adsukl
Fusiy gourd
Chinese lotus

Yard-long beans
Chinese radishes
Sesame
Giant garlic

Hot peppers
$12.95

there isn't a local supplier, and there usually isn't.

Oriental restaurants in your area will buy all you can

produce and contract lor all you can grow. Supcrmni kels

are also adding Oriental vegetables lor their many shop-

pers turning to Chinese foods.

The book. ‘‘Grow Your Own Chinese Vegetables"

gives lull coverage to the field and will give you not only

descriptions of the vegetables, but planting instructions

and sources foi the seeds.

Remember the couple at the beginning of this ar-

tiele? To start a business, aside from learning the arts of

food and saving hundreds of dollars, the husband could

have stayed al home hiking care of the kids and starling

a business.

Had (he wife been making less, she could have

stayed home. This would have saved a lot on clothing,

transportation and maybe even nursery school.

The volumes ofThe Survivor have hundredsofhome
businesses. Any intelligent man or woman can find a

suitable home business in The Survivors and with the

proper motivation can soon make more than any outside

employer is willing to pay.

A plus, aside from the expenses demanded by work
outside the borne, is tax breaks. The work area is deduct-

ible off rent or house payments. Electricity, materials

costs, etc. are also deductible. T his is so even before a

profit is made.

So begin thinking or starling a home business. Any
couple with average intelligence can soon develop a

trade which will employ both, and maybe even the older

children.
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American Cookery

October, 1934

Query No. 5265. — "Can you help me locate an
old-time recipe for what wc used to call 'Pu flics'?

As I remember them, they seemed to be made of
Italian Paste, shaped into a roll and cut in thin slices.

When needed they were fried in hot fat and expanded
to a crisp delicacy."

iTngerhuetchen (Noodle Puffs)

We hope that this is the recipe you wish.

Prepare and roll dough as for noodles.

Let stand until almost dry, fold dough
over through the center and cut through

this double thickness with a small floured

(ter or thimble, pressing well so that

i; edges stick together. Fry in hot fat

until brown. They should puff like little

balls. Place in a tureen, or in a bouillon

cup, . id pour the hot soup over them.

N/>« <a.r. Heat one egg slightly, add one-

half a tcaspoonful of salt and enough flour

to make a very stiff dough; knead, toss

on a slightly floured hoard, and roll paper-

thin. Cover with a towel and let stand

at least a half hour to dry.

S
im ry No. 5271.

— "Can you supply me. please,

i a recipe for homemade tabasco?"

Homemade Tabasco Sauce
Chop fine four dozen red tabasco or

chile |x?ppers and one clove of garlic.

Boil until tender, drain, and rub through

a sieve. Add to the paste enough spiced

vinegar to make it of creamy consistency,

bottle and seal. Onion may be used in

place of garlic, if preferred.

Spiced Vinegar
To one quart of vinegar, add one-half

a cup of sugar, one tablespoonful each

of celery seed and mustard seed, and one

teaspoonful each of salt, ginger, cloves,

cinnamon, and allspice.

* 5csame
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Making and selling tire gardens

free. Go lo your Tire World, or such

in most towns and take your pick from
Uy Kurt Saxon great piles. They’ll blessyou for taking

them away.

iscd beds are the best way to gar- Any business selling and mounting
den, for several reasons. First, the tires will have a slack in back you can
plants arc closer together so there Is have. Here you can take your pick of

little weeding and greater productiv- truck tires a foot and a half thick with

ily. Since they are several inches off ten square feet of space with the side

the ground there is less stooping. The cut out, to standards,compact tires, on
drainage is better. You supply the soil down to little bitty tires from thrcc-

so there arc no rocks, and you don’t wheelers.

have to dig or plow the garden. Raised Compact tires make neat little beds

beds arc usually a series of small gar- which could be pul on decks, |»orchcs,

den plots which can be put here and along walks, etc. They arc perfect for

there wherever there is a few square herb gardens.A novel way would be lo

feet of space. paint them in pastel colors and letter

The drawback is that they arc expen- them "Catnip," "Thyme," "Marjoram,"
sivc. Like with railroad ties, which are "Parsley," "Chives," etc. Most home-
costlyand waste a lot ofspace in wood. owners seeing them would want a set.

liven 1x10 wooden boards cost a lot A profitable use for tires from thrcc-

and unless specially treated, they rot. wheelers would be hanging baskets.

Then there is all that sawing and car- These arc often expensive but those
pentry getting them together. made from three-wheeler tires would
Tires are the answer. A standard cost almost nothing. To make one, cut

P235/75R15 tire has 6 square feet of out the side at the tread and drill four
growing space when you cut out one holes with an eighth inch drill a half

side right up to the tread. It gives a bed
8 1/2 inches above the ground. A
1*2 15/75K 15 tire is 6 3/4 inches above
the ground and has less planting area

so the P235/75R15 arc yo -r best

choice.

If you arc husky you can use a strong,

sharp hunting knife to saw around the

tread in about five minutes. But first

you must use a quarter-inch drill to

make the starting hole.

Your saber-saw will need a wood-
cutting blade with 10 teeth lo the inch.

For faster cutting, grind both sides of

the blade, leaving the teeth, but very

thin. This will cut through lire rubber

like butter. It’s fun.

Leave the other side alone. Deep-
rooted plants will go through the open
space into the ground, anyway. The
bottom side acts as a reservoir, hold-

ing several quarts of water, which will

come in handy.

Many places selling tires will get
charged a dollar a piece to dispose of Ten-lire garden
them. They don’t want them. They’re
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inch down the tread. Then cut two
strong wires; their length depending

onyour need. Push the end of one wire
from the outside to the inside and back
out the next hole. Do the same with the

second wire and pull both wires taut.

Then bring them together above the

tire and twist them into a three-inch

strand and bend it into a hook.

Cut a circle from one-inch chicken

wire to fit the bottom inside of the tire.

Then layer the bottom with grass or

straw and fill the planter with soil.

Now put in the plant and hang it up.

These would be especially good for

growing cherry tomatoes on your

patio.

But we’re mainly interested in real

gardens. Say you have a regular gar-

den space. You’d put P235/75R15
tires all around the fence. The spaces

between the tires' curves and the fence

could be layered with straw, wood
chips, etc., to prevent weeds from
growing back there. Weeds in front

could be dealt with by using anyweed-
eater as the tires would not be harmed
and the plants inside would not be in

range. Actually, the walks between
tires should be spread with wood chips

or gravel to eliminate weeds alto-

gether.

A good thing about the tires is that

they will never disintegrate. So what

makes them an environmental nui-

sance makes (hem perfect for a multi-

lifetime garden. Once these arc set up
they arc permanent, will never wear

out in your grandchildren’s lifetimes

and arc easy lo maintain.

Of course, naked tires aren't very

pretty. They should be painted, espe-

cially if you mean to sell them. 1 sug-

gest grass-green in water-base exte-

rior house paint. You can buy it

cheaply in five-gallon containers. A
standard tire will take under a cup. .

It takes about five minutes to paint

one with a four-inch brush, from the

top lo thebottom of the tread.A cheap
spray paint unit will do the job in about
a minute, using even less paint.

Start with a basic ten-tire garden

plot. Line them up in two rows with

each tire separated two inches from its

neighbor. Be sure to layer the spaces

with wood chips to prevent weeds.

You could fill your own garden with

these 60 square foot plots and use
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them as standards for your commer-
cial enterprise. These would produce

ever so much more than regular gar-

dens.

For instance, one tomato plant,

properly supported, fed and watered,

would produce over 100 pounds of

tomatoes. If you should have It) such

plants, that would be over 1,000

pounds. Sell them for 50 cents a pound
and get $500.00 for some pretty easy
part-time work.

Tomatoes aren’t seasonal, as most

people believe. They die from frost.

Keep them warm, feed them well and
they’ll live for years, producing and

producing. A single tomato plant

grown in a Japanese greenhouse pro-

duced 10,000 pounds.

For tomatoes, cucumbers and
Golden or any other small squash, you

should use cages. The reason for the

cages Is that the most productive to-

mato plants grow up and if not sup-

ported will sprawl and the tomatoes

will rot on the ground.The cages allow

t Item to grow upward and you just pick

the tomatoes throughout the wire. The
same goes for cucumbers and small

squash.

A good thing about the tires is

that they will never disinte-

grate. So what makes them an

environmental nuisance
makes them perfect for a multi-

lifctime garden.

For t|ie cages, get a 150 foot, five foot

high roll of six- inch concrete reinforc-

ing wire from any building supply

store. Cut it into four-fool lengths with

lineman’s pliers. If you don’t have

strong hands, use a saber-saw with a

No.24 metal cutting blade. Hold the

wire so it doesn’t shimmyand cut flush

with the vertical wire. It should /ip

through the strands one after another.

If you don’t have electricity you can

use a hacksaw with a metal-cutting

blade.

Your 150 foot roll will give you 37

cages. I paid $43.00 tax included,

which made each cage cost only $1.17.

When you get your roll of wire, lay it

down so the loose end is on the bot-

tom. Jerk it so you have a few feet to
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work with. Count across eight squares

and cut flush on the far side of the

horizontal strand. Now' you have four

feet and about two inches of vertical

wire facing you.

Take a pair of lineman’s pliers and
bend one inch of the wire back toward

the roll, forming a neat hook. Then
bend the whole thing toward the last

horizontal strand and connect the

hooks all along it. The cage won’t be

|»erfcctly round and doesn’t have to

l»c. But bend it by pressing until it’s at

least neat.

It might lake a few minutes to leant

to pull a wiie here, push a section

there, press the cage somewhere else

to gel it pretty even and to get the

hooks to stay in place up and down the

horizontal wire.

While learning to do this you can
practice swearing. Anyway, after

about the third cage, you can cut the

wire, (tend the hooks and make the

whole cage in ten minutes or less.

This concrete reinforcing wire is

rusty. Concrete doesn’t stick well to

galvanized wire so I don’t think you

can get it galvanized and fencing wire

isn’t as strong. In your own garden you

may not care, since there’s never

enough rust to reallysoil your hands as

you pick. However, it looks l>clter

painted. Just cleaning your brush on

the outside only takes a little while

and covers most of the rust.

You might spray-paint the cages be-

fore bending them. After making the

hooks, spray-paint the upwardly
curved side with the nozzle on the

most misty setting. Then pul another

on top and spray-paint it and so on.

When the stack dries there won’t l>c

enough rusty spots to notice and cer-

tainly not enough to get a customer

dirty.

With this raised bed system you can

also have a greenhouse for each lire.

The tire greenhouse is made of 6 ML
greenhouse plastic ordered through

any hardware store. An 8 x 100 foot

roll costs about $20.00 and makes 16

greenhouses for the caged tires or 32

for those without cages.

This mini-greenhouse lets you Iregin

your garden two months before the

regular growing season. It also lets you

keep growing two months after the
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Virce-whcclcr planter

Hi Nt frost. That way you’ll get three

garden crops a year instead of two.

To make these mini-greenhouses,

first roll out and cut four 6 foot lengths

of plastic. Fold each over sideways and

close (he top and side with 2 inch wide

masking tape, neatly so there is one

inch on each side. Then run a hot iron

slowly down the tape on the top and

side, on both sides of the tape, being

careful not to get the iron on the bare

plastic. This will melt the plastic so

there will be a permanent bond.

fake pliers and bend the wires pro-

truding over the tops of the cages in-

ward so they don’t poke holes in the

plastic.

The greenhouse will fit loosely over

the cage and then over the tire. It can

be raised as high as needed to gel at

the bed and for picking and performs

all the functions of any greenhouse. It

is very stable around the cages since

they arc pul in the tires before the soil

is added.

The plastic is guaranteed for two

years on a greenhouse. This is for year-

round, all weather. These mini-green-

houses would be used onlytwo months

each in early spring and late fall. They

wouldn’t be subjected to the hot sum-

mer sun or the winter snow. Just using

them w hen necessary and storingthem

in winter and summer, they could last

up to ten years.

Since 100 feet will make 16 6 foot

greenhouses or 32 four footers they

arc indeed inexpensive. That’s only
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$1.25 for ihc caged tires and .63 cents

each for Ihc smaller ones. The smaller

ones would he supported by two 2 1/2

foot sticks stuck in the sides of the

tires.

So much for Ihc basic tire garden.

Another use for the tires is in making
compost. This is simply rotted organic

matter such as weeds, garbage, ma-
nure and anything else that will break

down. Compost is your basic soil con-

ditioner. Gardening magazines show
many designs for making composlcrs.

They usually involve a lot of wood
frames, chicken wire and such and can
run into money.

With tires, you can make excellent

compostcrs at no cost at all. .Simply cut

six standard tires at the treads, both
sides. I*ul one down on the bare
ground, unless you have a cement or

board surface. Fill the fust lire, then

put on another. Keep filling and slack-

ing until you've used up all your or-

ganic’ matter, and if you have mote,

ready another set of tires.

Alter a couple of weeks, lift off the

lop tire and lay it down beside the

slack. Then shovel what was in the top
tire into I he one on the ground. Repeal

with the next and so on. That's all there

is to turning compost. In a few weeks,

when it all has an earthy smell, it's

ready to mix with soil.

Now for the economies of the lire

garden.

If it's just for yourself and your fam-

ily,you can just raise all the veggies you
can eat and sell the surplus. Just

charge 30% less than the stores and
you’ll sell all you can raise.

You could supply every restaurant

for miles around. Organically grown
fresh garden vegetables taste ever so
much better than those trucked in

from out-of-state. Tomatoes, alone,

grown in real soil, locally, have a taste

no industrial tomato factory can
match. Organic Gardening has had
several articles about people who
make a good living growing nothing

but tomatoes.

Say you have a fairly large garden
space of UXJxIlX) feel. For an initial

investment of a few hundred dollars

you could layout a couple of hundred
tires which could compete with any
wholesale seller of vegetables.

I'm not going to teach you how to

garden. Your library has dozens of

good books covering every step of the

art. I might suggest, however, that you
specialize in just three or four vegeta-

bles, get a reputation for quality and
freshness arid make an excellent living

growing and selling them.

But you might rather sell lire gardens

themselves. Start with 10 tires, four

cages (2 for tomatoes, one for cucum-
ber and one for squash). Throw iu four

six foot mini-greenhouses and six four

foolers. Add the planting medium.
The tires cost nothing. The mini-

greenhouses cost $8.58. The cages cost

$-1.68.The planting medium (two parts

Pie concrete reinforcing wire cage

soil to one part compost) may cost up
to $5.00 per tire, or considerably less.

Paint, maybe a dollar, and your mate-
rials cost is under $65.00. Of course,

there’s labor. But ifyou have a couple

of buddies, or make it a family busi-

ness and sell the 10 lire complete gar-

dens for $250.00, you’d gel about
$185.00 profit or more. Aside from
processing, delivery and setup
shouldn’t lake more than a couple of

hours.

Marketing tire gardens Is easy.

They would sell mainly to older peo-
ple who couldn't go gel the tires, cut

them and fill them but would be de-

lighted to plant, care for and harvest

them. Most older people would shell

out $250.00 in a minute to insure a

large portion of their food for the rest

of their lives.

So even if you don't appreciate this

idea, older people will. And there will

be a market for all the tire gardens you

can produce. But there are a lot of

mature young people, too. Not all of

them are physical enough to gather the

materials for the gardens but would
welcome them ready-made.

It's no trouble to get soil and com-
post. I.ook up "Landscaping" in your

Yellow Pages. They'll deliver soil at

well under 50 cents a cubic foot, com-

post and whatever you need, by the

truckload. If you just want to set up a

tire garden for yourself, your local

nursery and garden supplycan sell you

everything you need at a reasonable

cost.

To run such a business, all you need

is the simple, cheap and easily avail-

able equipment described in this arti-

cle. You will also need a standard

pickup truck, which you may already

have. If you don’t have one, get one. If

you di ivc a car, trade it in for a pickup.

If you’re going into any kind of busi-

ness involving hauling you need a

pickup, anyway.

Now to selling the service.

First you set up sample tire gardens,

featuring all the ideas in (his article

and ideas you will come up with. You
might even slock a supply of bedding
plants, seeds, garden tools, etc., when
you’ve become established. But with

your sample gardens, it would be best

to have them already started, plants

and all. Then contact your local news-

paper and they’ll be glad to do a fea-

ture story.

Put an ad in the same issue saying,

"Come and see our tire gardens and
let us set up one for you!" People will

start comingaround and you'll have all

the business you can handle from then

on.

Don’t be afraid others will compete
with you. You’ll have thejump on any

competition if you do a good job, and
people will choose you over the com-
petition.
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TIRE GARDEN UPDATE
BY KURT SAXON
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I made a lire garden, as described in

my article, "Making And Selling lire

Gardens", issue 2. II was very productive and

easy to work.

However, my advice to leave the

bottom side of the lire uncut was unwise. It

didn't act as a reservoir. I had some of the

tires taken up at the end of the season to

replace some of the soil 1 had mixed
improperly. I found the bottom rims root-

bound.
Also, I had decided to have the tires

turned inside-out and this can't be done

unless both sides are cut out. Turning the

TURN a TIRE INSIDE OUT
WITH BOTH SIDES CUT OUT
).Cut c\oss to ot\ botV\ .

7fo d(/v*rtfaces d/e— efaut
1

tioo iheAesA e*Xsht, the surftc* fs

Smoother for Pf/W/if,
ft r/oesn^ leak Ifhe <f tfre .

From TIRE RECYCLING IS FUN
by permission

tires inside-out has five advantages, hirst is

that the deep-rooted plants can go deeper
without being stopped by the rim. Second is

that the tires gain an inch or more in height.

Third is that they are straight instead of

rounded, making for slightly more space.

Fourth, they save paint, as the treads take up
much more paint that the smooth insides.

Fifth, il you are selling tire gardens, you can
pile them like rubber bands in your pickup,

using up less space.

Turning the tires inside-out is easy if

you know how. The lirst step is to step on
one side of the tire, pushing it to the ground.
Next, reach over and pull the other side of

the tire up toward you. Then, keeping your
right foot in place, step around with your left

foot and put it alongside your right foot from
the other side. Now, keeping your left foot

on the flattened edge of the tire, push the tire

over and grasp the underside of the opposite

side and pull. The tire will now be turned

inside-out.

If the tires are laid out against a fence

or wall, there will be spaces between the

curvatures of the tires and the backdrop.

Instead of filling these spaces with something

to prevent weeds, it is best to fill them with

soil, as each space amounts to about a square

foot of growing area. These can be planted

• with a few onions, carrots, beets, etc.

If the backdrop is a wire fence,

cardboard or plastic can be put alongside the

fence to keep the soil from going through. A
ten-tire layout will have four one-foot square

spaces between the curvatures. These spaces

can also be planted with a pepper plant, an

okra plant, an eggplant, etc.

Rather than use pliers to bend the

projections from the tops of the reinforced
concrete wire cages and the hooks to connect
the sides of the cages, I discovered a better
tool. Il is simply a six inch length of 3/8 inch
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outside diameter galvanized pipe from the

hardware store. This is perfect. You simply

put the pipe over the projection, the length

you want, and bend, t his is ever so much
easier and quicker.

In regards to the plastic mini-

greenhouses for caged plants, they are

practical. I lowever, ironing their edges is too

uncertain in bonding the plastic. A belter

way is to put the masking tape on as

instructed, then with a regular stapler, staple

the masking tape and plastic about one inch

in and three inches apart. This should hold

it together in anything less than a tornado.

Also, you don't need to space the tires

two inches apart to accommodate the bottom

of the plastic. Just place any sort of weights,

such as rocks, around the bottom, resting on

the tire rim.

A double use for the concrete
reinforcing wire is for a portable cold frame
over the tires in early spring and late fall,

hirst bend the wire so it covers both sides of

the tops of the tires. Then lay plastic over it

and weight it on both sides and the ends. O
course, this is for your shorter plants.

I'he other use for the wire is lor

trellises. The concrete reinforcing wire is as

sturdy as any trellis material you will need.

Just cut the wire as for a cage. Then bend it

slightly so it fits along the inside of the tire

and lill the tire with soil. Now plant your
beans or any climbing vegetable close to the

wire and you have got the best trellis ever.

He sure to order the tire recycling book.

It will give you many more ideas for using

tires both around your place and to make a

good, low-overhead living.

0V&R 5O US&FULand
AfTUACTIVt DROJECTQ

SviPElONTtlfiWl
Uom (o make andus* '

SOLAR RAISED BEDS
fer Klj'K v‘tW. vertical

.
Koir\e

gardewra, wilh or\
O TOh/VATOErS

THE UlORLD'S mOST
USER FRIENDLY COMPOSIER

anainstructions for
CASUAL, ACCtltRAltO and
VERM l CONAOOSr INJtj-

RETAININQ Wr\LLS
PLAYGROUND EQUIPMENT

-tmo muchmore —

5 3/4 X 6 1/2 105 I’ACKS $15.00

I Ire Recycling U I un luM.nn bimnr**. low overhead, Mini now! Oo lo

your lire stoic. A* they install tire*, the old one' arc piled In back, free

lor ihc taking U«c a saber saw and a blade ground on both aides so ll

culs and saws (Sample blade Included). Aflcr drilling a quarlcr-lnch

hole by lire Head, saw away. Make raised beds for gardening. Make a

lire horse swing you can mount on a 2*4 frame for demonstration at Ilea

markers, swap mccls. clc. lakes aboul an hour and a half lo make one. A
few- nuts and bolls and a lltllc paint for pretty will sell a doacn over a

weekend at $25.00 each

Taping Leaks in Garden Hose
To TAI’K a leak in a garden hose, first ap-

ply electrician’s rubber tape, stretching it

well. Cover this with a layer or more of

black friction tape. Should the friction tape

loosen, it can be replaced without disturb-
ing the original repair.—W. II. QUAD!*:.

PEANUT BRITTLE
i lb. sugar; i quart peanuts.

Shell the peanuts, remove the skins, and chop
the meats fine. Sprinkle them with one-fourth
teaspoon of salt. Put the sugar in an iron frying
pan, place it on the range, and stir the sugar
constantly until it melts to a sirup, taking care
to keep it away from the sides of the pan. Add
the nut meats, pour the mixture at once into a
warm buttered tin, and mark it in small squares.
If the sugar is not removed from the range as
soon as it is melted, it will quickly scorch. A
wooden potato masher dipped in water may be
used to smooth the mixture when it has been
turned into the tin.
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I IOW 10 MARKI-T YOUR PRODUCTS
BY KURT SAXON

THE SURVIVOR VOL 9

Before you worry about marketing,

you must lirst assure yourself of a steady,

dependable supply of your product. You
must guarantee delivery of the quantity and
quality of your product or you will lose

clients. Otherwise you will be confined to

garage sales, flea markets and swap meets.

Before you are able to mass-produce,

you might consider Ilea markets. Actually,

weekend flea-markets are a good test for your
products. They are cheap to set up at and
attract a cross-section of society. Also, in

talking with fellow dealers, you will learn a

lot about marketing on a shoestring.

A good start at both manufacturing

and marketing is the tire-horse swing. I his

is an idea which could start anyone on a good

worn, tires.

Any shop selling and installing tires
has a stack of replaced tires, free for the
taking. What you should look for are non-
steel belt, 13, 14, 15 or 16 inch, four ply or less,

evenly rounded on the edges, no threads
showing. Once you learn to pick out the
right size tires you will have no trouble
getting all you want.

After you have made a couple of tire-

horse swings you will be able to turn out one
in about two hours, including painting.
I hen mount one on a two-by-four frame and
take it to a Ilea market. Whenever a small
child comes near, invite him to try it out.

You will then get a quick sale from the
parents.

part-time business with practically no
overhead. All you need is a saber saw, drill, a

few nuts and bolts, some cans of brightly

colored paint and some used, but not badly

I would suggest a price of about $30.00,

but one company is offering them for $65.00!
Of course, that company has to buy them
I rom people like you. Charge what you
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think they will bring but even at S3U.UT) you
would be doing fine. Also, the more
reasonable your price, the more you will sell.

There are two basic considerations in

marketing. I he first is, who needs what you
have to sell? If you are filling a need,

targeting is easy. I he grocery, hardware store,

etc.

The second consideration comes into

play when your product is something people

can do without. That takes salesmanship.

You have to make people believe they really

need what they only might want.
In case you are not experienced at this,

you need to talk to someone who makes a

living at it. Your best bet is to take your ideas

to a local newspaper and discuss it with the

advertising manager. Since newspapers sell

advertising, the manager will size up your
product and advise you on the best way to

promote it.

Naturally, the idea would be to sell

you ad space, but even so, il you get help in

working out a successful ad, it's worth it. II

the ad flops, they lose your business, so there

is a good chance they will do well by you.

You will get the best efforts from a

local newspaper. Also, if you don't have a

large output, a paper with a huge circulation

might give you more business that you can

handle. If you are prepared to expand, that's

fine. but if you plan to confine your
production to your home, with a custom
line, you might find that too much business

is a curse.

Most people think lirst ot classifieds.

They are usually cheap, especially in local

newspapers. But unless you have a product

much in demand and easily classified, you
are wasting your money.

l ew people read the classifieds unless

they are looking for something they want. I

once paid over $400.00 for a lengthy classified

in The National Enquirer, circulation four

million, for my food book. I got three orders.

I hadn't analyzed the readership. Enquirer

readers are mostly fantasizers. They aren't

looking for books on self-sufficiency.

Another thing about classifieds in

national publications is that subscribers, the

bulk of the readership, gets bored with the

publication after a few issues. After the

subscriber leafs through each issue, he

dumps il without paying attention even to

the display ads, much less the classifieds.

If you are a craftsman, you may market

your wares through gift shops. Few gift

shops pay up front for homemade crafts..

Instead, they work on consignment. If they

sell your items you get paid, less their

percentage.

II they only sell on consignment, you

may do well having them market your
goods, but il they also sell many items they

have to pay up Iront for, go elsewhere. What
will happen is that the items they have had

to pay for will be promoted and displayed

prominently. This way they are getting their

investment back.

Meanwhile, your items stay at the back

of the shop. II a browser really has to have it,

there's a sale. Otherwise, you have farmed

out a lot ol dust collectors.

Again, let your newspaper ad man
advise you. You might be able to market

through his paper, besides, he may even

know area shops which would do better by

you if advertising on your own weren't

practical. I lis advice is free and usually good.

You might also consider direct

marketing by renting a store or even selling

various items at a vegetable stand, as

described in issue 2. Everyone should have a

garden. If you do have a large garden space,

plan to grow a surplus to sell, but up a stand

by the side of the road or even in your front

yard.

Then there is always the Ilea market.
You might even set up your own flea

market, which is just an overgrown garage

sale. Regardless, you can sell anything you
produce if it is of good quality and if you are

set up to turn it out in volume.
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Booths

Attract Trade
Popular Homecraft Jui.y-August, 1938

HI SIBLEY

Hie novelty of a roadside booth
attracts motorists to stop. We
present several ideas to augment

your income.

in which nn article is

displayed has much t«» do with its

«dc, and here arc presented a tew

roadside booths which 1>\ their very

novelty are sure to attract the passing

motorist.

K- y*

construction as uii^lit ap|K*ar at first

glance. I lie iiK'liucd stalk is built up
on a 3" iron pi|ic with a slight Ix-iul

in the middle. Curved former blocks

are fastened on with bolls at 12" inter-

vvfttmiwwB ....
.

vals and covered with tar paper and
chicken wire, and plastered over with

smooth white stucco. The roof is

built similar to that of the cookie jar.

Plywood is used for the circular

Fig. I is a f i nit and vegetable Maud
of very simple construction, but which

displays garden produce in a clean and
inviting maimer. The framing A of

common lumber and a blight awning
lends a Iniicli of color preferably red

or orange to contrast with the green

goods oil sale.

In locating any roadside stand, bear

in mind (hnt it slwmld lie < ccetc-

sihlc to the motorist, with i

enough to draw out <•! llie way of

traffic, and at the same limr visible

from a distance down tin- mad.

"I lie Cookie Crock”

For baked goods. pics, cakes, etc.,

the "( Hd Cookie Clock ”
is appmpri

ale. 'I his cylindi ical little it I ucllirc

is simple a rough wood frame coveted

with tar paper and chicken wire, and
plastered over. Curved rafters and
small semi circukit formi r hlo I

the roof its slia|H\niid the ku<*h is huill

lip of two tin wash ha an-; concealed in

stucco. Provision for a dour is made
in hack, and shelves are arranged in-

side for slocking goods. Paint the
stucco to resemble stoiiC'Waie. with
the lettering in a light bine. Fig. >.

A mushroom shelter with circular

counter is not as complicated in

ALL l" X 3
FRAMING

WAIL BOARD
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FIGURE

finished booth
SHOWN on

35V
F, f*ST

PAGE

WOOD
BLOCKS

SCREWCOUNTER

CURVED
FORMER
BLOCKS METHOD

<

attaching
Rafters

1

pipe

SECTIONAL

COUNTER

4X4 SILL

FIGURE SECTIONAL VIEW

STUCCO IN
CHICKEN WIRE
OVER TAR
PAPER /

counter, am I sheathed below with

A" hard pressed hoard (Masonite).

Urcen lettering is effective for this

lioolh. Fig. 3.

A group of little colored boys hold

mg up ixitted plants at the roadside- -

or any other product—will have in-

stant appeal. These are scroll-sawed

from half-inch plywood to the pattern

in Fig. 4. Paint them in bright colors

and mount on a substantial wooden
base.

WELL-KEPT TOOLS MEAN
WELL-DONE WORK

WIRE OVER
TIN WASH
BASINS _

STUCCO
PAINTED TO
RESEMBLE
STONE WARE _

TAR PAPER

CHICKEN WIRE

CONSTRUCTION
OF MUSHROOM
STEM

©

POTTED PLANT
OR OTHER. PRO-
DUCT FOR SALE

FIGURE

FIGURE SCROLL

-

SAW to FROM 3."

PLYWOOD AND
BRIGHTLY PAINTED

-,4

2" SQUARES
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Gravity turns tho overshot wheel. Water-corrying buckets on ono sido overbalance the ompty onos opposite

liiiililino ini Overslidt Wheel
POPULAR SCIENCE AUGUST 1947

lltisidos furnishing power, it brings an

old-time air lu its surroundings. Here

are plans for a 5' wheel.

Hi/ C. U. ItussvU

O FTEN seen beside a picturesque rural

mill, an overshot water wheel possesses

two excellent charaderistics-consklcrable

mechanical efficiency and easy inaintenanee.

Many have remained in service for decades,

and now lend a nostalgic charm to tlieir

surroundings.

Operated by gravity, the overshot wheel

derives its name from the manner in which

water enters the buckets set around its

periphery. Pouring from a flume above the

wheel, the water shoots into buckets on the

down-moving side, overbalancing the empty

ones opposite and keeping the wheel in slow

rotation.

Since such a wheel may he located near

hut not actually in the stream, it offers end-

less landscaping possibilities for a country

home where a stream with sufficient flow

is available. If a site on dry ground is chos-

en. the foundation may he constructed dry

ai.il the water led to the wheel and a tailracc

excavated. With very little effort, the scene

may he turned into an attractive garden

spot, the wheel becoming both a landscap-

ing feature and a source of power.

It should l>c noted, however, that an over-

shot wheel is practical only for a small-ca-

pacity output. How much power it will

THE SURVIVOR VOL. 9.
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produce depends upon the weight of water
the buckets hold and its radius, or lever arm.
Expressed in another way, the output de-

pends upon the weight of water transported

and tile height, or head, through which it

falls while in the buckets. For maximum
efficiency, the wheel must use the weight of

the water through as much of the head as

possible. Therefore, the buckets should not

spill or sling Water until very near tail water.

Power Increases with Width

Although of simple construction, an over-

shot wheel is cumbersome in size. For this

reason, before attempting to build one be

certain you have the facilities to move and

lift it into place when completed. Also allow

yourself plenty of working floor space. It

must be understood, too, that such a wheel
is a sizable project and requires a lot of

material and time. Extreme care in cutting

and assembling the parts is not essential,

however, because the wheel, operating at

slow speed, need not be accurately bal-

anced.
Accompanying this article are drawings

that illustrate the construction of a small

wheel suitable for a water head of 6' 3".

‘The wheel itself has a diameter of 5', leav-

ing a flume head of 15" to propel the water

THE SURVIVOR VOL. 9

into the buckets. As shown in the table at

the bottom of page 195, you may build the

wheel to give a power output ranging from
Vi hp. to 1 hp. at 10 r.p.m. All dimensions
remain the same except the width, the horse-

power increasing as this is increased. For
lA hp., the wheel should be 15 31/32" wide.
For 1 hp., it should be 31 29/32". Before
deciding on .the wheel size, you’ll want to

make a survey of the power available in the

stream (PSM, April and May ’47).

Virtually all large wheels are built with
wood or steel arms, as in the drawing below,

and have a shroud plate only around the

outer edge, but you may find it simpler and
more satisfactory to build the drum-type
wheel described here. .In this case, each
shroud plate is a disk of H" sheet steel. Each
disk is braced by a J»" sheet steel sole plate

to which it is continuously welded, by the

buckets, by one of the two large diameter

U" steel hub flanges to which it also is con-

tinuously welded, and by the long hub it-

self.

Large Sheet Required

If preferred, the shroud plates may be
made of wood. If so, care should be taken

to IkiIi them securely to the hub flanges.

Bushings pressed into the wood for the bolts
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WOOD FLUME SLUICE GATE

HEADWATER

WOOD DUCKETS
(2'TOVWIDER
THAN SlUICIJ

FLUME '

SUPPORTS

SHEET METAL
DUCKETS

WHfEl

SHROUD PLATE

BEARING
SUPPORT
WALL

(masonry OR
CONCRETE)

TAIL WATER

BUCKETS BEGINNING TO DUMP

For highest efficiency, the buckets must carry their load almost to tail water beforo beginning to spill.
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will give the wheel a longer life expectancy.

Sheet steel for the disks may be ordered

direct from several large steel companies
in ease your local supply house is unable to

furnish it. Ordinarily, such steel comes in

standard 48" widths, so you may have to

weld together two or more sheets to get the

required 5' diameter, using either a bull

weld or a backing plate. This will produce

some distortion or ripple, as will the weld-

ing on of the numerous clips required. So

long as distortion is local, however, and the

main lines of wheel and shaft remain true,

this will do no harm.

After the sheet has been prepared, scribe

a 5' circle on it and cut it with the cutting

llnmc of a gas welding torch. With ordinary

care, this method should give sufficient ac-

curacy. Vent and drainage holes should be

drilled as indicated around each disk to les-

sen corrosion within the drum.

Good Buckets Important

The buckets are the most important ele-

ment of the wheel. To give maximum effi-

ciency, they must be formed so that the

water enters smoothly at the top of their

travel and remains in them until just befoie

they reach the bottom. For this reason, the

bucket form indicated on the facing page

should be followed faithfully. Either sheet

metal or wood is an acceptable material, but

metal is better suited to cold climates, since

wood is damaged when absorbed water

freezes. Because the buckets arc subject to

wear from the water and sediment that it

carries along, you may want to install them

so they can be easily replaced.

In laying out and making wooden buck-

ets, follow these steps:

Using a common center, strike off two

arcs, one with a 2IX" radius and the other

with a 2' 0" radius. Then draw a radius

line intersecting these arcs.

From the point where the radius crosses

the inner arc, measure 2?»" farther along the

line and mark the point E.

From the point where the radius crosses

the outer arc, draw a chord lOJt" long and
from the new point where this intersects tlie

outer arc draw- a line to point E. You now
have the inner trace of the bucket.

l ake a piece of the bucket stock and lay

it along the upper edge of this inner trace

and draw a line representing the thickness

of the stock. Repeat this along the outer

edge of the inner trace, and you have a cross

section through the bucket. Cut your stock

accordingly, making the length equal to D
in the table of dimensions.

Steel Buckets Require Jig

Steel buckets are only slightly more diffi-

cult if you follow these steps:

Using a common center, strike off two
arcs on a piece of plywood, one with a 2Da"
radius and the other with a 2' 6" radius.

Draw a radius line and then a tangent to

the inner arc, making it vertical to the ra-

dius. From the point of tangency, measure
5" along the tangent. Mark this point.

Using this mark as a center, strike off an

arc with a 5" radius. This is part of the in-

ner trace of the bucket.

At the point where the original radius line

(Step 2) crosses the outer arc, draw a chord
lO.'J" long, and at point F where this chord

intersects the outer arc draw a new radius

line. Also at point /•' measure off 15 dog.

below the new radius and draw line EG
1 IX" long.

Then, using G as a center, strike an are

with a l\X" radius. This forms the rest of

the inner trace of the bucket.

Cut the plywood along this line and along

the lines that form a quarter ellipse. Using

this as a pattern, cut several more quarter

ellipses from scrap. Nail these to stretchers

to make a bending jig around which the

buckets may be formed.

Weld Wheel Parts

Welding of the various parts of the wheel

produces an exceptionally strong construc-

tion After getting together or making all

the required parts, begin the assembly by

welding four clips to each end of the hub
sleeve. Then weld the required number of

clips to the shroud plates for the sole plate,

and weld the shroud plates to the clips on

the hub sleeve. After welding both hub
flanges to the shroud plates and the sleeve

with a continuous weld, attach the sole plate

to the clips on the shroud plates with No. 8

self-tapping screws. Also weld the sole

plate to the shroud plates with a continu-

ous weld, and the bucket-support angles to

the sole plate.

Attach wooden buckets to the supports

with No. 10 roundhead wood screws, and
then drill holes 2" from center to center

through the shroud plates for l?i" No. 10

roundhead wood screws. If you use steel

buckets, rivet or screw 10 clips to each side

of each bucket and attach the buckets to the

angles with No. 8 self-tapping screws. Then
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Increasing the width of the wheel will boost its horsepower output. All other dimensions remain the same.
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drill holes through the shroud plates in the

way of the dips for the same type of screws.

Lubricate Bearings Well

Using locknuts and washers, fasten the

huh sleeve to the shaft with two hv VA"
bolts, placed at right angles to each other.

Two bearing mountings having 2£" renew-

able liners with shoulders should be bolted

to the foundation. Place shims about Vi"

thick under the bearings.

Standard bearing mountings, variously

called pedestals or blocks, may be bought

complete with wick oiler or cup oil reservoir

and with built-in sell-aligning feature's.

Standard bronze beaiing metal liners or in-

seits likewise may be bought from any

machine component supplier, babbitt liners

are equally satisfactory.

Although the wheel turns slowly, it is

heavy and will be miming almost constant-

ly, so good lubrication of the bearings is es-

sential. To this end, care should be taken

to insure that the beaiing liners .no finished

to the correct fit. Porous inserts or inserts

containing graphite aie excellent for this ap-

plication, but may cost more than regular

bearing inserts.

It is important that the foundation be ear-

ned deep enough so that water filling from

the buckets will not undermine it. Avoid

a long flume if possible, in order to keep
the construction as simple as possible.

Strengthen it along its entire length with an
exterior frame and support it well from dam
to wheel with pipe uprights.

Sluice Governs Wheel

The sluice gale may be located at any
convenient place along the flume. Since it

is the governing mechanism of the wheel, its

installation should be anything but slipshod.

If it is installed at an angle as on page 195,

water pressure will keep it at any desired

position. If installed vertically, some mech-
anism, such as a rack and pinion, should be
provided to keep it in place.

Adjust the sluice so that the buckets will

run one-quarter full. This will give a wheel

speed of 10 r.p.m. If the buckets are

allowed to run more than one-quarter full,

the efficiency of the wheel will drop for two
reasons, because of the increased speed,

centrifugal force will throw water from the

buckets. They also will begin to spill before

approaching tail water. Although this prac-

tice docs waste water, it may be profitably

employed during a freshet to increase the

power output, for at such times the excess

water would be wasted anyway. ENl)

WOOD OO METAL
/ FLUME

SLUICE
(OPERATE WITH RACK AND PINION)

PROTECT DAM
AT THIS CUT S

POND

TAIL WATERPIPE SUPPORTS
FOR FLUME

(EMBED IN CONCRETE
FOUNDATION) x BEARING BLOCK

(.HELD WITH ANCHOR t

SHAFT TO PULLEY OR FLEX. COUPLING

FOUNDATION

As the headwater rises or falls, the sluice gate may be adjusted to meter the correct flow to the wheel.



Besides the Garden, the

Plot Provides Space for the

Home and a Yard for Goats
and Chickens
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This Plot, 27S Pert by Sev
ent y-Five Feet, Will Supply
Most of the Food for a Fam-

ily of Five

HALF cm AC R E cmd
POPULAR MECHANICS 1935

By II. W. MAGEE

OULD you like to own a home?
Why not buy it and let your grocer

and landlord pay for it?

Thousands of urban tenant families have
this opportunity. Most such families pay

enough for food and rent in a few years

to purchase a home. All the rent money
and much of the food money can be di-

verted to home payments if the family is

willing to contribute a few hours of labor

per week to the plan.

The secret lies in selecting a building

site containing one-half acre of arable

land. Your half acre will help to pay for

the home you erect on it by producing

most of the food your family cats, for this

amount of ground will almost support five

persons. It is surprising how much food
can be grown on a few hundred square
feet of good soil.

The average urban tenant family in 1933

had an annual income of $1,062 of which
$252 went for rent, according to a depart-

ment of commerce survey covering sixty-

one cities. These figures probably are not
far wrong today. Of the $810 left after rent

was paid, this typical

tenant family probably

spent more than half

for food. If $10 per
month per person were



garden lo produce it.

A liberal diet re-

WB^Br quires 752 pounds of

vegetables per person
^ per year, according

to government fig-

ures, or 3,7G0 pounds of vegetables for a
family of five. On the basis of the average
production of the 341 families, about 13,650

square feet of soil should grow all the

vegetables an average family needs. Let's

add ten per cent for good measure, and
make it 15,015 square feet.

The same figures indicate that you need
average less than an hour and one-half
per day in your garden for the five grow-
ing and harvesting months to produce
nearly two tons of food.

But that is not all. The government es-

timates that 305 quarts of milk per person
per year are needed in a liberal diet, or
1,525 quarts for a family of five. Two milk
goats, living partly on vegetable tops from
your garden and scraps from your table,

will supply all your milk. The government
also figures thirty dozen eggs per year are

required in a liberal diet for one person.
A flock of twenty-five laying liens, a dozen
other hens and a score of young chickens

' allowed for food, for

.
V. instance, the grocery,

meat and milk bill

for a family of live

would total $600 per

year.

Here’s what the same family can do in

the way of feeding itself from half an acre.

The Illinois Emergency Belief Commission
last year provided garden plots containing

5,000 square feet each to many needy fam-
ilies, and in one section of 45.9 acres, 341

families raised 417,658 pounds of vegeta-

bles, an average production per plot of

1,420 pounds. Each family averaged about
one-half hour of garden work daily for

five months. *

This provides a yardstick lo measure the will furnish all the eggs needed for five

food your half acre will produce and the persons, plus about 125 pounds of meat
amount of lime you must spend in your
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as little as $1,750, including the cost of
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per year—a chicken for every Sunday.

You will need a yard about fifteen by

thirty-seven and one-half feet for your

goats and a yard of similar dimensions for

the chickens, a total of 1,125 square feet.

Suppose you provide an area seventy-five

by fifty-seven feet for your house and
yard, or *1,275 square feet. This makes a

total of 20,115 square feet, less than half

an acre, in a plot seventy-live by 275 feet.

Feed for your goals and chickens, in ad-

dition to vegetable tops and table scraps,

will cost you about $05 per year. Prepar-

ing and planting the garden will probably

cost $15, plus nine dollars for supervision.

The yearly food requirements remain-

ing to be purchased for a liberal diet, ac-

cording to government figures, are 100

pounds of (lour and cereals per person,

sixty pounds of sugar per person and 105

pounds of meat, poultry and fish per per-

son, from which is subtracted the 125

pounds of meat from the chicken yard.

Suppose Hour averages four cents per

pound, sugar live and one-quarter cents,

and meat, poultry and fish sixteen cents.

Then your total yearly outlay for retail

purchased food, aside from occasional in-

cidentals, is $1*17.75 for a family of live.

Add to this the feed purchased for your

goals and chickens and the cost of super-

vising and planting the garden, and the

total is $230.75, or $-17.35 per person per

year- less than a dollar a week per person

for food. If you include the original cost

or the two goals and the chickens—about

$100—your total for the year is $336.75.

Let’s be liberal and allow a whole dollar

per day for food for live—$305 per year.

What about the cost of your half acre?

Prices vary with location. Since you live

in a city now, you probably arc employed

in a city, so you must select a half acre

near transportation to your work. That

means a plot on the fringe of the city,

probably near or outside city limits, jh»s-

sibly with some improvements available.

Suppose we estimate the cost of your lot

at $300. Some locations will be higher,

some considerably lower.

By taking advantage of new building

materials and methods, you can erect on

this lot a five-room, all-metal, well-insu-

lated and thoroughly substantial home for

construction. On such a home you can

obtain a loan from your bank or home loan

company up to eighty per cent of the value

of the house.

So if your lot costs $300, you have an
opportunity to erect on it a modern five-

room house costing $1,750, erected, for a

cash outlay of $350, or twenty per cent of

the value of the house. Your long-term

loan can be liquidated like rent over a pe-

riod of years, your small monthly pay-

ments totaling about $200 per year.

Now, let’s recapitulate. The first year is

your big expense year. Your lot cost an

estimated $300, the down payment on your

house is $350, the first year's payments on

your loan on the house represent about

$200, and your food bill is $365—a total of

$1,215. After the first year, food and home
payments—about $5G5 per year—are your

big items of expense. If you add to this

taxes, depreciation and upkeep cosLs, your

total expense after the first year should

still be less than two dollars per day for

food and home payments. And remember

that part of this money is going to build

up your equity in your home each year.

Is such a project feasible for the typical

urban family with an income of $1,0G2 per

year? It is if the family really desires a

home enough to save the small amount

needed the first year to launch the ven-

ture. After the first year, this average in-

come provides a margin of between $300

and $350 above the total amount of food

bills and home payments.

Once the lot is purchased, the ground

itself can begin to pay for the house by

reducing the food bills if it is made into a

garden immediately. Thus the initial pay-

ment for the house can be augmented by

the savings on food if the family income

will not cover both the cost of the lot and

the initial payment on the home.

As far as finding your half acre is con-

cerned, just travel to the edge of your city

and look around. A survey in the Chicago

territory last year, for instance, revealed

there are 251,000 arable acres within twen-

ty miles of the downtown area. This rep-

resents more than half a million half acres,

enough to feed 2,500,000 people. The same

is true of almost any other American city.
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Personality Pete
By ROBERTA L. FAIRALL

S
ECTIONAL figures on this turn-around toy rotate to create
9G laughable variations—or how many variations can you find?
Draw the 4 basic figures on paper, trace them on Vs in.

hardboard and saw out the entire figure. Lay out and saw the
base (feet) from Vi in. solid stock or plywood scrap. Cut a AYi in.
length of 2x2 in. surfaced stock and a AVi in. length of Vi in.
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—
' n A

CUT FIGURES FROM g IIARPBOARD, GLUE Q BRAD TO
2 X 2" BLOCK

,
SAW APART a ORILL

Science & Mechanics 1951

blue l Y

]i 0
A[

O O
o o

o o
BLUE

BLUE

YELLOW

WHITE

GREEN

Y\ GREEN

j 0.A

*X4i

doweling as shown. >0
J

1(T| tH

Paint the figures in V, 77
flat white and decorate 5

~ iqle HT L
with enamels. Let one “ ^
color dry l>efore another
is painted next to it, and

1\fr * \add black last, putting Vm
in outlines with a fine

pointed brush. Leave
the 2x2 in. block its

natural wood color and 0
/

paint base section red. t oia I /
Glue and brad hard- MOLE.$

sJ^ s'
board figures to sides of DEEP, \ l

block. Saw oIT hat sec- clue pO* -"''N *
*
A

tion and drill a V\ in.

dia. hole % in. deep into yfl' <3
the center from under- ''•T'l— W'
ncath. Drill a % in.

dia. hole down through 1

the block with the fig-

urcs, then cut this piece

into 3 sections as shown. Drill a */4 in. dia. x
% in. deep hole into center of base.
Glue end of dowel in base, slip the three

blocks, holding figures, over dowel, making sure
they rotate freely. Glue top block over the
other end of dowel. Finish toy with two coats
of exterior spar varnish. Then watch your
youngster's face light up when he meets Pete.

materials list—personality pete

Size in inelirt

Vf * 4'A X

lffe X 1% x VA
x 3'A x y/a

Material
biudboanl
l»ine solid slock

ninr solid stock
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Odd Foods of the Asiatic

By Orville II. Kneen

American Cookery June-Juiy, 1932

THE disagreement between Chinese

and Japanese, which would have

been war anywhere else, has not been

lacking in deeds of valor, of endurance and

of strength. Neutral observers concede the

lighting and physical abilities of these war-

riors.

Yet they live upon “queer" foods,

which to us seem totally inadequate for a

balanced diet. In fact, if we in the western

world are correct as to what is good to cat,

more than half the human race lives con-

tinually on “inedible" food!

Asia has for centuries been that strange

world where men, women and children

thrive, according to our Marco Polos, on

strange dishes made from birds' nests,

lotus roots, ferns, seaweeds, lily bulbs,

even flowers and jellyfishes and the octopus

family.

Scientists, however, find many oriental

foods to be both nutritious and energy-

giving. Viands which we would find no

appetite for have been found to average

somewhat higher in carbohydrates, pro-

teins and fats, than our own favored foods!

As one scientist expressed it: "For

economy, for strength-building, for case

with which meals may be prepared from

them, few of these eastern foods arc ex-

celled."

Dr. Shili Tsin Tung, one of China's most

widely known scholars, lately has told us

why Chinese do not cat meat. He says:

“China is known as a country largely of

vegetables. By far the most important food

articles consist of cereals. Most of the

Chinese people do not cat cattle meat,

largely because of superstition, perhaps

based on a real mercy to the poor hard-

working beast. Cattle arc kept in China

primarily to furnish power for the farm.
Sometimes government officials even for-

bid, by heavy fines and bodily punishment,

the slaughter of cattle. Cow milk is very

rare."

What, then, does this great portion of

the human race cat in place of our indis-

I'ensablc flesh foods, milk, cheese and

eggs? Thousands of years ago the Oriental

found — or evolved — the only vegetable

in the world found by our Department of

Agriculture to be a jxnfcct substitute for

animal foods. The soy bean is almost en-

tirely protein.

"The soy," says Dr. J. H. Kellogg,

“serves the Chinaman for both beef and
butter. Chemical analysis shows that it

contains more protein than beef. It is fully

capable of supplying the place of lean milk
or eggs. The Chinese and Japanese arc able

to prepare from the soy a very good sub-

stitute for milk. A very fine cheese is also

made, which is in many respects superior

to ordinary cheese. The fat or oil of soy is

of excellent flavor and more easily digesti-

ble than animal fats."

Nor are these the only ways in which
soy serves the human stomach. The dried

beans arc often roasted and eaten like pea-

nuts. And "shoyu sauce," made from pul-

verized soy beans and wheat or barley
grains, fermented for months or even
years, makes an unequalled relish and
cooking condiment.

Not only is this relish the great appe-
tizer of the Orient, poured over every con-
ceivable kind of food, but it is the indis-

pensable base of our own famous Worces-
tershire sauces, found wherever white men
foregather at the festive board.

Professor J. Russell Smith, of Columbia
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University, author of "The World's Food
Resources,” has made a thorough study of
the soy bean. In China and Japan, he finds,
‘

* the chief dependence is the soy bean, a

nutritious legume with three times as much
protein as wheat. The soy bean has been
an important article of diet in China for at

least 5,000 years — perhaps for 50,000.

This bean is as new in the American dietary
as the airplane is in transportation, and it

promises to be as revolutionary in its

field.”

Miss Caroline L. Hunt, long a specialist

in food and nutrition of our Department of

Agriculture, also favored the soy bean as a

new and useful food:

"Although the soy bean as an article of

human food has attracted attention from
time to time in the United States, thus far

it has been used but little except as special

food for invalids. The beans contain only a

trace of starch and arc highly recommended
as a food for persons requiring a diet of low
starch content.”

Thus docs the ancient race of the Chinese
offer a very practical solution to the world-

wide problem of girth control. Also to the

gradual lessening of our open ranges and
consequent reduction of meat supplies,

which in years to come will inevitably

bring higher prices.

A former United States Consul General

in Japan, interested in food sources of the

island empire, counted over two hundred

and fifty varieties of seeds and grains used

for food, from the universal rice to miller

,

rye, barley, wheat and Indian corn. He
found over forty kinds of beans and peas

alone.

His list of fruits and vegetables, as long

as one’s arm, ranges from most of our own
staples to such novelties as lotus root —
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"eaten raw, cooked and pickled,” fronds

of ferns, sea kale, mustard leaves and seeds,

together with sixteen kinds of lily bulbs

"boiled with sauce and sugar and a little

sake.”

“The sweet potato," he reported, "in

quantity and quality takes first place of all

Japanese tubers. It is probable that it en-

ters more largely into the diet of the people

than any other food plant, except rice. This

is owing to its prolificacy and consequent

cheapness."

Giant radishes likewise aid the Jap-

anese diet— and perhaps also develop

wrestling technique — for the white

"daikon” grows to a length of three feet

or so, and weighs over fourteen pounds at

its largest, with an aroma in proportion.

Nor arc flowers neglected as food. We
cat seeds, fruit, young shoots and roots of

plants. Why ignore the blossoms? "Chrys-
anthemum leaves and flowers arc boiled and
eaten with sauce. The root is boiled and

eaten with sauce and sugar. Poppy seeds

arc dried and powdered and used for con-

diment. Sunflower fruit is dried and eaten

raw with sauce. The dog-tooth violet and

bulb arc preserved."

"Here is a race of people of good phy-

sique," reported this former Consul Gen-

eral to Japan, "of stalwart and well-pro-

portioned frames, although not tall, and of

cheerful dispositions, who perform daily

tasks requiring great strength and endur-

ance, undergoing exposure unknown to our

people, who cat almost exclusively this

vegetable food.”

In some ways, too, we can learn about
foods from races which have thrived so

many centuries on limited food supplies,

and have become tough and vigorous in the

process.
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Mold PLASTER. J\[ovelties W ith Gelatin
Though the making of plaster composition novelties

with flexible molds is a pleasant as well as profitable

occuption, information on the subject has heretofore

been difficult to obtain. The molding gelatin process
explained here is surprisingly simple and inexpensive.

Buy Knox Gelatin at the grocery and use \
the water asked for on the package.

Modern Mechanix April, 19 35

Fruit bowlt, hook trtdt, «n*l plopiM like eh©## »ho*n ibovt
•r* ratify m*<f# in qiitntitiet from plotter compo«iii«n h>

molding proceft dncribrd in detail in ihie criklt.

I
N THE making of plaques, statues, book
ends, or other plaster novelties on a pro-

duction basis, a knowledge of flexible mold
making will prove invaluable. Model makers,
too, can save time and money with these gela-

tin molds especially when large numbers of

an intricate plaster fitting are needed.

Molding gelatin has many of the charac-
teristics of rubber, being flexible, elastic, and
tough, yet it will melt at a temperature even

less than that of boiling water. The gelatin

may be used over and over again by remelt-

Ah«"*—P laqun may l>«
lifted out of gditin

molds, and mold utfd over
• nd oter #g«in. |lrlow—
Model in form is ready for
pouring with molding grl«.
tin. Mct.nl form it hocked
up hy pU«<er mivtute «o
prevent lots of gelatin.

mg.
The making of the form is the first step in

this new molding process. The model being

copied is glued flat side down on a smooth
board or piece of tin. With strips of wood
or tin set up a form about Vi" higher than

the model and at least 3/\” away from it at

all points. Cement down the outside edges of

this form with a thick mixture of molding
plaster and water, and allow to set.

If the model used is painted, give it a coat

of clear varnish to protect the finish. If it

is marble or a plaster composition, warm it

up a little before pouring on hot gelatin, to

prevent cracking.

The molding gelatin usually comes in flat

slabs about 1W thick. Cut this up into 1W

squares, and melt in a double boiler. Allow
the water to boil slowly until the gelatin is

thoroughly melted, but do not allow the gela-
tin iLself to boil.

Pour the gelatin slowly over the mold, al-

lowing it to level itself to prevent formation
of air pockets. Allow several hours to cool.

Now remove the form, and pull the gelatin

away from the model. With room tempera-
lures of less than 50 degrees the mold may
be used just as it is, if the plaster is mixed
with cold water. In warmer rooms apply two
coats of a slow-drying varnish to the inside

of tlie mold.

When you are ready to start molding, grease

the inside surface with ordinary raw linseed
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oil. Use about cup of cold water to each
cup of molding plaster when mixing, to make
a thick, creamy mixture which will ievel itself

when poured. Fill the mold level full, allow
to set a few minutes, then smooth oil the top

surface with a trowel or large knife.

Allow about one-half hour for the plaster
to set, then remove the mold. The mold can
be used over and over again, regreasing each
time.

Allow the plaques to dry for several days,
then (ill up the pores in the plaster with a

coat of ordinary shellac, white lacquer, or
white enamel. Oil paints can now be used
in finishing the product in color.

American Cookery
Advertisement January, 193d

Made $86.20

First 2 Months

-$350 in

6 Months!

MRS. JEWEIX GREEN, living in a small

town in Michigan, started, in March,
my home-study course in "Cooking for Profit,

Catering and Food Service Management” and
my supplementary course, "Dluc Ribbon
Cookery.

'

' Soon after she wri tes

:

"Dear Miss Bradley: Had an enjoyable time at my
little advertising party. Sold enough baked food to more
than pay for all my material. ... I think I have lots

of nerve to start anything at my age — 60, but I am
enjoying it.”

On May 15, she reports: "So far I have received $118.10

for my ’Blue Ribbon* Foods which gave me a profit of
$86.20." Early in October her letter says: "I have had a

wonderful summer. . . . Total *alcs for meals and

home-cooked foods, $358.80, plus the $118.10, equals

$'176.90 — profits about $350.* Somewhat later she re-

ports total profits of over $5001 (Full story of Mrs.

Green's successful experience sent on request.)

Hundreds of other homemakers, without neglect of

home duties, now enjoy a good income from the sale

of my "Blue Ribbon" Foods and from catering. Later,

after having gained experience, many of them have de-

veloped their food shop into tea room, motor-inn, guest

house, and small hotels — out of tbtir profits/

Many others have taken my thorough training and

fitted themselves for excellent positions as managers of

cafeterias, lunch rooms, tea rooms, and as food manager
and dietitian in schools, country clubs, homes and

sanitariums.
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Ilow to Make Potpourri

The rose-jar kind of potpourri is made by
collecting rose petals of any kind and any

color, only provided they arc rich in per-

fume, and exposing them to strong sun-

shine, spread on a sheet, until they arc dry
and crisp. Then put them into rose jars.

They will keep a long time and emit a

sweet fragrance into the room when the

lid of the jar is lifted and the petals

stirred up.

A potpourri of mixed (lowers is made by
collecting both rose petals and other swccc-

smclling things like lavender, verbena,

bay leaves, the blossoms of the lime,

syringa, and even musk, and drying them
in the sun as you did the rose leaves alone,

then storing in jars.

Doth kinds of sweet mixtures often have
spices added, such as orris root and cloves, -

but we like ours best unspiccd

.

As for your scruple about the propriety

of asking us how to make potpourri, we
beg you will set your mind at rest about

this or any other question that deals with
matters of interest to women. Our little

magazine is not confined to cookery alone,

and the member of our stair who answers

querlfcs may possibly be able to answer a

few outside to matters of the table and

tabic etiquette. Just try her, and if she has

to say she docs not know, she may be able

at least to direct you to the best source of

information.

Green Pepper Butter
To make green pepper butter you should

First remove all the white seeds and all the
white centers from your peppers, then
steam the green shells until soft, press

them through a colander or a puree sieve

and mix them with butter that has already

been creamed to whiteness. The butter may
be used for a sandwich spread, or to mix
with a salad, or to garnish cold meats, or to

put on hot chops or steaks, or to cat with
baked potatoes, or in lots of other ways.
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Candy

With a lew Hints on IIow to JVtak

By l'rancesca V. Balcli

C It

American Cookery January, 1934

G Months’ Candy Profits $803.32
2000% on Her Investment!

193-1 advertisement

MISS MARGARET RICKMERS, of Cleve-
land Heights, Ohio, started to learn

candy making in September from Alice Brad-
ley, Cooking Editor of "Woman’s Home
Companion." Her first month’s orders

amounted to 65 pounds and the demand for

her candy increased so rapidly that she gave
up her secretarial position to have sufficient

time for candy making. By Christmas her

profits were $219.25, and her net profits soon
amounted to over $1,000. "The best invest-

ment I ever made," she says. Lee us send you
the complete story of her successful expe-

rience.

The simplest form of candy — and who
as a child has not tried making it?— is

molasses taffy. I recall my own first ex-

perience, boiling the molasses and pouring

the brown, bubbling mass into buttered pic

tins. When it cooled sufficiently, it was

cut into squares with a knife and eaten in

a highly chewy state. True taffy is pulled,

and, incidentally, back in the early seven-

ties, it offered possibilities of expansion to

John I luylcr who conducted a small bakery

shop at the corner of Eighth Avenue and

Jane Street, in New York City. My grand-

mother has told me how, as a little girl,

she stood and watched John Huyler pull-

ing molasses taffy back of a small counter

at one end of his store. Later, Huyler s

candy was to become quite an American

institution.

My own adventures in candy making

began properly when I was a schoolgirl

and were conducted after school in my

own home in Westchester or in the homes
of girls I knew. We made fudge, of course,

and rarely waited for it to become hard

before we began eating it. Often the hard-

ening process was accelerated by placing

the fudge in the ice box, from which it was
taken, as soon as was possible, and eaten

ice cold. This was fudge made, alternately,

from different girls’ recipes, and consisted

usually of cocoa, sugar and milk and a

lump of butter, with sometimes the addi-

tion of some chopped walnuts.

Today, the ingredients are identically

the same, but 0 I 1 !
— in the words of

Wordsworth — "the difference to me!”
For the fudge ofmy girlhood and the fudge

of my maturity were two quite entirely

different things. As fudge forms the start-

ing point of most novices’ adventures in

candy making, I think it might be well for

me to outline in brief the means whereby
I have found, through years of exj>erience,

excellent fudge may be made. For fudge.
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all else to the contrary notwithstanding,

still remains the candy that is nicest when
made at home. Commercial fudge is almost

always a disappointment. The seasoned

fudge maker — and eater— will know
what I mean.

In going in for candy making in a serious

way, let me recommend that you first pur-

chase a candy thermometer, for it is im-

possible always, I feel safe in saying, to

get accurate results without one. Second,

in your items of paraphernalia, is a marble

slab. Don't misunderstand me! An old

fashioned table top supplied me mine.

Third, is a good wooden spoon, a single

blade chopping knife and a pastry brush.

If copper utensils arc available so much the

better; if not, an old-fashioned iron kettle

is excellent; and, failing this, aluminum
or enamelled ware may be used. After all,

good results are obtained by the candy
maker herself— not by her apparatus.

After innumerable experiments in fudge

making, the following recipe is the one, I

may say, which I have found to be the

best. It combines certain economical
features with its other values, which in

these times is something not to l>c ignored,

and it is quickly and easily made. I rec-

ommend it heartily for all beginners in

candy making.

Take three cups of sugar and add to

them six level tablespoons of cocoa, or,

if you prefer, three squares of cooking
chocolate, grated. Blend, and add one-

half a cup of evaporated milk, three-

quarters of a cup of cold water and one-

half a cup of sweet milk. Put on to cook,

and cook, according to your candy ther-

mometer, to 235 ‘leg. Tali. — or the soft-

ball stage. Remove from the fire and add

one tablespoon of butter, one teaspoon of

vanilla and a pinch of salt. Stir and then

pour upon the marble slab.

Now, let cool slightly, and take your
chopping knife and scrape the mixture to

one end of the slab. Work with your
wooden spoon until the mixture begins to

harden. You will note the change in tex-

ture; the mixture acquires a vclvetlikc

smoothness. When this is accomplished.
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fold into it one cup of broken walnut meats.

Then, transfer to a slightly buttered pan
and mark for cutting into squares. When it

has become real cold, dip a sharp knife into

boiling water and cut as desired. Constant
dipping of the knife into hot water while
cutting will be found to be necessary; but
if you do exactly as I have outlined I am
sure your friends will tell you they have
never eaten creamier fudge.

The value of the marble slab is that it

supplies a hard, smooth surface for the mix-
ture to be pressed against, and it is this, I

think, that produces the supreme quality

of creaminess. The old-fashioned method,
I 'm well aware, was to beat the fudge mix-
ture with a spoon. Many were the warn-
ings, I recall, not to stir the mixture while
it was cooking, nor to begin beating it

until it was absolutely cold. Ah, well!

We live and learn. No method, let me re-

peat, is comparable to the one I have men-
tioned which involves the use of a marble
slab.

Pciiuche, I may add, can be made in

identically the same manner. Here is a

recipe for the latter which I like im-
mensely: Take four cups of brown sugar
and two-thirds of a cup of milk and mix;
add one tablespoon of butter and a tea-

spoon of vanilla. To this may be added any
nut meats that you prefer— pecans, al-

monds or walnuts. Incidentally, I have
used this mixture as a center for bonbons— coating it with fondant or melted
chocolate— and I have found it to be
excellent. Of that, however, more in due
time.

Fondant is the basis of most modern
candy making of the better sort, and is so

adaptable that it allows die cook the
widest latitude in shaping it into different

varieties. One jar, for instance, of ripened
fondant will yield dozens of totally differ-

ent and delicious sweets — bonbons, choc-
olate creams, cocoanuc creams, mints,

butter creams, coated nuts, as well as al-

most any other combination you prefer,

and that you find usually in any high-

3757
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class box of store candy. The "ripening”

of the fondant consists merely in placing

the mixture in an air-tight container

within the refrigerator for several days

before using it.

The beginner in candy making is some-
times apt to be deterred by vvliat she may
consider are the intricacies of the art. 1

know it was so with me. 1 hesitated for a

long while before commencing, for some-

how it seemed the most complicated proc-

ess in the world. Yet, when I did begin it

and accomplished it, I found it no more

intricate and complicated in its way than

the making of fudge. The principal thing

to remember, I discovered, before under-

taking any candy making at all, is the

proper choice of a suitable day for it.

Tondant must be made when the weather

is clear— not when it is rainy or even

overcast.

My own recipe for fondant is as follows :

Take four cups of granulated sugar, mixed

with one-quarter teaspoon of cream of tar-

tar, a pinch of salt and one-half a teaspoon

of glycerine. To this add two cups of

water. Put on to boil and boil without

stirring until your candy thermometer

registers 238 deg. Tali. Be sure to brush olf

the grains of granulated sugar that adhere

to the sides of the pan with a pastry brush

dipped in cold water. When the mixture

reaches the sped lied boiling point, remove
from fire and pour out very slowly upon

the marble slab, proceeding as you would

with fudge. Then, when the mixture be-

comes thick and creamy, and cool enough

to handle, knead with your hands until it

is perfectly smooth. When this is accom-

plished, it is ready to place in a tightly

covered container and set in the refriger-

ator, or any other cold place, for several

days, in which to "ripen.”

This is your basis, your foundation, for

practically all the candy you may make,

b'or, from this, you fashion any combina-

tion that you yourself may desire. A
favorite of mine is chocolate butter creams.
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l‘or these, take one-third of your recipe of

ripened fondant and pat it out Hat upon
the marble slab, making several indenta-

tions. Then, slowly pour into these inden-

tations one square or two, as you desire, of
melted unsweetened chocolate. Now, but-

ter your hands and combine the two by
kneading. After this, work in one table-

spoon of butter — soft but not melted.

Your mixture is now ready to shape into

little balls which, when hard, can be

dipped either in chocolate or in melted
fondant. To melt fondant, place one part of

the fondant mixture in the top of a double
boiler, and, if a vanilla flavor is desired,

add a small quantity of vanilla. The
fondant may also be colored as desired,

but care should be exercised not to use too

much coloring, for the candy should be

delicate in tone, not brilliant. Drop the

centers in the fondant one at a time and
remove to waxed paper which has been
buttered beforehand. From this will be

seen the endless varieties that arc offered

to the candy maker’s skill. Indeed, she

may pattern her own products quite after

those of the stoics.

Chocolate dipping, so called, is proba-

bly the trickiest phase of all candy making.
It is conditioned by temperature almost

entirely, and temperature not only of the

chocolate itself but of the room in which
the dipping is done. Expert chocolate dip-

pers are real artisans at their craft, the

work requiring intense precision and a

high degree of speed. My own powers, I

confess, leave much to be desired. How-
ever, when I do turn out a tray of chocolate

candies that are perfect in appearance —
the rich, glossy blackness of the perfectly

dipped chocolate, unmarred by any pale

streaks — I am inordinately proud of

them, as an amateur may well be.

The exact quality of chocolate used in

making chocolate-covered candy is really

immaterial. I remember, some years ago,

when I was new to candy making, a day
in which I searched all over New York for
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a shop selling, as I conceived it to be,

confectioner’s chocolate. No, it was not

the chocolate, I was to learn subsequently,

that made the difference, but the method

used in handling it. It is all, as I've said,

a question of temperature. And the choco-

late used, whether sweet or bitter, is solely

a matter of individual taste.

Personally, I prefer a chocolate mixture

that is half bitter and half sweet. This

gives me, for coatings, just the right blend.

I take a desired amount in equal parts of

each and melt it over hot — not boiling

— water. Then, I allow it to cool to eighty

degrees, which is the correct temperature

for dipping. But here the trouble com-

mences. For the problem is to maintain

this temperature while the dipping pro-

ceeds. This is why speed in dipping is

essential and why the temj>eraturc of the

room must conform, more or less, to that

of the melted chocolate.

Note this. Once you have learned the

simple process of fondant making, you will

never care to be without a jar of it in the

house; it will be as essential to you as —
well, as French dressing. And once you

have eaten your own cocoanut bonbons,

you will find the store and package variety

an utter disappointment. The cocoanut

bonbon, incidentally, is one of the most

economical candies to make, just as it is

one of the most delicious, for a small

amount of the fondant goes a long way.

Directions arc easy. You simply work into

the fondant as much shredded cocoanut as

is possible, then shape into little balls and

dip.

Mints, in particular, offer an excellent

medium for the beginner’s hand. They are

easy to make and they are nice to serve at

the conclusion of a meal. Take your entire

recipe of rij>ened fondant and divide it into

three parts. Melt each part separately in a

double boiler and flavor, respectively, with

wintergreen, peppermint and clove. If de-

sired, you may then color them green,

pink and yellow. Now, drop from the end

of a tablespoon on buttered waxed paper.

You will find this simple process makes
dozens of beautiful after-dinner mints,

of which I'm sure you will be very proud.

Candy should always be kept, let me
hasten to remind all prospective candy

makers, in tin boxes. This keeps it fresh

practically indefinitely. I keep mine in the

circular tins in which Christmas fruit cakes

are sold, and it is amazing how little it

ages in these homemade humidors. Bon-
bons or chocolate creams a month after

making are quite as fresh and as tender as

they were the day they were put in. In-

deed, I really think keeping them improves

them. The candy, like the fondant,

“ripens” with age.

Thus, candy, the ancient sweetmeat,

with a few of the first principles of its

evolution out of sugar, milk, butter and
chocolate! Verily is it a food and a tonic.

My dressmaker, a Bavarian, tells me that

in her youth, in "ould kontree,” it was
the daily custom, upon arising, to drink a

tablespoon of strained honey in a cup of

cold water. It made you “feel so goot,”

she explained. Of course it did, for it con-

tained the tonic property of sugar, which
is one of our greatest energy-producing

foods. Those Bavarians acted no doubt by

instinct; they took the honey and water
because they found it stimulated them;
nor were they very far wrong, cither.

Carrot Honey
Select fine young carrots, and grate,

measuring one pint and one-half. Add the

juice and grated rind of two lemons. Jf the

bitter flavor is liked, the entire rind may be

used, including the white inner portion

which contains some pectin. Cook slowly.

The lemon may be cooked separately before

combining with carrots, to be sure of ten-

derness. Add two cups of sugar, stir as it

becomes clear and thick. Back into clean,

hot jars, and seal tight. Serve with cold

meats.



Hoots of plants are suspended in a

solution of chemicals providing a

well-balanced plant food which is

always in contact with roots and
available for constant consumption
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"MIRACLE

By POLLY MLRRIMAN
Popular Mechanics 1941

1 )HANTS and flowers that are unusually

huge in size and are prolific bearers

can be produced right in your own home.
The process followed is known as nutrienl-

solulion culture, and it enables plants to

grow without any necessity of rooting in

soil. The roots are suspended in a solu-

tion of chemicals which provide a well-

balanced diet. In this way the roots absorb
nutrients in better proportions than is or-

dinarily possible when food is being col-

lected through a root system imbedded in

soil, because all the food required for the

plant is always in contact with the roots

and thus available for constant consump-
tion. Of course, the same solution applied

to soil in which plants are grown will also

cause them to thrive better than plants not

provided with such additional nutrition.

The nutrient-culture process enables you
to grow a plant in a lest tube if you desire,

or in any pot that will hold liquid. All you
need to start such an experimental garden
is some bottles of inexpensive chemicals
which will cost only a few dollars; a pair

of laboratory balances and a graduate for

accurate measuring; some peat moss, ex-
celsior, glazed pots and a flat of seedlings.

Each pot must be fitted with a tray con-
structed of ‘A -in. galvanized-wire mesh,

placed inside the top so that the mesh will

rest about 1 in. above the surface of the

solution when it is added. See sectional

view of the flowerpot. The roots of the

plant pass through the wire mesh into the

solution and the foliage will rise above the

pot. Place the pots where you would place

them if you were growing plants in soil.



POTASSIUM NITRATE (KNOj)

POTASSIUM PHOSPHATE (KHa P04 ). .

MAGNESIUM SULPHATE (Mtf SO4). . .

CALCIUM NITRATE (Ca(N03) 2 ) . c .

FERROUS SULPHATE ( Fc SO4
)

. 1 .
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{AouJ at

11'ydrangeas above were grown in a pot
arrange!I as shown in the cutaway view
anil then leil with a chemical solution

given in the table at the left

CHEMICALS MIXED TOOfTMtR.TMlMAOOED
TO WATER 7 LITERS (I LITER- I.0S67 U.S. HOMO OT.I these elements must be added. Carbon,

hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen, phos-

phorus, potassium, sulphur, mange-
•e essential

and dove I

-

I

slum, calcium and iron a

elements in plant growth
opmcnl. Of these, carbon, oxygen and
hydrogen are obtained by plants from

the air in the form of carbon dioxide

and water. Nitrogen, phosphorus, po-

tassium, sulphur, magnesium, calcium and

iron must be supplied in form of sails. You
buy these salts from any chemical supply

house and mix your own solutions, using

the quantities given in the table. It is in

measuring the salts that the laboratory

balances and the graduate are needed.
Now fill the pots to within 1 in. of the

mesh trays with the solution. Spray the

roots of the seedlings to remove the soil.

Then slip the roots through the mesh so

that they are suspended in the solution.

Cover the trays with a 1-in. layer of peat

moss. Follow this with a layer of straw or

similar inah-rial lu Ur.rp mil I hr. H/thl.

Then place the plants where they will have
the same light and temperature that soil-

Formulct for a 0.1 Per Cent Plant-Food Solution

If soil-grown pansies do well in your sun-

parlor window, you can grow them there

in nutrient solution. If you must grow

certain plants under glass in your part of

the country, you’ll have to keep your nu-

trient-grown plants in approximately the

same temperature. Sufficient humidity

also should be maintained when plants are

grown indoors during the winter months.

Making up the nutrient solution is very

simple. Use of ordinary city water is rec-

ommended because it usually contains

minute quantities of manganese, zinc, cop-

per, boron, aluminum, lithium, nickel, co-

ital I, iodine and .sodium wliieli are lie*-* -:

sary hut arc not required in large amounts.

If rain water is used, minute quantities of

(dy weight)

1A
(GRAM

1 n c
U.KAM5
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In small pats , ^oii can grout plants 40 to SO in. in

diameter. The yardstich tens not lone, enough to
measure this one

grown plants would require. Every seven

or eight days, renew the solution, gradual-

ly increasing the concentration, in a period

of two or three months, from .1 per cent to

.5 per cent for mature plants. Right here

the opportunities for experimentation arc

almost limitless. Variations in quantities

of each of these essential elements alTect

the plant’s development. 13y slight modi-
fication here and there you can intensify

color of blossom, lengthen and strengthen

flower stalks, produce more foliage or

more bloom. Begonias, cannas and other

flowers of a tuberous type, offer particu-

larly promising opportunities for amateurs.

You will find that, when grown in nutrient

solution, they will materially increase both
in size and number of flowers. Potatoes

and tomatoes also flourish when grown ill

tanks, but experience is required before

the amateur can expect as great reward
from most other vegetables.

American Cookery June-July, 1932

Tomato Puree
Cook together five onions, three carrots,

two stalks of celery, one sweet pepper, and

one-half a peck of ripe tomatoes. When
tender, run through a sieve or colander,

season with salt and pepper, bring to a full

rolling boil, and pour into boiled, hot jars.

Seal immediately. This is good as a soup or

cooking sauce. Upon opening the jars one

may add chili pepper, or tabasco sauce.

The puree may be cooked down thick be-

fore canning if preferred.

Strawberry Preserves

Cover two quarts of fresh strawberries

with five cups of sugar. Let stand four

hours. Bring to the boiling point slowly

and carefully, that the berries be. not

crushed. Boil gently seven minutes after

boiling point is reached, add one-half a

cup of lemon juice, bring to a boil, and
boil two minutes. This amount of time is

ample, therefore do not overcook. Pour
immediately into hot jars and seal.
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BAKING POWDER BISCUITS GRIDDLE CAKES

American Cookery June-July, 1932

Griddle Cakes
and

Baking Powder Biscuits

(The liquid used for both recipes com-
bines one four and one-half ounce can

of evaporated milk with water)

American Cookery was promo-
ting evaporated milk. For bis-
quits you can use ^ cup of reg-
ular milk and for griddle (pan)
cakes you can use two cups of
milk. You can also oinit the
sugar from the pancakes if you
like-

...Biscuits

Sift together two cups of flour, one-half

a teaspoonful of salt, and four tcaspoon-

fu Is of baking powder; work in three ta-

hlcspoonfuls of shortening (using two
knives), add one-fourth a cup of evapo-

rated milk and one-fourth a cup ofwater, a

little at a time, mixing it in meanwhile

with a knife. The dough should be as soft

as can be handled. Turn the dough on to a

Homed board, turn it with the knife to

coat with flour, then knead slightly; pat

with the rolling-pin, and roll into a sheet

about three-fourths of an inch thick; cut

into rounds, and bake fifteen to twenty

minutes in an oven at 400 deg. Fall. Brush

the top of the biscuits with melted butter

before baking to insure a brown crust.

Griddle Cakes
Sift together three cups of flour, four and

one-half teaspoonfuls of baking powder,
one tcaspoonful of salt and two table-

spoonfuls of sugar. Beat one egg, add one
cup of evaporated milk and one cup of
water, pour slowly on the first mixture.

Beat thoroughly and add two tablcspoon-

fu Is of inched butter. Drop by tablcspoon-

fuls on a buttered hot griddle. When
cooked on edges, turn and cook the other

side. Serve at once. Be careful never to beat

or even stir the mixture in the bowl after

beginning to fry the cakes.

Popular Mechanics 1951

Green Feed Grown in Poultry Yard
Protected Willi Hardware Cloth

S m all g r a i n
sown in a culti-

vated section of

the poultry yard
will continue to

produce green feed
for some time if

the planted area
is protected with
a hardware- clot li

screen immediate-
ly after sowing.
The hardware cloth is stretched across a
wooden frame made from I. x 4-in. stock.
'I'li is keeps the chickens from scratching up
the seed before it has had time to sprout,
and also permits t he poultry to cal only
that portion of the feed which grows above
the wire screen.
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IMCTUHKS will* n jack- * •,

i v in*; m sunken !>;«*-

dimensional olTecL Carving is done
m a plank only 2 in. thick, first I /-. i

enlarge tin* pattern in fig. 2 ami ^Br MB'
mark the vanishing point as given.

r

1®^ ***|.

The picture shown, depicting a
4 ^ :

/Si-, \
Swiss kitchen, was carved 6% by • -,-r.T^—jtl ar

J
7
~y

. 'jfc/j fr—r* f fi

9 1

in. In enlarging the pattern, L.iHTOHnMt.
rule on paper (he same number of ' Jj'-V l, f/jl Vi

J

-

;

squares as given below and then iyf U •. , '%JJ “ •?<

duplicate the scone by drawing the V*]! I *. ~~ •

lines in each square in a con e- **•:'/ I [ y j
iywwn -H

spending square on the paper. ^ ^ y i

Mark olT a border around the pic- *-g£rr ..
'

ture V\ In. from the edge and score
the line with a knife. . , v.

~

Star t carving the ceiling beams
. _& jLJ

and then outline the objects in llie

foreground, gradually cutting away Completed carving mounted in wido frame, landscape sceno

beliind open window is represented by pitturo paslod in place

PAINT

Popular Mechanics March, 1947 ,»-b

SECTION B-B18*»"

r. (a) s VANISHING
,

w
POINTOPEN SASH

FIREPLACE SECTION A-A
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the remaining area. The three stages to

follow in carving arc given in Fig. 1. Work
carefully and proceed cautiously. A depth
gauge, Fig. 4, is required to check for depth
at various levels. The gauge consists of a
piece of celluloid or stiff cardboard which is

fastened to a straightedge with thumbtacks.
The gauge is set for depth by adjusting it to

conform with sectional views A-A and
B-B, Fig. 2, which also must be enlarged to
actual size.

After the carving is completed, the next
step is to make the deep frame, Fig. 3.

Miter the corners carefully and form a
tongue on the back of the frame. Sand it

and then mount the picture by driving
small brads through the longue into the
edge of the picture. Stain or color the entire
project to suit and apply wax to the frame.

Siring Tricks
Harper's Young People, 1883

U,II* tho string, with I lie ends tied together, over the post of n
J cliiiir, {Hunting 1 110 right-hnudstiiug a second time mound the

post to ninko your prisoner
doubly secure; thru with I ho
forefinger of the right Ituuil

(dipped upward through I ho
opposite loop, liolil th<< mid-
•Ho of 1

1

»«* Hiring with I ho
h-lt liuml, ns indicated in

Fig. I, panning I ln< tlmnili

•imior the limt anil inrr the

hccoimI string, mill tho forefinger uvci the liisl mill iiiuli-r the
Hcvnml.

Iloliling both sitings lirnily in this position with llio left liilul,

carry the limp liolil on your right fnioii'igrr n\ei tho left hand,
ami lay it, loosely spioml apart, upon the iloiihlo Hiring in mi-Ii

» woy th at, having released tour light hand limn nhmo, you
may grasp the same loop from below, ns show n in Kig. '2, by pass-

ing a linger thioiigh it on
oarli slrle of t lie (Inutile si l ing.

Observe carefully the posi-

tion of the strings upon tin*

left forelinger in Fig. 2, ami
ho sure that the string which
before passed under the

thumb now drops below the

forefinger. Now transfer t lie

two loops from tiro left fore-

finger to the clmir post, I inn-

ing the hand so that the lin-

ger points toward you, in order that the loop nearer the base of
the linger may pass first over the chair |w>sl, as show u at ", I'ig. g.

Filially, Covering the lop of the post with your left IhUMl', re-

lease your liolil of the string, except limn tie iniilille linger of
your right hand. Jty this linger the whole siring may lie drawn
freely out of its apparent tangle, nml. if done fpiickly, with the ^
(•fleet of having passed through fit* solid wood.

A mote simple (rick, not unlike this in clli-el, is peifonnnl as

follows: I'ass the string mer the chair as before, without wind-
ing it a second time about the post. Follow the directions l<»r

the previous trick as far as Fig. 1 . Then place the right fore-

finger, with the string still upon it, lirmly on tho top of tho chair

Fin. 2

post, and releasing the airing from the thumb of tlm left liaml,
use the forefinger of that hand U« pull the string from tlm post.

In tlm two tricks which
follow, nut olio linger, hut
four, nrcm Hiiareptihlo In the
firo passage of your wonder-
ful sliiog. Tin listing all thfl

fingers of each hand through
an opposite end of the hiring

still t led, use the light hand
to In ing I ho two sides coni-

in;; (lom the palm of the h it hand hack between the lingers nml
mound the thumb, precisely ns indicated in Fig. A. Then lifting

tho light hand, allow tlio lower siring In pans lignin around Hie
liltle linger, this time fiom left to light, mid Hie upper ailing
around the index finger from light to left, (Inis bringing Hie
loop mice moro low aid the palm, place il between the two middle
lingri'i!' telling ll hang as in Fig. 4 . With tlm thumb and fore-

finger >>f the right hand remove Hie two loops
limn i he thumb, nml puss these also between
Hie middle lingers. Lnnlly, with the fore-

finger of the rigid, hand passed under tlm
siting at ", yarn may release it ontircly by
dinning il toward you.

In the next trick you shall begin by what
aeenis a thorough inlet weaving of string mid
fingers. With the left hand in the position
ol I'ig. ft, begin nl the little finger and wcavu

fhe. mid in and out between
Hie lingers in llm manner
shown a (. o, until you come to

fbe I

h

iim It, when, nflcr cross-

ing the strings, you pass I hem
Im.iIi outside of ||*c thumb,
mid then (without crossing)
o\i-r the forelinger as in I'ig.

which icpieseiits the 1 1 is.

k

thus fa i clem Iv.

Continue ( n cross I hr si rings
between fhe fingers as shown
at l>. Fig. ft. refm ning in this

way In the little linger. Your
hand will now wun <|iiile

surely tied last - -an illusion which you speedily dispel by slip-

ping tin- bmps from your fliuiuh, and w ith
y
our right, hand draw -

ing I lie string, whole as c\ or, diicctly through tho base of all your
lillgc".
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Garclenmg for FIavor
By Pliyllis K. Ockcrt

American Cookery April 1934

ME revival of interest in house-

hold arts and the constantly

growing enthusiasm for garden-

ing suggest the possibility that

these two hobbies may well go hand in

hand. The result of such an alliance is the

Flavor Garden, which takes a good deal

of its inspiration from the old fashioned

herb plot, something from the vegetable

patch, ami even from the flowerbed.

Indeed, the Flavor Garden is often not a

separate garden at all, but finds itself

scattered through the perennial border

and among the annuals.

The value and enjoyment to be obtained

from cultivating savory plants arc un-

limited. One can number indefinitely the

soups, salads, meats, beverages, and gar-

nishes to be helped by flavorsome addi-

tions fresh from the garden. Whether the

Flavor Garden is only a pot of chives on

the window sill, or a large and elaborate-

herb plantation laid out with pebble walks

between the beds, the profit to oneself

in growing it is very great.

The first things that spring to mind

in connection with flavor from the garden

are Mint and Parsley, found in even the

smallest vegetable patch. Cut they need

not be confined to that utilitarian spot.

Parsley, that indispensable leaf for flavor-

ing soup and casseroles, and for decorating

the fish and meat platter, is easily grown
from seed, and the thick-growing dwarfed

and curled varieties make lovely edging

plants for the flower border. In the fall

a clump of Parsley can be taken up and

potted to sit all winter on the kitchen

window sill next to the pot of chives.

Mint deserves a whole volume to itself.

Even the smallest yard should have a

clump, planted in a corner away from

other plants if possible, where it can be

weeded out and pulled back when it tries

to spread from its corner. Mint has dozens

of possibilities as a flavor beside its tradi-

tional uses in mint sauce and mint jelly

with lamb. A leaf or two in the kettle

with peas or carrots brings out, without

subduing their flavor. A sprig of Mint

is as delightful in hot tea as in iced tea,

and it adds zest to a fruit salad or a fruit

cocktail. Another interesting use for Mint

is with apples. A few leaves are good

stewed with the apples for sauce, or

chopped Mint added to the brown sugar

and raisins that stuff a baked apple raises

that apple far above the commonplace.

Mint has its appeal to the eye as well

as the palate. When it is in flower its

slender, delicate lavender spikes are lovely

in a bouquet, and there is a variety with

green and white striped leaves that is very

decorative in the garden. Every Flavor

Garden should have not only the usual

Spearmint but Peppermint as well. This

has rounder leaves, and its flower spike

is a little fatter and a deeper color. Pepper-

mint is even more refreshing than Spear-

mint in summer drinks. A sprig of either

kind looks interesting frozen into the

center of an ice cube, especially if the

cubes arc tinted a pale green.

When one comes to consider the inhabi- .

tants of an old-fashioned herb bed, one

finds a tremendous variety, but even the

small garden can have a few, offering

many possibilities. There is as much satis-

faction to the housewife in picking fresh

leaves from her yard to add interest and
piquancy to the soup or the salad, and in

having aromatic bunches of dried leaves
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hanging in the provision room in the

winter, as there is in contemplating her

rows of jellies and canned fruits.

The perennial herbs, as well as the

annual, for the most part can be raised

easily from seed. They all like rather rich

soil, and they need some winter protec-

tion. For the average family, two or three

well-grown plants of each variety will l>e

enough, planted in a little patch by them-

selves or scattered in the Mower border.

Fennel, Sweet Marjoram, and Thyme,
all perennial, and Basil an annual, tradi

tional and romantic names in the garden,

are grown to use either fresh or dried as

seasoning in soups or meat dishes or

salads. A casserole takes on a new air

if a sprig of Thyme, as well as Parsley

and Chives, is added to it. Sage is usually

dried first and used to season poultry

dressing, but try also adding a dash to a

meat loaf. The leaves of T arragon, accus

tomarily associated with the flavoring of

vinegars and pickles, are equally good
chopped and added to a green salad.

Many of these herbs arc as valuable for

garden plants as for kitchen flavoring.

Fennel has beautiful leaves and Thyme
is one of the nicest of edging plants.

Borage, another annual, has lovely big

leaves that have a fragrant odor and arc

nice served with lettuce in salad, and may
also be boiled like spinach. The Mowers
of Borage have the further virtue that

they attract bees to the garden.

If there is still room in the herb bed.

Anise, Coriander, and Caraway, all

annuals, should be grown. The seeds of

these three plants arc the desirable season-

ing parts, and the ingenious cook will

find plenty of uses for them, besides the

old-fashioned one of Mavoring cake. And
while the family is enjoying its share of

the Flavor Garden, pussy should not be

forgotten. A patch of Catnip fits into the

rock garden very well, and the bees like

this plant also, as well as the cats.
T he Mower bed proper has its own con-

tribution to make to the seeker after

unusual flavors. A fragrant Rose Geranium
leaf placed in the bottom of a glass of

apple jelly is the surprise that lifts that
jelly above all the rest. The fresh leaves

of Nasturtium are delicious in salad, but
this plant's usefulness does not end there.

From an old cook book comes the follow-
ing recipe for Nasturtium Vinegar: "Fill

a quart jar loosely with Nasturtium
blossoms. Add a shallot and two cloves

of garlic, both chopj>ed fine. Add one-
half a sweet red |>epper and enough cold

cider vinegar to fill the jar. Cover the jar

closely and set it aside for two months.
Then add one teaspoon salt, strain, filter,

and bottle.” This vinegar used in French

Dressing will certainly put even the

simplest salad on a very high plane

indeed. From the same book comes this

method of making Pickled Nasturtium

Seeds: “As the seeds are gathered, wash
and dry them. Put them into vinegar,

adding one-half teaspoon salt to each

pint. When all the seeds are ready, scald

fresh vinegar, adding salt as before. Drain
the seeds and add to the fresh vinegar.

Bottle hot.” These seeds make a delicious

addition to salad or to mixed pickles.

Once started on a Flavor Garden the

enthusiastic cook and gardener sees

opening before her infinite possibilities.

In the end she will probably feel that she

needs at least an acre of land and a store

room the size of an old-fashioned attic.

The rewards from this garden are many—
the fun of growing things, the satisfac-

tion of surprising family and guests with

unusual and fascinating dishes, and the

deeper pleasure of having at one’s hand
the ingredients for artistic expression in

originating new combinations of Mavor.
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How to build a

Caster Scooter for the Toddler
A HIDING toy built for the toddling

* *- set must be simple to operate,

for a child just learning to walk can’t

cope with pedaling or steering. But

put a toy on big, easy-rolling casters

and lie instinctively maneuvers it to

his heart's content. Add a wagon com-

partment and you have a toy that will

remain a favorite for months. Con-
struction is simple but rugged; the

original has been in use for several

years and is still going strong.

After completing the body, make up

the axle trees (shown on the facing

page), and drill holes from the

cuds for the casters. Your hardware

dealer calls them 3" rubber-wheel,

grip-neck casters.

The original was finished natural

with the exception of the seat and
wagon compartment which were

painted red. To complete the job, cut

a wrap-around bumper from discarded

rubber hose. Handle grips are £"

Hob Johnson, Lakewood, NJ.
white-rubber crutch tips (size 17).—

POfUlAP SCIENCE DECEMBER 1955

3
SIDE PANELS reinforcing the

hack arc held hy 4-pcnny
nails (all others are G-pcnnyh
Itcsin-coaled nails hold best.

n NAIL ON III! SIOES, winch
L hold the seal, drill front

and hack for axic-licc hulls,

and nail (lie hack from lidow.
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4
IT'U BE A FAVORITE
—will* lirsl •steppers

or live-year-olds. I(

littuls dolly around in

llic house—or a play
load of sand outside.
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MAKING MONEY with
CONCRETE PROJECTS

This backyard pool, which can bo buill by aityouo for lost titan $5.00, i* a real monoy-mnkor for it a ownor,

llo has planted water lilies in tho contor to supply oxygon for Iho goldfish with which ho has stockod

the pool, and although ho livos on a farm 20 milos from a town, ho has moro customors for his goldfish

TUB MECHANICAL PACKAGE MAGAZINE
,han 1,0 can ,ako caro 0,1

1932 by E.S. MeGOWAN
IN these days of depression when most :ill

'1 of us are looking for ways to turn an lumcst
penny, there is one field of profitable activity

which should appeal to the home craftsman,

hut which has been unaccountably neglected,

probably because of lack of specific information.

I refer to the making of concrete lawn fur-

niture—bird baths, lily pools, and similar ad-

ditions to the garden landscape. Larger firms

dealing in concrete products have neglected this

business, leaving the field open to any am-
bitions worker who is willing to put in a little

effort in exchange for coin of the realm.

Bird Baths ar© Monoy-Makers
Just as an example, take the popular con-

crete bird hath. T he type shown in an ac-

companying photograph sells readily for $10

to $15, ami it’s no trick to erecting one in a

day. T he lily pool shown at the top of this

page is equally simple, and has an additional

profit-making angle other than its construc-

tion—it can he stocked with goldfish, which

breed rapidly, the surplus being salable at

good prices.

Construction of the bird hath is simplicity

itself—here's how: Secure a hoop 3 inches

wide and 24 inches in diameter, with one joint.

for the base form. For the font form, use

the steel felloe of an auto wheel, available for

a few cents from any wrecker. T his will have
one cut across it. Opposite this make another
cut of V-lorm.

T lie pedestal may he round, square, or hex-
agonal. T he drawing shows how to make the

mold from wooden pieces hinged together.

Sketches also make clear the construction of

the base and use of stove pipe as a core in the

pedestal to lighten weight.

Set the pallet firmly and center the base

form on it, placing a wire tightly around it

and twisting the ends together. Place at least

four nailing Mocks to hold it. Place the core

in position and fill the form with concrete, set

steel rods for reinforcing and trowel the sur-

face smooth. Place the assembled form for the

shaft. Fill the shaft form with concrete in

layers al>out 5 inches thick, ‘‘puddling” it well

with a planed lath. When full strike off top

and finish with a trowel.

The font is made upside down on the same
or a similar pallet using a steel form or shaped
clay for a core to produce the depression.

Center the outside form, hind it with a wire

and place four nailing blocks. Place the con-

crete, strike it off and finish with a trowel.
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this article was written 63 years ago
have gone up. Just upscale your prices,
complete course and could put any able-
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Consider the fact that
and realize the prices
At any rate, this is a

bodied person into a business of his own and at a very low
overhead. There are also many concrete projects in SURVIVOR
Wood forms should have two good coats of

spar varnish before being used.

Refore assembling forms oil them thorough-

ly hut lightly with a brush dipped in pa ratlin

oil such as is used for floors. This keeps the

concrete from sticking. After 24 hours the

forms may be stripped and should be immedi-

ately cleaned and re-oiled. The cast con-

crete parts should be covered with damp bur-

lap and kept very
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wet for four or five days.

Portland cement sets by the action of water

and after setting hardens and if ii

dry out it will he weak.

is allowed to

Other Lawn Furniture

T here is practically no end to the possi-

bilities in lawn furniture, for in addition to

bird baths, forms for lawn benches are easily

made as also are stands for sun-dials, flower

pots, from small ones a foot square at the top.

10 inches high and 9 inches square at the l*»t-

tom, to larger ones to hold small evergreens

or “English box." A variation in dimensions

will produce a flower box, a good size being

30 to 40 inches long, 9 inches or a foot wide

on top and 6 tn 8 inches wide across the base.

T hese pots and flower boxes should have walls

about \Vi inches thick.

The forms arc made of inch stuff (pine will

warp less than other wood) and preferably

should he arranged so that the product is made
right side up, which allows of finishing the top

edge with a trowel or other finishing tool to

give a neat appearance. Kor ornamental pnr-

Concrofo bird baths liko this onsily bring from $10

to $15 from homo-ownors. An ontoiprising buildor

can mako a handsomo profit from Iho »alo of bnlh*

doscribod bolow.

poses, if other than plain surfaces are desired,

pieces of wood are attached to the inner stir-

face of the outside form to produce depressed

panels and pieces of moulding may also he used

to produce ornamental details.

Font h made upside down
u*!ng sfeel -form or
shaped clay for core

Concrete Curb

'• v ’* * Concrete
1 ; biiS or t:7t Mit

coveperc lily pool—Eipanded tktal Lath
/tailing

PU\'Ks

Cuts Reinforcing R'ds
(4 or 6 pieces)

— Pont Form —
Felice Hvnt e/d onto * hccl

Nailing 0locks

KH7re
around termPedestal Form

(/ 'Stock)
Ftitlet

Hero are construction details of a concrofo lily pool and of a typical pedestal bird bath. Further pointers on

building are given in tho article. Concrete lawn furniture is very popular, yet most largo firms nogloct tho

possibilities in this field, leaving excellent monoy-making opportunities opon to tho "ono man" producer.

Every home-owner is a prospoct. This arlielo givos all tho information you ncod to go into business foryoursolf.
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GOOD CONCRETE MIXER FROM OLD MOWER PARTS

Any ingenious mechanic can conslruct a mechanical concroto mixer from scrap parts, as wilnoss this ox-

amplo mado from the axlo of an old mowor. A pulley is attached to tho drivoshafl, an oil drum from which

tho top is romoved is bolted to the mower wheol, and tho device is driven by a portablo gas cngino and

it doos tho trick!

So far a* nrtint if r Ifrets arc concerned there

is no limit except the ingenuity anti craftsman-

ship of the worker.
Round vases are made hy setting a piece of

pipe vertically ill the center of a sturdy pal-

let, heaping wet clay around it and forming

this to the opening desired with a piece of

heavy sheet metal cut to the necessary shape,

one edge being bent around the pipe on which it

revolves. Cement and sand mixed only mod-

erately wet is then placed over the core and

the exterior shape formed with another sheet

metal form cut to the profile of the exterior

of the urn. Some practice is necessary for suc-

cess with this method, but by starting with a

small urn skill will be ipiickly gained and the

results attained will well repay the effort put

forth.

Now for the lily pond and goldfish farm.

A pool 10 feet long and 6 feet wide will rc-

(|uirr about three sacks of cement and a yard

of gravel : total cost should not be over $5-

Building the Pool

I, ay out the pool and excavate to the desired

depth. Pack down the earth by tamping. Place

stones about two inches in diameter Some IS

inches apart, to gauge the thickness of the first

course of concrete. If you have screened sand

and pebbles, make your mix of one bucket of

cement, two of sand and three of pebbles. If

using gravel as it comes from the pit, mix

one to 2'/z. Mix thoroughly while dry; then

add water and mix again. Consistency should

hr like oatmeal porridge
—

"quaky." hut not so

wet that water and cement runs from it when
piled up.

Place the first course to make an even thick-

mss to the top of the two-inch stones. With-
out smoothing it, cover with hog fencing or

metal lath for reinforcement, and follow this

with a one-inch layer mixed one part cement

to two parts sand. T his can he smoothed with

a trowel and let set for 12 hours. T hen fill

the pool with water, let stand a day or two,

empty and refill. It should have three changes

of water at least before plants or fish arc

placed in it.

The owner of the goldfish breeding pool il-

lustrated heir does a big business with his

neighbors, having more orders than lie can

fill. Pond lilies arc grown to supply oxygen to

the water for the fish. Be sure to give your

fish plenty to cat. since they’re cannibalistic

and papa and mamma arc just as likely as not

to cat their babies if hungry. Special fish foods

are obtainable, but rolled oats has been found

highly satisfactory.

Mixing Good Concrete

A few general pointers on good concrete

work arc in order. The most pertinent fact to

remember is that the* strength and water-

tightness of concrete depends on the amount of

water used in mixing it. Good concrete can be

neither too dry nor too wet. One of the ac-

companying diagrams illustrates the "slump

test.” Study the drawing. A good mix should
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show a slump of at least a half-inch, and

should not he so wet as to cause a separa-

tion of the particles in handling and placing.

An accompanying table gives a list of classes

of work, with amounts of water to he used

with sand and pebbles. Moisture in the sand

must be considered. Under “trial mixture"

arc given proportions for a trial batch. If it

proves too wet, add more sand, and if still too

wet, more pebbles and perhaps more sand. 'I he

quantity of pebbles should always be about

twice the quantity of sand. If the mix is too

dry, add more cement and water, but not water

alone.

Under “maximum aggregate size” is given

the size of the largest pebbles which should

he used.

The sand should be clean and hard and

free from loam and clay and vegetable matter.

T hese foreign materials will prevent bonding

between the cement and sand and the con-

crete will be weak. Vegetable matter will in-

terfere with the setting and hardening of the

cement. Concrete made with dirty sand will

harden very slowly if at all and often will

not he hard enough for its intended purpose.

Pebbles or crushed stone should be tough,

rather hard and free from foreign matter. If

either contains considerable soft, Hat or elon-

gated particles it should not be used.

"Hank-run" gravel is the natural mixture

of sand and peb-

bles as it comes

from a gravel
bank. It nearly

always contains
too much sand
and money will be

saved by screen-

ing the sand from

the pebbles with a

J'j-inch screen and
recombining in the

proportions you

want.
Water for con-

crete should he lit

to drink.

Machine mix-
ing is the best

and the easiest,

better let a gas

engine do the hard

work if you can.

M any an ingen-

ious man has built

a mixer from old

machinery — one

excellent home-
made job it illus-

trated in these
pages.

If the concrete

must he mixed by

SLUMP TEST FOR MIXTURES

Good concroto ibould "flump" or iproad out, lust

after mixing, at tbown in tho top drawing, whon

ompliod on board from a buckot. Ollier mixot aro

loo dry or loo wot.

hand and a tight floor is not available, make
a watertight platform with strong and smooth

lumber. It should

be large enough

for two men to

work on at once;

about 7 feet wide

and 12 feet long is

a good size. If the

top is made of

matched lumber

the joints will be

light. Nail strips

2 to 4 inches high

along tluec sides

to prevent mate-

rials being pushed

off in mixing.

Hand Mixing

Place one of the

bottomless boxes
on the platform

and measure the

quantity of sand

to be used. Spread
this out evenly

and on it spread

the quantity of ce-

ment to be used.

T hen turn these

over, using a

square ended

RECOMMENDED MIXTURES FOR SMALL JOBS
• — " 1• '

Kind .d Wttfc

< iHom of Wjlcf
to Add to Kadi
One ShI \\>uU

_ . — ^

Tii.il Mi*t me
l or Fi»M llit« b

h
Cl “ zC

1
-
z c ~
y.£-m

c

l

l

t

£

l/i

g
S

1 !

Foil nd utii'ii « ill-

nltich n««.t ih.i l< uj-

tcrlielil.
_
in*'» OHKiele

f«* fiMdiiivs rrl.nwMir

wall*, rlc.

7!i b s 1

Cu it

)

Cii. I*

5

In*.

?

Water ticlit lM*c«nfnt

iralli ansi pit«. trail*

*»bovc ground. djm*. bm
bed*. colil frame*. Mur
age ami cyclone Cellar

n\lll?. etc.

6!i 5 *•/, 1 IVi 3/5 Hi

Water 't"ow i»»l».

writ emt'* and id-**-

lotm*. d‘liiiB. 'O'O’
i.nAs, njieiiiclii

fklewalks. driveway
pinli IW*. ti.-r.wnl

flroK. ra.ilrn 3"d I**"
'tci*. t-'r r-t'.

pins, iolunin<. «h*tnrc>

c.ip*.

5.4 «w 34 1 2 3 i

Fence pnM*. civile*

line po<l<. prjpc Jfl-»t

pn*IS m.iil hut
cl <*.. flutter l>o.tc« jikJ

pot*. henclie*. bird bit Ik.

peile.<t;»ls and oilier jrif^

«lcn fnrnituie, work of

very tbin sections
|

*\'i 34 34 1 2 2 4
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shovel, the two men working from opposite

sides and ends. Continue mixing until the mass
is of a uniform color and free from streaks

showing the colors of the sand and cement.

The required amount of pebbles is then

measured and spread in a layer on top of the

sand -cement mixture. Mix again until the

pebbles are uniformly distributed throughout

the mass. Now make a round pile and dig

out the center to make a crater into which

the correct amount of water is poured. Start

from the edge of the crater with the shovel

upside down and push the dry materials to-

ward the center until the water has been taken

American Cookery
Qukry No. 4994. — "I am planning a dinner where

it is estimated that One Hundred Pounds of Meat or
Pish will be needed to serve all who are expected to
attend. How Much Meat or Fish Should Be Bought
to Yield One Hundred Pounds Wltcn Cooked?"

IIow Much Meat or Fish Should
Be Bought to Yield One
Hundred Pounds When

Cooked
This will dejiend on the kind of meat or

fish you buy. Fish of moderate size will

have more waste in bone, etc., than large

fish, like halibut. And as for the meat, it

depends on what joints of the animal you

buy how much waste in fat and bone you

will have. Clear, edible meat may be ex-

pected to lose from 20 to 25 per cent during

cooking, through shrinkage and loss of

juices. As for proportions of fat and bone,

these vary from 7 per cent in a round to 20

per cent in a rib roast, according to At-

water's tables published in the govern-

ment bulletins.

We think you would do well to consult

an experienced chef in a good hotel, who is

used to catering for large companies.

Qurry No. 4995- — "I grc.itl>; desire a good recinc

for Hoilandaisc Sauce. The kind most frequently

served to me is thin, runny, and poor.”

Ilollandaise Sauce

We arc particularly glad to answer your

query, since we too have suffered from a

wretched travesty of this fine sauce, and

very rarely do we get it at its best. Here is
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up. 'I hen continue mixing until the cement,
sand and pebbles are thoroughly and uniform-
ly combined. The final shovelling should bring
the mass to the form of a mound.

All the concrete should he placed in the
forms within 30 minutes after mixing. As it is

placed in the forms it should lie well tamped
or spaded, paying attention to getting it to fill

all parts of the forms, especially the corners.
!f exposed parts arc desired to he smooth,
spade the coarse particles hack from the forms
so that the sand and cement will produce
smooth face.

June-July 1932

the best recipe we know for hoilandaisc

sauce, and it will pay you to follow it

exactly.

Put into a quart bowl with a rounded
bottom one-half a cup of softened butter,

and beat it until white and creamy. Add,
one by one, the yolks of four raw eggs (we
sometimes substitute two whole raw eggs

with excellent results), and beat each until

it is blended with the butter before you
add the next. Then add a tablcspoonful and

one-half of lemon juice, one-half a tea-

spoonful of salt and just a wee pinch of

cayenne, and beat again until smooth. So

far the beating has been done with the

spoon used to cream the butter, but it is

now time to make a change. Remove this

spoon (of course returning to the bowl all

chat has stuck to it) and with a Dover
beater beat the butter, eggs, lemon juice,

etc., for five minutes. Then stand the bowl
iti a pan of boiling water over the fire,

being careful not to let the water boil into

the bowl, add to its contents one-third of

a cup of boiling water, and beat constantly

and all over until the sauce is as thick as a

thick mayonnaise, so thick it will "horn."

Now lift the bowl from the boiling water,

and stand it for a moment in cold water,

while you beat or stir from the sides any

of the sauce that may be in danger of being

overcooked by the retained heat of the

bowl. This last precautionary operation

will take no more than half a minute, and

now your sauce is ready to serve, thick,

glossy, most delicious.
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This cradle

rocks and rocks
An "old-fashioned" cradle, our that would
nick niirl lull I In* baby. wjis I In* desire nf

Mr. Mini Mrs. Hans von Ihiescn. San
Francisco. Tlicy wanted one I lint would
lie si iiiiI.v, yet light enough to lie Inoveil

nlniiil, anil high enough for them to at-

tend to I lie youngster without stooping.

When they couldn't lind such a cradle

anywhere, a friend designed and liuilt

this handsome modern version for them,

lie assembled it almost entirely with

screws, so that the cradle could he dis-

assembled and parked for a long move the

von llricscnx expected In make in a few

months. This feature proved of additional

value. A rocking cradle is delightful to

have during those tirsl few months, hut it

is impractical after the baby learns to

crawl. Disassembled, it stores away com-

pactly.

All wood parts of Ibis cradle were cut

from Y\ bieli I'hilippinr mahogany ply-

wood, The exposed edges of the plywood

were covered with mahogany edge strip-

ping, purchased at a Iwmlier yard and

glncd on with contact cement.

You on it draw the curves with a compass*

or with a pencil and a length of string.

The curved pints ran be cut out with a

jigsaw, baud saw. scroll saw, or router.
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GLENN ClIfUST I

A

The baby likes the gentle rorkintj Motion of this rrtttllr. The ticsigner: Coition li’oflt

A
'I*’*1

Sunset March, 1962

Tin* single cross piece is notched nt its

ends for ils small reinforcing blocks,

which are glued permanently to it; then

nlf are .. .ewed to tile wood ends.

The cradle swings on its end supports on

two metal stair-rail brackets (available at

builders hardware stores). The brackets

are screwed upside down to the end sup-

|K»rls. and the two small straps (which

come with the brackets) arc secured to

the top edges of the cradle with 3-ilieh-

long wood screws.

Construction details. Ml troot! /tor/:* me
of *i-ii»rA iJifirootl. me .serened together

Cradle rocks on 1 no
which ore allached upside down to
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CASTING PLASTER
Popular ‘Mecha n lcS"Kbruiry 1950

B

"'

""ole// B^ke

BALLOON LAMP BASE

PIASTER

l(QUID

DEIERGENr
CAN

IARGE BAUOON

’ ' ----- | •
m I

ill facilitate the procedure if you have
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the co»e when working catling out of platlic mold.

Plotter tliould bo fully hardened before removal

Above, planter t of variout tiret make uteful giflt.

Below, mixed platler should be poured inlo mold

without delay. Right, after catling hot been removed

from mold, smooth by rubbing on coarse sandpaper

someone lo help you. Molding plaster sets

quickly and once mixed to a uniform con-

sistency without any lumps, it must he used

immediately. Squeeze the balloon lightly

with one hand to force out the air it may
contain and have your helper pour about

one third of the plaster into the can. With-

out delay, blow lightly into the can as in

the center detail on the opposite page. This

will force the plaster into the balloon.

Repeat this procedure as rapidly as pos-

sible until the balloon is full

Now remove the filled balloon from the

detergent can and place it on a flat surface.

Allow the casting to spread somewhat so

that it takes the bulbous form pictured.

The bottom will flatten and for this reason

it's important to hold the cast in the per-

pendicular position. Next, working quickly,

open the balloon carefully and insert the

threaded pipe, one end of which has been

plugged with a dowel, into the neck of the

cast and push down to the bottom. Make
sure that the pipe stands perpendicular to

the surface on which the cast is placed.

Now, working lightly with the tips of the
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Rectangular lamp bn»*t and aib troy* ar* easily

made by wing cardboard bone* or utonsili a* mold*

Above, "hand-trowel" the plaster into cordboa.d box

mold. Below, when plaster has set, strip off box.

Right, smooth top of casting with file and sandpaper

fingers, form the neck of the cast around
the threaded pipe, shaping to a true curve
and uniform diameter.
As soon as the pouring is finished, have

your helper wash the utensils and the sink

or laundry tubs thoroughly. Do not permit
even a small quantity of mixed plaster to

enter the drain from the sink or tubs, as

a residue may be left to harden in the trap,

even though the drain is flushed with a

quantity of water.

When the plaster cast has set, tear off

the balloon and force the dowel plug out

of the threaded pipe. Form a groove in the

plaster casting from the outer edge of the

flat bottom to the threaded pipe, using a

round file. This groove permits the lamp
cord to be led out at the side of the base.

To finish up the job, wire a socket, slip a

brass spacing neck over the threaded pipe,

fit a harp and the socket, add a shade of

your choice and there you are. Uy sizing

the plaster casting you can decorate it with

colored cutouts, or paint it in any color

and pattern that suits your fancy. Cement
'/8-in. felt to the bottom of the base.

Using various types of plastic containers,

bread tins, even a cardboard box which
originally contained grass seed, you can

make the lamp and planters pictured on

page 183 and also the lamp base at the left.

In making these the procedure differs

somewhat from that used in making the

balloon lamp base. You use a somewhat
heavier and thicker plaster mix and press

it onto the sides of the container with your

hand, building up, by successive stages

where necessary, until you have a thick-

ness of in. or more. Wail until the

plaster has hardened, then tear off the con-

tainer and smooth the top edges of the

casting with a file or by inverting and rub-

bing on a sheet of coarse sandpaper as in

one of the illustrations.

An attractive planter can be made by us-

ing two bread tins, one small and one large

one. I’our a creamy mix of plaster in the
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larger and then press the smaller tin in-

side the larger one until the plaster is

forced up to the top edge. Center the

smaller tin and hold in position until the

plaster sets. Then carefully remove the

smaller tin and work the casting out of the

larger one. Using the same procedure you
can make round planters by using a child's

plastic sand pail and a plastic juice con-

tainer. Mix and pour the plaster in the

large container as before and place the

smaller one inside, pressing it down until

the plaster is forced to the top of the pail.

Hold in place until the plaster sets, then

American Cookery

Qdrry No. 5264. — "Is ii possible for me to can

tomato juice at home?"

Canning Tomato Juice
at Home

So many have requested this same infor-

mation that the Bureau of Home Eco-

nomics has recently sent out the following

information

:

Equipment. The knives should he of

stainless steel and the sieve of turned wire

or aluminum. If you have cooking utensils

of aluminum, use them. Utensils with

heavily tinned surfaces or copper, brass

and iron should not he used for preparing

tomato juice as they affect the color and

flavor.

Containers. The containers may l>e air-

tight glass jars, or bottles with caps. If

caps are not available for bottles, corks

may he used. Tin cans may be plain or

enameled.

Preparation. Use any variety of tomato,

although those of bright red color arc

preferred. Use only fully ripe, firm toma-

toes as freshly picked from the vines as

possible. Wash well, remove cores and

cut in pieces. Some workers suggest that

peeling gives a better-flavored juice. Green

parts cause bitterness and mouldy or

decayed portions influence both keeping

quality and flavor. Do not try to make

too much juice at once — not more than

one or two gallons.

Storage. It is important to keep tomato

juice in glass protected from light to

preserve both color and flavor.

remove the juice container and pail and
smooth the edges of the casting. Finally,

note the base of the lamp in the upper right-

hand photo on page 183. This is made by
using two separate containers of the type
used to store leftovers in the refrigerator.

Two separate castings are made and when
the piaster has hardened a hole is centered
through both to take the threaded pipe.

Smooth the meeting faces of the two parts,

then join tightly by running seating rings
and nuts on the threaded pipe. By using
containers of different sizes you get the

attractive offset base pictured. * * *

October, 1934

I'irst Method. Simmer the tomatoes until

they arc softened. Put the hot tomatoes

through a fine sieve at once. Reheat the

juice to f he boiling point at once, pour

into sterilized containers, add one tea-

spoonful of salt to one quart of juice and

seal.

Newer Method. Cut the tomatoes into

quarters, add a little water and heat to

the simmering point. Press the tomatoes

through a sieve. Heat the juice ro the

simmering point and pour it into hot,

sterilized containers, almost to the top

but not quite, as the heating may cause

it to expand.

Seal the containers and set them in a

hot-water bath that covers them and

comes at least two inches above the top

of the containers. Keep the water at the

simmering point for ten minutes. Store.

Dry pine cones painted in gay colors pro-
vide beautiful Christmas-tree ornaments
at little cost. Tied with ribbon and com-
bined with holly, they also make attractive

table decorations
for parties and
novel window or
wall ornaments for
the holiday sea-
son. Dip the cones
in silver or gold
paint or brightly
colored enamel
and place on a
piece of old win-
dow screen to dry.

— * —



Typical small bond sow ol fhc type used by borne craftsmen. The view al

right shows the guards swung bock lo reveal the rubber-cushioned wheels

LOOKING
STRAIGHT
AHEAD

T*°th .

bca\
Blade tension is regulated by the adjustment shown at lelt, the scolc be-

ing used lor accurate reference Right, blode guide on this bond saw

LOOKING DOWN/'TN

?& °PFer
ct s<?iv insure

/he /oner one.

LOOKING DOWN

LOOKING
DOWN

ou{H&r

Movingherds
icdefhcr, one crossing

Below /he c/her, thus

forming ihree /cops
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1E BAND SAW
By HERMAN HJORTII

Author of Ot-aolic* «•/ Omnium U'ooJteorkiuff

H-Xhiufi. Pssie II'oodtrorking I’toccssci,

Mi.hlar M'<fc*firor*r«». •'!(.

You con moke your woodwork more professional by the

expert use of the band saw ... Its various parts

and principal operations . . .
Changing and adjusting

blades . . . How to do compound and pattern sawing



Combined lilf and tension adjustment on one

type of bond saw; cutting stock to a bored

hole; the use of radial cuts in sawing small

curves; multiple culling in which a block it

first sawed to shape, then divided into ports

runt. The rubber tires serve tn protect the

teeth, act as a cushion for the saw blade

and prevent it from slipping.

In ca>c the blade breaks, the two ends

call be filed to form a tapered or scarfed

joint anti soldered with silver solder.

This, of course, makes the blade sboitcr.

To nccominotlalc sbml blade*, tin- upper

wheel can be lowered by means of a screw.

The wheel also ne. ,is to Ik lowered and

raised ngnil) so that a lie" or dilfrrrni

blade can be pul on the maeliiiu

Some band saw. have a tension media -

nism that amomafi' alls pile- rlo blade

the count tension, li|*. I. On nlhei* thr

tension must be judged by pressing lightly

on the side of the saw with the fingers.

The table or tables are bolted to trun-

nions directly above the lower wheel. The
larger machines always have two tables,

of which thr one to the left i* the smaller

and immovable one. The one to the

right is the larger and can be lilted 15'

to the tight and about 10® to the left. The
blade runs through a slut in the larger

table, the entrance to which N cut from

the front of the table. It has a steel pin

ycessive
Tilt
/

B/ade
Supper/

©
Cxcesstvc

T"
T
I®

l

Guides in In

(J
5)

s9Mr-

tfo/e boredm
square corner
Sawing completed
as indicated.

MarkingoutIre
from pattern.

PtjatfpaHorn,

Sawing square

/ / /

. V
I

Idedge

© Suddes/ed method of
sawing irregular curve © Multiple

sawing', stock
held tn boy

Mow a cabriole leg is marked from a pattern. The first cuts ore stopped just short of the
end so that the waste wood remains attached This cnoblcs remaining cuts to be mode easily

v Multiple

(20 )
sawingstock
werfgrd together
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To so*e stock, the eots of o cobfiole leg ore cul scporotcly ond glued on. Figure 31 shows o jiq

ottochcd fo a bondsow loblc fc» circle ruffing Disks ate eul by pooling the work on flic point

(1?)
^cs or^fh beards

KsJ S'!wad as at A . 3cards
glued togetheras a/ ’Q".

Cy CD

at the entrance. Some of the smaller h

machines have only one tahlc, IHit or

other hand thev nften have a slot in

h it for a miter gauge. Moreover, the

•aw Made on the smaller machine* often

enter?! in a ?dot cut from the side. All

saws usually have an aluminum throat

plate so that the saw blade "ill not he

damaged should if break.

The guides serve to keep the saw Made

in a straight line and prevent it from
being pushed off the wheels when stock is

being sawed. Two guides are used, one

above the table and oiu hclu". 'The one
below the table i* fastened to the frame
with bolt\ hut the one above the table i*

piece «»f stcrl ihni is moved up or down
to accommodate work of different thick-

ness. A saw guide consists of twn steel

jaws or guide pins between which the

blade slides. behind the *iil« guide*, a

small circular wheel »piih mound when

the saw is running, and the rear edge of

the blade i* pushed against it. These
small wheels prevent the saw from being

pushed off the wheels, Pig. 4.

The f/unrds on a band *aw arc tiMially

two metal doors or panels for the upper

and In" 1

1

"herb and two elianncl if mis

foi the blade* on (he right and left side.

The guaid on the tight *idt h fastened

to tin* guidt pust ;iimI move* up nr down
with that. I he guard on the left side

covers the saw between the wheels and is

fastened to the frame. Thru foie, only the

pail of the saw* blade between the table

When segments ho»e to be cut, the |»g shown ot left below may be used. The work is then swung
os in Fig 34 The view of the fight illustrates o production set up for sowing work to o poltcrn
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SAFETY PRECAUTIONS

Although the band »n\v i« conttidered one

of the safest machines in the woodworking

hop, it i* well to observe n few simple

safety rules.

1 . Check the adjustment* of the bandsaw

blade by rotating the wheel* by hand

before tuiniiig on the power.

2. Move the guidepo*! down to within j£'

of the slock to be cut.

3. ll*e only a saw that i* sharp and prop-

erly set.

4 . If a saw has to be backed out of a cut,

let it be a cut which is short and straight.

5. Do not allow anyone to stand to the

right of the saw because it may break

and cause an injury.

6. Have no tools and scraps of wood on

the table. Also keep the floor around

the machine free from scraps and in

good condition.

7. Do not cut until the saw is moving at

full speed.

?. Dse the narrowest blade for all scroll-

saw operations and feed the stock to

the saw with the right hand, using the

left hand to help guide the work, but

keep both hands well away from the

saw blade.

Typitnl O/rtuliom. When a

curve is less than 1
” in diameter, bore a

hole before sawing. The saw blade "ill

run free in the hole and the stock can be

turned in any directions, Fig. 12 .

If it is necessary to saw a curve that is

•.mailer than the saw will cut, make a

scries of radial cuts so that the saw will

be free and the curve broken up. Fig. 13.

When boring a hole in a square corner,

little triangular pieces remain which can

In- sawed oil on the band saw. Fig. 14.

When there is siiflicient space, do not bore

any boles, but saw the corners as in Fig. 15.

When sawing two or more pieces at the

same time, mark only the upper piece. If

the two pieces arc symmetrical around the
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r

saiv/np .

nailed /o&ofher
on tvdsfc side or 'lines

(?T)C.5<jiv' cuf

Bod/up
cabriole

’”6

nn<l flu1 upper *aw guide, where the

cutting i> done, i* unguarded n> n rule

I In ml saw* air driven hy diieri motor

drive, h\ hell and b\ chain. 'll *nch

drive* are 'veil guarded mi modem
machine*. The speed of hand saw* virie*

a k i c :i
l
deal. The modern production ma-

chine m&> make 1200 R.P.M whilt the

small size >n\v may male only MMI R.P.M

('omult i lie iiiannfarlnr# r'% dirirtimts

( Jituu/tHii Httr/'lui* • Handsaw
blade* arc changed because the hlade that

was mii i he marhim* may have been hrnkcii

or damagd, Income dull or lark mi, or be-

came a wide! oi narrower blade may hr

more ficrviceahlo for the wmk in hand.

The changing »s done »•» follow*: < fprii

the two metal doot* in front of the two

wheels and loosen the vetvical adjustment

serrw. Remove the pin in die I unit «*r sidi

of the table and lifi die *nw Made that i*

going to he changed nil Hit wheel*.

The handsaw Idadc i* usually coiled

into three loops. To do thi*, grasp the

hlade in both hand* ami hold it a* if it

was on the machine, hot with die hark of

die saw toward you* Fig. 5 llcitd die

teeth outward, which wifi cause the upper

loop of the «aw to hcml downward* toward

the floor, I*ig. 6. Place nppei loop inside

the lower loop, f ig. 7, and inov« hand'

logclhci until one i* ovei the oilier Pi*:. S.

I lien <1 rop the loops ami they will fall in

place. The Coiled saw may In hunt* up on
n nail until it i< convenient :•* sharpen

or repair it.

The new saw to Ik* put on the machine

i' then uncoiled. When putting the >a\\

on, see that the teeth point down toward

t lie tabic. If they do mil, turn the saw
inside out until this difficulty in overcome.

Push die guides hack, tighten the vertical

screw a little ami revolve the wheels

l*\ hand. The saw dumb! run in the cm
tii uf !mi«Ii wheels and nut a- shown in

l-ig. V. Cnrrcet am deviation fiom the

vertical line hy tilting the upper wheel
This is called "tracking the saw.* On
some sjw« the tilting mechanism i* t •un-

billed with the tension adjustment, I ig. UK
The >aw is finally tightened up and the

two guides hr ought forward and ad-

justed so chat the gullets of tile teeth arc

in line with the front edge* of the guide*.

The guide wheels are also moxtil foiward

until they air I/J2” from the hack edge

of the saw. When the saw tuns idl\. it

must ii4»t touch the guide wheel* • >nl\

when the saw in rutting should its hack

edge touch lw»th guide wheel*. If th« saw

were touching die guide wheels all the

lime, its rear edge would Income case-

hardened, which in time would cause if to

break.

liring the guides in line . fig II. and

the jaw* a% closely together as possible,

while *till letting the saw run ficrly Ik--

tween them, l itis adjustment tan Ik- made
hy placing a piece of papei on cadi side

of the saw hlade and then bringing die

jaws together. If a saw leads to •me side,

that i«, has a tendency to cut from the

straight line, the cause may Ik* improper

adjustment of the guides or faulty setting.

It* the latter case, hold an oilstone against

die side of the sa w and a wooden block

against the other and run the *aw until

the setting is even.

Making all these adjustments carefully

w ill insure smoother, more accurate work.
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center line, yon need only prepare a half

pattern, Fin. 16. To do this, lay out l"

squares from the drawing to the card-

board, and cut out the rnrdbonrd. Mark a

center line on one Iward, place the card-

board flush with the center line and mark
mound it; lay the cardboard on its other

side and mark once more. I lie complete

outline is the and the two hoards

ma> lie nailed together ami sawed. Ctrl a

numher of small, straight lines to free the

saw and then follow the outline of the

curves. Fig. 17.

An opening in the center of a hoard

may he sawed on a hand saw a* follows:

Cut the hoard in two at the conlci and

nail the two halves of the Imanl together

as at A, Fig. IS. Joint the Iwaids so they

will fit and lay out half of the design from

the planed edges. Then cut this out and

smooth the sawed edges with sandpaper.

The hoards are then taken apart and glued

as at II, Fig. 18.

The easiest way to hold hoard* together

is no donlil hv nailing them. When doing

that, however, he sure to drive the nails

straight so that there will he no danger

of sawing into them. In other cases, how-

ever, it may lie more advantageous to hold

several layers of wood by other means, a»

for example to make a hox as shown in

Fig. 19. Another way i* to drive thin

wedges into the edges of the pieces. Fig.

20. In this case considerable waste wood

i« necessary. Still another method of doing

multiple sawing is called the reverse

method, because it i* dependent upon the

required numher of pieces that can he cut

from a solid block. First saw the solid

block to shape and then rip ofl the re-

quired number of pieces either on a cir-

cular saw or on a hand saw. Fig. 21.

In Fig. 22 is shown a method of sawing

two ends for an end table. At A the two

hoards are shown nailed together and the

drawing laid out on the top hoard. At K

is shown the first cut, which is continuous

on both sides. The parts remaining can

then he cut out in successive cut*.

Brackets for a shelf may lie laid out as

shown in Fig. 23, cut diagonally and then

nailed together and cut to shape.

When it is desired to economize on the

slock used for curved rails, the following

method may be used: Lay out the curved

rail and mark the outside curve on a

narrow piece of stock. Fig. 24-A. Glue
the two straight edges together and the

rail is finished. If several rails are to be

made, lay out the template of the curved

rail at many times as necessary, hut leave

1/16" for a saw cut between them. Fig.

24-B. Measure the width of the tails at

the ends or in the middle and cut a block

of wood of thr proper width. Place the

template at any point ami mark along it*

convex curve, 24-C. Saw the block in two
along the curve and glue the straight

edges together, 24-1). When dry, lay out

and cut the curved rail* from the template.

Fig. 24-K.

Confound Salving. Bv compound saw-

ing is understood sawing from the same
pattern on two adjoining sides of a square

piece of wood. All forms of cahiiolc legs

are sawed in this manner. A cabriole leg

is usually square at the lop and then curves

outward. This part of the leg is called

the knee. It then bend* in again and
terminates in a foot, which often resem-

bles that of an animal.

Lay out the drawing accurately and
make a cardboard pattern, which, if the

leg is long, has an appendix that reaches

to the rear side of the leg and helps to

keep the pattern straight. Fig. 2$. Square

the stock to he used before mailing it.

Place the pattern on the squared stock *o

that its rear edge* are flush with the same

corner. The stock may he solid or it may
he built up as shown in Fig. 26. Solid

stock is the easiest to handle.

Use a narrow saw blade, about %"
wide, and begin sawing on one of the legs.

It docs not make any difference whether

the front or the back is sawed first, be-

cause neither of them is sawed right

through, hut about %" is left uncut on
both of them. Back the saw carefully out

of the first cut, and then make the second
cut as shown in Fig. 27. Also hack the

saw out of the second cut. It will he quite

easy since only of stock is uncut. The
reason for leaving part of the stock uncut

is that it will rc*t on a flat side on the

bandsaw table and that you will have the

design on the other side to cut from. Now
make the remaining two saw cuts all the

way through as shown in Fig. 28 and dis-

card the waste pieces. Complete the first

two saw cuts by holding the upper square
part flat on the saw table, Fig. 29.

Moking o bevel cut with bandsaw toblc tilted

Cabriole legs often have little exten-

sions to both sides called "cars” where

the curve of the knee begins. These arc

generally sawed from a piece of molding
The ends of wide, glucd-up work moy be cut with the aid of o straightedge nailed on (36). Resow-

ing operations arc facilitated by the use of a pivot block (37) or a fence and fingerboard (38)
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Culling triangular blocks from square stock

previously planed to shape, afjer "Inch

th«y are glued in place and Miioodicd with

lile and sandpaper, Fig. 30.

Cutting Visit ,tn<( Segment/. If only a

few circular disks are lo he made, i( pays

to do so in the usual way hy making a

circle on each lionrd and cutting one after

the other. On the other hand, il many
disks of tin- same diameter have to lie

made, it is better to do a little preliminary

work so the disks can he cut on a pivot

without marking.

First make an auxiliary table on the ex-

treme right side of the »aw table between

the saw and the edge of the table. The
table may he made of plywood and fastened

to the handsaw table with double wedges

or C-dampit as shown in Fig. 31. Before

fastening the table in place, lay out a line

ttpiare to the saw blade, measure the

rfl<liu> of the disks, bore a hole through the

auxiliary table and insert a screw from

the bottom. File the projecting part of

the screw to a sharp point and then fasten

the auxiliary table to the regular band-

saw table. Press a piece of stock oyer

the screw point and savr the first disk,

Fig. 32. If it i' too big, the auxiliary

table is probably not close enough to the

saw. Also, if the pivot point is not exactly

at the right angle lo the saw teeth, the

saw will not follow the circle.

Segments, which are parts of a circle,

may he sawed in the same way, only in

this case the center is usually outside the

saw table. A model of a regular segment
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is fastened to an arm which swings on a

dowel. Fig. 33. This segment must be
adjusted so that every point of it must
touch the saw when it is swung past it.

Figure 34 shows a segment being cut.

Saving After Patterns. This operation

is used mainly in production work when
a great m3ny pieces of the same shape

have to lie made. First make the pattern,

carefully cutting and smoothing the edges.

Then make an auxiliary table or guide

board of the same length as the bandsaw
table. Its width deprnds upon the shape

o: the cut to be made. Supposing part of

the shape is to be an arc, lay out the arc

on one edge of this guide hoard. This arc

should l*c laid out so that the saw Made
will he in the center, where a little notch

should be made for it.

Cut another l*oard of the same length

=s the guide hoard, but not as wide. This

second board must be a little thicker than

the stock to l»e cut. It is nailed to the under-

side of the guide board. Drive two screw*
through the pattern from its top edge and
file the projecting parts to sharp point*.

Press the pattern down on the stock to be
cut and guide it along the curve in the

A miter gouge moy be used for crosscutting on

a bondso* loblc which hos the neccssory slot

upper hoard. The waste will lie on the

saw table. Fig. 35.

Straight edges may l>e cut in the same

way. It is very useful wlun slock ha»

been glued up for a numlier of table lops.

Nail a strip of wood at right angles to

the boards, hold il against the straight-

edged guide board and saw the ends

square. Fig. 36

A pivot block, Fig. 37, is damped to
the table arid used instead of the ripping
fence if the saw leads to one side or the
other. Another method of straight cutting
is shown in Pin- 3#.

Crosscutting with oid of o clompcd-on fence

Bevel* may he cut on the band saw if

a guide board or ripping fence is clamped
to the table at the right place ami the

table tilted to the desired angle, Fig. 39.

Triangular blocks can safely be cut from

square stock if a cradle is made for it to

rest on while it is being sawed, Fig. 10.

Crosscutting. Crosscutting can he done
on a band saw, especially if it is equipped

with a miter gauge. The saw must he

wide and iu good condition, so that it docs

not lead to either side, Fig. 41. When
crosscutting on a band saw, no clearance

block i' necessary, because a kickback is

impossible on a band saw as only the

cutting side of the blade moves down.
In case a miter gauge is not available,

crosscutting may be done with a ripping

fence. This is clamped to the left of the

saw and a wide board with square ends
is used against it instead of a miter
gauge, Fig. 42.

Joinlt. In case a circular saw is not

available, the following joints may lie

made on the band saw: Miter joints,

tenons, slip joints and lap joints. The
saw blade used should be the widest one
on hand and it should be in perfect

condition.

By GALE GORDON

FILING BAND SAW BLADES
Popular Homecraft 'February. 1941

TIIK user of bund sow Mode:, should

' know something about the filing of the

teeth of his blades in order to get llie most

out of them. Nothing will break a blade

ns quickly as forcing it through work
after it has become dull.

The matter of touching up the blade to

keep it sharp is a simple one and requires

just a little more patience than is needed
lo lile a hand sow.
The only equipment necessary is a vise

and a saw file of the proper size.

Photo 1 shows the touching up being

done while the blade is in the saw. Notice
that it has been turned inside out so that

the teeth point up instead of down.
The method of filing a band saw blade

illustrated in Photo 2 is considered the

hotter. Two boards of hard wood are

hinged together at the Iroltom and clani|>ed

in the vise with the blade exposed.
An even number of strokes should be

made across each tooth in order to keep
the saw of equal width in its length.

Be sure to file the teeth straight across,

not beveled as in the case of a cross cut

hand saw. It is very important too that

the gullet or valley between the teeth al-

ways he rounded. On a fine tooth saw

this is done automatically by the round
edge of the file. On larger saws the

gullet must be rounded with a rat tail

file, taking out all sharp corners left by

the three corner file. Keeping the gullets

rounded prevents cracks from starting

which quickly break the blade.

The teeth on your hand saw blades may
be touched up several times before il be-

comes necessary to re-set them.

Continued next page
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Fig. I —Touching up lh« blade —Blada gripped between two

while inverted in the band law. Fig. 7 lengths ol wood in the vile.

Simple Bellows Pumps Up Pneumatic

Camp Beds Quickly

Wire clinches the rubber inlo

grooves around lop and boltom.

The intake valve is a rubber

{lap held by a single screw

POPULAR SCIENCE JULY 1941

Filling several air beds with a tire pump
took so much time and hard work that I

made the bellows Illustrated from two wood-

en disks and rubber from an old inner lube,

which was split along the inside and cut to

lap over about an inch. To operate, the top
disk is pulled up and pushed down slowly.

About ten strokes will till a bed, whereas it

lakes 200 or more strokes of a tire pump
lo do so. F. it. Sanborn.

Popular Science FEBRUARY, J9f,G

Palette Knife from Saw Blade
Dissatisfied with the ordinary palette

knife. I designed and made my own by in-

serting a 1
" section of a soft-back hacksaw

blade in a hardwood handle %" by %" by 8".

The blade, bent without heating, was ground
on the flat side of an emery wheel to taper

from full thickness at the heel to quite thin

at the point, and the edges were ground so

that the width decreases from 5/16" at the

handle to \\ " at the tip. Small brads and
glue hold the shank. The blade proper is

1\U" long.— .1 . H. CLICK.
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Galloping in a realistic manner when

pushed on a floor or sidewall;, this little

baieback rider never falls off his horses

because each of his legs is attached to a

horse with a length of piano wire, which

permits much freedom of movement. His

arms are pivoted at the shoulders and

move in a lifelike fashion as he Isolds the

reins of piano wire

tonSE

I ^ OFF
IriMifo

cotter pin

V-SHAPE BLOCK

WIRE MANNERS FIT IN

SEPARATE HOLESSTAPLES

'4 PlYttOOf)

4 SPACER

^•XS WHEELS

^X3' STOVE BOLT

Circus-Rider Toy Performs in Realistic Manner
Popular Mechanics 1944

Scrollsawed from plywood the horses
arc painted gray with darker dappled
spots. The harness should he bright red

with a touch of gold, and the rider painted

in flesh pink tights with a blue cape and
red bandeau. Galloping motion of the

horses is achieved by screwing the foreleg

of each horse to the disk wheel on its side,

Vt in. off center. The horses are hung on
wire hangers, which allow them to swing
forward and backward as the foreleg

makes the circuit of its crank.

POPVLAU SCIENCE APRIL, 194 3

SMALL MICK
THROUGH

WEIGHT

Smoking Meat with Barrel and Stove Pipe

TliOSB wishing to smoke only a few hams or sides of

bacon may find this simple method of interest. The tunnel

insures cool smoke and eliminates the danger of overheat-

ing the meat.
Dig a trench about 12" deep and twice the length of a

piece of stovepipe. Bury the pipe in the middle of the

trench. Over one of the open ends place

a barrel upside down and bore a few

holes in the top of it. Hang the meat
with cords looped over small sticks.

In the other end of the trench build

a fire with chips and corn cobs or

hickory wood. Regulate the draft with

a piece of sheet metal.
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POPULAR MECHANICS AUGUST, 1942
I F YOU live in llie coun-
1

try, you con save mon-
ey by producing honey for

your own use, or you can
earn money by selling it.

Honey is twice as sweet

as sugar and you use only

half as much for ordinary

purposes.

Fifteen dollars will out-

fit you with one hive,

which will produce from

50 to 300 pounds of honey
a year.

Last year beekeepers
received an average of a

nickel a pound for honey;

early this year the price

had risen to 13 cents and
was still climbing.

These are a few of the

facts about honey that the

sugar shortage has made
important.

Honey is in demand to-

day as a supplement of re-

fined sugar. It may be used

to sweeten tea and coffee,

breakfast food, and for nil

cooking purposes. It is

used by bakeries, soft

drink manufacturers, and
by candy and ice cream
makers. Beeswax, a by-

product of beekeeping, is

also in big demand.
Bees (loutish in almost

all parts of the United

States and if you would

like them to go to work for

you, consult your county

farm advisor on the
amount of food available

where' ybu live. He can

also give you a few lips for

starling your colony. Su-
burban flower gardens
won’t produce much hon-

ey and even in the country

n difference of a few miles

makes a big difference in

Al lop, a beefcerper—without

benefit of glove*—examine* a

honeycomb from a liive of bee*

Bcmwox candle*, profitable

by-product, ate mcmufaclured

by rolling a thin bee*wax *heet
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Ufi a tbytoanor of lop tope.t lliat will bo flllod will, hon.y by bool from bollom hivo during a buiy lemon.

RCbb o bio Zkcr Ibo, !... m.ok. from burning burlap ,o pacify boo* whH. working around the bivo.

Plenty of honey storage space must always

he available to prevent the bees from

swarming and starling a colony somewhere

else. The typo of top supers that you buy

depends on whether you want comb honey

or whether you plan to extract honey from

the combs and keep it in liquid form.

Comb honey takes the least work but

the advantage of extracted honey is that

production. Clover is the biggest producer

of nectar and yet bees have to visit 62,000

clover blossoms to create a pound of honey.

In the middle west one hive of bees may be

enough to satisfy the sugar requirements

of a family while two hives will be needed

In other areas.

From a bee supply house you can buy a

wooden hive, knocked down and ready to

be painted white and

nailed together, for about

$3.50. The hive includes

a bottom board, the empty

hive box, the top cover,

and ten frames and sheets

of beeswax foundation.

Two pounds of bees and a

queen, enough to start the

colony, cost $2.75. You
also need si honey storage

box colled a lop super.

This costs another $2.50

and is placed on top of the

hive, separated from it by

an excluder grid that

costs 05 cents. The top

super may be emptied

when partly filled with

honey or more top supers

may be placed above it.

Back of litis upland apiary livot waUl.man lo keep bear* and lliiavot away
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Pouring mailed beeiwox inlo mold*. Thii wax it lo

be uied by hovitwivM for gr«ating lliolr floliron*

Iho combs cnn be replaced in llio top super

after I he honey has boon removed. Re-

lieved of the job of creating more wax. the

bees cnn manufacture a greater amount of

honey. To extract the honey you need a

centrifugal extractor that costs upwards of

$20. For working around the hives you

likewise need a $1.00 bee smoker, a 75 cent

veil, and a 55 cent hive tool.

The two pounds of bees with which you
start the colony comprise about 10,000 bees.

These should be placed in the hive at least

six weeks before the honey season begins.

The queen at once starts laying a couple of

thousand eggs a day. which mature into

bees in 21 days, and which then live and

work an average of 45 days. At the peak

of the honey season the hive will contain

more than 50,000 individuals. Depending
on their age. the hees perform various du-

ties such as building honeycomb, galhci ing

water, guarding the hive, collecting nectar,

and feeding the queen. The nectar that a

bee extracts from a Ilower consists of about

one-third sugar and two-thirds water. The
bee converts the sugar into honey and con-

sumes about four-fifths of it. storing one-

lift h in the combs. The beekeeper takes GO

percent of this stored honey, leaving 40

percent as food for the bees during the
nonproductive winter season.

The first of May is about the right time
to start a hive east of the Rockies, while
in the west and in the extreme south the
hives can he started a month earlier. The
season lasts all summer and the bees wind
up their work when the asters and golden-
rod finish blooming in the fall.

When starling a new hive you should
feed the bees with a thick cane sugar and
water syrup in a bee feeder placed in the

hive. Never feed honey from another col-

ony to a new hive of bees.

Honey production will depend on the

availability of food. The hives should be
placed within a mile or so at most of some
flowering crop, wild or cultivated. Some
beekeepers place their hives down wind
from the crop in areas where the prevail-

ing wind is steady, so that the bees can
"coast" home with their loads of nectar.

Production runs from 150 to 300 pounds

per hive per year in the middle west to ns

little ns from 25 lo 200 pounds in California.

Low production in California is because

the state has the largest bee population ill

the country, making for reduced produc-

Ploting a filled honeycomb in exlrotlor width will

wliiil honey owl cenlrifugolly wlihoul Injuring comb
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lion per colony, and because of (be

limited nectar-producing crops in

that slate. These factors have

caused some western bee keepers

to follow the crops with their

hives. Albert C. Mayer, for in-

stance, operator of the lloneyville

apiaries at Monrovia, Calif., has

2,000 colonies that he transports

to the local orange groves during

the winter blooming season, mov-
ing them to the desert when the

oranges finish blooming and the

wild desert sage begins to bloom,

and later taking the hives to still

other locations when the wild

buckwheat comes into (lower.

Beekeepers and farmers form a

co-operative team because if it

were not for the bees there would

be practically no crops. In gath-

ering nectar the bees perform the

Tli* b*«l>«f>p*r plocet a n*w quo®n in colony nl »tail of tecnon.

Boot utually do nol tling hand* and omit wlioio thin It tough

i to be another was that there was no pea crop

I tom- that year. The pea flowers weren't pollen-

perial ized, hence when the pods matured they

plant- contained no peas. The impression that

s that bees ruin such crops as apples and gropes

aphis by eating the fruit is wrong. The bees feed

in the only at wounds caused by birds.

Jsfii 'M r 'Mfr-Si|

Bees have swarmed la the tree, above, because the

honey storage capacity of their hive was too small.

At the right, refined beeswax is soon coming out

of a press in which it is being rolled up into coils
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\Vl WlOE AND Vl
m THICK

y»b OAP
roa KNirE

OAUOF BOARD V/*“ WIDE
AND '/«.• THICK

Some of the bees will sling you now and

then, of course, but how often depends on

several things. Of the three races of bees

most used in the United States, the Cau-

casian bee is one of the gentlest, the Italian

bee is fairly gentle, and the Cyprian bee is

the “hottest.” But the Cyprian holds the

world record for honey production. Col-

onies df Wingless bees have been developed

but such bees generally are pretty poor

honey producers.

The best defense against slings, of course,

is proper dress. Most beekeepers protect

their heads with a veil or wire screen but

few of them bother to wear gloves. Ilives

should be kept in lonely spots where the

bees are not apt to be disturbed. The bees

should be approached during the hottest

part of the day, when they are inclined to

be lethargic. Taking a bath just before

approaching the hives is said to decrease

the chances of getting stung. Never stand

directly in front of the opening of a hive.

A few pufTs of smoke from a bee smoker
pacifies the insects when top supers are be-

ing changed or combs are being removed.
You must beware of two bee diseases,

neither of which will affect the quality of

honey as far as humans are concerned.

The so-called American foul brood is high-

ly contagious and to combat it the bees ami

honey must be completely destroyed, the

interior of the hives burned out, and an

entirely fresh start must be made. Euro-

pean foul brood may be combatted by kill-

ing the queen bee and obtaining a new
queen of healthy stock.

Right now beekeepers are receiving re-

turns that amount to one or two hundred

percent per year on their investment, al-

though they estimate that after the cost of

their own time is deducted their profit

amounts to about 33 percent per season.

Anyway, there's money in honey those

days. But be careful! Even if your bee-

keeping is a success you may get stung!

Brecul-Knife Gauge Assures Thin and Even Slicing

HOUSEWIVES and those men who like to

do a turn in the kitchen are now
lacking away unfamiliarly with the bread

knife after years or buying bread presliocd

at the bakery. For those who have lost the

expert touch, here is a bread "miter box" to

put an end to thick, jagged hunks and help

toward the Government's goal of less waste.

It not only assures even cutting, but also

lias an adjustable stop Tor making uniform

slices of any thickness desired.

The base is an ordinary bread board, such

as can bo obtained at any store handling

kitchenware. The knife guides are made
from maple, built in two sections, as shown,

and spaced Vie.” apart to allow free move-

ment of the knife without wobble. Dado the

edges of the baseboard and attach the frame

with glue and countersunk screws. Blocks

reinforce the upper corners. A deep

groove may Ik* sawed across the board to

receive the knife at the end of its stroke, so

as to minimize dulling of the edge.

Drive square-shouldered carriage bolts for

the thickness gauge into counterbored holes

from beneath. They should be tight enough

not to turn when the wing nuts are being

tightened. A slice-thickness scale may be

marked on t lie board.

In slicing bread, use a long, sharp knife

with either a plain or scalloped edge, and

cut with a sawing motion. Very fresh bread

is likely to be soft and will give even with

minimum pressure. This can be offset by

turning the loaf on its side and slicing

against the harder crust of the bottom.
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How To Build It 1964

mm

WITH cord wound around upper shaft,

hold onto spool and give a quick yank.

A TRADITIONAL TOY, this high-

flying lop consists of nothing more
than a short length of dowel, a small
prop and a spool. A cord wound around
the upper part of the shaft, just below
the prop, serves as the impeller. A quick
yank will send the top soaring to a

height of about 100 ft. After reaching
its peak, the top will spin lazily to earth.

Cut the dowel to size, then drill a

small hole near one end to hold a tooth-

pick, as shown. Next, take the prop and
redrill the hole for a tight fit over the

shaft. Apply a little model cement to

prevent the prop from working loose and
press firmly into place. Dab some ce-

ment on the toothpick joint also.

The size of the spool is not important,

provided the hole through it is large

enough to prevent binding against the

dowel. Redrill if necessary. You can add
to the effectiveness of the toy by paint-

ing a colored spiral around the spool.

Rub a little paraffin on the top surface

of the spool and on the dowel to reduce
friction and llie top is ready for the

flight line. • —J.C.
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.Addition. Joint Doe xluri* pay-check prob-

lem will* nbaeri' cleared: nil beads *Ih>vc cross-

bar pushed up. nil below pushed down. Arrow
between .<(>('011(1 mid third columns from indit

murks decimal point. A top lx-.1(1 (5) in fowtli
column from right is pushed down (Figure I)

to enter on abacus his weekly wage: $50.00. To
ndd overt lino I»ny-$I5.04 -D«x> pusln-s op four

lower Irends (I each) in liglitlinud column,
polls down an upper head (5) In lirst column
to left of decimal, pushes up a lower Ix-ad ( I )

in next column to left. Total (Fix. 2): $05.01,

Popular Science August 1949

Hfl »$’. ».

InI'mtor and Manufacturer of

Loy's Improved Chinese Calculator

I
^VKIl watch a Chinese shopkec])er figur-

-J ing his accounts on an abacus? There’s

no good reason why you too can't use his

simple arrangement of beads on wires. For

the abacus is not only the world’s oldest cal-

culating device, but also lire cheapest—and
not half as hard to run as it looks.

Suppose you wanted to check the figures

on your pay check with an abacus. These pie-

tines of howJohn Doe re-figures his pay, step

by step, show how you would do the add-

ing. subtracting, multiplying, and dividing.

Each column of beads on the abacus rep-

resents a digit, and figures arc read from

left to light in the nnimal manner. Beads
below the crossbar in each column have a

value of I each; those above, 5. A column

is dear—representing 0 -when all its lower

beads are pushed down, away from the

crossbar, and both its upper beads are

pushed up. A digit then is entered by slid-

ing the required number of beads up or

down to the crossbar.

U. S. bond deduction of $2.00 Is added by
pulling down an upper head (thus adding 5)
and pushing down three lower heads (sub-

tracting 3) in first dollars column. This gives a

total (Fig. r») of 90.05. To Ibis Doe adds his

iHispitalization deduction of $1.30. New fl plus

old 5 in right-hand column make II; so I has

to l»e carried over into next column just as

in adding on paper-leaving I in the lirst

column. In the second column, 3 plus fl plus

the 1 carried over add up to 10; so column
is cleared, and 1 is carried over to third

column, 'llicrc I plus fl plus the 1 carried

over make 8. So total now (Fig. fl) is $8.(11.

To add no his deduction*. Doe clears the

abacus again, lie sets the arrow Ix'twccn the

second and third columns from the right, as Ire-

fore, to indicate the decimal |x»int. Now lie

enters $.05. his social--seem it y payment, by
pulling down an upper lx>ad in the right-hand

column for the .
r
>, then pulling down an upper

head (5) ami pushing up a lower Ix-ad (I) in

the next column to the left for the fl. The result

is shown in Fig. 3. Next ho adds $1.00. with-

held for his Federal income tax, by pushing up
four lower Ijeads in the first column to the

left of the decimal point. That gives him a

total so far—as shown in Fig. 4-of $1.05.
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\ mil'll sliding pointer lo locate decimal point

>i mail minimi I trim; used in multiplication

ik ilivlskm. 'lliis iimkIi-I m’IIs for $0.50, nod
ran Ik- pmrhased liv mail lioin Itilll at I 17

IUiimIc l>laml Avc., N. !£., Washington, D. C.

Chinese iiluuu- lias li» r heads liehiw ciussIni

in null column, Iwo nlrove it. Japanese liavi

one will* single low of upper In-nils; ntlie

\ lirialions weie used liy nm-ienl Kgyplwns
(heck*. anil Itoininis. Aullior of lliis arlkle in
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Mill! ion. Next Doe wants to find

out Imw much lie'll late I mmno in a year if lie

keeps oil earning at lliis rate. To get Unit.

Ilf IllIlM MillItiplv $57.03- liis weekly cluwk hv
12 weeks in a year, lie pills (lie multiplier. 12.

on Iwo tight-hand enluumv ( Fig. !). Iielow). The
multiplicand, 5701. goes nil any four columns to

(In? |(*f| h as ini; some spar*' in the middle for

figuring. Decimal is disregarded during the

i.dculaling and will Ih* insci led later in

answer, since its position doesn't change in

ligmiug dollars amt mils. The sliding anow.
no lunger needed for decimal. will he used
In mark the mlnum on which he is figuring.

Sllllf 1‘lM‘f ion. Now Doe wauls lo subtract

his deductions $8.01 -from his weekly pay. lie

clears I he nlucus, then enters on it (Fig. 7) his

total pay of $111.1*1. Snliliaelioo is. literally,

taking awuv. To take $8.01 from $01.(M. he

fits! pulls down one lower lu-ad in right hand
mliiiun. 'Zero limn zero is zero; so second ml
mini is unchanged. Since lie can't take 8 from

third column— it has only 1 regislned lie gels

same result hv adding Iwo hover la-ads there

and taking away one lower In-ad (representing

It)) from fourth mlnum. Answer—$17.03
shows (Fig. 81 that the mni|MUV cashier paid

lolui Doe right amount fur his week's work.
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lullmli. jilioii »li»l» from llic light and is Next lie multiplies 3 by 5. Suite Um .1 is om
used on multiplying single iligils. as on paper: column to left of lire 2 in the miiUiplloi, i«!

*2= 0. Products of right Imml digit o! mill- products go one colimui liiillier kilt. So Dot

liiliei go as ninny columns lo right of the digit jmls 15 (3 x 5) to left of Ins fl (3 x 2). occmisi

icing multiplied as there me digits in multi- lie has now multiplied 3 by holl. digits of o-

•Her (52). Poo puts 0 two columns to right of 3. he can gel rid of it lo make loom lor llic lo
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Toy Antiaircraft Gnn
LAUNCHES GLIDER, THEN SHOOTS IT DOWN

ClANT NOME WORKSHOP MANUAL 194 3

rustLAS

BuOCCO lie BALSA

RudOtn

Ca.idipu.lt

(Angle

C
ATAPULTED Into the >\i

air when the station- ?'i'- 12*
I

ary target of this L_ Ll_ ; — —

L

shooting game is hit, a small

glider flies up to provide a moving target for gun is operated by sliding t:

the remaining shots on the six-round rub- out of the notches with the

fcer-band gun. Novel as this game is, it can little practice will soon tea*

be easily constructed from scrap materials rapid operation. Aluminum

and wili furnish many hours of enjoyment around one end of the rubbt

for children. the bands sufficient firing j

The catapult is built of two dowel rods Any small, simple glider :

set at an angle in a wood base. A card- one may be built of balsa

board target, wired as shown, releases a The front end of the glider r

sliding member that launches the glider. so that it slides over the end

The small stop block at the top of the r
catapult is padded with rubber strips. P_ IQ'-

A dowel attached to a convenient handle —
forms the gun. A slot at the front and sev-

eral notches near the handle hold the rub- no » ches are cu» in Ihe dowel

ber-band ammunition under tension. The borrel for holding rubber bonds
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Popular Mechanics Jan. 1952

JpasM^
WORKSHOP

By Joseph Whitehill

I JOES THE kitchen table serve ms your
1 ' workbench, much to the annoyance of

your wife? If so, this article is especially

for you. It shows how you can have a work-
bench and tool chest all in one within the

confines of a compact trunklike box. Sup-
plied by a folding detachable sawbuck
stand, both parts of this workshop can be

stored in a minimum of space. It's the per-

fect setup for the man who resides in an
apartment, or the owner of a basemen tlcss

house who likes to linker, build models or

keep the household appliances in repair.

Everything is at hand when you want to

"set up shop" and, when you're through,
tools can be quickly packed away for an-

other day. It’s as simple ns that.

The photo below shows bow the box is

divided into compartments and fitted with

four drawers for regimenting small tools,

parts and materials. Features of the box
are a separate compartment at the back for

storing two handsaws, and a lid that drops
down to provide a bench top. The drawing
on tin* opposite page details construction.

Crate lumber will do for the box, although
pieces of plywood are best for forming the

compartments and drawers.

You literally "*et up tliop" wl«en you roll out llri*

compact little wotktbop. Combining o cbett and bench

in one. If* the answer to the apartment "crofter**"

prayer for a convenient ploce to work and *lore tool*

Chain-tuppor led drop lid lower* to form o bandy
lap-type bench top when cbett i< open. Compart-

ment at tear afford* tlorage for hondtaw*, equate,

level, etc. Drawer* care for countie** enroll tool*
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HINGED

SAW- CASE
1 10

BACK
IOB WORKING SURFACE

SIOTSSAW HOIOER
2 REQD. SAW HOIMR

'•V PtYWOOO

PlYWOOO

plywood

CHECK
CHAIN

FRONI IEAF
WORKBENCH

BOH AND WASHER

GIUE BlOCK

RUBBER-WHEELED CASIER
ClEAI
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STAY-LEVEL
By G. B. Hendrickson

I
pVEN THE YOUNGEST rider
J is in no danger of having this

rocking horse throw him. The rea-

son is that the two sets of rockers

are so positioned that the body of

the horse remains level at full gal-

lop. Note how they arc pivoted in

much the same manner as a porch
glider. All parts for the horse, in-

cluding the rockers, can be cut

from %-in. plywood, following the

squared patterns on the facing

page. Axles and rocker stops are

lengths of %-in. dowel. The stops

are an added feature that limits the

length of swing of the rockers, and
also prevents the rockers from be-

ing inverted when the horse is

dragged about by its youthful own-

ers. On the front set of rockers, the

rear stop is allowed to project

about 3 in. outside each rocker to

provide footrests for the rider, and

also as a means of “driving” the

horse. * * *

Popular Mechanics February 1958

»i- rip piYwoon
USED 1MBOUC.MOUI DOWtl-

r wooo
SCBTW SCREWS

\ COUNTERSUNK

W-x \W
DOWEIS

’i" HOLES.

W DEEP
CENTER l EG BRACE

AND BODY SUPPORT

REAR-

ROCKER
SUPPORI BRACE

FRONT-
ROCKER
SUPPORT

DOWEl

AXIE

?•“ * 5 >

Down
AXIE

’i" * 10
'

DOWEL
FOOTREST

r, . siv
OOWFl
POCKER
STOP

PFAR
ROCKER

FRONT
ROCKERS
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“CHILDREN
MUST BE PAID FOR.”

Harper’s New Monthly Magazine — Sept. 1852

Sweet is the sound of infant voice;
Young innocence is full of charms;

There’s not a pleasure half so choice,

As tossing up a child in arms.
Babyhood is a blessed slate,

felicity expressly made for;

But still, on earth it is our fate,

That even “Children must he paid for.”

If in an omnibus wo ride,

It is a beauteous sight to see,

When full the vehicle inside,

Age taking childhood on its knee.
But jn the dog-days’ scorching heat,
When a slight breath of air is pray’d for,

Half suffocated in our sent,

We feel that “Children must bo paid for.”

There is about the sports of youth
A charm that reaches every heart,

Marbles or tops are games of truth,

The bat plays no deceiver’s part.

But if we hear a sudden crash,

No explanation need he staid for,

Wc know there’s something gone to smash
;

We feel that “Children must he paid for.’*

How exquisite tho infant’s grace,

When, clambering upon the knee,

The cherub, smiling, takes his place

Upon his mother's lap at tea
;

Perchance the beverage flows o’er,

AihI leaves a stain I here is no aid for.

On carpet, dress, or chair. Once more
Wo feel that “Children must be paid for.”

Presiding at the festivo board,

With many faces laughing round,

Dull melancholy is ignored

While mirth and jollity abound :

We see our table amply spread

With knives and forks a dozen laid for;

Then pause to think :
—“ How are they fed?”

Yea, “ Children must indeed he paid for
!”
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PlYWOOD

Although ceramics, or pottery

making, is one of the oldest of

the arts, hobbyists still can turn

a neat profit from custom work

in their own original designs.

Anyone can build the necessary

equipment at small initial cost

Popular Mechanics September 1940

CERAMICS Jti SiUey

A S OUTLINED by Miss Jane Royer. nationally

known authority on ceramic sculpture, there are

two methods of making pottery. One method is cast-

ing in plaster molds and the other is turning or

throwing on a potter’s wheel. The former process

permits a great variety of design ranging from a sim-

ple dish to intricate groups of figures. Also, there are

many minor variations of both processes. In casting,

a clay model of the subject is first made and plaster

of paris is poured over it to form a two-pail mold.

For the more intricate shapes the mold is often made

in several parts. When the plaster has set. the mold

is opened and the model removed. The mold is again

assembled and is filled with liquid clay, or slip. When
this has set or solidified sufficiently to hold i ! s shape,

the mold is again opened and the clay casting re-

moved. Rough edges are carefully scraped oil and

the entire surface of the casting is smoothed with a

wet sponge. Then it is placed in a kiln for bisque or

hard firing. Following this, color is applied with

brush or spray, the piece is dipped in a glaze solution

and is then glaze-fired in the kiln, giving it the glossy

surface of the finished product. In the process of

throwing on the potter’s wheel, the object is shaped

freehand without use of either a pattern or mold.

For general work in ceramics the hand tools re-

quired are spatulas, scrapers, a sharp-pointed knife

several soft brushes, a spray gun, and a mortar and

pestle for mixing colors. If the firing is done in a

home kiln, special kiln furniture will be needed such

as shelves, shelf supports and saddles and stilts on

which the work is supported while being fired.

Modeling clay can be purchased from dealers al-

ready prepared for use, or it may be prepared by the

user from the raw clay. Liquid clay or slip also can be

obtained from dealers, but if required in quantity,

An efficient mixer for slip is made from

a hardwood barrel and a reduction gear

from an old washing machine. At top of

page. Miss Poyer, nationally known ce-

ramics orlisl. with examples of her work
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COVER

HINGES
WELDED IO COVER

rxrx^
ANGIE IRON

MITERED
AND WELDEDSPACING

RIB

Wooden spolulo it utcd to smooth

cloy after it it modeled to shape

it is preferably purchased as a powder

Lt" and ,n'xed as needed. A motor-driven
mixer for large quantities of slip is

uc detailed in Fig. 1. Modeling is done on

u large turntable, such as that detailed

il in Figs. 2 and 6. The table is mounted
on a ball bearing and its top should be

smooth so that it can be cleaned easily.

Small electric kilns of the bench

a type are convenient to use and are

suitable for firing small pieces. A gas-

fired kiln, for commercial production,

is detailed in Figs. 2 and 4. It consists of a firebrick

shell set in a frame made from angle iron. An inner

shell is formed from fire-clay liners and heal from

the eight gas burners passes between the liner and

the outer wall, and out the opening in the lid. Fig. 3.

The step-by-step process of making a piece of

cast |M»ttery is shown in details A to .1 inclusive, Fig.

5. First, the modeling clay is kneaded on a plaster-

of-paris slab, or halt, and the piece, designed in sea-

H"
TIE

BOLTS

(B) THEN Cl AY IS ADDEDW
AND DESIGN MODELED

(A) DISH OR SHELL^ IS FIRST MOOEIED
IN ClAY

}
ClAY RING MODELED TOR

POURING CUP AND TOP HAlf Of

PIASTER MOID SET IN PLACE
CLAY MODEL
REMOVED.
MOID.PUT
TOGETHER

/
AND

' FILLED

WITH SLIP



Plntlor i» bruiliad on lower lialf

of mold. Coaling mull b« uniform

Now turn the piece upside down, detail

I), remove the day wall around the shell,

and apply cither a plaster separator or

green soap to the rim of the plaster so that

the fresh plaster of the other hall of the

mold will not adhere. Notch the edges on

opposite sides so that the two halves can

he fitted together again in exact register.

Make a clay ring and place it on the bottom

of the model, detail E. This is formed into

u pouring cup.

Build up the second half of the plaster

mold as in detail F. When it has hardened,

trim around the joint with a knife and

carefully pry the mold open. Remove the

clay model or pattern, clean the mold and

pul it together again. The halves arc held

in place with strong rubber hands, Fig. G.

Slip is now poured in as in detail G until

it fills the mold nearly to the top of the

pouring cup. As the plaster mold absorbs

Cl AY RING
FOR POURING

CUP

shell motif with a fish ornament at the cen-

ter, is roughly shaped with the hands on

the turntable to the sectional shape shown

at A. Then, a clay roll is added to the bot-

tom from which the fish is to be modeled

Both shell and fish arc gradually molded

into shape with the fingers, which are kept

moist with a sponge. Wooden spatulas and

wire cutting tools are used in the finish

modeling of both parts. Blaster of paris is

brushed over the surface and a clay wall is

built around and under the shell and

brought up flush with the rim. Then build

up I he plaster on the model until about 2

in. thick, detail C, as a thinner mold will

not absorb moisture sufficiently to dry the

casting properly. In preparing plaster of

paris, pour the dry powder into a basin of

water until an island is formed. When this

absorbs the water and begins to settle, mix

with the hands, squeezing out the lumps.

") PIASTER
' NOTCHED
ON EACH SIDE

|
UNIT TURNED UPSIDE DOWN.

ClAY WAIT REMOVED. AND PIASTER

RIM COATED WITH GREEN SOAP

DISH flUED

WITH PIASTER

TO HEIGHT

Of 2" OR MORE

CLAY WAll 'IS

BUII T AROUND
DISH FLUSH

WITH TOP
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THROWING H6A6

HASH*

water rapidly. the slip in contact with it

will solidify and tin* level of the slip in the

cup will recede. After it has pone down \\

in. or so. make a knife cut near the lop,

detail II. to test for thickness and when the

solidified slip is from ' !s to 1

j in. thick, in-

vert the mold and pour out the unsolidified

slip. Now carefully trim around the edges

of the cup. as in detail 1. so that the mold

can be opened without breaking the shell-

like casting, which shrinks away from the

mold sufficiently so that removal will be

comparatively easy when the mold is

opened. Castings with thin edges should

he removed with care to avoid breakage.

Finally pry the mold open with a knife

blade and lift out the casting very care-

fully. Scrape o(T any fins and smooth the

piece with a damp sponge. It is now ready

for bisque or bard firing and is placed in

the kiln on stilts to raise it ofT the floor.

Pyrometric cones. Fig. 8 are placed just

opposite the peephole. These are num-
bered for various temperatures and the

cone marked 04 is used for bisque as it

bends or “wills" at 1922 deg. F. The cone be-

comes red hot and is easily seen in the dark
interior of the kiln through the peephole.

When it begins to bend, the heal is turned

oIT. Length of firing time depends on the

tefl. mold ic cmembled and slip is

poured in. Above, after bisque firing

and coloring, piece ii dipped in glaze
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BEFORE HEATING AFTER HEATING

gas pressure, the type of kiln used and other

factors. In regular practice, the heat is turned on

at lowest adjustment for two hours or so to warm
the kiln. Then it is turned up full. Four to eight

hours at full heat are required in hard firing.

Coloring with engobe, or colored slip, is the

next step. The colored engobe comes in dry

form and is prepared according to the directions

supplied. Engobe is laid on in a uniform coating

but is not brushed out like paint. It will apjiear

flat arc! colorless before firing, but the applica-

tion of heat brings out the true color. Colors

also are applied with a spray gun. After coloring,

the glaze solution is applied, cither by spraying

or dipping. In dipping, the piece is immersed in

the solution, and the portions held by the fingers

arc later painted over with the solution. The
piece is now placed in the kiln and fired for about
an hour to set the glaze and impart a glossy finish.

In its simplest form the potter’s wheel consists

of a rotating disk propelled by means of a kick

wheel. A refinement is the electrically driven

wheel with variable speeds. A simple design em-
ploying the kick wl..;ol is shown in Fig. 7. Essen-
tial features arc a strongly In aced frame, with an
easy-turning kick wheel and throwing head, or
disk, upon which the subject is modeled. Dis-

tance between top of bench and kick wheel
either should lie adjustable or fixed at the most
convenient and comfortable height for the oper-
ator, who straddles the shaft and rotates the

wheel by a forward motion with the right foot

and backward with the left, the motion being
from the knees downward. Construction details

are shown in Fig. 7. 2-in. material being used
throughout to make a rigid structure. The two
shall hearings arc flanged bronze sleeves, the

lower one having a countersunk plug <»f brass or
cast iron on which the shaft rotates. Ordinarily,

(he kick wheel is made from wood with a heavy
iron rim, or tire, to give the efTcct of a flywheel.
For the? throwing head, many potters prefer a
plaster surface as the? clay adheres well and sur-
plus moisture? is absorbeel. This type is made
with au outdoor-plywood bottom fitted with a
shoe l-metal rim. When assembled the head is

filled to the lop of the rim with plaster of paris.

IJolb disk and kick wheel are fastened to the
shaft with flanges, the lower one being adjusta-

ble by means of setscrews.

Other necessary equipment is illustrated in

Fig. !). The bowl of water always contains a piece

of leather or fell for smoothing clay on the wheel.
The oilier items are a sponge, cloth, two brass
‘scrapers, an oval and a triangular rim cutter,

SPONGE

POTTER'S TOOLS

. T
OVAURlM .

TRIANGULA!
.CUTTERL.

® <;UT BAIL OF Cl AY''

IN HALfV >

BRING ONE PIECE

DOWN HARD ON
THE OTHER. REPEAT
SEVERAL TIMES

FORM
INTO ROIL

BREAK OFF
PIECES OF
REQUIRED

SIZE'

*»-GAl. CAN-

CLOTH

BOARD

WATER

BRICK
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THEN PRESS DOWN AND REPEAT

. I
STEP B

DRAW Cl AY UP GRADUALLY

All ACHING
SPOUT

SHAPES THROWN WITH
BOTH HANDS

THROWING
A SPOUT SUP

C.EMENIDOWEL

GREATER
PRESSURE
OUTWARD

CUT WHILE
TURNING

I l

niul a brass culling wire with two wooden

handles. Some potters prefer to dig and

prepare the day themselves. Olliers pur-

chase refined clay from dealers to save

time and labor. Clay freshly dug from the

pit should be seasoned through the winter.

Then, (he clay is powdered and mixed with

water until it is thin enough to pass

through a fine sieve into a large container.

II is allowed to settle for several days, then

the excess water is poured **lf. When dry

enough to handle, spread it on a dean floor

and allow to dry until stilT enough to knead.

This can he done by hand, with the hare

feet or in a puginill. Further seasoning in

a cool, damp place will improve its quality.

Unused clay is kept in a covered can with

about 2 in. of water in the bottom. The day
is placed on a board supported al*»ve the

water on bricks. A cloth is then thrown

over the mass, with the ends in the water.

Fig. 10, details A to D inclusive, shows
how to prepare day for the wheel. Work
it into a ball the size of a round loaf of

bread and place on a dean board. Cut in

half with the brass wire. A. Then pick up
one piece and bring it down hard on the

other as at B. This is known as wedging.
Repeat several times, finally forming the

mass into a roll, C. Break olT pieces of the

sizes required, D. and mold them into balls.

In throwing a simple dish, a day hall is

placed firmly in the center of the throwing

head. Fig. 11, and the hands are dipped in

water. Start the wheel in motion and cup
the hands over the day. pressing down on

the disk. A. now draw me ciay upwaru
with a slight pressure of the hands as at B,

and then force it down again with the palm
of the left hand. Repeal several times, de-

tail C. This aids in conditioning the day.

Press both thumbs down in the center of

the rotating mass to start a hollow, or de-

pression. Widen this by inserting fingers

of the left band. I). Continue widening the

hollow by using both hands, at the same
time manipulating the rim with I lie fingers

to bring it to the required thickness and
height. Ridges are rubbed out with the

fingers and a piece of wet felt, and the rim

is smoothed with the square scraper, as in

E. The knack of forming the clay into the

various shapes is easily acquired after a

little practice. Cutting the work from the

throwing head is done as in detail F. When
cutting work from the throwing head with

the wire be sure to hold the wire taut as

it may loop or kink and cause damage.
Throwing vases and jugs calls for much

the same procedure, except that a larger

ball of clay is used and the sides are drawn
higher. Details G to L inclusive, Fig. 11,

show the common technique quite clearly.

For making the outward flare of a vase,

simply exert greater pressure with the fin-

gers of the left hand inside the rim than

with the thumb of the same hand on the

outside. The reverse movement shapes the

curve in a jug, or teapot, as in G. The spout

for a teapot is made by throwing a clay

cone around a dowel and cutting it off at

the required length with a knife while the

PLACE CLAY IN CENTER

OF WHEEL. START IT. AND
PUT WET HANDS ON CLAY

GREATER
PRESSURE
INWARD
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CUT SAUCER FROM
THROWING HEAD
WITH A WIRE

SMOOTH THE RIM
WITH A SCRAPER

D) START DEPRESSION IN CENTER
WITH THUMBS AND FORM A RIM

AS. BELOW

FORMING
A HP

DRAWING CLAY FOR
HANDLE

ATTACHING HANDLE

work is in motion, ns nt H. A hole is then cut in

the pot Iho size of the dowel. The clay around

the hole is scored and slip is applied, which acts

as n cement when the spout is gently pressed

against the pot, as in detail I. To make handles,

start with a pear-shaped ball of clay, as in detail

J. Hold the clay in the left hand, wet the right

hand and gradually draw a long, conical shape.

Then, without using any pressure from the

thumb, draw out the shape with the Angers to

the size rcuuirixl. The handle is lienl to shape

and the ends are flattened as shown in detail K.

It is then attached to the pot with slip in the same
manner as the spout. To form a pouring lip on

a jug or vase, work with the index finger of the

left hand inside and thumb and index finger of

the right hand on the outside, as in detail L. Pro-

cedures in coloring, firing and glazing are the

same as used when processing castings.

Overlay decorations arc applied by means of

plaster dies, Kig. 13. A pal of clay is pressed into

liar die, the excess scraped flush with a straight-

edge, and the die with the clay in it is pressed

against the surface of I he work.
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This trim litllc playhouse can be set

up in 5 min. and when taken down
may be stored in a small space

such os a closet. The walls arc as-

sembled as shown in the upper

left-hand detail. A triangular
corncrpiece, to which part B is

screwed, slides behind strips C,

which are glued and nailed to the

walls. The roof is supported by a

ridge pole and held in place by

pins projecting from the ends of

the corner pieces. The chimney can

be made of the same material as

the walls. Two sides are notched

to Tit the roof angle and glued to-

gether. The door is held by a latch

which is lifted through a fingerhole

in the door. Gaily colored flowers

are painted on window boxes and
shutters, which are shown in the

crosshatched pattern

1 |
| | .U..

WINDOW FLOWER BOX

FRONT WINDOW FLOWER BOX

DOW LINTEL

LINTEL TOR DOOR

PUSHED DOWN
/ 10' X 12"

I WINDOW^

RIVETED

HINGES

GLUE FABRIC WHEN
CHIMNEY IS FOLDED

FLAT

LATCH
(INSIDE}

DO08 SECTION
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MAKE WEAVING
Many people have made
weaving a profitable hob-

by with table-top looms

like this one, which has

several features to make
the work easier and faster

POPULAR MECHANICS
JANUARY 1948

WEAVING scarves, tabic runners, scatter rugs in

varied colors and similar articles is not only an inter-

esting pastime for long winter evenings, but it also

can be developed into a profitable hobby. Once you
have mastered the technique with o little practice,

you will be able to produce woven articles that will

find ready sale at a good price.

. With the loom pictured above, you can produce
many salable articles. It consists of a frame which
supports such moving parts as the warp and whip
beams, heddles and frames, a iced or beater and a

shuttle, the latter being a separate part which is ma-
nipulated by hand. The shuttle carries the weft thread

through the shed, a triangular space between the

warp threads which is made by shifting the heddles

after each stroke, or pass, of the shuttle. The beater or

reed, hand-operated on small looms, is pivoted to the

frame of the loom and is for the purpose of beating the

weft thread into the warp after the shuttle has passed

through the shed. The table loom detailed in Fig. 4
,

PROJECTION
BIDES IN

n groove or
‘j UPRIGHT

METHOD OF WRAPPING FOR

7-FT. STRANDS OF WARP YARN

TIE BEFORE
CUTTING

STOCK

DIMENSION
DETERMINED
FROM PURCHASED
HEDDIES

'/<" x r
_ FIAT IRON

TWO SS" RIVETS

A" X 2Yi

DOWEL" r CUT THROUGH AFTER
WRAPPING WITH REQUIRED

NUMBER OF STRANDS

IS- X Vl" TIM IRON-*

STD. WIRE HEDDIES

DRILL #25 HOLE WASHERS

METHOD OF WRAPPING FOR
10- FT. STRANDS OF WARP YARN HEDDLE FRAME, 2 REO'D
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YOUR HOBBY TEXTILE TERMINOLOGY

has two new features which make operation eas-
ier and faster. The heddles are shifted by a cam
arrangement mounted on the top cross member
of the frame and operated as in Fig. 1. Second
important feature is the adjustable beater pivot

detailed in Fig. 4. This adjustment gives five

different positions of the beater pivot and en-
ables the weaver to keep the reed always at 5)0

deg. with the cloth for more uniform work. A
cloth beam fitted with a removable spline,. Figs.

4 and 7, makes it unnecessary to tie knots in the

warp threads when stringing the loom prepara-
tory to weaving.
Before starting assembly, determine the size

of the loom from the maximum width of cloth

you desire to weave, keeping in mind, of course,

the size limitations of the table-top type. As an
example, the loom detailed in Fig. 4 is designed
for a cloth width of 24 in. A smaller size also can
be made with an over-all width of IG in. for a
cloth width of i2 in. This size is especially suited
to weaving table runners, scarves, etc. Hardwood

WARP BEAM: Tlio roller of a loom
upon which the warp ij wound.

HEDDLES: Vertically held parallel
wirei having an eye in the centor
through which the warp is drawn.

WARP: Threads that pass through
heddles and rccd.

SHED: Space between warp when
heddles are raisod or lowered.

WEFT (WOOF): Threads or yarn
interlacing the warp at right angles.

SHUTTLE: An instrument upon which
weft is wound for passing through
warp shed while weaving.

REED (BEATER): A devico to comb
or beat the weft between the

strands of the warp.

LOOM
HEDD1C.
CONTROL
LEVER (A)IfATIIfR

STRAP.

"
4“ ROPEBEAlfR

MEDDIE
fRAME B

MEDDLE
FRAME C

SECTION A A

STOCK
whip
BEAM

BREAST
BEAM

CLOTH
BEAM

WOODEN
SPLINE

PAWL
DRILL FOR H" DOWEL

BEATER
ADJUSTMENTDIMENSION X DETERMINED

FROM PURCHASED REEO
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HACKSAW BLADE

TAPED
HOOK

THREADING

WARP THREADS

THREADS

SPLINE
CLOTH
BEAM

is used for all parts of the loom frame,

I lie beater frame, rollers, and the breast

and whip beams. Maple is good but birch

does equally well and saws and planes

somewhat easier. The heddles and hcddle

frames, Fig. 3, and the reed may be pur-

chased from dealers in crnflwork supplies.

These parts are inexpensive and obtaining

them ready-made saves a lot of time. For

average weaving a 30-dent reed 30 spaces

per inch—is satisfactory, ns running the

warp thread through each dent will give 30

warp threads per inch. Other combinations

the warp threads and for rolling up the

finished cloth bn the cloth beam as the

weaving progresses.

Fig. 2 shows methods of cutting G and 1 li-

ft. warp yarn, or threads, to exact length.

This done, you string the loom as in Figs.

5, « and 7. Notice in Fig. 5 how the oud-

numbered warp threads are pulled through

the heddles (C) with a threading tool made

as in Fig. 6. The even-numbered threads

go through the heddles (B). Both sets of

threads pass over the whip beam and are

wound on the warp beam at the rear of the

loom. Study Fig. 9, which shows the warp
threads in exaggerated size and in two col-

ors for clarity. Also compare with the shed

formed by shifting the heddle-conlrol lev-

er, Fig. 13. to the right-hand position as in

Fig. 14. Fig. 7 shows how the ends of the

warp threads are locked to the cloth beam
with a spline which fits in a groove cut in

the roller. Figs. 13 to 15 inclusive show the

RIGHT-HAND
POSITION

NEUTRAL POSITION
HEDDLE-CONTROl

LEVER (A) --~

WHEN MEDOIF-CONTROL
LEVER IS IN NEUTRAL

POSITION All WARP
THREADS APE IN

SAME PLANE
WARP

THREADS
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1
/ ^<?^/^3rJ>^EV^NUMBERED
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FRAMES

THREAD

V/ARP

WEFT
SHED

WHIP
BEAMBREAST

BEAM

WIDTH TO SUIT IOOM V/X SHUTTLE

-

/''KNOTS TIED TO
{ FORMTASSEIS

CLOTH
BEAM

TABBY WEAVING

TENDENCY TO PUll

V/IFI TOO TIGHT

TORMS WAIST

?5 WARP THREADS PFR INCH ODD HUM-

BERS THROUGH <C1 MEDDIES AND EVEN

NUMBERS THROUGH <B) HEPDiES

|

WHEN HEDDIE-CONTROI LEVER IS IN
5 LEFT-HAND POSITION. WARP THREADS

•THROUGH (B) FJEDDlES ARE LOWERED
AND WARP THREADS THROUGH (C)

HEDDLES ARE RAISED

|

SCARF

LIFT-HANO
POSITION

(C)

HEDDLES
HEDDLES

SHUTTLE WITH
WEFT THREAD

PASSES
THROUGH

(B)

HEDDLESSHED

HEDDIE-
CONTROI
LEVER

MEDDLE
BEATER

REED

operation of the loom when doing plain

weaving. Fig. 10 shows tabby weaving.

Notes on the detail drawings, Figs. 13 to

15, explain the sequence of. operations

clearly. One tiling to watch in weaving is

the tendency to pull the weft too tightly.

This forms what weavers call a waist, Fig.

11, and causes the woven strip to become
narrower as the weaving progresses. Gen-
erally, tension on the weft must be watched

more closely on coarsely woven cloth. The
greater the number of warp threads per

inch the less tendency there is for this

fault to appear in weaving.

Fig. 12 shows a vnri-colored pattern

woven in a table scarf. Here variations arc

made in the warp threads and tWo shuttles

are used, one carrying the red and one the

blue filler or weft. Shuttles arc made from

a strip of hardwood with the ends shaped

as in Fig. 8. Length of the shuttle should be

approximately half the width of the cloth

being woven, although some weavers pre-

fer a shorter shuttle.
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You need not go without a

lathe as you can make this

sturdy one of wood. Swings

12 in. over bed and 30 in.

between centers. A heavy,

balanced countershaft pro-

vides uniform spindle speed

with moderate pedaling

AA/ITII the exception
'

' of turned wooden /f
0 ^2£5g|g£!

pulleys and the form lo /

cast a flywheel, you can
j

build this efficient

treadle lathe with a few

hand tools. Distance
between centers can be increased to ac-

commodate turnings more than 30 in. long,

but in doing so, the treadle, which must be

correspondingly lengthened, is apt to twist

when pedaling is done at the lailstock end.

Spindle height is such to enable one to

pedal the lathe from either a standing or

sitting position. Approximately 100 down-
ward strokes of the treadle per minute will

give a spindle speed recommended for

turning. Common 2-by-4-in. fir stock is

satisfactory for the stand. Side and front

views in Fig. 8 give the correct length to

cut each member. Note how the headslock

is incorporated in the twin front legs. Ex-

biarings
PRESSED IN
COUNTER- V
BORED MOLES

\ THRUST

I BEARING

:
» COLLARS -pj

! j'PULLEY^
V&ORL
AU100INFRA10R

BEARING
"

THREADED »0R
GRINDING
WHEEL

STANDARD
DRIVE

CENTER

IIEADSTOCK ASSEMBLY

cept for fastening the bed pieces, the type

of assembly shown to the right of Fig. 3 is

used throughout, which permits tighten-

ing joints that may become loose. The
small pin indicated is provided to keep the

members in line when drawing up the

belting, joined, will do to rig the counter-

shaft. As no tension adjustment is provid-

ed, it will be necessary, if an endless belt

is used to drive the headslock spindle, to

vary the position of the rear countershaft

bolts. Endless V-belting or round leather pulley to be able to stretch the belt snugly
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WEEDED
^jx ij*xs'Vlat iron

. ^CARRIAGE Bon
/ .

AW WASHER

aampins

P
Thc 3-in. pulley, besides the

drive and tail centers, are

standard and come fitted with

setscrews for attaching them
to a V4-in. shaft. A 6- or 8-in.

grinding wheel filled to the

outer end of the spindle
serves a double purpose in

providing a means for sharp-

ening your lathe tools and at

the same time contributing to

sed if slip- the momentum. Collars are used against

each bearing to take up end ploy,

idstock and The flywheel detailed in Figs. 5 and G

ceptionally provides the necessary momentum to keep

ferred to the spindle turning at a uniform speed,

d model-T Extra care must be used in centering the

iscd if you hub to have the flywheel run fairly true,

ngs. Fig. 1 About the easiest way to do this is to first

les for the mark a 17-in. circle on the plywood bot-

cqual dis- torn of the form by which it can be cen-

erbored on tered when fastening it in place with

fit for llie screws. Then a hole is drilled in the exact

earing will center to take the Yz-U\. pipe hub snugly.

? outer one A cleat across the top of the form holds the

: Liil v ?litw

Util
t
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'J.

1

v»'lPUITAJ

1
I

j
WHEEL

should he of the type to take end thrust upper end of the pipe in position, while at

when pressure is applied by the tailstock. the bottom a small block and a coupling

9
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noon Hanoi
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are used. The pipe should extend about

\'z in. above the top of the form. As the

drive pulley is fastened directly to the fly-

wheel, greased dowels are placed in the

form to provide bolt holes for this in the

casting. Use a fairly rich aggregate con-

sisting of cement, 1 part, sharp sand, 3

parts, and place pieces of wire mesh in the

form as the pouring progresses to reinforce

the work. Allow the concrete to set several

days until fully cured. The flywheel is fas-

tened to the pitman crank by a setscrew

lapped in the coupling. Note in Fig. 8 that

the point of fastening the pitman to the

treadle should be directly in line with the

flywheel shaft. Hearings for the counter-

shaft assembly arc fitted the same as those

in the headstock. Plywood is best for the

countershaft pulleys, the two rear ones

being turned and grooved separately,

screwed together and pinned to their shaft.

Here collars are used as before to take up

end play.

Fig. A details the tailstoek and shows the

progressive steps to follow in shaping the

glued-up block. The spindle hole, which

is bored while the block is still square, is

bushed on each side of the handwheel

opening with a Vfe-in. pipe nipple to receive

a '/2 -in. threaded shaft. Note that one side

of the shaft is filed flat for the end of the lock lever which keeps

the spindle from turning when being advanced or withdrawn by

the handwheel. The latter is of wood and has a threaded bushing

imbedded in its center to fit the spindle. Washers center it in the

opening. Both tailstoek and tool rest clamp in place by hand-

wheels fitted below the bed as shown In Figs. 7 and 8. The tool rest

and holder are made according to Fig. 2. The post socket, which

consists of a 1-in. pipe nipple inside a coupling, is anchored to the

base by boring a bole in the latter to take tl»c coupling snugly and

then drilling crosswise through both for a 3%-in. carriage bolt.

i
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SEESnUU TOV IS SUPPORTED BV CI0IUI1 CUTOUTS

x >i*
# cleats

2X 10 PLANK

Popular Mechanics May 1950

SHOWN WITH ONE
SOS SIDE REMOVED \

on*
YEUOW

JlantUy

GRAY OR
IIGII I BLUEYoungslors, from toddlers

on up. will have O circus

with III is novel seesaw. Two
clown cutouls joined back lo

back form llie plvol for ibe

plank. I be complete toy is

made from slock lumber, llie

plank being ci 2 x 10, nar-

rowed al eacli end and sand-

ed smooth lo prevent slivers.

The pattern for the clowns

is cnlaiged full size and cut

from 3/i-in. outdoor plywood.

The boxliko base is filled

with sand to prevent lipping.

Enamel the toy in gay colors

YEUOW

OUt LINE

OF SIDE
BEVEL
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I5SON

'A PIUNGPR

RUBBER BANOS
SIRAOOiE BRADS

in a direct hit. Rubber
bands are attached to a

plunger or firing pin and
work in grooves along tin*

side of the barrel where
they straddle brads at the

forward end that hold

the imitation recoil cyl-

inders in place. If drills available arc not

long enough for boring out the barrel, il

can be made in two pieces, slotting each

half through the center with a gouge, then

smoothing and truing the bore with sand-

dowel. When these

secuon BB

paper wrapped
operations are finished, the two pieces are

glued together so that the two slots form a

round hole through which the shell passes.

With the collection of scrap materials

now so important, the junk collector's

horse and wagon in Figs. 3 and 4 will be

appropriate in teaching the children to

gather these materials. It can be made

AR MECHANICS NOVEMBER, 1942

COUNTER
SUNK

TOP VIFW OF MORSE
AMP SHAFTS IT

^CHRISTMAS

SHELL..
RUPBER ' A

‘ BANDS
j

_

riNGER grips -

OCRAPS of wood, a few
*

- brads, screws, bits of

tubing and paint are

about all you need to

make these interesting

wooden toys. Any boy
will feel like a real soldier

when he knocks out the

enemy with the howiUei

shown in Figs. 1 and 2.

The gun shoots a wooden
projectile which has a

rounded nose, so that it

docs little damage even
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Vi Pirwooo

front viev/

quite appealing to the eye as the toy lends

itself to a lively color scheme as indicated.

A doll sleigh like the one in Fig. 5 will

thrill I he young feminine members of your

family. A coping or jigsaw will enable you

to cut the six pieces that form the sleigh.

Sides arc complete with runners, and the

sent, floor‘and dash are built up of four

pieces, which are glued together. A tongue

for pulling the sleigh is pivoted between

the runners at the front end. If available,

strips of thin metal can be used as shoes

for the runners.

Designed after models of Civil-war time,

the train in Figs. 6 and 7 will stand a lot of

rough handling. Making it is a job for the

jigsaw and by stacking your stock, you

can cut out material for two or three trains

at one time. Be sure to cut the wood so

that the grain runs lengthwise of the train

as this will help prevent parts from split-

ting olt easily. By duplicating passenger

cars, a long express train can be made. The
wheels are best turned in a lathe, although

you can make them with a saw and sand-

COUPUNG pin

FORCE
FIT

BRASS
IUBE

\i6 axie

BRONZE

.

J cREOK

1_c j

1 1
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1 rc.CEWRIC

V4" WHITE
PINE

SERRATED

paper. They arc fixed to an axle which

passes through a tube in the car body to

serve ns a bearing. The simple couplings

between cars can be manipulated by a very

young child.

Figs. 8, 9 and 10 show a side-wheeler

river boat that will delight the heart of the

young sailor in your family. It is powered
by rubber bands, which exert a direct pull

on a drive shaft instead of being twisted as

in a model airplane. The cutaway view
shows how the bands are run over rollers

to reduce friction and to get the maximum
power to the drive shaft. For lightness,

\ the central section of the hull is sawed
' out, and a deck and bottom of thin ma-

terial are glued on. Paddle-wheel hubs

are wood turnings slotted to take the

paddles. They are

screwed to metal
disks which

BRASS
TUBE

D£CK |

BEARING FOR
ROLLERS

COTTER PIN

FLATTENED

GUIDETURNED

K" MOOEI PIANE
RUBBER

BRASS TUBE

CAPSTAN

PUCE DRAIN

ECCENTRIC WEll

WOOD

'WINDOWS
AND DOORS
PAINTED

ar e

soldered to the
wheel shaft. A
good color scheme
consists of making
the hull and cabin

SOLDERED
TIN PADDLE BOX
\(OPEN ON THE

\ OUTER SIDE)

RUDDER

RUBBER CEMENTED RURBFP BAND EACH
SIDE OF ECCENTRIC

1 \'a
" GAIV. DISK

SOLDERED

BRASSTUBE
BEARING
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PLYWOOD

DOWFl
STOP

•
" HARD
PRESSED

k
BOARD/

%/ >»' k »i OAK.

7 STEAMED AND
/ BENI IN FORM

BRASS
TUBE

V>” AXLE

V PLYWOOD

>4" FIIICR

BLOCKS

RUBBER
BAND

SMALL
ROLLER

V, * 6

PLYWOOD
DISK

V > 2" ECCENTRIC
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ifc HARD
PRESSED

BOARO

white with red below the water line and

on (lie rudder, paddle boxes and walking

beam. If the deck is varnished in natural

wood with the top of the cabin painted

gray, and the smokestacks black with

bronze on the fluted tops, you will have a

pleasing combination.

Designed along the lines of an English

perambulator, the doll carriage in Figs. 11

and 12 can be made almost any size desired

by enlarging the dimensions given. Wood-

en wheels are shown, but some taken from

a discarded scooter or other toy can be

used. The springs are shaped from light

flat iron and the handles are steamed and

bent to shape over a wooden form. The

entire job can be made of plywood or hard-

pressed board if a wood framework is made

heavy enough to receive small screws.

Note that the hubs are counterbored so that

the projecting axles or nuts cannot damage

furniture or woodwork in the home.

When pushed along a sidewalk or over

a floor, the pair of geese in Figs. 13, 14 and

15 move their heads back and forth in a

realistic manner, while bright yellow legs

keep stepping along briskly. The latter are

circular to avoid a bumping motion.
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Magic Bird Toy for the Kiddies
Every time a dozen or more pieces are put together, a

Science and Mechanics Oct. -Nov. 1941 startling new bird appears.

C
HILDREN cnn find never-ending Amuse-
ment in putting colorful blocks and dow-
els together to form an endless variety

of wooden birds. By changing bills, topknots,
tails, legs and necks, many startling effects

can be obtained.
Draw the various pieces, ns shown in the

illustrations, on paper; then trace these draw-
ings to 1-in. surfaced pine. Cut them out
with a jig saw. Be sure the bills and topknots
curve to fit the head, and the tails fit the body.
Now drill %-in. holes %-in. deep in these

pieces as indicated, and glue %-in. dowels
%-in. long into them. Drill %-in. holes %-in.
deep in the body, head and feet to accom-
modate these dowels.

Cut three %-in. dowels 1-in. long, two 1%-
in. long and one 2-in. long for the legs and
necks. Be sure to make the holes in the body,

head and feet large enough so the dowels will

slip in and out easily. Paint these pieces with
bright colors, and you will have a toy that
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will be an ever-

lasting favorite.

Only a few of

the possible com-
binations of parts

are shown in the

illustrations. Many
more are possible.

The kiddies can

make a game of it

by seeing who can
" bull d " the
strangest looking

"bird” and who
c a n m a k c the
greatest number of

"birds" without
repeating one.

This same idea

can be applied to

other creatures

than birds, too.

Queer -looking
animals of many
kinds could be
worked out in

similar manner.

TOY WHEN SEPARATED

oown. CLUCO IN
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Frolic Color Wheel
©. EVERETT VAN HORN I'opuUr Homecraft May, 1914

U
SE this slu>p*mndr revolving

color wheel for dinner pnitir*

in your home, for illuminat-

ing the Christmas “*"n». or

for other gay occasions. The wheel

will cast a fast -changing series of

color lights a Ixml tin* room Make

the wheel fflll two cmular picecs

id plywood. nailed together as

shown. Cut a groove in the edge

(nr a >.iitiil cord drive belt, and saw-

out four equidistant holes in the

wheel, each about 7" in diameter.

Aeross the baek of the wheel fast-

en | he edges of four colored panes

of glass with tacks, or il<e colored

celluloid. Have yellow, red. green,

and some other bright eoloi. I’.ore

a hole in the exact renter to take a

light tilling bolt, and fasten the

wheel to the upper end of a onr-by-

si\ uptight nailed solidly to the edge

of the plank base as shown. Ih low

| In* bolt cut a round opening for

a tin ran reflector, situated so that

tin- .enter of the glass openings in

lb'- rolof wheel pass across the md
of tin- rrllei lor.

in the bottom of the ran punch

a hole to take a Screw socket and

a large bull*. The l*oll axle of the

wheel Omnld be greased and two or

three metal washers placed Ih-Iwcvii

the wheel and upright. Use two

nuts at the Isack of the upright, one

fur a lock mil. to allow the wheel to

turn smoothly. Connect it with a

small electric motor, fastened to one

end of the base, using a stout cord

for the licit. Place the wheel on a

stand or table near a wall outlet, so

that you can plug in both motor and
bull* from a double plug. Light a

few caudles, if it is a dinner party,

switch off the room lights, and turn

the rotating wheel. Your guests

will be delighted at the novel light-

ing effect.
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A Diabolo Is Fun to Make and Fly

Popular Science Dec. 1955

TO SPIN TUI TOP. ynn
rnUe iiimI lower the

'licks iillcrnntelv .
w iili

n quick line* w ord
shift uf I lie stiiiljt nl

the cud ul each mini*
in« impulse.

When I he «|ir«l is

C
reid eiimmli i •* »la-

ili/f the Top in lliplil.

just whip (he sticks

apm I lo toss il into

(lie nir. At the spool

comes dim u » mi i .ill li

il nn n slopin'' shine
nml let il i”H down
iiiln 'luck hunched
licnr one mil.
Two diiiholo (will*

rn cm i voile* I he
spool hrl wcm I hem;
four uni ploy u (wo-

(com uuiiie. mi Line
point' lor InilKCtt voi-

le) S ividiout n mi".
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TERE is an unusual Christmas present

* for any youngster—a wasp-waisled

diaholo top and the sticks and cord you

need to spin and cast it high, wide and

handsome through the air.

A game with a history, diaholo was

popular with the ancient Chinese and

with French sports of Napoleon's day

before American youngsters turned it

into a backyard fad from 1910 to 1915.

Considerably more skill is needed to

twirl a diaholo top than the Yo-yo it

resembles. The diaholo Hies free and is

caught before it falls to the ground.

The top shown here was patterned

after an old-timer 1 found in an attic

trunk. The 1950 model was made more

stable by adding a balance-adjusting

core, and easier on itself and indoor sur-

roundings by placing rubber rings on

the rims. These are 3"-diamcter vacuum

cleaner belts bought at a cleaner service

shop. Acorn nuts, from a box of auto-

license fasteners, cap the threaded core.

To stabilize the top, you shift the

threaded rod a bit to one side or the

other with the nuts.

bough out the spool with a skew chisel,

finish with a V-point chisel. Face the

ends close to the nuts on the mandrel.

Chisel oil the remainder. Clue %" dowels

into 1" dowel handles to make the sticks.

Tie a 42" length of chalk line or heavy

fishline to each pair. Make at least two

pairs.—Stewart House, Lewisville, I ml.
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Till DIABOIO BLANK is V." wood Killed up ns

above. Drill a Va" hole through llic center and

insert a threaded rod. f.ock the rod in place

with nuts and washers and, using the rod as n

mandrel, set the blank between lathe centers.

Check the turning with n template made by
clumping n stffd rule across the 00* angle of

n draftsmen's triangle. After turning V*" end

S
moves for the vacuum tjenner holts, remove

»e nuts, sand off the ends of the spool and
apply two coals of shellac. Shorten the rod

and thread on hnlnnccudjusling acorn nuts.



Appraising used cars for true
values—what to looH for and

what you should avoid

POPULAR MECHANICS, 1945

f

v-n
*

Exceptionally liwvjr oil often it uteri to Inlp
silence tiolty ond badly worn motor*. Alto,

heavy oil it u*«d frequently in order to mini-

mixo oil pumping and resulting trouble*

By James R. Ward

WHEN you cannot gel a new car and
you must resort to a used one, a good

selection depends on how much you know
about its mechanical condition, unless of
course, you can enlist the services of a

capable mechanic on whoso judgment you
can rely. There are a number of relatively

simple checks by which poor values can
be eliminated.

When going out to look at cars, don’t
become overly enthusiastic about any one
until you have made such checks. Too
often the good appearance of a new paint

job entices Hie unwary buyer, but tA<3

careful buyer, apprehensive of true value
is more interested in the condition of the

motor which will give him reasonably long

service without expensive repairs. Also,

many buyers depend on the speedometer
reading as a criterion of wear. However,
a high mileage record docs not necessarily

mean excessive wear of the motor. For in-

stance, if a car, perhaps one driven by a

salesman, has been driven continuously

for long trips, and it has not been abused,

the motor may be worn less than, a car

used for making innumerable short trips,

such as in city driving. The reason for the

difference in condition is that the long-run

car was started less frequently and it is the

lack of proper lubrication when starting,

especially in cold weather, that wears off

A ItAKY RADIAtO* MAY COST
StVtRAl DOUAM tO REPAIR



A tracked exhaust manifold,

damagod gaskets between
manifold and motor or other

joints in the exhaust system

may pormit carbon-monox-

ide gas to enter the car

POINTS TO CHICK

A -It the battery In grvd cond'Hon?

B -It iKe radio!* dogged * leoky?

C -lool I* trailed Irlenl monifeld

D —Doer worn pump Irmt

I -It rl*e generator chotging*

I -Are hradlampt In good ccnd-tlon?

C -How about live liret?

>1 -Che(l ihe dutch try g/ebbing

1 -It motor noity?

K -(amine motor lor iroclt

1 -Hat (rome been damaged?

M A worn tleermg gear it dongerout

N—The cylinder oil relit o dory

P -WoUh lor o lealy or nei«y trontmiiilon

B - Good brolet ore ettenSol

5 -Avo'-d o lealy ethoutl tytlem

T —leal ter weor In uniuertot jolnlt

U -(lamlne greote content m dieereniiol

V —lealy greate retainert ruin brolet

W— Damaged tendon otlen a clue to ether .

X -Do the door lo.lt and lolchet wo.l?

V —Haw about Iho wiodgwroiting mechon

2 <-Are all ol tiro Intlrumenlt working?
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COVHINO RADIATOR OtVtS OUtd(

WARM UR tO CHICK NOISY MOTOR

SMOKI IKKI THIS TAKIS lOTJ OR 0*
AND A COStlY RIRAIR TO STOP IT

.

A DINT HIRI MIANS A IAD BUMP

Worn pedal pads and floor mat will bolio

the reading of a speedomelor that has boon

set back to indicate a low mileage

much more melal on moving parts than

continued driving for many miles after oil

has circulated to provide a protective coat-

ing on these parts.

As you go along from car to cm* you can
make a few quick preliminary tests that

will help eliminate the worst ones. As the

oil is a good indicator of motor condition,

raise the hood and look at the oil-gauge

stick, Fig. 1. If it shows that the oil in the

crankcase is exceptionally heavy, you can

suspect that it was used to silence a noisy

motor, or that the motor uses entirely too

much oil of lighter viscosity, due to worn
piston rings and cylinders. A strong odor

of gasoline in the oil, and dirty black oil

are also indications of worn piston rings,

or worse, which will require an expensive

repair job to correct. A thick coat of grime

over the motor also means loss of oil, and
likely ruined ignition wires, Fig. G.

While the hood is raised, glance at the

battery, Fig. 2. Often a carrier or hold-

down frame covered with fresh corrosion

indicates an old battery at least, and maybe

a cracked one. Look at the battery cable

to see if the insulation is worn off, and

check for indications of cracks in the mo-
tor, Fig. 3. Examine the exhaust manifold,

Fig. 5, for cracks that might fill the car

with dangerous carbon monoxide gas.

Glance at the fire wall where the radiator

brace rods enter, Fig. 11. If there is a dent

at this point, it was likely put there in a

wreck. Check the radiator for leaks, Fig. 4.

Run the tips of your fingers over the fend-

ers, Fig. 12. Small bumps may indicate a

repaired fender; then you should be on the

alert for a bent frame or front end.

When you open the door, examine the

orWs. Fie. 18. to see if the car has been

Evidences or re-

paired fenders
may mean Ihat

the frame or front

end of the car

was damaged in

an accident
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repainted. An undercoat of paint

of different color Ilian that on the

body usually shows up here.

Sometimes old taxicabs are re-

painted and sold as used cars.

Good upholstery cloth, Fig. 19, and

floor mats arc a fair indication

that the previous owner has Riven

the car good care. Don’t be mis-

led by a low speedometer reading.

Speedometers are often set back

several thousand miles, sometimes

to zero. Wear on the pedal pads

and floor mat may contradict the

reading of a speedometer that has

been set back. For example, no-

tice the speedometer, pedals and

floor mat in Fig. 9. All are on the

same car, but it took

a lot more driving

than the mileage
indicates to wear
the pedals and mat
as shown—at least

20,000 miles.

Next, look at the

front tires as they

Rocking tho front

wheel when the car

it on a jack will give

you an idea of tho

condition of the spin-

dle bushings

Excessive wear on the

front tires is a good indi-

cation that something is

mechanically wrong with

the frame or front end

are a good, quick “barometer” to the con-

dition of the front end. The photo of the

one on the left in Fig. 17 indicates wrong
toe-in or toe-out, which is remedied easily.

But the one on the right shows that some-

thing is wrong mechanically that might be

quite expensive to repHr.

Now that simple p; liminary checking

has enabled you to '"'amine several cars

in a comparatively rt time, and to

If the liros have been ro-

grooved, check lo see if

grooves have been cul

loo deeply into the fab-

ric. Also, be on tho alert

for a framo that has been
repaired as the car may
have been in a bad wreck



“weed” out the bad ones, pick out the most

suitable one for further testing. You may
And several minor faults that the dealer

may be willing to repair before you buy
the car, which he would not do after the

ear has been delivered. When you are

ready to make further tests on the car, no-

tice the salesman’s attitude. If he is hesi-

tant about you checking further, or if he

tries to distract your attention at this time,

you should be doubly thorough in the rest

of the checking as he may know of some
serious defect. Any salesman who has

nothing to hide will be glad to cooperate

with you in making further tests.

The tires are of great importance. Have

they been regrooved, Fig. 15, and was a

good job done? If they are worn, are there

any breaks in the carcass that would make
them unsuitable for retreading. Fig. 13?

Jack up the front wheels and check for

wear in the spindle bushings. Fig. 14. Too

much looseness here may cause the tires

to wear rapidly, or the wheels to shimmy
on the road. While the car is on the jack,

slip on a frock and crawl under the front

end. Look for evidences of welding or

straightening of the frame, especially at

the points indicated by the arrows in Fig.

16. If any are found, it is likely that the

car has been in a wreck. Usually you are

taking too much chance in buying such a

car, because subsequent wear of parts out

of alignment may not be evident yet, but

will show up later. Also, misalignment at

certain points of the frame will give you
nothing but grief.

If everything is all right so far, you are

ready to give the car a road test. As the

motor should be heated to the proper oper-

ating temperature, you can save time by
putting a blanket over the radiator before

starting as in Fig. 8. Leave it on just long

enough to get the temperature indicator

pointing in the normal range. While trav-

eling on a smooth, level street at a speed

of about 25 m.p.h., let loose of the wheel.

The car should travel at least 300 ft. with-

out a tendency to pull toward one side;

otherwise the front end needs attention

—

perhaps only adjusting. Also, see if there

is excessive looseness in the steering gear

and linkages. Next, pick a rough street

and test the car for riding. Be sure to use
the brakes too, both at high speed and at

low speed, noticing if there is a tendency

of the car to pull toward the side when
the brakes are applied. If the motor has

reached driving temperature by this time,

accelerate rapidly and then decelerate

quickly. Then, if considerable bluish-grey

smoke j>ours out of the exhaust pipe as in

Fig. 10, the car is an “oil burner,” in which

case it will need an expensive job of new
piston rings, and perhaps reboring of cyl-

inders. However, if the smoke is black, it

may need only a carburetor adjustment.

With the motor hot and the oil thinned
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clown, any noise in the motor will be evi-

dent, winch indicates wear. While driving,

listen for growling or humming noises in

the transmission and differential. Accel-
erate rapidly and progressively at all three

gearshifts and listen for any indication of

wear. Now refer to the table at the left of

Fig. 6, and thoroughly check all the points

indicated in Fig. 7 that have not been
checked already. Be sure to examine flic

grease in both the transmission and dif-

ferential. Sometimes cereal, ground cork

and other materials are added to silence

badly worn gears and bearings. Although
some of the points indicated to check are

only minor, a number of small repairs may
involve considerable expense, and influ-

ence your decision.

A TOY FORT
A loy fovt provides lots of fun if you have an army of tin soldiers

with one or two Rim* on wheels. The best material with which to

make it is thin fretwood for the frame, and whitening; mined with glue

for the moulded parts.

A simple design is Riven as a pattern, but it may be altered, of course.

if desired. If the present design is followed the frontage should be

about 15 inches long and the total heigh! about a ftxt. Although the

frontage suggests a square building, the remaining three si<los need not

be added unless a More place is required for the miniature army.

In front of the building is a lenarc 3 inches wide, and then comes

a castellated wall with an inclined toadwny running down to the level

of the surrounding land.

When the pieces of wood have been cut with a fret-saw and nailed

together some whitening is mixed with hot glue and spread over the

parts that are required to lie unevenly modelled, such as the grassy

embankments at the side of the sloping roadway.

The last stage is the colouring, which may be done readily with oils

or paints of the cellulose type.

TESTING LEAKING RADIATOR

H^gwiurrsn

rf. , 0 r r. long
NIPPLES

nunntn nose

< “ EXPANSION PLUG

Frail
paoia ion

Instead of lifting n heavy
radiator in and out of water jgg'K.
when testing it for leaks

with air pressure, a me-
.

chanic saves this work by

using a column of water in

a 1-in. pipe to produce the

pressure. This enables hint

to place a radiator on a
*

bench, locale the leak and ^§3 1

solder it without moving the

radiator. The inlet, outlet and overflow of

the radiator must be plugged. If water in-

to, fores while soldering, it can be removed

by taking out one of (he plugs. Use of an

expansion plug for the filler hole will per-

mit quick attachment to various radiators.

Water in an 8-fL length of 1-in. pipe set

vertically will produce a pressure of about

3V2 lbs., which is enough to locate most

leaks. It is necessary to refill the pipe after

each test to maintain the pressure.
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AIR CLEANER choked with dirt saps engine
power and wastes gas. Remove the filter

element and wash thoroughly in gasoline.

Then dip it in light oil and ailow it to drain

before replacing. Make sure connections

from cleaner to carburetor are leakproof.

Watch oil level in oil-bath type cleaners

POPULAR MECHANICS, 1948

FUEL PUMP sediment bowl must be emptied
of. water and dirt regularly. Check the

pump diaphragm, too. Sudden increase in

oil consumption may indicate broken dia-

phragm is sucking engine oil from crank-

case. If flow of fuol is weak, blow out

the line with an air hose hold at fuel pump
(remove tank filler cap first), and check tho

line back to the tank for flattened spots

BATTERY neglect means short life,. Check

regularly at least once overy two weeks
and oven more often in hot weather. In-

spect oach cell to see that water level is

above plates at all times, and add only

pure distilled water when needed. If ter-

minals aro corroded, scrape them clean

and coat with vaseline. Soda-water appli-

cation neutralizes acid on top of battery

DISTRIBUTOR check should cover inspec-

tion of housing for cracks that may retain

moisture and develop' shorts; cleaning

sockets where high-tension wires enter the

cap, and smoothing pitted points. Remove
oil deposits, if any, and locate source, as

oil on breaker points will cause excessive

point burning. Over-oiled rotor wick or

oil from grease cup may be the trouble

SPARK PLUGS fail in four ways: normal

wear, broken insulators, dirty electrodes

and excessive gap. .Do not screw plugs

tightly in place; future removal of a

''frozen" plug may result in cracking the

Insulator. Scrape accumulated carbon from

electrodes and check for excessive gap be-

tween them. !n regapping, use a' feeler,

gauge and always bend side electrode
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cold, and open when the engine is warm.

All gaskets around the carburetor must be

leakproof. Engine idling should be adjust-

ed to the lowest speed at which the engine

will turn over smoothly. Some carburetors

have n screen in the inlet pipe that requires

periodic cleaning.
, , , , ,

Air cleaner: A partially blocked air

cleaner causes excessive fuel consumption

and may be the cause of a sluggish engine.

Remove the cleaner and wash all parts in

gasoline. Reoil the copper-gauze filter and

allow it to drain before replacing. If the

air cleaner is an oil-bath type, refill the

reservoir to the level mark. This usually

requires about a pint of oil.

Battery: A faulty ignition system will

cause on otherwise good engine to run

poorly. Test the battery and see that the

electrolyte covers the plates at. least -ft in.

A fully charged battery should have a spe-

cific gravity reading of 1.280 and should

never he allowed to fall below 1.250. Clean

the corrosion from the terminals with a

wire brush and wash the top of the bat-

tery with a solution of baking soda, rinse

off with warm water and wipe dry. An
application of grease or petroleum jelly to

the terminals will help prevent corrosion.

It’s especially important that the ground

cable connections be tight and clean. Re-

place broken and frayed battery cables.

With the battery in good shape, ample volt-

age is assured. Next comes the ignition

coil. It’s best to have it tested at a garage,

but you can make a fair test by pulling the

high tension wire from the center of the
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6 HIGH-TENSION
NNECTION TO COIl

V-VACUUM
ADVANCE UNIT

VACUUM *
ADVANCE ARM

CONDENSER""

CAM

BREAKER
POINTS~

BREAKER
LEVER

LOVATENSION )

'CONNECTION TO COIL

MAKE SURE VENT
IS NOT CLOGGED
IN FILLER CAP

GOOD INDICATION
THAT CARBURETOR
NEEDS ADJUSTING

distributor and holding it % to Vz in. from
the motor. If a spark jumps to the motor
when the distributor points are broken,

likely the coil is all right.

Distributor: Check to sec that it is clean,

that all parts are lubricated, Fig. I, that the

casing is not cracked and that the springs

are in good condition. Also sec that the

breaker points are not unduly pitted and

are timed perfectly. If the points are pitted

slightly, use a coil file to smooth them. Or.

better still, replace them. Badly pitted

points that produce a long, hot arc when
they break with the ignition on usually in-

dicate a weak condenser. If this condition

is apparent, both the points and condenser

should bo replaced. A mark on the fly-

wheel of most cars permits timing the

points to a close degree of approximation

without the use of ail instrument. When
the mark is centered in an index hole in

the housing, the points should begin to

break for firing the No. 1 cyl-

inder. Check with a dealer to

obtain the correct firing order

of the engine and the gap re-

quired between the breaker
points when they are wide
open. Use a regular feeler

gauge to lest the clearance. If

the timing of the cam in the

distributor is off, it can be
adjusted by loosening the

distributor on its shaft and
turning it until the correct

moment of “point breaking”

is found. Check the ignition

wires for breaks in the insula-

tion, wipe them clean of oil

and dirt and see that they do

not come ill contact with hot engine parts.

Also, it’s a good idea to clean and polish

the wire sockets in the distributor as in

Fig. 2.

Spark plugs: Before removing the spark
plugs, clean the walls around them so that
dirt will not fall into the cylinder. Look
for cracks in the porcelain insulation and
adjust the electrodes, Fig. 3, to a gap of .025

to .021) depending on the maker’s instruc-

tions. Adjust only the side electrode, never
. the center one. If the electrodes are badly

burned, or if the plugs are very dirty and
rusted, replace them. In replacing the

plugs tighten them just snugly, do not
draw them up tightly. The right type plug

to install is important. Where you notice

that the insulators of the plugs become a

brownish color quickly and the electrodes

burn away, they should be replaced with a
cooler running plug having a short shank.

If the plugs arc wet, sooty and fouled all

the time, a hotter running plug—one with

a long shank—is needed.

Hoad test: When the tests so far have
been made, give the car a road test. You
may find the carburetor needs adjusting.

If the engine “rolls” or it seems slug-

gish and black smoke pours from the ex-

haust following rapid acceleration, the car-

buretor mixture is probably too rich, that

is, tod much fuel in proportion to air. On
the oilier hand, if the engine “spits” and
lacks power, the mixture is perhaps too

lean. During the road test, try hill climb-

ing. Here you may find that the spark is
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advanced loo much for the type of fuel

being used, causing the engine to knock
and lose power. Reeheck distributor and
spark plug gap. Also, check engine com-
pression by letting the engine idle down-
lull in high gear. Good compression should
hold the car back fairly well. On level

grade a good six-cylinder engine should he
able to pull evenly at less than 5 m.p.h. in

high gear. Another thing to check is the
condition of the piston rings and cylinder
walls. If blue smoke is observed from the

exhaust during fasL acceleration, it indi-

cates that lubricating oil is passing the pis-

tons, and the rings or cylinder walls need
attention.

Engine compression: If the engine still

performs poorly, look for faulty compres-
sion. First check the valve clearance with
a feeler gauge placed between the valve

stem and the actuating mechanism when
the valve is fully closed on its scat. Exam-
ine the condition of the valve springs too.

Testing engine compression accurately re-

quires a special gauge, but by removing
the plugs, one at a time, and holding the

hand over the plug opening while the en-
gine is being turned over, you'll bo able to

detect a weak cylinder. Another way is to

"short" one or a pair of spark plugs while
the engine is running. A weak cylinder
will show very little if any decrease in

engine speed when it is shorted out, which
indicates that it is doing little work. A

third method of finding a weak cylinder is

to crank the engine over slowly by hand,
and count each cylinder ns it comes up on
Its compression stroke. Less compression
in cranking will he noted if a cylinder is

weak. If i ^grinding the valves makes no
appreciable improvement in compression,
the pistons and cylinder walls need atten-

tion. This, however, amounts to a major
overhaul job which should he done by n
competent mechanic. Finally, it's a good
idea to chock the engine temperature dur-
ing tests. If the cooling system is in good
condition it will remain fairly constant.

kfepTiigh-temsion
WIPES FREE

OF OIL 1—

-

WASH THE AIR-CLEANER
FILTER 111 GASOLINE

AND RE-OIL y'

MAYBE THE FUEL
LIME NEEDS

BLOWING our DONT FORGET TO
CLEAN THE

.

SEDIMENT BOWL
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MOTOR TUNE-UP
Learn lo make quick checks of general engine

mechanical condition, and how to keep your repair

costs at a minimum. This informative story on en-

gine tune-up shows you what to do to keep fuel,

compression and ignition systems in top condition

Fuel and Exhaust System

UNSCREW
WING NUI
on top or

CAP

cy, resulting. in minimum wear, maximum fuel mileage

and greatly reduced i epoir costs. As n rule, a regular tune-

up job begins with the fuel system, Fig. 1, the purpose of

which is to combine fuel and air in the correct proportions

at varying engine speeds, loads and temperatures. A bad-

ly clogged air-cleaner element can have the same effect

on fuel consumption as driving with the choke in a partly

closed position. It’s easy lo disassemble the air cleaner and

just as easy to clean it by proceeding as in Fig. 2. Always

rcoil the filler element before replacing it. To clean the

oil-bath type of air cleaner, you proceed in much the same

wav except that generally die entire unit must be re-

moved so that the oil in the reservoir can be drained

out and the reservoir washed thoroughly with white

gasoline or a suitable cleaning fluid, Fig. 3. When replac-

ing the unit, refill the reservoir with clean engine oil to

the level indicated. Be sure all parts are replaced m the

proper position and that wing nuts and bolts are tightened

to the correct tension. After replacing the air cleaner,

make sure that the tightening clamp does not bind the

choke blade or shaft.
_ _

, ,

Fi«* 4 inclines various related units of the iuei ana

REMOVE AIR MITERING ElEMENT

WASH ElEMENT IN CLEANING TlU'0

Oil m TER AND REPLACE
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exhaust system. One of the vital

parts of the fuel system is the fue.

pump and the sectional view. Fig.

5, shows how it works. In opera-

tion, the typical fuel pump is quite

simple. An actuating arm riding a

special cam on the engine cam-
shaft pulls the diaphragm down-
ward against a compression
spring. The suction created by the

downward movement of the dia-

phragm draws fuel from the tank

through the inlet valve. As the

actuating arm reaches the low

point on the cam the compression

spring forces the diaphragm up-

ward, discharging iuel through

the outlet valve and through the

sediment howl to the carburetor.

Mechanical failure of the pump is

comparatively rare hut suspected

cases of pump “failure” may ho

due to other causes, such as water

and sediment in the fuel and pin-

point air leaks. Cleaning the sed-

iment howl regularly and keeping

the fuel lank full in cold weather

help to rule out the first two

causes of trouble. Air leaks along

the fuel'line usually call for re-

newal of the faulty parts.

The engine warm-up period has

a direct bearing on fuel mileage

and it also is dependent on more
than a properly operating cooling-

system thermostat. In some cars,

the fuel charge is passed over a

hot spot cast in the intake-exhaust

assembly as indicated in I*’ig. •».

The purpose of the spot is to pre-

heat the fuel charge passing to

each cylinder and thus assure
complete vaporization during the

warm-up period. A butterfly
valve, which is operated automat-

ically by a thermostat, controls

the temperature of the hot spot

by directing hot exhaust gases

around it. In a cold engine, the

valve is closed, but the automatic

control slowly opens the valve by
stages as the engine reaches op-

erating temperature. It's impor-
tant to check the action of this

valve regularly to make sure that

it is in working order. Apply a
fewr drops of light oil to the valve
shaft to prevent sticking. Some
servicemen say that dry graphite

blown into the bearing surfaces

with a special applicator gives
better results. Of course, it also is

essential to keep the cooling sys-

tem clean and the thermostat ad-
justed to give correct operating

Above, remove llie oil-balh oir cleaner, drain out old oil and

wath (lie container and the filter •lemenlt thoroughly. Rofill

with new oil. Below, typical unit! of fuel and oxliauit syslom

ENGINE AIR CLEANER
rxilAtlM
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EXHAUST
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AND EXHAUST SYSTEM
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VALVE
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A. ROCKER
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DIAPHRAGM
SPRINGBOWL. GASKET BODY
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TYPICAL FUEL-PUMP ACTION
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CARBURETOR

INTAKE
MANIFOID

'HO! SPOT

HOT EXHAUST CASEXHAUST
MANIFOID

AHTIPERCOLAIOR CAP

/VACUUM-PISTON LINK

VENTURI

METERING ROD

nozzle VACUUM
PISTON

temperature. Should the engine

seem sluggish and the ordinary

checks turn up no other cause,

examine the exhaust pipe, muffler

and tail pipe. A broken muffler

baffle or a deep dent in either the

exhaust or tail pipe can set up suf-

ficient back pressure to cause the

engine to overheat Sticking
valves also can result from this

defect in the exhaust system.

In any fuel system, the fuel

pump and carburetor are de-

signed to work together. The
pump maintains a constant level

of fuel in the carburetor. The air

dome on the pump cushions pump
pulsations so that fuel is fed to

the carburetor under uniform
pressure. One important item on

the regular tune-up schedule is

inspecting and, if necessary, clean-

ing the fuel-pump valves, Fig. 5,

and also the fuel strainer in the

carburetor. Fig. 7. Accumulations of dirt or

sediment in any of these parts arc certain

to cause trouble. The carburetor float, Fig.

7, controls the needle valve through which

liquid fuel is admitted to the carburetor

bowl as needed. A low float level causes

difficult starting and a constant high level

results in a major waste of fuel. As the mov-

ing parts wear, the float level changes.

That’s why it is necessary to check the float

at regular intervals. The sectional view of

a typical carburetor in Fig. 8 shows the lo-

cation of the metering rod, vacuum piston

and the high-speed nozzle, or jet. The idling

jet, which supplies fuel to the engine at

idling speed, is not shown. All these parts

team up to provide the engine with the cor-

rect fuel mixture under varying operating

conditions. As a routine check for faulty

float level, many servicemen remove the

air cleaner and inspect the open end of the

high-speed jet while the engine is idling. If

fuel appears in any quantity at the end of

the jet, it usually is safe to assume that the

float level is incorrect. It will be necessary

to disassemble the carburetor to adjust the

float and whenever the unit is disassembled

for repair or adjustment it should be thor-

oughly cleaned and all openings blown out

with compressed air before reassembling.

These requirements make carburetor serv-

icing a special job which few car owners

care to undertake because of the time, skill

and special tools required. For this reason

most car owners simply exchange the faulty

unit for a new or rebuilt carburetor of a

type suited to the car. Reputable service

shops offer a sound, money-saving deal on

this exchange. However, car owners who

like to tinker with precise mechanical gadg-

ets will feel sufficiently challenged by the

STRAINER

riOAT.
NEEDIE
VALVE

TIOAT
NEEDIE

FLOAT
IEVER

FLOAT.
LEVER UP

METERING POD JET
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complexities of the job to do it themselves.

For them, there are available carburetor-

rebuilding kits for nearly all modern
makes. These kits include all parts nec-

essary to do a complete job of rebuilding.

Faulty operation of the modern automat-
ic choke is rarely due to mechanical failure

alone, but the unit does require periodic

inspection, careful adjustment and occa-

sional cleaning to keep it working properly.

Fig. D shows a sectional view of a typical

automatic-choke mechanism, the notes on

the drawing pointing out and identifying

the principal parts. Some units are provid-

ed with a summer and winter setting and
this adjustment should be carried out on
schedule. Although the control mechanism
Is quite simple, it also is very sensitive.. Dirt

on the bearing surfaces of the parts inter-

feres with their operation. In late-model

cars fitted with automatic chokes, the ther-

mostat controls the choke valve and also

operates the fast-idle mechanism during
the engine warm-up period. At the time of

the cold start, the choke valve is closed

and the fast-idle mechanism holds the

throttle partly open. As the engine warms
to operating temperature the choke valve

opens by stages, achieving the full-open

position as the engine roaches normal oper-

ating terriperaturc. Simultaneously the

choke mechanism closes the partly opened
throttle and the engine slows to normal

Idling speed. Parts remain in this position

as long as the engine is hot. When the en-

gine cools, the thermostat returns the parts

to the cold-start position. Action of the

thermostat is controlled by heat from the

engine exhaust manifold which is conduct-

ed to the thermostat housing through a

small tube. Heat from the manifold passes

through n screen located in the housing, as

In the sectional view. Clogging of this

screen is the principal source of trouble

with the unit. Periodic inspection and
cleaning or renewal of the screen practi-

cally rules out the possibility of defective

operation.

Late-model cars having automatic trans-

missions require a precise adjustment of

idling speed and the fuel mixture. Many
service shops consider the idling adjust-

ment so important to the satisfactory opera-

tion of the car that they use a tachometer
to check engine speed when making the ad-

justment. The idling adjustment on nearly

all carburetors is made by means of tbe

adjusting screw shown at A in I'ig. 10.

Turning the screw in (clockwise) causes
the engine to idle faster. The idling mixture
is controlled by tbe screw B, Fig. 10. Turn-
ing the screw in “leans” the fuel mixture.

Always have the engine at operating tem-

perature before making these adjustments

to the carburetor.
CARBURETOR ADJUSTMENTS

HOUSING

THERMOSTATIC COIL

SCREEN
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Driving ol moderately high *p*»dt for on hour or

to will "luno up" an engine ihol i» in good condition

The carburetor spced-nnd-mlxture dd-

justment can lx* made only when the engine

is thoroughly warm and running at about

500 revolutions a minute. Occasionally the

speed may change when the mixture is im-

proved. In this event, the speed should be

reset. If turning the idle screw in doesn't

stall the engine, there is trouble in the car-

buretor. Start the investigation at the idle

orifice tube and continue to the idle air

bleed. On an old car replacement of a worn
throttle-valve shaft and throttle body in

(be carburetor usually corrects an imper-

fect fuel-air mixture.
Faulty compression: Although auto serv-

icemen usually rate the fuel system first in

seasonal tune-up checks, the engine itself

also comes in for a thorough going over. To
a greater extent than car owners generally

realize, the loss of engine smoothness and

operating efficiency is due to slowly accu-

mulating deposits of hard carbon, gum and

crankcase sludge. Short runs in cold weath-

er, long trips at slow speeds and neglect of

oil changes ami general servicing of the en-

gine contribute to fouling of the crankcase,

upper cylinders, pistons and rings. The car-

bon and gum deposits not only adhere to

these vilal parts but circulate throughout

the lubricating system and cause rapid

wear. Regularly changing the oil-filter car-

tridge may help, but this precaution alone

is not sufficient to correct other causes of

engine inefficiency which are due to bad

driving practices.

Lately the use of solvents has become so

important in connection with general en-

gine tune-up that many mechanics use

these chemicals regularly in tune-up jobs

VAIVE
ItAK

One of the be»t quick checks of engine con.

dilion can be made with a compression gouge

on engines which are rated in good me-

chanical condition. Solvents for sludge and

carbon are used in three ways: added in

measured amounts to the fuel, introduced

directly into the air inlet to the carburetor

and combined with the crankcase oil. It's a

general practice, after adding the solvent,

to operate the engine for at least 30 min-

utes at fast idle. Following this desludging,

or ‘Timbering,” treatment, the crankcase is

drained and flushed, the oil-filter cartridge

is changed and the crankcase is refilled

with new oil.

One of the best quick checks of general

engine mechanical condition is made with

a compression gauge. Fig. 11. A variation

of more than 10 lbs. pressure between cyl-

inders indicates the presence of mechani-

cal faults which need further investiga-

tion. The test always should be made with

the engine at operating temperature and

the throttle and choke in the wide-open po-

sition. Two faults commonly turned up by a

compression check are had rings and

valves. To determine whether the valves or

rings are at fault without removing the cyl-

inder head, unscrew the spark plug and

place about a tablespoonful of heavy oil on
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Oil leaks through the intako valves are due lo worn

guldos. Replacement of guides usually is necessary

lop of the piston to form a temporary com-
pression seal. Replace the gauge and repeat

the test. If the gauge comes up lo normal,

it is safe to assume that the rings are defec-

tive. There also is the possibility that ci-

ther the piston or cylinder wall is at fault.

If no change in the reading results from the

second test, then the trouble probably is

due to faulty valves. Sometimes a head-

gasket leak is the cause of a low reading in

one cylinder but this is comparatively rare.

If the result of the tests indicates valve

trouble, an experienced mechanic will lis-

ten carefully at the carburetor air intake

and tell you in a moment which valve is

leaking in the faulty cylinder. How does he

do it? It’s simple, when you know what to

listen for. A leaking intake valve makes a

sharp, distinct hissing sound, but a leak at

the exhaust valve cannot be heard because
the leakage is into the exhaust manifold.

If the engine has a history of poor per-

formance, then the compression check is

likely to he only the start of the job. On old-

er cars, hand grinding and lapping valves

and valve scats is a common procedure,

but on later-model cars with high-com-

Chcck the liming chain, or gears, for looseness duo

10 wear. This can cause lato timing of the valvos

pression engines the valves and valve seats

must be reconditioned with special equip-

ment. It is possible, of course, to form a gas-

tight joint between the valve and its sent by

hand lapping. Of necessity tins must be

done when the parts are cold, detail C, Fig.

12. When the parts expand as a result of

heat, the lapped surfaces no longer make
contact, D, Fig. 12. When the valve and seat

arc ground at the same angle on equipment
made for this purpose, the tight lilting job

shown in detail A, Fig. 12, is tlu* result.

Never machine or grind old valves to a

knife edge as in detail B. When the valve

gets hot, the edge may become incandescent

and cause what is known as pro-ignition.

Before opening an engine, let it idle for

at least 10 minutes, as the high vacuum re-

sulting from idling will lend to draw oil up
around loose pistons and worn valve guides.

As soon as the cylinder head has been re-

moved, look for oil on the piston heads and
on the undersides of the intake valves. If

there is oil on the valves, it indicates that

011 from the crankcase is being drawn up
through the valve chamber and into the

cylinder as in Fig. 13. As a rule, this con-

ln any now ring job, the cylinder bore should be checked wilh a dial gauge afler the piston has been removed

A-TOP COMPRESSION RING

B-SECOND COMPRESSION
RING WITH EXPANDER

C—CHANNEIED UPPER Oll-

CONTROt RING WITH
EXPANDER

D-IOWTR CXl-CONTIKX RING
FOUR-SECTION TYPE
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Bofors removing o piston. col owoy the ridge al Ihe

lop of Ihe cylinder boro wilh o special reomer

dition calls for replacement either of the

valve or the guide, or both. While the en-

gine is open, check the timing chain for

looseness resulting from wear. Slack in the

chain or wear in the camshaft gears lias

the effect of late valve timing, Fig. 14. If

the intake valves open after the pistons

have passed the top dead center, oil will be

drawn through loose valve guides into the

cylinders. Of course, this condition will

ho encountered more often in engines of

the L-hend type.

Before pulling the pistons on any engine

which has been subjected to considerable

wear, always remove the ridge, or over-

hang, at the top of the bore with the spe-

cial reamer shown in Fig. 17. Otherwise,

you will have difficulty removing the pis-

tons, Fig. 18. After the pistons have been

removed, careful mechanics mike the bores

as in Fig. 20, or use a dial gauge as in Fig.

1G, and jot down the readings. If these read-

ings show that a rebore job is necessary it s

a general recommendation that the cylin-

der walls be honed both parallel and round

within .0005 in. When installing oversize

pistons be sure to follow the manufactur-

A now ring .hoold roll frooly all tho way around in

Ihe ring groove a*, olberwii®, tho ring may slick

er's recommendations for clearance per

inch of diameter. This is important and

usually the instructions arc specific.

When installing piston rings, check each

individual ring for up-and-down clearance

in its own groove, Figs. 15 and 19. The ring

grooves are always cleaned and rigidly in-

spected to make sure that each ring will

roll freely all the way around the groove,

Fig. 19. End gap is just as important as the

up-and-down clearance. A general recom-

mendation ranges from .00G to .010 in., de-

pending on tho type of ring and the diame-

ter of the cylinder bore. In bores larger

than 3 in. the recommendations range from

.010 to .014 in. In any case, a ring job can-

not be considered complete until the con-

necting- rod bearings have been carefully

inspected for looseness. Loose crankpin

bearings can completely upset the function

of the oil-control rings by throwing an ex-

cess of oil on the cylinder walls. Mechanics

check bearing clearances with a simple

plastic gauge, Fig. 21. This is laid on the

bearing cap as in the left-hand detail. The

cap is fitted in place, tightened, and then

removed. Because of the precise diameter

riaillc oaug* makes il easy lo cb.sk c.onkpin-bearing clea.ance. If tl.o.anco is loo groat, oil pumping .eivlll
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SEQUENCE FOR TIGHTENING
DOWN CYLINDER HEAD

of the plastic gauge, the amount it is

squeezed, or flattened, can be read in thou-

sandths of an inch of bearing clearance by
means of a printed chart which is held

against the flattened plastic at the widest

point, right-hand detail Fig. 21.

In any major overhaul job where the en-

gine has been opened, always flush out the

block and the cylinder head. Sediment may
collect and clog water passages causing

binned valves and scored pistons, Fig. 24.

Check the thermostat, Fig. 23, before re-

placing it. If the thermostat is functioning

Berly, it will open in the 160-deg. water

. A high-temperature thermostat used

with permanent antifreeze solutions will

begin to open at 175 degrees. Use a now
gasket under the cylinder head. The tricky

part of reassembling an engine is tightening

down the cylinder head. It is of the utmost
importance that the tightening sequence he

manufacturer of the car. The sequence giv-

en in Fig. 22 is only general; it will not ap-

ply to all makes of cars with L-hcad en-

gines. However, the sequence in nearly all

recommendations begins with the center
bolt, No. 1 in Fig. 22, and progresses from
the center to the ends of the head. It’s best

to use a torque wrench ami tighten the

bolts by stages. Instructions for the final

tightening vary, of course, but a common
recommendation is to tighten all bolts uni-

formly to a 50-ft.-lb. tension. After tight-

ening the head, check the valve clearance
as illustrated in Fig. 25.

Detonation, or ping, as it is called, is a sec-

ondary ignition, or explosion, that follows

normal combustion of the fuel charge. With
the piston at top dead center, P'ig. 26, or a
little below it, ignition lakes place progres-

sively through areas 2 to 4 inclusive. Un-
burned fuel in area A explodes violently

ns a result of heat and pressure created by
the normal ignition. In addition to low-
grade fuels, other causes of pinging are a

lean mixture, spark too far advanced and
an engine running above normal tempera-
ture. If an engine gives trouble from ping-

ing, the causes should he corrected. The ig-

nition system should be checked.

BURNT

\~v-v
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Ignition system: Good ignition demands three things.:

First, a good spnrk must be created. Second, this spark

must be fired into the combustion chamber. Third, ar-

rival of the spark at exactly the right time is necessary

for maximum engine power, speed, smoothness and

economy. So while ignition is a big subject there are

little details that make the difference between a car

that merely runs and one that runs well. One of these

details is the secondary circuit that includes the coil

in its function. The strength of the spark will be in-

fluenced by the amount of current flowing from the coiL

No part of the battery current ever gets to the spark

plugs. Yet a fully charged battery may give us a good

spark, and a low battery a poor spark.

Did you know that 6-volt current from the battery

in your car is stepped up as high as 18,000 volts at

the plugs, and that in an 8-cylinder car the electrical

system steps up the current 12,000 times for every mile

you travel? When you cruise at 45 miles per hour, 150

high-voltage sparks are formed at the spark-plug elec-

trodes each second. This allows Vi&o second for distrib-

utor points to close and open for current to build up

in the coil and be delivered to the plugs.

Such a mechanism, Figs. 28 and 29, requires periodic

attention at least every 5000 miles. There are several

simple checks that any car owner can make in the home

garage and thereby head ofT serious trouble. By thor-

oughly familiarizing himself with the parts of the igni-

tion system and how they work, he can assure himself a

good deal when buying the essential service. It pays to

own a battery hydrometer and use it regularly, Fig. 27.

The best battery performance is had when the state of

charge, as indicated by the hydrometer, ranges between

1.270 and 1.300 on the hydrometer scale. A variation of

20 to 25 points in the readings between the cells indi-

cates that trouble is developing which will require an

immediate investigation to determine the cause. Anoth-

er simple battery service that the motorist can perform

himself is keeping the battery and terminals clean. Wash,

the battery case and hold***- occasionally with a soda*,

water solution to neutralize acid. Rinse the parts imme-r

diately with clear water and dry them. See that the ter-

minals are clean and the cable clamps are tight. Then

coat all the parts with an anticorrosion compound
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suitable for this purpose.
It’s good economy to replace

spark plugs every 10,000 miles.

The four photos at the bottom
of the page show the usual his-
tory of a worn plug and also

why plugs should be replaced
at regular intervals. Besides
going through regular stages
of deterioration, which arc
readily apparent on careful
examination, the plugs also arc
good indicators of the general
condition of the engine and the
ignition system. For example,
the fouled plug indicates to a
radioed eye one of two possi-
ililies: Either the cylinder

from which the plug was re-
moved is in rather bad me-
chanical condition, dr that
some defect in the ignition sys-
tem is causing this particular
plug to foul. When a plug
misses, it does not burn oil the
oil vapors which come in con-
tact with it in the normal cyl-
inder. Hard carbon deposits quickly build
lip to the point whore the plug no longer
fires, even intermittently. If this condition
Is neglected, even for a comparatively short
lime, n scored cylinder will result.

The center electrode of the plug is the
hottest point in the engine. Note the dif-

ference in the shape of the porcelain in-

sulator in the cold, normal and hot plugs
detailed in Fig. 30. Most passenger-car en-
gines arc designed for the normal plug. The
cold and hot plugs are designed for use in
engines which must operate under extreme
conditions. Cold plugs give the best service
in cars which are driven at high speeds on
long, steady runs in warm weather. Hot
plugs are best where the service requires
frequent starts and long periods of idling.

When cleaning and adjusting the plugs.

Use the simple gap gauge shown in Fig. 31.

Always install new gaskets when replacing
plugs which have been removed from the
engine for servicing. Slight gas leakage at
the gasket will cause the plug to run hot
and may shorten its useful life by as much
ns half. When replacing the plugs, wrench
torque should be just sufficient to compress

Above, nlwnyt use a gap gauge in telling spark-plug
electrodes. Below, lighten plug lo compress iht gaihol

WORN DIRTY FOUIED CRACKED AND BROKEN
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the gasket. Fig. 32. Manufacturers furnish

(Jala sheets giving the correct wrench
torque for each type and size of plug.

Figs. 33 to 39, inclusive, detail the var-

ious parts which make up the distributor

and spark-advance mechanism. Whenever
the engine speed changes, parts of the auto-

matic spark-advance mechanism move as

in Figs. 34 and 3G, changing the relative po-

sitions of the cam and distributor shaft as

indicated by dotted lines. Because of this

movement, lubrication is necessary to as-

sure uniform operation of the spark-ad-

vance unit. Lift off the rotor, Fig. 33, to cx-

I»osc the felt wick in the hollow end of the

cam, Fig. 3.
r
>. Place a drop or two of light

oil on the felt. In distributors having an oil

reservoir, or a grease cup, Fig. 33, add light

oil, or grease, at intervals of 20,000 miles.

Don’t fail to check the supply of lubricant

whenever the distributor is overhauled. Al-

ways avoid over-oiling or greasing, as any

excess may find its way into the distributor

housing and cause arcing and burning ol

the parts. A quick and fairly reliable check

of the automatic-advance mechanism can

be made by removing the distributor cap,

gripping the rotor lightly between the

thumb and index finger and turning it a

few degrees in the normal direction of ro-

tation as in Fig. 33. When released it should

snap back to its original position. As de-

tailed in Figs. 34, 35 and 3G, the automatic-

advance unit consists basically of two

weights, Fig. 35, the outward movement of

which is resisted by two accurately cali-

brated coil springs. As the engine speed in-

creases, centrifugal forces acting on the

weights pull them outward against the re-

sistance of the springs to the full-advance

position shown in Fig. 36. As the engine

slows to idling speed, or when it is stopped,

the parts automatically return to the no-

advance position. In modern cars kept in

good condition by periodic servicing, this

unit rarely gives trouble. It should never be

removed or tampered with unless the na-

ture of the trouble necessitates removal.

The vacuum-advance mechanism works

in correlation with the automatic advance

Aliovn, movo dWtribufor rotor to *parl< odvont*

flalow, fore*** ocliiiQ on the waiglil* pull them outward

POSITION Of WEIGH IS

. BEfORE ADVANCE

FULL ADVANCE POSITION

WEIGHT BASE

WEIGHTWEIGHT
SPRING

CAM
ASSEMBLY

3*1 DETAILS Of AUTOMATIC-ADVANCE MECHANISM

WEIGHTSSHAFT AND
WEIGHT BASF SPRINGS
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and controls spark position in ac-

cordance with engine load. Fig. 37
shows how it works. Movement of

the diaphragm is controlled by
manifold vacuum. The diaphragm
is connected to the distributor by
means of a short link. Movement
of the diaphragm rotates the dis-

tributor, changing the relative po-
sitions of the breaker arm and cam.
Checking spark advance according

to vacuum and speed is a job for

experienced servicemen with spe-

cialized equipment.
The two details in Fig. 38 bring

up a point often overlooked in dis- ,37

tributor servicing. As a rule the

defect shows up more frequently

in heavy-duty units, but it can oc-

cur in any distributor in which the

wrong condenser is used. If the

electrical system has a negative ground, a

deep pit in the moving-arm contact point

indicates the use of an over-capacity con-

denser, but if the pit is in the grounded
point, or negative side, as in the right-hand

detail, the condenser capacity is inade-

quate. If this condition is noted when serv-

icing the distributor, the parts should be

replaced and the condenser checked and
renewed. Otherwise, smoothing the break-

er points on an oilstone will he sulTicicnt to

remove shallow pits. When installing after

smoothing on the oilstone, make sure that

the points make the maximum contact. If

one or both points have been distorted in

the smoothing process so that only the

edges make partial contact, they will quick-

ly burn and pit. When the points are re-

moved for any reason, it is worth while to

check the tension of the breaker spring. Al-

though there are various methods of doing

this, a sufficiently accurate check can be
made with a simple spring scale reading in

ounces, Fig. 39. The tension, in ounces,

should agree with the specification in the

instruction book accompanying the car. If

the tension is less, the spring should he re-

newed. Too little tension will permit the

points to rebound, especially at higher

speeds, and cause irregular ignition. Too
much spring tension causes the fiber block

on the moving arm to wear rapidly. Also,

when servicing the distributor, l>e sure to

check the distance the points open. The rec-

ommended distances vary considerably, so

be sure that the opening checks exactly

with that specified for the car. If it does not,

then the points must either be adjusted to

the correct opening, or replaced if they are
badly worn. Finally, after all routine dis-

tributor checks have been made, rub a very

small quantity of grease on the breaker
cam and place a drop of light oil on the

breaker spring to prevent rust. Never more

CARBURETOR

Above, vacuum advance rotates llio distributor. Below, the

details show results of using over and undor-capacity condonsors

RESULT OE OVER-
CAPACITY CONDENSER

RFSUlT OF UNDER-
CAPACITY CONDENSER

CHECKING BREAKER POINTS
SPRING TENSION

than a drop of oil is permissible for it should

be remembered that any excess of oil or

grease in the distributor is likely to cause
trouble. Some experienced servicemen do
not recommend it at all. However, if care-

fully applied, the minimum quantities of oil

and grease on the parts specified will pre-

vent rust and undue wear. Always wipe the

inside and oulsidc of the distributor cap

and he sure it is locked firmly in position

when replaced. Check the contact of the

high-tension cables to the plugs and to the

coil and check the cables to make sure

there are no breaks in the insulation. If the

metal terminals at the ends of the cables

are cracked or otherwise damaged it will

pay to renew the cables to prevent a short

should the cable jar against the frame.
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Diagram abovo give* approximate

locutions in the car of the var-

ious unils of lh«» electrical sys-

tem, while detail below shows
all unils of the ignition system

KEEPING the electrical system of your

car operating at peak efficiency makes

a “healthy car" just as a healthy nervous

system in your own body makes you tc 1

well; the two are comparable as they both

produce the stimulus to make other parts

function. Also, both are highly complex

and sensitive and are easily thrown out of

balance with detrimental results to tin.

parts that depend on them.

Unlike the human nervous system, how-

ever. the car electrical system can oe un-

derstood, adjusted and repaired by the car

owner to keep it at peak eh.ciency.

Often the terms “electrical system" and

“ignition system" are confused. Actually

the ignition system is only a branch of the

electrical system. T he diagram above shows

the approximate locations of the parts of
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the electrical system and the diagram be-

low it shows the part of the electrical

system thr«: is called the ignition system.

The units composing the basic electrical

system, which are pictured on this and

the following page, are the battery, gen-

erator, coil, distributor, condenser, start-

ing motor, voltage regulator, spark
plugs, switches and relays. To these basic

units are added the horns, lights, radio

and other accessories.

The ignition system, which handles

the job of actually firing the fuel charge

in the engine cylinders, includes the bat-

tery, coil, distributor, condenser, spark

plugs and wiring. With the exception of

the battery, these units carry high-volt-

age current, stepped up from a low six

volts by the coil to more than 14,000

volts. This high voltage is necessary in

order to make the current jump the gap

between the spark plug electrodes and

produce a hot spark to fire the gasoline.

Again, comparing the electrical system

to the human body, the battery and gen-

erat/ir can he considered the heart of the

system, the battery storing the electrical

energy and the generator producing it.

The battery performs three functions.

First, it supplies current for the starting

motor and the ignition system when
cranking the engine. Second, it intermit-

tently supplies current for lights, radio,

heater and other accessories when the

electrical demand of these devices ex-

ceeds the output of the generator, or

when generator output is not available.

Third, the battery acts ns a voltage stabi-

lizer in the electrical system. Your car

cannot operate dependably unless the

battery performs each of these functions

satisfactorily. Since the battery can sup-

ply the electrical needs only for relative-

ly short periods, it is necessary to pro-

vide some other means of carrying the

electrical load most of the time. This job

is handled by the generator, which per-

forms two functions. It supplies all the

current needed for operation of the en-

gine and accessories, and produces the

electrical energy stored in the battery.

Since the battery and the generator act

as a team to provide electrical current

whenever needed, it is essential that

some type of control be provided be-

tween their\ to coordinate their efforts.

This service is performed by the voltage

regulator, which is known as the police-

man of the electrical system. This unit

protects voltage-sensitive units of the

electrical system and prevents the bat-

tery and generator from damaging each

other. When the generator is operating

at charging speed, the regulator permits

current to flow to the battery to re-
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charge It, but it limits the voltage of the

generator so that the battery will not be
overcharged. It also limits the total out-

put of tiie generator, when necessary, to

prevent overloading. When the genera-

tor slows below charging speed, the reg-

ulator automatically breaks the battery-

generator circuit to prevent a reverse

flow of current from tbe battery to the

generator.
The ignition coil acts as the booster

for the system. Its job is simply to step

up the primary voltage supplied by the

battery or the generator into a high-volt-

age surge, capable of igniting the gaso-

line vapor in t he cylinders. Essentially, it

is a transformer.

The ignition distributor is the brain

of the system. It times the high-voltage

surge supplied by die roll and directs it

to tiie proper spark plug at exactly the

right instant to fire each cylinder in its

proper turn.

Included in tiie distributor is a small

but indispensable item known as the

condenser. It has but one duty and

that is to provide a place where primary

current can flow until the distributor

contact points are safely apart each time

they open. This Is necessary h> prevent

a voltage sapping arc as the points first

begin to separate.

The cranking motor, or starter, as it

is commonly called, perforins only one

job—that of cranking the engine.

The spa i k plugs provide an electrical

S
ap in the firing chamber of each cylii.

er, across which the high-voltage surge

can jump, igniting the gasoline vapor,

which explodes ami drives the piston.

In modern gasoline engines the task

performed by the ignition system is stag-

gering to tiie imagination. For instance,

on an eight-cylinder passenger car, the

system must produce and distribute 13.

000 high-voltage surges p i car mile. At

90 miles per hour the ignition system is

delivering 300 ignition spai'-*s every sec-

ond. This means that the entire system

must go through its complete cycle of ig-

nition each Vino part of a second.

It is readily apparent, therefore, that

anything which can be done to keep the

electrical-system units in tiptop condi-

tion will he a tremendous aid to better

car performance. You will be surprised

how much you can do. at home, along

this line. The first unit to he described

next month will be tbe storage battery.

A knowledge of how tiie battery oper-

ates will enable you to care for it prop-

erly, thus increasing its life as well as

car-starting much easier,
information iVIm-Rrmy W-'.l-m.making
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CAR STARTER
The Electric Starter—

Operation, Care and Repair

DiAtCTiON O

»

CONDUCTOR
MOTION

in

DISTORTION OF
MAGNITlC fltlO

a

PROBABLY ONE of the units of the auto-

motive electrical system most taken for

granted is the cranking motor, or starter.

Although it operates only for short periods

of time compared with other parts of the

car. its successful performance definitely

depends on regular checking and mainte-

nance procedures. The arinatuie m mis

highly specialized unit rotates at about 1501)

r.p.m. in order to crank the car engine at

It operates on the principle that opposing

magnetic fields tend to attract each other

while similar magnetic fields repel each

other. Fig. 1 is a simple sketch of a mag-

netic field from a permanent magnet m
which a single conductor has been placed.

Current flowing through the conductor in

the direction indicated by the heavy arrow

causes a magnetic field to circle the con-

ductor as shown by the circular arrows. As

a result a force is exerted on the conductor

which tends to move it to the righ*

Fig. * explains thi- force. The circular

magnetic field around the conductcr (indi-

cated by the circular arrow) opposes the

permanent magnetic field on the right side

of the conductor while it aids the magnetic

field to the left of the conductor. Opposi-

tion to the magnetic field on the right tends

to cancel it. so there is less magnetism to

the right of the conductor than there is to

the left. The magnetic lines of force are

thus distorted around the conductor and

exert a thrust on it.

Fig. 3 is a drawing of a simple elec-

tric motor with a one-turn armature which

indicates how the sidewise thrust on the

conductor causes it to rotate and crank an

engine. The armature is a single loop of

wire suspended between two magnetic

poles. The magnetic field of each pole is

reinforced by the field coil wound around

it. When the circuit between the battery

and the motor is closed, current flows from

battery through the armature loop, then

through the field-coil windings and back to

the battery as shown by arrows. On the

left-hand side of the armature loop cur-

rent is flowing in the direction oi the loop

arrows, which causes an upward thrust on

that half of the armature. Since the current

is flowing in the opposite direction through

the other half of the armature, the thrust

on it is downward. These opposing thrusts
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CONTACTS
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END TOAME x DRIVE HOUSING

OVERRUNNING CLUTCHTIllD COILCOVER BAND

cause 1 1 io armatui e to rotate in a clockwise mechanically into mesh with the flywheel,

direction. Tills may be done directly by foot pressure

A powerful cranking torque is produced on a pedal or by a solenoid switch con-

by using many windings in the armature, trolled from the dashboard. Completion of

instead of the single loop of wire, thus mul- the shift in either case closes the circuit be-

liplyiug the thrusts on the armature. Fig. 4 tween the starter and the battery. The pin-

is a sectional view of a typical modern ion maintains contact with the flywheel ring

passenger-car starter. gear until the pedal or switch is released.

All passenger-car starters are much the Briefly, the overrunning clutch consists

same in general design and operation, dif- of a shcll-and-sleeve assembly— in which is

fering mainly in the type of drive used. fitted a pinion-and-collar assembly, Fig. 7—
The drive mechanism has two functions—to that rotates with the armature. Four ta-

transmit the cranking torque to the engine pered slots in the face of the shell take

flywheel ami to disconnect the starter from spring-loaded steel rollers. When the shell

the flywheel after the engine has started. is rotated by the starter motor, the rollers

Most passenger cars use either the Bendix move into contact with the collar, jamming
or the overrunning-clutch type of drive. tightly against it and forcing it to rotate

A typical Bendix- drive
starter is shown in Fig. 5.

This drive depends upon in-

ertia to mesh and unmesh
the starter drive pinion from
the engine-flywheel ring

gear. When this type of start-

er is not operating, the pin-

ion is out of mesh with the

flywheel ring gear. As soon

as the starter switch is

closed, the starter armature
begins to rotate and moves
the pinion into mesh with the

flywheel.

The ov e r ru n n i n g-clulch
type of drive. Fig. 4, is shifted
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with the shell, thus cranking the engine.

When the engine flywheel rotates faster

than the shell, the rollers move hack in the

slots, disengaging the collar and shell so the

shell overrides the collar and disengages

the starter from the engine.

Obviously, as soon as the engine begins

to operate, the starter switch or pedal

should he released. Otherwise the drive

pinion remains in mesh and continues to

overrun the armature, which will cause

overheating.
Quick checks and maintenance proce-

dures: Armed with a working knowledge

of the operation of his car’s starter, a motor-

ist can do much to assure a long and de-

pendable life for the starter. The following

trouble shooting, inspection and mainte-

nance procedures can he followed easily

without specialized equipment or tools.

To make a quick check of the starter sys-

tem, turn on the headlights. If they do not

burn with normal brilliance, the battery

should be checked.- If the battery is in a

charged condition and the lights burn

brightly, operate the starter. One of these

things will happen to the lights: They will

go out, dim considerably or stay bright with

no cranking action taking place.

1. If the lights go out, there is a poor

connection, which usually will be found at

the battery terminals, between the battery

and the starter. Correction is made by re-

moving the cable clamps and cleaning both

the clamps and terminals. After reconnect-

ing and lightening the clamps, a corrosion

inhibitor such as petroleum jelly should he

applied.
2. If the lights dim considerably, the bat-

tery may be discharged or there may he

some mechanical fault in the engine or

starler which is throwing n heavy burden

on the starter. Check the battery first. If

it is in good condition, the trouble is in

either the engine or the starter. In the en-

gine, tight bearings or pistons or extra-

heavy oil may be causing the added strain

on the -starter. I.ow temperatures cause en-

gine oil to thicken and make the engine

more difficult to start. Low temperatures

SPUING
PLUNGER.
ROLLER^

CLUTCH SPRING

COLLAR
PINIOM-AND-

COUAR ASSEMBLY

BUSHINGS

l SHEll-AND-

SLEEVE ASSEMBLY

LOCK WIRE
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also lessen I lie elleelivencss of the battery.

In the starter, look for a bent armature
shaft, loose pole-shoe screws or worn bear-

inns. Any of these will cause the armature
to drag and reduce starting ]>erformance.

Occasionally, more serious internal dam-
age may be found. Thrown armature wind-
ings or commutator bars, which sometimes
occur on overrunning-clutch-type starters,

usually are caused -by excessive overrun-
ning after starting.

On Bendix-d rive starters, broken Bendix
housings and "wrapped up" Bendix springs

may result if the driver closes the starter

switch during engine "rock back.” which
occurs when the engine starts automati-

cally, then stops again. Another cause may
be engine backfire resulting from ignition

timing being too far advanced. To avoid

such failures, the driver should pause a

few seconds after a false start to make sure

the engine has come to rest completely.

Frequently, a worn pinion gear in a
Bendix drive will jam into mesh with the

flywheel ring gear and refuse to unmesh.

If tills happens, put the car in gear and
manually rock it forward and backward.

3. If tiie lights slay bright and no start-

ing action takes place, an open circuit at

some point is indicated. This may he in the

starter, in the starter switch or in the con-

trol circuit. Where the starter is operated

by a solenoid switch, temporarily eliminate

the solenoid circuit by placing a heavy

jumper lead across the solenoid’s main ter-

minals to see if the starter will operate.

Till'; connects the starter directly to the bat-

tery. If the starter operates, the control

circuit is not functioning normally. If the

starter does not operate, the trouble most

likely will 1)0 found in it.

Every 5000 miles, under normal operat-

ing conditions, inspect the mounting, wir-

ing and connections to make sure they are

in good condition, 'flic magnetic switch or

solenoid should be mounted firmly and

should operate freely, without binding.

Next, remove the cover band so Hie com-

mutator. brushes and internal connections

can be checked. Fig. G. Examine the cover

band for thrown solder. Fig. 8 (arrow),

which results if the starter is subjected to

such excessively long cranking periods.

Check the brushes to see that they are

not binding and that they are resting on the

commutator with sufficient tension to give

good, firm contact. Make sure brush leads

and screws are tight. If the brushes are

worn down to half their original length,

they should be replaced.

Note the condition of the commutator.

If it is glazed or dirty, it can be cleaned

quickly by holding a strip of No. 00 sand-

paper against it with a piece of wood. fig.

10. while the starter is operated. A brush-

DECREASE PINION
ClEARANCEINCREASE

PINION

REMOVE CONNECTOR
fROM “MOTOR TERMINM

Of SOLENOID

PINION
ClEARANCE

seating stone may be used for the same
purpose. Move the sandpaper or stone

across the face of the commutator as it

spins. Blow out all dust after the commu-
tator is cleaned. Always remember never

to operate any starter for more than 30

seconds to maintain an accurate adjustment

of the pinion clearance. Fig. 11 shows the

proper method of making this adjustment.

Remove the connector from the "motor”
terminal of the solenoid. Place a piece of

•}ir.-in. bar stock or a Tio-in. gauge between
the pinion and the housing. Connect a six-

volt battery across the "switch” terminal of

the solenoid and the solenoid base (ground)

and push the solenoid plunger in by hand.

Battery current will bold the plunger in

the "bottomed” position while the pinion

clearance is adjusted. Loosen the solenoid-

switch mounting and pull the switch away
from the shift lever until play is taken out

of the lever and the clutch mechanism. Be
careful not to compress the overrunning-

clutch spring. Moving switch toward the

lever increases clearance; moving switch

away from the lever decreases pinion clear-

ance. Then tighten the switch-mounting

screws and replace connector at "motor ’

terminal of the solenoid.

This adjustment must be made each time

after the armature is removed from the

starter for any reason. Unless it is correctly

adjusted, the solenoid cannot operate prop-

erly. Starters equipped with hinge-cap oil-

ers’ should have 8 to 10 drops of light oil

each 5000 miles. ..

Some models are equipped either with oi

wicks to lubricate the center and drive-end

bushings or with oilless bushings. Oilless

bushings should be supplied witli a few

drops of light engine oil whenever the

starter is disassembled for repair or service.

It—’<*• >I>4 Information rmiiW«y KclfO-Kcmy
O*t.«»l Motors torp-
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PATH FOB ENGINE MfAl

DISSIPATION IS IONGEB FOB

HOI RUNNING PlUG THAN
FOB COCX PlUG COLD

PLUG
HOT
PLUG

PATH Of HEAT

SPARK PLUGS
I T EGULAR servicing procedure applies

i^ to the spark plugs, just as it does to

all other parts of the car that require pe-

riodic attention. Plugs should not be re-

moved, cleaned and adjusted by a Imp-

hazard schedule. This may often do more

harm than good as frequent removal and

reinstallation of plugs is ordinarily unnec-

essary and causes undue wear on the

threads of both the plug and cylinder head.

This is especially true when the car is new,

unless, of course, faulty engine perform-

ance at some time during the Inst few

thousand miles fouls the plugs. In older

cars the plugs, and also the ignition sys-

tem, require a careful check more often to

keep these parts performing properly.

Badly worn pistons, cylinders and rings

accelerate wear on the plugs. On the aver-

age, plugs need a careful check every 3(MH)

to 5000 miles, and should be replaced with

new ones every 10,000 miles. They will

run longer, of course, but with greatly re-

duced efficiency. At the regular checks of

other parts of the cor examine each plug

to see that the exposed portion is clean

and dry, and that the plug wire snaps over

tiic terminal firmly and with a clean con-

nection, Fig. 10. Other parts of the igni-

tion system should l>e inspected regularly

to assure delivery of the normal high-ten-

sion current to the plugs.

The basic parts of a plug are shown in

the cross-sectional drawing. Fig. 2. In-

spection of these parts will tell a lot about

how the plug is performing and what to do

about correcting any trouble that may de-

velop. The six photos below picture some
of the common causes of plug failure.

A plug must run hot at low engine tem-

peratures, ami cold at high engine temper-

atures. The running temperature of the

plug must be sufficient to burn oil ordinary

carbon deposits but not so high as to cause

detonation, pre-ignition, fusing or blister-

ing of the insulator, or rapid erosion of the

points. To obtain the right plug tempera-

ture, use a plug of the correct "heat range.

This is determined from the type of engine

and the operating conditions. When buy-

ing a set of plugs, remember there are

three “heat range” types— hot, normal

Cracked, dirty insulator* affect

engine performance, cause com-

pression leaks, shorts, fuel waste

Plug has been running loo coot.

Shell, electrodes and insulator arc

fouled with hard carbon deposits

Insulator eroded by oxidation.

Tends to short the plug, causing

the engine to miss at high speeds
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Clean plugs, properly chosen
for heat range, give peak
engine performance with

very substantial savings in

fuel and oil consumption
and reduce costly repairs

TERMINAL

INSULATOR

CORE
INSULATOR
ASSEMBLY

UPPER
SEALING
GASKET

and cold. The hot pings, Fig.

1, have a long insulator with
a correspondingly longer
path for the dissipation of

heal to the engine block. The
insulator on the cold ping is

short, heat is dissipated rap-
idly. and it operates much
cooler. A ping operating at

the correct temperature will

have a soft, powdery deposit
on the nose of the insulator

—either a grayish tan or
rusty brown in color. Wear
of the points will lx* normal
and confined to the faces of

the spark gap. If point wear is rapid while
the color of the insulator is normal, the
gap may be incorrectly set or the fault may
be in the wrong type of coil. It's well to

keep in mind, too, that in old cylinder

heads there is the possibility that water
passages near the plug may be partially or
wholly blocked with hard deposits, caus-

ing a hot spot in the head that may alTecl

the ping. Plugs operating too hot will show

SHELL

LOWER
SEALING
GASKET

sum
ASSEMBLY

CENTER
ELECTRODE

GROUND
ELECTRODE

(lark spots or blisters on the insulator nose.

The points will be badly burned, in pro-
portion to the length of time the hot condi-

tion has existed. Fused and glazed depos-
its on the insulator may "short” the

current and cause misfiring.

Often a plug will be of the correct heat
type for a particular engine and still run
hot. In this case, the plug may not be tight-

ened sufficiently, permitting hot gases to

This happens when a plug runs too

ho!. Undue wear of the electrodes

shows in comparatively short time

According to reliable tests, plugs

in this condition may waste as

much as ono gallon of fuel in ten

Insulator broken at the lower end

may be due to hot operating con-

ditions or careless installation
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escape and heal the plug in passing out. I here

may be gas leakage between the insulator and

the electrode, or between the insulator and

the shell. This condition can he detected by
soot streaks on the outside portion of the in-

sulator. A lean fuel mixture, wrong ignition

timing, onorlv seating valves and other faulty

conditions, can cause plug overheat-

11 be sooty, gum-
from the

and long

Wm — ‘•"TT&SS-i engine
ing. Plugs running too cold wi

Efy my and possibly oily. Oil pumping
crankcase, too rich a fuel mixture

»**
idling periods will cause this condition. Fuel

M fouling is indicated by a dull, black, fluffy de-

posit; oil fouling, by a shiny, black, hard dc-

posit. In judging plugs for heal range, he sure

normal operating conditions have existed for

N
, a time before making the inspection. Olber-

‘

. grftfrr •'
** y

\

'

- - -» wise, one may gel a false interpretation of the

average plug needs of the engine.

1
Alllwdigli M-IVIC mg a vp.uk plug hv.ks mim-

iauNiuiiiiiwii«>i
p|c enough, there is danger of permanent

.he thread* of the shell thoroughly. Car- damage to the plug unless certain precautions

posit* hare will retard dissipation of heat nr0 carefully followed. USO a Socket WICIKll

of the correct sire i<> remove the plug never

use an end wrench or other makeshift wrench
'

. (hot is likely to burr the plug nut or slip off

AJ and break the Insulator. Blow dirt out of the

;'£&!
^

u. ’ plug well before removing the plug to pve-

' L.v rf&jsV*

I

vent it from falling into the cylinder. Cun-

V ' v. T& dition of the gasket is important. Inspect it

is removed. IIcarefully each time the pint

may he the key to plug trouble or poor engine

performance, if the gasket is flattened or bad-

ly scored, ii ..ay be the cause of a ball ling

compression leak ns well as a hot plug On llu;

other hand, if the gasket is still rounded, it is

probable that the? plug has never been cor-

rectly lightened. This condition may also be

the cause of a hot plug or a compression leak.

If there are indications of soot and burning

on the gasket, it was not tight enough to seal.

The gasket serves the dual purpose of sealing

engine compression and acting as a bridge

for the dissipation of heat.

After removing and inspecting the plug and

gasket, clean the shell threads, insulator andShallow-pitied electrode points can be roslo.ed

by llic careful use of fine-grit abrasive or a file

;

Use a round gauge to check the gnp. Adjust to

exoct distance recommended by the manufacturer

Before replacing a plug, turn o new gasket over the

threads by hand Make suie gasket is properly seated
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points carefully as in Figs. 3 and 4. Or if de-
sired, take the plugs to a service station

equipped with a spark-plug cleaning ma-
chine. If the insulator is badly fused, cracked
or blistered, the plug should be replaced.

Plugs with badly corroded and worn points

also should be replaced. Adjust points to the

correct spacing by bending the side electrode,

.never the center one. Use a round gauge, Fig.

5, to check the gap setting recommended by
the car manufacturer.
When installing the plug, always use a new

gasket and turn it over the shell threads as

in Fig. f'». Uefore screwing the plug into the

cylinder head clean the gasket scat with a
cloth as in Fig. H. Turn the plug in by band,

making sure the thread is not crossed and the

gasket is not cocked at an angle. Snug it up
by band also, then tighten with a socket

wrench only one half to three quarters of a

I urn, Fig. 7. Wipe the insulator as in Fig. 9 and
he sure to connect the correct wire to each
terminal.

If plugs foul in a new engine, check for

wrong lubricating oil in the gasoline for run-

in purposes; carburetor adjustment out; im-

proper choke adjustment; car driven t«>o

slowly during break-in period; distributor

points incorrectly sot; coil or condenser
weak; plug gap set too close. If the engine

misses at high speeds or under a heavy load,

check these common causes: distributor
points dirty, glazed or incorrectly set: weak
coil or condenser; carburet ion incorrect;

valve-tappets nut of adjustment; plug gap

set loo wide; overheated plugs, calling for

cooler plug in the heat range, overheated

plugs due lo gasket leakage or other causes.

If the engine “rolls" when idling, check the

carburetor adjustment; distributor points;

coil; engine compression; valve-tappets: im-

proper valve timing: sticking valves and the

plug gap. When making any inspection with

the plug removed, always check the gap.

When removing or tightening plugs, uto a socket

wrench. Other wrenches may burr the hox section

Wipe the gasket seal with a clean dolls before

installing plug. Avoid pushing dirt into opening

If, very important to attach the correct ignition wire Clean the insulator af.erinstalling P' u« '•
i: < very imnorrum m uuv»vn ~

, t . i j j- •

to the terminal after cleaning and installing the plug prevent shorts through caked d.rl or hard grease



By C. E. Packer

I VERY motorist realizes that ^
* J peak performance of his r *** 0
motor plus sane, careful driving \

are necessary for minimum gas
\

[

J
consumption. But, in these days \

of reduced speeds and mileage, \ >*',

keeping a motor at peak per- \ \\

formance may he expensive \

and the labor shortage now evi- \

dent in service work may make \

it impossible to keep your mo- \ -W
tor at its best. However, there \ %

\

are a number of things that any \

car owner can do to "stretch" \

his gasoline coupons. For ex-
ample, one motorist found that

it was an advantage to insulate the inside

of the hood and the outside of the crank-
case with thick felt building paper as shown
in Fig. 1, besides, of course, using a radia-

tor cover, to help keep the motor and oil

warm while the car was parked during
cold weather.

Adjusting ignition timing so that the

motor will “ping” under rapid acceleration

is another way that you can get maximum
power out of each drop of gas. This is done
by advancing the spark, Fig. 2, until you
hear a ping when the throttle is opened
quickly while traveling at the rate of 15

m.p.h. in high gear with the motor com-
pletely warmed to operating temperature.

As all modern types of carburetors have
three distinct jets that function at different

car speeds, closing two of them often re-

sults in an appreciable saving of gasoline.

There is a low-speed jet, which handles the

DROP OF SOLDER

tributes to speed performance. By closing

the latter two jets with a drop of solder on

each one, Fig. 4, only the low-speed jet is

left to function. If this is done, and there

is no outlet from the accelerator well, the

pump arm must ho disconnected as in Fig. 3.

One of the most common causes of lost

power and wasted gas is accumulated for-

mations of sludge and carbon in a motor

that :s not being operated fast enough, far

enough, or hot enough to burn them away.

Changing the oil filter more frequently

than is recommended for normal driving

conditions will help to avoid sludge and
carbon formations. A filter that is capable

of picking up all sludge and foreign matter
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^ * radiator and motor block being done
kV separately and in the direction op-
ai\ posile to the direction that water
BBjU circulates in the system as indicated

l&Srf in Figs. G and 7. Fig. 5 shows what
S' happens when rust, dirt and grease
SM are allowed to accumulate and

harden in the motor block.

V The thermostat in the cooling sys-

tem indirectly affects gas consump-
tion. Its function is to make thp

motor reach operating temperature
as quickly as possible and keep it there.

The thermostat does this by preventing
circulation of water through the radiator
until motor-operating temperature is

readied, and thereafter controlling the

amount of water that passes into the radia-
tor. A simple check for the thermostat is

to feel the block as the motor warms up.

Heat should be noticed first at the rear of

the block and then at the front as in Fig. 8.

However, there should be no indication

of heat in the radiator until the block has
become reasonably hot. If the radiator

warms up at the same time as the rear por-

tion of the motor, the thermostat is faulty.

Also, if the radiator shows no sign of warm-
ing up even after the block has become
hot, the thermostat is not operating, neces-

sitating replacement.
Be sure to keep the motor in good con-

dition so that there will be no necessity for

using an excessively rich fuel mixture, as

for instance, when air leaks through a loose

manifold, Fig. 9, between a carburetor and
the base on which it is mounted or along

the throttle shaft. These conditions neces-

sitate a rich mixture to keep the motor
from dying at slow speed. In such cases

repairs should be made so that the car-

buretor can be adjusted to conserve gaso-

line. Similarly, worn intake-valve guides

arc gas wasters. Air enters around the

guides, Fig. 11, making it necessary to en-

rich the fuel mixture. To make matters

worse, oil is drawn up around the guides,

resulting in excessive carbon formations

inside the motor as well as a waste of oil.

Carbon reduces the size of combustion

chambers and restricts exhaust-gas pas-

sages. with the result that there is exces-

THEN HERE
PEGINS WARMING

UP HERE
,

will, in addition to reducing engine wear,

help to keep the piston rings free in their

grooves. When rings stick, considerable

gasoline is wasted through “blowby”

—

gases from the fuel charge passing between

the rings and cylinder walls. However,
“blowby” may be caused also by the cool-

ing system. Unless this functions correctly,

some cylinders may become holler than

others, or the temperature may vary at

different locations on the same cylinder.

This results in unequal expansion of the

metal with consequent rapid wear on the

cylinder walls and piston rings, which in

turn causes “blowby.” The cooling system

should be Hushed at least twice a year; the
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sive fuel consumption.
This is especially true

when the carbon accu-
mulations arc in the
muffler, tail and exhaust
pipes as it is impossible

to burn fuel economi-
cally in a motor where
there is back pressure

due to a clogged exhaust
pipe.

One of the most de-
ceptive causes of lost

S

ower, with its resulting

uel waste, is a slipping

clutch. A test for this

is to drive at 20 m.p.h., then apply the

brakes while the accelerator is pressed

down. A clutch that holds will slow down
the motor as the brakes are applied. Both

the clutch pedal and brake pedal should

have a free travel of an inch or so; other-

wise the clutch may slip or the brakes may
drag. It is good practice to remove the

brake drums at least once a year and lu-

bricate the moving parts of the brakes as

shown in Figs. 10 and 12. And, in connec-

tion with the chassis, don’t overlook heavy

oil in the transmission and differential.

Under present-day low speed and mileage,

you can safely use light lubricants and thus

reduce the lubricant drag on the motor to

a minimum.
As a fuel pump is designed for general

operation through the entire speed range

of the car, it is possible to effect a gas sav-

ing by altering the pump when the car is

driven at 35 m.p.h. or less. On examining
the pump, you will notice that the fuel

chamber is loaded by direct force of the

cam shaft, but that delivery of gasoline to

the carburetor is dependent on a spring

pressure against the pump diaphragm. By
removing one turn from the spring, as in-

dicated in Fig. 13, fuel pressure is reduced

slight iy to a point where the gasoline does

not surge but will flow with less force into

the carburetor. It is Ibis surging of the

fuel into the carburetor that causes a sud-

den rise in float-chamber level, which in

turn results in a rich mixture.
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When replacing battery, lighten Worn or fiayed cable should he re-

bolls uniformly. Renew rubber placed. Not® bends in old cablo

washers. Don't draw nuts too tightly and install new ono in the same way

Disconnect ground terminal first.

Use a pullor and work carefully

If clomp is "frozen" to the post

CARE
keep posi live most out of n hall cry, the furtive material

itching each must he kept on the grid or framework as

pry, noneon- long as possible, the separators must lie

red between kept in good condition and the case pro-

fit, some hat- looted from damage and leakage.

0 retard the When the electrical circuit is closed bc-

e plate grids, tween the positive and negative terminals

ll» a space in of the battery, as when the lights are

and the cov- turned on or the car is started, the sulphur-

in place by ic acid in the electrolyte combines with the

material on the plates, both negative and
t consist of a positive, to form load sulphate. Electric

>f an alloy of current then flows through the electrolyte

1 of the posi- to the positive terminal ami out to the elec-

peroxide and trical system. As this happens, the amount
sponge lead, of acid in the battery solution decreases,

low the elec- This action gives the basis of testing bal-

ly. When the lery strength with a hydrometer, which
c and sponge measures the amount of acid in the solu-

irids ami fall lion in proportion to the water present, by

se. The speed the difference in the specific gravity of

ids upon how these two liquids. There is no change in

kept normal, volume of liquid in the battery, as the ail-

'd. To get the sorbed acid is replaced by water in the

Clean inside of terminal clomps Apply mineral grease or wlillo po-

with sandpaper. Grit in the clamp trolcum jelly to battery posts ami

slot will intorfero willt lightening terminal clamps. Cover thoroughly
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PECULATOR
foot,

DlMMlfcc

,
SWITCH

HfcAtER FAN MOTOR

r^S>^
DOME
LIGHT-

SWITCHINSTRUMENT

|
- LIGHTHEAbliGkt

STOP-LIGHT
SWITCHRadio

LIGHTING fr*

SWltCHGENERAT >-CIGAlP
LIGHTER

ft ELECTRIC

y CLOCK

AMMETER

DISTRIBUTOR SPARK PLUGS
DOME LIGHTIGNITION

.HQRN
BUTTON

GASOLINE
TANK UNIT

IGNITION
SWITCH

OASOUNE i
GAUGE"*/-

WINDSHIELD
DEFROSTER

i

BAttERY

GROUNDiTARTER

tYPICAl ELECTRICAL CIRCUIT OF AN AUTOMOBILE

Cwtt«y TIi* Blomr ttjUcry Co

Above, lighten clomp null with battery pllcrt.

Make $ar© llial lltc clnn.p !f preffcrl down on

(lie post as (nr of it will go. Bnlow. ammflrr

should rood difthotgc when light twitch it en

TABLF A
CURRENT LOAD OF A MODERN CAR

IIEADUGHIS
IGNITION
INSTRUMENT LIGHTS
TAIIIICIITS

LICENSE LIGHT

IlfAITR AMU PEFROSTf R

RADIO

U p AMPS.
I 7 AMT'S.

O P AMPS
1.7 AMrS.
0 6 AMPS.
7.0 AMPS.
ri amps.

37 8 AMPS*

SUMMER STARTING 175 TO 300 AMPS •

WINTER STARTING 300 TO 700 AMPS.*

•Vorict wills 9119m* $»x* ci’v* oil v»ico$i«y

plicr$.

Take o minute to tludy this typical wiring diagram and you'll

havo a belter idea of the heavy load on your car battery

chemical process. A fully discharged battery con-

tains nothing but water, with the acid completely

absorbed in the plates as lend sulphate.

Charging simply reverses this process, and by
this means the battery can ho restored to full

charge, provided the lead sulphate has not been
allowed to remain on the plates too long. When
it is impossible to recharge a run-down battery,

it’s usually because the plates have remained
sulphated too long, or the active material has

dropped off the plates.

When you buy a battery rated at 100 ampere-

hours, this theoretical rating means that the bat-

tery will deliver 100 amperes of current for one

hour, or one ampere for 100 hours. Normally,

careful testing and charging of a battery is a job

for a fully equipped service station, but a hy-

drometer to lest the strength of the electrolyte is

inexpensive to own and easy to use. Make a test

only when the battery solution is thoroughly

mixed, never immediately after adding water.

Hydrometer readings are set for one tempera-

ture. usually about 80 deg. F. A temperature cor-

rection of “4 points” of gravity must be made for

each 10 deg. of variation from 80 deg. F. Add
for above 80 deg. and subtract for below 80 deg.

For example, the gravity of a fully charged bat-

tery, at 80 deg. F-, is 1.280. At 100 deg F., it will

he about 1.288. At 10 deg. F., it will be 1.252.

These are battery-solution temperatures, not air

temperatures.
.

Figs. 1 to 14 picture the steps necessary in ordi-

nary periodic care of a battery. Table A lists the

average current requirements of a modern car

with the usual accessories and the detail directly

above table A shows a typical wiring diagram.
14
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Electric MotorMounted on Board Recharges Auto Battery

Washers Prevent Clamp Slicking

If fiber washers
are inserted be-
tween the nut and
clamp when con-
necting the cable
to a battery termi-

nal, the cable will

be easier to re-

move later. Cor-
rosion tends to
make the nut stick

to the clamp but the washers will prevent
this. When the battery is removed, the

washers are pried outward to loosen the

clamp. It may be necessary to use a longer
bolt and acid resistant washers.

Extending Auto-Battery Life

Automobile-battery life can be extended
considerably if the battery is cleaned and
refinished every six months. Remove the

battery from the car and plug the small

vents in the caps with match stems. Then
thoroughly wash the entire casing. If cor-

rosion is difficult to remove, use a soda-

water solution to clean it. After this clean-

ing, any small cracks such as those
frequently caused by overtightening of the

mounting bolts will bo discernible. Mend
them by applying a soldering iron to the

cracked area until sufficient melting of

the hard-rubber casing occurs to fill the

crack. Finally, coat the casing with rubber
paint of the type used on tires. The battery

will look like new and unnecessary damage
by corrosion to both the battery and bat-

tery cables will be avoided.

To keep an auto battery charged, a small
electric motor belted to the car generator
c.«n be installed in a few minutes. The
motor must rotate in the same direction as
the generator, and is mounted on a board
long enough to extend from the engine to

one side of the hood. The board is slotted

for motor mounting bolls and provided

with end cleats high enough to keep it level

when in use. It may be necessary to notch
the end cleat resting on the engine block fo

fit over studs; however, installation will

vary on cars of different design. To use the
unit, remove the fan belt and slip the drive

belt over the generator pulley to connect it

to the motor. Correct tension is obtained
by adjustment of the mounting bolts. In no
case should the motor bo used on automo-
biles not having current and voltage regu-
lators unless the battery is watched closely

for overcharging.

Ammonia Frees Battery Terminal
For removing corroded battery terminals

that are stuck tightly to the post, apply a
small amount of ordinary household am-
monia, letting it soak in for a few minutes.
The terminal then con be lifted off easily,

after which it should he wiped clean and
dry.

Cutter Removes Battery Straps

Without Damaging Elements

Instead of saw-
ing off the posts to

remove the con-
necting straps of a

storage battery,
use a hole saw to

cut the strap from
the post. To make
the saw, file teeth

in one end of a

piece of thin -wall
pipe or tubing and
drill a hole at the

other end for a
handle. To use,
press the cutter down on the strap where
it fits over the terminal post and turn the

cutter back and forth until the ring is cut

through. The straps can then be lifted off,

and may be placed over the posts of a new
cell and soldered tight.

WASMfflS
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LICK COLD-WEATHER STARTING PROBLEMS

DO YOU step into your car on a cold

morning with a doubt in your mind
that the motor will start? It will if it is in

good mechanical condition. And good me-
chanical condition does not necessarily re-

fer to a new car. Unless your car has

already passed the 50,000-mi Ic mark, the

chances arc that a few simple checks of the

fuel and ignition systems, to bring them to

peak condition, will enable you to start the

“old bus” on the coldest mornings.

Probably the most frequent cause of

hard starting in winter is a weak or defec-

tive battery. As winter approaches, the

load on the car battery increases. Also, as

temperature lowers, the efficiency of the

battery decreases. As the weather grows
colder, careful drivers keep a check on the

battery charge with a hydrometer, Fig. 8,

and if periodic checks show that the load

is steadily decreasing the hydrometer
readings below 1.250, the charging rate is

increased sufficiently to main-
tain the full-charge reading,

1.250 or slightly higher. Many motorists

supplement normal generator charging
with a trickle charger connected to the

battery overnight. If the battery is more
than a year old, it's a good precaution to

take a voltmeter reading of each cell at

least twice a (year. If a defective cell is

detected by this lest, the battery should

be replaced.

Defective or weak-buttery symptoms
also can be caused by a loose ground con-

nection or badly corroded cable connec-

tions. Often it is necessary to make a care-

ful check to be sure that one defect is not

mistaken for another. Keeping all battery

and ground .connections clean and tight

will avoid any trouble from this source.

Cars kept in unhealed garages frequent-

ly give trouble in starting due to wet spark

plugs. When the temperature rises after a

cold snap the engine “sweats," due to mois-

ture condensation. Moisture coats Ihc

plugs and cables and the high-

tension current jumps from the

Wipe moisture from spark plugs Use a deep-wall socket when light- Check ihe electrode gap with <f

and cables with a soft, dry cloth ening spaik plugs to avoid breaks wire gauge made for the purpose
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Above, lift th« diftribvtor corefully lo ovoid domog-

(ng tlio go*k«?». Below, dean lb# imido of llie top

thoroughly willi o dry doth. Examine top inside and

out for crack*. Alio thotk tondilion of rain guard*

Overlubritafing ditlribulor may forco greoio

into breakor meebanism and foul llio point*

plug terminal to the cylinder head,

“shorting out" the plug. When this is

l he cause of failure to start, remove

the cables and wipe the plugs and the

cables with a dry cloth as in Fig. 1.

Exact gap spacing of the spark-plug

electrodes. Fig. 3, is especially important

in cold-weather operation of the car. Com-
monly recommended gap settings range

from .025 to .029 in., but there are varia-

tions up to .040 in. Wide gaps and irregular

gap settings in the same engine are a com-

mon cause of hard starting in cold weath-

er. Some manufacturers recommend two

settings, one for warm weather and anoth-

ci for cold-weather driving. In adjusting

the gap always bend the side electrode and

when removing plugs use a special spark-

plug wrench or a deep-walled socket as in

Fig. 2, lo avoid cracking the porcelain.

Make it a practice lo clean the electrodes

with line sandpaper each time the plugs

arc removed. As plugs are replaced, al-

ways check ‘he gaskets. Any that are

scored should be renewed.
Making sure that the battery, battery ca-

bles and the spark plugs are in good con-

dition eliminates a number of the common
causes of wintertime starting troubles.

This leaves the distributor still to be ex-

amined. Remove the cap, Fig. 4, and wipe

the inside with a clean cloth, Fig. 5. Ex-

amine the cap carefully for cracks and in-

dications of arcing. Unless the distributor

is kept in good order by frequent cleaning

and inspection, there is a tendency in some

types of distributors for a dirt track to form

inside the cap where the rotor contact trav-

els. Here, line dust, moisture and oil

combine to form a heavy, sticky coating

which in time will cause arcing, burn-
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Remove rotor by pulling it off the driving *bofl.

When replating be sure that it is properly positioned

Hydrometer readings of 1.250 or above normally in-

dicate full battery charge. Chech cells with voltmeter

ing and even cracking of (lie cap. Ex-

amine the top of the cap particularly for

cracks. Be sure the spark-plug cables and

the center cable from the coil make good

electrical contact inside the socket ter-

minals. Also he sure the rain guards over

the cables tit tightly and have no cracks or

wide breaks. Condition of the guards is es-

pecially important to good winter perform-

ance as they prevent moisture or a water

splash from entering the distributor and
suddenly “drowning” the ignition system.

Next, lift the rotor, Fig. 7, and examine

the breaker mechanism. If the points are

burned and deeply pitted so that they

make only a partial contact, I be parts

should be renewed; also the condenser,

which is a likely source <»f this (rouble. On
the other hand, if the parts seem to be in

reasonably good condition, the points can

be dressed to a true contact with a break-

er-point file. The specified breaker-point

gap ranges from .013 to .022 in. Check with

a thickness gauge and set the gap accord-

ing to the manufacturer’s instructions. Aft-

er setting the gap be sure the eccentric

screw is tightened to hold the adjustment.

Avoid overlubrication of the distributor

shaft. Give the grease cup a turn or two
after each 1000 miles, Fig. G.

Automatic chokes generally have a win-

ter and summer setting, which makes it

possible to vary the richness of the start-

ing mixture of fuel, and some arc fitted

with a fast-idle mechanism that simplifies

starting a cold engine and gives better con-

trol during the warm-up period. The choke

is operated automatically by a thermostat-

ic control so located that it is actuated by
changes in manifold temperature. Where
the choke-control system includes a fast-

idle control, the thermostat actuates not

only the choke valve but also a vacuum
valve or piston which measures the idling

fuel mixture. As soon as the engine reach-

es normal operating temperature, the

choke becomes inoperative, but as the en-

gine cools after operation, all parts of the

choke mechanism retui n to the starting po-

sition. By carefully following ilus manulac-

luror’s directions for setting, anyone can

adjust the automatic choke. On older cars

equipped with manually operated chokes,

correct operation depends on the skill of

llie driver. Overchoking will flood the en-

gine and make it difficult if not. impossible

to start. Flooding also will dilute the

crankcase oil with unburned fuel, which

passes the pistons. Running with the en-

gine partially choked also can result in

rapid worn* <.f cylinder walls and piston

rings as the raw fuel washes away oil

which normally reaches the upper part of

the cylinders. Ordinarily, the trick in op-

erating the manual choke is to synchronize

operation of the choke with that of the

starter so that a rich fuel mixture is drawn
into each of the cylinders on the first intake

stroke. After the engine starts, the choke

is closed by stages until the engine has

reached operating temperature.

Poor compression due to leaky valves or

worn rings causes hard starting any time.

Such an engine needs both a valve and

ring job to put it in proper condition for

winter service. If poor compression is the

cause of hard starting, an instrument check

of the engine will show what parts are at

fault. Sometimes a defective head gasket

or possibly spark-plug gaskets are the

cause of poor compression. These parts are

quite commonly at fault in older cars.
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OIL

CHANGES
^ VERY MOTORIST is faced with this

J question which becomes more and more
perplexing as he hears many recommenda-
tions. Some tell him to change oil every

1000 miles, others recommend 2000 miles,

and still others advocate changing oil every

3000 to 5000 miles, most recommendations

being dependent on favorable or unfavora-

ble driving conditions.

In order for n motorist to determine

which of these many recommendations is

best suited to his particular car, it is neces-

sary that he understand just what oil does

for his engine and how driving conditions

ailed it. Reference to Fig. 1 will give some

idea of what oil does for the engine, and Fig.

2 shows the maze <>f passages through

which oil must travel to correctly lubricate

an engine. From these two
views, you can readily under-

stand the importance of correct

lubrication.

In order to determine when
oil should he changed to be rea-

sonably sure of correct lubri-

cation. it is necessary to know
how driving conditions alfect it.

as the way a car is driven has

more to do with frequency of

oil change than any other one
factor. As an example, many
long-haul truck Heels operate

with oil drains at intervals from

3000 to as high as 7500 miles

with completely satisfactory re-

sults in spite of the fact that

such vehicles travel at high

speeds with heavy loads. On the

other hand, passenger cars,

which arc operated with a great

deal of starling, stopping ai d

idling, require oil drains more
often to avoid excessive oil de-

terioration, sludge deposits, etc.

Contrary to the popular im-

pression that high-speed engine

operation under heavy loads jn

hoi weather imposes the se-

verest conditions on motor oil,

I his type of operation is the

WHAT YOUR OIL DOES
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Diagram above graphically iliow* tile path oil

follows in reaching such vital engine parts as pis-

tons. rings, cylinder walls, bearings and valves

they lend lo oxidize. Unstable oils of poor

quality, on exposure to sueh conditions, will

form sludges, varnishes and corrosive acids,

which may cause stuck valves or rings,

plugged oil lines and screens, and burned

or corroded hearings.

The most important and most frequently

encountered cause of oil deterioration is

contamination. When engines arc used in

light service, engine-jacket and crankcase

temperatures do not get high enough lo

maintain good lubrication. Contrary to

popular opinion, a hot-running engine is

more efficient, is subject to less wear and

is easier to lubricate than a cold-running

engine used in light intermittent service.

In the latter engine, cool cylinder walls act

as condensers of fuel vapors and combus-

tion products, such as combustion soot,

moisture and lead compounds from burning
antiknock-treated gasoline. These impuri-

ties then wash past or blow by the pistons

into the crankcase, detail A. Fig. 3, instead

of being blown out of the exhaust pipe. In

tli** crankcase these combustion products

mix with the oil and cause contamination.

When these contaminants reach excessive

concentrations they tend to emulsify, co-

agulate and settle as sludge deposits. Fig. 7.

most favorable when oils of good quality

are used. The worst driving conditions on

oil are those involving short periods of run-

ning, and frequent stopping, starting and

idling, under which the majority of pas-

senger cars are used.

Only two things can cause deterioration

of motor oil lo the point where, it becomes
unsatisfactory as an engine lubricant. These

are oxidation, caused by extended use at

very high temperatures within the engine,

and contamination.

When motor oils are subjected to very

high temperatures for extended periods

GREATER WEAR
AT TOR THAN Al

BOTTOM
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(hey build up to dangerous concentrations.

In order to minimize as far as possible

excessive blowby contamination of the

crankcase oil, engine cooling systems
should warm up quickly and maintain cool-

ant temperatures of at least HO deg. F., and
preferably 1G0 to 180 deg. F. This applies

especially to cylinder-jacket temperatures

which, when below MO deg. F., are the

starting point of oil contamination.

An important fact is that the dashboard

temperature gauges do not give an accurate

indication of cylinder-jacket temperatures.

These gauges show cylinder-head tempera-

tures, which always are the hottest point of

a cooling system, with the result that in cool

or cold weather the cylinder and jacket

may be much too cool. The best insurance

against cold cylinder walls is to be sure the

cooling-system thermostat is in good work-

ing order, and it is advisable to use a ther-

mostat having a setting of 160 or 170 deg. F.

Adequate crankcase ventilation also is

essential to provide purging of volatile

blowby products from the crankcase before

they condense and mix with the oil.

Rich fuel-air mixtures mean poor com-

bustion, which in turn, means excessive

soot formation and raw gasoline dilution in

the oil. If your oil thins out badly and turns

black in color, you can be pretty sure the

carburetor is set too rich, or that the choke

is used too much, or that the engine is idled

too much. Idling involves the richest mix-

tures and poorest combustion, and the

worst conditions of oil contamination with

raw gasoline, moisture, road dust and soot.

Actual. unnOouthcd photo* of qood ond bad road-l**t

piOont. Scored and fouled pitton al left i* reiull

of badly conlamlnoud oil duo lo infrequent changing

Th© depoiil-fte© volvo at loft «ho*i how <leon the

valve* remain when oil is changed regularly. Dirty,

fouled volvo* al right clearly show tho difforont*

Oil filters are of great help in prolong-

ing oil life as well as engine life. Filters re-

move dirt, insoluble blowby contaminants

(not acids) and dust from the oil as it cir-

culates through the engine. However, oil-

filter cartridges, just like the crankcase oil

itself, must be changed at proper intervals

if the filter is to perforin its intended func-

tion. Cartridges should be checked at each

oil change and should be replaced as soon

as signs of heavy solid deposits appear on

their external surfaces.

The effects of driving conditions on oil

contamination and on oil-filter life arc illus-

trated by the photo of two filter cartridges,

Fig. G. The cartridge containing a moderate

0
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Clean oil-filler tmlridcjo pictured at left *bow*

reiulti of 6000 mile* under favorable condition*,

a* compared to sludge-filled ono which wa* driven

only 1800 mile* under adveno driving condition*

•mount of oil sludge was used for 0000

miles on an engine driven under favorable

conditions; in this case, high-speed country

driving in hot weather. The heavily sludged

cartridge was used for only 1800 miles on an

engine of the same make, but driven under

adverse conditions; entirely stop-and-go

city driving in winter and with the engine

in poor condition as to carburction and
cooling-system temperature control.

Although a properly maintained oil fil-

ler is a wise addition to any engine, filters

are not a cure-all and cannot correct the

basic problem of oil contamination or the

need for periodic oil changes at reasonable

mileage. New or rebuilt engines with tight

rings and unworn piston, ring and cyl-

inder surfaces develop relatively little

Two similar example*, below, *how a clcaa and a

sludge-filled oil-pump screon. Heavily choked one a»

right ha* been mado completely inoffetlivo by deposit

blowby and oil contamination. As engines

become older and more worn, the amount
of blowby and the rate of oil contamination

increase rapidly due to looser fits and larg-

er clearances, as indicated in detail B, Fig.

3. As an engine wears, the cylinders become
tapered. This means that as the pistons

move up and down, the rings must expand
and contract to follow the tapered surface

of the wall. At extreme speeds, and when
the pistons are fouled with carbon, the rings

may not bo able to adjust themselves. As a

consequence, blowby is greater along with

its destructive efTect on engine oil. By com-
parison, therefore, newer engines require

less-frequent oil drains than older engines.

Some very interesting practical informa-

tion lias recently been released by a well-

known research laboratory. A large-scale

field test was conducted to study the rela-

tion of oil contamination to oil change pe-

riods. Vehicles in this field-test program
were divided into three groups: Group 1

adhering to an oil-change interval of 1000

miles; group 2 changing oil at 2500 miles,

and group 3 changing oil only every 5000

miles.
Analyses of the used oils drained from

the engines in each of these groups showed
that the oil drains from the group-2 ears,

running with 2500-mile changes, contained

from 55 to 65 percent more contaminants

than those from the group- 1 cars, running

with 1000-mile oil changes. The drains from

the group-3 vehicles, running with 5000-

mile drains, contained from 111 to 174 per-

cent more contaminants than the group-

1

cars. When it is considered that these con-

taminants consist of carbon, soot, oxidized

matter, metal particles and compounds,

dust, dirt and abrasive matter, there is good

reason for not using oil too long. Figs. 4, 5

and 9 give an indication of what can happen
inside an engine when oil of a high contami-

nation is used. Valves carbon up and burn,

and pistons and hearings score. Fig. 8 shows
a valve side cover coated with sludge, and

Fig. 10 shows a cover when clean oil is used.

Although many factors govern the mile-

7
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Compared with dean side cover plate below, this sludge-covered one shows what contaminated engine oil will do

age or lime interval at which oil should be
changed, it is possible to classify passenger-

car driving conditions in three basic types,

and to consider oil-change intervals that

will constitute a safe and sound practice

with a minimum of expenditure.

Favorable driving conditions:

Country driving at high temperatures.
Newer cars in warm-weather use.

Oil (I Klin* at intervals up to 2000 miles.

Unfavorable driving conditions:

Operation involving an excessive
amount of engine idling, stopping and
starling and no long runs.

Operation in severe winter months.

Oil drains as frequent as every 500

miles may be necessary.

Average driving conditions:

Oil drains at 1000-mile intervals.

Although motor oil may he used longer

than the above mileages, possibly with no
ill elfeel, very little monetary saving is

gained in relation to the risk which may be

involved. Motor oil is a comparatively in-

expensive commodity considering the high-

ly important job it has to do, and one
engine-repair job can readily cost consider-

ably more than all of the oil required for a

year's safe lubrication.

Information furnished by the Technical Advisory

Conun Ilice. Pennsylvania Grade Crude Oil Assn.

Actual rood-test example* showing contrail

between good and bad connecting-rod bearings

fliis dean side cover plate indicates that oil was changed and fillers cleaned regularly at recommended intervoli



Shocks
Bad shock absorber* can cause dangerous shimmy and

difficult steering, resulting in broken springs, excessive

tire woar, loss of control and Injury to occupants

THE SURVIVOR VOL 9 THE SURVIVOR VOL. 9

By C. E. Packer

IT’S JUST as important to keep your
^ shock absorbers correctly adjusted and

properly filled with liquid as it is to keep

oil in the motor crankcase. Shock absorb-

ers that are not In good condition cause

rough riding and may be the cause of on

accident. When they permit a car to

“bounce along,” it is difficult for the driver

to control the car, and at night the bobbing

headlights may blind on oncoming motor-

ist. Therefore, it is necessary that they be

inspected at least every 5,000 miles to sec

if they are full of liquid, which also acts as

a lubricant for the closely fitted parts that

will wear rapidly beyond repair if the liq-

uid gels too low. An easy occasional check

is to stand on a bumper and bounce the car

as in Fig. 1. If it rebounds two or three

times after you jump off, the shock absorb-

ers need attention. Such a check should

be made at both ends of the car.

Most shock absorbers are similar in ba-

sic design and are of the vane type, Fig.

3, the plunger type, Figs. 4 and 5, or the

piston type, Fig. G. All depend on the re-

sistance of a liquid being forced through

orifices or valves, from one chamber to an-

other, to control their action. The varia-

tion between shock absorbers is in the kind

of liquid used, the type of valve or orifice,

and the shape of the chambers. There are

two kinds of liquids: One is an oil and the

other is a liquid containing glycerin and

alcohol. In all kinds, it is very important

to use only a prepared liquid made espe-

cially for your particular shock absorbers.

Any substitute is likely to cause serious

damage, as the liquids, besides lubricating

the parts, must maintain a nearly uniform

viscosity over a wide range of temperature

and must not foam or gum.

As any dirt that might enter the filler

hole may clog a valve or orifice, or cause an

abrasive action against the moving parts,

it is important to remove all dirt and rust

particles around a filler plug before re-
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TO DECREASE
RESISTANCE

STATIONARY
VANE—

ROTATING VANE

moving it for the addition of liquid.

ne The only shock absorber that cannot
be refilled without removing it. from
the car is the long direct-acting,
plunger type.

Partially filled shock absorbers some-
times produce a sucking or thumping noise.

But as noises of this nature arc not always

caused by the shock absorbers, it is a good
idea to disconnect the arms and make a

road test. If the noise is still present, the

trouble is caused by some other part of the

car. While disconnected, the shock absorb-

ers should be operated by hand as a further

check for noise and action.

Adjustment, or ride control, is made by
turning the needle valve of the vane type

as in Fig. 2. Piston-type shock absorbers

may have replaceable valves in the piston

heads, except some models having needle

valves that can be adjusted externally.

Long, direct-acting shock absorbers gen-

erally can be adjusted only by disassem-

bling and replacing the valve parts. How-
ever, those on the Americar are discon-

nected at the bottom as in Fig. 5, pushed up

to engage the adjusting plate and then are

turned clockwise for more resistance or

counterclockwise for less resistance.

ADJUSTING
' KEY

ADJUSTING
PLATE SLOT

FILLER PLUG

am PISTON
,

INTAKE VALVE

PISTON INTAKE VALVE REBOUND VALVE
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ctXcw’ iDM*

cut;

By C. E. Packer

r^LUTCH trouble does not always^ mean that the clutch itself is

defective, but that its operation is

unsatisfactory, which may be
caused by almost any part of the

drive mechanism, especially the

transmission. Anything that causes
the transmission gears to clash

when shifting them or causes the

clutch to grab, throws undue strain

on the gears, shafts and bearings
throughout the drive system. This
causes excessive wear and. even
breakage of the parts.

Protection of the transmission
with a high-quality lubricant is vi-

tal in two ways: It reduces wear
and prevents excessive clutch spin. Also,

“riding” the clutch—keeping your foot

on the pedal while driving—causes un-
necessary wear. Light contact of the

foot brings the throw-out bearing into

play and exerts end thrust on the crank-

shaft, creating end play prematurely
while slightly increased pressure on the

pedal contributes to slipping, which
wears out the clutch-plate lining and
may damage the pressure plate as in

Fig. 3. There is no wear of any kind on
the clutch when no pressure is applied

on the pedal.

In order to shift gears noiselessly, the

engaging gears should be running at

approximately the same speed. Even
when shifting “syncromesh" transmis-

sions, having the parts to be united op-
erating at similar speed is desirable.

Therefore, the center disk that turns

with the transmission is made as light

as possible. This, in conjunction with

the predetermined drag of the lubricant,

brings the clutch to rest quickly when
the foot pedal is depressed. Insufficient

lubricant or lubricant with too light a

body allows free spinning of the clutch,

which contributes to wear in several

parts and to difficulty in shifting. If lu-

bricant of the proper kind as recom-

mended by the manufacturer, is kept

up to the bottom of the inspection-hole

plug shown directly below the transmis-
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sipn opening in Fig. 1, little trouble will be

experienced. When gears have a tendency

to slip out of mesh, the cause may be wear

or a sprung shifter fork, as indicated in

Fig. 2. When the fork is sprung, the gears

of the old-type transmission or the syn-

chronizing unit of the modern transmis-

sion are not moved far enough to mesh
correctly.

Wear in the throw-out mechanism of a

clutch should be adjusted promptly. If it is

not done, the clutch may drag or slip, with

the result that gears or synchronizing parts

cannot come to rest or will not function

properly. Few clutches have any adjust-

ment within the clutch housing. Most ad-

justments arc made by some combination

of screw-and-bolt linkage between the

pedal and the clutch shaft. A typical ex-

ample is seen in Figs. 6 and 7. Here the

pin at the lower end of the screw adjust-

ment is removed, and the adjusting

clevis screwed in or out as neces-

sary to give the clutch pedal a free

/ travel of about 1 in. before it acts on

^ the clutch mechanism. Lacking this

j free travel, the throw-out hearing

/ will he in continuous operation, caus-

ing increased wear, which will result

in immediate and serious slipping.

With the demands for quieter op-

eration, engine mountings have been

made softer and in some cars the en-

gines are free to ipovc considerably.

Therefore, the power pulsations from

the engine are transmitted through the

clutch. Consequently, when engine move-
ment becomes excessive due to malting

down or weakening of its supports, strains

on tiie clutch become greater and trouble

results. Sometimes clutch trouble has been

stopped by replacing or lightening (lie en-

gine mountings. In the case of chronic

clutch chatter, a general tightening of the

chassis often lias proved effective. When
we realize that the full power of the engine

is transmitted through a clutch disk no

larger than a dinner plate, it will he ap-

preciated that any jerking resulting from

looseness in the drive line can break mo-

mentarily the grip of (he clutch, and cause

a slight slip, which in itself is not serious

hut causes wear on the clutch facings over

a period of time.

Looseness of rear-wheel hubs on axle
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STRAIGHT WEARING
INDIOAIES SLIGHT OR
NO MISALIGNMENT

V/EAR HEAVY AT ENDS
LIGHT AT MIDDLE.

shafts, or even looseness of the

wheels on hubs over a period of

time may cause clutch trouble.

Also, excessive play between the

pinion and ring gear within the

rear axle, or between the differ-

ential side gears and the axle

shafts, may result in trouble
often diagnosed as a faulty

clutch. And, any looseness in the

driveshafl either in its splines or

at the universal joint, may he the cause of

mysterious clutch difficulty.

The nuts on the clutch fingers seen

through the clutch inspection opening in

Fig. 5, should he adjusted only by manu-
facturers who have precision fixtures for

the purpose. The fingers can he seen in

more detail in Fig. 3, this clutch having

six fingers, all of which must be at exactly

the same height. When the complete clutch

pressure plate is assembled at the factory,

all of the ten or more springs, and six or

more fingers are checked accurately. In

time, the springs may become weakened
and cause trouble, but if any attempt is

made by an inexperienced person to com-
pensate for this condition by adjusting the

clutch finger nuts, slipping or grabbing is

almost certain, with the result that further

damage will be done.

In cars that have a torque-tube drive

(tubular housing covering the torque lube

between the transmission and rear axle),

careless handling of the car may cause

clutch trouble. For example, should an

owner of such a car hack up against a solid

object, the impact would be transferred

directly to the rear end of the motor, which

is the clutch housing. This could cause

misalignment between the clutch housing

and the flywheel. Detail A of Fig. 8 shows

the manner in which experienced mechan-

ics check the alignment between the fly-
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wheel and the clutch housing with the use

of precision gauges. Detail B shows a sim-

ilar check that any car owner can make
when servicing his own clutch. By taking

a length of stiff wire bent to the shape

shown, it will be possible to check “rim

out” of the flywheel. If the “run out" ex-

ceeds .005 in., the resulting misalignment

between the clutch housing and the trans-

mission will cause excessive wear of the

spline in the hub of the clutch plate, Fig. 9.

Often, by tightening one flywheel bolt

slightly more than another, this condition

can be corrected within reasonable limits.

A squealing noise within the clutch may

indicate that the bearing supporting the

front end of the clutch shaft is in bad con-

dition, or that the throw-out bearing is

running dry. While some throw-out hear-

ings have provision for lubrication, many

of them are lubricated for life.

One of the most disturbing clutch actions

results from lack of lubrication of the pedal

shaft or some related part. Under such

conditions, the clutch may stick tempora-

rily, then take hold suddenly. Naturally

this throws tremendous strains on all parts

of the car. This condition is particularly

likely to develop in cars that are operated

The next time you make a Jack-o’-lantern

or use fresh pumpkin in a recipe, save the

seeds to roast. It's such a simple process

that even small children can do it. Some
people eat the entire seed; others discard

the outer shell and cat only the center

portion.

where salt is distributed on pavements to

thaw the ice. The judicious use of pene-

trating oil on all moving parts that enter

the clutch housing, which is done while

moving the clutch pedal in and out, will

clear up this trouble. Any tendency of the

pedal to rub on the side of the opening

where it passes through the floor of the car

may cause trouble.

Speaking of jerking operation, it may
seem far-fetched to point out that faulty

use of the choke can injure the clutch, but

such is the case. The jerking action of an
engine that is operating on too rich a mix-

ture (or missing for any other reason)

causes strain on the clutch. Another thing

that is responsible for clutch difficulty is

the use of too light a lubricant in the t rans-

mission, or loo much of it, with the result

that some may work forward onto the

clutch and cause slipping or grabbing. A
loose rear main' bearing in the engine may
also cause this trouble by allowing oil to

pass from the engine into the clutch. A
clogged breather on the engine may have

the same elTect, in which case the pressure

built up in the crankcase by blow-by

around the pistons will force oil out of the

main bearings.

GOOD IDEA

Toasted

pumpkin seeds

Sunset - October 1963

Toasted Pumpkin Seeds. Wash fibers from
pumpkin seeds; drain off excess water.

Sprinkle a solid layer of salt in the bottom
of a cooky pan or other shallow baking
pan. Arrange seeds in a single layer on
the salt. Place in a moderately slow oven

(300°) for 45 to 50 minutes, or until seeds

are lightly browned. Cool in the pan. One
medium-sized pumpkin yields about 1

pint seeds.
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CAR
WHEELS

Like any fine mechanism, wheel

bearings need alfention to with-

stand constant use. Proper ad-

justment, cleaning and lubrica-

tion keep them in top condition

Telling front-wheel bearingi for looienots by rodcing wheel.

Do not mistake kingpin movement for wheel-bearing looienei*

R OLLING contact bearings on each of

• the four wheels support the entire

weight of a car. 'I'hese lien rings are ex-

pertly designed and engineered for ex-

tremely long service, and with only occa-

sional attention they usually last for the

life of the car. Under ordinary conditions,

it is advisable to rentove the wheels and in-

spect and clean the bearings at least once
a year—oftener under extreme conditions.

The most common causes of bearing mal-

function are: ( I
)
rust due to worn or de-

fective seals or condensation inside the

housing; (2) worn, galled or abraded sur-

faces resulting from too loose a til or dirt

lock; (3) broken or bent inner ring, shields.

seals or separators caused l»y improper or

careless installation, and (I) damaged
raceways, balls or rollers due to dirt or

pitting by corrosion. Badly discolored balls

and races indicate inadequate lubrication.

Dirt or pitting by corrosion is indicated by

a general roughness, and excessive loose-

ness or end play is evidence of lapping by
dirt or abrasive. Parts arc a dull gray

color when lapped or abraded by dirt.

The principal parts of a ball bearing are

shown in Fig. 4. Variations of this bearing

will be found in the different makes of cars,

but basically they are the same. Wear is

virtually absent unless foreign matter finds

its way into the bearing. However, any

Soft brush aniili cleaning of bearingi in gasoline. Bearing ii pocked with wheel-bearing g.ca.o made

After washing, handle parts only when necessary especially fot purpose. Substitutes should not t»o used
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Uilnri Corp>

1

abrasion or injury to the
surfaces may lead to bear-
inf, failure, and hitting or
dropping a bearing is likely

to damage it beyond repair.

Also, incorrect kind or
amount of lubricant may
cause heating or corrosion.

Fig. 3 shows a typical

hearing arrangement for

the front wheels. To service

these bearings, jack up the

wheel and remove the or-
namental cover and hub
cap, if any. Next, remove
the cotter pin from the

spindle nut and unscrew
the nut. Pull the wheel olT

slightly to loosen the outer

bearing and then push the

wheel back in place. Care-
fully remove the outer
hearing and place it on a
clean piece of paper. The wheel can then he com-
»|otoly removed fmin the axle. Now, slip the inner

.leaving and grease retainer from 'lie hub and place

them on the paper also. After this, all parts, including

the wheel huh and axle spindle should bo thoroughly

washed in while gasoline and allowed to dry, Fig. 1.

Do not handle the hearings more than necessary

after cleaning, as perspiration lends to corrode them.

Inspect the grease retainer ami brake assembly for

grease leakage. As this retainer keeps the lubricant

within the hearing area and away from the brakes,

it should seal tightly. Inspect the hearings for wear
and damaged balls or rollers and check for play be-

tween the halls and races. However, do not spin the

bearing before it has been lubricated. Coat the bear-

ings and the axle spindle with w heel-bearing grease.

Fig. 2
,
hut do not use ordinary chassis lubricant or

other substitutes. If new hearings are necessary, be

sure to get duplicates of the ones being discarded.

To reassemble the parts, first press the inner hear-

ing and grease retainer into the huh. Mount the

wheel on the spindle, being careful not to damage the

gi ease retainer, and insert the outer wheel bearing,

applying the 1 sparer washer and castle nut. Hotair

(he wheol slowly, •
'!**• mil tmlil 'll** wlo-rl jn-.l

hinds and then hack oil the nut slightly In insert the

cotter pin. Check for bearing looseness by rocking

the wheel, but first block the kingpin or have some-
one watch it. so that kingpin movement is not con-

fused with hearing looseness. With the hearing prop-

erly adjusted there will he a slight drag when the

wheel is turned slowly by hand. When the adjust-

ment is right, secure the cotter pm.
The rear-wheel bearings. Fig. 5. do not require

attention as frequently as those on the front wheels.

The parts of the rear-wheel assembly are cleaned

and the hearing checked in much the same way ns

those of the front wheel. However, a wheel puller

will he necessary to remove the wheel. Probably a

puller will also ho needed for the hearing. If the

hearing is lubricated by high-pressure grease fit-

tings, be careful not to apply too much grease.
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R/Hodeis Sinew WBiy Car WBieeis
Heeti Alignment By w„ to„

Terms like caster, camber, kingpin inclination, toe-in and

toe-out are confusing until you know the reasons for these

simple engineering tricks. Lots of mechanics don't.

f PIVOT
AXIS

s

WHttt CONtACt

|

tPAU Tivor WHttt
.

CONTACt

(!u<icr. I'Acr lr> In p«isl» si niece of furniture

willi si irmscd caster? ll wulihlcs Ihwiiw the
>i<in| ol wheel contact is a I read ol llieirivot axis.

Ini i| I lir point ol contact trulls l>«-liin<l tin- pivot

ii\is, direction is easily controlled. Front nolo
wheels sue given caster lot tin* same reason. lo

tin- model sit Ifll. aims c. tin- single wheel on lire

inclined pivot axis (kingpin) si rows the method

nvnl. While it looks like a reversed version of

tin* casters sit (Ik* resit, the two site actually nliko

Irccause, Iren? again, the point of wheel contact

is behind (In' pivot axis.

I lie innlliple-exiMlMire photograph at right,

nlrove, shows I h;il I mth types of eastern! wheel
will .swing in whatever direction the model is

k’init pushed.

.LOAOON LOAOIN
/.LAOOf ; .

USB WITH
BEARING KINGPIN

"ft

Cm n her. View of a much simplified whorl,

spindle anil axle sit left shows that the loud rep-

resented I •>
the weight of the ear wanes between

the wheel Imutings ( I ). This looks reasonable

until von consider that this oll-eeiiter I lit list is

constantly trying to head up the spindle and
shear the kingpin. IU tilling the spindle down-
wurtl slightly, the xvlieel leans out at the lop

(that’s camber) and xou bring the load line closer

to the main Ircsiriiig, giving it less leverage to

shear the kingpin (2). Front-wheel brakes le-

i|uinxl longer spindles. aggravating the prohlem.

ll was met hy inclining tire kingpin sdso, SO its

axis meets the losul line (3).

sterling turns the spindle I tody, end of .spindle

tends to swing down farther. Since it can’t push
tin* wheel into the ground, it raises the car. Pen-
cil tttark (arrow) shows how the axle rises as

tin- wheel is turned It. rut straight -a Iren. I position,

’lire weight of the car streks to tut it wheel back
straight.

Kingpin ittelittalion not otilv brings load of car

in line w ilh the kingpin axis, hot also adds steer-

ing stahililv. making the ear tend to keep a
straight con rsc and even conic I nick lo it alter a

tur n. The mm knp helow shows xx hy. Willi win-el

straight ahead. spindle is parallel ground (or

sliglrtlv downward because ol camlMT angle). As

WHttt
TURNED
STRAIGHT
AHEAD
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TOP VluWOF AXLE

IF WHEELS TOE OUT, M '

FOOWAHO MOVEMENT
SPREADS THEM FARTHER

TOED -IN WHEELS
DO NOT SPREAD

ini; action that would wear tires ami
every road sIuk-Ic directly to the tie rod

in the wheels slightly while they are

straight ahead on interacts their natural

to spread apart.

WAGON

rear one swung around a com-

mon turning point. Hut when
(rout wheels were independent-

ly pivoted on a rigid axle, swing-

ing both equally gave them a

d liferent turning radius, only

one of which could he the same

as that of the rear wheels. I lie

inside front wheel has to lie

turned farther than the outs.de

one to have the same turning

center. Faced with the problem

of having toe-in with wheels

straight and loc-out when in a

turn, engineers solved it by

slanting the steering arms. Move
both equally, and the inner one

irtlier from the stiaight-

TURNING CENTERS
DO NOT MATCH

STMRING ARMS
SLANTED IN t.

swings
ahead position — INNER WHEEL ON TURN.

PIVOTS FARTHER. THAN
._°u, E „o,, E . .. —rmmm



How am Expert Aligns

an Auto's Front End
It takes delicate instruments and a lot of know-how to keep

the wheels of motlcrn highspeed cars rolling true and safe.

By Howard G. McEntee

\\J 1 1 15N old Doliliin \\ sis a roll. Inlogics

« » iind wagons rolled mound cnrueis willi

ease. Mill in V lias Minimized ago. you have lo

gu lo specialists like Arnold Nadwomy lo

keep your ear Inking llio lurns properly.

Nadwornv is a wheel -alignment sjiccinl-

isl. ICveiv wo i king day lie deals willi llic

inhicaeies of easier, camber, loe in and

kingpin inclination- all pari of llial inalhe-

inalieal jungle. Iionl-end geoineliy. llial

confuses so many apprentice mechanics.

Knowing how lo make adjustments. Nad-

worny is convinced. is jusl the heginning of

whnl a good Fronl-end man slamld know.

He should also know why. Nadwomy lists a

success story lo loll ahonl llial his mvn.

Some years ago he was a I raveling trou-

ble shooter for a mannlacturer of the tv|>c ol

equipment In* now uses. Mil by a yen to

sellle down, he looked around for a likely

place lo establish his own shop.

The community he picked already had

several alignmenl shops, all reasonably suc-

cessful. Hut Nadwornv knew that ihey bail

a failing in <11111111011. They could do a I rout-

end job. but llic opeialors had never both-

ered lo find out the reasons for what the

Ilooks told I hem lo do. Some even used their

equipment incorrectly.

It 1 nlf* Mare I Itan Fancy

Nadwomy s confidence llial lie could gel

a slice of the business by doing a be I let job

bas paid oil. Ilis simp is now a leader in llic

comimiiiily.

One thing silikes you when you take a

car lo Nadwomy’s shop—the amount of

work lie does, the checks be makes, before

taking even one reading from those fancy

gauges you associate directly with front -end
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alignment. But without tin's preliminary

work, lie explains, you never could know
whether the leadings you get are correct.

The first rule for aligning a front end is

that the car must rest on a level surface.

Ami the car won’t rest level if lire pressure

isn't equal all around.

So Nadworny, like all thorough front-end

men, makes sure that incorrect lire pressure,

spring sag, spring shackles, shock ahsorlrcrs

and bent or eccentric wheels arc not causing

the car to tip one way or the other. This

check includes the whole car, not just the

front end.

Each Maker lias Ihvn Specifications

At the front end, checks and any neces-

sary adjustments are made ol the spindle

bolts and bushings, the wheel bearings, tie

rod ends, the upper and lower support arm

pins and bushings, the lower control arms

and bushings, steering arm, spindle, axle,

torque and radius arms and wislilxmcs.

Then, finally, comes the alignment itself.

Cainlrer, caster, toe-in, kingpin inclination

and luc-out on turns all are brought to speci-

fications furnished by the car manufacturer.

(To understand these confusing terms, see

c.\|>ciimcnls that follow this article.)

Specifications vary considerably from car

to car and year to year. Surprisingly

enough, some manufacturers spccily no cam-
ber and toe-in as the ideal. That has been

the case with all ( )hrvsler-ma<le cars since
•

around I?) 10, and the corporation has sought
to impress on its mechanics that "Iron!

wheels straight ahead and straight up and
down” is the goal to shoot at. Lately,

lMvmoulh has also listed zero caster as the

ideal specification.

In the old days, mechanics could do a

pretty good job of billing alignment angles

by eye. But knee-action I rout ends brought

complications. Today it takes specialists like

Arnold Nadworny, using specialized equip-

ment, to do the job right.

2
Toothed bar, free In move
sideways, records how

much tire is dragged sideways.
Same toe-in measurement can
l»e made on rack. Wear on in-

side trends here suggests align-

ment is needed.

I

llrgmiiiuc a job, Arnold
Nadworny guides car up

ramp of alignment tester. As
front wheels begin to climb
ramp they cross toothed liar,

S

iving a toe-in reading on the

ial at the left.

5
Jneked-np wheels are shaken vigorously to

see if there is play in kingpin bushings or
knee-action parts. It is rarely worthwhile to at-

tempt wheel alignment if such parts are worn.

4
Before other alignment checks, Nadworny
inspects wheel hearings, rcjxicks them and

removes looseness. Early in game, pressures also

are brought to same reading in all tires.
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Kiiivpin mill kner-netioii tscnr is even

easier lo ileled il a i»rv l>ai is tiseil. Ilulli I sleeting K«*s»

l

!«•«! on eliaiC as (lie i<>l
»
pio-

l gauge points rest against

<• or wIkx’I iin«. (an veil

aster anil piiiiiIht.

\«*l msiI iiliuomriil elierks now l»egi

•aiii!r inni'ores Imlli caster ami eaml
‘.splanalion of these alignment lei ins

irinienls following liiis article.
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limil line point, c
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TIRE CARE

SCIFCCINNG lilts

Alt COSILY "MUSIC"

TV/f OST of us can prolong the life of our
A 1

tires as much as 50 percent simply by
being careful in our driving habits and by
giving the tires the attention they should

have. Yielding to the temptation of driv-

ing fast to reach a destination in a period

of time that requires the speed of a stream-

liner literally tears mileage off your tires.

Actually, tires wear GO percent faster at

70 m.p.h. than they do at 50 in.p.h. because

brakes must be applied more severely, slip-

page between tires and road is increased,

and heat generated at high speeds softens

the rubber and tends to separate the cords

from it. Fig. 2 shows the percentage of tire

wear at different speeds.

You wouldn’t deliberately run a grind-

ing wheel over your tires, but they are

subjected to similar abrasive action when
you take a curve too fast or when the rear

wheels slip when making fast starts.

Coasting up to known stops and

trying to anticipate the unknown
ones in plenty of time to avoid set-

STARTING LIKE A
PABPir Will MAKE
WAIKING A HABIT

USF YOUR
EYES INSTEAD
of your roor

riGEON TOED
WHEflS GRIND
OFF RUBBER

PERCENTAGE OF NORMAl TIRE MIlEAGE

AS DRIVING SPEEDS INCPEASt

uut
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NORMAL
WEAR

WASTED RUDDER

PERCENTAGE Of NORMAL TIRE

MilEAGl WHEN TIRES ARE

UNDER INflAIED

NORMAL
1IRE

MIL EAGE

r ioo% i

PROPERLY INFLATED
UNDER-INFLATED
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iNflMjON

MOST or WEAR ON
RIGHT FRONT TIRE

FEATHER EDGES
ON INSIDE EDGES

OF RIPS \
TOFIN WEAR

VIEW FROM FRONT

AM UNBAIANCED WHEEL CAUSES THE SPINDLE TO OSCILLATE AROUND
THE KINGPIN AND THE WHEEL TO CHANGE ITS DIRECTION CONSTANTLY

vantage in the fact that a slow leak can be de-
tected when checking air pressure. With a 2-lb.

pressure loss per week, a tire that has lost G to

8 lbs. is sure to have a leak. If a piece of glass

or a nail is found and removed, Fig. 8, the cut

should be cleaned and sealed with rubber putty
or cement to prevent moisture from working
into the cords. Cords act like wicks and hold
moisture, causing them to rot and eventually

break as in Fig. II.

Blow-outs don't just happen, but the con-
tributing causes often occur sometime previ-

ously. The cause may be a small tread cut, Fig.

10, that was neglected or was enlarged by over-

or underinflation. Contacting a sharp object

[

kj claims that under average
driving conditions a popu-
lar-size tire loses 2 lbs. of air

a week. Such a tire, under-
inflated 6 lbs., loses as much
as 25 percent of its normal
mileage. Aside from in-

creased mileage resulting

from regular attention to the

tires, there is another ad-
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on the rond docs not alwnys result in im-

mediately visible damage but may break

the cords as seen in Fig. 10, and this in turn

may lead to a blowout. When your car is

on a hoist being lubricated, it is a good idea

to run the Fingers over the tires. If the tire

has been damaged in this way, there may
he a slight bulge which may not be enough

to see, but can be felt.

Misaligned wheels or improperly adjust-

ed brakes take a high toll in lire life. A
wheel that is % in. out of alignment, drags

sideways 87 ft. per mile. Fig. 15 shows

what happens to the lire tread when this

condition exists. Where front wheels do
not track true, Fig. 9. one of them does the

steering and the other one drags, which

scuffs away the tread just like rubbing the

tire with a file. If the edges on one side of

the tread design are sharp or feathered,

Fig. 13, when rubbing the hand across the

tread, this condition indicates that the

wheels are not in perfect alignment.

Docs your car pull to one side when the

brakes are applied? If so, you may be sure

rSONT TIRES

BEIORE
CHANCING

iront liars

Af-llR

CHANCING

that brake adjustment is unequal, that,

most of the braking action is on one tire.

On a test made by one manufacturer, the

brakes were adjusted so that one wheel

only would lock. At a speed of 80 m.p.h.

the brakes were applied and held until the

car stonned. When the tires were exam-
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ined, the head of the lire on the locked

wheel was worn down to the breaker strip

by this single operation alone. Even step-

ping hard on the brakes at 35 in.p.h. will

scuff <>IT enough h ead to carry a car a full

road mile.

"Heel and toe” wear may occur on any

type of tread design, and to some extent is

normal, though high-speed driving and

excessive use of the brakes will accelerate

the rale of wear. The remedy for this con-

dition is to change the position of the tires

on the car. Two ways of doing this arc

shown in Figs. 17 and 1H.

The subject of wheel alignment includes

far more than mere ioe-in, one of the other

important factors being that of camber, or

the outward inclination of the wheel at the

top. This is necessary for easy steering and

maximum strength of the front system, but

if present in excessive or unequal amounts,

it creates tire trouble. In effect, due to the

roundness of the tread, camber gives a tire

several diameters, as indicated by the

three arrows in Fig. 14. As the tire re-

volves as a unit, something must slip, and

where the camber is excessive there will

be trend wear. To minimize this, tires

should be changed about as indicated by

A and 13 in Fig. 13. To do this it is neces-

sary to remove the lire from the wheel

and turn it around. Rounding turns at ex-

cessive speed, especially with tires that arc

soft, creates a screeching sound. It is ex-

pensive "music,” resulting in tread wear

as indicated by the heavy arrows in Fig. 19.

This can be offset to some extent, by chang-

ing-the tires about as indicated in Fig. 17.

An unbalanced wheel may develop

a spotty or cupped tread condition

such as that shown in the photo of

Fig. 14. Consequently, balancing of

wheels should be considered as a regu-

lar maintenance item, for an unbalanced

wheel, besides increasing tire wear, also

causes considerable wear in the steering

spindles, spring shackles and other chassis

parts, thus contributing to a looseness

which is conducive to further troubles. The

disturbing forces produced by an unbal-

anced wheel increase tremendously with

increase of speed. An assembly 1 oz. out of

balance at the tread, will develop a 12-lb.

vibrating force at GO m.p.h. And, it is not

uncommon to find wheels that arc G or 12

oz. out of balance. While it is most im-

portant to keep the front wheels balanced,

it is highly desirable to balance all wheels

if the smoothest, most economical car op-

eration is to he had. Alignment of wheels

also should include an inspection of the

rims, for a rim that is badly bent or rusted

will injure the tube as well as the tire.

Removing Tires From Safely Rims

It is not such a difficult job to remove a

lire from a safety rim if you go at it in the

right way. Just stand with the heels on

the tire at about the edge of the tread or

white side walls and roll the bead out of

the safely groove. This cannot be done

when the heel is placed too close to the

edge of the wheel. By using this method

of breaking the bead from the safety

groove, you can remove the tire in just

a few minutes.
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Vulcanize Small Punctures to Make Tires Last
BLOW-OUT" CAUSED BY NEGLECTWATER FORCED INTO THE

MOLE IN CASING CAUSED
BY NAIL

''TUBE FABRIC ^

TO REPAIR CASING

BICYCLE
PUNCTURE
REPAIR

TOOL

CEMENT

WICK

CANDLE

Don’t just patch the inner tube

when you puncture a tire, but also

seal the hole in the casing imme-

diately. If this is not clone, water

coming in through the hole grad-

ually rots the fabric and causes a

weak spot. As the weakened area

increases, a blowout results soon-

er or later as illustrated in Fig. 1.

The best way to seal the puncture

is to vulcanize it. Anyone can do

this with a simple spot vuleanizer

such ns shown in Fig. 7. However,

if the puncture is an old one and

the fabric has started to rot, the repair

should be left to a mechanic experienced in

vulcanizing, as the hole will require treat-

ment different from that of one freshly

made. The vuleanizer consists of a 1-in.

pipe cap that is wrapped with several lay-

ers of asbestos and half filled with candle

wax or light motor oil in which a wick is

inserted. A piece of sash cord makes a

good wick. If this is unavailable, wrapping

cord or similar material can be used pro-

vided it is bundled and tied to form a wick

at least Yiti in. in diameter. To prepare the

hole, first clean it thoroughly, dip a rubber

band, or a strip cut from an old inner tube,

in vulcanizing cement, Fig. 2, and insert it

into the hole as in Figs. 4 and 5, using a

bicycle tire-repair tool or one made from

a length of heavy wire flattened and

notched at the end as shown in Fig. 3. A
long slender nail may even be used. If

there is no vulcanizing cement at hand,

you can make some by shredding a small

piece of tube-patching rubber and soaking

it in gasoline until it swells and softens.

After inserting the rubber band in the

hole, cut ofT the projecting ends inside and

outside the casing. Now, with the casing

supported in a vertical position, center the

vuleanizer over the hole, using a screen-

door spring to hold it tightly against the

tire. Fasten one end of the spring to a har-

ness ring that is slightly smaller than the

diameter of the vuleanizer. Place the ring

BAND

on top of it, bring the spring around the

casing and then fasten the other end to the

ring, thus causing the spring to pull down
on the vuleanizer. Put three or four drops

of rubber cement on the end of the wick

to make it burn rapidly and ignite it as

shown in Fig. 6. Wait about 10 to 15 min.

after the wax or oil has been burned be-

fore removing the vuleanizer.

—A. L. Murray, Auburn, Ind.
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CAR BRAKES

BINDER
HOIE
PLUG PARKING

BRAKE
CONDUIT

PARKING-
BRAKE
CABLE

PARKING BRAKE
EOUAII2ER

MASTER
CYIINDER

SHOE
ADJUSTING

HOLE

FRONT
BRAKE
HOSE PEDAL

RETURN
SPRING

REAR BRAKE

HOSEPEDAL
ADJUSTING

NUT

WHEEL
CYUNOER PARKING-

BRAKE
STRUTSECONDARY

SHOE PARKING
BRAKE
LEVER

PARKING
BRAKE
CABLE

PRIMARY
SHOE

SHOE ADJUSTING
. SCREW

A/TODEKN car-broking systems have
A’* been so simplified ami standardized

in construction that any car owner wlm
likes lo linker can easily make ordinary

repairs and adjustments himself. A simple

adjustment of one or more of the four

braking units. Fig. 1, renewal of shoes,

adding fluid or bleeding air out of the

system are usually all that is necessary.

The most common symptoms of defects in

the system are brakes Hint squeal on appli-

cation. a “soft" pedal or a pedal that re-

quires pumping in order to make a quick

stop. Operation of the hydraulic service

brake is quite? simple and the parts are

easily reached for servicing. When the

brake pedal is depressed, a piston in the

main, or master, cylinder, Fig. 7. exerts

pressure on the fluid in the brake lines.

This transfers an equalized pressure to

pistons in each of the wheel cylinders. Figs.

;t. 5 and (I. Knch wheel cylinder con In his

two pistons, the purpose of the two being

lo distribute hydraulic pressure equally to

the two brake shoes in each braking unit

As the pedal is released, the pressure is

relieved and the brake-shoe retracting

springs release the shoes from contact with

the brake drums and. at the same time,

force the pistons of the wheel cylinder in-

ward. This movement forces fluid out of

(he cylinders and hack into the brake lines.

Before servicing the brakes, check ll»e

HYDRAULIC SYSTEM WITH PARKING-BRAKE HOOKUP
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WHEEL CYLINOER

^<-adjusiing
SCREW

RETRACTING
WRING

CONICAL
SPRING

BRAKE SHOE

ARTICULATING
LINK

ANCHOR PIN

Wh»n now brolc* lho®» a»® imfalUul ol ll<o lima of

•arvlcing, it'* n««oi»ary to adjutl anchor boll*. Al-

though method* wary with difforrnt make* of brake*.

lh* mothod »hown obov® i* typical of regulor procedure

Sectional view, above, *how* the hydraulic wheel cylin-

der and other part* of the brake unit. Below it a
pull-opart view of tlio wheel cylinder, showing the

various parts. Shown at the right is the master cylinder

pedal for free movement and toeboard
clearance. There should be from V\ to Vz

in. of free movement, A in Fig. 2. Full

braking pressure should be available be-
tween the positions B and C. A soft, spongy
pedal can mean that there is air or gas in

the system or insufficient fluid. Check the

fluid level in the master cylinder, add fluid

if necessary and then, before bleeding the

system, examine the lines carefully for

leaks. In bleeding the system to remove
air, it is a common rule that the longest

pipe line should he bled first. Remove the

bleeder valve screw, Figs. 8, i> and 10. T hen
attach the bleeder drain, Fig. 8, being

careful to keep the end of the bleeder
drain hose below the level of fluid in the

jar. Unscrew the bleeder valve one-half

to three-quarters turn, depress the foot

pedal by hand and then allow it to return
slowly. Air in the system will show as

hubbies on the surface of the fluid in the

glass jar. Continue movement of the pedal

until hubbies cease to appear. Then tighten

the bleeder valve, remove the drain hose
and replace and tighten the screw at the

bleeder valve.

To adjust the brake shoes, jack lip the

car and block the axles so that the wheels
can he turned freely. Disconnect emer-
gency-brake pull rods and remove the
adjusting-hole covers from the flange

plates. On one common type of brake,

these holes arc located at the bottom of

the Mange plate as in Fig. 1. Insert a flat

tool or a screwdriver in the hole. The end
of the tool should engage the lugs on the

adjusting cover or star wheel. Lift up on

fill JR piuc

RESERVOIR

ry.^— HOUSING

5

COVER

I COMPENSATING
1 s' PORI

END P1UG

r Ha;r
**

VAIVO
SEAT

PISTON CUP PISTON CUP
(SECONDARY) (PRIMARY) VALVE OUTLET

SPRINGPISTONPUSH ROD

C
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BLEEDER VALVE CAP
BlccorR VMVE

HYDRAULIC HOSE

^ ^1: CONNECTION

SLAVE
CYUNOER LOCK

V/ASHERS
DRAKE-SHOC
ADJUSTING
CAMS\4

rORWARD SHOE
(FULL LINING)

BRAKE
^ PLATE

ANCHOR-
BOLT NUTS

RETRACT-

, ING
\SPRING LOCK

WASHERS

VSHOE*
RETAINER
SPRING

SHOE
RETAINERS

S \ REVERSE SHOE
ECCENTRIC WASHERS (SHORT LINING)

Will WltHlN JO Ft. At 30 Mlltt HR HOUR

Hit* adjusting tool to turn the star wheel to

the right. Continue the adjustment on both

star wheels until the brake shoes drag

slightly when the road wheel is turned.

Then hack oil' the star wheel the required

number of notches to give the brakes the

proper running clearance. 'I he service

manual gives the proper number of notches

to back the adjusting mechanism to get the

correct clearance. The emergency or park-

ing brake should be adjusted each time the

service brakes arc adjusted and, on some
cars, it is necessary to adjust the parking

brake before backing olT the star wheels

in llu* rear brakes. When new brake shoes

have been installed at tin* time of servicing

the brakes, it will be necessary to adjust

all anchor bolls, Figs. '1 ami 10. Although

the methods will vary with different cars

nnd makes of brakes. Fig. 4 shows the typi-

cal procedure in making this adjustment.

After servicing the brakes, he sure that

(here is sufficient brake fluid in the master

cylinder. The recommendations generally

specify that it should he nearly full. Use

only the brake lluid specified by the nianu-

fnciurer of the car. On some late-model

postwar cars, the brakes arc of the self-

centering, self-adjusting ty|>c. Under nor-

mal wear. Ibis brake will not require serv-

icing until replacement of I ho brake shoes

is necessary. The brake automatically ad-

justs itself to compensate for each .(XT. in.

of wear on the linings, keeping the running

clearance always approximately the same.

To check performance of the brakes un-

der tlx* average driving conditions, road-

test the car after llu* servicing has been

completed. On dry, smooth concrete the

brakes should stop the ear easily within a

distance of 30 ft. at a speed of 20 m.p.h.,

Fig. 11, assuming, of course, that the tires

are in good condition and have suflicient

(read to grip the surface of the road elfee-

tively. This is a fair measure of brake effi-

ciency but it is well to remember that other

mechanical defects will affect good braking.

Incorrect wheel alignment and. wheels out

of balance, worn tires, underinllation or

overinllalion of the tires, and worn wheel

hearings are defects to look for if carefully

serviced brakes do not give good perform-

ance under test.

CAP
SCREWS

ANCHOR
BOLT
Pt ATE

ANCHOR
BOLTS
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How to Adjust Your Brakes

As the linings wear, they must
he pulled closer to the shoes.

This is an easy hour-or-so job.

By E. F. Lindsley

D
OES your brake pedal go down
almost to tin* mat lieforc your ear

comes to a stop? Do yon have to

pump the pedal to build up a comfort-

able pedal clearance? If your car is fairly

new or the linings are new. the chances

are that a minor adjustment job will

clear up the trouble. This is an easy job

that you can do in an hour or so some

Saturday morning.

The master cylinder for a hydraulic-

brake system is a simple plunger pump.

For a given amount of pedal travel you

pump a specific amount of fluid to each

of the four wheels. II the wheel cylinders

must push the brake shoes a good dis-

tance to contact the drum, the pedal

must travel farther to force suflicient

lluid down there. The idea is to adjust

the shoes so that they barely clear the

drums and need only a slight nudge to

jack them out into contact.

This is the big difference between a

minor and major brake adjustment. A
major adjustment sets up basic relation-

ships of tin* brake anchor pins to give

certain design clearances between the

brake-shoe heel and toe, and between

front and rear shoes and the brake drum.
Once this is established by an expert, at

the factory or in a good brake shop, even

an amateur can make routine minor ad-
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jnslments dining the life of the linings.

The star-wlieel ailjustmen : system is

one ol the three main types of adjusting

mechanisms. T his type is easily spotted

I >y the small elongated dust cover of

rubber or metal that covers the wheel.

Pry oil this cover and you find a notched

wheel an inch or so in diameter (you

may need a light to see it). This wheel

may be at top or bottom of the back-

plate. Some brakes have two wheels.

Ordinarily a screwdriver thrust into

the notches and levered against the side

of the slot will turn the wheel. Bending
a slight dogleg in the screwdriver will

sometimes make it easier. You might also

try a beverage-can opener with the end

ground square.

.1 pair of eccentrics or corns are pro-

vided for adjustment in some other cars.

The business ends project from the back-

ing plate. They are easily attacked after

PULLING THE WHEEL isn I necessary win

do a minor hinkc-adjustinciit job, but il

n good dinner to check hearing*, linin

possible h) draulic-lhtid or grease leaka

sure to lighten the bearing nut properly

budge and snug square socket

try the rig shown at rigid. Invert

socket and use another socket on

bolt w it li a jam nut as the coupler

LOOSEN ECCENTRIC LOCK NUT about one turn as

first step in eccentric adjustment. Mat stem

is for adjustment and tor bolding screw when
lock nut is retightened. H cam stud refuses to
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Three common methods of adjusting car brakes

ECCENTRIC

CAMS

BACK PVATE

1MOVE CAM OUT UNTIL WHEEL LOCKS;
BACK OFF SLIGHTLY TO FREE EACH
SHOE IN TURN

0OPERATE BRAKES AND CHECK FOR DRAG

STAR WHEEL

AND

ECCENTRIC

|

LOOSEN LOCK NUT

2
SET SHOE TO .010 CLEARANCE

3
TIGHTEN LOCK NUT AND RECHECK
CLEARANCE

1
LOCK WHEEL WITH STAR-WHEEL
ADJUSTMENT AND BACK OFF TO FREE

r OPERATE BRAKES AND CHECK FOR ORAG
J

STAR

1 PRY NOTCHEO WHEEL TO TURN IT AND
I LOCK BRAKE; BACK OFF TO FREE WHEEL

O OPERATE BRAKES AND CHECK FOR DRAG
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ADOING A LITTLE FLUID lo master cylinder, I"

(oinpriivilr (or kumiIci amount now rcmuiniiiK

in wheel c)liu«ler*. is the fimil step in n brake

juh. Ilelme removing the cover, be sure In wipe
nwnv all diit from the surrounding men.

HYDRAULIC-LINF INSPICVION might sn'c your

life. You'll ne'er have n better chance than

liuriui' a broke job. Co oxer the hose ami

(illiugs (nr signs of leakage, drying mil. or

rubbed spots. Cheek the metal lines (or kinks.

von sera pi* siWiiy tin* mini and road lar.

Since encli shoe has a cant, yon must

adjust first the front anti then the rear

shoe on each wheel. There is nothing

dillicnlt here except that corrosion some-

times sets these parts to an eyehall-|>np-

ping tightness that demantis a good

wrench and real manpower to move.

A combination of star wheel for final

adjustment with an eccentric for initial

adjustment is the third system, also very

common. The eccentric is an innocent-

looking little llat-sided screw with a lock

nut. It turns much easier than the previ-

ously mentioned earns, once the lock nut

has hecn backed oil alnmt one turn.

You'll probably find that a very minute

adjustment will lock the wheel solid. So

he careful when retighlening the lock

nut that the adjusting screw doesn't

sneak up a turn on you.

This type of brake often has a slot

in tlu* drum through which you can poke

a feeler gauge, usually specified as .010"

thick, to set the eccentric. T his is the best

method, hut you probably " ill make out

all right if you merely tighten the eccen-

tric enough to lock the wheel and then

hack it off until the wheel is free. Fol-

low this up similarly with the star

wheel: T ighten to loeked-whcel position,

then hack off slightly.

Iff best lo remove the wheels. If

you go into a garage for a hrakc adjust-

ment. the mechanic probably will do it

quickly without removing the wheels.

This is not necessarily wrong. It’s cer-

tainly better than driving around with

|MNir brakes. On the other hand a lot of

dust accumulates in Inako drums. To an

inexperienced adjuster the noise of dust

may sound as if the shoes are dragging.

The result is that lie hacks of! the adjust-

ment too far.

lienee the writer recommends pulling

at least the front wheels— if for no other

reason than to check the condition of the

lining and to study the construction of

the brake so that you'll understand how
the adjustment works.

lie careful to keep dust from falling

into the wheel bearings. Repack the hear-

ings with clean wheel-bearing grease.

You may not care to pull the rear drums

(Mice you have the feel of adjusting on

the fronts. As a matter of good practice,

however, if (lie drums can be removed

without resorting to heavy-duty pullers,

cleaning is worthwhile.

When you replace a wheel, use care

in tightening the hearing nut or you may
wind up with shimmy and last tire

wear. The recommended method is to

pull up on the nut until drag can he felt
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BRAK* CAB1I
AND CONDUIT

BRAKI-UVf* CASH
AND CONDUIT

I" TOtBOARO
CIFARANCI

ADJUSTING
NUT /MASH*

CYIINOIR

TYPICAL PARKING-BR/\Kf LINKAGE suggests

whore you might look for the adjusting nut.

Adjusting the pedal for correct floorboard clear-

ance is another part of a brake-adjustment job.

when the wheel is turned. Then back off

to the closest cotter pin. If the nut doesn't

seem to have a slot in quite the right

spot, cut a thin shim washer and put it

between the nut and hearing outer

washer.

The entire operation can be sum-

marized as follows: Jack up the car and

adjust either the star wheel, the eccentric

and star wheel, or the front and rear

cam on each wheel to lock the wheel.

Then hack oil slightly for free running.

Work the brakes and recheck for free

running several times. When adjusting

the rear brakes, he sure that the hand-

brake cables aren't too tight and holding

the brake in the on position, or that they

are so loose as to he useless.

Check for an inch or so of free travel

of the brake pedal on conventional

brakes. (Power brakes use less free

travel.) If you don't have at least an inch

of free pedal travel on a conventional

system, ease off on the connection be-

tween the pedal and master cylinder until

you do. Failure to have this clearance

may result in dragging brakes if the

fluid in the system expands from heat

and forces the master piston backward

in the cylinder, and the pedal goes down
before the lip of the piston cup clears

the cylinder relief port.

Adjusting the hand hrnhe. before ad-

justing the rear brakes, it is a good idea

to give a lusty tug on the cables leading

to the hand-brake linkage. These are

easily identified since in most cars they

run from the rear-brake backing plates

to some sort of pull-rod linkage under

the drive shaft or transmission.

Tight cables could interfere with ad-

justment, so the instruction manuals all

say to slack them off by loosening the

adjustment nuts where the cables join

the pull mechanism. Actually, the oppo-

site is generally the case, with the cables

sloppy enough to permit adjustment and

stand a bit of tautening.

For a practical sequence, check the

cables and loosen if needed; adjust the

brake shoes and try the fool brakes; then

snug up the cables so that they are just

tight enough to get results when needed,

but not so snug as to prevent complete

release of the emergency system.

There are two ways to check for over-

tightening of the cables: One is to let

some friendly driver flag you down and

inform you that your rear brakes are

smoking. A better way is to spin the

drums by hand while someone works the

hand brake to see if there is an inch or

so of free movement before the drag of

the wheels is felt. f.nd
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CAR SPRINGS

LENGTH Of 5r«lMG

SHACKLE

SEPARATOR

SHACK
BUSHIN

i PPOFER POSITION OF WIIEll

A LTHOUGH repairing
* * or replacing a broken

or damaged spring is n
simple job, waiting for

your lunr to have it re-

paired mrty take several

days. Rather than have
your car or light truck out of service for

this length of time, why not install the

spring yourself? Figs. 2 to 0 inclusive detail

the usual procedure in removing a spring.

If the spring is to he replaced, or if it is nec-

essary to replace tin* main leaf, it’s impor-

tant to know the exact length. Fig. 1 shows

how to measure it correctly. Before loosen-

ing any of the parts or jacking up the car,

block both the front and rear wheels se-

curely. Use a roll-away jack if the work is

done on a level floor. Assuming that a rear

spring is to be removed, place the jack

against the frame about C in. ahead of the

spring. Raise the car until the spring as-

sumes the normal “free" arch when ten-

sion due to weight of the car is removed.

Wheels should not leave the floor. Block

up under the frame at a |H»int near the jack.

Disconnect the shock absorber if it inter-

feres. Then remove the U- bolts. Fig. 2. and

the front and rear shackle pins to free the

eyes of the spring. On
some I ate -mod el cars,

such as Nash and Hud-
son, the emergency-brake
cable is clipped onto the

spring. In this case it will

he necessary to cut the

clip bolt and replace it with a new one
when the spring is installed.

Installing a spring after servicing or re-

pairing it is just as easy as the removal if

the correct. procedure is followed. Figs. 7

t<> 10 inclusive detail the first steps. Ar-
range the spring leaves on a table accord-
ing to size and length. If the center holes

of the leaves are not equally distant from
the ends, be sure before installing the cen-

ter bolt that the long ends face the same
way. Align the leaves with a straight pin

*od of the same diameter as the bolt,

7. Don't attempt to draw up the loose

with the center bolt; you arc very

to strip the threads. With the pin in

tighten the spring in a heavy vise

ns in Fig. 8. or
with C- clamps
as in Fig. tt. Re-
move the pin
and install the
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END OF ROD
HEATED AND
UAT1CNED

lONGBOtTOR
THREADED SHAFT
OF BUMflR JACKEno or nri

riAiicriED

BUSHING

BUSHING
REMOVER

UBOITS

bolt Is in Fig. 10. On overslung springs,

the bean of the center bolt should be on
the short-plate side of the spring, but on
underslung springs the head of the bolt

should bear on the main leaf. Any projec-

tion of a new bolt beyond the nut after

tightening, Fig. 1ft, should he cut off. Align

the center-bolt head as in Fig. 18. The
spring clips may now be installed, Figs. 11

to 14 inclusive. Place the U portion of the

clip in proper position, with the nih fitting

into the rivet hole. Apply the saddle so

that the ends of the lower plate extend
through the upper openings. Hammer
down both ends firmly. Remove the clamps
nml the job is done.
When placing the spring back in position,

be sure that you have it "right end to" so
the car or truck axle will he in the correct
position, Fig. 3. If the center bolt is in the

center of the spring, and the eyes or bush-
ings are the same at both ends, then there's

nothing to worry about. But one must
watch for springs with different 'yes or
bushings which mtiM be, matched with tiro

shackles, to get the right end forward. Also
some springs are made with the center bolt

off-center. Sometimes this off-center dis-

tance is so small
you won’t no-
tice it unless
you measure
carefully. Ex-

[Ts
]

SRRINO SPREADER

cept in a few instances, the short end of

such a spring is always installed toward
the front. Generally, the swinging shackle

has ample freedom of movement so that

assembly is easy. But for cars with U-
shackles a separator must be used to keep
the eye of the spring in position, Fig. 5.

Also, it sometimes is necessary to place a
jack under the spring near the center bolt

and spread or flatten the spring sufficiently

to bring the eye within reach of the shackle.

Then with a pry bar and chain arranged as

in Fig. 4 the spring can be brought into

position so that the shackle will slip in

place. If shackles arc of the type shown in

Fig. 0. place the shackle link on (lie stud
of the perch bushing and line up with the

spring-hushing stud. With a wrench turn
the spring stud so that the opening in the
link will lit over the squared section of the
stud. Then turn On the nuts, tighten, and
install colter pins.

On Ford, Lincoln and Studehakcr cars

it ‘s necessary to use a spring spreader
made from n length of pipe and n threaded
rod ns in Fig. 1ft. When removing worn or
defective perch bushings on Fold, Mer-
cury and Lincoln cars use a bushing re-

mover made from a cold chisel, Fig. 17.

Ucgrind the edge ns indicated. Install the
rebound clips, Fig. 18. Tighten the U-bolt
nuts in the order given in Fig. 11), drawing
each nut a little at a time until tight.

r»uit<«r Mnrniixil Autontoluv I'khIUCH, luc.

NUT

.

WASHER.

CENTER BOIT
HEAD

A
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12-POINT SPRING INSPECTION
In most cases auto or truck springs do not break suddenly

or unexpectedly. Rather they tend to deteriorate gradu-

ally by processes of metal fatigue. Usually a "tiring"

spring will give you plenty of warning with such com-

mon symptoms as you see illustrated in detail below

A low corner it almost sure to

mean a broken spring or one that

allow! the body of the car to mg
because of several crocked leave!

BROKEN
SHACKLE

WRONG SHACKLE
position

When the ipring li weakened for

any reason it pushes the shackle

out of position. A broken shackle

will eventually result from this

Should the helper ipringi touch the

bracket! when the truck Si empty,

the main springs should be re-

placed or repaired Immediately

V/orn bushings cause annoying

knocks and rattles that are hard

to locale unless you know symp-

toms. New bushings ore the remedy

P.rgkon rebound clips also permit

the leaves to shift. This often has

ihe effect of shifting the loading,

rousing springs to wrap or break

A frotsn shccklt will "seize" tho

spring eye and this will likely

break the main leaf. Free the

shackie, repair or replace the leaf

If the ends of the spring leaves

cut In due to heavy loading, the

ipring will be weakened because

of reduced thickness of the metal

A sagged or broken front spring

amounts to much the same thing

os a shift in wheel alignment. It re-

sults in excessive wear on ’he tires

C©»iIa*j Automotive r* >3ucl?r Ina;

"Striking through" damages the

rubber frame bumper. This not only

indicates spring fatigue but sooner

or later ruins the bumper entirely

A "wrapped" spring is usually due

to "rabbit" starts or repeated sud-

den, violent stops. Causes rapid

axle wear due to misalignment

Shearod center bolts allow the

spring leaves to shift. This quite

often loosens the axle clip and

causes breakage of entire spring

Defective shock absorbers can

cause plenty of spring troubles, too.

Keep them in good working order

by periodic service and inspection
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Keep Your Cor hiding Like Mew
Straight-line steering and smooth riding qualities built into

your car are retained by regular servicing of springs

check
con SPRING
TOR SAG

SAGGED SPRINGS CHANGE CAMBER ANGIE

LEAF SPRINGS BIND
IN TENSION

FUNDAMENTAL DIFFERENCE BETWEEN
COIL AND LEAF SPRINGS

—--i’fASURE ALONG CURVE -

REBOUND CUP

DO NOT LUBRICATE SPRINGS
HAVING FABRIC OR RUBBER
. INSERTS AND UNERS

BETWEEN LEAVES

\\ /HEN YOU hit a hole in the pavement
’ * or a bump in a side road the shock ab-

sorbers snub out rebound of the car axle

hut the springs take the real punishment
by preventing the shock from reaching the

car frame and body. Even when you’re

cruising on a smooth highway, the springs

soften the ride by constantly flexing to

equalize irregularities in the road surface.

Lack of lubrication can cause rapid wear in

leaf springs, and rust and metal fatigue

combine to cause a slow loss of "life" in a

coil -spring suspension of the type shown in

Fig. 1. Under normal load conditions,

spring suspensions of tins type arc designed

to operate with the A -bars, or control arms,

in approximately a level position. After

years of service the springs may weaken
and, in effect, shorten slightly under the

body load which, of course, remains the

same. This changes the normal position of

(lie control arms and, in some cases, may
even change the front-wheel camber as in

the lower detail in Fig. 1. This condition

can cause a serious loss in steering re-

sponse and it also results in rapid wear on

the tires. Often the defect can he corrected

by shimming the springs with spacing

washers which til into the retaining cups

at the top and bottom ends. However, if

body sag is excessive, or if one spring is

lower than the other, then both springs

should he replaced. On some older cars it

will be necessary to check steering and
possibly to realign the front wheels after

shimming or installing springs. On certain

newer cars, coil springs may he shimmed
or replaced without changing the wheel
alignment. Coil springs are simply torsion

bars, upper detail in Fig. 2, and any surface

flaws caused by rust will weaken them. To
protect coil springs against rust, keep them
well painted or coaled with any of the rust

preventives which are available.

Leaf springs and shackles on nearly all

older-model cars and trucks require lubri-

cating at regular intervals. The method
of lubricating depends on the type of

sp:ing and the provisions made by the
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MUSI Bt EQUAl
U-BOIT

HE BOLT POSITIONS
SPRING IN PROPER PLACE

,
LEAF SPRING J

INOS SMEARED SQUARE, U

BURRED EDGE AWAY FROM
BEARING SURFACE

DIAMOND POINt ENDS

CLAMP

WASHER
UNIT

PLUNGER

HELPER SPRING

TRUCK-TYPE HELPER SPRING

manufacturer for applying lu-

bricant. All leaf springs bend
under tension as in die lower

detail in Fig. 2 and on nearly

all cars more than 10 years old

the springs are of the typo

shown at A in Fig. 3. the ends
of the spring leaves being cut

square or diamond pointed as

in Fig. 7. Some, however, were
made with round, tapered ends

on all the leaves exropl the top

leaf, Fig. 7. On later-model

ears, and on some light trucks.

the leafsprings oilher are lilten

with steel covets as at H in Fig. 3. or are of

the nonlubi Seated type detailed at C. On

the older-type springs. Fig. 3.A it may be

necessary to loosen the rebound clips and

pry the leaves apart in order to apply

lubricant between the leaves. Whenever

such springs are lubricated always make

the cheeks detailed in Figs. A, 5 and G. H
measurement from the top of the spring to

the lower side of the frame varies more

than % in., chock the low spring carefully

for a broken leaf or excessively worn

shackle holts. Renew faulty parts, as other-

wise lubrication of the spring may increase

leaf deflection and result in breakage ol

adjacent leaves. If possible, use the lubri-

cant specified by the manufacturer of the

ear Otherwise use chassis grease to which

a small quantity of powdered graphite has

been added, or use penetralia# oil.

imbrication of covered springs is easily

done, without removing the metal cover,

by the use of the special spring-lubricating

fitting detail 'd in Fig. 8. On some of the

late -model c irs the need for lubrication of

the leaf springs has been eliminated by the

use of waxed fabric liners between the ad-

jacent leaves, detail C in Fig. 3. On others,

rubber “buttons" arc placed under the lips

of the spring leaves. The only service re-

quired on splints of this type is replace-

ment of wo in liners or buttons, this is

done bv jacking up the car body t» take the

weii'hfolT the springs. Then the leaves are

pt-ird apa 1 1 with a screwdriver or a special

spring spreading tool, and the worn liners

or buttons are removed from the depres-

sions in the leaf lips and replaced. On some

liners, only the worn ends are renewed.

’ his is done by wedging the leaves apart

,ii(| cutting olf the worn portion of the liner

with a hacksaw blade. Replace with new

end sections of liner fabric. When the re-

bound clips are removed for any reason, he

especially careful when replacing them to

SCO that they fit with the correct clearance.

Figs. 5. G and 1). This clearance is impor-

tant ns it allows the main leaf to twist

when the car or truck is driven diagonally

across a low culvert or onto a ramp.

LOOK FOR CRACK
IN MAIN 1EAF

AT THIS POINT

COMPARE THIS DISTANCE

ON BOTH FRONT SPRINGS.

If DISTANCE VARIES V,“

OR OVER FURTHER CHECK-
IMG IS NECESSARY

f— tp vjf,*'

CLEARANCE

CORRECT CUP CLEARANCE
TOR FREE SPRING ACTION

ADJUSTMENT
SCREW

ROUNDED-1APER ENDS

E
SPECIFY TYPE OF LEAF

ENDS WHEN PURCHASING
NEW LEAVES

FABRIC

—

LUBRICATING CLAMP
FOR FILLING STEEL

SPRING COVERS

INJECTOR
SCREW
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Auto Mechanics Find These Four Kinks Handy

SHOWER
CURTAIN
RING

HOOKS
1001 BO*

One mechanic who had considerable

headlight repair work to do found the box
shown above a time and labor saver, espe-

cially when working on a car outside the

garage. It contains everything necessary,

thus making extra trips inside the garage

for parts and tools unnecessary. It hooks

over the car bumper where it is conven-

iently within reach. It is a good idea to

partition the box to keep the various sizes

of bulbs separated, and also to protect them
against breakage by coming in contact with

the tools in the box. As shown in the upper
right-hand photo, another mechanic used

shower-curtain rings on the walls of a

maintenance shop to hold a variety of gas-

kets, which often were damaged or lost

when kept on shelves or in drawers. Also,

it was found that the rings were ideal for

the safe keeping of bills, receipts, memo-
randa, etc. The lower right-hand drawing
shows how a mechanic solved the problem
of hanging his extension light when lubri-

cating a car on a rack. By looping the light

LOOPED

cord over a large horseshoe magnet, the

latter could be stuck any place on the car

chassis to hold the light in the desired po-
sition. With a slight alteration, a pair of

inexpensive utility pliers can be made to

serve the purpose of a pair of expensive
battery pliers shown in the lower detail.

On most pliers of this type, grinding off the

ends of the jaws as indicated by the dotted

lines in the detail is sufficient.

GROUND-*-/ '

OFF

Waterproofing Car Stickers

When moisture repeatedly collects on
windshields during winter months, it often

loosens the adhesive on windshield slick-

ers, such as federal tax stamps, city li-

censes, etc., causing them to fall off or chip

at the edges. To prevent this, coat the back
of the slickers with clear fingernail polish,

which provides a waterproof backing.
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CAR COOLING SYSTEM

Get Rid of Winter's Rust and Scale
..
V CHEMICAL FLUSH THE RADIATOR ^ EXAMINE WATER HOSE FOR DEFECTS

V' REVERSE FLUSH RADIATOR CORE V INSPECT THE FAN BELT FOR PLAY

V REVERSE FLUSH ENGINE JACKET ^ BLOW OUT THE RADIATOR CORE

V CHECK THERMOSTAT OPERATION ^ LOOK FOR WATER-PUMP LEAKAGE

SPRING menus cooling sys-

tem lime—time to "clean

house" on rust mid scale and to lake this

eight-point precaution against overheating

—the costly penalty of engine neglect. It's

corrosion— rust, lime and grease left by
hard winter driving— I lint retards hent dis-

sipation and becomes the unsuspected

cause of scored pistons, hearings and cylin-

der walls, burner! valves and warper! and

cracked engine blocks. So play safe and
guard the motor against these costly repairs

by cleaning the cooling system regularly.

Chemical (lushing: Draining the radiator

of antifreeze and then simply flushing with

water is not enough. A good cleaner is

needed first to loosen the rust and scale.

Such deposits act as an insulator and. if al-

lowed to build up, may in time clog the fine

water passages of the radiator. There arc a

number of efficient cleaning compounds
on the market. Alkali-type cleaners, such

as washing soda, arc not entirely effective.

They cut grease and sludge but have no

solvent action on hard rust. He cautious

and select one that does not contain strong

acids or caustics which might
be? harmful to the radiator

core, and he especially careful if your mo-
tor is fitted with aluminum cylinder heads.
Some chemicals used in cleaning prepara-
tions to loosen scale will also attack alumi-
num and damage the Lends severely in a

short time. After the cooling system has

been drained, close both drain cocks and
add the cleaner as in Fig. 1. Then refill and
clean according to the directions.

Reverse-flushing core: The loosened
particles arc removed from the radiator

most effectively by reverse flushing, that

is, flushing in the direction opposite to that

of the normal flow of water through the

cooling system. This is done by first replac-

ing the radiator cap, opening both drain

cocks and disconnecting the lower and up-

per hoses. As shown in Fig 5, the flushing

is done from below and a drain hose is at-

tached to the top. A satisfactory job of

flushing can be done with a garden hose as

shown in Fig. 2, although a more thorough

cleaning is assured with a flushing gun

which combines air pressure with water to
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increase thc scouring nclion and send the

water Uirough the system in forceful

spurts. If such a gun is not available, a ga

rogeman will do the flushing job for you

However, be sure that you remove tlu
Htre'l Low rust. boiled oul of water jackcl

tan build up lo obiliutl llic radiator tubcithermostat beforehand, as cold water will

cause it to close and build up harmful pres-

sure. Flush until the water runs clear.

Reverse-flushing jacket: The same thing

is done now to the water jacket. Fig. .»,

which flushes the particles out through the

water pump in the manner shown in Fig.

Attach a drain hose to the water -pump in-

let, insert the gun at the top and flush as be-

fore. Some cars require removal of the

water pump before pressure flushing to

avoid unseating the pump scaling washer

Tesl thermestot's working order. Gummy
one that fail, to open causes overheating
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Cooling *y*«om luffori when fon belf ii loo loo»e.

Bolli (on ond woler pomp do iheir b*»t when bell hot

5',-ill- ploy. Tight boll weoil bemingt prematurely

Radiator hos* wear* out too. Gradual dntari-

ovation loosen* lining which may retard tho

flow of water, and particle* of rotted rubber

can be carried into radiator water passages

marked on the thermostat. If you
find dial die valve fails to open with-

in 10 or 15 degrees of the rated tem-

perature, it should be cleaned, if

gummy, or replaced, as a faulty ther-

mostat will cause die engine to overheat.

Watcr-liose checkup: Don’t replace the

radiator hoses without first examining
them carefully, especially on the inside, for

deterioration. If there arc signs of rotting,

replace them, as loose particles of rubber

may clog the water passages of the radia-

tor. Also, too soft tubing may collapse from
suction. When replacing either the old or

new hose, use gasket shellac on the metal

parts over which die hose slips to assure

an airtight seal at this point, and draw up

the hose clamps tightly. Now, refill the ra-

diator, preferably with soft or rain water.

Lime in hard water causes scale to form in

water passages much the same as it does in

a teakettle. Bring the water level to about

\'z in. above the top of the tubes in the ra-

diator. Avoid “filling” either summer or

winter. Be sure to add a can of rust inhibit-

or, loo. Willi a good active inhibitor in the

water, rust can he kept to a minimum.
Fan-belt pla.v: A loose fan belt is another

source of overheating. If it slips, the fan

speed is reduced. If it is too light, there is

excessive wear on the bearings. Adjust the

fan pulley so that the belt can he depressed

only about % in. as in Fig. 4, and wipe ofT

any grease that would cause the belt to slip.

Blowing nut radiator: With dirt, insects

and other foreign deposits clogging the air

passages in the radiator core, heat dissipa-

tion is greatly reduced. Force out such de-

posits by directing a strong stream of wa-

ter from a garden hose through the core

from the rear. A bug screen is a good in-

vestment to keep these passages open.

Water-pump leakage: The water pump
can be guilty of rust formation, too, by al-

lowing air to enter the cooling system

through a leaking packing gland. Oxygen

in the air mixing with the cooling water in-
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creases rusting of the metal parts. Also, be-

sides losing water along the pump shaft,

air sucked in at this point causes n turbu-

lent bubbling action of the water which re-

sults in loss through the overflow pipe and

consequent overheating. Check for leak-

age while the engine is running, and repack

the gland if necessary. Don't overlook

grease and dirt on the engine. Even a thin

accumulation acts as insulation and re-

duces heal radiation. Use a good grease re-

mover, but avoid inflammable solutions

and do the job outdoors. Don't start the

engine before it has dried thoroughly. A
loose cylinder bead or a damaged gasket

will allow gases, which contain strong cor-

rosive acids, to enter the cooling system

and speed the formation of rust. A telltale

indication that leaks have developed is the

presence of a rusty slain along the scam.

Tightening the cylinder-head holts some-

times will stop such a leak. However, if the

gasket is actually broken, it should be re-

placed. In taking up on the holts, care

should be used to avoid cracking the head

by tightening it unevenly. Check the front

and rear of the engine water jacket and

cylinder-head joint, and also the underside

of the bottom tank of the radiator. Internal

leaks may not be serious enough to cause

Joss of liquid into the cylinder or crankcase,

hut they may allow loss of gas from the

combustion chamber into the water jacket.

While this is not too serious, it’s the gas

bubbles in the water jacket that displace

liquid and consequently raise the water

level above the overflow.

lit' radiotor eon't "breathe" when
choked with iitlccU anil ilirl deposits.

Keep air passages between llio fins opon
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Watch for possible looks at the wator-pump packing

gland. Air suckod in at this point causos water to

foam excessively, resulting in loss through overflow
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) 0 DISCONNECT UPPER HOSE
TO REMOVE THERMOSTAT

C ""

|
)OOR gasoline mileage, burned bearings and

* valves, and scored pistons are some of the

troubles that can be caused by a faulty cooling

system. As all oils thin out under heat, a car mo-
tor that runs too hot has to operate on lubricants

that lack film thickness essential for complete
protection. On the ether hand, a motor that runs

cold is likely to be damaged because of excessive

oil dilution. Besides this, a cooling system that

allows the motor to overheat must be filled often,

Fig. 1, which is both wasteful and costly

when anti-freeze solutions are used.
Often, the cause of an inefficient cooling

system lies in the thermostat. This should
be closed when the motor is cold, but fully

open when the coolant reaches a tempera-
ture somewhere between lf»0 and 180 de-
grees Fahr. It is easy to test the thermo-
stat, which is located either in the upper
hose or in the cylinder head close to where
the hose attaches. In either case, the hose

must lie removed, Fig. 2, to get at the ther-

mostat, which then can be removed and
tested in a pan of heated water as in Fig. 3,

using a thermometer to check the water
temperature. A thermostat for use with
alcohol should be open completely at 1G0

degrees and for permanent anti-freeze it

should be open at 180 degrees. If the ther-

mostat opens too soon, the motor does not
warm up quickly and operates too cool.

Opening too late may cause overheating.
Another cause of inefficiency in a cool-

ing system is loose and worn fan belts, Fig.

'1, and misalignment between the belt pul-
leys, which causes early failure of the belt,

Fig. 5. When a motor runs too cold, un-
burned gasoline works down into the
crankcase and dilutes the oil, resulting in

© BURNED VAIVE5

0 TESTING
THERMOSTAT
IN HOI WATER
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(k& where water

© CHECKING TOR
AIR SUCTION

© RUINFD
PISTONS

excessive wear and corrosion of vital parts
such as pistons, wrist pins and bearings.
On the other hand, distortion of metals
from overheating, and reduction in the

thickness of the oil film from high temper-
atures can be (lie cause of burned valves,

I*'ig. G, stuck piston rings and scored pis-

tons, Fig. 7, and sometimes cracked blocks

as in Fig. 8.

Still another common cause of trouble

in a cooling system is a leaky water pump
or lower hose connection. Fig. 10 shows
where water pumps usually leak. But even
more serious is the leakage of air into the

cooling system. Constant introduction of

air as a result of water-pump suction so

aerates the coolant that it will increase in

hulk, with the result that some will be lost

through the overflow pipe. Another action

resulting from the presence of air in the

coolant is the extremely high rale of rust-

ing in the cylinder block. To test for air

leakage, be sure that the coolant level in

the radiator is at normal height with sufTl-

ciont room for expansion, and then place

the radiator cap in position so that it is air

tight. With a rubber tube attached to the

lower end of the overflow pipe and placed

in a jar of water, you are ready to test for

air leakage as in Fig. 11. The motor should

be operated at a rather fast speed until it

is warmed up to proper operating tempera-

ture. Then, with no change in speed, see

if air bubbles continue to rise in the jar of

water. This indicates conclusively that an
air leak exists. With the equipment at-

tached, necessary corrections should be

made on the water pump or loose connec-

tions until the trouble has been eliminated.

Another cause of corrosion is the seepage

of exhaust gas from the combustion cham-

ber into the coolant. To test for this con-

dition, remove the fan belt and the upper

hose as in Fig. 12 and adjust the water

level in the cooling system so that it is just

visible at the upper outlet from the mo-
tor. The thermostat should be removed.

Then, by idling the motor and suddenly

“gunning” it for very brief intervals, bub-

bles can be seen rising through the cool)
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@ LEAKY RADIATOR

T
liquid if there is nn exhaust leak. Intro-
ducing a little oil into the carburetor to
cause smoky exhaust will make the pres-
ence of exhaust gas in the coolant more
conspicuous. While the leakage of exhaust
into the cooling system is had because of
its highly corrosive effect, the loss of cool-
ant into the engine, probably through the
same leak, is also extremely destructive.
In cases of this kind, new cylinder-head
gaskets, if available, should be installed

or the old ones, if in good condition, should
be made tight with the use of gasket ce-
ment, Fig. 9. A common cause of leakage
is unequal tension of the cylinder head
bolts.

It’s a simple matter for any car owner
to service his own cooling system twice a
year. Use of any of the well known radia-
tor cleaning compounds, as in Fig. 14, is a

wise precaution. I3c sure to follow the
manufacturer’s directions as to use. After
the compound has remained in the system
the specified time, remove the hose con-
nections and allow the liquid to gush out
for the greatest cleansing effect. Then
flush out gently with a garden hose. Mere-
ly opening the petcock does not provide a
sufficiently fast flow to carry away the
foreign matter loosened by the cleaner.
1booking closely at the radiator of any car
that is a year or two old, it is not unusual
to see white blotches on the fins as in Fig.
13. These blotches arc lime deposits, each
blotch indicating the presence of a leak in

the core. Accordingly, when a cleaning
agent is used in a radiator that has white
blotches on it, it is not unlikely that leaks
develop as a result of using the cleaner,
although it did not cause the leaks. They
were there previously, and were merely
clogged with rust and lime.

AMERICAN COOKERY FEBRUARY / 1941

Qukry No. 6302. — "Will you please explain the

difference between barley sugar and caramel.”

Barley Sugar and Caramel
If cane sugar is heated carefully over low

beat it will melt and become a liquid. In

order to prevent burning it is necessary to

stir the sugar constantly while the change

is taking place. If the liquid is poured into

a buttered pan and allowed to cool, it will

become a clear, light brown sheet of what

is known as "barley sugar." Crystals will

not form again because during heating the

"water of crystallization" has been evap-

orated from the sugar. This barley sugar

is the basis of the candies known as

"brittlcs”; the melted sugar is poured over

nuts, coconut or other additions when

placed in the pan.

If the heating of the sugar is continued

after the melting point is reached, more

water is driven off" and a substance formed

known as "caramel." Hot water may he

added to dissolve the caramel and sirup

stored for later use. aramcl sirup is

darker than the barley ....a has a distinctive

flavor.
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Conrl union* that can Ik*

drawn from the cluirl

(below) of a compression
lest which the wriler

made on his car:

No. 7 cylinder defi-

nitely was losing pres-

sure. Tire oil seal in

I he second pari of lesl

increased lhe pressure

only slightly, indicating

that tronhle is mostly in

valves or perhaps tlie

gasket.

No. 8 seems to have a

valve or gasket loss, al-

though not great. No. 1

cylinder, which made a

good recovery when oil

was introduced, appar-

ently is losing pressure
past the piston.

Cange variation or

carbon huild-mt may
explain the fact that the
average dry compres-
sion is higher than the

120 pounds specified for

this engine as normal.
Wet test was not made
on cylinders that seemed

Cylinder pressures developed in a car engine
offer clues to trouble if you can read them.

(
'K)NSinKltlNC how little it costs and what it can tell yon,

a compression gauge is one of the host tools that a ear

owner can have. In skilled hands, it will point to such trouble-

makers as:

• Slicking valves or worn valve scats.

• Worn or sticking piston lings.

• Scored cylinder walls or worn pistons.

• A blown cylinder -bead gasket or loose head bolts.

• Sizable car Iron dc|M>si!s in I be combust ion chambers or on the

lops of lire pistons.

The object of a compression test is to measure the pressure

dovelo|M*d in each cylinder by the movement ol the piston.

The gauge gives readings in pounds per square inch. Using

one may save you money by revealing a fault while it still can

Ik* corrected easily.

To run n les/, first warm up the engine oil completely,

perhaps by taking the car for a drive. He sure, Inn, that the

battery is definitely well charged.

Hlow all diit and dust from

around the spmk pings and remove
the plugs and their gaskets.

Disconnect the high-tension

cable that runs from the coil to

the center terminal of the distribu-

tor cap. Usually the throttle and
choke valve should be open, al-

though directions with some com-
mercial gauges may say to keep the

throttle closed.

Conned the compression gauge
to the spark-plug hide of the first

cylinder. If the gauge has a rublrer-

cone tip, simply press the cone firm-

ly and squarely into the hole.

Operate the car starter, turning

the engine over several limes un-

til no further increase in gauge
pressure is seen. II your starter

switch is solenoid-opera ted and
you don't have a icinote-coutrol



YOU CAN BUY OR BUILD
A COMPRESSION GAUGE

<4Miinirrrin! piucr like (his is available from
mnil-oidcr or nuto-siipplv bouses for around $5.

Valve in s(«*iu keeps needle at iiia\iimnn reading
imlil released. I.onj'-slem gauges arc made lor

engines with hard-to-reach plug holes.

I lonienimle gauge makes use <*( an air gauge
with a maximum reading of 200 pounds. Hold
it this way to take a compression reading, thrust-

ing tin* rubber nozzle into the spark-plug hole.

Photo se< |lienee below shows how it’s made.

I

Parts u«ed include the air gauge, which hap-
pened to be panel-mounting t> i*c with a

threaded pipe connection at rear rattier than at

side; a )»" pipe tee eapp« d at one end (an cIImiw

wouhl have done), a rubber stopper, a short !i"

pine nipple, a washer, and a valve assembly
taken from an Inner lube. Groov«*d portion of

vabe body should Ik* tiled down as necessary to

lit inside the pipe nipple.

I low il*s assembled. Till outside of valve

body and inside of nipple near one cud. insert

valve bod v half its length ami solder the two to-

gether. File down valvr-lxxly shoulder so washer

can be pressed over it as a Imve. Drill stopper

lengthwise to turn up on valve.

Completed gauge. Notice how bottom of

stopper lias been shaped to fit into spark-plug

bole. 'I bis can l>c done by filing. For a gauge
with connection at side, run nipple straight with-

out tec or elbow. Some engines require i. longer

stem, perhaps olfset at angle.

*8*

jum|H-r, gel someone to press the button

on your signal.

Kcconl the rcallings oil a sheet of pa-

per as you progress. Notice how much pres-

sure is indicated for the first compression

stioke of the piston. Jot down the maximum
pressure developed by the cylinder— the

tending Ireyond which the gauge needle

will not move.

Release the pressure in llic gauge by

depressing the valve stem and test all cyl-

inders the same way. writing down the

maximum reading for each.

What the figures mean. Maximum
cylinder pressure varies among different

makes and models of cars. You can learn

the nonnal cylinder pressure for your car

fiom the manufacturers specifications.

If the pressure in each cylinder is close

to that recommended as normal, or if all

THE SURVIVOR VOL. 9 3916 THE SURVIVOR VOL. 9
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cylinder readings are alxml (lie same (in

case you don’t know (lie recommended pres-

sure), everything is probably fine.

If die pressure is definitely lower or

higher than the recommended pressure, mu
there still is no variation of more than a

few pounds among the cylinders, yon still

have no particular cause for worry.

But if one or more cylinders read de-

cidedly low by comparison with other

cylinders, all is not well. Suppose that one

cylinder shows up low in a test of an eight-

cylinder engine. Add together the pres-
Squirting oil into cylinder provides seal for sec-

ond set of compression readings. Crank engine

a few times to distribute oil.

4
Slender tool depresses valve core to release

air after gauge lias been used. Test the gauge
for air leaks on a service-station air hose. If

gauge is to he used to measure compression in

comparison with specified pressure, cheek it

against a standard gauge.
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OUT WITH

It It a simple lob to remove small dents quickly

with a dinting hammer and a dolly

Dinging will smooth up the joh after all

large dents have been removed

By RORY O'SIIANE

I^EW motorists lliink of repairing a dam-
* aged fender, yet it's not so difficult if

you have sonic spare time and exercise a

lilt le patience. Your tools, Fig. 2, should

include a humping hammer, A, for heavy

work, a dinging hammer, B, for light work,

and a half-hammer, C, for use where space

is limited. Be sure to get several dolly

blocks, I), and an assortment of dinging

spoons, Cl and E. The former are used pri-

marily in raising low metal during the

dinging process, while the latter act os

pads between hammer and metal in trans-

ferring the force of the blow to the fender

without marring its surface. An adjustable

file, F, completes the list.

The first step is to remove all dirt from
the lop side of the fender, and then scrape

the underside free of tar and clinging par-

ticles with a wire brush, Fig. 1. Next,

spread a thin film of oil over both sides of

the fender. It will reflect light into hidden

indentations, and also protect the paint

while the fender is being repaired. A basic-

rule of fender repair is that the dent must

come out the way it went in. Though no

two damaged fenders look alike, they are

nothing more than a differently patterned

series of ridges and valleys. Therefore, de-

termine the path of the force that caused

the pattern. In repairing, work from the

last buckled ridge back to the point of first
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DENTS f
contact. The larger (lonls are re-

moved first, Fig. fi. This process is

called humping. Never try to HF
bump out small dents. If the fend-

cr is folded into tight “accordion” !^j|
layers, bring these out by pulling fat

on the fender or by prying the

folds open with a dinging spoon.

Place a dinging spoon on the 1^
first ridge and si l ike the spoon a

j

j

sharp blow with the bumping
hammer. Never hammer at an

angle; bring the hammer squarely

down on the ridge. This starts the

high metal down. Then start on ;
< >

the next high ridge and go through

the same process until all the high

metal has been beaten to the contour of

the fender. The general rule for using a

dolly is to hold it against the low spot

while you hammer at the high spot. Figs.

3 and 8. Hammer off the dolly rather than

squarely on it to prevent the metal from

stretching. In the case of a deep, narrow

dent, remember to place the dolly directly

underneath, exerting a vertical pressure

while you hammer at the rim of the dent.

When the dent is broad and shallow, place

a dolly block opposite the side on which

the dent was made and bump at the outer

edges, working in toward the center. Al-

TI1F FLAT SURFACE OF 11 IF!

IIAMMI It USI |) ON CONCAVED
SURFACES WOULD DAMAGE

POINTS X ANI* Y

ALWAYS USE lilt FLAT
SIDE OF THE HAMMER
ON CONVEX SURFACES

DINGING CONVEX
SURFACE

SMOOTH DINGING IIIGH-CROWN
METAI. USING THE DINGING SI’OON

DINGING FLAT SURFACE
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ways use a (lolly block hav-

ing llie same contour ns

that of the fender before it

was damaged. Several light

blows are belter than a few

heavy ones. Ik* sure your

hammer and dolly surfaces

are free of scratches and

nicks to avoid scarring the

fender surface. When Ihc

high metal has hern backed

down to normal, the low

metal can be sprung into

position. It will go quite

easily because the removal of the high

metal has eliminated most of the strains on

the fender. All you have to do is bump

lightly from underneath with a dolly block.

If you fail to bump systematically. you may

bring the high metal down farther than it

should go. A few careless blows may mean

extra hours of work.

After all the larger dents have been

smoothed out, dinging to remove the small-

er dents is next. Fig. -

r
>. The principle be-

hind it. is similar to working metal on an

anvil, the dolly block being the anvil. The
diagrams in Fig- 8 illustrate the principle.

A dinging hammer should not be gripped

too tightly, but should l>c swung with

enough flexibility so it will rebound to the

starling position. Strike with the entire

bead of the hammer rather than with the

edge. Use the crowned face on concave

surfaces and the Hat face on convex sur-

faces. A dinging spoon should he balanced

loosely in (lie hand. The hammer blows

should he directly on the ridge of the dent

being dinged.

After the bumping and dinging processes

have brought the fender into normal shape,

it is ready for finishing and painting. Sight

across the back or front of the car to see

if the fenders line up evenly. If both have

been damaged, compare fenders with a car

of similar make and age. You can bring a

fender that is out of line back to its orig-

inal position with a fender jack or by heat-

ing the brace. Though (he fender may now
seem perfectly smooth, slight irregulari-

ties still exist. The metal finishing opera-

tion will take care of this. The defects may

> Ik? detected by holding a long piece of

i chalk flat against the damaged portion and

> rubbing up and down. The high spots will

l>c while and the low spots will be dark,

Fig. 4. The fingers alone, Fig. 9, are not

l sensitive enough to find the irregularities,

i The correct way is to lower the elbow, lay

the palm and fingers fiat against the fender,

i and rub the hand up and down over the

damaged area. Remove the small dents

with a hammer and dolly,

i Now use the adjustable file to smooth

^ the surface as in Fig. 7. However, be care-

ful not to file away too much metal. Pull-

1 ing the file evenly along the contours of

i the fender will remove the tops of the high

a spots thus revealing the final dents to be

e dinged away. Use the file again to prepare

i* the sui face for sanding,

e Welling the sandpaper with gasoline will

- clear the surface of dirt and polish. When

il it shines like new, it is ready for painting,

s Fig. HI. First comes a coal of primer. After

it this, brush or spray on three or four coats

or lacquer about 20 min. apart. When the

s final coal is dry, sand it with fine-grained

i?. sandpaper. Then apply a good body polish.



Whirling around on this merry-go-round giver you a sen-

sation somewhat lihe that on a hoot in a heavy roll. The

axis is set nf an angle to give an up-and-down movement

while rotating. There's a handgrip and o stirrup on each

crosspiece, the stirrup being pivoted so that it will swing

bach and not injure anyone who might accidentally lull in

its path at the low point. A bloch in Iront ol each stirrup

beeps it horn swinging forward too tar. Weight ol riders

traveling Iron i the high to the low point helps to keep the

thing moving and each one has to push only about o no

quarter ol a turn bvlore he hops on
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CARPENTRY' AND MECHANICS FOR BOYS

1918

To moke a model that would be an exact reproduction

of a modern battleship, you would not only have to possess

a set of scale drawings of the ship, but an abundance of

patience, and a willingness to devote lots of time to the

work. The author would be glad if you could make an

exact model, because he knows that you would get a great

deal of enjoyment and practical experience out of the work,

but he suggests that your first model be simple. \rou C3n

elaborate upon a second model as much as you please.

The- way to make a simplified model of a battleship,

building, piece of machinery, or any other structure, is to

get a picture of it, or to look upon the object itself, and pick

out the half dozen or so parts which determine its contour;

then reproduce these parts in as nearly the correct propor-

tion as you can. Take the author’s model, shown in the

photograph of Fig. 251, for example. The essential parts

are not many. They arc the hull, deck, masts, funnels,

main-battery nuns and turrets, and the secondary-battery

nuns below the deck. The deck-rails, fighting-tops, anti

Wireless aerial might be omitted without destroying the

lines which give the ship its form. DetaSb other than

those shown upon the model illustrated can be added if

you wish to spend more time upon the work.

Materials. The best material for model making is while

pine, but cypress, spruce, or any other soft wood, will serve

the purpose. For the hull of the battleship model shown

in Fig. 251 a piece of 2 by 4 is ‘>f the right width and thick-

ness. The funnels, turrets, and fighting-tops also can be

cut out of a 2 by 4. A board V* inch thick is required for

the superstructure-deck. The masts require a narrow strip

of wire cloth with J.i-inch mesh, and four spools. The deck

His. v.l \ Toy Sl HVAIIMi HI AT 1MVKS TIIK.V lilllH JO Tlir. Watkii’4
Sl-HKA* * ('ll,l|lll’l II'.

A Rt'MtlUWKAONOViJIlT Tor IIAJH.HMI1* -Sis' ('liupUT '<»,

rails are also made of wire doth. Spools are used for

wheels to mount the mode! on. The guns arc cut from

dowel-sticks } $ inch and l/\ inch in diameter, the small gun

mounts arc cut from a fs-inch dowel-stick. The pins con-

necting the various parts are cut from Jjf-inch dowel-sticks.

Button moulds 1*4 inches in diameter fit over the ends of

the gun turret pilots.

Figure 252 shows a plan and side elevation of

The Hull, with all of the dimensions necessary for cutting

it out. Figure 253 shows the completed hull. The curves

of the ends should be alike, and the best way to get them

alike is to draw a center-line lengthwise, and another center-

line cross-.* of the block; then mark out one-half of the

outline of one sid «• drawing the straight line with a ruler,

the curved line freehand. Trace this much upon tissue-

paper, reverse the paper, and transfer liie line each side of

the center-lines, to complete the outline. First, cut out

the block roughly with a saw, then finish up close to the

outline with a plane, and sandpaper the edges smooth.

The Superstructure- Deck {B. Figs. 254 and 255) may
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FlC. 253. r- The Complete! Hull

be marked out by placing the hull block upon a board

inch thick, and marking out around its sides. The deck

Fig. 251. — Plan and Side Elevation of Superstructure-Dock

piece is a trifle more than two-thirds of the length of the

hull. The dimensions are on the diagrams (Fig. 254).

Openings for the guns mur-l Ih: cut in the deck piece along

the side edges. T he openings are made by Inning l^-ineh

holes }': inch deep (Figs. 251 and :55k T hey are localed

in t ig. 254. The center* arc placet I } vs inch inside of the

S-J?-R

Fig. 255.— Detail Showing How the Superstructure-Deck, Funnel*. Mat*,

Fighting-Tops, Cun-Turrets, and Wireless Aerial arc Assembled

edges, so that brads can be driven through the centers for

pivots for the guns. Bore the holes before cutting out piece

B, so there will be no danger of splitting the edges. Be care-

ful to l>ore all holes of equal depth.

Funnch C, cof!imi$-towtr E, fighiing-lops K, lunct bases

tf, and turrets N (Fig. 255) arc most easily prepared

shown in Figs. 256 and 257. If

you car get round sticks of this

diameter— rug-poles or portiere

poles. — use them
;

otherwise,

plane up two blocks, one i,H>

inches square, the oilier 1%
inches square, describe a circle

with the given radii upon the

ends of the blocks, and whittle

or plane the edges until the

blocks are round. Finish up the

surfaces with sandpaper. With

the blocks prepared, it is an easy

matter to saw them up to the

lengths required.

The tops of

The Funnels will look better if

bored out for a depth of y, inch

or so (Fig. 255). Bore the holes

before rounding the block the

funnels are to be cut out of, to

prevent splitting. The funnels

are fastened to the deck with

dowel-pins V (Fig. 255). Bore

the pin holes in the deck where

located in Fig. 254, and in the

center of the funnel ends. Coat

the dowel-pins and funnel ends with glue, before driving

the dowel-pins into the holes.

Flatten two opposite sides of

block F (Fig. 257) for

The Conning-Tower, by cutting

away a section of cadi side, as

shown in Fig. 255. Peg this

block to the deck with a dowel-

pin driven into a hole bored at

the point located in Fig. 254.

The Masts arc built up of

strips of wire cloth (6’ and II,

(Fig. 25S) rolled into cylinders

with a spool inserted in each end

(/ and J, Fig. 255). The strips

of wire cloth can be rolled around

the spools. Turn in the raw

side edges of the wire strips so

the wire cylinders will hold their

shape. The sticks running

through spools J (Fig. 255) arc

crosstrccs from which the wire-

less-telegraph aerial ( V) is suspended. Peg spool / of the

foremast to Mock E with dowel-pin F, and peg spool I of

the aftermost mast to the deck where the dowel-pin hole is

located in Figs. 254 and 255 with another dowel-pin (F).

Make the spreaders of

FlG. 25*. — Pattern for Cutting

Wire Cloth for Masts

Fig. 257 Fio. 250

Fig. 250. — Detail of Funnels

Fig. 257.— Detail of Conning

Tower, Fightlng-Top*. Turret

Basel and Turret
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The Wireless Aerial (Fig. 255) out of slender sticks, and

use black thread for the wire strands ( V).

Fighting -Tops K are fastened to mast spools J by means

of dowel-pins L, which are driven into the spool holes.

The Turret Bases and Turrets. Holes must be bored

through the center of turret blocks .V. turret base blocks

M, and into the

decks (Figs. 251,

253 and 255), for

dowel-pin pivots

P to run through.

These holes arc

located in Figs.

Fig. 261 — Detail Showin* How to

Guns fromCut the Main-Battery
a 14-hKh Dowel-Stick

C
1 X

4
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arc 3 inches long. Drill holes

for them at the bow and stern

of the decks.

The Peck-Rails arc made of

strips of wire cloth. Cut two

strips Y> inch wide, one for the

superstructure deck, the other

the lower deck. Drive Ti'inch brads into the decks

close to the sides (IP, Fig. 264), bend the wire strips around

the brads, and with wire bind them to the brads.

By fastening

Fig. 262. — Detail Showing How to

Cut Secondary- Battery Gun
Mounts from a ?$-inch Dowel-Stick

Fig. 263. — Detail Showing How to

Cut Secondary-Battery Guns from

a K-ineh Dowel-stick

for

K—2*—

d

F to. 209

PlO. 250.— Main-Battery Guns ’ Keel Strips X
Fig. 200. —Secondary Battery Guni

(Figs. 265 and

252 and 254. Make the pivots out of K-inch dowel-sticks, 266) to the bot-

or whittle sticks to this diameter. Glue the lower ends tom of the hull,

of the pivots in the holes bored in the decks, whittle the and mounting

upper ends to fit the holes in button-moulds measuring i\'x wheels upon ax-

inches in diameter (^, Fig. 255), and glue the button-moulds els run through

to the pivot ends after the turret base blocks and turret screw-eyes

blocks have been slipped over the pivots. Holes must be screwed into the

bored in the side of the turret blocks for the guns to run keel strips (Fig.

into. To lessen the danger of splitting the blocks while 266), for

boring, it is best to bore the holes before sawing the bbeks A Running

-

from the stick from which they arc cut. Figure 257 shows Gear, your toy

the location of the holes. battleship will

The Main Battery Guns (O, Fig. 255), mounted in the both float ujwn water and run upon land. Cut off the ends

turrets, arc shown in detail in Fig. 259. Take a tf-inch cf a pair of S|>ools for wheels ( V, Fig. 267), and fit K-inch

dowel-stick, or a slick whittled to this diameter, and cut dowel-sticks into them for axles (Z).

from it eight pieces of the length shown (Fig. 26.), then ...
Painting. With all work

with a small wood-bit or drill, start a hole for the bore in |\

—

the muzzle end of the guns, and with a jack-knife carefully
j*

1 1~~

tajier the guns from end to end, 1 *—
as shown in Fig. 259. Smooth

up the guns with sandpaper.

j'rfa. Glue them in the holes in the assembling. It will be easier, and the parts can be allowed

turret blocks. to become thoroughly dry before they arc assembled, which

The Secondary-Battery

Fig. 204. -Detail Showing
How the Dock - Kail* are

Fastened io Deck

VTy
I l»T

lit

o

°s,

7
-If
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:

"cm*
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Fig. 261

FIG. 26$. — Side-Elevation and Plan

of Keel Strip*

,T
-W>

i
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i
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done as directed, the dread-

nought will be ready for its

coat of battleship -grey.

The author suggests that

you paint all parts before

•-*
n:<o

"2P Fig. 262

4
Fig. 263

Guns arc mounted in theround

blocks R (Fig. 255). Cut four-

teen of the blocks from a H-
inch dowel-slick (Fig. 262).

With a small bit or drill make
a pivot hole through the

center of the ends ofeach block,

and another hole in the side

of the block to run the gun into.

Prepare the guns of the shape

shown in Fig. 260. Cut them

from a dowel-stick inch in

diameter (Fig. 263). Start a

hole in the muzzle end of each

gun for the bore.

will prevent the sticking of such pivoted parts as the gun-

turrets and rapid-fire gun mounts. Surfaces marred while

Assembling can be touched up afterwards. There is not

much work to putting the model together, when all parts

have been properly fitted. In mounting the secomlary-

F»G. 266

Fig. 266. — Details of Keel Strips and Running-Gear

FiG- 267. — Detail of Spool Wheels

battery guns, slip the fourteen gun mounts into the holes

bored in the deck piece, then nail the deck piece to the hull,

The Flagstaffs (F, Fig. 255) and drive brad pivots down through the deck and gun
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mounts, into the hull. Figure 255 indicates very plainly

where the funnels, masts and other parts go, and fastening

them in place is for the most part simply a job of glueing.

The toy submarine described on the following pages is

a model recently devised by the author. A photograph of

this toy is shown in Fig. 268, on the page facing page 129,

a side elevation is shown in Fig. 269, and an end elevation

is shown in Fig. 270.

This toy submarine dives, then returns to the surface.

The Mechanism is best understood by referring to the

springing of the trigger, and the boat will

remain upon the bottom. With a stream

of water from a bath-spray forced against

the stern, the boat may be propelled for-

ward, and by directing the force of the

stream against different portions of the

boat you can cause the boat to go through

all sorts of maneuvers, even to rising Fig. 270.—lend Elcva-

nearly to the surface. Finally, by driving
,ion of To >‘ SuBmarine

diagrams of Figs. 269 and 270. The central section I) is a

tin can filled with sand, for ballast. One end is supported

upon a brad, the other end upon the trigger E. Trigger E

is held by catch J, which slips into a notch cut in the edge

of E. Can D is of sufficient weight when filled with sand,

to sink the submarine. When the submarine reaches the

bottom of the bath-tub — a tub furnishes a good “zone”

for operations — nail F in trigger E comes in contact with

the tub bottom with sufficient force to throw trigger E out

of position and release catch J. Catch J is sprung out of

the way by rubber-band K, trigger E is sprung out of the

way by rubber-band O' (see dotted lines in Fig. 269), and

can D is released. Relieved of its ballast, the submarine

rises to the surface. To make the boat dive again, it is but

necessary to attach the tin can and reset the trigger.

Instead of having the submarine dive, discharge its weight,

and instantly rise to the surface, you can

make the trigger mechanism less delicate,

so that it will not be sprung by slight

contact. Then a gentle submersion to

the tub bottom will not bring about the

Fig. 272. — Pattern for Deck Pieces
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the contact point forcibly against the foot of the bath tub,

or against an obstruction placed on the tub bottom, the

trigger may be sprung, and the boat, relieved of its weight,

will rise to the surface.

The simplicity of the work in making this mechanical toy

will surprise you. Figure 271 shows a pattern for

The Hull and Upper Decks (/l), which are made in one

piece. Radii for describing the arcs for the bow and stem

of the hull are not given, because after you have located

the points for the beginning and end of these curves, as

shown, you can easily draw them free-hand. The cutting

can be done with a saw and chisel. Cut the ends of the

pocket for the tin can weight with a saw, then split out the

wood between the saw cuts, or kerfs, with a chisel. Taper

the sides of the bow as shown in Figs. 268 and 273.

Figure 272 shows a pattern for deck pieces B. Lay these

out in one piece, as indicated, cut out the piece, saw it in

half, and nail the halves to the sides of block /I in the posi-

tions shown (Figs. 269, 270, and 274).

Strips C (Fig. 269) are

fastened each side of /yi

block A (Fig. 270), di-

redly below deck pieces

B, to complete

— • 6"

—

FiC. 27S. - Detail of Ballast-Pocket Strips

The Ballast Pocket forcan I). Figure 27S shows a pattern for

these pocket strips. For the can ballast procure a Impound

baking-powder can. Pack this full of sand, and if the cover

fits loosely, coat the edge with paint to make it stick fast.

Figures 276 and 279 show details of

The Trigger for Releasing the

Ballast. Drive the nail F, a 3-

inch finishing-nail, into the edge

of the trigger at the angle shown.

Figures 277 and 2.80 show how

the trigger catch J is made. The

bow of the hull must be slotted

to receive the upper ends of

trigger E and catch J, as indi-

cated in Figs. 271 and 273. The

sides of the slot can be sawed down to the depth indicated

by a dotted line in Fig. 271, then the wood between the saw

kerfs can be split out with a chisel. Use brads for pivoting

the trigger and catch blocks between the sides of the slot.

Positions for the pivots arc located in Fig. 271.

Figure 269 and Figs. 273 to 277 explain the assembling

and adjustment of the trigger and catch blocks, also of the

rubber-bands for springing them. Rubber-band G extends

from contact nail F to a screw 7 in the bow (Figs. 273 and

276). To keep it from interfering with rubber-band K,

which extends from a brad in the lower end of catch J to

screw 7 (Figs. 273 and 277}, rubber-band G is run up and

over a pair of brads ( 77) driven into block .4 upon opposite

sides, then over to screw 7 (Fig. 273).

When you have connected the trigger mechanism, you

will probably find slight readjustments necessary to bring

about a nicety of operation. To support the stern end of

the tin am, drive a brad into block A in the position indi-

cated in Fig. 273. The projecting rim on the can bottom

will rest upon the head of this brad.

This tyjic of submarine has two

Periscopes. Two brass screw-hooks 2 inches in length

(L, Fig. 269) answer the purpose. Screw a round-head

screw (.17,
Figs. 269 and 273) into the bow end of the second

deck.

Painting. Use a battleship-grey in painting the toy

submarine. Remove the rubber-bands, to keep them from

being gobbed with paint, and sandpaper all surfaces smooth.

Submerging the Submarine Upon Lake or Pond can be

done successfully, if provision is made for recovering the

tin can ballast. Try this scheme. Connect one end of a

line to the tin can, and retain the other end of the line in

your hand. After the ballast has been released, it will be

easy enough to pull it out of the water by means of the line.

Make • fleet of toy battleships and submarines, • and

you will lie able to have all sorts of fun. With them mounted

on wheels, you can work out your fleet maneuvers on the

Fig. 2S1. — A Simple Toy Battleship

floor. In conjunction with the fort and toy cannon described

in the following chapter, you can stage wonderful land and

naval engagements that will take hours to fight out to a

finish. If you have never played at miniature warfare with
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IKS. 282. — uctml snowing Mow the Mull (-i\ »u|>er*ituccii<e-uccic

Matts (C), Fighting-Tops (O .in<l E). Funnel* (G). Conning-Tower
(//. /.) Gun Turrets (K), Main Battery Gunn (L). Secondary- Battery

Guns ( jV), Running Gear (P, Q. R). and Aerial (5. T, U) arc Aswmblcd

ships, forts, cannon, and paper and lead soldiers, you don't

know what exciting fun you have missed.

In building the ships for a fleet, you probably will not

want to make them all of the form shown in Fig. 251 of

Chapter X. Several of that size will do. Make the others

simpler, of the cruiser types shown in Figs. 281 and 29.5 of

this chapter.

Figure 2S2 shows a detail of every part required for

The Battleship shown in Fig. 281, with an indication as

to how each part is assembled. Dimensions for the parts

are given in the detail working-drawings of Figs. 283 to 292.

If you build several ships alike, you will save lime by making

all of the parts for one ship, first, and then using these

parts as patterns. Mark out and cut the hulls (A) for all the

other boats, then the decks (B), then the masts (C), and so

on. Use soft pine, cypress, or other soft wood, for the

iiuhIcIs.

Fig.

291

Fig.

292

Fig. 290. — Turret and Gun*
Fig*. 291 and 292. -Gun*

|

Spool Wheels {P, Fig.

2nd 282), cut the stick axles

Q to fit snugly in the

spool holes, and support

the axle ends with screw-

eyes R, screwing these

into the hull.r»u% umi

The Wireless Aerial is suspended between the mast-tops

(Fig. 282). Use toothpicks for spreaders S and thread

for wire strands T and end loops U.

The Cruiser shown in Fig. 293 is propelled by a paddle-

wheel operated by a twisted rubber-band. The rubber-

band untwists rapidly, so that the boat does not travel far

before a re-twisting is necessary, but boys who have made

• 1.:. l.J c-.iUfi.-d with I hi- results, so the author

Fig- 29.1. — Toy Battleship with Profiler

Fie. 291. — Plan ol Completed Toy Battleship
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Fig.

Fig.
200

believes that you will be satisfied, also.

Figure 294 shows a plan of the completed ship. The

method of construction is quite similar to that of the battle-

ship just described, so read over the instructions for making

that model before beginning work on this one.

The Hull (A) is shown in plan in Fig. 295. After marking

this out and cutting it, in the same way as described for

the other model, prejiarc the blocks which form

The Superstructure- Deck (B and C, Figs. 296 and 297).

Cut block B out of material K-inch thick, by the width and

length given. Bore the turret openings along the sides

before cutting out the block, to prevent splitting it. Make

these openings 1 inch in diameter. You will find the

location of their centers shown upon the diagram. Holes E
are for the funnel ends to fit in. Make them '

i inch in diam-

eter. Holes /’ are for the mast ends to lit in. Bore them

in the positions indicated making them 1 . inch in diameter.

Cut block C of the

same width and length

as block By out of mate-

rial K inch thick. Bore

holes E and F tli rough

it in the same places as

those bored through

block B, SO that when Fiaj.2QOand297.-PL»n*ofSupe'*<»'*ture-

tlu'lwnbl. replaced Deck Block*

together, the holes will come over one another f Fig. 298).

The eight revolving

Gun Turrets (D, Fig. 294) can be sawed from a broom

handle or portiere-pole. Figure 299 shows the size to cut

them. The hole in the side is made to receive a gun. T he

turrets “fore and aft” have two holes each, for two gtins.

Another small hole must be drilled through the center of

the ends of the turrets, as a provision for pivoting the turrets

so that they will revolve.

Figure 298 shows the si/.c to cut

The Main-Battery Guns. If you want to save work, do

not taper the sides of the guns as shown. The tapering,

however, adds much to their appearance.

The Secondary-Battery Guns. Set five of these in holes

bored along each side of the hull, and three in holes in each

side edge of deck piece C. (Fig. 293). You can cut these

like the main battery guns.
.

- The Funnels (£, Fig. 20$) are shown in detail in Fig. 300.

They drive down through the holes bored in blocks B and

C of the deck.

The Masts (F)

arc J j
inch in diam-

eter and 6 inches

long. Slip spools C

upon them to come

at the foot, and half-

way between the

spools and the mast-

tops fasten the sjx>ol

ends II for

Fighting- Tops.

You will find it easy

to cut off the ends

of a sjKiol if you will

slip a stick through

the S|xx>l, to hold the

spool by while saw-

ing.

The first step in

Assembling the

model consists in

nailing block B to

hull A in the posi-

tion indicated by

dotted lines in Fig.

295. Then mount

Fig. 298. — Detail Showing HowSuperstructure-

Deck (B and O. Gun Turret* (D), Funnel*

(£), Matts (F), and Fighting-Top* { //) aro

Assembled

the gun-turrets, six to turn in the openings in the sides of

block B, the remaining two “fore and aft” )i inch from

l he ends of block B.

Having mounted
the turrets, nail

deck block C to

block B.

The Paddle-

Wheel (Fig. 301) is

made of two pieces

(/ and J, Fig. 302),

halved together —
that is, each piece

has a slot cut across

half its depth, so

that the two will

interlock as shown

in Fig. 301. Cut

the pieces out of

wood inch thick.

Drive a double-

Fir.. 299 Fig. non

Fig. 290 - Detail of Gun Turret

Fig. 300. — Detail of Funnel

Fig. SOI Fic. 303

*117Z
±

h—'a—>

Fig. 302

pointed tack into Figs. 301-303. — Details of Profiler

the center of each

end of the assembled paddle-wheel, and connect a rubber-

band to each tack. Then take a pair of screw-eyes, open each

eve enough to form a hook (K, Fig. 303), screw the pair

into the corners of the stern of the hull, at the angle shown
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Kif. JMI.— Mimiaii'hk IIithm ia' h F..r«»n» S'Iumiik’aii.v.

ng. .105.—Firm* Ahiiurm Ur.*. FI*, ."m SlWIK \mil.MCR* *>"*

in Figs. 293 ami 294, and slip the ends of the rublwr-bands

over them. By setting the screw-eyes at the angle indi-

cated, there is greater length of rubber-band to twist in

winding the motor. ‘This is important.

If you make this cruiser model for your indoor battleship

fleet, you had better mount it upon wheels in the same

manner as the model shown in Fig. 281 is mounted.

Miniature battles fought with toy soldiers and toy

artillery can be made as scientific as those of real war, if

one understands military tactics. Without that knowledge,

however, you can make up your own rules of warfare, and

the author believes that no more interesting game for an

evening, or for a whole day, in fact, could be found. That

more boys do not play with toy soldiers is probably because

they haven’t sufficient properties for staging a battle. A
handful of soldiers and “dummy” cannon will not answer

the purpose. There must be men and equipment enough

for two opposing armies, and the guns must be of a type

that shoot play shells, else they will afford little excitement.

When visiting several large toy shops recently, the author

was impressed with the completeness of equipment for

miniature warfare, yet realized how impractical it was to

expect that the average boy with limited pocket-money

might buy enough of the equipment for a battle-field

setting. Then he remembered as a lad how easily he had

made guns, forts, etc., for miniature battles, and he decided

to show you bow you can do the same. Accordingly, when

he went home he summoned his own lead soldiers, who had

last seen service some twenty-five years ago, and to a man

they rcsjHMided (including three men decapitated by shell

fire in one of the engagements of the early nineties). A

“munition factory” was then organized, miniature fortifica-

tions built, and a battlefield prepared with men and artillery

in battle formation, as pictured in the photograph of Fig. 304.

If you do not own any lead soldiers, you will find a good

type of soldiers in the stores right now that sell at 50 cents

a dozen. Paj>er soldiers can be purchased for 2 cents a

dozen. Lead soldiers look best, of course, but paper soldiers

serve excellently. The author never owned more than a

small company of

lead soldiers, and

therefore dei>ended

upon paper soldiers

for the main fighting

strength of his

armies.

Next to toy sol-

diers in importance

are guns,and in Figs.

305 and 306 you will
Fic . ^ o[ FicU AlliUcry Gu„

- V
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find two excellent

models that are not hard to make. Shaping the guns is a

simple problem in boring and whittling.

A working detail of

The Field Artillery Gun is shown in Fig. 307. The gun

tube is made in two pieces, as is shown in the longitudinal

section of Fig. 308 (A and B). Use straight-grained soft

pine, free from knots and other defects for the tube pieces.

First cut a pair of blocks to the dimensions of .! and B

(Figs. 309 and 310). Then with a x|-inch bit bore a hole

FlO. 30S. — Longitudinal Section of Gun Shown in Fig. 307

Fios. 309 awl 310. — Wooden Block* Required for I ul- of Gun
Fuss. 311 and 312. - How the Block* ate Bored and Shaped

Fios. 313 and 3 It.— Detail* of Plunger

Fig. 315. — Detail of Jf-'iich Shell

through the entire length of block A, at its center. A hole

must be bored through block B from end to end, also, but

three diameters must be used for this hole, as is indicated

by dotted lines in Fig. 310. To make this hole, first bore

a hole H inch deep with a H-inch bit, then with a flinch

bit and the same center, continue the hole for a distance of

3 inches, and from that point bore the hole through the

remaining inch length of the block with a K-inch hit.

In order to produce a bore that is straight, it is necessary

to bore the boles exactly in a straight line.

With the blocks bored, put a keen edge upon your jack-

knife blade, preparatory to

Shaping the Outside of the Gun. Figures 311 and 312

show the diameters to which the blocks should be cut.

Shape down the small end of each block first, then work

back to the other end. At the muzzle end of the block A,

make the wood around the bore as thin as you can cut it

without cutting through, and from that {joint taper the

wood up to the other end. Round off the breech end o?

block B, and-taper off the other end, as shown.

After cutting, sandpaper the surfaces of both pieces of

the -tube until absolutely smooth, and see that the end of

piece A fits snugly into the hole in the end of B\ these

sections are to be glued together later.

The Plunger (C, Fig. 308) may be either a piece of a

dowel-stick, or a stick whittled round, of the size shown in

Fig. 313. Drill a small hole through the plunger stick 1 )A

inches from one end, slip a piece of spring-brass wire through

the hole, and wind the wire loosely around the stick to about

the {joint shown, to form a spiral spring. Slip the end of

the plunger into section B of the gun, and out through the

hole in the breech. Saw off the end of a spool (D ,
Fig. 314),

glue it upon the end of the plunger (Fig. 30S), and drive a

small brad through the spool end into the plunger end, to

reinforce the connection.

Test the Gun to sec that the spring rebounds properly

after its compression, before you glue sections A and B
together. Figure 315 shows a detail of the

Three -Eighths Inch Shells. These can be sawed up

quickly, to the given length, if you will cut them from a

F 10. 323

F 10 . 311)

Fig. 31$

Fig- 322

Fig. 320

Fig. 31G.—Rear F.levation of Mounted Gun
Fig. 317.—Detail of Gun Carnage
Fig. 318.—Pattern for Carriage*

FlG. 319.—Carriage Separator Block

Fig. 320. — Wheels
Fig. 321. — Spool Wheel Hub
Fig. 322. — Wheel Axle

Fig. 323. — Bed Block for Gun
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ftf-inch dowel-stick. Taper one end of each shell to a

point, as shown, and sandpaper smooth. To make the

shells discharge from the gun with a minimum amount of

friction, wax them and wax the bore of the gun.

If you find that the spring docs not recoil satisfactorily,

try a smaller or larger gauge of brass wire. Provided you

use spring-brass wire, you should have no trouble with the

coil. Space the turns of the coil about as shown in Fig. 313.

With the spring properly adjusted, glue together the two

sections of the gun tube, and the gun will be ready for

mounting on

The Gun-Carriage. Figure 316 shows a rear elevation

of the mounted gun, and Fig. 317 shows a detail of the

carriage framework. The pair of carriages F may be

prepared in one piece, cut out of a piece of wood H inch

thick, then sawed in half. Figure 318 shows a dimensioned

pattern for marking out the piece. The J^-inch hole is for

the wheel axle; the ,4-inch hole is for the trunnion screws

on which the gun is to be mounted. Separator block .

G

(Fig. 317) braces the trail of the carriage. Make it of the

size shown in Fig. 319. Before fastening carriages /*' to G,

cut wheel axle K (Fig. 3?’), and slip it into the holes l>orcd

for it, to keep the holes opposite one another while you nail

the pieces together.

The Gun-Carriage Wheels (/) may be prepared in one

piece, then sawed in half. Figure 320 shows the pattern.

T he best way to cut a wheel is to saw out the pieces roughly,

first, then trim up to the finish line with a sharp chisel, and

sandpaper the edge smooth. The wheel hubs arc spool

ends (J

,

Fig. 321)- Fasten them to the wheels with glue.

Drive brads through the axle ends for pins to keep the

wheels from coming off.

Mounting the Gun. Because of the thinness of the tube

of the gun, the screw trunnions cannot be driven into it.

The gun must be mounted upon a bed block (E, Figs. 316

and 323), and the trunnions screwed into the block’s sides.

The upper side of block Ii must be curved the same as the

surface of the gun. To get the right curve, bore a i-inch

hole through a block, then cut this block through at the

center of the hole, and trim it up to the dimensions shown

in the diagram of Fig. 323. Glue the gun to the bed block,

and when the glue has set drive a small screw through each

carriage into it.

The Elevating Device of this home-made gun is simple.

Drive four brads into the top edge of each carriage (Fig.

317), and cut the cross-bar // to slip between the brads.

The bar can be adjusted to four positions.

The Siege Gun shown in Fig. 306 is made in much the

same way as the field artillery gun just described. In the

detail of the completed gun (Fig. 324), the dotted lines

indicate two of the positions to which the gun can be

elevated. The carriage is pivoted like a turntable to

provide for shifting the position laterally.

Figure 325 shows

a longitudinal sec-

tion of the gun. The

tube is made of two

pieces (.1 and B),

and Figs. 326 and

327 show the dimen-

sions of the blocks

out of which to cut

them. Bore a fs-

inch hole through

the center of block

A, from end to end, and a hole of the same size through

all but Ji inch of the length of block B\ then with a ^-inch

bit bore a hole through the remaining K-inch of the length

of block B (Fig. 327). Care must be taken to bore the

holes absolutely straight, else the bore of the gun will not

be straight, and the toy shells will lose momentum before

leaving the muzzle of the gun.

The first step in

Shaping the Gun is similar to that of shaping the field

artillery' gun. Whittle oil the edges of blocks A and B

as shown in Figs. 328 and 329. The sides of block B must

be kept straight; the sides of block A must taper to a smaller

diameter at the muzzle end. Figures 330 and 331 give

the diameters for the finished ends. In trimming up block

A, cut the flange at the muzzle end to the same diameter

as the opixisitc end (i-inch), then taper the wood from the

op|x>sitc end towards the flange, making the thickness over

the D>re directly back <if the flange, not much more than

the thickness of paper. Round block B at both ends, as

shown in Fig. 331. The pieces will then be ready for sand-

papering.

Pieces A and B arc connected by the tube C, a spool

(Fig. 332) with its flanges cut off, and its sides whittled to

fit snugly in the bores of A and B (Figs. 325 and 332).

Before joining the gun-tube sections, however,

The Plunger for projecting the toy shells {D, Fig. 325)

must be prepared, and be fastened in place in the breech

end of the bore. Drill a hole through rod D 1H inches from

one end, stick the end of a piece of spring-brass wire through

the hole (Fig. 333), and wrap several turns of the wire about

the rod to form a spiral spring (Fig. 334). With the spring

prepared, stick the rod through the breech opening, and

fasten a si>ool-cnd upon it with glue and a brad {E, Figs.

325 and 335).

When you have tried out the gun and found it to lire

satisfactorily with

One-half Inch Shells (Fig. 336), cut out of dowel-sticks

in the way that the shells for the other gun were made, glue

together parts A
,
B, and C.

The Gun Carriage is shown in detail in Fig. 337. Cut

carriages A in one piece, out of 56-inch stulT (Fig. 33*0 >
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then saw in half for the pair. Drill a hole where indicated,

through which to run the trunnions on which the cannon is

Fie. 332 Fic.333

Fie. 325. — Longitudinal Section of Gun Shown m Fir. 324

F 109. 320 and 327. — Woolen Block* Required for Tube of Gun
F109. 328 and 329. — How the Block* arc Bored and Shaped

FlG3. 330 and 331. - Tube Block* Completed
Fig. 332. — Spool Connector

, c . „
Figs. 333-335. — Details of Plunger Fic. 33b. — Half-inch Shell

Fig. 339 Fig. 310

Fig. 337. - Detail of Gun-Carriage F ig. 339. - Carriage Base

Fig. 33S. — Pattern for Carriages Fig. 310. — Turntable Base

to l>e mounted. Cut base block H to tiic dimensions given
in Fig- 339. nail the carriages to its sides, and drive laxr C
into a hole bored in one end. Cut turntable base D of the

size shown in Fig. 340, bore a screw-hole through its center

and drive a screw through the hole into base B of the gun
carriage. The trunnion scraps on which the gun is mounted,

can be screwed through the holes in carriages A directly

into tube B of the gun, because the thickness of the wood
around the bore is inch. Do not drive the screws deeper

than one-half of this thickness.

The Elevating Device is the same as that provided for

the other gun (Fig. 337).

Painting, but a coat of black or grey paint will much
improve their appearance. Do not attempt to paint the

inside of the !>ores; in fact, be careful not to ict any paint

run into them, for this would gum them up, and possibly

s|x»il the action of the plunger.

Figure 341 shows

A Fortification made out of a piece of 2 by 4. Figure 342
shows how to mark out the embrasures, or openings for guns.

Fig. 341. — Fortification

Cut down the sides of the embrasures with a saw, and split

out the wood between the saw kerfs with a chisel.

Pieces cut from a H*inch dowel-stick, 2% inches long,

with a hole started in one end of each (Fig. 343), will answer

admirably for play

Disappearing Guns. Drive a tack into the breech end

of each gun, and another into the fortification, beneath each

embrasure, then connect the tacks with pieces of string

(Fig. 341). The purjjosc of the strings is merely to keep

the guns from becoming separated from the fort, and getting

lost.

A Flagstaff is mounted in the center embrasure of the

fortification, instead of a gun (Fig. 341). Stick a small

flag in a block of wood, set the block in the embrasure, and
connect a string to tacks driven into the block and into

the fortification. As the flag is to be fired upon, don’t use

an American flag. That would be an act of disloyalty.

You can make a small flag by fastening a piece of cardboard

to the end of a stick, as shown in Fig. 344.

Suggestions for

Laying Out the Battlefield will be obtained from the

photograph of Fig. 304. Books piled up along a wall of a

room, and covered with a rug, will give elevation and
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FlG. 312. — Pattern for Fortification

Fie. 313. — Detail of Gun Fig. 31 1. - Flagstaff

perspective to the background. Notice that the borders of

the rug used in the battle scene shown in Fig. 304 make

roads. Hang a sheet from tacks driven into the picture-

moulding, for a sky background. Build small houses,

churches, and other buildings out of cardboard. Use

evergreen twigs for trees. Make tents out of small pieces

of cardboard folded V-shape. The author wishes that he

might show some of the other battle scenes he has modeled,

with hills, valleys, streams, bridges, etc., but space does

not permit it.

There are many ways of waging miniature wars. You

can make and develop your own rules for fighting, and for

determining the victors. Mr. IT. G. Wells, the English

author, literary critic, and war correspondent, wrote an

interesting volume several years ago, entitled "Little Wars .

which, if you can procure at your local public library, will

give you many valuable suggestions for oj>erating on both

a large and a small scale. Mr. Wells has spent several d.

at a stretch, with friends, in working out miniature war

manuevers, and you will find his descriptions of battles

won and lost, intensely interesting. The authors miniature

battles, participated in by his brother, and his chum Captain

David Ross Fraser, U. S. A., will always be remembered by

each as among the most thrilling of their boyhood pastimes.

Battles were fought out to a finish, until every gun on one

side had been silenced, every man slain.

1 1- you will carefully follow the instructions and working

details given in this chapter, you will have in your possession

after a few hours' work, the toy machine-gun shown in

Fig. 408. This gun will fire twelve wooden cartridges in

as short a time as it takes to turn the firing-crank twelve

revolutions. It will wipe out an army of toy soldiers in

no time at all. If you want to, you can organize a machine-

Pif «<Ji -Tot Ma* WITH Maoatink that Hui.dk Twklvb Woodkn
Cahikumii* (8«« Chapter IT).

Fix- M*-— Sqvad with Tor Ma. nnm-Orx. Tim IIri.mi.tk auk Mapr or TIN

Wawi-Bamm.

gun squad and drill out in the open as the boys in the

photograph of Fig. 400 are doing. A pamphlet on machine-

gun drill can be obtained from the Superintendent of

Documents, Government Printing Office, Washington, 1 ). C.

Figure 410 shows a detail of the completed machine-gun,

and the Iripod mount. Figures 41 1 and 412 arc longitudinal

sections through the stock, barrel, and cartridge chamber

and magazine, showing the hammer and firing mechanism.

Figure 413 shows a longitudinal section of the gun-stock.

This is the first part of the gun to prepare. It is made of

tlircc parts {A, B, and C). Figure 414 shows dimensions

of the blocks required for parts A and B. After planing

up these blocks square and true, and of the given dimen-

sions. draw diagonal lines across both ends of block A
,
and

across one end of block B, to locate the centers. Then

with a ^-inch bit bore a hole through the center of block

A from end to end, and another hole through the center of

B for a distance of 7 inches. These holes arc for the barrel

(F, Figs. 41 1 and 417)1 a piece of brass-tubing V2 inch in
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Fir.. I 10. - Detail “f Machine-Gun and Tripod

Fig. 41 1. — Machine-Gun before Hammer ha* been Drawn Back

diameter. The reason for boring the hole larger than the

barrel is so that the barrel can be mounted straight even

though the hole runs a trifle off center. This will allow for

only a slight correction, so you must bore the holes accurately.

The brass tubing used for the barrel must not be forced into a

crooked hole, as it will bend easily, and a bent bore would

make a poor gun. It is best to bore from both ends of block

A halfway through the length. When the holes have been

bored, round off the top of block A from end to end, as

shown in Fig. 415 ,
and shape off the top of block B at the

end through which the barrel hole has l>een bored, so when

blocks A and B are joined their ends will match. Two
mortises must be cut in block B, one mortise down through

the top as far as the barrel bore, the other up through the

bottom as far as the l>ore. The mortises are located, and

Fig. 412. Machine-Gun with Hammer in Position for Firing

their sizes arc indicated, on Figs. 4*3 and 4«5- Mark out

Fig. 413

Fig. 410

FtG 413-— Longitudinal Section of Machine-Gun Stock

Figs. 411 and 415.— Details of Stock

Fig. 416.— Detail of Stock Frame
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the mortises carefully. Bore several * 5-inch holes inside

of the mortise lines, boring them as deep as the barrel

bore, then cut out the wood between the holes with a chisel,

and square up the mortises.

When blocks A and B have been prepared, fasten them

together with plate C (Fig. 413). Cut this of the same

width as the blocks, and 10 inches long, and lap it as shown.

Handle E on the breech end is a wire coat-hook. Mark out

side pieces D of the stock frame by the pattern shown in

Fig. 416. The easiest way to prepare these parts so they

will be alike is to tack together two fi-inch boards, mark

out the outline upon one board, and then saw out the two

pieces at one time. Plane up and sandpaper the edges,

before separating the pieces. Also, bore the holes shown

in Fig. 416 — four 15-inch holes near the top edge, and

four holes of the sizes marked, in the positions located.

Use for these holes will be shown later.

The piece of tubing for

The Barrel must be free from corrosion on the inside,

it must be straight, and its ends must be reamed oul with

a file if burrs remain on the inside edges from the cutting

of the pipe. The author used a piece of iron gas-pipe in

his first model, but found that brass tubing is better as it

presents a smoother inside surface, it is easier to cut, also.

You can get brass tubing at almost any machine-shop. If

they haven’t a piece of the right size at hand, they will

likely get a piece for you, or be able to tell you where you

can get it. A piece 20 inches long is required. Figures

417 and 418 show how the chamber end of the barrel must

be slotted for a length of 2 inches, and how the upper half

of the tubing must be cut away for a distance of 4 inches.

You can cut the slot with a Hat file Y% inch thick, using it

edgewise, and making the slot equal in width to the thick-

ness of the file. The upper part of the tubing can be cut

away by using the file flatwise. The pair of small holes

shown pierced through the tubing near its end are provided

for anchoring the barrel in the gun-stock by driving a

finishing-nail through the gun-stock and through the holes.

The Front Sight (Z, Fig. 410) is a strip of tin of the size

shown in Fig. 419, bent to fit over the muzzle of the barrel,

with the tip of one end of the strip hammered over on to

the other end (Fig. 420).

The wire for

The Hammer Rod (G,
Figs. 41 1 and 412) must be of

No. 6 gauge. Figures 421 and 422 show the correct shape

and size. To make the turns at the point for pivoting,

bend the wire around a bolt or dowel-stick. Spools II

(Fig. 421) arc used to keep the rod centered half way between

sides D of the gun-stock frame. Cut off as much of the

end of each spool as is necessary to make the pair of the

right length to fill the space each side of the rod. A J^-inch

bolt 3 inches in length is required for the hammer-rod

pivot (/, Fig. 421).

llC. IMG.

Fig. 417 4'20 419

Fig. 4 IS

Fig*. 417 and 41S.— Details of Tubing for Machine-Gun Barrel

Figs. 419 and 420.— Details of Front Sight

The Hammer Spring is a scrcen-door spring (7,
Figs.

41 1 and 421). Pull out several turns of one end as shown

in Fig. 421, and slip them over the upper end of the hammer-

rod. Pin the other end of the spring between pieces D
with the nail K (Figs. 410 and 41 1), slipping the nail through

the holes in the fore end of pieces D. It may be necessary

to break off an inch or so of one end of the spring, to make
it short enough so it will be held in tension when its ends

are fastened. •

The Firing Crank (L, Figs. 410 and 41 1) is made of wire

of the same thickness as that used for the hammer-rod.

Fig. 122

Fig?. 421 and 422.— Detail? of Manimrr.Rod and Pivot
FlG. 423.— Detail of Firing-Crank

Figure 423 shows dimensions for bending the piece. The

loop bent in this piece of wire acts as a tripper on the hammer-

rod end, as you will see by looking at Figs. 410 and 411.

The hammer-rod, spring, and firing-crank must be mounted

in the gun-stock frame between side pieces D before the

latter arc fastened to the stock. Figure 411 shows the right

position for the hammer tip when the hammer-rod has

been released, and Fig. 4x2 shows the point to which the

hammer must l>e drawn by the firing-crank rod tripper

before being released. If you have bent the hammer-rod

and firing-crank rod as shown in the drawings, the hammer

tip should come at the two points shown. If it does not,

bending the wires at slightly different angles will bring about

the proper adjustment.

Before proceeding further with the construction, it will

be well to test out the machine-gun with
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Cartridges. These are pieces of dowel-sticks H inch

in diameter, cut to the length shown in Fig. 424, with one

end whittled cartridge-shape. Sandpaper the cartridges

smooth, then wax and polish them. To make the bore

of the barrel as smooth as possible, pour oil into it, and

then, with a piece of soft rag on the end of a slender stick,

spread the oil and remove the surplus. Give plenty of

time to testing the firing efficiency of the gun, and adjust

and readjust the hammer-rod and firing-crank rod until

you are satisfied with the results obtained.

The Magazine (Fig. 425) is fastened to the gun-stock

directly over the upper mortise, so that the cartridges

dropped into it will slip into the chamber beneath. Figure

426 shows how to cut the piece of tin required for the

magazine, from the side of a tin can. Leave the tumed-

over edge on the can side, as shown, to reinforce the upper

edge of the magazine. Figure 427 gives the dimensions

for cutting and folding the piece of tin. Bend the lower

PlO. AW Fin. 127

Fig. 425

Fin. 421.— Detail of Cartridge

Fig. 425.— Mng.izine Filled with Cartridges

Figs. 42f> and 427.— Details of Magazine

Fig. 42S.— Weight for Holding Cartridge* in Position

edge to form flanges through which to drive tacks for

fastening the magazine to the top of the gun-stock.

The weight shown in Fig. 428 is necessary to hold down

the cartridges so the bottom cartridge will always be in

Fig. 435 Fig. 434

Fig. 437 Fig. 420 Fig. 432 Fig. 433 K10 . 431

Fig. 420. — Machine-Gun Tripod

Fig*. 430-434.— Details of Tripod

Figs. 435-437.— Details of Yoke for Mounting Gun on Tripod

the right position in the chamber for the hammer to strike.

A piece of solder, or a piece of almost any kind of metal,

will do. If you use solder, a scrcw-cyc can be set into one

side, to which to attach a piece of string as a means for

lifting out the weight after the last of the cartridges has

been fired, prqiaralory to refilling (Fig. 425). The slot

in the side of the magazine is made wide enough so the

finger can l>c slip|>ed along it to guide the cartridges dropped

into the magazine.

.

Figure 410 shows

The Tripod mount for the machinc-gun, and Figs. 420

to 434 show details of its construction. Prepare the head

block P of the dimensions given in Fig. 430, and cut three

notches in the edge, of the sizes shown, and spaced cqui-

distantly, for the legs. Bore the center hole to receive the

yoke spindle V (Fig. 436). Cut the front pair of legs R
and the rear leg S of the sizes shown in Fig. 431. Bore a

H-inch hole through each leg 1 >4 inches from the upper

end, and cut off the corners of the lower end as shown. To
mount the legs, screw a screw eye into the tripod head each

side of each notch (T, Fig. 432), then cut the dowel-pin

pivots U (Fig. 433), and drive them through screw-eyes

T and through the holes in the legs (Fig. 429). Cut socket

block Q of the size shown in Fig. 434, bore a hole through

its center to receive the yoke V, and fasten it to the exact

center of trijxxl head P.

Prepare yoke 1
'* and lever IF (Fig. 435) of the dimensions

shown in Figs. 436 and 437. Cut the spindle on the lower

end of yoke V to fit the hole in socket block Q, and bore a

hole through the upper end of the yoke through which to

drive the axis bolt for pivoting the gun, to provide for
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changing elevations.

I'se the thumb-boll X
and wing-bolt F(Fig.

410) for making this

connection.

Paint all jxirts of

the gun black or

grey. To make them
less conspicuous in

the field, it is com-

mon practice to

paint guns by what

is known as the

"rainbow smudge”

system. But you will

not want to dabble

in the art of cam-

oullage when finish-

ing your toy machine

gun.

To be an up-to-

date machine gun
:

ncr, you must wear

A Helmet like that

the boys in Fig. 409

arc wearing. A
detail of this helmet

is shown in Fig. 43S.

It consists of a

tin wash-basin n inches in diameter (Fig. 439) with a

pair of rings bent out of wire (Fig. 440) soldered to the

inside, through which to run the chin-strap (Fig. 440-

Stitch the strap to the rings, to keep the basin from slipping

MO. 43S

M«. 43S. • Wash-Basin lldmct
Mgs. 430-441. I low to Attach Kin** and Straps

to Wash-Basin

inches

sidewise.

Every boy wants to belong to a drill-club, and if instruc-

tion from a man with military training can be obtained,

there is no reason a

^

organize a drill club. The handbook Infantry Drill

Regulations, which can be purchased for 50 cents, should

be obtained as a reference book, and should be followed

closely. Its instructions will be understood more easily

after drill movements have been demonstrated by the drill

master.

When the author was a lad, the neighborhood boys

organized a drill-club; and commissioned him to make

gur.s. These must have fallen far short of standard speci-

fications, because there were no dimensioned drawings in

the woodshed "arms plant” to work by; but, as the author

recollects, the guns were fearsome looking weapons, with

long tinfoil-covered stick bayonets, which, by the way,

were "fixed” at all times — which is strictly against regula-

tions, but unknown to the boys at that time. You can

make better guns than these were, for tliis chapter presents

all of the working details necessary.

The Simple Model of Drill-Gun shown in Fig. 444 has

a stock cut in one piece. A pattern for this, ruled off into

Fie- «*•-' Marino Diuix-Guns

“Port Arms" (E<*nirri> with Homk-Mapk Drill-

Gcns and Wash-Basin Hklmrts).

squares measuring H inch each way, each square repre-

senting 1 inch, is shown in Fig. 445- To lay out a full-size
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pattern, draw a similar set of squares, i inch square, upon

a piece of paper, and reproduce the outline exactly as it is

shown upon the small squares. Saw out the piece, round

the edges, and sandpaper the wood. This will provide

A Pattern for Marking Out Dupli-

cate Stocks. You will save time by

marking out at one time as many of

the stocks as you will require.

The Barrel is made of a broom-handle

(Fig. 447). Cut a shallow groove

along the top edge of the stock for the

barrel to fit in, and fasten the barrel

with screws and wire bands.

For a Trigger, drive a bent nail (C,

Fig. 44S) into the stock at the point

indicated in Fig. 446, and for

A Trigger-Guard fasten a plumber's

pipe-strap (D ,
Fig. 448) to the stock,

covering the trigger.

For the Front Sight, bend a piece of

tin into the shape of E (Fig. 449)1 f°r fig. -us. -Pau«n of

The Rear Sight (/*, Fig. 450) cut a Siock ol l)
,

rill Gan
Shown in Fig. 411

piece of tin of the shape shown in Fig. 45 «, bend it in half,

turn up the ends, and bend down the tips of these. Tack

the sights to the barrel in the positions shown in Fig. 4 *.4-

.30"-.

3

Fig. 117

E T

Enlarge the pattern for

The Stock and Barrel, shown in Fig.

453, in the manner directed for the

other model's stock. Be careful in

enlarging this pattern to locale the

various jx>ints correctly. Before cutting

out the piece, it will be well to check

up your measurements to be certain

that you have made no errors. The

barrel end may be cither a piece of tv-

inch dowcl-stick. or Tf-inch gas-pipe,

6 inches long (B, Fig. 454)- Bore a

hole 2 inches in depth in the barrel and

drive the piece B into it. Fasten with

nails if a dowel-stick is used, or with a

screw driven through a drilled hole, if

iron pipe is used.

The Trigger and Trigger-Guard (C

and D) are the same as those of the

other model of gun (Fig. 44S).

The Front Sight (£) is shown in

detail in Fig. 454- Figure 455 shows

the shape and size to cut the strip re-

quired. A piece of a tin can will do.

Trim off the ends of the strip as shown,

bend the piece to fit around the barrel,

and hammer the ends together.

The Rear Sight is made to fold flat

against the top of the barrel (F

,

Figs.

452 and 456). When laid down, the

position is known as batik sight

\

T

b)
n

i

Fro. IM Fic. ISO Fic. 449

Fro. 440. -Stock
Fro. 447.— Barrel !• IG. 430 and 451

Ftc. 4 IS.— Trigger and Trigger-Guard

Fro. 4 10.— Front Sight
.— Rear Sight

The gun will now be ready for

Finishing. Give the stock a coat of stain or paint of a

walnut color. Stain is preferable to paint. When the

stain has dried, apply a coat of shellac, then a coat of flat

varnish. Paint the barrel black; also the trigger, trigger-

guard, and sights.

Fin. 453. — Pattern of

Stock and Bartel of

Drill Gun shown in

Via. 452

when raised, the semi-

circular notch in the upper edge is known as the open sight,

the hole beneath it is known as the peep sight. Cut a piece

... of tin of the s‘zc

mV "l*

Fro. 431 1

r‘<

FlG. 454. — Detail of Front Skill

FlC. 455.— Patient of Front Sight

The drill-gun shown in Fig. 452 is

A Springfield Rifle Model. Its stock requires consider-

able more work to cut than the stock of the simpler model,

but most boys prefer it for drilling because its lines more

nearly approach the lines of the modern army rifle.

shown in Fig. 457.

n|-i for leaf F,and turn

the lower end over

a piece of wire (6\

no. 455 p|g. 458). Bend the

ends of the piece of

wire into loops, and

tack these loops to

the sides of the

gun-stock (Fig.

456). The leaf will

turn up and down

with the wire as an

axis. Tack 11 (Fig

456, driven close to

the hinge of the

FlG. 460 F,G 459
leaf, will act as a

Figs. 459 and 4G0. — Details of Sling stop when the leaf

is raised, and can be used as the rear sight when the leaf

Fig. 457 Fro. 45S Fro. 430

Figs. 45G-45S-- Details of Rear Sight Drop-Leaf
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is laid flat.

Finish the Drill-Gun in the manner suggested for the

other model. Then it will be ready for

The Sling (7 ,
Fig. 452), without which it would not be

complete. An excellent sling that will resemble more or

less closely a modern rifle sling, can be made of an old pair

of suspenders. Figure 459 shows a sling so made. Separate

the suspenders where crossed (Fig. 460), cut off the button-

hole tips on the rear ends, and sew the two lengths together.

The snaps on the front ends

will then snap over the

eyes /, screwed into the

stock (Fig. 452). and the

slide-buckles can be used to

shorten the straps. For the

eyes use bent-over screw-

eyes {I, Fig. 452)- Stain

the sling with walnut stain,

to make it look as nearly

like leather as possible.

The Weight of a Spring-

field is 8.69 pounds. Your

drill-gun, even if made of

heavy wood, will be ex-

tremely light by comparison.

To Increase the Weight

of Drill-Guns, the author

has found it a good scheme

to bore several holes in the

stock and barrel, and pour

these full of melted lead.

In doing this, be careful to

keep the ccntcr-of-balance at about the j»osiiion 01 tnc

rear-sight leaf.

A Bayonet is easily made out of wood (Fig. 461). Cut

the blade of the shape and size of A (Fig. 463)- and bui,<l

up the grip end with the blocks /?. Bend a piece of heavy

wire into a double loop, like C (Fig. 465) for the guard, and

cut a groove across the inner face of blocks B for the wire

Fc. 403.— Detail -f Bayonet

to fit into (Figs. 463 and 464). Cut a slot 2 inches long in

the end of the blade (Fig. 464). Nail the grip blocks to

the end of the blade, and then shape the assembled grip as

shown in Fig. 467. If the loops of the guard have been bent

properly, they will slip over the muzzle of the barrel. To

hold the end of the grip, fasten the metal strip D (Fig. 466)

to the stock, to fit in the slot cut in the end of the blade

(Fig. 464)-

Finish the bayonet by first sandpapering the wood very

carefully, making the edge sharp and straight. Then paint

the blade with aluminum paint, and finish the grip with

walnut stain.

A Scabbard for the bayonet is shown in Fig. 462. Make

this out of two pieces of cardboard, glued together along

the edges, with a covering of khaki-colored cloth. Make

the top ioop large enough for your belt to run through.

Every l>oy ought to know how to converse by means of

one of the several signal systems in common use. About

the simplest system to learn, and one which makes rapid

sending j>ossiblc, is the two-arm semaphore system; there

fore, the way to make a pair of hand signal flags, and the

signal-code, is shown in this chapter.

It is not necessary to own a pair of flags to learn the

code, since the positions of the arms of the boy signalling

determine the code letters. T he flags serve to amplify the

hand positions, and of course this is necessary when sending

from a distance. It is easiest to learn the code without

the flags, because then you need concern yourself only with

the positions of your arms in forming the letters. As soon

as you have memorized the positions, and can send at a

rate of at least thirty letters a minute, you will be so proud

of your achievement that you will want to own a pair of

flags at once.

A Hand Flag of Standard Size is shown in Fig. 468, its

dimensions arc given in Fig. 469, and the size of its staff

is shown in Fig. 470. The flag is divided diagonally into

two parts, one of which is made of red muslin, the other

of white. Cut the cloth enough larger than shown to

allow for turning over

inch of each edge for a

hem. If you have mother

or sister do this stitching

on the sewing-machine, it
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Two-Arm Skmauiouk Si«.nai.in«> rt a Patroi. or tmr Author * Trout or
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will be the best way of

getting a good job done

quickly. Cut the staff

stick of the size shown,

round the edges, and sand-

paper all surfaces smooth.

Then shellac it, and when

the shellac has dried tack

the flag to one side.

Memorizing the Code

is not difficult, but it

requires continuous prac-

tice to gel to the point

where one can send rapid-

ly. The following sug-

gestions will help you “get

the hang” of it, and

probably you will be able

to work out schemes of

Fig. 4GS.— Hand FUr

your own that will help

you remember the for-

mation of certain letters.

Observe, first of all,

Fig. 469. — Pattern for Hand Flag

Fig. 470. — Stall for Hand Flag

that the positions of the arms in forming the letters of the

alphabet arc eight in number, and correspond to the posi-

tions of the hour-hand of a clock when at 6 o'clock, 7 130,

9 o'clock, 10:30, \ 2 o'clock, 1:30, $ o'clock, and 4:30. Observe,

also, that the arms advance clockwise, in going through the

alphabet

In forming letters A to D, the left hand is placed in the

position of a clock's hour-hand when at 6 o'clock
,
the right-

hand is placed successively at 7:30, 9 o'clock
, 10:30, and

12 o'clock. In forming letters E to G, the right hand is

substituted for the left hand, and the left hand is advanced

from 1:30 to 4:30. For letters II and I, the left hand is

held at 7:30, the right hand is placed at 9 o'clock, then at

10:30. Letters K to N arc formed with the right-hand

ft Y
A<’»0«\U4t

:r

rf* X Y
wfP Y

tr ,r

Y
i«TUr«Ai

1

t*D

H

CM.M

A, rt X
D J! I Y J:

.h S. X
J > 0 31Y
/C: A* H

Fu«. 471.— Signal Code

To Attract Attention, before starting to signal, shake the lings above

your head in the positions indicated for <Mention . Before sending numerals,

era's the lingsover head as shown for numerals. Use letters A to J for numbers.

Spell out numerals when they come in the body of a message. If you make
an error, signal A. To annul a message, ni3kc A*. To acknowledge that the

message has been understood, make R. To signify readiness, send L. Indi-

cate a nezasize reply by A’, an affirmative reply by P, a question by O.

Finish a Message with a chop-chop motion of the flags at [the right, as

indicated for “end.” Abbreviations will not be confused with letters, by the

receiver, jf the sender follows them with the internal.
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held at 7:30, the left hand is placed successively at 12 o'clock,

1 :t,o, 3 o'clock, and 4:30. For letters P to 5
,
the right hand

is held at 9 o'clock, the left hand is placed successively at

12 o'clock, 1:30, 3 o'clock, and 4:30.

For letters T, U, and Y, the right-hand is held at 10:30,

the left hand is placed at 12 o'clock, 1:30, and 3 o'clock.

For letters J and V, the right hand is held at 12 o'clock,

the left hand is placed at 3 o'clock and 4:30. For letters

W and A’, the left hand is held at 1 130, the right hand at

3 o'clock and 4:30. For letter Z, the left hand is held at

3 o'clock, the right hand at 4:30.

Remember that the letter U is like a letter U., that letter

N is U inverted (same as small letter n is letter n inverted);

letter Y is like a letter Y except that the left-hand is dropped

one position; letter X is really the left-hand side of a

letter X. Opposite letters are A and G, B and F, C and

E, II and Z, / and X, J and P, K and O and //' (think

of O and “doublc-yo”), M and .S', and Q and Y. Perhaps

you will find it helpful to associate these letters in this way.

THE SURVIVOR VOL. 9

A SNOW-FORT PERISCOPE

WltF.N you defend a snow-fort, or “snow-trench” to be

modern, you not only want to keep the enemy’s attacking

party at a distance by well-a' cd snowballs, but also to

escape from being hit by their snowballs. By building the

walls of your fort or trench breast high, you need expose

only your head and shoulders when throwing, and you can

quickly “duck” behind the wall when you see a snowball

coming. But the author well remembers how the lads

attacking a snow fort used to wait for the defenders’ heads to

appear — in fact, got to know just when they would appear,

— and “soaked” them before there was a chance to get

into a throwing position. Probably you have had the same

experience. Although this adds excitement to a snow

fight, the fun is all on the side of the boys attacking. By
the use of periscopes, however, the defenders can have the

advantage on their side.

With a periscope, you know, a soldier sees what is going

on outside of the trench, or other fortification, without

exposing his head to the enemy’s fire. Just so with the

home-made snow fort periscope. With its top projecting

M2.-KlW.vT Viitr

or I'RRUM-orE.

WMU IHOTNCTRD ** T..K FoRT, VOO WATCH THE K.Nr.MV

Ttinoiiaii Tiirs I'ermcop*.
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and you expose

yourselfonlywhcn

you see that no-

body is prepared

to throw at you.

One periscope will

serve several boys

if one boy acts as

observer and di-

rects the “fire.”

Figure 571

shows a rear view

and Fig. 57.’ a

front, view of the

home-made peri-

scope in use, Fig.

573 shows a work •

ing detail of the

completed peri-

scope, and Fig.

577 shows a ver-

tical section.

Material Re-

quired. Boards

Mi-inch thick were

used in making

the periscope

model illustrated,

but even thinner

Fig. 573.—Comptric Periscope. Fig. 671 and
575.— Detail of Screened Front FlG. 675.— Handle

boards than this will

do. The lighter the

weight is, the easier

it will be to handle

the periscope. Per-

haps you can find a

packing-box made
of H-inch boards

which you can break

up for the purpose.

Two mirrors arc

needed. Those used

for the model were

bought at 5 cents

apiece at a 5-and-io-

cent store. They

arc 5 inches wide

and 6 inches long.

Get the mirrors be-

fore you construct

the periscope box,

because if they don’t

measure 5 inches

wide and 6 inches

long you will have

to alter the dimen-

sions of the side

pieces to suit them.

Cutting Out the Parts. After cutting side pieces A, the

front and back pieces B, and the ends C (Fig. 573), by the

patterns of Fig. 579, cut eight narrow strips (I), Fig. 579)

for cleats on which to support the edges of the mirrors.

These strips may be cut out of cigar-box wood. Fasten

the strips with brads to sides A at an angle of 45 degrees,

placing a pair at each end, just far enough apart so the

mirrors will slip between them, and so the ends will be far

enough away from the edges of sides A to allow for the

thickness of the front, rear, and end boards which arc set

against them. It is absolutely necessary to place the strips

at one end exactly parallel with the pair at the opposite

end, so that the reflecting surfaces of the mirrors will be
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FlO. 6S0.— How lo Awmlilc ih<*

Periscope Pari*

j>arallcl with one another, and,

also, to place the strips on one

board at the same height as

those on the other board.

Fasten the strips to one board,

first, then use the same mea-

surements for locating the

strips upon the other board.

To Assemble the Box, first

nail sides A to the edges of

back B (Fig. 5S0), then to the

edges of front B. Notice that

the back piece comes even

with the tops of the sides, and

that the front piece conies

even with the bottoms of the

sides. With pieces A and B
nailed together, fasten ends C
between them. These pieces

will hold the mirrors in posi-

tion.

The Openings. The opening in the back of the periscope

box is the one that you look into, the one in the front is

turned toward the object you wish to view. As the upper

mirror will be exposed it must be protected from snowballs

by a piece of screen wire tacked over the opening (/', Fig.

574). A frame of narrow wooden strips (Fig. 575) lacked

over the edges of the wire will hold the wire in place.

Handles nailed to the lower portion of the box (G, Fig.

57b) will complete the periscope.

Paint the Periscope Box white so that it will be invisible

from a distance, against the snow background.
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iluhhvv-ilantl liun iivts “Miff Hunt**

lO*OCO BAUDS
i on*

carried
I tirnt

colours
UNDER DISKS

NOTCH

DC SHAPE
CUP HOOKS

CLUE TAO MIDDLE PIKES TO
lower Arrin tAwmo. kept*

Fl a. B STOCK (CUT OUT TMfUr S WCHOM*)

when hit, disk
drops orr irrne

aho saihcs
down (U''* METAL

PRESSED MiTO
HOTS

Fig. 3
ROTOP

(ACTUAL SIZE)
RUHfM’O RAMOS
ARI-CUf TROMOLD
GUM-nUOCIRTUblS

IIl-ihhs a nibber-baml gun dial Imiks like

a gun, cocks with a click, and sliools llirce

bands one after another on one loading. Hy
making several of these gnus ami a target

panel, on which piclincs ol big-game ani-

mals are revealed when the Hying hands

knock aside covering disks, you will have an

interesting indoor game.
Lay out the pattern of the stock on three

sheets of 11" plywood In added together.

Then drill the two 3/ 16" holes and saw the

stock to shape. Now separate the th.ee

sections of the stock. Cut away part of the

middle one to accommodate the trigger and

rotor. Also make saw kcils to take the trig-

ger spring and guaid.

Ohio the two pieces ol tin middle Section

in dieii original position on one ol the solid

sections. All r installing the rotor, trigger,

and spring, pul the other section on lem-

poiurily to see that evci\ thing works. II it

docs, glue this section in position. Notch

the hack V of the barrel to lit the slock ami

:*!>:ich with two Hi" countersunk wood
screws after gluing. When you use die gun,

squeeze the trigger slowly.- 11 . 11 . C01.1:.

fa B.

-
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Chapter I

CARPENTRY

CARPENTRY, or the science of making things out of

wood, is the oldest and conies the closes to us of any

of the applied arts and crafts. The earliest men made clubs

at least. Later they began to build, to construct, and it is

interesting to remember that this ability to construct is a

faculty shared with man by the animals. There are many

species of birds that build well-designed nests; the spider is

a weaver; the bee is a geometrician; the ant is a tunnel

builder; the beaver, in the construction of his dams and

breakwaters, displays engineering ability of •* high order.

The vital difference between the animal and the human in-

telligence lies in the fact that the latter is progressive.

The spider weaves just the same pattern to-day that lie

did when the Pyramids were young; the mathematical sec-

tion of the bee cell is invariable; the mud-swallows build the

same kind of houses as their remotest ancestors. The com-

mon explanation is that instinct and not reason guides the

animal in his work, and instinct is a reproductive faculty,

not an inventive one. It is for man alone to progress from

the crude beginnings of an art to its highest and most per-

fect development.

3

Perhaps the first and most urgent need of all living creat-

ures is for shelter. The oriole weaves his hanging nest; the

beaver constructs his wonderfully domed house; primitive

man builds his hut of interlaced boughs. But it is man

alone who is not content with the first crude efforts
;
he is

constantly aiming after something more substantial and

better adapted to his increasing needs. So man becomes

the true builder, and as wood is the simple and almost

universally obtainable material, carpentry, or the art of

working in wood, stands at the head of the applied sciences

upon which the civilization of the race depends.

The average boy takes to carpentry as naturally as ducks

L'.ke to water, and beginning with the tacks a baby boy will

hammer in a board, the young builder goes on from the

simple to the more complex forms until he attains the full

.-lastcry of his material and his tools. He has now obtained

the dignity of manhood ; he is a maker of things.

Once proficient in the art of cutting, joining, and fasten-

ing wood-work, and in the use and care of tools, a boy may

begin to call himself a carpenter. But he must loam to

work systematically and accurately if he is ever to become

a genuine craftsman. In the first place, he should under-

stand the possibilities and limitations of his tools. He
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should never use a chisel for a screw-driver, nor drive nails

with the butt end of a plane. Good tools should have good

care. Inanimate things that they are, they yet resent ill-

usage. and retaliate, in their own way. by becoming dull

and otherwise unfit for their work. Indeed, a good car-

penter may be known by the condition of his tool-chest

and work-bench. Carpentry, when properly carried on. is

4

a most fascinating occupation for out-of-school hours, es-

pecially in the winter season, when bad weather keeps one

indoors. Needless to say, it may he made a profitable way

of passing time as well as an amusing one.

Tools

The tools that a boy will need in order to do good joiner-

work should be the same as carpenters use. but they may
!>c smaller and not so cumbersome to handle. The set of

tools in a chest, put up for the use of children and sold at

toyshops, are not the sort that can be relied ujion for good

carpentry work, since they are usually dull an 1 made of

soft steel that will not hold an edge. Possibly the manu-

facturer thinks that lie is justified in turning out this kind

of rubbish, bearing in mind the old saying. "Children should

not play with edged tools.” But the boy who i; ok I enough

to take up carpentry in earnest is entitled to the use of

good and serviceable implements, and witho it them it is

hardly worth while starting at the business.

Competition has brought down the cost of good tools to

a point where they are not beyond the means of the average

boy who is prepared to save his pocket-money. It is bet-

ter to purchase only a small kit at first, and then to add

to it from time to time, until the complete outfit is obtained.

Good tools may be purchased at nearly every hardware

shop or general store throughout the country. For ordi-

nary work you will require a good rip and cross-cut saw.

with twenty and twenty-four inch blades, respectively;

a claw-hammer, and a smaller one; a wooden mallet for

5

chisels, and to knock together the lap joints of wood; a

jack and a smoothing plane; a comi>nss-.saw; a brace and

several sizes of bilts, ranging from a quarter to one inch in

diameter; a draw-knife; a square; awls; pliers; a rule; sev-

eral firmer-chisvls, and a screw-driver. There are many other

useful tools, but they may be added ns they are required.

It is a difficult matter to instruct a boy, by written de-

scription, how to handle tools; and rather than attempt it.

I should advise the young workman to watch a carpenter

at his work. Most carpenters are quite willing to have you

follow their movements, and many of them will* even offer

advice, if they see that you are really interested. But re-

member that a ’ood workman never likes to have a boy

meddle with iiis tools, and you should not ask foolish or

unnecessary questions.

Perhaps there is a carpenter’s shop near your home in

which the owns? may let you work occasionally (if you

keep out of his way), and where, in the atmosphere of the

craft, you wir make faster progress than you can possibly

do at home with no one to tell or show you how things

should be done.

The Work-bench

One of the indispensable pieces of equipment for the

boy carpenter is a good work-bench. The bench must he

substantially made, and provided with a planing-stop, a

vise, and a drawer in which to keep small tools, nails, screws,

and the various odds and ends that arc employed in car-

pentry.

To begin with, obtain four spruce or white-wood sticks.
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three inches square and thirty-six inches long, planed on

:ill sides. These are for the legs. You will also need two

pieces of clear pine, or white-wood, three feet long and six

inclies wide, and two more the same length and three inches

wide. These pieces should be one and an eighth inches thick,

and planed on all sides and edges.

7

Lay two of the legs on the floor, three feet apart, and

join the ends with one of the six-inch strips. Six inches up

from the free ends fasten a narrow strip, as shown in Fig.

2 A. This finishes one of the end supports. Flat-headed

iron screws, two and a half inches long, should be used for

tlie unions, and a tighter joint may be secured by also using

glue.
.

Prepare, in similar fashion, the other pair of legs, and,

with two pieces of clear pine, or white-wood, five feet, long,

eight inches wide, and seven-eighths of an inch thick, bind

the four legs together, as shown in Fig. 3. You should

allow the boards to project six inches beyond the legs at

both ends. These pieces are the side-rails, or aprons, and
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they should be securely fastened with glue and screws to

the upper end of each leg.

At the back of the bench arrange two braces of -rood,

three inches wide and seven-eighths of an inch thick, as

shown in Fig. 3. Bevelled laps are to be cut in the Side of

two legs, as shown in Fig. 2 B. into which the end.*, of the

strips will fit flush. The upper ends of the strijis arc to

be mitred (cut at an angle), and attached to the inside of

the apron, as shown in Fig. 3.

For the top of the bench use clear pine planking not less

than one inch in thickness. This should be fitted closely

together, and fastened to the cross - pieces with stout

screws.

From hard-wood a piece should be shaped for a vise -jaw

thirty-two inches long, three inches wide at the bottom,

and seven inches wide at the top. Near the bottom of the

jaw an oblong hole should be cut to receive the end of a
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sliding piece, which in turn is provided with several holes

for a peg to fit into. A corresponding oblong hole is cut

near the foot of one leg, through which the piece containing

the holes will pass. This last regulates the spread of the

jaw. This construction may be seen in Fig. 4. and its final

position is shown in the illustration of the finished bench

(Pig. 1).
_

Near the top of the jaw a hole is ait to receive the screw

that is turned with the Icvcr-stick to lighten the jaw. A

bench-screw may be purchased at any hardware store, and

fitted to the work-lxmch. If it should prove too much of

an undertaking for the youthful workman, a carpenter will

put it in place at a trilling cost. The wood screws arc the

cheapest, but the steel ones are the most satisfactory, and

will cost about one dollar for a small one.

From the apron (at the front of the bench) a piece should

lie cut fifteen inches long and six inches wide. This own-

ing will admit a drawer "f the same width and height, and

as deep as may Ik? desired. Twenty-four inches will be

quite deep enough.

Rabbets are cut in the ends of a frrnt piece, and tlic sides

are let into them, as shown in Fig. 5. The bottom ami back

arc fastened in with screws, and the drawer is arranged to

slide on runners that arc fastened across the bench inside

the aprons, ns shown in the upper corner of Fig. 3.

At the front of the drawer a cove may lie cut out. and a

thin plate of iron screwed fast across the top of it. so that

the fingers may l»c passed in behind the plate to pull out

the drawer (Fig. 5). It will not do to use a projecting

drawer-pull, as that would interfere with pieces of work

9

when clamped in the vise. In planing strips, or boards,

that are too long for the vise to hold securely, a wooden

peg. inserted in a hole at the opposite end of the apron

from the vise, will be found convenient. Two or three

holes may be made for boards of different widths, and

the peg adjusted to the proper one as occasion re-

quires.

A planing-stop, with teeth, n)ay be purchased at a hard-

ware store and set in place near the vise-jaw. The com-

plete l>ench will then be ready for use.

A Tool-rack

For the accommodation of chisels, gouges, screw-drivers,

awls, compass-saws, pliers, and other small tools a tool-rack

will be found convenient. It should be fastened against

the wall immediately over the work-bench.

The one shown in Fig. 6 is thirty-six inches long and

twelve inches high, with a ledge projecting two inches from

the back-board. A leather strap is caught along the

tipper part of the board with nails to form loops, into which

ioe tools are slipped.

The ledge is made from two strips of wood. One of them,

one and a half inches in width, is cut with a saw, ns shown in

Fig. 7. and the superfluous wood, between the saw-cuts, is

removal with a chisel. When all the notches are cut, 0

narrow strip, half an inch in width, is screwed fast to the

notched strip. The ledge is then attached to the lower

edge of the back-board with long screws, as indicated in the

illustration.
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A Tool-cabinet

'Hie hanging tool-cabinet shown in Fig. 8 should be con-

structed with two doors of nearly equal size, so that four

instead of two surfaces may be available, against which to

hang tools.

'Ilic body part of the chest is thirty inches high, twenty
inclics wkle, and nine inches deep, outside measure. It is

made of wood three-quarters of an inch in thickness, fas-

tened together with screws and glue, and varnished to im-
prove its appearance.

'The right side of the cabinet is but three and a half

inches wide, and to this the inner door is ir.de fast with
hinges, so that it will swing in against a stop-moulding on
the opjx>sitc side, as shown at A in Fig. 9. A small bolt

will fasten the door in place when shut in, a-* 1 on both sides

of this door hooks and jiegs may be arranged for the reception

of tools. The b:\ck-l>oard of the cabinet may be used for

hanging saws, squares, and other flat tools, as indicated in

Fig. 8.

The outer door is provided with a side-strip (Fig. 9 B)
of such size that when the doors are closed 1.1 and locked
the appearance of the chest will be uniform, with a cross-

section appearing, as shown in Fig. 9 C. With a little care-
ful planning and figuring it will not be a difficult matter to

construct this cabinet. Take particular care to have the

doors fit snugly and close easily. The doors will keep
their shape better if they arc made from narrow matched
boards, held together at the ends with battens, or strips,

nailed across the ends of the boards, as shown in Fig. 9 D.
I I

Two-inch wrought butts will be heavy enough for the doors,
and a cabinet-lock at the edge of the outer door will make
all secure.
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On the inside of the outer door some tool-pegs may be

arranged. Near the bottom a bitt-raek should be fitted,

xa

with a leather strap formed into, loops, as describe

tool-rack. Under each loop a hole should l>e bond in 3

strip of wood, into wnich the square end of the bitts will

fit, and thus insure their orderly position. For chisels a
similar set of |>ockets may be designed ns shown in Pig. 8 .

A Tool-chest

The tool-chest shown in Fig. xo is twenty-eight inches

long, fifteen wide, and twelve inches high. This is a good

size for the accommodation of a moderate-sized kit of tools.

The interior fittings should include two or three trays ar-

ranged to rest on runners and to slide back ami orth. so

that tools may be reached at the bottom of the chest with-

out removing the trays.

Obtain a pine or white-worn! board fifteen indies wide,

and free from knots or sappy places. Cut two piece i twent y-

eight inches long, and two shorter ones twelve inches long.

These will form the top. bottom, and ends. Cut out the

front and back pieces twenty-eight inches long ami twelve

inches wide; then with glue and screws form a box. and let

it stand a day until the glue is hard. Make the joints as

perfect ami tight as possible, so as to present a good ap-

pearance; then mark a line around the box two ami a half

inches from the top.

With a rip-saw cut the cover free from the body, and

plane the rough edges of the cut. so that the cover will fit

the body snugly. Bind the lid and the top and bottom

edges of the chest with a strip of wood three-eighths of an

inch in width, as shown in the illustration; to look well,
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the comers should be mitred. The lid is attached to the

chest with stout hinges, and a lock is arranged at the front.

Stout handles at the sides will be found a convenience.

Two or three coats of olive-green paint, with a slightly

darker shade for the bands, will improve the appearance of

the chest. To keep the hardware from rusting, the lock,

hinges, and handles should receive a coat or two of black

paint.

Joints

One of the first lessons for th* young carpenter to learn

will be that of nxaking wood joints. Without good joiner-

work there is no such thing as carprntry, and it is the sign-

manual of the competent artificer. There are a great

variety of joints employed in carpentry, but many of them

are too complicated for the boy carpenter to make, and

the simple forms will answer every reasonable require-

ment.

The easiest joint to make is the straight, or box, joint.

It is constructed by butting the end of one Ijoard against

the edge of another and nailing, or screwing, them fast.

Pig. ix shows a lap-joint made by cutting away a portion

of the wood on opposite sides of the ends which are to be

joined. When fastened the wood will appear as a continuous

piece. For comers and angles, where a mitre-box is not

available, the lap-joint is a very good Substitute, and for

many uses it is stronger than the mitred-joint, and, there-

fore. to be preferred.

Fig. is is another form of lap-joint, where the end of a

strip is embedded in the surface of a stout piece of wood.

This joint will be found useful in furniture work, and also

for frame construction in general.

Fig. 13 is a bevelled lap-joint, and is used for timbers and

posts, particularly under conditions where the joint can be

reinforced by another piece of wood at one or two sides.

Fig. 1. 1
shows a mortise ami tenon. The hole in the up-

right piece is the mortise and the shaped end on the stick

is the tenon. The shaped end should fit the hole accurately,

and the joint is usually held with a pin. or nails, driven

through the side of the upright piece and into the body of

the stick embedded in the mortise. The mortise and tenon

is used extensively in framing, and for doors, window-

sashes, ami blinds. In cabinet work it is indispensable.

Fig. 15 is the nrtred-joint. In narrow wood it is usually

cut in a mitre-lx>x with a stiff back-saw to insure accuracy

in the angles. I*he mitred-joint is employed for picture-

frames. screens, mouldings, and all sorts of angle-joints.

Fig. 16 is the tongue-and-groovc joint, and is cut on the

edges of board* that are to be laid side by side, such as floor-

ing. weather-boards, and partitions. Before wood-working

machinery came into general use the tongues and grooves

were all hand -cut with planes, but a tongue-and-groovc

plane is now almost obsolete, all this class of building

material being mill finished.

Fig. 17 A is a rabbet. It is cut on the edges of wood,

and another similarly shaped piece fits into it. It is also
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useful where wood laps over some other material, such as

glass or metal. The inner moulding of picture-frames are

always provided with a rabbet, behind which the edge of

the glass, picture, and backing-boards will fit.

«S

JOINTS, RABBETS, AND BENCHES

Fig. 17 B is a rabbet-joint made with a rabbet and groove,

it. is a good one to employ for box corners, and where the

edges of two pieces of wood come together.

Fig. 1 8 is the dovetail-joint used for boxes, drawer comers,

chests, and sometimes in cabinet work, where the comers

are to be covered .with mouldings or edging-strips.

Fig. 19 is the straight dovetail employed in the cheap

construction of small boxes for hardware, groceries, and other

wares. Since the edges are straight, this is the easier one

to make, but care must be taken to have the fitting accurate.

A Low Bench

Small benches are useful to work upon when sawing,

nailing, and matching boards; and they arc handy for many

purposes about the house. The low bench shown in Fig.

20 is fifteen inches high and twelve inches wide, and the

top is twenty-two inches long. The foot-pieces are cut as

shown in Fig. 21. and at the upper end at each side a piece

is cut out to let in the side-aprons. The aprons are three

inches wide and seven-eighths of an inch thick: they arc

held to the foot-pieces with glue and screws. In the top a
finger-hole is cut so that the bench may be quickly picked

up and the more easily handled.

A High Bench

The high bench shown in Fig. 22 is twelve inches square

and twenty-four inches high, with a top fourteen inches

square. The wood is seven-eighths of an inch thick, and
>7

all the joints arc made with screws. A hand-hole is cut in

the top with a compass or key-hole saw, and all the edges

arc sand-papered to round them off.

A Step-bench

A step-bench will be found useful for various purposes.

It does not take up so much room as a step-ladder and affords

a more solid footing. The bench shown in Fig. 23 is thirty

inches high, fifteen inches wide, and eighteen inches deep.

The uprights that support the sides are five inches wide;

the treads of the first and second steps arc six inches wide,

and that of the top step eight inches wide. The wood is

seven-eighths of an inch thick, planed :n both sides, and all

the unions arc made with screws. The cross-brace at the

back and near the bottom is set into laps cut in the edges

of the upright supports, and to prevent the support and side-

pieces from spreading, stanchion - bars may be screwed

fast to the skies, under tile first tread, and to the foot of the

uprights.

Two or three coats of paint will finish these benches and

make them fit for use about the house.

A Shoe-box

A shoe-l>ox and seat (Fig. 24) is a useful piece of furniture

in any bedroom. Two boxes, purchased at a grocery store,

may be made to serve the purpose, but for a really neat

and workmanlike job the frame should be constructed of

boards three-quarters or seven-eighths of an inch in thick-

18
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ness. A goo! size for the shoe receptacle is twenty-four

inches high, fifteen inches deep, and sixteen inches wide.

The seat-box should be thirty inches long, and. fifteen inches

high and deep.

These boxes are to be attached to each other with stout

screws, and a back the length of the two boxes, and having

a rounded comer is to be securely fastened to the rear of

each box, as shown in Fig. 24 A. In the shoe-box two shelves

are screwed fast, and to the lower box a corner should be

arranged on hinges so that it may be raised from the front.

The back and seat anil also the top of the shoe-box should

be covered with denim, under which a padding of hair or

cotton may be placed. The denim should be caught down
'9

with carriage -buttons and string, the latter being passed

t hrough holes made in the wood and tied at the underside.

Around the front and sides a flounce of cretonne or denim

may be gathered, and hung from the top edge of the box

and seat. If finished with gimp and brass-headed tacks it

will present a good appearance. Where the drop-curtain

at the edge of the shoe-box meets the seat the fabric is to

be divided, in order that it may lie drawn to one side r. hen

taking out or replacing shoes.

A coat of shellac, or paint, will cover such parts of t).

wood-work ns are not hidden by the upholstery. Fig.

24 shows the finished article of furniture.

A Shoe blacking-box

Every boy should own a shoe-blacking-box. such as is

shown in Fig. 25. Otherwise, the brushes and blacking-box

are apt to gel widely separated, and are never at hand when

they are wanted. Moreover, it is a slovenly practice to use

a chair or stool as a foot-rest when engaged in polishing
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one’s shoes, since the blacking is sure to discolor and dirty

whatever it touches. This shoe-blacking-box is twenty-four

inches high and eighteen inches square, the compartment

being four inches deep. Four sticks, two inches square and

twenty-four inches long, will form the legs. Each stick-

should be cut away at one end three-quarters of an inch

deep for a distance of five inches, as shown in Fig. 26. so

that when the side boards are fastened to them the joints

will be flush. Two sides of each stick should thus be cut

away, and the small end of the stick may be tapered slightly.

The side boards, of three-quarter-inch wood and five inches

wide, arc screwed fast to the top of the legs.

A bottom sixteen and a half inches square is cut from

boards and fastened inside the frame, where it is held in

place with steel-wire nails driven through the lower edge of

the side boards and into the edge of the bottom, all around.

Four brackets are cut and fastened with screws at each

side of the box, under the side boards. A cover is made
and hinged to the box, where it is prevented from falling

too far back by a chain attached to the underside of the lid

and to the inside of the box.

Over the front edge of the box bend a strip of zinc and

tack it fast to both the in and outside of the front board.

This will prevent shoes from chafing the wood away, and is

easily cleaned when muddied up.

With a thin piece of wood make a division in the box at

oi»e side, where blacking and daubers may be kept. Also

a drawer may be fitted to slide in and out under the box.

It should be constructed as described for the work-bench,

and arranged to work on runners fastened to the inside of
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the legs. Screw-eyes or staples should be driven into the

ends of the brushes and daubers, so that they may be hung

up in an orderly manner on hooks set in the wall imme-

diately over the ledge.

A few thin coats of olive-green or light-brown paint will

add to the appearance of this shoc-blocking-box, and the

owner should Like pride in keeping it clean, and the brushes

in goml order.

A Shoe-blacking-ledge

In a cellar where one of the chimneys is built with a

recess, a shoe-blacking-ledge may l>e made from four boards

five inches wide. The bottom is slatted, so that dirt will

fall through. Fig. 27 shows quite clearly how this can be

done. One end is partitioned off to hold the box of blacking.

The ledge is twenty-four inches high, and the front board

is lx>und with a strip of zinc along the upper edge. The
blacking-brushes may be kept in the tray, but it is a better

plan to hang them uj against the brick-work on steel nails.

If the brushes are to be kept inside the tray, a lid should be

made and hinged to the back strip of the tray. When the

lid is raised it may be held against the brick wall with a

wooden button.

An Easel

Boys who have a talent for drawing and painting would

undoubtedly like to have an easel on which to work, and a

good strong one may be made, at moderate cost, in the

following manner (Fig. 28).

Obtain four pieces of dear white pine six feet long, two
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ami a lialf inches wide, and seven - eighths of an inch in

thickness. These should be planed on all sides. Two of

the sticks should be tapered off at one end, and slightly

bevelled at the other. Nine inches from the top and

twelve inches up from the bottom laps are to be cut in the

sticks at the back, as shown in Fig. 29. Into these the

ends of cross-pieces will fit. If the concealed lap is too both-
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ersome to inuke. it can be cut dear across the sticks, as

shown inPig. 30. Glue and screws will make a strong joint.

The remaining long stick is the back support, or leg, and

is to be hinged to the upjvr cross-piece. With this leg the

easel may be pitched at any angle, and to prevent it from

s 3

going back too far a guide-chain should be attached to the

log, ami the ends secured to the back of each upright with

staples. Holes are bored along the uprights at even dis-

tances apart, and two wooden |>cgs are cut to fit snugly in

the holes, and so hold a drawing-board or canvas-stretcher.

A Gothes-tree

A elothes-treo is a most serviceable article of furniture,

and helps a boy to form habits of neatness and orderliness

in the care of his wearing apparel. To make the one

shown in Fig. 31 obtain a clem pmc or ash stick one ami a

half inches square and five feet long for the upright, or stad.

Also two pieces eighteen inches long, two inches wide, ami

three-quarters of an inch thick- for the feet; and four braces

twelve inches long, one an.! a half inches wide, and three-

quarters of an inch in thickness.

Cut a lap in the middle of eich foot-piece, as shown in

Fig. 32, and with glue and screws fasten them securely to-

gether, as shown in Fig. 33. Screw this foot fast to the

bottom of the upright stick, and .arengthen the four pro-

jecting feet with braces bevelled at the ends, so that they

will rest against the upright and on the foot, where they can

be fastened with screws, as shown in Fig. 34. Under the

end of each foot, the half of a small wooden ball, or a castor,

may be arranged to raise the tree from the floor. With a

chisel and plane taper the top of the upright stick, as shown

in Fig. 3 *-
. , , , ,

At a hardware store purchase eight hooks and arrange

them in alternating pairs, as shown in the drawing. The
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wood-work should be shellacked or painted to give it a

finished appearance.

When hanging clothes upon this tree place the coat, vest,

and trousers on the lower hooks, the shirt and underclothing

on the hooks next above, and on the top hooks the necktie

and collar and cuffs. When dressing, the clothing needed

first will then be the nearest to hand.

Hanging Book-shelves

In a room where space cannot be given up to a standing

bookcase, it may be possible to arrange a set of shelves to

form a book-rack that will hang against the wall. The

construction of the hanging shelves shown in Fig. 35 is

very simple, will require but a few boards, Iwo wall-

airips, and a few yards of strong rope.

For the shelves, obtain five pine boards eight inches wide,

seven-eighths of an inch thick, and from three to four feet

long; also two pine strips three inches wide, an inch thick,

and four feet long. In the rear edge of each board, at the

ends, cut notch s three inches long and an inch wide, as

shown in Fig. 35 A, into which the wall-strips will fit. Round

off the top of each wall-strip and screw them fast to the

notched edges of the shelves, first boring gimlet holes in

lxith stri|*s and shelves to prevent splitting of the wood.

Half-inch holes at the top of each wall-strip will admit

the suspension .-o|k*, which is of manila, and half an inch in

diameter. Knot one end of the rope and pass it up through

holes made at the outer corners of each shelf, and finally

through the hole at the top of the wall-strips, and cut it off

J5

three inches back of the hole. With a gouge-chisel a groove

should Ik- inode at the back of the wall-strip for an inch or

two Inflow the hole, so that the rope end may be carried

down ami ravelled out. It can then be glued and held fast

to the wood with staples. Where the rope passes through

the hole in each shelf, drive several long steel- wire nails into

th- edge and - rd of the board, allowing the nails to pass

through the rope and into the wood.

paint or varnish the wood-work, and securely anchor the

wall-plates with stout screws driven into the frame timbers,

through the lath and plaster of the wall.

A Corner Cabinet

A comer cabinet of odd design and. simple construct ion is

shown in Fig. 36. The total height of the wall-plates should

l>e thirty-four inches, and at the top the shelf measures

eighteen inches across. Each shelf is rounded out at the

front so as to afford more surface on winch to place books

ami bric-h-brac. The ends of each shelf are securely at-

taelied to the side cr wall-plates with screws, thus insuring

a perfect anchorage and a strong construction.

Fig. 37 is a plan showing the shape of the sides or wall-

plates. At the widest part they should measure twelve

inches across. Fig. 38 is a plan of the top shelf, which is

followed in shape by the others. They decrease, however,

in size as they near the bottom. The notch at the middle of

each shelf breaks the long curved line in a pleasing manner.
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Two light metal rods from which curtains hang may be

arranged under the top shelf ami the one next the bottom.

2 (

>

HANGING POOK-SIICLVKS ANI1 CHAIR CABIN* T

Shellac or paint of some appropriate shade will add to the

appearance of this useful piece of furniture.

When fastening this cabinet to the wall, care should be

taken to pass the screws securely into the studding or up-

rights. Otherwise the screws might pull out under the

accumulated weight, and a fall would be disastrous to both

the cabinet and its contents.

A Chair

The construction of a chair is perhaps as interesting as

anything in carpentry. The one shown in Fig. 30 may be

made from either soft or hard-wood, I he joints being all

open and simple to cut.

The legs are two inches square, the seat is sixteen inches

square and eighteen inches high, and the back posts arc

thirty-six inches long. The front and back posts are cu*

out. as shown in Fig. 40 A and B. These receive the cross-

pieces that bind the legs and back h'gethcr. The posts are

two inches wide and three-quarters of an inch thick. The

side braces are set two inches up from the floor and the

back one four inches. The front brace is let into the rear

of the front legs, and is eight inches from the floor to the

lower edge.

The seat is made from matched boards, and the back,
ten inches wide, is made from a single board, all the joints

being glued and screwed together. Chairs that are made in

shops usually have the joints dowelled or mortised, but the
lap-joint is the easiest and strongest 011c to make. Take
care, however, that the cuts are accurately sawed, and that
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the cross-pieces fit the laps so snugly that a mallet is neces-

sary to help drive the strips home.

The seat and back of this chair may be covered with

denim, leather, or other upholstery material, drawn over

curled hair, or cotton may be used for padding, and fastened

down around the edges with large flat-headed tucks or up-

holstery nails. Shellac, varnish, or paint may be used to

give the wood-work a good appearance.

A Table

It is not so difficult as it may seem to make a good strong

tabic, but care and perseverance must Ik.* exercised to ob-

tain a satisfactory result. When constructing a table bear

in mind that every joint should be made to fit accurately

;

otherwise it will quickly rack and become useless. The

proportions and shape for a serviceable table arc shown in

Fig. 41. Only well-seasoned wood should be employed, and

it should be free from knots or sappy places.

For tile legs, obtain four sticks thirtv-three inches long

and two and a half inches square. From two sides, near the

end of each stick, cut the wood away for five inches to a

depth of seven eighths of an inch, as shown (at the top) in

Fig. 40 B. Now cut two boards five inches wide and forty-

two indies long, and four more thirty inches long for the

frame. Six incites from the uncut ends of the legs saw and

chisel out laps, so that two of the thirty-inch lengths will

fit into them, and with two long and two short boards unite

the legs, thereby forming a frame thirty inches wide, forty-

two inches long, and thirty-three inches high. An undcr-
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shelf may be made twelve inches wide and long enough to

extend two or three inches over the cross- strips.

The table lop extends over the framework for three

inches all around, and it js made of narrow longue-and-

grooved boards driven together and screwed down to the

band around the top. formed by the thirty and forty-two-

inch boards. To finish this top nicely it may be covered

with felt, or with imitation leather, in old-red, green, or

brown shades, caught under the edge and made fast with

stout tacks.

A Settle

A comfortable settle (Fig 42), for the piazza or yard, may
l*e ma le from pine, white-wood, cypress, or almost any other

wood that may lx.* at hand.

It is fifty-four inches long, eighteen inches wide, and the

seat is eighteen inches above the ground. The sides arc

made from strijjs three inches wide and seven - eighths of

an inch thick, as shown in Fig. 43 A. The arms are twenty
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inches long, six inches broad at the front, and cut the shape

shown in Fig. 43 B. The notches or laps tut in the rear

posts are to let in the strips forming the back and lower

brace.

The joints should be made with screws rather than nails,

as they hold better and do not work loose. Small brackets

support the arms at the front corner posts, and a batten at

the middle strengthens the back of the settle. A close in-

spection of the drawings will show the joints clearly and

indicate how the frame is put together. A few coats of

paint will finish the wood nicely, or it may Ik* stained and

.*0

varnished if the wood has a pretty grain. Cushions and a

sofa-pillow or two will add to the comfort of this commodi-

ous scut.

A Suspended Settle

A suspended settle (Fig. 44) is a convenient piece of

piazza furniture, and not a difficult thing for the young

carpenter to make.

The corner posts are two and a half inches square, and the

boards used in its construction are seven-eighths of an

inch thick and four inches wklc. The scat is forty-two
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inches long and eighteen inches wide, and the back is tit teen

inches high from the seat. The arms arc cut as shown in

Fig. 43 B, and securely screwed to the comer posts. 1 he

frame-pieces supporting the seat-boards arc let into the

back and front posts, in which laps have been cut. as shown

at Fig. 45 A and B. They should be securely fastened with

flat-headed screws. Both the rail to which the backing-

boards are attached and the rear ends of the arms are let

into the comer post and fastened with screws.

The seat is suspended from the ceiling of til. piazza on

four chains that may be purchased at a hardware store or

from a ship-chandler, or they may be made by a blacksmith

from iron three-eighths of an inch in diameter. If it is not

possible to obtain the chains, rope may be substituted, but

it will not look or last so well.

Two yokes bolted to the top of the back posts and eyc-

strajis for the front posts will anchor the chains securely to

the settle. The yoke is shown at Fig. 45 C, and the eye-

strap at Fig. 45 D. A bolt passed through the top of the

rear posts and through the holes in the yoke will secure the

latter firmly, and a nut will prevent it from slipping loose.

Holes are made in the amis, and the eye-straps arc passed

down through them and attached to the front corner posts

with screws, as shown in Fig. 44. The back of the settle is

composed of boards four inches wide and placed an inch

apart.

A Coal and Wood Box

A combination box for coal and wood may be made from

an ordinary shoe-box, the sides and one end being cut down
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as shown in Fig. 46; but a more serviceable one is construct-

or! of boards seven-eighths of an inch thick, planed on both

sides, and with the joints securely glued and screwed.

The sides are twenty-six inches long and twelve inches

high .it the back. At the front they are but four inches

high. A back-piece ten inches wide and twelve inches high

is cut and fastened in place, and a front strip four inches

high is also made fast with glue and long, slim screws.

A division-board is placed in the middle of the box, as

indicated by the line of screw-heads, and a bottom, ten by

twenty-four inches, is held in place with screws passed

through the lower edge of the front, back, and sides, and

into the edges of the bottom.

A lid the width of the box is hinged to a cross-strip over

tin* partition. A handle at the lower end will make it easy

to lift the lid. Blocks with the corners rounded off will

serve as feet, one at each corner.

Thin Stain and two coats of varnish will finish the wood-

work on the outside. A coat or two of asphaltum varnish

will be letter for the inside.

Sticks of wood for the open fire or kindlirtg for the grate

fire may l>c kept in the square receptacle, while under the

lid at least two bucketfuls of coal may lie slowed away.

If the fuel-holder is used only at the open fire, logs may be

stood on end in the square box, and kindling may be kept

in the covered half.

A Flat-iron Holder

A rack of shelves to hold flat-irons may be made of white-

wood or pine seven-eighths of an inch thick, the several
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pieces being securely fastened together with screws. Two

side-plates are cut four inches wide and thirty inches long.

The tops are bevelled and the bottom of each piece is curved,

as shown in Fig. 47.

The shelves are two inches wide and eighteen inches long.

n>cv are spaced eight inches apart, having the front edge

flush with the edge of t he side-plates, and leaving a space

two inches wide from the rear edge to the wall. Wall-

plates two inches wide are let into the rear edge of the side-

plates two inches above the shelves. Against these the
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bottom of the irons will rest.

A top and a bottom board, cut as shown in the illustration,

are to be attached to the wall-plates, and the complete rack

of shelves should be fastened to the kitchen or laundry wall

with stout screws set firmly into the studding.

Two coats of olive-green or brown paint will finish this

holder nicely, or it may be painted any color to match the

wood-work in the kitchen or laundry.

An Umbrella-stand

A n umbrella-stand does not occupy much space, and it is

a convenient receptacle for umbrellas, canes. l>all-l>ats. and

golf-clubs (Fig. 48) •

To make one it will require four pieces of clear pine or

white-wood thirty inches long, ten inches wide, and half an

inch in thickness. There is also a bottom board nine and a

half inches square ami seven-eighths of an inch thick, to which

the lower ends of the boards are to be screwed fast. A high,

narrow box is to be formed of the boards, one side of each

board being attached to the edge of the next one. as the

illustration shows. Shellac or varnish will give the «««!-

work a pleasing finish, especially if it is white-wood, cypress,

or spruce.

A design may l>c worked out <>n one side with large oval-

headed hob-nails painted black. These may l*e purchased

at a shoemakers for a few cents a paper. The design should
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first be drawn on thin brown paper and held on the wood

with pins. The nails are driven along the lines of the

ornament, but before they are hammered home, the paper

should be tom away so that none of it is caught under the

nail-heads.

A zinc tray six inches high, and made to fit in the bot-

tom of the box. wiii hold the drippings from wet umbrellas.

Rings soldered at the top edge of the tray will permit it to be

removed for cleaning.

A Plant-box

For growing plants and flowers that always look well

around a piazza rail, the plant-box shown in Fig. 49 will

be found useful. One or more boxes may be made from

pine lxxmls an inch thick and eight inches wide. The boxes
should be six inches deep, outside measure, and they may
l»e as long as desired to fill the spaces between the piazza

posts.

Straight or box joints are made at the comers and fas-

tened with screws. The irride of the boxes should be treated

to several successive coats of asphaltum varnish to render

them water-proof. Several small holes must be liorcd in the

l*otiom of each box to drain oil surplus moisture, and the

boxes and supjiorU may be painted a color to match the

trimmings of the house.

To anchor the boxes, screw a batten to the balustrade, on

which tlie inner edge of the box may rest. The outer edge

is supported by means of braces attached firmly to the

underside of the lx>x and to the piazza floor, as shown in
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the illustration. Two small brackets attached to the under-

side of tl>c box and to the batten will hold the box in place

and prevent it from slipping olT the top of the batten.

A Final Word

The few objects shown and described in this chapter arc,

of course, but a small part of the things a wide-awake boy

will think of and wish to make. The principles involved

in tl»eso examples, however, will apply to scores of other

things that may be constructed. Once these simpler forms

of workmanship are mastered the young craftsman will go

forward naturally to the higher exercise of his art. Car-

pentry is a fascinating occupation, and it is well worth

while, since its results are of practical use and value.

Chapter II

WOOD-CARVING

A
KNOWLEDGE of drawing and modelling will he

most helpful to the young carver, as then the out-

line of ornament cm be readily drawn, while to carve

objects from wood the art of modelling form is most

desirable.

If the beginner possesses a knowledge of form acquired

by drawing and modelling, the art of wood-carving may

be readily and quickly mastered; but even if these ad-

vantages should be lacking, it is possible that considerable

progress can be made by those who will follow the instruc-

tions given on these pages.

The most important feature of carving is the ability to

sharpen and maintain the little tools, and when this is mas-
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tered, more than half the difficulty has been overcome.

The dexterity to handle, with a firm and sure hand, the

various chisels and gouges comes, of course, with practice

only.

It is better to begin with a soft wood. Pine, poplar,

button-wood, cypress, or red woods are all of close grain

and are easy to work. The harder woods, and those with

a very open grain—such as chestnut, ash, and oak—should
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riot be carved until the first principles are learned in the

softer woods.

Carving takes time, and it is notan art that can be quick-

ly mastered, unless it be the chip -and -line variety. But

this last can hardly be compared to the more beautiful re-

lief-carving, with its well-modelled form and undercutting.

A hoy may learn the first principles of carving, using only

his small, flat carpenter’s chisels and gouges; but for more

advanced work he will need the regular carving -chisels.

These latter are sharpened on both sides, while the car-

penter’s chisels are ground on one side only. Neverthe-

less, some very good work has been done by !>oys who had

nothing better than a small gouge, a flat chisel, and a pen-

knife. The true artist can work in any material anti with

the most indifferent of implements.

Tools

At the start a numerous assortment of tools will not be

necessary, ns the flat work and chip-carving will naturally

be the first department of the art to be taken up by the

young carver.

Six or eight chisels constitute a good sot. and those shown

from Pig. i to 6 will answer very well. Fig. r is a plain,

flat chisel witli a straight edge, as shown at A; it is com-

monly called a firmer. Fig. 2 is also a flat tod, but pos-

sessing an angle or oblique edge; it is commonly called a

skew -firmer. Figs. 3 and 4 arc gouges. Fig. 5 is a V
gouge, and Pig. 6 is a grounder. G. H, I, J. and K arc

gouges of various circles. L is an angle, or V, gouge. M. N.
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and O are gouges of various curves, and P, Q, anil R are

V gouges of various widths and angles. These last are used

for furrows, chip-carving, and lining.

A flat felt or denim case should be made for the tools, so
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that they may be kept in good order. It is made of two

Strips of the goods, one wider than the other. Two edges

arc brought together and sowed, and lines of stitching form

pockets for the chisels. The flap left by the wider strip of

goods is folded over the chisel ends, and the pockets con-

taining the tools may be rolled up and tied with tape-strings.

When opened it will appear as shown in Fig. 7. The edges

of chisels kept in this manner are insured against injury

and rust, since the case protects them from atmosplicric

moisture.

'I'he stones needed for sharpening the tools will be an

Ordinary flat oil-stone (preferably a fine-grained India

and two or three Turkey or Arkansas sli|», four or

five inches long, having the shapes shown in Fig. 8. A,

with the rounded edges, is for the gouge tools; B, with the

sharp edges, is for V-shaped tools; and any of the flat chisels

may be sharpened on the regular oil-stone, C.

In Fig. 9 end views of some slips arc shown. A and B

arc rouivl-cdgcd slips for gouge-chisels; 0 and I) arc angle

stones for V chisels; while small, flat tools may la* finished

on the siiU*s. These stones arc held in the hand, and lightly

but firmly nibbed against both surfaces of a tool to give it

the fine cutting edge.

In Pig. 10 an oil-stone in a case is shown. A boxed

cover fits over it and protects it from grit and dust. This

is important, for often a little gritty dust will do more harm

to the edge of a fine tool than the stone can do it good.

The other tools necessary to complete the kit will be sev-

eral damps, similar to those shown in Figs. 1 x and 1 a, and

a fret-saw (Pig. 13). If you happen to possess a brackct-
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machine or jig-saw the fret-saw will not bo necessary. A

glue-pot will also be found useful.

The first essential to good, dean cutting is that the tools

shall be absolutely sharp and in a workman-like condition.

It is often case that an amateur’s tools arc in such a

state that no professional carver could produce satisfactory

results with them. And yet the variety of carving tools is
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so limited that if the difficulties of sharpening a firmer and
gouge are mastered the task is practically ended.

if tl>e tools should be unusually dull they must first be
ground on a grindstone, and as carvers’ tools are sharpened
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on both sides, they must he ground on both sides. The

firmers may be sharpened on the oil-stone bid flat on the

bench, but the gouges must be held in the ham!, in order

to sharpen the inside curve with a slip. The outer curve

can be sharpened on the flat oil-stone, or held in the hand

and dressed with the flat side of a slip. Great care must

be taken to give the tools a finished and smooth edge.

When they have reached the proper degree of sharpness

:t will be an easy matter to cut across the grain of white

pine, leaving a furrow that is entirely smooth and almost

polished.

In the use of the oil-stone ami slips, ncat’s-foot oil, or a

good, thin machine oil, should he employed. Astral oil is

too thin, but the oil sold in small bottles for sewing-ma-

chines or bicycles will answer every purpose. Watcr should

not be used, as it would spoil the stones, ami not produce

the sharp edge on the tools.

The finest stones are the best for use, and although they

take longer to give the keen edge required, they will be

found the most satisfactory in the end. Avoid grit and

dust on the stones, and before using them they should be

wiped olT with an oiled rag. The beginner must not con-

sider any pains too great to make himself thorough master

of the tools, and to keep a perfect edge on all of them.

The tools being in proper condition, the next step is to

acquire a knowledge of the best methods of handling them.
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It will require some time and practice to become thor-

oughly familiar with the manner in which tools are used,

and, if it is possible, it would lie well to watch some carver

at work.

The chisels should always be held with one hand on the

handle, with two fingers of the other hand near the edge

of the tool. This is tp give sufficient pressure at the end

to keep it down to the wood, while the hand on the handle

gives the necessary push to make the tool cut.

A Carver's Bench

A carver's bench is a necessity for the young craftsman,

but if it is not jxssible to get one, a heavy, wooden-top

kitchen table will answer almost as well. The proper kind

of a bench jpves greater facility for working, since it is

more solid and the height is better than that of an ordinary

table. Any Voy who is handy with tools can make a bench

in a slx>rt tim? of pine or white wood, the top being of hard-

wood. If the joiner-work is not too difficult to carry out, it

would l>e better to make the legs and braces of hard-wood

also, to lend weight and solidity to the table.

The wood should lx; free from knots and sappy places,

and as heavy as it is jv»ssil>le to get it, so as to make a really

substantial bench. Tlx- top should measure four feet long

ami thirty inches wide, and not less than one inch and a

half in thickncs- The framework must be well made, and

the comer -jxxsts and braces securely fastened with lap-

joints, glue, and screws. The top of the beneh should be

thirty-nine inches high, and to one side of the bench a car-
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pen tor's vise may be attached, as shown in Fig. 14 . The

jaw of the vise is seven inches wide, one and an eighth inches

thick, and thirty-four inches long. It is hung as described

for the carpenter’s bench (sec Carpentry, Chapter I.). A
wood or steel screw may be purchased at a hardware stor-:,

and set near the top and into the solid apron side-rail.

Tl»c prists arc four inches thick, and the cross-picccs and

rails should 1>» of seven-eighth-inch hard-wood four inches

wide. The top overhangs the framework two indies all

around, thus forming a ledge, to which the plates of wood

or panels may be bound with the clamps and bench-screws.

WIktc a damp cannot be used, a cleat, as shown in Fig. 1

1

,

is screwed fast to the top of the table, and the projecting

car catches the edge of the wood and holds it securely.
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A coat of varnish or paint on the legs and braces will

finish this bench nicely, and it will then be ready for the

young workman’s use.
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Chip-carving

To begin with, it is best to work on a simple pattern that

can be followed easily.

Get a piece of yellow pine, white-wood, or cypress seven-

eighths of an inch thick, six inches wide, and twelve inches

Jong. On a piece of smooth paper draw one-half of a pat-

tern similar to the one shown in Fig. 15 A; or you may use

any other simple design that is free in line and open in the

ornament. Upon the wood lay a sheet of transfer-paper,

with the black surface down, and on top of the transfer-

sheet the paper bearing the design. Go over all the lines

with a hard lead-pencil, bearing down firmly on the point.
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so that the lines will In* transferred to the wood. Turn the

design around and repeat the drawing, so that the wood

will bear the complete pattern. Clamp the wood to one

side or corner of the bench with three «»r four damps. Do

not screw the damps directly on the wood, but place be-

tween the jaw and the wood a piece <*f heavy card-board,

or another piece «>f thin wood, to prevent the damps from

bruising the surface of the panel.

First, with a small V. or gouge-chisel, cut tl>c lines; after

that the leave*, using a flat, <>r spade, chisel. Two an
incisions will shape out the leaf, and the angle through the

centre describes the main vein. The chipping may he shal-

low or deep, as a matter of choice, but more effect may be

hail by cutting fairly deep.

The finished result will appear as shown in the illustra-

Fig. 15 B
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tion of the chip-carved pane! (Fig. 15 B). For light orna-

menting or drawer-panels, fancy boxes, and picture-frames,

tnis form of carving may be made both pleasing and effect-

ive. Moreover, its mastery leads naturally to the more ar-

tistic relief-carving.

A Frame for a Small Clock

Get one of the little nickel-plated clocks (sold at sixty

cents and upwards). Lay it down on a smooth piece of

soft wood—pine or cedar—about seven by eight inches.

Mark around it closely with a lead-pencil, and cut out the

circular opening with your knife. If you happen to have

a fret-saw or suitable tools, you can make it of hard-wood.

Smooth nicely with sand-paper. The dock must fit closely

into the opening. You will find Fig. 16 very easy to do.

Cut out tl>c lines, being careful not to let the tool slip
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when cutting with the grain. Dilute the walnut stain

with turpentine, and paint the design inside the lines; the

grooves prevent the color spreading. Let it dry. The

next day, with a wad of cotton or piece of canton flannel,

rub on some varnish. Soft wood absorbs it very rapidly

at first until the pores are filled. When quite dry, sand-

paper nicely. Then rub again with varnish, a little at a

time. Keep raw linsecd-oil near you in a cup ;
dip one

finger of your left hand in this when the work becomes

sticky, and apply to the pad; it helps to spread the var-

nish. Rub briskly with a circular motion. The varnish

will dry quickly, when it must have a final polish; this

brings out the beauty of the grain. If carefully done,

your work will resemble inlaying.

Some Other Designs

The daisy design (Fig. 17) is charming when finished,

and has the additional merit of being easy. Cut the daisy

form from a visiting-card, and mark around it. Stain the

centre much darker than the petals.

Table-tops, jewel-boxes, calendar frames, chairs, etc..

may be purchased already polished, and outlined in some

dainty pattern. A finer tool (No. 11. g’j) comes for this
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kind of work. Of course it cannot be stained, but if de-

sired the background may be stamped with a star-pointed

"marker” to give the design prominence.

These patterns may be adapted for the decoration of

glove -boxes, bread - plates, knife -boxes, stools, blotting-

books, card-cases, match-boxes, music-portfolios, and many
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other things, which will sell well at fancy fairs, or be highly

appreciated as presents.

Relief-carving

Relief - carving differs from the chip work in that the

ornament is raised instead of being cut in. Solid relief-

carving, such as appears on panels, box-covers, and furni-

ture, is produced either by cutting the background away

or by carving the ornament separately and then gluing it

onto the sur'ace of the article to be decorated. Of course,

this latter process is only a makeshift, and the first method

is the really artistic one.

It is best to begin with something simple and then go on

to the more complicated forms of ornamental work. A

neat pattern for a long panel is shown in Fig. 18 A. This

panel is twelve inches long and four and a half inches wide.

On a smooth piece of paper draw one-half of the design

and transfer it to the wood, ns descrilx-d for the chip-carved

panel. Clamp the wood to a corner of the bench and, with

Fig. 18 4
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a small wooden mallet and both firmer and gouge-chisels,

cut down on the lines and into the face of the wood. Then,

with the gouges and grounding-tool, cut away the luck-

ground to a depth of one-eighth of an inch or more, until a

result is obtained similar to that shown in Fig. 18 B. The

entire design and edge of the panel will then lx; in relief,

but its surface will be flat and consequently devoid of ar-

tistic feeling. With the flat and extra flat gouge-chisels be-

gin to carve some life into the ornament. A little practice

Fig. 18 B

will soon enable the young craftsman to observe which parts

should be high and which should be low. The intermediate

surfaces should be left neutral, or between high and low

relief. This finishing process depends for its effect upon

the good taste and feeling of the craftsman; it is the quality

that gives artistic beauty and meaning to the work. The
panel, when completed, should have the appearance shown

in Fig. 1 8 C.

As already stated, the general effect of relief-carving may
be also obtained through the "applied” method, a simpler

S«

and less tedious process, but neither so artistic nor so sub-

stantial.

Tl»c design is transferred to a thin piece of wood and cut

Fig. 18 C

out with a fret or jig sow. Fig. 19 A shows a suitable pat-

tern for Uits class of work. The pieces avs then glued in

position on a thick piece of wood, and the 'feeling” carved

in after the fashion already indicated. This "applied"

carving may be used on the panels of small drawers, cabi-

nets, and boxes of various sizes and shapes. The inventive

5 *

Fig. 19 B

bov will !>e able to design patterns for himself, or they may

be cheaply bought. Fig. 19 B shows the ellcct of the fin-

ished work.

Mouldings

In Fig. 20 some designs are given for carved mouldings.
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anil at the side, end views are shown.

Plain mouldings of various shapes may also be bought at

a mill, or from a carpenter, and may be given "life" with

a little care and work. Both hard and soft wood mould-

ings are available, bu at first the softer woods will be found

the easier to work.

A plain corner on a wooden picture-frame may lx* built

up with blocks of wood glued on as shown in Fig. 21 A.

When carved this piece will have the appearance of the

finished comer shown in Fig. 21 B. The arms of chairs,

corners of furniture, and the like may be treated in this

same manner.

When flat and relief carving have been mastered, it would

lie well to attempt something in figure ami free-hand work,

such as animals, fruit, or heads. But it will take a good
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deal of practice on the simple and conventional forms lie-

fore the amateur will feel himself competent for the more

advanced art. As improvement in the flat work is noticed,

the ornament may be " undercut ” to give it richness ami

boldness.

To finish wood in any desired color, stains may lie pur-

Fig. 20
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chased at a paint or hardware shop. Over the stained sur-

face, when dry. several thin coats of hard-oil finish or furni-

ture varnish should lie applied. The back and edges of a

carved panel must always be painted to protect them from

moisture and dampness; warping ami splitting are thereby

avoided. Some pieces of carving need only a coating of

raw linseed-oil, while others may be treated to a wax finish

composed of beeswax cut in turpentine, rubbed in with a

cloth, and polished off. Another method of darkening oak

(before it is varnished) is to expose it to the fumes of am-

monia. or to paint on liquid ammonia, with a brush, until

the desired antique shade is obtained. The staining proc-

ess, however, is preferable.

Giapter III

FRETWORK AND WOOD-TURNING

N
EARLY every boy has had. at one time or another,

a desire to make scroll-brackets, fretwork-boxes, and

filigree wood-work of various sorts. The art is naturally

affiliated with other decorative processes in wood-working,

such as wood-turning, carving, and marquedy, or the art

of inlaying woods. Both fretwork and wool-turning are

very old crafts, and were practised by the ancient Egyp-

tians, specimens of their work being still extant.

A great deal of amusement and pleasure may l>e had in

the possession of a scroll -saw, or "bracket machine." as

it was commonly known among boys some years ago.

And first, as to the implements required.

The Tools

To those who can go to the dealer and pay for just what

their fancy dictates, there is no trouble to procure all the

tools that may lx? needed for the finest work; but others

who cannot afford this luxury may get along nicely with a

very small outlay. In fact, in nearly every instance known

to the writer where the amateur has really rigged up his

S 6

own machine, he has become master of the art sooner. A

number of years ago the writer, then a school-boy, trans-

formed an old sewing-machine table into a scroll-saw and

lathe, and to-day this homely old stand and crudely put

together machine does as good work, with as little effort, as

tlx; finest and most expensive outfit. This machine, all

complete, with the drilling attachment, cost: old machine,

one dollar; dozen saws, assorted, twenty-five cents; new
material, rivets, etc., sixty-five cents; drills (still in use),

fifteen cents; total, two dollars and five cents.

This money was saved from building fires and taking up

ashes, and tlx; first time She saw was run—one cold, stormy

day in late November there was cut up material which,

when put together and sold (playmates and school -fellows

being the customers), amounted to over three dollars in

cash, besides a few pocket-knives, bits of rare wood, and the

like that were taken in exchange.
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Making a fine scroll-saw from a sewing-machine is of it-

self an easy matter. The balance-wheels should be re-

tained, in order that all back lash can be easily overcome.

The two arms holding the saw are to be geared from some
wheel in the rear or connected with a belt. If the wrist-

pin (the crank, or pitman wrist) gives too long a motion,

it can be easily taken up by either drilling another hole

nearer the centre or using a bent crank-pin. In any event

the cut should not be over one inch.

Another method of shortening the stroke (and a very

good one if the means of making the other changes are not

at hand) is by changing the bearing of the arm. The nearer

the saw the shorter the stroke. The clamp screws holding
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the saws should be adjustable, so that either a long or a

short saw-blade may be used. Those who break their

blades (and there are none who do not) will find great

economy in using adjustable damps, as the short pieces

can be used for sawing thin stuff, veneers, and the like.

The best kind of clamp is |>rovided with a slit to receive the

blade and a set-screw for tightening.

The tools necessary for hand-sawing are very simple and
inexpensive, consisting of a wooden saw-frame, one dollar;

dozen saw-blades, twenty cents; one clamp-screw, twenty-

five cents; drill and stock, fifty cents; total, one dollar

and ninety-five cents.

In selecting saw-blades bo careful t«* buy only those with

sharp and regular-cut teeth. Saws are graded by number

for hand-sawing. Numbers o and i are the lx*st sizes, un-

less for very delicate work, when finer ones should In* used.

The huger blades have coarse teeth, which arc liable to

catch in the work and tear it. Since, at the lx*st, the mo-
tion of the hand-saw is jerky, not nearly so nice work can

be done as with the trcadlc-saw, which lias an even, steady

gait.

For all open-work it is necessary to have something to

punch holes, so that a start may be made on the inside.

Many use an ordinary brad-awl. but this is liable to s|dit

the wood. Besides, it is not possible to punch a hole so

smooth and nice ns it can be drilled or bored; hence. a drill

is included in the list, and it will be found a very handy

tool for either hand or treadle saws. The most serviceable

article of this kind is the small German drill-stock, that

can be bought with six drill-points, assorted sizes, for fifty
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cents, or the small hand-drills, with side wheel and handle,

and provided with a small chuck to dutch the drill.

From what 1 have said, it should not be inferred that

any objections are made to any of the beautiful little ma-

chines now to be bought at moderate cost. By all means,

when the expense can he afforded, these should be used.

The good ones will do the most delicate work, can be run

with great ease, and will cut from eight to twenty pieces

at a time, according to the thickness of the wood, leaving

the edges of the work perfectly smooth. In using treadle-

machines, insert the saw-blades with the teeth pointing

downward and towards the front of the machine, and guide

tlic wood easily with the fingers, with the wrists resting

firmly on the table, being careful not to feed too fast or
crowd against the saw sideways. Otherwise the blades will

lx? heated and broken, and they will wear away the little

wooden button .set at the centre of the plate to prevent the

saw from touching the metal work-table.

The Practice of the Art

Most boys know how to run a scroll-saw. or think they

do. yet a few practical hints should not come amiss.

To begin with, the machine should be well oiled, all

nuts, screws, anil holts turned up tight, and the belts ad-

justed at sufficient tension to run at a high rate of speed

without slipping. Many machines, even in large mills, are

groaning and filing out their journals and bearings simply

because tlie belts are too tight. One of the first principles

to be mastered in applied mechanic's is that of power trnns-
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mission, and right here the young workman has the best of

opportunities to solve, in a measure, a great mechanical

problem—namely, a l>elt tight enough to drive the machine

and do tlx? work, and loose enough to run easy and cause

no unnecessary friction or wear on the journals and boxings.

For y'Hir first practice take some cigar-box wood (of

which a good st*x-k should be kept), and trace upon the dark

sides a series of angles and curved lines. Never, under any

circumstances, begin sawing without a tracing, or a pat-

tern of some kind, to saw to, for now is the time to cultivate

Inbits of accuracy. With no design or objective - point,

nothing but a bit of useless board will result; besides, you

will form a Libit of working without a guide, a habit that

has made more poor artisans than the love of idleness an

bail company. I-ay the wood on the rest, or plate, and

see that it lies solidly. If it shakes, the wood is uneven

and should lx? straightened, for no one can saw a warped

board and make accurate work; besides, it is impossible

to work in such wood without breaking the saws. The

wood being level, hold it down with the left hand, fasten

securely a No. i blade in the frame, and begin sawing, being

careful to keep the motion very high and feeding slowly,

sawing out the tracing lines, or keeping close to one side of

them. If an ordinary hand-frame is used, work it firmly

in one direction, keeping the blade perpendicular, and turn-

ing the wood so that the saw may follow the pattern.

After you have thoroughly learned the motion of the

machine, the cutting of the saw, feeding, etc., try sawing

a straight line, being careful not to push or crowd the blade

sideways, as this will not only make the lines crooked, but
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will heat and ruin the blades, if it docs not break them.

When you have become an adept in following a straight

line, and cutting the lines of a curve accurately, mark out

several Vs and squares. To saw a V begin at the upper

end and sav down to the point; now back the saw out, ami

saw from the other end down to the same point. If the

line is carefully followed, this will insure a sharp, clean-
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cut angle. To cut out a square hole, saw down to the angle,

then work the blade up and down in one place rapidly

until it becomes loose; tlu-n turn the wood at right angles

and saw carefully along the line to the other comer, when
the operation may he repeated. Just as soon as you can

saw straight and curved lines true to tracings, it is safe to

begin good work with little if any fear of spoiling lumber or

breaking an undue number of saws.

The Preparation of the Work

One of the simplest objects for a beginner to try his skill

upon is a wall-bracket such as shown in Fig. i. A piece of

cellar—the bottom and lid of a cigar-box will answer the

purpose excellently—from seven to eight inches in length

by six and a half in width is a convenient size. The shelf

is a semicircular piece either plain or scalloped in front, and

its support must be of light, open, hut strong design to

match one-half of the lower design to the wall-plate. Hinges

are sometimes placed to all parts in order to make it easy

to pack the bracket. But such additions can only be made

by the expert craftsman.

The first thing to be done is to trace the design on a thin

6i

piece of paper after it lias been drawn roughly on a smooth

sheet of brown paper. When the tracing is compete, lay

it face downward, and cover it with powdered red chalk.

The tracing is then impose*! on the wood, with the red side

downward. With a blunt bodkin or lead-pencil wc now

draw firmly along the lines, thus reproducing the tracing

on the surface of the wood. Having accomplished this, we

remove the (vapor, and with pen and ink make a complete

drawing of the outlined design on the wood.

In designing fretwork great care must lie taken to get

the two skies of the pattern alike and in correct drawing.

This can best he done by drawing the design on tracing-

paper, and doubling it over when, with a little extra press

ure of the pencil, a goo 1 design can be obtained on both

si'les of the paper.

When this has beer, accomplished pierce the wood at

various points with a drill. The holes thus made arc to

allow the saw to enter. The wood may now l* put in the

clamp. Then with a moderately strong saw the young be-

ginner can make his first attempt. The frame must lvc

held perfectly straight and the arm worked steadily up

and down.

Turning the saw is always a difficult point with ama-

teurs. but in reality there is but little in the operation that

cannot be mastered with a few moments' practice. The

secret of turning neatly and without damaging either saw

or wood is to work very steadily up and down, but not for-

ward. when the turning-point has been reached. Then by

a sharp and active movement of the wrist and wood the

saw should be turned, but not jerked, and the new line

02

commenced. Sometimes, however, the delicacy of the pa’ -

tern makes this impossible. The saw should then be pulled

backward and forward gently until a sufficiently large hole

has been made.

I' >s impossible, within the limits of this chapter, to give

designs for any considerable number of the articles that can

be made in fretwork; but with the descriptions just given,

an*! the few accompanying patterns, a boy who has any

idea of drawing and designing can put parts «»f an ornament

together and so work out new and attractive variations.

A Match-safe

The design for a match-safe is shown in Fig. 2, the wall-

plate measuring two inches and a half in width and seven

inches high. One side of the pattern should first be drawn

in free-hand, then traced and transferred to the thin wood

and the lines gone over with a sharp-pointed, hard (Hindi,

so that it will be an easy matter to see them when sawing.

Gj

The front plate of the match-safe is shown at B and one

end at C. The front is two and a half inches long and one

inch wide, ami the ends are made in proportion, or about

seven-eighths of an inch wide. These parts are put to-

gether with slim steel nails and glue, having first drilled

the holes where the nails arc to be driven to prevent them

from splitting tins wood.

Most of the modern scroll-sawing machines have mov-

able beds, so that bevel cuts can l»c made. This is done by

tilting the bed or table slightly, as shown in Fig. 3. As a

result the work will have a narrower face than the back, as

shown at tl»c right side of the bracket in Fig. 1. However,

in making the front, or bracket part, there should not be

any bevel -cutting, since it would look one-sided. Keep

the bed flat in that case, and make the regular cuts for

straight work.

A Wall-bracket

Tlie simple bracket shown in Fig. 1 is an easy one to

draw, and it may Ixr cut from holly, birch, oak, or any good

wood about one-eighth of an inch in thickness. The bracket

or front-piece is half the back-plate, omitting the top orna-

ment. The shelf (A) may l>e rounded, scalloped, or cut

serpentine, as indicated by the dotted lines, and the three

parts are put together with fine nails, or screws, and glue.

A Fretwork-box

For a glove or necktie box an attractive design is shown
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in Fig. 4, A being the top and B the front or back. The

ends should be made a proportionate size, and a part of the

A OI.OVK-DOX ANII A T OHACKKT
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traced ornament can be transferred to them, so as to match

the other parts.

A good size to make this box will be ten inches long, five

inches wide, and three inches deep. This should be tlx*

size of the main rib or rectangle in the top, and out from it

tiic scallops project three-quarters of an inch all around.

Lay out one-quarter of the cover design on a piece of

smooth paper; then make a tracing of it. With a piece of

transfer-paper this quarter should be gone over with a blunt

lead-pencil, so that the lines will be transferred to the wood.

Take care when making a transfer to see that the quarter

1'ii.S been accurately placed on the wood so that a perfect

rectangle will be had.

Put this box together with glue and small, slim nails,

and arrange a bottom of thin wood to fit where the lower

CrC"S-rib of the sides is shown. If the saw leaves ragged

edges at the reverse side of the wood, they may be cleaned

off with fine sand-paper or a small file.

Some Other Designs

Another design for a bracket is illustrated in Fig. 5 ;
and

in Fig. 6 a T is shown that may be used for a bracket or a

wall-hanger, along the top edge of which small hooks may

be arranged to hold a shoe-horn, button-hooks, scissors,

and other small bedroom accessories.

Wood-turning

The common examples of wood-turning with which a boy

is most familiar are tops, balls, bats, dumb-bells, Indian
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clubs, brooin-handles, and sj>oo[s. All of these objects are

made in a lathe, and this is the self-same machine that has

been in use for centuries, with but few mollifications. Like

the potter's wheel, it is simplicity itself and needs no im-

provement.

The object of a lathe is to cause a piece of wood or other

material to revolve from end i*> end, so that when a chisel

other sharp-edged tool is hold against the moving sur-

face it will cut away that part of the material at which the

tool is directed.

The boy who lives near a wood-working establishment,

or mill, can gain more knowledge in watching a wood-turner

at work for half an hour than he can learn from reading a

Iwok on tltc subject for many clays. It is a simple craft,

but a firm hand and a true cut are the important factors

in making a boy a master of the lathe.

Once the knowledge is gained, however, it is an easy

matter to turn all sorts of objects.

A simple lathe may Ik- made from a small table, a grind-

stone, a trunk-strap, and several small parts that are easily

gotten together. Read how in his boyhood days the author

constructed a small lathe.

Between the legs of a table two bars were nailed across

for supports to the shaft, which was made of oak and meas-

ured three feet long and one- inch square. This just fitted

the hole in a grindstone that was used for the balance-

wheel. Six inches from the ends of the shaft the corners

were cut away to form bearings on the cross-bars, which

were hollowed out to receive it. A leather strap was nailed

over to keep it in position. The grindstone was next placed

on the shaft, near one end, between the bearings, and wedged.

Over it two brackets, four inches high, were screwed in posi-

tion on the table top. six inches apart, forming a support

for a sliaft of a small wheel or pulley made of wood. In

the end of an ash shaft, one inch square and eight inches

long, were three sharp points made bv driving in nails with-

out heads, the projecting ends being filed to points; these,

forced against the block, held one end firmly enough to

turn. The places where the bearings came were cut in the

form of a cylinder three-quarters of an inch in diameter,

and corresponding places were hollowed in the supports

(as shown at Fig. 8) to receive it. a small piece of wood being

screwed on over each, after the shaft and wheel were put in

pcsition.

A belt was made of an old trunk-strap, passed round the

grindstone and through two holes in the table over the lit-

tle wheel, causing the latter to revolve very rapidly when

the former was turned. This was done by a treadle put
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in the following manner: Two cranks were made (A in Fig.

7) by a blacksmith and attached to the ends of the long

shaft. They were three inches long anil had a knob on

the end of the handle to prevent the connecting-rods from

slipping off. The latter were of hard-wood, with a half-

inch hole bored through near one end. They were then

split six inches, allowing them to he placed on the handles.

A screw was then put in to secure them, the lower ends

being connected with a treadle made as in Fig. 7.

The second spindle at first was made immovable by in-

serting a piece of quarter-inch wire in a wooden bracket,

which was screwed to the table; but finding it not always
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convenient to use blocks of the same length, one was ar-

ranged to slide; it could be secured in any position with

thumb-screws. A long cut a quarter of an inch wide was

first sawed in the table in the line of the short shaft; then

a bracket three inches high was screwed to a short strip

two inches wide, one inch thick, and a foot long. A similar

strip was placed beneath, through which two thumb-screws

passed. A piece of wire, filed to a point ami driven in
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the bracket, served for a centre. A movable block of

wood three and a half inches high was used for a tool rest,

which by means of two small bolts and thumb-screws was

held fast to the tabic top. Slots cut in the table top made

it possible to move this rest forward or backward, and the

thumb-screws, or winged-nuts, as they are properly called,

were tightened at the under side of the tabic, as shown at

Fig. 9.

A great deal of pleasure may l>e hail at little or no cost

with a lathe of this description. All sorts of small things

may be turned, and when a boy has mastered the craft it

would be well to add an iron lathe to bis stock of tools, if

the cost is at all within his means.

Chapter TV

PICTURE MOUNTING AND FRAMING

T
HE modem idea in framing pictures is to have the

frame harmonize with the subject, rather than to

employ a stock moulding with set pattern made by the

mile, and cut up into frames of all sizes and for all sorts

of pictures. All the frames shown in the illustrations ac-

companying this chapter were made at home, and from

such simple materials as thin boards, burlap, tea-chest

matting, denim, wire, sheet-lead, harness-rings, and brass-

headed upholsterers’ tacks.

A Dutch Head Mounting

For the study of a Dutch head a unique frame, or mount-

ing. is shown in Fig. r. This is a board of thin wood of a

si7.e in proportion to the photograph, the latter being nailed

to the board with large, oval-headed tacks painted black.

The board is covered with green denim, the edges of which

are drawn over the back of the board and glued, or fastened

with small tacks. The photograph, a platinum print, is

trimmed to an oval, and then mounted on a white card.

When the paste is dry the mount is also cut ovalwise, fol-

7«

lowing the line of the photograph, and leaving a white mar-

gin half an inch in width. The picture is placed on the

board so that the side and top margins will be equal
;

it

Fig. 1 Fig. 3

is then fastened in place with upholsterers’ tacks driven

three-quarters of an inch apart.

These nails, as well as the other metal- work, are to be

coated with a mixture of dry lampblack and shellac before

they arc driven on the board. The nails should be painted

some time before they are to be used, so that the black

coating will be thoroughly dry. After the nails are driven

7 *
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in place it may be necessary to go over them with a small

brush and some of the black paint, to touch up places where

the coating has chipped off.

The ornament below the picture and the hanger-straps

are cut from sheet-lead about one-sixteenth of an inch in

thickness. The stems are of ordinary iron wire, such as

may be purchased at a hardware store for a few cents.

Each piece of the design is separate, and may be easily

cut from soft lead with an old pair of shears, and afterwards

trimmed with a pocket-knife or a small file.

Drawings of the metal parts to this frame are shown in

Fig. 2. A is the strap at the top. where the hanger is at-

tached; B, the scrolls forming the hanger; C. one of the

buds at the top of the stem of wire; I). the flower at the

middle of the frame under the picture; E. one of the long

leaves; and F. a shorter curved one. These are all pointed

black before they are applied to the hoard; then they are

caught with large and small nails, the large ones for effect,

the small and invisible ones to securely attach the inetal

ornaments to the wood.

Small staples made from pins with the heads cut off are

used to hold the wire stems in place, but at the outer ends

the wire is caught under the buds or flowers, where it is

held in place with an upholsterer's tack.

The ornamental hangers are made from thin strips of

stove-pipe iron one-quarter of an inch wide, ami may be

shaped with a small pair of pliers or bent with the fingers.

(Sec Chapter V.. Venetian and Florentine Metal - work.)

The long upper part of the strap -pieces are bent over

and caught at the back of the frame, ami form a sta-
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pie. into which the lower loop of each lunger is made

fast.

If the large, oval-headed nails which hold the picture to

the board cannot be had at your hardware store, imita-

tion heads may lx? cut from lead, blackened, and fastened

on with two or three fine steel-nails.

A Dark Gird Mounting

The mounting shown in Fig. 3 is constructed along the

same lines as that of Fig. i. but the hangers are different,

and the picture, having a white edge, is mounted on a 'lark-

card. The nails are then driven on t.»e white band, in

order to make them more conspicuous t*an they would be

if fastened on the outer margin.

A line may lx? drawn on a piece of smooth brown paper

indicating the size of the frame, and another one to denote

the location of the picture. The design should then be

drawn on the paper with lead-pencil, and the little flowers,

buds, and leaves fitted to this plan. The wire may also be

bent to conform to the lines of the drawing, so that it will

be an easy matter to apply the accurately fitted parts to

the frame, where they are fastened with small, oval-headed

tacks.

A strip of sheet -lead five inches long ami one-ha'.f an

inch wide is cut V-shaped at the bottom, and the top is

bent over a two-inch harness-ring, then drawn down and

fastened with a nail, to prevent it from releasing the ring.

These hangers arc fixed at the top, midway between the

picture and the outer edge of the frame. Large-headed
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wrought-iron bellows- nails are used on which to hang the

picture; they are driven into the wall, and. when neces-

sary. the picture may lx? removed from them by simply-

lifting the rings over the nail-heads.

A Triple Mounting

A board is covered with ordinary burlap, which is drawn

over tlie surface and tacked at the back; apparently it

is held in place by the large, oval-headed tacks driven

all around the outer edge. A card-mount the size of the
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photograph is ait away at the middle, leaving the outer

edge about half or five-eighths of an inch in width. This

is laid over the photograph, and through it the nails arc

driven which hold the photograph and the frame to the

board. The scroll-hangers at the top and the nail-head

decorations add to the artistic appearance of this frame.

Plain Framing

For etchings, water - colors, or colored photographs and

aquarelles, where a wide mat is desirable, plain narrow

frames should lx? used. These may lx? made from mould-

ing with the rablxft cut in by machine, but the boy crafts-

man may use 11: 5 rails and make his own rabbet.

First cut the joints with a mitre-box and saw; then with

glue and slim nads a good union is made, as. shown at Fig:

5, the dotted lines representing the long, slim nails. If a.

lap-point is preferred to a mitre, both ends of the flat rails

should be ad away, as shown at Fig. 6, the union being

made with glue and short screws driven in from the back

of the frame, taking care, however, not to puncture or de-

The long panel effect shown in Fig. 4 is a simple and

pleasing mounting for small photographs, or colored prints.

Fig. 4
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face the face of the frame. Where a rabbet is to be made

at the back of a frame, the front inner edge should be bev-

elled, as shown at A in Fig. 7. so that there will not be

too great a thickness of wood close to the glass. A quarter

of an inch out from the inner edge of the frame fasten

four square sticks with glue and small nails. These sticks

should be three-eighths of an inch square, and mitred at

the corners, as shown at B in Fig. 7. The glass can then

lie on the back of the frame within the space described by
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the small sticks, and over it the picture and back-board

arc placed, the nails being driven in to hold them in place.

A Sporting Mount

For a picture in which horses are promin: nt, such ns a

race, a group of horses’ heads, or a driving scene, an appro-

priate frame is suggested in Fig. 8.
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The frame proper is made from narrow strips of wood,

the face of which is studded with oval-headed nails. This

frame is then arranged on a large board, and at the comers

blocks, or separators, are fastened, which will cause the

frame to stand away from the large lioard for half an inch

or so, in order that the stirrup-strap and the whip-handle

may pass under it, as shown at A in Fig. 8.

The frame is hung by means of large harness-rings caught

at the top of the frame with leather straps. TIk-sc are car-

ried about the back-board and buckled at the front. The

stirrup is suspended from the lower middle part of the

frame on a strap, which is caught about the back-board

and runs under the small front frame.

Dark Flemish oak for the back-board, russet straps, and

brass buckles will make a pleasing combination; and if the

picture is a colored one. it will add greatly to the effect of

the complete mounting.

A Round-robin Mounting

For one large head-picture and a number of small ones

a novel scheme for mounting is shown at Fig. 9.

This is a one-piece barrel-head covered with burlap or

denim. The photographs are cut circular and mounted on

heavy white or cream-colored card-mounts, then trimmed’

so that a margin half an inch wide will be left all around.

These are to be applied to the l>arrel-hoad with oval-headed

upholsterers' nails, as suggested for Fig. 1 The hangers arc

made from thin strips of iron, and should be as long as half

the diameter of tiie board.
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Part II

METAL-WORKING

Chapter V

VENETIAN AND FLORENTINE METAL-WORK

IN’ Italy, many years ago, there originated the pretty

i household art of making small objects from metal strips

Iwnt into graceful curves and scrolls, and then banded to-

gether. During the past few years American and English

boys have taken up this Venetian and Florentine metal-

work. and to-day the materials may be purchased at hard-

ware stores in all the large cities.

The t<*ols required arc a pair of flat and a pair of round

-

nosed pliers, or pincers, a pair of heavy shears, and u pair

of wire-cutters; a small bench-vise will also be useful.

The materials include a few sheets of thin stove-pipe iron

of good quality (it may Ik* purchased from a tinsmith),

several yards fine, soft iron wire, and some heavier wire

for framework.

From the sheets of iron narrow strips are to lie cut with

the shears, and for ordinary work they should be not more

than three-sixteenths of an inch in width; for heavier or

lighter work the width may l»e varied. If it is possible to

obtain the prepared strips at a hardware store, it will be

l*etter than making them at home, since it is a tiresome task

to cut many of the strips from sheet-iron. Soft, thin iron
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that will bend easily is the only kind that is of use, as the

hard or brittle iron breaks off and it is impossible to bend

it into uniform or even scrolls.

A little patience and perseverance will be necessary at

first until the knack of forming scrolls has been mastered,

but once learned it will then be an easy matter to make

many pretty and useful objects.

A Lamp-screen

An attractive design for a lamp-screen »s shown in Fig.

1 A. When completed and backed with some prectv ma-

terial it will Ik* found a useful little affair to hang against
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the shade of a lamp to shield one’s eyes from the direct rays

of a bright light.

To begin with, form a square of six inches, and at tin-

top where the ends meet make a lap-joint by allowing one

end to project over the other; then bind them together with

some very fine wire—about the size that florists use. Inside

of this square make a circle six inches in diameter, and wire

it fast to the square where the sides, bottom, and top

touch it.

Rend four small circles, and fasten one in each of the four

angular corners between the circle and square; then form

the centre scrolls and the hoop in the middle of the screen.

To form a scroll like that shown in Fig. i bend a strip

of metal in the form of a U, as shown in Fig. 2 ,
and with

the round-nosed pair of pliers begin to curl one end in, as

shown in Fig. 3. When it has l>een rolled far enough in

to form one side of the scroll, it will appear as shown in
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Fig. 4. By treating the other end in a similar manner the

finished result will l»e a perfect scroll like Fig. 1. Four of

these scrolls are to be made and banded to the circle ami

to each other, and in the centre the hoop must l*e made

fast with little metal bands.

When uniting or binding two strips of metal together

they may be fastened with wire or bands, as a matter of
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choice. If the latter mode is employed, short pieces of the

metal strips are to be cut and partially bent in the form

of a clamp, as shown in Fig. 5 - Bring the two s.des to-

gether and bend one ear of the clamp over them (Fig. 6).

and if the other ear is the proper length, bend that down

in place, and squeeze all together with the fiat-nosed pair

of pincers. The perfect joint will then appear as shown

it. Fig 7. When using metal clamps the cars should be of

such a length that, when pressed down over the united strips

of metal, the ends will just come together and not overlap.

Having made the body part of the screen, form the scrolls

of the top. and bind them in place with wire or the little

metal clamps. This top should measure some three inches

high from the top rib of the screen, and the end scrolls

should project alxjut three-quarters of an inch beyond the

body of the screen at either side.

For the sides and bottom form a frill of metal and fasten

it to the screen with wire; it should not be more than three-

eighths or half an inch in width, and can be bent with the

round -nosed pincers and the fingers. Better wear gloves

‘or this part of the work.

When the metal-work is finished it will be necessary to

coat it with black paint to improve its appearance and pre-

vent its rusting. There are several good paints that may

Ik- used for this purpose, but if they are not easy to obtain

an excellent coating may l>e made by dissolving a little

shellac in alcohol and adding dry lampblack so it will

Ik- about the consistency of cream. It should be applied

to the metal with a soft brush, and if it should become too

thick it may be thinned by adding alcohol.
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Two thin coats will be all that are required for ordinary

purposes, but if the metal- work is exposed to the weather,

or any dampness that might cause it to rust, a coat of

red lead sliould be applied next the iron. Red lead can

Ik- mixed with boiled linseed -oil to make a good metal

paint.

A backing of some pretty, light-colored silk is required

to complete the screen, using one, two, or three thicknesses

to properly shield the light. The backing should be at-

tached to the grille, or framework, with black silk, and it

may be cut to fit either the round or square portion of the

framework. The stitches should be close together, to pre-

vent the goods drawing away from the metal .lbs.

Pattern-making

When constructing any piece of grille-work it is always

best to have a full-sized drawing to work over. For ex-

ample. it is a simple matter to lay out the plan for Fig. 1 A,

and you may proceed as follows: Pin to a lap-board u

smooth piece of heavy brown paper, and with a soft pencil

draw a six-inch square. Inside this describe, with a com-

pass. a six-inch circle; then draw the four corner circles,

and divide the larger circle into quarters. In each of these

quarters draw, in free-hand, the scroll shown in Fig. 1 A.

The top is to be drawn in free-hand, but if it is difficult to

get both sides alike you may first draw one side; then

double the paper, and transfer the design by rubbing the

l»ack of the paper. It will then be found an easy matter

to bend and fit the scrolls, since each member may be ac-

Ss

culately shaped to conform to the lines, and afterwards

banded together.

A Standard Screen
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For a standard screen in the shape of a banner the de-

sign shown in Fig. i A may be used, leaving off the top

ornament, and suspending it from the upper end of a sup-

ported stick with cord or wires, as shown in Fig. S.

The slick should be about eighteen inches high, and the

scroll feet should stand seven inches and a half up from

the bottom. At the widest part they should measure six

inches across, and there should be four of these feet to con-

stitute a stable base. At the top of the stick (which should

be about one-quarter of an inch square) a scroll and a hook

will serve to support the screen. In a library or sitting-

room, where one large lamp is used to read by, one or two

banner -screens will keep the strong light from the eyes

and the heat from the head without cutting off the needed

illumination from the book or work in hand.

A Candlestick

The illustration shown in Fig. <> gives a pleasing pattern

for a small-based candlestick.

To begin with, secure an old tin or brass candlestick

and rip off tin* bottom, leaving only the sheath and collar

at the top. Have a tinsmith cut the lower end away, leav-

ing about two inches of the top, and solder a »*>ttom in it.

Cut a pine stick about four inches long and not more than

three-sixteenths of an inch square, or the same thickness as
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the width of the metal strips from which the scrolls are to

lie formed. Punch a small hole in the bottom of the socket,

and drive a slim steel-wire nail down through it and into

the middle of one end of the stick, set that the attached

pieces will ajtpear as shown in Fig. io. The socket will

liold a candle, and the stick will act as a centre stafT against

which the four scroll sides are to be fastened.

A jxiper pattern should be used over which to bend the

scrolls, and across the bottom they should measure four

and a half incites, and five or six inches high. To the upper

part of one side-scroll a handle should be shaped and fas-

tened, as shown in Fig. 9 .

A Candelabra

The design for .1 four-armed candelabra to hold five can-

dles is shown in Fig. 11 .

Cut two sticks a quarter of an inch square and ten inches

long, another one thirteen inches long, and a short piece

1wo incites long. *\t the middle of the ten -inch lengths

cut laps, as sltown !n Fig. 12
,
and bore a hole through the

centre and into an end of the long stick. Drive a dim nail

down into the Me at the end of the stick, as shown in Fig.

13 ,
ami over it place the cross-arms, as shown in Fig. 14 -

In one end of the short stick lx»re a hole, snug it over the

top of the nail, and drive it down so that it will fit securely

on lop of the cross-sticks. The completed union will have

A STAC1MKP SCREEN AM* A CANDLESTICK
A CANDIDA HR A
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the appearance of Fig. 15, and to this wood frame the scroll

atu! ornamental work is to W attached.

Lay out the plan of one side on paper, making the dis-

SS

tance from the stick to outer edge of the foot about four

and a half inches. At the narrowest place, near the lop.

the side should measure one and three-quarter inches in

width. The scrolls should lx? securely bound to tlx? wood

frame with wire, and for candle sockets five six-pointed stars

should lie cut from the pattern given in Fig. 16. They

should be two and a half inches in diameter, and lx?nt to

receive a standard-sized candle. A small screw (Kissed

through a hole in the centre will fasten them to the wood

arms, and when placing them the wood should extend en-

tirely under each socket, as may lie seen in Fig. 11.

Canopy shades and holders should be made or purchased,

and when complete with candles and shades this cande-

labra should present a very pleasing appearance.

A Fairy Lamp

It will be found quite a simple matter to make a fairy

lamp similar to the one shown in Fig. 17.

The brocket should bo twelve inches high and five inches

wide from the back stick to the end of the projecting arm.

on the end of which the suspending hook is located. The

arm should l>e placed about three inches from the top, and

both the arm and the 'upright are to be of wood one-quarter

of sm inch square. It would l*e well to make a pattern of

the scroll-work over which b. bend the metal in true shape.

The scrolls should be securely bound to tlx- wood ril«

with wire instead of metal clanij*. since the weight of tin*

candle-sconce would have a tendency to open the ckim|*

and weaken the support.

For the lamp i«irt. it will be necessary to have tlie socket

of a candlestick arranged as described for the candlestick in

Fig. 9. The stick at the bottom should be one and a half

inches in length. Against this the scroll-work is attached.

Each side should measure two and a half inches long and

three inches high from the place where the suspension-

wire is attached to the bottom, where tlic pendants arc

fastened. The four scrolls must be securely bound to the

socket and stick with wire, and from a screw-eye driven in

the lower end of the centre stick three drops, or pendants,

may be hung. These pendants are in the shape of bell-

flowers, and may be of any size, cut from the diagram shown

in Fig. 18. They should l>e strung on a wire having a knot

made in it wherever it is desired to place a flower.

From the scroll ends of each side-grille a wire is fastened

and carried up to a ring that hangs on the arm-hook. ! nese

wires form a light and graceful mode of su pension, ami

near the upper end a canopy shade can be made fast. Pink

red, orange, light-green, or electric-blue candles and shades

always look well with the black iron-work of the bracket and

sconce

A Burned-match Holder

Fig. 19 gives a design for a small receptacle to be used for

burned matches or other small waste scraps.

Notice ilial the drawing shows but one side of a throe

or four sided affair. The outside frame should measure

alxiut three inches across at the top, two inches at the bot-

tom. and two and a half inches high.

Smail hooks sliould be fastened to each upper corner.
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From tlx?m small chains extend up to a single ring that

may l>e of wire; or a small iron harness-ring may be em-

ployed for the purpose.

Tlx? three or four sides forming the receptacle are to be

securely bound together with wire, and for a bottom a

thin piece of wood or a sheet of light metal can lx? sewed in

with wire. Whether the Ixittom is of metal or wood, it

will lx? necessary to make small holes around the edge

through which the fine wire can be passed. The wire

sliould lx? caught around the bottom ribs of the sides, and

manipulated in much the same manner that cloth is at-

tached with needle and thread.

Each side should lx* taicked with silk or other pretty

material, aixl to prevent burning or blackening from match

ends the entire receptacle may he relined with cnrd-buard,

tin-foil, or asbestos fxijier.

Hie links forming the chain are made of very narrow

strips of tiic metal. Fig. 19 A shows the construction of

the centre, and B that of one side. Two of the latter are

to lx? made for each link and banded to the centre, so that

a finished link will appear like C in F.'g. ><»• The links

should lx? connected with little wire rings, or small brass

rings may lx? purchased at a hardware store. The latter,

when painted black, will appear as if made of iron.

This saint? design can lx- carried out on a larger scale,

awl adapted as a hanging jardiniere in which a potted

vine may be pi If employed for that purpose, an

outlet for the water must lx? provided in the bottom. In-

stead of using a clay flower-pot, it would be well to have a

tin .mith make n zinc inner lx*x. with a small pipe through

9 -

thc bottom to convey the waste water into a small cup .that

may be sus]x?ixlcd underneath. As the proportions of the

box arc enlarged, the links of the chain must be made
larger and stronger, so that the chain will be heavy enough

to support the weight: and instead of using wire or brass
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rings, it would lx? advisable to employ small iron harness-

rings.

A Photograph-frame

Among the many pretty little objects that can lx? made

from thin metal strips, frames for small pictures are always

serviceable and attractive (Fig. 20). Black is not always

a desirable color for a frame, and there arc several good

enamel paints on sale. They may be procured in almost

any light shade, such as pink, blue, green, brown, and the
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r»e. is

pale yellows or cream colors. Several successive thin coats

of these enamel points will give the iron scrolls a pretty

finish.

It is hardly necessary to lay down n size for this frame,

as it can readily l-o adapted to any pliotograph or small

picture. The projx-rtions, however, sliould lx- followed as

closely as possible, so that the design will work out about

as shown in the drawing.

This frame may be hung against tlie wall, or arranged as

an easel for a table, mantcl-$helf. or wall-bracket. If the

latter scheme is preferred, a support may be made from

narrow metal stri|« and attached to the back of the frame

with wire. This support should be of the design shown in

Fig. 20 A; it is attached by the top cross-bar to the back

of the frame. This cross-bar is of round iron, and the pro-

jecting ends arc to lx* caught with wire loops, which will

allow the Itack leg t-‘ act as if arranged on a hinge. To

prevent it from going too far back, a wire or string at the

bottom will hold it. the proper distance from the frame.

The frame proper is made from a strip of metal half an
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inch wide, and bent in angular form, showing less than

quarter of an inch on each side of an L In the strip cut

angle - notches with a pair of shears, as shown in Fig. 21,

thus forming the corners. The notches should lx* made

half-way across the width of the metal, so that the point

of each angle will just reach the middle of a strip. With a
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flat-nosed pair of pliers bend the strip in the form of the

oblong, so that each corner will appear like Fig. 22. Join

the frame at the bottom, allowing the metal to lap over an

inch at the ends, and make the union by punching little

flG2l

holes and passing through small copper tacks that can be

clinched or riveted.

With a small bench-vise and a hammer, or with two

pairs of pliers, grasp the strip forming the frame and bend

it in the sliajx* of an L all around, as shown in Fig. 23.

taking care to match tlx. edges of each notch so that they

will form a mitre, as shown also in Fig. 23. Where the

scrolls are attached to the side of this frame, they may be

held in place by small copper tacks passed through holes

made in both scrolls and frame and riveted.

A Handkcrchicf-box

One of the most interesting branches of the light strap

metal -work is in making boxes of all shapes and sizes. The

variety of designs that can be employed is practically in-

exhaustible. but certain general principles should be ob-

served. For instance, a box to hold matches should be of

small and neat design, while in a larger box the ornament

may lx* more oj*en and tohler. and the strii>s from which it

is made should l>c heavier and stronger.

A handkerchief-box fashioned after the design shown in

I-'ig. 24 is a pretty as well as a useful article for a bureau or

dressing-table A is the ]«ittcm for the top, and It repre-

sents one of the skies.

It should measure eight or ten inches square and three
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inches deep, or larger if desired, and the frame should be

of wire or wood. If wood is employed, sticks three-six-

teenths of an inch square must lx lap-jointed at the angles,

as shown in Fig. 25. and the union made with glue and screws

or fine steel -wire nails.

if tl*e box sliould be made of brass scrolls, it would be
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well to obtain sonic brass rods nbout one-eighth or three-

sixteenths <if an inch square, and bend them to form tin*

framework. Where 'he ends meet, lap-joints should Ik*

cut and wired.

If the brass should be too hard to bend in a vise without

breaking, the part it is desired to work should Ik,* heated

over a spirit-lamp or in a gas flame for a moment or two;
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when cool, it will be soft and pliable. If brass should In-

employed for the frame, the joints must lx* soldered instead

of wired. To solder them it will lx* necessary to have some

soldering solution, a spirit-lamp, and some wire solder.

To unite the metal ends apply some of the soldering solu-

tion to the parts with a piece of wood or an old camels hair

brush, and then hold them over, or in the lamp flame, until

they are quite hot. When sufficiently heated touch them

with the end of a piece «'f snider, and the heat of the metal

will instantly melt the solder, so that it will adhere to the

brass. To hold the parts together while they arc being

soldered, give them a turn or two of line iron wire. After

they have been united and the brass is cold. tin- wire may

be removed and the rough parts of the solder filed away.

Small brass hinges may lx* screwed fast to the wood

ril*s to attach the lid to the box, and if brass is employed for

the frame and grille work the hinges must be soldered to

the frame.

A Sign-board

For a sign-board an idea is suggested in Fig. ?(*. At one's

place of business, in front of a cottage, or on a mile-post,

it may be displayed to good advantage.

It is only a board on which sheet-iron or lead letters have

been fastened, and the edges bound with metal and large-

headed nails. A rod set at right angles to a post supports

the sign-lxxird, and to ornament it some scroll-work is at-

tached at the top. Scroll ornaments decorate the sides and

bottom of the board. These are fastened on with steel-

wire nails driven through holes made in the metal and into

9«

the edges of the board. The ornamental scroll-work should

be made of somewhat thicker and wider iron strips than

the more delicate articles for indoor use, and all the iron

should be given one or two coats of red-lead paint before

the black finish is applied. To prevent rust-marks from

running down on the wood board, it. is necessary to coat the

back part of tix* letters and all iron straps which may lie

against tire wood. It is much better to use sheet-lead for

the letters, since it cuts easier, and will not stain the wood

with rust or corrosion marks.

Double Doorway Grille

For a double doorway a pretty effect, is shown in Fig. 27 .

where a long grille is arranged at the top of a doorway, and

under it the curtain-pole is attached.

The outer frame for a grille of this size should be made

by a blacksmith from an iron rod about three-eighths of

an inch square. The inner." frame may be made of strip-

iron three-eighths of an inch wide, and three inches smaller

all around than the larger one. The metal strips employed

to form tlx* grille design should be three-eighths of an inch

wide, and cut from box strap-iron.

The full-size drawing should Ur laid out on paper, over

which it will lx* an easy mailer to shape the scrolls. If

the grille should lx- too ojxrn when the pattern is com-

pleted. some more scrolls may bo added to fill the spaces,

taking care not to injure the general design of the pat-

tern.

The grille may Ik* anchored to the wood -work of the casing

with sted-wire nails or staples, and several coats of black

should be given the iron to finish it nicely.

A Moorish Lantern

Having gained by experience the knowledge and art of

working in strip-metal, and after successfully making a

number of the smaller objects already described, it is per-

haps time to undertake the construction of something

larger and more elaborate.

As an example of such work, a very beautiful design for

a Moorish lantern is shown in Fig. 28 . It is not a difficult

piece of work, nor is it beyond the ability of any smart

boy, but it must not be attempted before a thorough knowl-

edge of forming frames and scrolls and of pattern drawing

has been gained through experience in making more simple

objects.

In size this lantern is not limited, and it may be made from

twelve to thirty-six inches high, not including the suspen-

sion chain and rings and the drop of flower-pendants at the

bottom.

For a lamp twenty inches high having six sides, eacli panel

should be made on a wire frame. The middle panels meas-

ure six inches high, four inches wide at the top, and three

inches at the bottom. The top panels arc five inches across

at the widest place, and the lower ones four and a half

inches. One of the middle panels can be arranged to swing
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on hinges, in order to place a lamp within the lantern, and
also to make it possible to line the inside of the lantern

body with some plain silk or other material.

ICO

At the top and bottom scrolls arc to be formed of the

stout wire employed for the ribs or framework. Under the

crown top, at the six corners, brackets may extend out for

a distance of five inches, from which scoria's for tapers or

small candles may be hung. Or these brackets may be

omitted, and in place of the hooks a small scroll may be

formed at the extending ends. Each little sconce is two

inches deep and two and a half inches in diameter, and in

them candle-holders may be placed, over which colored

glass globes will appear to good advantage. From the top

TOI

of the lower lobe six arms sup|*>rt flower-drops four or live

inches long, and from the extreme bottom a pendant of

flowers finishes off the whole. No matter what size this

lantern is made, the proportions should be carefully pre-

served, or the cITect will be spoiled.

A long chain made up of links and rings may lx- used to

suspend the lantern. Should a more secure anchorage be

desired, four chains may Ik? attached at four places on the

ceiling of a room, from which anchorage they all meet at

the top of the lantern.

The illustration shows the lantern in perspective, but it

must be borne in mind that it has six sides, and the patterns

of the six sides, of the top. middle section, and bottom arc

like those in the three front sections tliat face the reader

as he looks at the drawing.

Chapter VI

WETAI. ROUND WORK

T
HIN sheets of various metals may be used to great

advantage in the decoration of household furniture,

cither serving as artistic edgings, or representing strength-

ening straps, hinges, etc. When finished oil with heavy

wrought-iron or bellows nails, the effect is both striking and

pleasing. The art is not a difficult one to acquire, and the

hints and suggestions that follow should enable any smart

boy to pick it up in a comparatively short time.

A Metal-bound Box

As a receptacle for photographs, picture-cards, and the

other small trifles that accumulate in a library or living-

room. a box such as shown in Fig. i will be found most

useful.

Obtain some smooth pieces of wood, not more than three-

eighths or half an inch thick, and construct a box eighteen

inches long, ten wide, and eight inches deep, including top,

bottom, and sides. These parts are to be glued and nailed

together so as to form an enclosed box. Use a good liquid

glue and slim steel-wire nails to make the joints. When
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the glue is dry, cut the box through all around the sides, one

and a half inches down from the top. The lid, or cover, is

thereby cut loose, and it will match the body of the 1m>x

much more accurately than if made separately and fitted.

Plane and sand-paper the rough edges left by the saw, and

attach the lid to tlx- back edge of the box with hinges.

The outside of the box may lx- stained or painted any de-

sirable color, and when dry it will be ready to receive the

metal decorations.

From a tinsmith obtain a few sheets of thin stove-pipe

iron of good quality, or a strip of thin sheet-lead; then,

with a stout j>air of shears, cut some strips about one and

a quarter inches wide to bind the edges of the box. A strip

is 1 H'lit over a > lap on both sides of a comer. A metal

band five-eighths of an inch wide wil; show on each side

and also on top. The metal is to lx- fastened on with brass

oval-headed upholsterers' ticks, and the heads may be from

a quarter to half an inch in diameter.

It will not be possible, perhaps, to drive these tacks

through the metal stri]* unless a hole is first punched.

These small holes may be made with a sharp-pointed awl at

regular distances ajmrt. This should be done before the
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strip is laid on the wood, so as not to subject the box

joints to any more strain than necessary.

To bind an edge, tack a strip of the me til along one side,

1kmid it around the first corner, and so on along each side

until the two skies are brought together, where a nail-head

will almost hide the joint. At each comer cut a V out of

the strip, as shown in Fig. 2. The metal, when fastened to
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one edge, will appear as shown at the right side of Fig. 3.

When the nails have been securely fastened in. bend

down the standing edge of metal so that it will lie flat on
the other side of the comer. This may be done by beating

it. down with a light wooden mallet. Drive nails along the

strip corresponding in position to those first fixed, and the

edge will appear as shown at the left side of Fig. 3.

Where the angle, or V. was cut out of the strip at the cor-

ners, the metal will come tngetlier and form a good mitre.

In the middle of this joint drive a nail, the head of which

will partially hide the line of juncture.

From the sheet iron or lead cut a few irregular strips of

suitable length, and fasten them to the box to represent

hinge or binding straps. The hasp and eye-plate may be

made in the same manner.

The box should lie lined with Canton flannel, velour, leather,

or any good lining material. A band of webbing, or a chain,

arranged on the inside will prevent the cover from falling

back too far.

A Wood-holder

In a room where spice cannot lie spared for a large wood-

box, a wood-holder similar to the otic shown in Fig. .| is a

useful piece of furniture.
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This holder is twelve to fifteen inches square, fifteen

inches high at the front, and twenty inches high at tlu*

back, with the sides ait down, as shown in the drawing.

The wood is three-quarters or seven-eighths of an inch

thick, and planed on both sides and edges. Any of the hard

woods may lx* employed to good advantage in making the

Im part, but if it is to lie pointed rather than left in the

natural finish, the wood-work may be of pine or white-wood

to save expense.

The metal binding is done in a similar fashion to that of

the box in Fig. 1. and if iron is used for the straps they

should be coated with black paint. The strips should be

two inches in width, and when bent around the edges and

corners one inch of metal must show on each side.

A Plant-box

For large, growing plants, palms, and imitation trees, an

attractive plant-box is shown in Fig. 5.

It can lx? made almost any site to meet the requirements

of the plant that is to live in it; but for general use it should

measure twelve inches square at the bottom, eighteen at

the top, and from twelve t<> fourteen inches high.

The metal binding should be three-quarters or an inch

wide on each side; it need not lx? carried over the top edge

unless desired.

On two sides of the box ring-handles are to be fastened.

These will be made by a blacksmith at a small cost, and

should be from two and a half inches to four inches in di-

ameter, according to the size of the box.
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On the other sides a conventional design may be worked

out with strips of metal cut according to the required pat-
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tern.

This box slxiukl lx? treated to several good coats of paint

inside, and finished as desired on the outside. Quartered

oak with black metal trimmings make a good combination;

also mahogany, cherry, or red-wood with brass bindings.

A zinc lining should be fitted to the box, with a vent-hole
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at the bottom to drain off surplus moisture. No other

met il than sine should 1"- employed l<>r the lining, since

iron or tin will cornxlc or rust. Copjwr tacks must lx? used

to attach it to tlu* wood.

A Coal-box

Fig. 6 gives the design for an old English coal-box.

It is a very simple affair to construct, since it can lx? made

from an ordinary box cut down at one end so as to form

a projection or no*- s.

The structural plan of the box is clearly shown in Fig. 7.

and in size it may lx made to meet any requirement. For

regular use. however, .t is fifteen inches wide, twenty inches

l««ig from ixick to end of the nose, and about twelve inches

high, not counting the ball feet, which will raise it Up two

inches more.

The box should lx? securely screwed together at the

joints, and the lid. or cover, must be fastened on with sheet-

brass hinges. Paint or varnish will give the wood-work a

good finish, and the lining should be made with several

successive coats of asphaltum varnish or paint of a dark

color.

Brass, lead, or black iron binding will look well on this

box. and with large-headed nails the effect will be bold and

pleasing.

Four balls about two inches in diameter are to be

turned and screwed fast under the comers to serve as feet.
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To Rive a good purchase on the bottom of the box, it would

be well to flatten part of the surface on each ball. One

ioS

long screw will be sufficient to anchor each foot firmly il

driven through from the inside of the box into the ball.

A little glue between the joint will add greatly in making

the union strong.

A Table-lamp

The design for a table-lamp is shown in Fig. 8.

Any boy who is handy with tools can put this lamp to-

gether from wood, burlap, sheet-lead, wire, some oval-

headed upholsterers' tacks, four claw-feet, and a lamp-fount.

From boards about half an inch in thickness make a

box seven inches square at the top, ten at the bottom, and
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twelve inches high. In the top of the box a round Ik.Ic is

cut to receive the lamp-fount. Five inclies in diameter will

be about right for the hole, since that is the measurement

of the standard oil-jwt. A flange, or rim, all around the

upper edge of the fount will prevent it from falling through

the hole. If tne burner has a central draught it will lx.*

necessary to lx*re some large holes through the bottom of

the box to admit air for the under draught.

With burlap, begging, or canvas cover the entire outside

of the box, the material being fastened to the wood with

glue and small, flat-headed tacks at the edges. The glue

must lx* spread evenly over the wood by means of a rag pad.

or. still better, a rmall photographic squeegee roller may be

employed. The covering material can lx: jointed any good

shade, and when the paint is dry the box will be ready for

the decorations and trimmings.

From sheet-lead, or iron, cut some strips one inch and a

quarter wide, and bind the corners and edges of the box,

allowing about five-eighths of an inch to show on each side.

Fasten these slaps on the edges of the box with large, oval-

headed upholsterers' tacks, driven along each side at even

distances apart, as shown in the illustration.

On a piece of smooth brown paper draw the outline of

one side of the box, and then sketch in the design for the

metal torch and wreath. Over this pattern it will be a

comparatively easy matter to cut and fit each of the sepa-

rate parts of the design. These parts are to be of thin iron

or lead, but for the stems to the laurel wreath use pieces of

iron wire, and fasten them on with small staples. The

staples may be made from pins with the heads cut off.

i io

The pieces of metal forming these side designs are to Ik*

fastened to the wood with oval-headed carpet tacks, and

enough of them must be driven in each piece to hold it

firmly in place. When all the metal-work has been ap-

plied, purchase at a hardware store four claw-feet, and screw

one fast under each corner of the box. They will be of

brass, but when painted black they will appear as if made

of iron.

All the metal parts of the lamp must be blacked to j>re-

sent a g«xxl appearance. To make a good black finishing

paint obtain at a paint store a can of ivory black ground

in oil. Thin it to the consistency of rich milk with Japan

dryer and spirits of turpentine mixed together, one part of

the former to two parts of the latter. Place them together

in a bottle and thoroughly mix them by shaking the bottle

vigorously. A small quantity only should be thinned

at a time and as required, since it works better when

freshly mixed, and docs not have the gummy appearance

that an old mixture presents. Two or three successive

coat* laid on with a soft camel's-hair brush will be sufficient

to cover the iron well and give it a good surface. When

using tlie black take care not to smear it on the box, as it

would produce an untidy and messy appearance.

With the addition of a pretty canopy shade, that can be

arranged on a wire frame, the effect will be most decorative

and pleasing.

A Hanging-lamp

For the dining-room or library, a hanging-lamp, such as

shown in Fig. 9. is both ornamental and useful.

1 I t

The box that holds the lamp is eight inches square at

the toj>. five and a half inches at the bottom, and five inches

deep. It is covered with burlap or other suitable material,

or may lx* loft plain or painted.

A hole is cut in the toj> of the box to receive the fount,

and if it is a central-draught burner a large opening must

bo made in the bottom of the box. with a perforated metal

cap arranged to fit over it.

From the top of the four corners, iron scrolls, that a

blacksmith can make, project four inches beyond the wood,

and to these the suspension - chains arc fastened. The

chains arc made of one-inch iron harness-rings and links

three inches long, formed of narrow si rips of stove-pipe or

box strap-iron less than a quarter of an inch in width, and

sliaped as shown in Fig. 10.

From the under side, and fastened at each corner of the

box. hang four small chains. They a.e united at the centre

a few inches below the under side oi' the box, and are fin-
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islied oil with a drop formed of m-tsil lilies. In order to

form these flowers, cut from sheet-iron the petals, as pat-

terned in Fig. ii. Three different sizes should be drawn

on a sheet of iron with a piece of chalk or white crayon,

after which they may be cut out with a pair of shears and

bent into form with the fingers. They are to 1* hung to-

gether one below the other by means of small wires, fast-

ened to the centre of each (lower through holes punched

with a sharp-pointed awl.

A large paper or silk shade may be arranged on a wire

frame to slip over the chains, ami to hold it in place it

should be fastened to some of the links with wire.

I 12

A Hanging-plant Box

For vines, small plants, or pretty blade grasses a design

for a hanging-plant box is shown in Fig. ia.

'Phis is not a very large affair, and it is made of thin wood

not more than three-eighths or half an inch in thickness.

"3

The box part measures eight inches square at the top, six

at the bottom, and ten inches high.

The inside of the box is to be treated to several coats of

paint or asphaltum varnish to protect the wood, and the

outside may lie given two exits of paint. The corners are

then to be bound with metal strips, and the design on each

of the four sides worked out with hobnails painted black.

It is difficult to carry out such a design on four sides of

a box unless a pattern is used. To obtain the most ac-

curate results it would be best to draw the design with

pencil on a smooth piece of paper, then make four tracings

of it on tissue-paper. The tracing should then be fastened

to the wood with pins and the tacks driven in. following

ll»e lines of the design.

When the tacks have been driven in part way, teaT oil

the i«ai»cr, and with a flat-iron held against the inside of

tin* box to drive against, hammer the nails in so that the

heads will lie snugly against the surface of the wood.

Each side Is to be treated in tl o same manner, so that

the four sides will l»e alike. If the hobnails cannot be had

at a hardware store, or from a shoemaker, oval-headed

upholsterers’ tacks may lx* used. Paint them black before

they arc driven into the wood.

At the top of the box. in the four corners, eyes are to be

made fast, into which the ends of the suspending chains can

he caught. Four chains, made from thin strips of metal

and small harness-rings, are to be fastened in place, as

shown in the drawing.

Chapter VII

DECORATIVE HARDWARE

P
ROPERLY to complete even the simplest of cabinets or

cltests some hardware will be needed, whether it be

only a pair of strap -hinges and a padlock or the most

elaborate kind of ornamental fittings. Plain hinges and a

lock will answer every ordinary purpose, but a nice chest

or case should be finished off with ornamental hinge-straps,

escutcheons, lock ->4ates. or handles.

These fixtures may be purchased at a hardware store,

and in some Intj e cities a very beautiful assortment of

fancy hardware r: displayed. But it will lx* both cheaper

and more satisfactory for the young craftsman to make these

fittings for himsolt. and the art is not a difficult one to ac-

quire. Some of the accompanying designs may appear at

first sight rather l« y«>ud the ability of the average boy, and

so they would lx- if they were cast in brass or bronze or

cut from thick sheet-metal. But all of them can be shaped

from ordinary slteot-lcad with a piir of old shears, a feu-

small chisels, and :: light mallet.

Scraps of sheet-lead, varying in thickness from one to

three-sixteenths of an inch, may be purchased from a

plumber for five or six cents a pmn.L For the ordinary

‘‘5

fixtures of medium size the metal should lx: a trifle less

than o::e-eighth of an inch in thickness. For the heavier

hardware an old piece of lead pipe may be used by splitting

or sawing it open, and beating it out flat, on the surface of

an old flat-iron, with a hard wooden mallet. If sheet

brass, coj>pcr. or zinc are employed, they should be of the

soft kind, so as to cut easily. If too hard, the pieces may

be softened or annealed by pitting them in a fire until they

are chcrry-red. They should then l>c drawn out and al-

lowed to cool, when they will lx- found quite soft and easy

to work.

The boy who owns a scroll-saw will find it an easy mat-

ter to jig out these designs, whether the material be lead

or one of the harder metals. Special fret-saws may lx* pur-

chased for this jmrpose, having finer teeth end being more

highly tempered than those used for wood-wtv. king. In saw-
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in” metal you must be careful not to force the saw. and after

cutting an inch or two allow the blade to :x*l. otherwise it

will break.

If a hand jig-saw is the only tool available the metal

should be held in a vise. With very thin lvul the dress-

ing is best done by laying the metal on a hard -wood

block and cutting out with small chisels and a light

mallet.

Three or four small wood-carving chisels, straight-edges,

and gouges will l>c found admirable tools for thus work. and.

ns the lead does not dull them, 'they will keep an edge for

a long time. A wood-carving chisel is ground on both

sides, which makes it letter for this work than a carpenters

chisel, which is ground only on one side. A light mallet, a

n6

hard -wood block, a coarse file or two, and a knife with a

small, sharp blade will be the only other tools required.

Escutcheons

The term escutcheon, ns applied to hardware, means the

ornamental metal plate that is placed over a key-hole, and

through which the key has to pass in order to reach the

lock. The name is applied also to the plate behind a

knocker, or that to which a ring or handle is attached.

In Fig. i a few designs for small escutcheons are shown.

Their actual size should lie in proportion U> that of the

drawer or door to which they are to be attached.

The design should Ik- drawn to the proper size on a piece

of brown paper, then cut out with scissors and laid on a

piece of metal, the outline being scratched with a pin or

drawn on with jxm and ink.

If the metal is sawed .he edges will Ik* rough, but they

may be dressed down wit

'

the files. I f the lead is cut out the

edges can be finished with a knife-blade, as lead cut* easily

and is pleasant to work in. It sometimes happens that in

cutting out the more delicate parts of the design that the

chisels will distort the met.nl or force it out of shape. In

this case the truencss may l*c restored by tapping the edges

with a small hammer.

A small hand-drill will be found useful for boring holes in

the metal, through which screws or nails pass to secure

the escutcheons to the wood. If a drill cannot be had, a

small awl will answer very well.

Lk* careful that you do not make the key-hole too large.

»»7

It should Ik- only a trifle larger than the key, in order to

lead the latter easily.

Short Hinge-straps

A single hinge is always made like a b<x»k. with two

leaves and a back, through which a pin Is run to hold the

leaves together. In door-hinges the leaves are usually

arranged so that when the door is closed the leaves are out

of sight. These hinges are called butts, while those applied

to the outside surface arc called T or strap-hinges, and some-

CCCUTCIIRONI ANI> IIINOH-ftTKAI'S

times plate-hinges.

The sliort hinge-straps shown in Fi,?. 7 are not intended

ns a j«art of the hinge, but only as sham straps. Where a

butt is mounted in the wood these straps are arranged on

either side of the back. Fig. 3 shows the maimer in which

a butt is mounted in a dour and jamb, and Fig. 4 shows

the reverse side with the back pioJruding. at one side of

which the lead strap is mounted. The inside, or parallel,

lines of the straps are the edges that butt against the hinge-

back. and they arc to l>e cut to lit the width of the binge.
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The size should also correspond generally to that of the

sliajx; and dimensions of the door or box lid. For artistic

effect large sham nail-heads may be fastened over the nail

or screw heads that really secure the hinge to the wood.

In some of the plain straps a very good imitation of
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hand-wrought iron straps may bo made by beating the sur-

face of the lead with a hammer having the face slightly

crowned or rounded. The hammer - marks will show up

distinctly, and when the straps are painted black no one

will know but what they are really iron straps beaten out

by hand.

Another good effect may lx.- secured by beating the edges

down slightly with a small hammer instead of cressing

them with a file; this rounds or flattens them,and eliminates

the angular edge that is common in all cheap hardware.

Long Hinge-straps

For cabinet and chest doors, and doors that open into

rooms, some long hinge-straps are shown in Fig. 5 ,
the pro-

portions being correctly indicated.

If the jamb is sufficiently wide. straj»s may be placed on

both sides of the hinge-back. Usually, however, the jamb

is too narrow.

These straps, if made of load, should lx* thicker than the

short straps, otherwise they will look weak. For a strap

twelve to fifteen inches long the metal should not be less

than one-eighth of an inch thick, and for some designs it

would look belter if quarter-inch material is used.

It is quite as easy to saw out thick metal as thin, only it

1 JO

takes a little longer time. The saw must lx* held straight

and not allowed to bind. Never force a saw through lead,

as it will bind and check, and also will pick up a thin lead

coating, materially adding to tlx* friction. If the saw docs

not run easily, lubricate it with a little soapy water, and

afterwards wipe it off to prevent rust. When working with

a scroll-saw on which there is a table, <>r bed, the soapy

water should be drawn along the lines on the metal with

n soft hair-brush. As the saw cuts it will take up the water.

Drawer-pulls and Handle-plates

Small drawer-pulls and handles may be purchased at any

hardware store for a few cents each, but they are usually

very plain and unattractive. Rings in heads and handles

on plain plates are the best to purchase, as then the heads

may be mounted on fancy escutcheons, and tlx* handles

and keejxirs removed from the plain plates and reset in

lead mountings of artistic do.gn. wrought or sawed from

lead or other ductile material

Drawer-pulls are generally arranged with a shank at the

back of the ring-head which parses into tl>e wood, and

into which a screw is driven from the inside of the drawer.

Handle-keepers are made in the same way. In design-

ing fancy escutcheons ami plates, care must be taken t->

arrange the holes the proper distance apart to receive the

keeper-ends.
Door-plaies

On swing and sliding doors—and sometimes on plain

doors—plates are mounted h1k>vc the lock on both sides.

Their use is to protect the painted or polished wood-work

from finger-marks and similar defacements. Quite elabo-

rate j dates arc used on .some doors, while others are mounted

with very plain ones. In Fig. 7 a variety of designs arc shown.

Tlic average plate varies in length from six to twelve

inches. In width they measure from two and a half

inclies to three inches, and the metal should lx: alxnit one-

eighth of an inch in thickness.

Door-pull plates are made to receive the ends of a handle.

Tlx: latter is boltod to the reverse side of the door with

countersunk nuts or flush screws. The upper line of draw-

ings in Fig. 7 arc designed for this purpose, and the two

lxdes are {.paced to line with the ends of the handle that is

to be inserted. In addition to the anchorage these plates

will get by being held to the wood under the handles, it

would 1 c well to make a few holes at the edges, through

which small nails may l*? driven.

Large Lock-plates

In Fig 3 several designs for large lock-plates arc shown.

In this instance the knob and key-hole are placed in the

same plate. This variety of door hardware offers a broad

field for the young designer. But be sure and space the

so (hat the knob and key are in the right place.

In tlx- extreme right-hand plate (Fig. 8 ) an effect of con-

tinued sc oll is secured around the key-hole by cutting the

ornament out of the body of the plate. This is just the

reverse of the scrolls forming the right side of the plate,

the ornament in this latter case lieing of the solid metal.

\77

More "feeling” may lx* given to the solid scroll if an effect

of relief is worked out with some blunt tool and the mallet.
121
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This may be done with an ordinary nail-jmnch or a blunt

awl. For the veining use an awl or a dull chise!, lightly

tapping the tool with a wooden mallet.

Door-knockers and Miscellaneous Ornaments

Door-knockers and plates are made in a great variety

of designs. The most elaborate and richly ornamented

knockers are cast in bronze and chased by hand, but this

work is not possible for the boy craftsman to accomplish

with his small outfit and limited knowledge of the higher

grade of art metal-work.

The knocker-plates shown in Fig. 9 are cut from sheet-

lead. but the rings in the keepers (with the knob of metal

at the lower side) must be made from iron or other hard

metal. A blacksmith will make these rings and set them

in a head, or keeper, which in turn is bolted to the inside

of a door. Where the knob of metal strikes the plate an

iron nail with a large head must be driven through the es-

cutcheon and into the door, so that the knob will strike upon

it. Lead will not do for the ring or knob, nor as a striking-

plate, since it is too soft to sound sharply and distinctly.

Sheet-lead ornaments in a great variety of designs may

he made for panels, the sides of cases, or for the decoration

and embellishment of wood-work in general. Wall-paper,

carpet, upholstery, and Other figured fabrics will offer ideas

from which to copy; but after a little practise the young

craftsman should originate his own designs, and not depend

on other people’s brains to furnish him with working pat-

terns.

Chapter VIII

WIRE WORK

THERE are many pretty and useful articles that can !*•

made for the home, using simple tools ami inexpen-

sive materials. Who would imagine, for instance, tint such

attractive objects as the ones shown in tlx-sc illustrations

could In* made from a few pieces of wire of different sizes 1

Yet, with a little care and ]>erseverance, you may quickly

become an expert in wire-working.

To begin with, it is necessary t«> obtain several yards of

soft iron wire varying in sizes from No. 12 to N«». 18, also

a small roll of soft wire about the size that florists employ

to attach flowers to short sticks when making up bouquets.

fhe tools needed will Ik- a fat and a round nosed pair of

pincers, or pliers (sec Figs. 1 and 2). a wire-cutter, and a

tack-hammer. You will also need a sheet of smooth Iwown

paper, and a soft lead-pencil with which to draw the pat-

terns.

A Bird-cage Bracket

Begin by making simple things; then as you succeed in

producing g'*"'. work you will be able t'» take up the m<»re

difficult patterns. A bird-cage bracket is an easy object to

start with. Enlarge the design shown in Fig. 3 so that it

will l>e sixteen inches high, with the hook-arm projecting

seven inches from the main upright rod.

The jxittem is to be drawn out the full size on smooth

brown paper; then the wire should lx- bent and shaped over

tl>c lines to conform to the design. Use very heavy wire

for tin’ upright and projecting arm. and a smaller size for

all the scroll-work. The finest copper wire should be used

to bind tlx- scrolls together, and so make tight unions where

two edges of wire come together and where the wires cross.

This bracket should lie firmly secured to the window-

casing with two staples. The staples should not lie driven

quite home, thus allowing the bracket to l>e swung from

one side to the other of the casing, as though on hinges.

This is especially desirable if the bracket is to lx> used for

a hanging-l>askct or j»ot of flowers, as it can then be moved

against the window or turned back to the wall, to permit

of tlie window ln-ing opened or cleaned.

TIk* iron wire should be given two coats of good black

paint, or. if desired, it may l>c gilded or silvered. An ex-

cellent black preparation for iron may be made by thinning

ivory-black ground in oil with equal parts of Japan dryer

and Uirj>cntinc. Or you may try adding a little lamp-black

to brass lacquer or shellac.

Tl>e paint should be applied to the iron with a soft hair

brush, and the first coat must be good and dry beforv the

second one is applied.

If brass wire is used instead of iron the joints shoiJd be

soldered, to lend additional strength. The soldering is an

easy process and requires only a little care. To do it nicely,

obtain from a plumber a little soldering solution in a bat-

tle, and. with a piece of stick, place a drop of solution tn

each union that has been bound with the fine brass wire.

1 lold the union over a spirit-lamp flame, and when the wire

has become thoroughly heated touch the joint with a piece

of wire solder; the latter will instantly melt and adhere
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to the joint. If soldering solution is not used the j-int

cannot be soldered, and if the wire is not hot enough the

solder will not melt. If the wire should he too hot the

solder will melt and fall off from the joint like a drop of

i*7

water. A little experience will soon enable one to become

an expert solderer, and the process should lie employed

wherever possible, as it strengthens the joints and unions,

and holds them rigidly in place. Galvanized or tinned iron

wire can lie soldered in the same manner.

The brass wire should lx* painted black the same as iron,

but before any paint is applied the superfluous solution

should be washed oil with water, as paint will not hold if

applied over the soldering solution.

A Photograph Easel

Fig. 4 shows a design for a photograph easel that will

make an attractive table or mantel ornament if neatly con-

structed from wire of medium size. It should not measure

more than nine inches in height, and where the lattice-work

joins the lower cross-bar two hooks should be arranged

on which the photograph can rest.

A back support, or prop, to the easel may l>e made of

wire, and soldered to the bar at the un>er edge of the lat-

tice-work. The lattice need not l>e made of as heavy

wire as the scroll-work, and where the strands cross each

other the junctions arc to l>c securely lxmiid with fine

wire.

Larger easels may be made f«*r small - framed etchings,

for jwinel photographs, or for other |>ur|x«cs. but as the

size of the easel is enlarged the thickness of tlic wire sliould

lie increased to give additional strength.

By reducing the size of the lower scrolls this design would

be quite appropriate for a lamp-shade, awl instead of the

ia8

lattice-work a piece of prettily colored silk or other trans-

lucent material inav be inserted to serve as the Ivicking.

A Match-box

An attractive design for a match-box is shown in Fig. 5 .

The total height of the hack piece should be nine inches,

and the width three inches. The match-reccptaclc should be

an inch deep and project one and a half inches from the wall.

It should be lined with silk or other goods, to prevent the

1*9

matches falling through the open-work of the grille. Fin-

ished in black, witli a red or orange colored silk lining, this

match-receptacle will be found both useful and ornamental.

sconce, or lamp j>art. Ls built up of four sets of scrolls ar-

ranged about an old tin candlestick top. and securely

lx>und together with strands of fine wire closely wrapped.

By using brass wire soldered at the unions a stronger

construction is possible.

'Flic sconce should Ik* suspended from the bracket-hook

by means of four light wires. These latter may also sup-

jx»rt a canopy shade made over a light framework of wire.

Ordinary colored candles will look well in this fairy lamp.

To keep the colors in harmony it. would lx* well to obtain

candles of a lint that will match the color of the silk shade.

'11ic lamp may Ik* fastened to a door or window casing,

or perhaps to the sides of a mantel-piece.

A Picturc-framc

Pig. 7 shows the design for a picture-frame that is in-

tended to hang against the wall. The frame projx*r may
lx* made of very narrow picturc-framc moulding around

which the grille-work is arranged. Where the latter touches

*30

the wood-work it is be made fast with small staples

driven in the outer edge, and the ends clinched at the in-

side, or rabbet, of the frame. Or fine wire may be used in

place of the staples.

If an all-iron effect is desired, the rabbet should be made

of thin stove-pijk iron or sheet-brass, bent into angular

form and finally shaped to the required size. Around it the

grille-work is to U* made and bound, in about the same pro-

portion as shown in the drawing.
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A Glove-box

A Fairy Lamp

A hanging fairy lamp, like the one shown in Fig. 6, makes

a pretty ornament for the parlor or living-room.

The bracket part is made in a similar manner to the bird-

cage bracket, and should be of stout wire. The candle-

A design for a glove-box is shown in Fig. 8. It. should be

ten inches long, five wide, and three inches high.

The bottom should be made of a thin piece of wood, and

the entire inside, including the top, should be lined with

some handsome and substantial material in bright colors.
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The four sides And Ihc top should be made in separate

pieces, and afterwards bound securely together with fine

wire.

A Window-grille

Kig. is a grille for the up|*er part of a window. It will

be very effective if constructed of heavy wire, the design

being neatly carried out. Variations of this grille may Ik-

made for doorways, transoms, and skylights, and with the

hints and drawings already given a bright boy will soon

lx- able to invent and work out his own designs. There arc

dozens of other objects that may lx- made in iron-work, and

these will soon suggest themselves to the young craftsman.

Chapter IX

GAS AND ELECTRIC SHADES

S
HADES for gas and electric fixtures are a necessity in

almost every house, and by the exercise of a little inven-

tiveness they may be a part of its ornament as well. In

the suggestions and hints that follow the aim has been to

create from inexpensive material really artistic results. It

all depends upon the care and ability with winch the

young craftsman goes to work.

A Simple Gas-shade

Fig. i is a simple shade intended for a bracket gas-burner;

in shape and size it fits the rim that holds the ordinary

glass globe.

From covered hat-wire four or five forms are constructor!

like the pattern, Fig. i A. They should be of such width

at the bottom that when attached together and bent in a

circle they will fit in the rim that is on the fixture. Each

form is then covered with China silk of some light, pretty

shade, and bent over, as shown in the drawing. Some

spangles arc sewed to the outer surface to form the design,

or i«atU-ni, and the fine lines are worked out with silk or
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laid on with gold thread. Between each section some glass

beads are strung, and the other details may be gathered

from the drawing.

Another Gas-shade

In Fig. 2 anotiter idea is Shown for a gas-shade. Six

frames of wire arc- made, as shown at Fig. 2 A, and the

ornament is formed of wire, and held in place by means of

very fine wire wound round the unions. When the six

sides have been made they are bound together so as to

form a hexagon (Fig. 2 B). and with stout wires this frame

is made fast to a rim. inside of which a glass shade may
rest, if desired.

The inside of this frame is lined with light silk, and to

tlx- lower edge a glass -bead fringe three or four inches

long is made fast, as shown in the drawing.

A Metal Shade

In Fig. 3 nn odd shade is shown. It is cut from thin

slK-et-lead with a small chisel and pen-knife blade, the metal

K ing laid ft-it. as shown at A, and the design being first

drawn out with j>cn and ink. The ends of the strip of lead

are caught together with small copjxrr tacks, which should

lx- driven down at the ends the same as rivets.

In order to obtain the flare at the top, the lead should

be beaten out with a light tack -hammer or a round

piece of hard - wood, until the proper shape has been ob-

tained.

The met rk should lx- painted black, and to lend a

in

better finish the filigree shade may lx- lined with pink or

orange-colored China silk.

An Electric-light Screen

In homes where electric lights arc used it is often de-

sirable to jcirtly hide or subdue the harsh light from the
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bright filament within the bulb. A ground-glass bulb an-

swers the purely utilitarian purjwse, but there is no reason

why the screen should not be decorative also.

In Fig. 4 an attractive design is shown. Four or five

triangular wire frames are made and filled with wire or-

naments, as shown at Fig. 4 A. and they are caught to-

gether at the sides so that they will form a cap, or hood,

over the bulb. A band of thin sheet-lead is run around

the edge, and to it the glass-bead ftmge is sewed fast

through small holes that may be punched in the metal

with a fine awl.

The cap is lined with silk, and the beads should corre-

spond with it in color.

A Bell-shaped Shade
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In Fig. 5 a bell-shaped shade is illustrated. It is made up
of five sections, as described for the gas-shade in Fig. i.'

The ornament may be embroidered or painted with water-

colors, or the sides may be left plain. A line of short glass-

bead fringe around the bottom will add to the appearance
of the shade.

A Pear-shaped Shade

In Fig. 6 the cap is cut from thin sheet-lead. The four

or five separate parts arc caught together at the edges with

fine wire drawn through small holes, and ali the metal-work

is painted black.

Long glass-bead fringe is attached to the lower edge of

the cap. anil the ends arc caught together at the bottom.

« 3*

A Doine-shaped Shade

For a dining-room, where a cluster of lights is used, a

good idea for a dome-shaped shade is shown in Fig. 7.

This is made from a silk parasol lined with white. In

order that the ribs may hold it in shape. saw oft the stick

just below the catch and pass the elcctric-light wire through

the silk at the middle of the top.

A number of panels are made of the same width as tin-

distance between the ribs; they are caught to each other

and to the end of each steel rib with fine wire. The j»anels

are made of wire and covered with thin China silk, which

is ornamented with girlands and ribbons, either embroid-

ered or painted on, as shown in the drawing. Glass -bead

fringe should depend from the lower edge of these panels,

and it should match ia color the silk of the parasol and the

Another Dining-room Shade

Another idea for a dining-room fixture is shown in Fig. 8.

It consists of two wire hoops held about six inches apart,

the edge of a band of embroidered silk being caught over

each lioop. These hoojjs are suspended from a circular

disk of wood, which in turn is supported by means of the

flexible wire that conducts current for the light. The lnill>s

are enclosed in frosted glass globes, three or four of which are

suspended in a cluster at the centre of the hoop. A long silk

or a glass-l>ead fringe ornaments the lower edge of the band.

Another way of arranging this fixture is to carry the glolx-s

to the inside of the band. From four to seven of them may
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hang ju inside the band, which, in that case, may be made

seven or eight inches wide instead of six inches.

The glol>es should be of a size to accommodate eight-

candle-power lights.

In making any of these shades is would be well to cut the

forms from card-board, and jxiste them together to form a

jxattem from which to shape the metal parts.

A Canopy

In Fig. q a canopy of thin metal strips and silk is shown.

The strips are cut from thin stove-pipe iron, brass, or

copper. Tlx* soft metal is preferable to the hard, or spring,

brass, as it can lx- more easily bent and it will keep the

shape bettei A paper plan may be drawn of one section,

and the small scrolls fitted over it. then Ivindcd together

with lino wire. The lwttom of this canopy is round, but the

six sides arc slightly flattened at the middle, half-way be-

tween tlx- top and Ixittom.

The inside of the canopy is lined with light silk, and

silk or glass-bead fringe is attached to the lower edge.

A Panel Shade

Fig. 10 shows a simple shade made of four panels com-

jH>sed of covered wire and thin silk. The ornamental de-

sign may l«c embroidered, or jxiintcd or cut from colored

silk and sewed on.

Tliis slinde may lx- suspended from the socket by means

of silk cords or wires, and the open spaces at the top will

jx-rinit soiiK- light to glow above the shade.

»3S

Chapter X

RELIEF ETCHING

I N this era of practical craftsmanship there is a field for

1 any unique art. that savors of originality and which will

help to l>eautify the home and its furnishings.

Relief etching is one of hose arts, and is a very old one.

having been employed by the workers on King Solomon's

temple, and perhaps in earlier historical buildings. That

was before the time of chemical treatment, however, and

when the beautiful effects were obtained by laborious hand-
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work, a modification of -vhich is handed down in the Turkish,

Russian, and Oriental i rind -etched brasses and silver goods.

Modern science and chemistry have superseded the old

method, and many beautiful pieces of relief etching are

produced by the acid process, which is much mote beauti-

ful in some respects than the tool-work. The process is

very simple, and any boy can become master of the art in

a short time and at a very moderate cost.

The equipment necessary to the work will lx a tray for

the acid bath, a small can of asphaltum varnish, three or

four camel's-hair brushes of assorted sizes, a bottle of nitric

acid, and some pieces of sheet brass or copjxr loss than

one-eighth of an inch in thickness.
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For the acid bath a photographer’s porcelain or hard-

rubber developing - tray will be just the thing, but if not

available a good pine or white-wood tray can be made with

sides two inches high.

To protect the wood from the action of the acid, the tray

should be treated to several successive coats of asphaltum

varnish—one each day until the wood is thoroughly coated

and the joints well filled. The wood should lx half or three-

quarters of an inch thick, and screws should be used at the

joints and laps. A tray of this description can be made

at home, and when finished it should appear as shown in

Fig. i. If the varnish is too thick when applying it. a little

turpentine will thin it properly.

Small, flat subjects are best to begin with, such ns hinge-

plates, panels, escutcheons, or tablets. For a drawer panel,

Fig, s shows an attractive and simple design that may be

drawn on the metal with pen and ink. If the ink creeps,

the surface of the metal may be roughened slightly with

fine emery cloth.

With the asphaltum varnish the design is then filled in so

•t will appear as shown in Fig. 3 and allowed to dry. when, as

a precautionary measure, another coat should be given over

the blackened surface, to avoid the possibility of the acid

biting through the thin places, or where the varnish has

missed the metal. The back and edge of the metal is coated

also, to prevent the acid from eating into it.

All the surfaces of the metal not covered with the var-

nish will be eaten or etched away and left with a granu-

lar surface resembling fine sand - paper, while the painted

or protected parts will Ik* left intact and with a smooth
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surface like the original face of the |>late, as shown in

Fig. 4 -

The Technique of the Process

With an old woollen cloth dipped in turpentine, the sur-

face of the plate may be rubbed, after first washing olT tlx

acid. The black removed from the ornament will tint the

granulated surface of the background and lend relief to the

bright surface of the ornament.

Almost any objects in metal, such as door-hinges, knobs,

fireplace hoods, name-plates, vases, candlesticks, panels, and

tablets, can lx: decorated by this process, and if artistically

done the results will lx- very effective.

Sljeet brass and copper may be purchased at large hard-

ware stores or supply houses for thirty cents a pound, and

the sheets or panels can lx cut there wbh the shears to the

exact size required. For the average work, metal not more

than one-sixteenth of an inch thick vll be found easy to

handle; but for large panels or namc-p'rtc, pieces shout one-

eighth of an inch thick are preferable.

If the design shown in Figs. 2. 3, and 1 is too elaborate

for the beginners, some simple outline may he drawn, per-

haps a flower design, copied from some piece of embroidery

work, or a figure design from a wall-paper, carpet, or dress-

goods pattern. The metal should lx- left to dry for at least

an hour after Ixing painted with the varnish before it is

placed in the acid bath.

The etching is done by placing the plate, face up, on the

bottom of the tray and covering it with acid. The ground-

work or unpainted portions of the in« tal may lx bitten to

» 4 «

any depth, but it is not desirable to cut away too much, as

it weakens the plate and cuts under the ornament, unless

il" is carefully stopped out all around the edges of the de-

sign; and that is too much of an undertaking for the young

r IQ. 2-

TIIE niCIIINU 1

craftsman, since it requires a great deal of time and careful

work.

A little practice will determine just when the plate should

lx removed from the solution, either for examination or

final cleaning. Soft brass or copjxr corrodes much faster

than hard metal, which takes about three times longer, and
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the process of corrosion will require from twenty minutes

to an hour, according to the temper of the metal and the

strength of the acid solution.

The Acid Solution

To prepare the acid solution obtain a large, clear glass
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bottle and fill it quarter full of pure water; into this slowly

pour an equal quantity of nitric acid, taking great care not

to spill any of the acid, as it acts instantly and will cat a

hole in any cloth it falls upon or spatters over. Wear okl

clothes and a canvas apron when mixing or handling the

acid, and never he in a hurry to get results quickly by the

reckless use of the biting fluid. If perchance the acid should

touch the clothing, apply a few drops of ammonia to the

spot immediately, to neutralize the acid and stop its action.

The spot should then be sponged with clear water and no

stain will be perceptible.

As the acid is added to the water (never add the water

to the acid), shake it occasionally to tlforoughly mix it. and

let the mixture stand for a while to cool; then place a rul*-

Iwr cork in the liottle, label it Nitric Add Solution—POISON,

and place it beyond the reach of small children.

A solution that has been used should lx? poured from the

tray into another bottle, to be used again by adding a small

quantity of fresh solution. An okl solution docs not act

as quickly as a new one, but for soft metal plates it is pref-

erable, as it does not require such careful watching. The

fumes of the acid, when at work, are disagreeable, so if

fXWSible it is well to carry out this part of the process in the

>4J

open air. After the plate is immersed in the add, do not

handle it with the unprotected fingers.

Rubber gloves may lx* used for this purpose, but if a pair

cannot be had the plate may lx? raised from the tray l*»t-

tom bv means of a small, sharp-pointed stick, and it sl>ould

then lx1 grasped with a pair of pliers and immersed in water

to stop the action of the acid. A plate may lx? repeatedly

removed from the hath to watch the progress of the etching,

but. in doing so it must lx* handled with care, in the manner

just described.

When the ground is etched deep enough, remove the plate

from the acid and give it a thorough washing in clean

water; then with a soft cloth dipped in turpentine rub

off the entire surface of the plate. The turpentine will dis-

solve the varnish and leave a film of it on the granular sur-

face of the metal eaten by tins ackl. As a result, tlx? ground

will lx- darkened or oxidized, while the parts originally pro-

tected by the varnish will be bright and smooth. Tlx: high

parts can be brightened stil. more with metal polish, or they

may be bulled and lacquered bv a metal finisher.

Some Typical Designs

In Fig. 5 the face of a door-knob is shown in its etched

state, the pattern being drawn in varnish, as described.

In Fig. 6 the side of the knob in Fig. 5 is shown ;
that is.

if it should have such a flat band all around. T'. -ir brass

knobs may be purchased at a hardware store, and if they

arc lacquered the coating should be removed with alcohol
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before the etching is done, as otherwise the acid would not

eat through the lacquer for some time.

For an acid bath in which an object this shape is to be

etched . a yellow earthenware bowl may lx* used, or a low

jar with a wide neck will answer very well. The knob

should lx? sus]x>ndcd in the ackl by means of a piece of

waxed string tied alxmt the shank.

Hinges on cabinet doors may lx? greatly improved by

making brass straps for them, which should be applied to

the wood so that they fit closely against the sides of the

hinges.

Designs for hinge-straj« are shown in Figs. 7 and 8. and
Fig. 9 is a brass vase on the outside of which a floral design

has been etched.

Another design for the face of an oval brass door-knob is

shown in Fig. 10. This is a simple pattern to draw on a

knob with asphaltum varnish, and its plain but bold orna-

ment is quite as pleasing to the eye as a more intricate

|«ttern would lx?.

A design for a short, high hinge-plate is shown at Fig. 1 1,

and at Fig. 1? a long, narrow hinge-plate or hasp-strap is

depicted. Many other sli.ijx-s of hasps and the patterns
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Tier. 13

•to ornament them may lx* designed by the boy with some
artistic ability, and he may be able to improve upon these
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suggestions.

When making lunge-straps, escutcheons, or any articles
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from brass plates or Hat brass anil copper, the edges should

be shaped with a cold-chisel and mallet on the upturned face

of an old flat-iron. The uneven or ragged edges may l>e

trimmed off with a file and finished with emery cloth.

An idea for a name-plate is shown in Fig. 13. This is

seven inches long and three inches wide. It is appropriate

for a front door or the door of a boy’s room, changing the

name, of course, to that of the proper jierson.

At the left of the drawing the finished plate is shown,

while at the other side the blackened letters and marginal

line is depicted, illustrating how the plate will look before

it is etched. Or this last may be the appearance of the

plate after it is etched and liefore the vami/.i lias been re-

moved with turpentine and a cloth.

Chapter XI

CLAY MODELLING AND PLASTER CASTING

T
UB boy on whom nature has bestowed the natural

talent and liking for art-work will find day-modelling

a fascinating and pleasing branch to follow.

To become a j>crfcct modeller, and finally a sculptor,

requires years of patience and jiersevcrance, but to copy

simple objects in clay is not a difficult matter, and w-ih

some clay, a few tools, and the skeletons, or supports, Ibc

amateur should not meet with any great obstacle if the

following descriptions and instructions arc accepted alul

practised.

Very few tools are necessary at the beginning, and Nos.

1, 2, 3, a, 5, 6, 7. R. 9 .
'o. and ii. shown in Fig. 5. are 3 f,,)i

complement for any beginner. The first four are wire tools,

made of spring-steel or brass wire, about which fine wire is

wrapped. The ends of the wires are securely bound to the

end of a round wooden handle, and sometimes, for conven-

ience, two ends are made fast to a single handle. These tools

are called " double-endors.” and are used in roughing out the

clay in the first stages of the work. No. 5 is a boxwood tool

with one serrated edge, and is used for finishing. The tools

shown in Nos. 6 and 7 arc of steel, and are of use on plaster,

*S«

fig. 5

Til r. TOOLS

where others would not l>c sufficiently durable. Nos. 8, 9, io,

and 1 1 arc boxwood tools, a wire loop Ixring fastened in the

end of No. 9. Any of these tools can Ik- purchased at an

art-material store for a few cents each, except the steel

tools, which arc more cx}>cnsive.

A stand, or pedestal, will l»e necessary on which to place

the day model, unless jvrhaps it should be a medallion,

which may be worked over on a table.

Fig. 6 is a stand that can l«c made by any boy from n few

pieces of pine two inches square and a top board one and a

half inches in thickness. It is arranged with a central shaft

that may l*c raised or lowered, and to the top of which a

platform is securely attached.

The movable shaft should have some holes bored through

it from side to side, through which .1 small iron pin may be
adjusted to hold the platform at .1 desired height. Clay

can be purchased at the art stores by the pound, or in the

country a very good quality of light, slate-colored day may
sometimes lie found along the edges of brooks or in swampy
places where running water has washed away the dirt and
gravel, leaving a clear deposit of clay 'l the consistency of

putty.

Supports which the clay models are built upon can be

made of wood and wire, as the requirements necessitate.

That for the head Is shown in Fig. 1. Nearly every clay

model of any size will need some support, as clay is heavy
and settles, and if not properly supported will soon become
distorted and the comjtosition spoiled. You will also need

some old soft cloths that Gin be applied wet to the clay, a

pair of calipers, and a small trowel or spatula.
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The Technique of the Art

To rpodel well the art of drawing is indispensable. The art

of wood-carving is also a valuable one to the clay-modeller,

but care must be taken when making any casts of wood-

carving to use glue moulds; otherwise the carving would be-

come firmly embedded in a piaster mould, due to the under-

cut in the carved ornament. To begin with, choose some
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simple object to copy, such as a vase or some small orna-

ment; then, when a satisfactory result has been obtained.
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select something a trifle more difficult, such as a hand or

foot.

When copying a head, obtain a bust support on which to

work the clay. A very simple and strong one can be made

from a piece of board, two sticks, ami a short piece of pipe

wired to the top end of the upright stick (Fig. i).

To carry out the projections of a bust similar to Fig. 4 .

the clay should be packed about the support much af-

ter the manner shown in Fig. 2. This will sujiport the

clay.

With a lump of clay and the fingers form the general out-

line, as shown in Fig. 2. for the head; then, with the wire

tools, begin to work away the clay in places, so as to follow

the lines of the model. With the calipers measurements

may be taken from the plaster head and used advantageous-

ly in the building up of the day model. Turn the plaster

model and clay copy occasionally, so that all sides may be

presented and closely followed in line and detail. Fig. 3

shows the next stage, and Fig. 4 the completed head.

Modelling differs from drawing and painting in that over-

side of the model is visible, while only the face of the paint-

ing is presented to the eye, the impression of form and out-

line being worked out on a flat surface.

Having successfully mastered the head, next attempt a

foot from a plaster cast. Afterwards a more elaborate sub-

ject, such as a whole figure, can lie tried.

With the wire modelling-tools and the fingers begin to

work away the clay to obtain the general outline ami form:

continue this in a rough manner, until a perfect composition

is obtained that compares favorably with the original model;
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the finishing-touches may then be applied, and the detail

worked up more carefully.

Never complete one part and leave the remaining ones

until later; always work up the model uniformly, adding

a little here and there, or taking away, as may l>e necessary,

and so developing the whole composition gradually.

Moisten the clay occasionally with water sprayed on

with a small watering-pot or a greenhouse sprinkler, to
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keep it soft and ductile. When not being worked upon it

sliould l>c covered with wet cloths, to keep it moist.

As the work progresses the clay may l>c allowed to harden

and consolidate. Imt not to dry; if allowed to dry entirely

the model may 1« considered ruined, as the shrinkage of the

clay around the supj»ort results in fissures and fractures that

cannot be repaired.

By the time the amateur has acquired the knowledge to

attempt a full-size figure he will be able to invent the de-

vices to supi*orl it.

The support, or skeleton, must of course be adapted to

line with the jx»sc of the figure, and should be of pijic and

heavy wire or roils securely anchored to the basc-plalc.

The composition <>f Doners, fruit, foliage, animal life, and

landscape is an inexhaustible one. and some beautiful effects

can be had in dat-work. Good examples of this character

of work may Ik* found on all skies, and to the genius the field

of modelling a broad one—without limit.

Glue and Gelatine Moulds

When casting from hands, feet, or ornaments where under-

cut predominates, the most smtvssftil mode is in the use ««r

gelatine or glue.

To cast a head similar to the One shown in Fig. 4 it will

be necessary to make a box frame large enough to hold the

head.

The cast is to be well oiled, and down the front and back,

running around under and back over the base block, strong
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linen threads are to be stuck on with oil. Warm glue or
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gelatine is then poured in the box and left to chill and

solidify.

When sufficiently cold the frame may be removed, leav-

ing the solid block of glue like hard jelly; then the ends of

the threads are to Ik* grasped anil tom through the gelatine,

thus separating it in two or three parts. The plaster head

may then be removed, and the mould put together again

and surrounded by the frame to hold it in place.

To make a plaster head this plaster of Paris may lx* poured

into the mould and left for a while, when, on removing the

frame and taking the glue mould away, a perfect rei>ro-

duction of the original head will be found.

Hollow Casting

When very large objects that would require o great deal

of plaster are cast, they arc generally made hollow in the

following manner:

Obtain the glue mould by the process descrilrd. and into

it pour a quantity of thin plaster, having first oiled the sur-

faces that come in contact with it. Turn the mould about

and ujrcidc down, so that the plaster will enter every jxirt

and adhere to the glue form. Allow it to "set," and again

pour some plaster into the mould. This will adhere to ll>c

first coating, and after it has set r<*i>cat the operation several

times, until a deposit, or coating, an inch or more in thickness

has been made.

The glue mould on being removed reveal a J*crfcct

plaster-casting that, instead of being solid, is hollow, and

in consequence is much lighter.

’ 5®

Modelling a Hoot

To model a foot from a plaster cast, as shown at Fig. 7.

it will Ik* necessary to lay or putty up the form in the rough,

as suggested for the bust in Fig. 2. Now rough out the

form with the modelling-tools, so that it will appear as

shown in Fig. 8. A frame, or sup]>ort. should Ik* made from

a block and a stout piece of wire, as shown at Fig. 9. so that

the mass of clay, particularly that at the bock of the foot,

will not settle.

For full-length figures it is always necessary to construct

a frame after a rough front and profile drawing has been
made. With this drawing in sight, it will then be a com-
paratively simple matter to construct a wire or iron pipe

frame such as that pictured in Fig. 10.
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Bas-relief Modelling

Bas-relief work is another interesting department of

day-modelling. This is one-sided in its effect, and the full,

rounded apjxarance of the statue or bust is reduced to a
more flattened form with lower relief. A familiar example
of bas-relief is tlx- head on a silver dollar, or the raised orna-

ment on silverware and pottery. Let us now begin with
the group of pears and leaves illustrated in Fig. n.
A small block or piece of wood is treated to a coat of

shellac or paint; then the clay is puttied on to roughly form
the parts in the group. With the modelling-tools the out-

line and form is gradually worked out; •.hen the surfaces

arc smoothed down, and the few little artistic touches given

here and there to lend life and character.

Bas-reliefs Gin, of course, be cast any size, and from Un-

original plaster mould many duplicates in composition or

papicr-macht may lx? made.

Garlands, festoons, sunbursts, panel ornaments, and car-

touches can lx* modelled in clay, and afterwards cast for

architectural failures in interior decoration. A good cx-

nmpk* of the garland is shown in Fig. 12. This is made up
of flowers and riblxms. and with careful and patient work
the Imy sculptor should lx: able to obtain results quite us

pleasing in detail as that illustrated.

A Medallion Head

After some experience in casting ornaments in bas-relief

has been obtained, it would lx: well to try a head or bust.
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A simple method of doing thus is to take an ordinary school

slate and make the outline of a head on it. Within this

ouUinc you build up roughly with your finger and thumb
a cake of clay about half an inch in thickness; then with

your modelling instruments work it up as accurately as your

artistic skill will permit (sec Fig. 13).

When in tlx* progress of your work you find it necessary

to leave it for a sliort time, lx* careful to cover it. over with

a wet cloth, and if for a long time, put two wet cloths over

it, ami cover them in turn with a sheet of newspaper. This

is necessary to keep the clay from getting hard and unfit

for working. If at any time you find the clay getting too

stiff, sprinkle it with water shaken from a whisk-broom.

To make the moulds of your clay model you will require a

little plaster of Paris, some lard oil, and some soap, and then

your outfit is complete.

When your clay medallion is finished, build a wall of clay

around it of about an inch and a quarter in height, as shown

in Fig. ’3; then get a tcacupful of lard or olive oil, and

add to it <• good teaspoonful of any kind of soap scrajxxl

fine. P.’t this on the stove and stir until it is thoroughly
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mixed; then with :i soft camd’s-liair bnish lay a slight coat

over your entire work.

You must now mix your plaster. If the surface of your

medallion is. my, -nr f< ** b inches, you will require

n Iknit two pounds of plaster t<* about a quart of water.

Sprinkle the plaster into the water, and then watch it until

hubbies have ceased to come to the surface. When no

more bubbles appear, stir it up well with a stick. The mixt-

ure should be about the consistency of thick cream. The

exact proportions you must find out by cxjierimeiit This

plaster cream you pour quii kly over your medallion, blow-

in:.: ntlj with your mouth on the fluid as it spreads itself

over the face of your work; this is to prevent the formation

I f>3

of bubbles. In a short time the plaster will become hard;

you then remove your clay wall, and lift the plaster mould,

or matrix, from the clay. This you do by passing a i«cn-

knife all round between the plasterand the slate, after which

it lifts easily. You have now a j>crfcct plaster mould. If

you find any small particles of clay adhering to it. wash them

off with a soft cameTs-hair brush and water.

You now want to get a plaster cast from your matrix.

To do this you lay a coat of the soap and oil mixture with

a camel’s-hair brush all over the face of the mould, and

then pour in the plaster just as you did before, taking the

same precautions to blow upon the plaster and to build a

wall of clay around the mould.

You let this stand for half an hour until it is perfectly

set, when you can remove your casting by passing a thin-

bladed knife all round between the matrix and the casting.

If it docs not then lift easily, plunge the whole thing in

water for an instant, after which you will have no difficulty

in separating the two parts.

You now have a plaster cast of your original work, which

you can touch up and finish off with sand-paper, or with

the blade of a penknife if necessary.

You can, of course, make as many casts as you please from

your mould, and thus have very pretty little souvenirs to

present to your friends.

Coin and Metal Casts

This same procedure may l*c employed when making
moulds and Gists from coins, medals, and medallions. A

«<h

Fi0rl4 Fi&l 6

MTI’AI.I.IOK AKD TLAIN CASTINO

narrow frame is made of wood, and at the middle of this a

medal is placed on the flat oiled surface of a board, a slate,

or a piece of marble, as shown at Fig. 14. The face of the

object is now prepared with the oil, and the plaster is poured

as previously described. If any number of reproductions

are to be cist from the mould, it would be well to give it

one or two coats of thin shellac; then oil it before each im-

pression Ls made.

Plaster-casting in General
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It is not a difficult matter to reproduce in plaster almost

any object that has no undercut or parts that will not easily

detach from a mould. When making them, the first thing

to do is to get a piece of boa' -3 about a foot square; that is

to work on, so as not to soil the table. Then you want a

lump of clay about as big as a football. five or six pounds

of plaster of Paris—it only costs three cents a pound—and

a half-dozen wooden j>egs. You also want a cup of warm
melted lard, or Castile soap dissolved in hot water, to rub

over what you are going to copy, so as to prevent the plaster

sticking to it.

Now, suppose it is an egg you want to copy. You rub it

sill over with your melted lard, ami lay it down on the piece

of board. Pack clay around it as high up as the middle of

the egg, and sis far out as half an inch from the widest part.

You must be particular about not putting clay higher than

the middle, because, if you get the clay too high, you can’t

get the egg out without breaking the mould.

When you have the clay around the lower half of the

model, smooth and level it, and push two pegs in opposite

corners, as shown in Fig. 1 5. Now around the whole thing

make a box or case of clay, with sides rising half an inch

higher than the model (Fig. 16). Mix plaster of Park and

water together till you have it like molasses on a warm day;

pour that into the clay 1k*x. so that the model is covered,

and the mixture even with the top of the box.

The plaster will set. or become hard, in a little while, and

you then tear the box away, and take out the model and

plaster together, leaving the first clay mould. Next put

the plaster mould and model in a clay box just as you did

before, and pour plaster over it, first greasing the model and

upper surface of the mould. Before pouring on the plaster,

roll a small piece of clay in your fingers, and put it on the

model (Pig. 17). so that when you pour plaster over it. a

hole will he left in it through which you may pour plaster

for the final cast.

For the second time 'ear away the day box. and gently

separate the two i»arts of plaster of Paris; take the model

out, and you will have two blocks of plaster, which, when

brought together, will contain an exact mould of the model

(Fig. 18), and one block will have an opening in it through

which you can pour plaster. Before pouring in the plaster,

however, he sure to grease the insides of the mould. Then

put the parts together, using the |X*gs and holes as guides

to a proper fitting, and tic firmly with a piece of twine.

Now jHiur the plaster in, and then shake the mould gently

in order to make the mixture settle in all the smaller crevices. on uie wans 01 ones panur or ennmoor. man a group 01

Of course when you separate the parts of the mould now sjgnCt impressions in sealing-wax of various colors, ar-

yoi* will have a perfect cast of your model. It will have a tistically arranged and handsomely mounted; while the

166 pleasure to l*e derived in seeking them is quite as keen as

thin ridge running around it where the mould was joined, that which the coin or stamp hunter enjoys, without the

hut that k easily rubbed off with sand-paper. expense attached to them, for our seals cost comparatively

In a mould made from a hand you proceed in about the nothing. The outfit is simple, consisting of a dozen sticks

same way. The great thing is to find the dividing line in the of sealing-wax in different colors—black, brown, red. gold,

m0(ie i • that is the place where the parts of the mould ought white, and green, making a charming combination with any

rLASTER-CASlINC IN GENERAL

it into two equal ports; but you take a hand, and you have

to make the line around each finger just where it is broadest

(Fig. 19). and build the clay up to that line. The wrist-hole

in a hand-mould makes a good hole to jxiur the plaster in

(Fig. 20). and. after all, a hand is easy to make.

These simple directions should make it easy for the

amateur modeller to acquire the first principles of the art.

There arc several good compositions in which the young

craftsman can work beside*, plaster of Paris, such as "Kiln

Cement." " Carton-picrrc," " Papicr-macli6," " Plaster Com-

pounds." "Artificial Marble,” and " Concrete."
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other shades that take the fancy of the collector. A light

wooden or strong pasteboard box to carry the articles, a

box of matches, a white tajxrr (cut in half for conven-

ience’ sake), and, later on, a piece of still white card-lxxird

(16 x 22, 22 x 2S l>eing good sizes) to mount them on.

Keep in the bottom of the box containing the wax a

dozen or more pieces of thick, white, unruled writing-paper

cut into ovals, circular, oblong, and square shapes, varying

in size from one-half inch in width to two inches in length.

This is all that is required. Now for our hunt. As you

meet friends and acquaintances, notice their rings and watch-

charms. When any are discovered with a figure, crest,

handsome monogram, or initial on it, borrow it, ami make

your impression. This is accomplished by laying a piece of

your wri.ing-poper, at least half an inch larger than the seal

to lie uwd, on some smooth surface like a table. Then take

a stick of wax between the thumb and forefinger of the right

hand; with the left hand a match or taper, and bring them

togetlu
:
just on the paper where the wax melts sufficiently

to drop freely. Rub the end of the sealing-wax quickly over

the middle of the jxiper. Then moistening the seal with the

tongue to provent the stone adhering to the burning wax.

press it firmly into the hot bed prepared for it. a second or

so, being careful to lift it straight up when taken oil. thus

securing a clean edge. If this is pro|xrly done a fine im-

pression of vour subject is secured. Repeat this operation

several times, taking different-colored wax for duplicates,

which will enable you to make exchange with other collec-

tors, who are unable to gel these same figures, but have

others not in your collection.
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Chapter XII

PYROGR APHY

P
YROGRAPHY, or fire-etching, is by no means a mod-

ern art. but one that was practised many centuries

ago both in civilized and barbarous countries. In Europe,

during the early ages, this work was executed with a poker

inserted in the fire and heated red hot: but as the iron must

have cooled quickly, the task of embellishing a panel was

a tedious and laborious one.

A knowledge of drawing will be very helpful to the young

pyrographer, as the object can be sketched in load-pencil

and followed with the heated iron or platinum-point.

Of the various materials that may l>e used on which to

etch the ornament, wood and leather have lieen found the

most satisfactory, since they retain the deep, rich brown-

and-black tones given by the heated iron, and yield more

readily under the tool than other materials.

If wood is employed, such as oak. birch, maple, holly, and

cherry, it should be selected with a pretty grain ami as free

from knots as possible; but if leather is used, a good quality

of oak-tanned sole-leather will give the best results; although

for light work a pleasing effect can lx* had by employing a

stout Sukle and etching on the rough side.
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The etching-tools are few and simple, and are shown in

the illustrations.

Fig. 1 depicts a set of irons that can be made by a boy

from pieces of round iron a quarter of an inch in diameter

l) Fig. 1

and having the points fashioned with a file. The ends c.f

the irons can be inserted in file- handles that may be pur-

chased at a hardware store for a few cents each.

A is a sharp-pointed iron for outlining; B is a round-

pointed one for broader work; C is a stub for bold work,

and measures three-eighths of an inch in diameter; D is a

17*

curved background tool, and is used for burning in the

grounds, or shading, in order to make the design stand out

boldly.

With these tools and a spirit-lamp and rest, such as is

shown in Fig. 2, some very good work can be done; and to

complete the set a sharp-edged eraser may lx? added to

scrape away the wood, if perchance it should have been

touched by mistake with a hot iron.

To liegin with, it is best to carry out a simple design—to

decorate a panel, a drawer front, or the sides to a small

wooden box. The pattern must first be drawn out in full

size on a piece of smooth brown paj>cr, and then transferred

to the face of the wood by the use of colored or black trans-

fer-paper, sheets of which can lx- had at an art or stationery

store for a few cents each.

To reproduce the design, lay the transfer-paper face down

on the wood, and over it the drawing face up; pin it fast,

and go over all the lines with a lead-pencil, bearing down

to impress them on the face of the wood. Having gone over

all the lines, unpin one comer and raise both sheets of paper

to sec that the impression is good. If not, replace the paper

and redraw the faint or unmarked lines.

Fig. 3 is a simple and attractive design for the embellish-

ment of a panel, of a small drawer, or as one of the sides to

a lx»x.

I? the tools shown in Fig. 1 are used, fill the spirit-lam])
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half full of alcohol and light it, then place the pointed iron

A on the rest in such a position that the point will be en-

veloped by the blue flame, where, after remaining a minute,

it will become red hot. Remove it and trace the lines in the
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wood with the hot point until all of them have been gone

over, and as a result the wood will have the appearance of

Fig. 4. The iron will necessarily require reheating con-

tinually, and to save time it would be well to have two or

three irons of each shape, as they cost but a few cents, and

arc easy to make.

After the outlining has been done, the background sliould

be burned in with the curved iron I). Fig. 5 illustrates tlic

Fig. 4

manner in which this may be accomplir.lied : the left side

is partly finished, and shows the simple and effective m dc

Fig. 5

Fig. 6

of lining or "dragging” the ground. The right side is a

finished ground, where the cross-strokes may be seen with

an occasional oblique stroke to lend added density. It is

not always possible to complete a ground until the orna-

ment is shaded, and what may seem to be a finished back-

ground before the shading will sometimes afterwards prove

too weak or flat, and will necessarily require going over in

places to strengthen and darken it.

Fig. 6 is a piece of finished work where the ornament is

shaded to give it character, and where also the background
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has been retouched in sonr* places to give it a stronger feel-

ing. This illustration is a good example of pyrography, and

gives the relative tones of high light and shadow.

Before beginning on an ornamental piece of work, it would

lx* well to practise on dear pine or white-wood, and to be-

come dexterous in the use and manipulation of the tools,

and to find the ones best adapted to certain kinds of work.

The round-pointed tools B and C, shown in Fig. 1
,
arc good

grounders, and where large work and bold patterns arc car-

ried out they will l>c found of use.

As some very fine work is possible in fire-etching, the art

can lx- applied in many ways to decorate pieces of useful

and ornamental furniture about the house.

Charming pictures can l>c produced on holly and white

mahogany; designs of fruit and flowers and conventional

patterns may be applied to jxmels, tables, screens, frames

glove and handkerchief boxes; and on maple bedroom furni-

ture designs in pyrography lend a pleasing and artistic ap-

pearance.

When working on leather do not cut out the form until

after the work is 'hushed, but pin the material flat on a

board to hold it firmly while operating with the hot irons.

The entire design sliould be drawn on the face of the

leather with a soft lead-pencil, and afterwards gone over

with the burning-points. When the work is completed the

piece of leather should be removed from the board, and the

outline cut with a sharp penknife or a pair of scissors.

It may lx* desirable to varnish and [«olish some specimens,

and it is possible to do so by coating the surface with a thin

spirit varnish or thin furniture polish. This will bring out
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the density of the burned lines, and enrich a design that on

certain woods might seem flat. Too much varnish must he

avoided, and only a very thin coat will be necessary to ob-

tain the desired result.

A Platinum-point Outfit

In preference to the hand-made irons, which must Vie

heated each time before using, the modem devotees of the

fire-etching art use the gasolene lamp and platinum-point

apparatus. These outfits may l>c purchased at the art shops

for a comparatively small sum. but the young craftsman may

want to make his own apparatus. With the exception of the

platinum-point and its metil holder, this is quite possible.

Tire parts of a gasolene outfit arc the bulb, rubber tubing,

platinum-point and handle, reservoir-bottle, nx-lal union-

cork, and a spirit-lamp. The latter may be purchased at a

drug or hardware store for a few cents; but a good-working
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one can he made from a square or round bottle. a cork with

a hole through it to receive a piece of brass tubing, and a

piece of round lamp-wicking. (See F
:
ig. 7).

Heat a piece of wire red hot, and burn a hole through the

cork large enough to slip in a piece of brass tubing a quarter

of an inch in diameter. Pass the lainj*-wick through the

tubing, and allow an inch or two of wicking to rest at the

bottom of the bottle. This lamp should l>c filled half full

of alcohol, and it is used to heat the platinum-point at first;

after that the rush of gasolene vapor will keep the tool red

hot. The gasolene reservoir is a square bottle with a fairly

large neck into which is fitted the metal union-cork. !t it

i;6

is not possible to purchase this cork, then one can lie made
as shown at B in Fig. 8.

From a solid piece of lead one and a half inches long, three-

quarters of an inch wide, and one and a quarter indies deep.

cut a lug, with a knife and file, having two projecting cars

as shown at C in Fig. 8. The lower jort is half an inch in

diameter and three-quarters of an inch long. With a hot

iron burn a hole in a cork so that the lower end of the lug

will lit within it, as shown at I> in Fig. 8. With a small

drill bore a hole in the end of each ear. These liolcs should

run through towards the middle of the lug. taking care,

however, not to bore too far, since the holes must not meet.
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Bore two holes up through the lower part of the lug so that

each will meet one of the holes bored through the ears, as

shown by the dotted lines at A in Fig. 8. By this construc-

tion the air forced through a tube connected with one ear

travels through that ear and down into the bottle; then up

through the other hole and out at the opjx>sitc car. where

another tube is attached that leads to the platinum-point.

The end of an old syringe can Vic used for the supply bulb,

and for the pressure bulb there is nothing better than the

inner bladder of a football, if it can be provided with an

extra tube so that air may be forced in at one end while

it is escaping at the other. This rubber ballocii can be in-

flated to twice its normal size if care is taken not to blow

it up too large. As a precaution against its destruction, it

would be well to make a protective net from cotton string

with a small mesh. This is easily done by making a wire

Itoop the diameter of the bladder when blown to its safe

size; then loop cotton string over it, as shown in Fig. 9 ,

and tie the knots .forming the meshes as shown at the left

side of the same drawing. Continue the work until a cylin-

drical net is formed about three or four inches longer than

the size of the inflated bladder. V"tli a draw-string the

open ends of the net can be drawn to iher after the bladder

is placed within it. The outlet of the bladder is connected

by a rubier tube to one ear of the cork, and another tube

leads from the opjx>site car to the platinum - point and

liolder.

The holder is simply a piece of brass tubing at one end

of which a coupling is made fast. This tube is pushed

through a cork handle, or the covering can lx* made by burn-
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ing holes through corks and slipping them over the tube,

at the same time using thick shellac to act as a glue and hold

the corks to each other and Ui the brass tube. The cork

covering should l>c heavier near the point end, because the

tube becomes hot from the superheated platinum - point

This handle should l>e three-quarters of an inch in diameter,

and gradually tajiered to half an inch at the hack, as shown

at Fig. 10. The brass tub* should be five inches long and

the cork handle about four inches in length. Half ail inch

of the lube projects beyond the back, or top, of the handle,

ami over this end a piece of rublxrr tubing is slipped. A

complete outfit should contain three points—one sharp,

one round, and one curved. These can be purchased at al-

most any art store, and should appear as shown in Fig. xi,

A 1«cing tiic sharp point, B the round one, or grounder, and

C the curved, sharp-endea point that is used for fine work

and light lines in shading or background.

A good platinum-point, can be bought for one dollar and

a half; but letter ones will cost all the way from two dol-

lars to five. If a boy has
1
joints B and C in his outfit, lie

can do some very good work; but should it lx- possible to

have one only, then the* curved point C should be the choice,

since with that tool almost everything can be done.

The principle of the gasolene pyrographic outfit is very

simple. 'Hie reservoir -bottle is filled half full of gasolene,

or benzine (6?°), which can lx- had at a paint store for

twenty-five cents a gallon. The union-cork stopper is then

pushed down, ami the platinum-point screwed in place at

the end of the handle. Light the spirit-lamp and bold the

platinum-point in the flame until it is cherry-red ; then
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squeeze on the supply-bulb and fill the pressure-bag. The

air forced through the first section of rubber tubing goes

down through one hole in the cork, picks up some gasolene

vapor from the reservoir-bottle, and passes along the second

section of tubing to the point, where it escapes through a

very small hole at the side. Directly the vapor reaches the

flame it ignites, and the hot point is kept in its heated state

so long as the pressure of the bulb forces the gasolene vapor
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out through the hole.

Do not bear hard on the wood when working. The heated

metal will char the wood easily if gentle pressure and several

strokes are used. Points A and B (Fig. 1 1) can be used on

all sides and on end, but point C should be used only on its

curved edge, as shown at A in Fig. 12; never as shown

at B.

When both hands arc needed for the work of holding the

material and tool, a convenient foot device can l>e made, as

shown in Fig. 13 This is a pressure-jack made from two

boards, the upper one being cut and hinged, as shown in the

drawing. The boards arc twelve inches long and three

inches wide, the short end of the top one being attached to

the bottom plate with glue and screws. 'Hie wood should

be three-quarters or seven-eighths of an inch thick, and it

may be given a coat of shellac or varnish to improve its ap-

pearance.

if a constant supply of air-pressure can be had without

the bothersome hand or foot bulbs, it makes it so much

easier to master the art of pyrography.

Any ingenious boy who has a foot pump, such ns are used

for bicycle or automobile tires, can get an old boiler from a

iSO

plumber and rig up a pressure-tank such as is shown at Fig.

14. A small pressure-gauge should lx* screwed fast on top

of the boiler, and two outlets with brass cocks should be

constructed out of onc-ciglith-inch gas-pipe, the fittings

being purchased at a gas-fitter’s or a supply house. By

means of the pump compressed air can be stored in the

tank, and the pressure will lx* registered on the gauge.

Twenty to twenty-five |x>unds will lx- quite enough pressure

for an old lx>iler. although sixty pounds is the standard to

which most of them are tested when new. The advantage

of the two outlet-pipes will 1« appreciated when working,

because each can lead to a different sort of point, and this

will save the time and bother of changing jioints frequently

for different parts of the work.

The Practice of Pyrography

Basswood, deal, and white-wood arc the material most

commonly employed for this work, since the grain is close

and the color even. Almost any soft wood, however, can be

u.v:d, and the boy who has mastered the craft of carpentry

can make his own lx>xes. frames, stools, chairs, and miscel-

laneous wooden objects, and then embellish them with de-

signs drawn in lead-pencil, tiie lines of which it will be an

easy task to follow with the hot platinum-point.

Small picture-frames c;m lx* made from one piece of wood,

but they are better, and will last longer, if made from two

pieces. For a small round frame a pretty pattern is shown

in Fig. 1 5. This can be made from six to twelve inches in

diameter, and the frame proper should be from two to four
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inches wide, having an opening for the picture from two

to four inches in diameter. The easiest way to make a

frame is in two pieces, 3S shown in Fig. 16, the left

side representing a narrow frame and the right a wider

one.

From holly or basswood one-eighth or one-quarter of

an inch thick cut a disk six inches in diameter, and at the

middle cut an opening three inches in diameter. Strike

the circle with a compass; then use a fret-saw to do the

cutting. From pine or white-wood half an inch in thick-

ness cut a disk five and a half inches in diameter and at the

middle a hole four inches in diameter. Lay the thin disk

down on a table, and after applying glue to one surface of

the smaller but thicker disk place it. glue-side down, on the

larger disk, taking care to have the grain of the two pieces

run in opposite directions. See that the disks arc adjusted

so that one is centred directly over the other; then impose

a piece of board on top of the frame, and put fifteen or twenty-

pounds of flat-irons or other heavy weights on the board to

press the two wood pieces together. Leave them for several

hours; then remove the weight; and clean off the hard glue

that may have oozed out from between the disks. Give the

kick of the frame two coats of shellac to prevent the wcxxl

from absorbing moisture, and it will then be ready for the

design and the pyrographic ornamentation. By using the

two pieces of wood, a rabliet is thereby formed for the glass

and picture. If the frame had been made from one piece

it would have necessitated the cutting of a rabbet. The

design of holly leaves and berries is a pretty one. nnd quite

simple to draw awl burn.

1 8?

A Few Suggestive Designs

A long picture-frame with three oval openings is shown in

Fig. 1 7. Tills Is made from two pieces of wood, as described

for Fig. 15, and then embellished with the design and

pyrographically treated.

In Fig. 18 an idea for a stool is shown. This little piece

of furniture can be made of white-wood by the lx>y who has

learned to handle tools. 'Hie legs are two inches square and

fifteen inches high. The side-boards arc each twelve inches

long, four inches wide at the ends, and three incites at the

middle; they arc arched or crowned, as shown in the draw-

ing. Blocks of wood are glued and screwed to the inner

edge of each end, and these in turn arc made fast to the

upper
|
arts of the legs. The top is sixteen inches square,
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with the corners cut out, so that it will fit down on the top

of the side-rails and between the toj>s of the legs. Strips of

wood three-quarters of an inch square should be glued and

screwed to the under side of the scat at the four sides, and

these in turn must be made fast to the top inner edges of the

side- rails.

Leather-work

When embellishing leather, select the quality that is best

adapted to pyrography. It must not be too thin, as the

hot point would quickly perforate and cut it. Cowhide,

SuMe, calf, sheepskin, heavy kids, and binding leatilers are

best adapted to this work. Purses, bags, mats, boxes,

tiavelling-rolls, and valises are made in leathers that arc

admirably adapted to pyrography. and these should be pur-

chased rather than made, for leather-working is a craft that

would not interest the average boy.

An heraldic pattern for a small pigskin or cowhide purse

is shown in Pig. 19, and Figs. 19. 20, and 21 are designs

adapted to different kinds of purses, wallets, and bill-books.

It is, of course, impossible to lay down any specific sizes

for these patterns, as the sizes of leather goods vary.

To improve the appearance of floral patterns, it is de-

sirable to tint or stain flowers, leaves, berries, and stems in

their natural colors. This can be done on the unfinished

wood, either before or after the outlines and background

are burned. Oil or aniline stains may be used for this pur-

pose. If a dead finish is desired, the wood can lx: left

without further treatment, except for a thin coat of bees-

wax and turpentine. If a glossy finish is preferred, the

wood must be treated to several thin coats of white

i8»

shellac; then a finishing coat of white dammar-varnish is

applied and left to dry for several days. The inside of

boxes should be "grounded ” and shellacked, and at the top

and bottom pads made of card-board, cotton-filling, and

silk should I* glued fast.

Chapter XIII

BOOKBINDING AND EXTRA -ILLUSTRATION

T
HERE must be many boys who would like to know

the simple methods of binding books, so that they can

do il without the aid of machinery or costly took. They are

probably aware that when the material of a !>ook comes

from the hand of the printer, it consists of a mimlier of large

sheets that are commonly twenty inches long and fifteen

broad. Eight pages of the book arc printed on each side

of a sheet in such a peculiar order that when the sheet is

properly folder! the pages will Ijc correctly arranged bv the

numbering. To sec how this is, take a sheet of paper that

measures fifteen inches by twenty. With a ruler and pencil

draw lines across the sheet so as to divide it into eight equal

parts. Each of these parts is a jxige. Number .them as

shown in Fig. 1. Turn them over and numltcr the pages

on the other side as shown in Fig. 2. Now to fold the sheet,

lay it on the table with the side up that has on it 2, 15, etc.

;

bring page 3 over upon page 2. creasing the sheet in the

middle. Then the four pages lying upward will be num-

bered 4. 13. 12. 5. Bring page 5 over on page 4. and crease

in the middle again. Pages 8 and 9 will now lie upward.

F- ild 9 over on 8, and the sheet will be folded as it should be,
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and is now called a signature. In a book there may be

twenty or thirty, or more such signatures, which are num-
bered so that the binder will know in what order to place

them. These numbers are placed at the bottom of the first

page in each signature.

The Tools

Before beginning the work of binding, a few preparations

must be made, and first of all a press is indispensable. This

is very easily made. Take two pieces of board, of some

close-grained hard - wood, about one and a quarter inches

thick and a little larger than any l>ook you arc likely to

undertake to bind. Eighteen by twenty inches will be

found the most useful size. Lay your boards together, and

with an inch auger bore through both three holes at each

end of the boards about an inch back from the edge. Now

Fig. 5
THE PRACTICE OF BOOKBINDING
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make six pegs of hard-wood—white oak is excellent—about

six inches long, and fit them tightly into one of your two

boards, on one side of it; that is. the j>egs should all stand

out at one side. • (Fig. 4.) When this is done, carefully

work down the size of the j>cgs until they will joss freely

through the holes in the other board, so that the two

boards may be separated or brought close together as re-

quired. The loose or movable board (Fig. 5) should be

fitted with a backstay or two, so that it will stand edgewise

on a table, and the two Ixxirds together will thus form a sort

of upright press or vise.

In order to furnish your press with power, you must now

pass four large iron " wood-screws '* loosely through the blank

1S7

outer edge of the movable board into holes in the correspond-

ing edge of the other board, where tlioy should "bite."

When a book is put into the press it is a very easy matter

to tighten the screws so ns to hold it firmly. This simple,

inexpensive, and easily made press may be improved in

various ways; screws with winged nuts may lie used, etc.,

but in its simplest form it will Ik* found sufficient for all the

demands the amateur binder is likely to make on it.

Next in importance to the press is the lunimev. and this

is the only tool you will Ik* likely to have to buy. It slioukl

be heavy, weighing at least twelve or fourteen pound*, and

should he rounded at the ends. This is used for l»cating

and compressing the books, shaping their backs, etc. If

you live near a foundry it is quite csisy to make a model of

wood or clay and have a hammer cast. In any case, it is

not an expensive tool—any blacksmith can hammer one

out in n short time.

The gluc-jK>t may l»c almost any little crockery dish, but

it should never Ik* put on the stove. If you have no regular

glue-pot, you can melt your glue in an old cup placed in a

saucepan of boiling water.

Besides the press, hammer, and glue-pot. you must have

a pair of scissors and a few simple but sharp-cutting tools.

When these tilings arc all prepared you are ready to bind

your book.

The Practice of the Art

After removing everything that is not to lie included in

you) volume, place the "signatures" or parts together in

regular order, striking the backs gently on tlie table or bench
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to get them even. Then place them on a block and beat

with the hammer so as to flatten and compress them as

much as possible. Then they should be put very carefully

into the press and the screw's tightened firmly, so as to hold

the volume steady. The back should project about one

inch above the edge of the press. Now, with a common

handsaw, cut four slits across the lack at regular intervals,

not deeper than the teeth of the saw. Take the book from

the press, and into each of these slits or nicks lay a piece of

stout cord or twine (not too thick), and to these cords all

the signatures forming the book must be fastened with pack-

thread. A necessary aid to this sewing process is a small

square frame of light wood. The cords must be tied to this

below awl above, as shown at Fig. 3. and the lower part of

the frame must be sufficiently broad and flat for the book
to lie upon it. After the cords arc laid into or passed through
tlieir respective nicks, you must open the leaves regularly

and find the middle of each signature, and then pass, with
a needle, the pack-thread along the inside, but twisting it

around each coni in succession as you go along, making it

fast at the end with a hitch or knot. This is much easier

than it sounds, and with a little practice may be done very
quickly. When you have finished the sewing cut away the

cords, leaving an inch and a half or so on each side, which is

left to make the attachment to the cover. This completes

the first stage of the binding.

The book must now l>c replaced in the press, and its back
covered with a good coat of glue melted in the manner al-

ready described. Leave it in the press until the glue is

thoroughly dry. In the mean time measure the breadth of

JQO

the back and go ahead with the preparation of your cover,

which may l*e made ns follows:

Cut two pieces of thin pasteboard a little larger than your

k*»k. Also ait a pir«v of cloth v.divo, linen. 1*1 muslin

so much larger than both pieces of jvisteboard either way as

to allow for the back and the turning in. Down the middle

of this paste three or four strips of the same goods to strength-

en the lack. Carefully measure the length and breadth of

the lack, and lay your pasteboard covers on the table, leav-

ing the spice of the lack lx: tween them. Now put oil your

doth, turning it around iii«- edge* ->f tlx* coven, carefully

avoiding creasing or wrinkling, and lightly glue it fast as

shown at Fig. 10. /our cover is now made and must be

allowed to dry. Next take your book from the press, un-

ravel and soften tic* projecting ends of the cord, and wet

than with strong glue. Lay the book down carefully on its

back into the cover and glue down the cords to Hie sides.

'Pic* (took should be supjtortcd in this position, which can

be done in any numljcr of ways, and a slip of doth glued

down over the core ; to hold them steady. Then paste over

all this a sheet *f write or fancy paper to line each cover,

and when the job is dry your work is done.

Nothing has ban said about cutting liic edges of the

book, as that is usually done on a machine; but if you arc

able to trim them clean with a sharp knife, so much the better.

To do this, place the book into the press before putting on

the cover, bringing up each edge of the three exposed ones

successively, and while held there firmly, cut them carefully

with a sharp knife or shoemaker’s cutting-tool. Any little

inequalities may afterwards lx* Liken down with sand-paper.

, 9 |

The edges when cut may be spattered with any color de-

sired by using a common tooth-brush and water-colors.

To put on the title in gilt letters, the binder applies a lit-

tle of the white of an egg over the space where the letters

are to lie. When this is dry. rub Lie leather with a rag

slightly greased, and then lay on the gold-leaf. Next take

0 nimon tyj«e used by printers, heat them a little, and stamp
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on the letters. The heat makes the p->kl-leaf stick where

it is wanted, and the rest is rubbed ofl with a rag. AH the

pill ornamentation on book covers may be put on in a

similar manner.

To get a clear understanding <»f these directions the boy

craftsman should examine different kinds of Ixxjks very

closely; and if he has an old and valueless one he can take

it to pieces and put it together again. Perhaps he can im-

prove its condition. At least he will leant some of the

minor details. Me must rvmeinlicr that in bookbinding,

as in all other arts, patience and re|x>nted trials arc requisite
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for acquiring the skill that produces in nd handsome

work.

Rebinding Books

Fig. S. The crash should be a trifle shorter than the

height of the book, or about half an inch at each end, and
there should lx? at least an inch of the material on cither

side of the book, as shown in the illustration. This material

is known as "crash" in the book-binding trade, but it is

nothing more than a coarse-thread cloth with open mesh,

and it is sold in dry-goods stores under the name of crino-

line.

From clay-board or stiff card-board, binders’ board, or

strawboard, cut two pieces an eighth of an inch wider and
a quarter of an inch longer than the actual size of the took.

These are for the front and kick comers. Lay the binding

material buckram, cloth, or leather—on a table or smooth
board face down. Now, with a lead-pencil, mark two paral-

lel lines through the middle, ns far apart as the thickness of

the book plus the thickness of the covers, as shown at A A in

Fig. 9. Then mark a line across one end at right angles to

those, as shown at B. Apply glue to the covering material

and place the card-boards on the spaces C C, so that the

inner edge and top of each board will line with the pencil-

marks A ami B. Press the 1 >oards down with the fingers;

then turn the cloth and boards over and press with a dry

cloth, rubbing over the surface to drive down the cloth in

any place where it does not seem to have adhered. With
sc issors or a knife cut off the corners as shown at D, taking

care not to approach too close to the corner of the foards.

Leave about one-eighth of an inch of cloth beyond the

It: is not always possible for a boy to purchase cloth-

bound volumes of his favorite authors, as they cost quite

a little money But he may often procure them in paper

covers, and if he is careful to select stitched books, rather

than those simply caught together with wire or “wire

sewed," as they are termed, it will be possible for him to

rebind them in cloth at a slight expense.

To begin with, strip off the i»per cover, taking care not

to tear the printed title on the cover, nor that at the kick

of the book, if it is possible to save it. Both of these will be

useful in the rebound volume. With a penknife and sand-

paper remove as much ns possible of the paper cover that

has been glued to the back of the book, taking care not to

cut away any of the stitching; otherwise the book would

fall apart. The book in thus condition, ready for its ’case"

or cover, is shown in Fig. 6. If the signatures have been

caught together with wire, remove the latter with a pair of

pliers; then sew the pages as already described. Get two

pieces of white paper the same thickness and quality of

which the book is made, and fold them over once, as shown

in Fig. 7. With piste or liquid glue attach one at each

side of the book by running the paste along one si le of the

folded edge of paper for a quarter of an inch, as shown by

the shaded line in Fig. 7. This is called "tipping," and

where a page or two have become detached or not properly

bound in, this method is employed to reset it.

'93

When these pages are in place, trim them so as to corre-

spond to the size of the book; then glue the back of the book

well and attach a piece of crash to the back as shown in

194
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corners, so that it will cover them when the edges of the

cloth are turned over. These edges should be about half

an inch in width. After applying glue to them, lap them

over on the card-boards, as shown at Fig. io, and rub them

with the soft cloth to drive out all air from between these

edges and the boards.

When the four sides are finished, the cover or case is ready

to receive the book. Lay the case open on a table, just as

you see it in Fig. io. and apply glue to the space between

the card-boards, and also on the card-boards for an inch or

so from the inner edges. Now take the book in hand, and

place it so that the back will rest on the space of cloth be-

tween the boards, leaving an equal projection of the cover

above and below the board, or about one-cighth of an inch.

With the fingers press the projecting flaps of crash down on

the glued surface of the cards at either side of the book;

then lift both covers up to the sides of the book (still allow-

ing it to rest on its back), and with both hands press the

covers together as hard as you can. Hold it in thus position

•or a few seconds; then carefully lay the book chi its side

and place a flat-iron upon it for five minutes.

At the end of this time carefully lift one cover and apply

glue or paste to the first fly-leaf (that is one of the pages

you tipped in), and press it against the inside of the cover,

taking care, however, not to allow the pajicr to wrinkle.

Turn the book over and repeat this on the otlier side; then

replace the flat-iron and leave tlu- liook under pressure for

a day or two; or, better yet. arrange it in between the

pressure-boards described for Figs. 4 and 5. and leave it

there overnight.
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H the first nape has adhered to the glue about the edges of

the crash, it will be necessary to carefully pull it away,

taking care not to tear this firs, page or lining sheet, nor to

disturb the crash. If liquid (flue b used, it 5,1

hard enough in the five minutes to render it 'mpoa-ublc to

remove the paper. If hot glue » employed. .1 w, II not be

necessary to close the book and press ,t. (or the glue «d

set very quickly, and the first and last pages may he posted

and laid over the inside of tire covers at once, so that when

placed under pressure and left there the crash, glue, and

paste can set and dry at the same time.

The object of pasting the blank pages to the inside of

the covers is to make a good finish to the binding and also

to lend additional strength to the attachment of book and

ease. Fancy end-papers and richly tinted or colored ones

arc often used ns linings, ns you enn in mans bonks.

These are always tipped in ns described, so that they will

be the first and last pages in the book.

From the paper cover (which you removed from the Im.K

before binding it) cut the title, and, with glue apply it to

the front cover near the top, as shown m t.v» illustration of

the finished book (Fig. > 0 - K the back title has been

preserved that can be pasted along the back.

How to Extra-illustrate a Book

Every one knows how much more interesting is an illus-

trated book than one without pictures. What a satis-

faction it would be to us if we could illustrate our favorite

books ourselves! What pleasure we would Like in it! This
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is entirely jwssiblc. It is a comparatively easy matter to

illustrate a book. or. in the case of a book that already con-

tains pictures, to extend and increase the illustration by

means of old prints, engravings, and pictures gathered from

various sources, and bound in with the leaves of the book.

This Ls called "extra-illustrating," and has long been a

favorite amusement of collectors.

A book that is carefully and judiciously extra-illustrated

is not only much more attractive in appearance, but its

value is greatly increased, and the amount of pleasure and

instruction to be gained by the extra-illustration of one

book is a rich reward for the trouble and time it costs.

The first thing to be done in the extra-illustration of a

book which has been elected for the purpose is the collec-

tion of the pictures. Hiis will often take some time, and

should never lx* done in a hurry. Old magazines and illus-

trated papers will supply many of the necessary pictures,

while old books and *.hc shops devoted to the sale of old

prints and engravings will furnish others.

Suppose The Three Musketeers t<* lx* the book chosen. A

portrait of the author should be selected for a frontispiece.

Otlier portraits, representing the author at different ages,

may !« used in the book; but that which serves as the

frontispiece should U* one made about the time he wrote

the lxx>k.

The other illustrations should consist of pictures refer-

ring as nearly as pc#ssil»le to the scenes and incidents de-

scribed in the story. Pictures of an author's home or por-

traits of members of his family are always useful
;
but no

picture, however interesting in itself, should be included if
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it does not bear directly upon the scenes in the book, or is

not in sonic way connected with the author.

When a sufficient number of illustrations have been se-

lected, they should be mounted ready for binding. This is

the difficult part, and must be done with great care.

Take a sheet of strong }«iper. ns nearly as possible the

same color and weight as the paper upon which the book

iq printed, and cut it the exact size of the page of the book.

Then trim your print close to the work, being careful to see

that the edges arc perfectly straight. Cut out from your

slnct of jwper a hole exactly the shape of the print, but an

eighth of an inch smaller on all sides. This opening should

not l>c exactly in the middle of the page, but a little above

the middle and a little to the left, so as to give wider mar-

gins at the bottom and on the right. Now gum or paste the

edges of the print on the under side with great care, and

place it over the opening so that it is even on all sides. As

there Ls a difference of only a sixteenth of an inch on the four

sides, it is a delicate matter to place the print on the mount

accurately, but after a little practice it can be done quite

easily and quickly.
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After the prints are mounted, they should be pressed un-

til dry. Then the cover of the book should l>e carefully re-

moved with the aid of a sharp knife. Never mind about

ruining the blank pages or fly-leaves, for they will lx? re-

placed by the binder when he puts the cover on again; but

care should be taken to avoid cutting or tearing any of the

printed pages. When the cover is removed, it will be found

that the book is put together in sections laid one on top of

another. These sections consist of sixteen or some other
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number of pages each, and a section is known in a printing-

office as a “signature." The threads that sew the book

should be cut, and the signatures should l»e carefully sepa-

rated from each other.

Then the mounted prints should be laid in as nearly as

possible opposite the incidents they illustrate. The prints

should always be inserted face up, and the sidewise full

pages with the bottom of the picture towards cither the out-

side or inside margin of the book. Now your book is ready

for the binder. Perhaps your extra-illustration has been so

extensive as to increase the bulk of the book so much »hat

the original cover will not go on again, and jierhaps enough

has been added to make the one volume into two, in which

case your binder can supply you with simple covers at a

very slight expense.

Books of travel, or stories of hunting, fishing, etc., may

be beautifully illustrated by photographs. Unmounted

prints are to lie desired, although it is possible to take

prints off mounts by a liberal soaking in warm water. The

soft-finished photographs, .uch ns bromide and platinum

prints, are vastly Ixsttcr than the shiny albumen prints.

Photographs should be mounted in the same way as other

prints, except that no openings arc t»> lie made in the

mounts. The prints should be pasted on flat and pressed

until dry. Albumen prints have a tendency to curl up.

and it will require a pretty stiff paper to keep them flat.

This is one of the reasons why platinum or bromide prints

are so much better. When albumen prints arc used they

must lx? mounted wet. and should afterwards I** burnished,

which can lie done by any professional photographer. An
?oo

amateur photographer can have the fun in many cases of

making the pictures himself for the book he wants to extra-

illustrate, and the finished work will have an added interest

and value to him.

The use of photographs, especially if many are included,

will greatly increase the thickness of a book. and it will

generally be found advisable to have the binder make it

into two volumes of equal size.

A Circulating Library

In a small town, or in a residential section of a city where

most, of the young people are acquainted with one another,

a circulating library may be formed at a nominal cost. This

can be done in two ways: the first plan is for the members

to contribute the books—from one to ten volumes—as may

be agreed upon. Many people hesitate to lend books, be-

cause they “fly off and never come home to roost," but by

the circulating-library system law and order can be main-

tained. One of the most successful libraries of this kind

was carried on for a numlxrr of years in a New York town.

The young people, in due time, became married men and
women, but through the association of the library they con-

tinued to hold together like a great big family.

A regular set of by-laws were established and lived up to.

Books could be drawn each week, on a day set for this pur-

pose. A librarian was selected, and in his house the book-

case* was located. There were three locks on the case. The

key of one was held by the librarian, another by the presi-

dent. and the third by the secretary and treasurer. Rcgu-
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lar dues were assessed on each member—twelve cents a

year at first; then fifty-two cents, and finally one dollar.

Books kept over two weeks were charged for at the rate of

one cent a week, doubling eacli week for four weeks. This

fine made it imperative for the subscribers to return books

at the end of three weeks or suffer a heavy penalty.

Another popular scheme was carried out by the children

in the Glcnwood section of Greater New York. They held

a fair some years ago, and made quite a little money. They

then purchased paper-covered books by good authors and

rebound them in cloth. A bookcase was constructed that

held over one hundred volumes, and the same co-operative

plan was inaugurated that has just been described.

Chapter XIV

MAGIC LANTERNS AND STEREOPTICONS

)YS who have cameras, and who have made good

collections of views, portraits, and other interesting

pictures, may find a great deal of pleasure in entertaining

friends with stereopticon exhibitions of their work. The

necessary plates and materials may be purchased at any

camera or photographic supply store, and with a little

patient practice excellent lantern slides may be made. A

g od magic lantern or stereopticon is a luxury, but for the

ambitious boy there is a way to make one at home with

but little outlay of money beyond the cost of the lenses and

lamp.

A Home-made Magic Lantern

A box. some thin boards, an ordinary central-draught or

duplex-burner lamp, a reflector, some nails and screws, a

pair of cor^ensing-lenses, and a projector arc the materials

necessary.

Make a box of half-inch wood, twelve inches long, eleven

inches high, and seven incites wide, outside measure. Cut-

a round hole four and three-fourths inches in diameter at

the front of the box. the middle of the hole being eight
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inches above the inside bottom. Make a door at the back

of the box, and fasten a reflector just opposite this hole.
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Cut a hole in the top of the box for a lamp-chimney to The principle of the magic lantern is the reflection of the

come through. Nail a piece of half-inch wood eight inches light through the condensing-lenses, which pick up all the

long to the front of the box three inches from the bottom 105

(see Fig. 1). We will call this the deck. Fasten a piece of light possible and throw it through the slide, which is located

wood fourteen inches long and four inches wide on either directly in front of it. The light is then taken up by the

side of the box and deck-piece (see Fig. 2). Perforate the projector, and the pencils of light are thrown onto the

bottom of the box with holes half an inch in diameter, to screen, at the same time magnifying the picture. This

afford the necessary draught to the lamp. Elevate the box principle is shown by the dotted lines in Fig. 6. which show

on two cross-sticks an inch wide (see Fig. 2 B B). also the relative position of the lamp, lenses, and reflector.

a To keen in the light that would escape through the top

fvs=/|| opening in the box, jmt a piece of common stove-pipe (small)

I -k ovcr l,,c Lamp-chimney. Cut a cap from a piece of tin

J
r 10 5 (Fig. 7 A), the cars extending down inside the chimney to

Jill'fi hold the cap in place, when the cap-piece is bent in a half

t^vvij J 1 ifjyjjl circle as shown at Fig. 7 B.

yS" To cover the space between the lantern-top and the mov-

's' mg front board a piece of black cloth can be used. Or if

no., s' TlG ^ you luive .;n old camera -tallows it may be made fast to the

back of the projector-lens board and to the front of the slidc-

board located close to the box. It is not necessary to have an

S * j,
absolutely light-tight bellows : indeed, a very good one can be

f
j

ft 9 made from some wire hoojjs with black cloth sewed to them.

J
j \ (

•
I

In Fig. 8 the wire hoops are shown, and in Fig. 9 the fin-

V 'Tw||| - (l/Ao J hB ished tallows, with tlie cloth stitched in place, is ready to

(f— \ :-f- |
;•

—™ A
be attached to the boards with small tacks or staples.

^ j'V (v
^ ^ ilG When all the parts are assembled, and the lantern is com-

j

•

’
f* •

;
|

fio.6- "
|
4eU- (except tl»e bellows, which has been omitted so that the

n&.5.
•

J working parts mav be more clearly shown), the lantern will

20 j apjx-ar as in Fig. 10.

From an optician or camera supply house obtain a pair A Stcrcopticon

of four-inch condensers mounted in a brass barrel, and a

quarter-size projector with a rack and pinion. Mount the The cost of a good stcrcopticon will range from twenty-

condensers in the hole in front of the box. supported by five to seventy-five dollars, and that sum places it beyond
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roach of the average hoy. The following instructions and

illustrations will enable any smart boy. who is handy with

tools and light materials, to make a high-grade stereopticon

with lamp and mechanism that is capable of doing really

good work.

The materials needed for its construction will be some
jo7

sheet Russia iron, thin mahogany or cherry l>oards three-

eighths of an inch in thickness and six inches wide, some

round-headed brass screws, small hinges, a camera-bellows,

and the necessary lenses and lamp. The tools include a

light pair of metal shears, a fine-tooth saw and a compass-

saw, a small hammer, plane, and screw-driver, and a light

cold-chisel.

To begin with, obtain a board twenty inches long, six

inches wide, and three-eighths of an inch in thickness to

serve as the base-board. Treat this board to several suc-

cessive thin coats of shellac, and rub down the last coat with

fine sand-paper to give it a smooth surface. Cut another

piece six inches wide, eight and r ue-eighth inches long, and

in it make a round hole about four and a half inches in di-

ameter, through which the case ‘hat contains the condenser-

lenses may pass and fit snugly. This board is to lx- placed

nine inches from one end of the base-board, awl fastened to

it in a standing [>osition with long, slim screws driven into

the lower end through the ur.der-side of the base-board.

Fig. 1 1 shows the arrangement of these boards, also the

runners and sheet-iron hood.

Prom a sheet of Russia iron cut a piece nine and a half

inches wide and twenty-three inches long, and have a tin-

smith roll one edge over a piece of wire so as to stiffen it.

With a rule and piece of chalk divide and mark oil the

sheet into three divisions, the end ones measuring eight and

a half by nine inches and the middle one six by nine incites.

Lay the sheet on a board at the edge of a table so that a

chalked line is directly over the sharp edge. and. holding it

down firmly with one hand. bend the iron down with the

other, forming a right angle. Bend the iron on the remain-

ing line in a similar manner, and the hood is formed.

In the top of this hood, at the middle, mark off an oblong

two inches wide and six inches long; then cut out the piece

of iron with a cold-chisel and a hammer, laying the sheet-

iron on the upturned surface of an old flat-iron. File or

emery-paper the edges of the opening to render them

smooth, then cut an opening in one side, three and a half

inches high by four inches long, for a door.

Through tlic trip hole a lamp-chimney may proj<-ct that the

surplus heat may Ik- carried upward. For tlic side O]•cuing

a sheet-iron door should be made and hung in place with

small brass hinges, and a brass lever catch to keep it closed.

This catch is a simple little affair, and consists of a thin

piece of spring brass, in one end of which a hole has been

made, while at the other a little knob handle is riveted. One

end is attached to the door, and to the hood beside the door

a catch of thin brass is riveted fast, into which the lever

catch can drop.

r.Qis W4 b

CONSTRUCTION Of TIIK STTHBOI-TICON

To stiffen the door, the edges should lie bound with nar-

row brass slri|>s. securely fastened with small rivets, or

escutcheon pins, that am be adapted as rivets by cutting

them to tlic required length.

Two runners half an inch wide and three - eighths of an

inch in thickness arc to lx* screwed fast to the uncovered

top of the basc-lxxml, four and a half inches apart, as shown

in Fig. ii. From sheet-iron cut two strips half an inch in

width and ten inches long, and fasten a piece to the top of

each runner, using the same screens to hold them in place

that secure the runners to the Ixisc-board. One-eighth of an
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inch of each strip will project over the inner edges of the

runners, as sliown in Fig. 12, and this edge will serve to hold

the wooden slide-holder and objective-lcns Ixiard in the

l>rojxT position on the base-board.

Make a sheet-iron door six inches wide and seven inches

high, with the edges rolled over a wire to stiffen them, and

in the bottom of the door, at the centre, cut an opening half

an inch wide and two inches high. This will allow the door

to lx> closed over a gas-pipe that may project for a short

distance from the rear of the enclosure. Attach this door

to the back of the hood with two small hinges riveted at

the top, as shown in Fig. 13, and across the under side of the

base-board, and two inches bom either end, screw battens

of wood in which pins have been set. These battens will

raise the lantern up from a table or box on which it may rest,

and allow a draught, to up through holes made in the
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base-board inside the enclosure formed by the iron hood.

These draught- holes will e necessary for either oil or gas

light, and they can be bo ed about as shown in Fig. 13.

Two small wooden runners must be fastened to the l»se

inside the enclosure, a distance of four and a half inches

apart, and between them a lamp or gas-jet tray will slide.

From the thin mahogany cut three pieces four ami a

half inches wide and seven inches long. In the middle of

these, and four inches from one end, make a centre dot, and

with a compass-saw cut a hole in one of them three* ami a

half inches in diameter, and in another cut a hole three and

a half inches square.

In the third board make a hole the diameter of the ob-

jective lens; then with screws and glue fasten the first
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two boards together, as shown in Fig. 14 A, so that a space

of three-quarters of an inch will remain between them. 'Flic

height of this opening should lx* four and a quarter inches,

and the holes in the middle of the boards should l>e centred.

These two boards and separation blocks are U» Ik- fastened

in an upright position to a narrow piece of thrcc-cighth-inch

board the same length as the width of the upright boards,

ns shown in Fig. 14 A; and at the outer edges a saw-cut at

the joint will allow this frame to slide Kick and forth be-

tween the runners, so that the iron edge may fit in the saw-

cut.

To the inside of the front board two springs should lx at-

tached with screws at one end of each; these springs may

be shaped from corset steels, and they should lx lxnt in a

curved |K»sition, as shown at the lower end of the opening

in Fig. 14 A. Their use t<. hold the slide-carrier bock

against the rear Itoard and firmly in place. Slide-carriers

may be purchased at an optical supply house, and they arc

made in several shapes; the most convenient ones, however,

are the sliding wooden holders that accommodate two

slides.

'Flic remaining Board is to lx mounted on a Mock and

held in place by two angle strips, os shown in Fig. 14 B;

and to enable it to slide between the runners it should re-

ceive saw-cuts also. Procure a camera-bellows four inches

square, or in its absence employ a piece of black silk or

gossamer cloth, and attach it to the frames, as shown in

Fig. 16, with small curtain tacks and glue. Having mount-

ed these boards on the base-board Ixtwccn the runners, the

box is then ready to receive the lenses and lamp.

2X2

From a manufacturer of optical goods purchase a pair of

four-and-a -half-inch diameter condensing-lcnses mounted in

a tube, and a quarter-size four-inch back-focus double-ob-

jective lens mounted in a tube with rack and pinion adjust-

ment.

The condenser-lenses should occupy the lwlc in the front

of the box, where the tube can be firmly held in place by

the inside edge of the hew. The objective lenses are to be

attached to the face of the front board in the position shown

in Fig 16; and by means of the sliding-board and bellows

Fiq-16

the lenses can be adjusted to meet any short-focus range—

J'3

that is, a distance of fifteen or twenty feet from the sheet on

which the picture is thrown.

For use in small rooms a duplex-burner, or central -draught

lamp, can be used, and a plan showing the position of lamp,

reflector, and lenses is shown in Fig. 15.

A represents the reflector placed behind a lamp having

duplex wicks. The centra of the reflector should be directly

in line with the centre of the lenses, and the lamp must be

pineal so tint a j>ortion of the flame, three-quarters of an

inch alxtvc the top of the wicks, will line with centre of re-

flector and lenses. 'Flic light is brightest in oil-lumps, from

three-quarters to in inch above the wicks, and, as only a

small |x»rtion of the light is of use. the most brilliant part of

the flame sliouid lx employed for projection through the

slide and lenses.

B B arc the wicks of the lamp, and, the fount should be

placed so that an imaginary lino drawn through the centre

of reflector and lenses would i*ass through the forward edge

of one wick and the rear edge of the other. By arranging

the wicks at the angle shown on the plan, the greatest ad-

vantage can lx had from the light.

The positions of the condensing-lcnses are shown at C C,

;md D represents a slide in position at the front of them.

E F. gives the position of the objective lenses, and the

lines F. G, and H, drawn from the reflector edges

crossing the light, passing through the condensers and

slides, and out through the objective lenses, show the man-

ner in which the rays of light arc collected and thrown

through tlx transparent picture and lenses, and so on

through space, until it rests against the large sheet.
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To complete the stereopticon an oval chimney is to be

made, and fitted with a flange so that it may be held to the

top of the iron hood with four little iron buttons or lap-

hooks riveted to the top of the hood. This chimney should

lx* four inches long by two inches wide at the lx ttom, and
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one and a half inches square at the top, and eight or ten

inches high. At the top arrange a light-cap about as shown

in Fig. 16. so that the light from the lamp or gas-jet will not

throw rays up against the wall and weaken the picture on

the sheet.

Precaution must be taken to stop out all surplus light

other than that projected through the lenses, since the

useless rays tend to weaken the round disk of light on the

screen, and render the picture weak and neutral in tone,

instead of sharp and vigorous. The wood-work should lx*

given two or three coats of shellac, and the iron parts sltould

he blackened.

Dissolving views cannot be shown in a single lantern,

but if two lanterns are fitted with the same kind of lenses,

and placed side by side, so that the disks on the sheet an*

uniform in diameter, it will then lx* possible to obtain some

very beautiful dissolving effects.

Lantern Slides by Contact-printing

Many amateurs have an idea that it requires a great deal

of skill to make lantern slides, but anyone who can produce

a good negative can soon learn how to make a gcxxl lantern

slide. The simplest way is by contact -printing.

Select a negative free from spots, scratches, or pinholes.

J, 5

It must have fine detail in the shadows, and no harsh con-

trasts of lightand shade. The regulation size of a lantern slide

is x a inches, so choose a negative which will still make a

good picture if all but the ixirtion included U> these di-

mensions is blocked out. Cover the |«rt of the negative

which is to be blocked out with black necdlc-pnjicr. or paint

it with nan-actinic jmint. applying it to the glass side of the

negative. The negative is placed in a printing-frame, and

then by means of a rod light the slide-plate is placed over

the |*art to be printed from, the film side towards the

negative.

If one has a lantern, the light of which is suitable for

printing slides, cover the negative, open tlx* door of the

lantern, and then, holding the printing-frame about fifteen

inches from the light, expose from five to twenty vvnds.

according to the density of the plate. A plate tliat prints

quickly will need but five or eight seconds, but n denser

plate will require a much longer ex|*osure. often as long as

thirty seconds. Cover the plate as soon as it is printed,

close the lantern, remove the slide from the frame, and place

it face up in the developing-tray. Turn the developer over

it quickly, taking care that the whole surface of the plate

is covered immediately. Any developer that makes good

negatives will make good lantern slides. A weak developer

is to be preferred to one which brings out the image quickly.

Develop till the detail is well out; wash and fix same as a

negative.

As every imperfection in a plate is magnified many times

when thrown upon the screen, great care must be taken in

the developing, fixing, washing, and drying. When the
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slides are washed, take a piece of clean surgeon’s cotton

and wipe the film very gently, then place to dry where no

dust will settle on the surface.

If there are any sj>ots on the plate after washing and

lx*fore drying, they may lx* removed with fcrricyanide of

potassium in solution. Tie a small piece of surgeon's cot-

ton to the end of a glass rod. dip it into the solution, and

touch the sjx*t very lightly. Rinse the plate at once, and

if the spot has not entirely disappeared repeat the opera-

tion. The fcrricyanide works very quickly, and must be

rinsed off as soon as applied.

Lantern Slides by Reduction

If your negatives are larger than 3} x 3$. and it is de-

sired to get the entire picture on the slide, then the reduc-

tion process will have to lx* resorted to. For this work

you can use your camera if it has a long bellows, and the

work should be done in a room where a window is towards

the north.

Obtain a piece of board five fee- long and ten or twelve

inches wide, and at one end of it erect the negative-board,

as sliown at Fig. 17. The negative-board or holder should

lx* twelve or fifteen inches square, with an fix 10 rabbeted

hole at the middle of it. and supported with two brackets,

as sliown at Fig. 17 B. Kits can be made or purchased to

fit in the ojicning reducing to 6.J xSJ, 5x8, 5X7, 4 l X6J,

4x5, and 3! X4I. With this range of sizes any negative

from 3! x

4

1 to fix 10 cun lx* held in the board. Now ar-

range two strij« of wood at each edge of the long basc-

ai?

board, so that the camera can slide forward and backward

on a plaforro built to support it. as shown at Fig. 17 D.

The camera should lx? made fast to this moving plat-

form with wood cleats and screws, and it should be mounted

high enough so that the centre of the lens will ho exactly on

a line with the centre of the opening in the upright board,

as sliown by the dotted line in Fig. 1 7. At the upjJcr cor-

ners of the platc-lxmrd arrange slim, steel-wire nails with

the heads cut off. and lx»rc holes near the ends of sticks

three-quarters of an inch square so that they will fit down

over the nails, as sliown at Fig. 1 7 R. The other ends of

the sticks should rest on the top of the camera. Over these

sticks a dark cloth should be thrown when making photo-

graphs of negatives, to keep exit light and prevent the

high light from the window affecting the action of the

lens.

To make a reduction of a large negative, fill the plate-

hoklers with 3I X4 lantern-slide plates, having obtained kits

to fit your holders; then clamp a negative upside clown on

the board, as shown at A. Mark the lantern-slide size with

a lead -pencil on the ground glass of your camera, taking

care to centre it; then move your camera forward or back-

ward and operate the bellows until the correct size has been

obtained. Focus as sharp as you can; then stop down

your lens with the smallest diaphragm. Experience will

dictate the proper length of time for exposures. No definite
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rule c.m be laid down, for the varying conditions of light,

rapidity of plate, and shite of the weather—all will have

to be taken into consideration.

Lantern slides made by reduction are always sharjier

2lS

7 lG-.£l.

and better than contact slides, and whenever possible they

should he made after this fashion, even from films which

may be held fiat between two plates of clear glass. A piece

of white tissue-paper should he pinned against tlie window
towards which the camera jioints, so that a blank white
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light will be beyond the negative, thereby avoiding the fu-
sibility of picking up any false lights or shadows.

Lantern slides should always be masked, so that the actual

sight-opening through which the lantern-light is projected

will be two and three-quarters inches wide and two and a

half inches high. A mask form can be purchased or made

from sheet-brass. The ojicning and the other dimensions

should be of the same size as the lantern-slide plate, or

3i X 4 inches. The masks should he cut from black needle-

paper with a rotary cutter, having first prepared a number

of the blanks of the proper size; then the ojienings can be

cut as shown in Fig. 18. A smaller mask for tlie central

part of slides can ho made two inches wide and two and a

half inches high, as shown in Fig. 19, ami for jxirtraits an

ova* mask is the best (sec Fig. 20). Covering-glasses or

crystals are necessary in making slides. Old lantern slides

ca.i be cleaned and used for this purpose, or some very thin,

white glass may he cut into 3! x 4-inch plates.

To mount slides lay a mask against the film-side of the

plate, or positive, and over this place a clean, clear covering-

glass, as shown at Fig. 21 . With binding-tape (which comes

in white and black) first bind one edge, as shown at Fig. 22,

arranging the paj>er tape so that an equal margin will be

visible on both sides. Bind the opposite edge, and then

cut away the projecting ends of the binding. Proceed to

close the short ends in a similar manner, and as a result you

will have a finished slide, as shown in Fig. 23. Some slide-

makers begin at one corner and run a strip of binding all

around the edge without cutting it. This is a little difficult

In do at first, but if you have a clamp that has a compres-

??o

sion-screw and will turn on its axle, it simplifies matters
greatly. Sonic amateurs prefer black binding-tape, others
white. The white tape with black masks makes a neat-
looking slide, and if the margin is wide enough the title of
the picture may be written on it.

Chapter XV

PRINTING, STAMPING. AND EMBOSSING

E
VERY lx>y, at one time or another, gets an attack of

printers' fever, and then be will not be satisfied until

he makes or purchases a printing-press. There are, of

course, many different kinds of printing-presses. One of

the simplest forms is shown in the drawing of the flat- bed

press (Fig. 1). which is very easy to make and to manipu-

late. A flat board one and one-half inches thick, twelve

inches wide, and eighteen inches long will form a substantial

l>ed on which to fasten the frame and pressure-plate. The

frame is made of hard-wood stri]»s seven-eighths of an inch

wide and three-fourths of an inch high. These are glued

and screwed fast to the Ixirc board, forming an enclosure

five and one-half by six and one-half inches, and large enough

to accommodate a chase four by five inches. A chase is al-

ways measured from the inside. From one-half to five-

eighths of an inch all around should be allowed for the thick-

ness of the metal of which the chase is made.

Tlie pressure-plate is cut from wood one and one-fourth

inches thick, and the same size as the outside measure of the

frame attached to the bed-board. A stout lever fourteen

inches long is screwed and glued fast to the top of this
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board, which is then attached to the rear strip of the frame

by means of three stout iron hinges, so that when closed

down the pressure- plate will Jit closely to the top of the

frame.

Tin- type as it is set up in the chase will stand face up

in the frame, and the card to be printed is caught with

gauge-pins to the inside of the pressure-plate, as shown in

tl*o drawing. The tyj>C, having been inked with the roller,

gives the impression to the card when the pressure-plate

is brought down and held against the type by means of the

lever.

The gauge-pins that hold the card in place are made of

metal or of ordinary pins. Several forms of pins are shown

at Fig. 2. A is made from an ordinary pin, while B and C

are other forms cut from thin sheet-brass and then bent

into shape with small pliers.
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Fig. 3 shows a chase five by seven inches, of cast-iron,

which can be purchased at a printers' stock house for a

nominal price. When the types arc set up they are blocked

into position in the chase, and two wedges, made with

bevelled edges to bear against each other, are tapped with

a light hammer on toe thick ends, so as to wedge the type

in place. These are called quoins (Fig. 4).

Fig. 5 shows a small proof-roller made of glue and molas-

ses. It may be purchased at a printers' shop for a few cents.

A piece of glass or marble will answer very well for an
ink-plate or slab, ami after using them both the slab and
roller should be thoroughly cleaned with benzine. Tire

cleaning must he done directly after printing, else the ink

dries on the roller and thus sjioils it.

"3

A SIMPLE IIAKU-PRRSS AND ACCESSORIES

A composing-stick (Fig. 6) may be made from thin wood

three inches wide and nine inches long, with a sliding jaw

(as shown at A) made of thin wood and caught to the edgo

with a metal strip loose enough to permit the jaw to be

easily moved back and forth.

The types, being first set up in the comjiosing-stick. are

then transferred to the chase, and clamped in with blocks

of wood and quoins.

An Upright Press

The upright press (Fig. 7) is on the same principle as the

flat-bed. but the chase is held in a vertical position, and the

back against which it rests is braced to the base-board. This

press can lx? made a little larger than the flat-bed, and will ac-

commodate a chase measuring five by seven inches. At the

rear of the skies of the base-board angular cuts must be

made with a saw, and convsjxmding cuts should be made

near the top of the upright board which supports the chase.

With a sharp chisel cut the wood away between these cuts

(Fig. 7). Cut the bracc-pins . Iso at each end (Fig. 8 A).

A lap-joint is the result, and when fastened with glue and

screws a firm anchorage and support is obtained for the up-

right board.

The pressure-plate is of wood one and one-fourth inches

thick, and attache*! to the strip at the bottom of the up-

right or chase-board by means of stout iron hinges. Care

must be taken when placing these hinges to arrange them

so accurately that not a fraction of an inch difference is per-

ceptible at either side or at the top or bottom. Otherwise.

J}5

uneven pressure will give unsatisfactory results. A lever

is made and attached to the pressure-plate as described for

the flat-bed press, and a block may l»e fastened to the base-

board for the lover to rest on, as shown in the drawing.

A Lcvcr-press

A perfect wooden lever-press is shown in the large illus-

tration (Fig. 9). which is drawn so clearly that only the

measurements will l»e required to understand its construc-

tion.

The base-board of this press is twenty inches long, ten

incites wide, and one and one-fourth inches thick. ”1 lie

upright lx>ard against which the chase rests is ten inches

wide, eight inches high, and 011c and one-fourth indies

thick. The pressure-plate is the same width and thickness,

hut Ls seven inches high, and bevelled at the bottom, as
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shown in the side elevation (Fig. 12). The upright board is

placed six inches from one end of the base-board, and is

fastened in place with screws that are driven up from the

under-skle of the base-board, with side -braces let in to the

edges of the boards, as shown in Fig. 8.

The pressure-plate is hinged at the lx>ttom to a piece of

wood, which acts as a platform for the lower edge of the
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chase to rest on. It is seven -eighths of an inch thick and

two and one-half inches wide. Strips are glued and screwed

at either edge of the upright board to hold the sides of the

chase, and at the top the chase is held with a brass spring-

clip that can be made and screwed to the wood. Four inches

from the pressure-plate base three blocks are arranged to

support the lever, which is connected to the back of the

pressure-plate with a tongue of iron one-fourth of on inch

thick, three inches long, and one inch wide (Fig. io). Tuar-

ter-inch holes are bored at each end just two inches apart

from centre to centre. Two blocks of wood are screwed to

the kick of the pressure-plate one fourth of an inch apart,

and a quarter-inch hole made in each, to receive a bolt,

which also passes through one hole in the iron tongue.

The wooden lever is fourteen inches long, one and one-

half inches square at one end, and at the other it is rounded,

so as to make it easier on the hands. The square end is

rounded ofT and cut in with a saw. as shown in Fig. 1 1. and

one inch in from the end a quarter-inch hole is made.

The blocks that hold the lever are set one and one-half

inches apart, and a bolt jkissos through the upper end of

them and through the lever near the end of the iron tongue

The hole in the lever through which the ly>lt pas- i two

JJ7

inches from the end Ixle, and when sliced projK-rly the

inside of the pressure - plate should 1*? seven -eighths «*f

an inch from the face of the chase-board when the handle

and tongue are in a straight line, as shown in the side eleva-

tion of the press (Fig. 12).

Metal type, electrotypes, engravings, and printers’ plates

are always made seven-eighths of an inch high. When

making a press always l>car this in mind, and if necessary

the pressure- plate can always be built up with hard l»aper

to meet the face of the type if sufficient pressure is not had

at first.

Type, spaces, quads, rule, blocks, ink, and a small roller

can be purchased from any printer if there is not a printers'

stock 1k>usc in the town where you live. If the printer is

accommodating, he will answer all your questions about your

printing-press, and help you with any details about which

you arc uncertain.

Stamping

Stamping, or the process of imprinting without, the aid

of a hand or power-press, is as old as the hills. Away back

in the early ages the art of stamping was carried on by means

of wooden or stone blocks, on the face of which characters,

letters, and various other signs were engraved. Patterns

or figures in colors were imprinted on fabrics, parchment,

ami leathers; and in some of the walls of the ruined houses

in Pompeii and Herculaneum there are found well-preserved

examples of the stamper's art, where figures of a running

IKitlcm are repeated at regular intervals. Both oil and

water-color pigments may be useil for stamping; but if the

imprint :• to 1 *e made on paper or leather, then printers' ink,

dilut. d with a small portion of benzine, should be used.

livery boy may have an imprint of bis initials cut on

wood, and use it in stamping bis papers, school-books, and

other jiropcrty. In the Far East every prominent merchant

has his private signet, and always, when signing his name

to documents, he < ith bis stamp, which is placed

U-sidc or across the name, as shown in Fig. 13.

In China and J»|Kin these stamps are called "chops,"

ami arc used with a nil. brown, or blue ink-paste, which

dries hard and indelible on p.q>er, leather, or soft wood.
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The author's imprint so interested a wealthy Japanese

merchant a few years ago, that when he returned to Yoko-

hama he had a handsome ivory, bone, and silver "chop"

cut by a good maker in that city, and sent it over the sea

as a souvenir of his visit to this country. Fig. 14 gives the

imprint, and Fig. 15 is a drawing showing the shape of the

"chop." The body part is of ivory and the inlay of silver,

while the cap, which fits over the engraved die, is of black

bone.

Any boy can make a signet of boxwood or maple for

stamping paper and wood. For use on leather he can cut

his dies in soft copper, which, when heated, will bum the

imprint in the leather.

In Fig. 16 four ideas for imprints arc shown. In B and

C the initials arc combined, while A and 1 ) are arran jements

of scrolls and lines which will It understood ns belonging

to a certain person, just as trade-marks arc the known

marks of certain manufacturers.

In order to cut a wood-stamp, it will be necessary to have

some fine carving-chisels, a vise, and sand-paper. Maple,

boxwood, or other close-grained wood can be used, and it. is

l»est to cut the die on the end rather than on the side of the

wood. Cut your block the size required; then draw the

reverse of the design, as shown at Fig. 1 5. Cut this as deep

as you need it. so that ink or marking-paste will not clog

the low i»arts ; then, when the face is properly finished, the

die will stamp an impression as shown at Fig. 1 4 - F°r Hrge

dies it will !>e necessary to use the wood on the side, as
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otherwise the blocks would be heavy and hard to handle.

Souvenir books or engrossed memorials may be embellished

*3°

with corner ornaments, as well as with capital letters and

borders in red, blue, or gold. Any boy who is interested

in this branch of craftsmanship can get ideas and designs

from gift books, calendars, show-cards, circulars, and the

host of illuminated and embellished printed matter that is

in circulation. When making these selections, however.

avoid the common place printing-house patterns, and favor

those to be found in the Itest magazines, art books, and

hand-books of ornament such as are shown in Fig. 17. the

several parts of which arc a miscellaneous lot of ornaments

and letters that can be easily copied by the young die*

cutter.

Diluted printers’ ink is excellent for stamping, and

when used it should l>e spread on a cloth stretched over

several thicknesses of flannel and cotton doth and made in

the form of a pad, as shown at Fig. 18. This is a block of

wood over which the thicknesses of fabric are laid, the top

layer being drawn over the edge and tacked underneath.

This block is then placed in a flat 1k»x of wood with a hinged

cover, so that the pad may l»e kept enclosed when not in

use, and so prevent the ink from drying out. After using

the pad a cloth wet with benzine should be laid over the

pad
;
then the lid should be closed and hooked down.

Embossing

In embossing the ornament is raised in low relief, and so

.ends a rich effect to paper, card, leather, or other ductile

material. Embossing is generally done under heavy press-

ure. and with moisture or heat to facilitate the work.

Papers, thin leathers, and some fabrics can be treated

in this manner by the boy craftsman after he lias mas-

tered the art of making dies. The mode of making bas-

reliefs was fully explained in Chapter XI, and lor emboss-

ing a very low relief is necessary, since otherwise the

paper would split or break away on the raised ]Xirts. After

a well-modelled ornament is obtained, it will be neccssarv

to make a hard casting from it in plaster, and then a cast-

ing from this, so that for the work you will have a sharp,

clear bas-relief and an intaglio—one the expressed design

and the other impressed. Make these of hard plaster, and

give their surfaces a coat or two of shellac.

To press a piece of paper or leather, dampen it on both

sides with a sponge or wet cloth, and heat the dies in an

oven. Place the paj*or over the Ixis-rclief, cover with the

intaglio, and apply pressure. Or place some weight on top

of the dies and leave them there for half an hour. On re-

moving the paj»er you will find a perfect bas-relief which,

when thoroughly dry, will hold its shape. Hook, card, and

mounted leather-work is treated in a hot press, but only

for a second or two -just enough to drive the dies together,

heat the material, ami cause it to hold its shape.

Chapter XVI

A HOUSE GYMNASIUM

A
LL healthy-minded Ixiys arc interested in physical dc-

. vclo|>mcnt; it is the instinct which leads them to climb

Itigh trees and scale precipitous cliffs, generally at the ex-

I
tense of some anxiety to the minds of their parents and

guardians. Hut tlicse amusements arc more in the nature

>f "stunts.’' pure and simple; the logical and rational field

»f athletic culture is the gymnasium. In the large cities,

md at schools and colleges and Y. M. C. A. societies, there

ire opjtorlunilies in abundance for gymnastic o.vorcises.

n>e purjtosc of this chapter is to show the boy who has to

Uay at liomc, or who lives in a small country village, what

ran l>c done in the way of rigging up a barn flcxir or a

spare room like the one shown in Fig. 1. He can also make

nost of tl»e apparatus: for, with a few exceptions, all the

principal pieces arc simple in construction and not beyond

[Ik- ability of the average boy.

For indoor exercise the outfit must necessarily consist of

lh<*sc pieces of the gymnasium equipment that can be used

when in a standing or sitting attitude, for the confined space

of the average room will not admit of running, jumping, or

leaping with the pole or from a spring-board. In preparing a
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ist of the pieces o( equipment suitable fur a boy's " gym.

»mc of the familiar ones have been onuttal. as they ar

ither beyond the ability of the average boy to make or

^v amtoo cumbersome for the home. The appara us

lira is described and illustrated is simple and pracl,cable

3„.l can be made at a much lower cost than the prices

charged at the shops.

Dumb-bells

Wooden dumb-bells weighing a pound each may be pur-
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chased for about fifty cents a pair, but the boy who is in-

terested in making his entire equipment can use croquet-

balls with broom-handles, or one-inch curtain-pole sticks,

for handles (Fig. 2).

To make these dumb-bells, obtain some old croquct-balls

and clamp them, one by one, in the vise of a carpenters

bench. Then, with a one-inch bit. bore a hole through each

ball, as shown in Fig. 3. Cut a broonvlmndie or a one-inch

curtain-pole in lengths twelve or thirteen inches long, and

in the end of each make a saw-cut, as shown in Fig. 3 B.

Smear the end of the stick with glue and drive it through

the hole in the ball, keying it firmly in place by driving a

wedge into the end of the stick, just as hammer-heads are

fastened to prevent their coming oil. Repeat for tlw* second

ball. Some glue should be placed in the saw-cut, so as to

bold the wedge when it is driven home. To make the handle

easier to grip, it should be bound with linen or cotton fish-

line; then the balls may be painted or varnished, and the

line given a coat of black varnish, which will set t»>c cord

binding and harden it. Several sets of these balls may be

made for the "gym” and hung upon the wooden rail that

extends around the room.
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In the absence of iron bells, a heavy pair of dumb-bells

may be made of gas-pipe handles and flanges with scrcw-

holes fastened into wood blocks four inches in diameter

(Fig. 4). The gas- pipes, an inch in diameter, may 1* had

at a plumber's shop or gas-fitters’, and they should l>e five

inches long, threaded at both ends, and screwed into flanges

which have been fitted with threads to receive them. These

flanges are bored with holes, so that ordinary screws may be

passed through them and into the wooden ends. The gas-

pipe should l>e bound with line and painted or varnished, or

the entire bell may l»c painted black to simulate iron.

Indian Clubs

A good jKiir of Indian clubs, weighing from two to three

I* Hinds each, would cost at the shops about one dollar a

pair; but the boy who can handle tools may cut out a very

serviceable pair of clubs from wood four inches square or

round, with the club, or butt, ends fifteen inches high.

Two pieces of spruce, chestnut, or apple wood are to be

cut, as shown in Fig. 5. The upj>cr end should be tapered

so tliat it is one and a half inches in diameter, and leaving

tl>e base about two and a half inches in diameter.

The tapering is done by holding the wood in a vise and

gradually slaving away the wood with a sharp-bladcd draw-

knife or spokeshave, turning the wood frequently so as to

cut the butt evenly and as true as possible. With a brocc-

nnd-bit a one-inch hole is l>orr<l in the top of each club three

inches deep, and into it a broomstick-handle is driven and

held in place with glue and a few stecl-wirc nails. Wooden
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balls arc bored and glued to the top of the handles, and given

an additional purchase with small nails. The handles may

lie bound with fine line and the exposed wood-work painted

any desirable color.

Half a dozen sets of these clubs will add materially to the

equipment of the household “gym"; and it would be ad-

visable to make them in several sizes—say from one to three

pounds each.

Calisthcnic Wands and Ball-bars

These wands, three to five feet long, may be cut from

any hard-wood, or the same lengths of a one-inch curtain-

pole will answer quite as well. Plain square sticks may he

leaned octagonal in shape, or rounded, as a matter of choice

(Fig. 6 A).

The ball-bar (Fig. 0 B) may he made as described for the

dumb-bells, by boring croquet-balls and attaching them to

the ends of a bar with wedges.

In many schools calisthcnic exercises with wands, dumb-

bells. and ball-bars are regularly taught; and the boy who

has provided his own gymnasium with the simple apparatus

required will find pleasure in rehearsing the school instruc-

tions at his home.

Swinging-rings

Exercising and swinging rings arc usually from six to ten

inches in diameter, outside measure, and they may be pur-

chased at the shops for one or two dollars a pair, according

to the size and finish.

A blacksmith will make you a pair of rings, eight inches
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in diameter, out of five-eighth-inch round iron, for about

fifty cents; and with a fine file and emery doth they may

be smoothed down so that they will not cluifc the Ilands.

Some rings are nickel - plated, hut they are used only by

professionals in their exhibition work.

The rings should give a good grip, and there is nothing

better for this than to hind them with tire-tape, or sew

leather around them, making the seam at the outside, as

shown in Fig. 7 .
The sewing should be done with doubled

and waxed linen thread; if this should prove too difficult, a

shoe or harness maker will help you out for a small sum.

In Fig. 8 a triangle is shown having the lower side bound

with tape or leather. This triangle is six inches across the

bottom, eight inches high, and is made from half-inch round

iron. As the lower side is a straight bar; it is somewhat

easier to grip than the segment of a circle.

The rings, or triangles, should be suspended by means

of ropc8,
at the lower ends of which strnjis are provided so

that they will hold rings, rods, or trapeze liars. A harness-

maker will make these straps for fifteen or twenty cents

each, of substantially heavy leather. They should be pro-

vided with a stout buckle and a loop under which to slip

the strap end. as shown in Fig. 9 . The rope ends, through

which the straps are caught, may lie spliced or formed

into a loop -end and bound lightly with twine to make a

strong union, as also shown in Fig. 9 .

Trapeze Bars

For the house gymnasium a trapeze bar shou'd measure

four feet long and one and three-quarter inches in diam-

eter; it should be cut with a path at each end, as shown

in Fig. 10 , so that the strap may l*e wrapjied around it and

drawn tight. The liar should be made of seasoned hickory.

The wood may be bought from a wheelwright or wagon-

maker. and then dressed down with a plane and spoke-

shave. The arrangement for the suspension is shown in

Fig. 10 B.

The adjustable Hying trapeze, as shown in Fig. n, is

made from trunk - straps, provided with two extra loops,

and a four-foot bar cut from two-inch hickory and shaped
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with a spokesliavc. At the ends, paths arc cut to receive

the straps, and. if jnissible, have the bar turned in a lathe

to insure a more accurate job. Small rings at the upper

ends of the rojies or stmjis, and hooks driven securely into

tin- cciling-bcams, will afford the needed suspension.

Parallel Bars

The regulation parallel bars arc usually supported on iron

pi|x*-standards bolted to a heavy base, and steel heads are

provided to grip the bars. But this fitting is Iwyond the

ability of a Ixiy to construct without the aid of a plumber,

and the wooden frame Inse and bars sltown in Fig. !-• will

answer quite as well.

Tlie Kirs are of hickory, five and a half feet long and

two inches in diameter. The uprights that support them

arc of oak, ash. or other hard-wood, two and a half inches
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square and forty-two inches long. The lower ends of the

uprights arc set into bases of heavy hard-wood two inches

thick, ten inches wide, and three and a half feet long.

Square holes are cut in the middle of these bases, two feet

apart, so that eight inches of wood will extend beyond the

holes at each end, and so provide a surface on which to

screw the bracket-ends that act as braces to the uprights.

The holes should be cut with a brace-and-bit all the way

through tlie bases, and then trimmed with a mortise-chisel

and mallet, taking care to make them very accurate, and

so prevent any play to the uprights when once set up.

The stepping-plank is also of hard -wood, twelve inches

wide, one and a half inches in thickness, and long enough

to span the cross-planks. The distance between uprights

sliould be about four feet. The stepping-plank should have

a two in.-i block under the middle to prevent it from spring-

ing; it is to Ik* attached securely to the cross-plates with

large, fl: v screws driven into holes that have first been bored

out wit j a bit. Hollows are cut out in the top of each

upright with a compass-saw, and the sides slightly tapered

to tlie edges of the U cuts, so as not to interfere with the
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hands when using the bars. Fasten the bars to tlx- uprights

with two slim screws at each side, driven through the up-

rights and into the under sides of the bars. Do not put

a screw or nail down through the bars and into the top of

the uprights, for this will weaken the Kars, and if tlx- weight

is suddenly transferred to the extreme ends they might

snap off.

At a hardware store purchase four iron brackets with

eight-inch tops and ten or twelve inch sides. Invert them

2-15

and screw the tops to the base-boards and the sides to the

outer edges of the uprights, to insure added rigidity.

A coat or two of paint will improve the appearance of the

uprights and base; but do not coat the bars with anything.

They should be polished with an oiled rag until smooth

enough for use.

A Floor Horizontal Bar

The complete apparatus is shown in Fig. 13. The hickory

bar, one and three-quarter inches in diameter and four feet

long, is supported on hard-wood uprights two incites thick,

three inches wide, and as high as the bar is desired—say

from five to six feet, according to the stature of the boys

who arc to use it. At the lower end the uprights are held

in jwsition by two half-inch iron pins driven into the bot-

tom. These fit into holes made in the floor in a corre-

sponding position, as shown at A in Fig. 1 1. The upjterends

of the uprights are cut with a compass-saw to receive the

bar, and the edges are tapered to meet the edges of tl e U

cut, as shown at B in Fig. 14- When the !>ar is in place it

is held with straps made of one-eighth by one inch iron

They should be provided with screw-holes, as shown at C

in Fig. 14. The car-plate attached to each upright under

the bar (and to which the stanchion wires are fastened) is

made of one-inch tire-iron a quarter of an inch thick; it is

bolted to the wood as shown at D in Fig. 14. A blacksmith

will make the strap and ear-plates for a small sum; and ..t

a hardware store staple or eye plates may be purchased

and screwed to the floor, into which the turn-buckles can

he caught.
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Four turn-buckles and some stout wire form the stanch-

ions; and the floor-plates should be located so that they

not only brace the structure forward and backward, but

also from side to side, as may Ik seen at the right side of Fig.

*

13. If the plates are five feet apart, they should be eighteen

inches out from each upright.

The particular advantage of this bar over a swinging one

lies in its absolute rigidity. Also, when not in use, it may

be cleared away by loosening the turn-buckles and unhook-

ing them, lifting the pins out of the floor and carrying off

llie frame bodily.

Striking-bags

Tlicre are various kinds and shaper of striking-bags to

be Knd at the shops, but a converted Rugby football will

answer very well for home use. Remove the bladder and

sew two large bone buttons to the leather cover at each
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end, as shown in Fig. 15. The bladder should then Ik* rc-

I laced, inflated, and the cover laced up tightly.

leather straps, in the ends of which button-holes have

been made, are caught over the buttons to form loops to

which the ends of the suspension and draw ropes are at-

taclted. These straps are reinforced with a patch of leather

sewed at the middle, as shown in Fig. 16. The patches will

strengthen the straps and prevent them from stretching too

much when the roj>cs are drawn taut.

Between the ball and the floor a spring, or some stout

rubber Itands, should lx* placed so as to make the ball rc-

bound quickly when struck.

The j*orud>le striking-bag (Fig. 17) is attached to the top

of a staff, and is made of leather or canvas and stuffed with

jKiper wads. Or a bladder, inflated the same as a football,

may Ik* used. The bag or cover for a bladder should Ik

made of strijxs of leather or canvas sewed together. The

inflated bag is then covered by a stout leather cap. Straps

of canvas or leather are sewed to this cap and brought down

below tlx* bag, where they arc attached to the staff with a

thong or ©3rd, as shown in Fig. 17.

The regulation i*ortabic bags are mounted on an iron base.

but in our home-made apparatus a plate of hard-wood will

have to answer. From oak. ash, or other hard-wood, two

inches thick, cut a base fifteen inches square, and round off

the edges on the up|xrr side. Make a hole in each corner

through which to pass a screw, and a large hole at the mid-

dle to receive a spiral spring. The Stall (about the size of a

broomstick) is screwed down into the top of the spring for

five or six incites, or enough to hold it securely
;
and at the
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bottom the spring is held in the block with screws or nails

driven through the wires of the spring and into the wooden

base.

When using the bag it should Ik fastened to the floor

with two or three screws, so that it will not topple over.

As it is struck it bends over from the bottom, and the

spring, if stiff enough, will cause it to immediately rebound

or come to an erect position.

A striking-bag and disk, like the one shown in Fig. 18,

may be made from wood and leather, a few thumb-nuts,

and a pair of braces. To make the adjustable disk, obtain

two pieces of white-wood or pine three inches wide, two
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STRIKING- KAOS

feet long, and one and a quarter inches in thickness. Also

two other pieces, each an inch thick, three inches wide, and

thirty inches long. The first pieces are the wall-plates, and

laps arc to be cut one and a half inches in from each end, as

shown in Pi;;. i<>, to receive the upright pieces.

In the middle of each lap a liolt two and a half inches

long is to be set. This projects through a slot cut in tlic

upright pieces, and at the outer end of the bolt a thumb-

nut and washer will make it (xxssiblc to damp the uprights

fast to the wall-plates, so that the disk may l>e raised or

lowered to any required position.

Two slots, as wide as the thickness of the bolts, are cut

in each upright with a bit and compass-saw; and on the

uncut space, at the middle of the frame, a disk twenty-one

inches wide and twenty -six inches long is made fast with

screws and short angle-brackets attached to the under side

of the rear corners. This disk should l*e made of hard-wood

one and a half inches in thickness, and it is braced from
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above with two irons that extend from the top of the disk
to the upper ends of the uprights. A blacksmith will make
these for a few cents each, and they, as well ns tlic other

hardware, should lie painted black to give them a good

appearance.

The bag is shaped like an inverted balloon, and is made
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of six pieces of leather, or canvas, five and a half inches wide

and fifteen inches long, sewed together at the edges. Each
piece sliould l>c shaped as in Pig. 17 ,

and when they are sewed
together a round cap should be made fast to the large ex-

tremity to secure the ends of the side-pieces. A patch is

sewed along tlic edges of two sides to strengthen them and
to pass the lacings through, ns shown at the lower left-hand

side of Fig. ao. This method of construction gives an open-

ing through which to pass a filling of rubber scraps and bits

of leather. If a rubber bladder is to lie inserted and in-

flated, this opening will not be required, for the bladder,

when collapsed, may be pushed into the opening at the

neck.

One inch below the top of the neck some slits are to be
made in tl>e Icatlicr, through which the throat-laces are

interwoven, as shown in Fig. 71 . Afttr the knot at the

end of the suspension-rope has been inserted in the throat

of the bag. the laces are drawn tight and tied. This is the

licst means of attaching the bag to the rope from which it

is suspended; and by means of a hollow stick, which pro-

jects down five inches below the under si.ie of the disk, the

Ittg may be centred and held rigidly. As a result it flics up
at varying angles from this centre-drop when struck from
different sides.

The suspension-stick may l>e made from a piece of inch-

and-a-half curtain-pole, the hole being bored out with a bit.

The stick should lie inserted through a hole made in the disk-

eleven inches in from the outer or projecting edge. It. should

!>e of such a size that it will be necessary to drive the stick

in with a mallet to make it fit snugly. A coat or two of white
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paint will finish the wood-work nicely, or it may be given

a cat of varnish.
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A Medicine-ball inches wide, five feet long, and one and a quarter inches thick;

also another piece to form the foot, so that it will project

? 54
A medicine-ball should lie ten inches in diameter, and

should weigh from three or four to six or eight pounds, ac-

cording to the size of the boys and girls who use it. The

case of a round football may be used, or a leather case may

be made of six pieces and two ends, so that it will lace up.

as shown in Fig. 22 . The case is stuffed with small balls
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room may l>c arranged in a somewhat similar manner, Imt

each piece of apparatus must be cleared away directly it is

out of use.

Across the top of the room, from a window-casing to a

batten screwed fast to the opposite wall, a ladder may lx-
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suspended. Over the window-casing it would lx? well to

attach a batten, so that- the ladder will not spring out of

place. A rope hanging from one end will make it possible

to reach the rings.

A strip or band of wood four or five inches wide should be

nailed all around the room four feet above the floor, against

which to place parts of the gymnasium equipment, and on

which to hang dumb-bells, Indian clubs, wands, and kali-

bars. as shown in t he illustration.

Under the trapeze or rings it is well to place an old mat-

tress, a useful thing in the event of a fall. If the room is

wide enough, double sets of hooks may l*e driven in tlx?

ceiling-beams from which both a flying trapeze and rings

may be suspended. When one or the other is in use, the

extra apparatus may be drawn up or to one side of the room.

A light room is always more cheerful than a dark one, and

plenty of ventilation is necessary in the home gymnasium.

TIG-. I

uprights, the lower ends of which are let into the sides or

edge of the stage, and then made fast with glue and screws,

as shown at C C C C in Fig. 3. Cross-braces at the back and

middle of the top are screwed to the top-rails for strength.

Bracket or brace pieces are caught at the rear of the last

rail and to tlx- rear of the last uprights midway between
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Fig 27

not fall about on the floor as they would otherwise do. The

ropes should be about five feet long from the eyes of the

weights to the handles. That is quite sufficient to give a

gcxxl long stroke while bending the body forward or from

side to side.

This exerciser may be screwed fast to tlie rail that should

extend all around the "gym,” and also into the floor at the

foot to steady it. Lighter or heavier weights may be cm-
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ployed, as the strength of the boy will warrant, but light

weights are preferable to heavy ones for continued use.

An Attic Gymnasium

In Fig. 27 a good idea is given for the arrangement of an

attic gymnasium; it shows the locations of the parapher-

nalia in a room about fourteen by sixteen feet. A smaller

Chapter XVII

A MINIATURE THEATRE

A
MINIATURE theatre, equipped with curtain, flies,

drops, wings, and several good sets of scenery, is an

unfailing source of interest and amusement. It has long

been jxipular in Paris even as a professional form of enter-

tainment. Fig. 1 gives the front elevation of a miniature

theatre; and Fig. 2. a side view, illustrates the location of

the working parts, and the manner of arranging the wings,

drops, and flies.

This theatre must be made of such a size that when it is

placed at one end of a room the audience will have a good

view of the fore, middle, and back ground. A good size for

the stage is four feet wide and five feet long over all, the

front being slightly curved, as shown at 13 in Fig. 3. The

proscenium should be four feet wide, three feet high, and

with a sight-opening three feet wide and thirty inches high.

The proscenium is made from three boards seven inches

wide and seven-eighths of an inch thick. The upper cor-

ners arc bevelled and mitred, so that the inner edges will he

recessed, as shown in the plan drawing Fig. 3 A A. The

top-rails arc caught at the front to the top of the proscenium

with screws, and are supported at the rear and middle by

*59
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stage and top. and are made fast with glue and screws, as

shown in Fig. 4. These will hold the framework securely in

position.

Gas, electric light, or candles may be used for the foot-

lights. If gas is employed a small pipe should run along

under the front of the stage. Over this pipe a tin cornice

is arranged with holes made through it every three inches.

These holes should be just large enough to admit gas-jets

which project through it. as shown in Fig 5. Tltc supply

of gas can be controlled at one side by means of a key. so

that the lights may be lowered or turned up full. If candles

are used they should be arranged on a board, so that as

they burn lower and lower the board can be raised If

electric lights are available, they are the l>est of all. since the

danger of fire is reduced to a minimum. The small sockets,

wire, and lamps used for Christmas-trees can be employed,

and will give very gixxl results.

Scenery and Equipment

After the constructional work of the stage n.vl frame is

complete, it will l>e necessary to make the scenery and

equipment. It will l»c Ixrst to have two curtains, the first

a fancy one which con le painted on muslin or a window-

shade. Window -shades come printed with pictures on

them, and these can be strengthened with oil paints diluted

or thinned with benzine. A very pretty outer curtain can

be made from a printed Japanese silk panel. such as arc for

sale in the art and dry goods-stores. This can Ik* sewed on

a plain piece of go'xls. and the up|«cr end made fast in a

j6i

shade-roller, as shown in Fig. 9. The main curtain may be

of denim, stout muslin, or any suitable doth or fabric. It

is nailed to a round stick (a curtain-pole is preferable),

which is cut at the ends ns shown in Fig. (>. The draw-

string is wound in this groove, and so the curtain is raised

and lowered The shade-roller curtain is the outer one.

and is attached to the frame at the top. and just back of

the proscenium, as shown at B in Fig. 2. The main curtain

is just inside the outer one. and is made fast to a stick near

the outer curtain-roller. When down, the roller rests on

the stage just back of the proscenium, as shown at C in

Fig. 2. When the curtain is rolled up to the top of the

proscenium opening, a few turns of cord arc taken altout

each end of the roller in the groove. The cords then pass

through screw-eyes to the back of the stage-frame, where

they can be held on a small cleat. Both cords j>nss through

the same eyes, so that the pair of strings may be operated

by one hand. The drop-curtains at the back of the stage

arc painted on window-shades, the rollers of which are hung

on blocks at the under side of the top-rails and close to the

rear uprights, as shown at A A A in Fig. 2.

The (lies are strips of muslin painted to represent sky in

out-door scenes and ceilings in interior sets. The flies are

tacked on a stick, the ends of which project beyond the body

part of the fly so that they may rest on the top-rails of the

stage-frame, as shown in Fig. 7. The fly part drops down

two or three inches below the upper framework, so as to be

visible to the spectators. The wings are of card-board or

stiffened muslin tacked on frames, the bottoms of which rest

on the stage. The up|>cr part is held between the runners,

or cross-rails, fastened to the under side of the top-rails, as

shown in Figs. 1 and 2.

Tl>c front and back of a wing is shown at Fig. 8. The

front. A. is the smooth side on which the tree or other feat-

ure can be painted. The back. B, shows how the frame is

made to support this piece of scenery. The frame should

be constructed of pine sticks three-quarters of an inch wide

and half an inch thick. Where they cross each other laps

should be cut out of each piece, so that one will lie flat in

the lap of the other. The surfaces of all the sticks being on

one plane, the frame offers a flat surface for the material

to back against.

An independent piece of scenery, such as the house, tree,

fence, and bushes shown in Fig. io, will have to be built

u(>on a frame, and a foot must be provided so that it will

stand on the stage independent of any top, bottom, or side

braces. The manner of doing this is shown in Fig. 1 1 .
the

two feet being “loaded" with pieces of lead at the ends of

the feet so that the house cannot topple forward. Very

pretty scenes can be made from card-toard and of stiffened
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goods, such as crinoline, over which the painting can be

done. Books, magazines, and photographs can be drawn

on to offer suggestions for scenery and interiors, and the

smart boy, who has some idea of perspective, can design

and make some most attractive stage-settings for this min-

iature theatre.

The Puppets

The actors and actresses should be celluloid or papier

-

)itachti dolls, their feet being attached to thin strijm of wood,
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which can lie Hat on the stage and Ik- operated from the

sides. When the stage is on a line with the eyes of the

audience, these thin stri|>s will hardly l»c noticed. Jointed

dolls may be used for the actors who have occasion to sit

during the performance, but it is difficult to bring about

the change of posture without destroying the illusion.

Trap doors and other pieces of stage machinery may be

added as found necessary, and there is no limit to the in-

genuity that may be exercised in equipping our miniature

stage.

Of course the speaking parts are taken by boy and girl

performers, who stand on either side of the stage, and arc

concealed from the view of the spectators by screens or cur-

tains. The stage-manager and his assistant stand still

closer in, so as to manipulate the puppets. A curtain-bc'd

arrange*: under the stage, and rung by a knocker or electric

apparatus, adds to the realism.

This theatre is to l>e mounted on two horses, and it must
so l>e screened off that nothing is visible but the proscenium,

fore-stage, and footlights. This curtaining may be done
with heavy muslin, or Canton flannel of dark color, or any

material through which light will not show.

Giapter XVIII

FITTING UP A BOY'S ROOM

WHEN once a boy realizes what may be done in the way

of fitting up his den or room, he is sure to take an

interest in the subject. A certain amount of manual skill

and artistic feeling are, of course, desirable, but these quali-

ties may be cultivated, and to a much greater extent than

one would at first be willing to liclicvc.

The color schemes, designs, and general suggestions in

artistic handicraft that may lx- carried out in fitting up a

boy’s room are almost without limit, but the following

kleas arc all practical, and the illustrations and explanations

sltould enable the young craftsman to get satisfactory re-

sults at tlic minimum of labor and expense.

In the selection of woods from which to build furniture,

the natural product of the locality in which the boy lives

must be taken into consideration. Some States grow pine,

white-wood (cottonwood), poplar, or cypress, while in others

spruce, hemlock, maple, and fir will lx* found easier to ob-

tain. In the Far West, gumwood, redwood, cedar, and

cypress form the staple supply. The cost of the wood is a

matter to be considered, and often the more artistic result

may be secured by using an inexpen »ivc wood, since the
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beautiful grain of the finer varieties can only be brought

out by the skilled and experienced workman. Many woods

have an open and broad grain that, if carefully filled and

varnished over, will give a very pleasing effect. Chestnut,

butternut, quartered oak, and ash have this quality, and

all of then) are adapted to furniture construction and room

trimmings. For chairs and other furniture, spruce, apple-

wood, and cypress will give g*xxl results; and all of them

have a pretty grain when stained and varnished. Ash is

harder, and makes good, solid furniture. If not found too

difficult to work, it will prove a very satisfactory and ser-

viceable wood for chairs, tables, benches, and other pieces

of furniture that are subjected to hard usage:

In the construction of the various pieces of furniture illus-

trated, the simple rules of carpentry are to l>e followed, and

only the lap, mortise-and-tenon, and tongue-and-groovc

joints are employed. These joints must be well made, how-

ever, so that perfect unions will result, for every piece of

furniture will rack in time if not properly braced. For this

reason only the plain joints are advocated for the young

workman; and nothing has been said about the dowel, key,

and other joints that are frequently employed by cabinet-
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makers in the general construction of furniture. These

latter require much more care and accurate fitting, and for

the open and exjwsed joint the simple forms are far better.

A Plain Chair

Of all the pieces of furniture in the house, chairs are the

ones most used, and, as they are subjected to hard usage
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they should be well constructed and the joints carefully

made.

In the plain chair shown in Fig. i the front legs are sixteen

inches high, the hack supports arc thirty-four inches high,

and all of them are one and three-quarter inches square.

All the side-rails and the four that support the seat arc two

inches wide and three-quarters of an inch in thickness, so

that the laps cut in the corner-posts (Fig. 2. A and B) will

correspond in width and depth. The cross-cuts are made

with a fme saw, and the wood removed with a broad firmer-

chiscl, taking care, however, not to cut deeper than three-

quarters of an inch when removing the wood. Use a mallet

to help the chisel, but do not sock to bike out too much

at one time; hotter try three or four times, and take a rood-

crate bile each time, than run the risk of having a large

chunk conic out and bring with it rome of the wood that

should lie left for the rail-end to lap against.

The rail at the front is eight inches above tlie floor, and

those at the sides arc four inches. At the back the distance

is ton inches from the floor to the under side of the cross-

rail. Take care to make the saw-cut; inside the two-inch

mark, so that the rails will fit snugly into the corner-posts

without any play. There is nothing so annoying in a chair

as to have it loose-jointed and rickety.

A wooden scat sixteen inches square, with tin? rear cor-

ners cut out to fit around the back post*, is nailed or screwed

fast to the top edges of the upper rails all around ;
and for

the back a twelve-by-sixteen-inch j>iccc is ait and screwed

fast in the laps cut at the upper ends of the buck posts, as

shown in Fig. 2 B.
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To make a comfortable back and seat, cover the wood

with curled hair from an old mattress, or sonic cotton and

dried moss; then tuck unbleached muslin over it to hold it

in place. For the final covering use burlap, deniin, cretonne,

or other stout fabric, that can lie had at a dry-goods store

for fifteen or twenty-five cents a yard. Draw it down and

turn it under all around the edges of the back and seat,

fastening with small tacks driven at regular distances apart.

Large, oval-headed upholsterers' tacks painted black will

appear to good advantage if driven about two inches apart

along the edge of the goods. If they cannot be had, or are

too expensive, a very good substitute may be made from

sheet-lead or an old piece of lead pipe split ojicn and beaten

out flat.

Prom the sheet of lead cut disks three-quarters of an

inch round with a cold-chisel, on the upturned face of an old

flat-iron. With a small hammer beat the edges to resemble

a hand-wrought nail-head, similar to those you may have

seen in an old hand-bellows in a blacksmith shop. These

are to be painted black, and applied to the wood with slim,

steel-wire nails, tlie heads of which will be :nvi:»,‘ble if they

arc driven well into the lead. The heads of the screws that

fasten the lap-joints can lie hidden with these mock nail-

heads, as shown in the drawing.

A good black paint for the metal parts of furniture is

made by adding dry lamp-black to some brass lacquer or

shellac, so it will have the consistency of cream. It is then

applied with a soft-hair brush to the surface of the metal,

on which it will dry quickly. It often requires two or three

days for oil paint to dry on metals, and it lasts no longer
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than the lacquer or shellac coating. Several small nails

driven around tlie edge of the mock nail-heads will hold them

in place, and to all apjieiraiKcs they will look like the large-

headed, wrought bcllows-nails.

-"
7 «

An Odd Chair

For studying or reading, the chair shown in Fig. 3 will l>e

found a useful piece of furniture.

The wood is three-quarters or seven-eighths of an inch in

thickness, planed on both sides, and may be finally stained

and varnished or painted. The front posts arc fourteen

inches high and four inches wide, while the back ones arc

thirty-four inches high, three inches wide at the top, and

eight inches wide at the bottom. Tlie side-rails arc twenty-

eight indies long, throe inches wide at the front, and six

inches across the widest place near the rear. The side-rails
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are fastened outside the rear uprights and inside the front

posts, as shown at Fig. 3. At the kick, near the foot, the

chair is held together with a plate of wood six inches wide

and eighteen inches long, screwed fast to the lower edge of

the high posts, as shown in Fig. 4.

The top of the rear uprights are Itouml together with a

piece of two-inch curtain-pole, with a saw-cut in the end

to the shoulder, as shown in Fig. 5. After it is ii* place,

glue-covered wedges are driven into the saw-cuts to make

a key, and so hold the joint securely. Between the front

ends of the side-rails a similar piece is placed; nr a two-inch

square piece of wood, with the front top edge rounded off,

may be substituted.

The seat and back is composed of one piece of leather,

fabric, or even carpet, caught to the front and top cross-

pieces, and adjusted so as to form a comfortable support to

the body.

This chair can be made with a shifting back by rounding
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off the lower ends of the back uprights and attaching them

to the side-rails with bolts and washers, one l*olt to a side.

With two or three corresponding holes in the side-rail and

upright, jicgs can l*o fitted into them, or a rod ]>asscd through

from side to side of the chair, in fashion similar to the well-

known Morris chair. The pegs must 1>e stout. or the rod

substantially heavy, since the leverage is great and would

snap off light |**gs or bend a thin rod.

A Morris Chair

One of the most comfortable pieces «>f furniture in a loy’s

room is a Morris chair, and if properly constructed it should

last almost for a lifetime.

Fig. 6 gives a good idea for a solid affair that can l>c made

twenty inches wide and twenty inches deep from outside to

outside of corner-posts. The po.ts arc two inches square

and twenty-three inches high, and in the front ami l*ack

ones laps arc cut to receive three-inch rails, with the upper

edges sixteen inches above the Poor. At the lower part of

the sides, five inches above the floor, two-inch rails arc let

into the posts. From these side-:, ils to the under side of

the arms four flat balustrades are mounted and lx ld in posi-

tion to the lower rails with and glue. At the upper

end they are mortised into the under side of the arms f**r

half an inch. Two more rails are let into the posts at the

inside and on a line with the rails, at front ami kick, that

support the scat and to which the leather is to l« attached.

A frame twenty-two inches high is made for the lack and

covered with leather stretched tight and nailed all around
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the edges with large, oval-headed upholsterers’ tacks. The

back is hinged to the rear rail of the chair, and held in posi-

tion with a cross-rod, which in turn is supported by wooden

pins driven into the end of the arms, as shown in the illus-

tration. The arms are wedge-shaped, five inches broad at

the front and two inches at the rear, where the ends are

rounded. They arc held to the tops of the comer -posts

with long, slim screws, the heads of which are covered with

ihe imitation nail-heads described in the making of the

plain chair (Fig. 1 ).

A Settle

For the side of a room, where there is space to accom-

modate it. a settle is a comfortable piece of furniture,
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and Fig. 7 gives some good lines that can easily be fol-

lowed.

The back of this settle is forty-two inches long and thirty-

two inches high. The scat is sixteen inches above the floor

and eighteen inches deep. The front plates arc each six

inches wide, twenty-five inches high, and seven-eighths of

an inch thick. They are attached to the front and side

rails of the settle with stout screws and glue, and a line of

screws is driven through the front plate and into the edge

of tlx* one it laps against, as shown at Fig. 8, which is one

end of the settle frame.

The leather forming the scat is drawn over the front and

back rails (which are each six inches wide), and is nailed t"

the wood, as slwwn in the illustration. The leather is ap-

plied to the back in the .time manner, and, to hold the edges

down, glue may be used.

A chair may be constructed in similar fashion with the

same height and depth limensions, but twenty-four inches

wide over all. the side plates under the arms being four

indies wide.

A Box-desk

In the illustration of a box-desk (Fig. 9) an idea is shown

that the young craftsman can easily work out.

Obtain a box twenty-four inches long, eighteen inches

wide, and twelve inches deep. It should be made of planed

boards. At the joints drive in a few screws to make them

more secure. Cut. two pieces of wood thirty-six inches long,

four inches wide, and seven-eighths of an inch thick, and

attach them to the rear edges of the box when it is stood on
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end, allowing the lower ends to extend down four inches be-

low the bottom of the box. These will form the back feet.
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For the front ones, cut two pieces of wood fourteen inches

long and six inches wide, rounding off one end. and cutting

the bottom out three inches, thus allowing the remaining

wood to be three incites wide, as shown at Fig. to. These

arc fastened to the lower edges of the box at the sales with

screws and glue.

Two shelves, ten inches wide, and as long as the inside

width of the box. arc to be cut and fastened six inches apart.

leaving a ten or twelve inch space at the l»ottoin for high

hooks, or a place to put the feet when sitting at the desk.

A top twenty-two inches wkle and eighteen inches deep is

made fast to the top of the box. and if a slant is desired the

back of the top board may Ik* prop|)ed up for an inch or
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two with n strip of wood. On the ends of the side-rails that

project above the desk-top a ledge six inches wide may l>c

made fast for ink-bottles, pencils, and other accessories.

Attached to the upper edges of the l>ox brackets of wood

may be arranged to support the projecting edge of the desk-

top.

.Stain and varnish, or paint, will add the finishing touch

to this box-desk.

A Writing-table

Two boxes, a drawer, and a broad top can be easily trans-

formed into the writing-table shown in Fig. n. If well put

together and decorated with artistic hinge-straps and es-

cutcheons. the boxes are entirely hidden from sight.

Two boxes, each twenty-two inches long, fifteen inches

deep, and ten inches wide (outside measure), are placed on

end and made fast under a broad top forty-five inches long

and eighteen inches wide. Three inches of the top will pro-

ject beyond the boxes at the ends and front. This will

leave a space nineteen inches wide between the lioxes. At

the bottom a ledge eight or ten inches wide must be made

fast to the bottom of the boxes, on which to rest the feet

when writing at the table. This ledge will also serve as a

brace, and help to hold together the bottoms of tlie boxes.

Legs six inches high are cut from wood seven-eighths of

an inch thick, and fastened under the four comers at the

front of the boxes. At the back, the foot -piece is a board

ten inches wide, screwed fast to the lower rear ends of the

boxes, so that six inches of it will project, down to the floor

to correspond with the legs in height. A shallow drawer is
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made to fit between the Ixixes. and a slide on runners is

attached with screws near the top.

Doors ten inches wide and twenty-two inches high are

hinged to the outer sides of the boxes, and from sheet-lead

the hinge-plates or straps and the escutcheons are cut with

a light cold-chisel and mallet, as shown at Fig. 12 , A and B.

(For other designs, sec Chapter VII., on Decorative Hard-

ware.) The front hinge - plates are eight inches long and

four inches wide across the scrolls, and the shorter ends are

four inches in length. The flat edges that butt, against the

hinges must be made to correspond with the hinges in width,

but they are no part of the hinges projir, being purely for

effect. This hardware is coated with the black metal finish.

It is then fixed in place with large - headed nails or with

slcel-wirc nails.

A top board, with half-circular supports, can be made and

attached to the rear of the desk-top if thought desirable.

A Whatnot

For trinkets, books, and the general assortment of odds

and ends that a l*oy is sure to possess, the whatnot shown

in Fig. 13 will Ik- found useful.

It is fifty-four inches high, twenty wide, and twelve inches

deep. TIk* cap projects two inches lieyond the sides and

front. The sklc-boards are cut up at the bottom, the angle

of tin* coves being ten inches above the floor. Near the top

a corresponding effect is obtained by cutting out pieces of

wood in the form of shields. The side-ledges are thirty-six

inches above the floor, twelve inches long, and seven wide.
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They arc supported by two brackets at each side, five inches

wide at the top and six inches deep, cut as shown in the
illustration, and made fast with glue and screws.

The ledge over the drawers is forty inches above the floor,

and each drawer is five inches deep. The lower ledge or
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shelf is twelve inches above the floor, and the front edge is

cut in with a compass-saw.

All the wood-work is of stock seven-eighths of an inch

thick, and the edges of the shelves are butted against the

side-boards, through which screws arc passed, the real heads

being afterwards covered with the mock nail-heads. The

usual stain and varnish will treat the wood nicely and lend

a good finish to this useful bit of furniture.

A Treasure-chest

For stamps, coins, minerals, and other valuable posses-

sions, the treasure-chest shown in Fig. 14 is just the thing.

To give the chest an appearance of strength ami security,

the doors should be made of wood one and a quarter inches

thick, while the h-gs and feci should l>c of onc-aml-a-half

inch stock. The box is thirty inches long, eighteen inches

high, and twelve inches deep (inside measure), and the top

projects an inch and a half over the ends and front when

the doors are closed. The legs are twenty-eight inches high

and twelve inches wide. At the lower ends feet are cut

from wood the same thickness as the legs, and made fast

to them with screws. A cross-rail six inches wide and cut

in at the under edge is mortised and tenoned into the legs

twelve inches ul>ove the floor; while across the top of the

legs a board twelve inches wide is securely fastened, and

braced at the back with a four-inch rail, to prevent this l»ase

from racking with the weight of the chest.

Shelves and divisions are arranged, according to require-

ment, within the chest. To close it, two doors an* swung
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on stout hinges, against which lead hasps arc mounted to

lend an appearance of strength. These are cut from stout

shect-lc.nl, and applied with large-headed upholsterers' nails

painted black. The front hasp-ends should be ten inches

long and the return ends five inches in length. Over the

key-hole a long hasp may be placed, with a corresponding

one on the other door to complete the decorative effect.

Studying-table and Stool

For service and comfort when studying or writing, two

useful pieces of furniture arc shown in Fig. 15.

The top of the table is twenty-four inches vale and forty-

two inches long. It can be made from three or four boards

of pine or white-wood glued together at the edges and bat-

tened at the under side. The front legs should be twenty-

seven inches high and two and a half inches square. The

roar legs are thirty-nine inches high, and where the table-

top joins them laps are cut out on two skVs for a depth of

one inch, and a corresponding notch is cut from the comer

of the ledge so as to fit into the lap. The lower rail at the

back is six inches wide, and the lower side-rails are four

inches wide. The shelf attached to the top of the rear posts

is seven incites wide and forty-two inches long. It need

not l>e more than seven-eighths of an inch in thickness, and
the front ends of it may lxr supported with short bracket

sticks which rest on the table-top close to ti e rear posts.

At both the front and back brace-strips are let into the

legs and the edge of the table, as shown in Fig. 15; these

pieces are eighteen inches long and bevelled at both ends.
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To accurately cut the laps in the legs and table-top, lay

a strip across in the proper place, and mark the lines with

a pencil; then with a saw cut slowly and accurately on

this line to the proper depth. With a chisel cut the wood

away and let in the brace-strips, when they con be securely

fastened with glue and screws. At both ends shelves may
be attached to the posts and the braces, as shown in the illus-

tration. These will make good book-ledges or convenient

places for jK-ncil and pen l*>xes, extra pads, and school

trappings. Books may rest on the table under the top

shelf. To prevent their falling off at the back, a rail two

inches wide is attached to the rear pasts and supported at

the middle by a short upright block which also acts as n

brace to the middle of the top shelf.

The stool is eighteen inches high, sixteen inches long, and

fourteen inches wide. The corner -posts are two inches

square, and the rails arc two inches wide and three-quar-

ters of an inch thick. At the sides the top-rails support

tlx* scat, which is a piece of cowhide attached with nails and

glue, over which imitation nail-heads are made fast. The

lower mils, at front and back, are three inches above the

IV«*r. and the lower side-rails arc eight inches above the

IF»>r. Stain and thin shellac will finish this wood •• work

nicely.

Chapter XIX

PAINTING, DECORATING. AND STENCILLING

THERE arc very few crafts that a lx»y takes hold of

with so much confidence as painting. In the average

boy’s mind it merely means getting a pot full of paint, a

brush, and daubing it on. This is painting in one sense of

the word, but not painting as a real craftsman should do it.

Good painting is a skilled trade, just as arc horseshoeing,

plumbing, or bricklaying. But this manual is not intended

to be an artisan's guide; all that can be done is to lay

down certain principles, and to give the practical hints that

may make a boy’s efforts in this line worth while.

It is not necessary that a boy should know how to make

paints; that is a branch of manufacture that requires years

of experience, improved machinery, and chemical and min-

eral formula;. A boy should know, however, what paints

are made of, how prepared, and how they arc mixed, so that

he will be able to work with intelligence and success.

The basis of all good paint suitable for wood-work is lead
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or zinc. Soms pointers prefer all lead for outside work,

while others take two-thirds of lead and one-third of zinc,

and then add the coloring dust or ground colors to get the

required shade. Both white-lead and zinc are ground in

linseed-oil, and can be purchased in cans, or kegs, ranging

it) weight from one-pound tins to five-hundred-pound kegs.

Zinc is sold in the same kind of packages, and the cost in

small quantities is about ten cents a pound. Inside shades

of any color are generally made of two-thirds zinc ami one-

third white-lead
;
then the dust or ground colors are added

to tone down the white to any desired shade. Pure l>oiled

linseed -oil and good turpentine should lie used to thin

paints. Benzine, naphtha, kerosene, or other oils should

never be used in the preparation or thinning of paints unless

for special purposes.

To make the best paint for outside use, take two pounds

of white-lead and one pound of white-zinc, and mix them

thoroughly, adding whatever oil is necessary to render the

mixture about the consistency of rich cream. If coloring

matter is to be added, it is best to use the ground colors

rather than the dry dusts, because the colors ground in oil

are much finer, and will mix better with paint than the

dusts. Colors ground in oil may lie purchased at a pair •

store for ten or fifteen cents a pound. A portion of the color

should be thinned first with turpentine, and then added to

the pot of mixed white, stirring the mixture while the color-

ing is added.

If (he |uiinl should nol 1m- thin enough lav on llw w.-hI,

you may add small |»oi lions of lui|x?iiliiR- until it i' tlx-

right consistency. A little experience is the lx*st teacher

in this matter, and to make sure, it is well to ask a painter.

Painters, and all masters of arts and crafts nowadays, arc

much rn ire ei sily approaclicd than they were a few yi

: n : i *
,
and a boy who really wants to know, and who goes
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about it in the right way, can generally get the knowledge

or advice he is seeking. When making paint for inside use.

take the proportion of two parts of zinc to one part of lead,

then mix and thin with oil to the consistency of rich milk

or thin cream.

Before new wood - work is painted, all knots or sappy

places should be given a coat or two of shellac to " set the

sap. The priming, or first coat, should l»c composed of

equal parts of lx»ilcd linseed-oil and white-lead for outside,

or zinc with some turpentine for inside work. When this

is dry one or two coats are to be laid on, taking care to

apply the paint evenly and to work it into all cracks, crev-

ices. and corners. The secret of good work is not in daub-

ing a whole lot of paint on the surface to be covered, but in

laying it on evenly and in a thin coating, so that it will

neither gum nor run. Two or three thin coats are always

better than one thick one. and the extra time spent in put-

ting the thin coats on, and in going 0”cr the work several

times, will be amply repaid, because the work will last. The

thick coat will dry unevenly, and in time will chip, crack.

and peel off.

When painting over old wood-work, it is always best to

scrape or remove as much of the old paint as possible. Then

sand -paper everything smooth, and wash all surfaces of

painted wood-work with a sponge and sapoiio, or other good

scouring soap. If there should be any glossy surfaces to

the wood-work it is best to give them a wishing with a very

strong solution of washing soda. A saturated solution of

the soda is best. This is made by adding washing soda to

water (about a pound to two quarts), and mixing or stirring
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it until the water has taken up all the soda it will hold.

After tlx? soda-water has l>cen applied to the wood-work, be

careful to wash it all off with clear water, changing the

bucket of water frequently, so that no traces of soda will

lx- left on the wood-work. Follow these directions explic-

itly. and do not try your own way nor trust to luck to have

the new job look well and last. There is an old saying that

'•A little putty and paint hide a multitude of sin,” but

get rid of as much of the "sin" as you can before the new

coat is put on. The soda bath is particularly necessary on

old furniture that has Ik-cii varnished several times. Paint

will not liold on varnished surfaces unless the varnish is first

cut with soda-water or some of the prepared paint and var-

nish removers.

It is always best to mix yotir own paints rather than to

purchase "ready-mixed " paints or “prepared paints” at a

store. Then- arc. of course, a great many reputable makers

of mixod |viiuls, and you may lhi-ir pn-paral • m<; if

von mi lie. Hut my advice to I In- young ciallsni! :i is to

purchase the raw materials of a good dealer and loam how

to mix his own paints.

When you have finished using your brushes they should

lx? washed out - first with turpentine, then rubbed out in

kerosene oil and laid away for future use. If they arc to

lx? used again within a few days, it will not be necessary to

wash them out, and they may be allowed to stand in water.

Bore a hole through the handle, and slip through a stout wire

so that the ends of it will rest, on the top edge of a can. The

brush sliould then be placed in the can so that it will hang

on the wire but not touch the bottom, as shown in Fig. 1 .
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Then water is put in until it just covers the bristles, as shown

at A. Never drop a brush into a pail or can of water for

even so short a time as overnight. The brush sags and

causes tlx? bristles to curve, as shown at B, and it is then
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a hard matter to get them straight again. The several

kinds of brushes that a boy will need for his work are shown

in Fig. 2. A is a regular wire-bouni bristle brush which can

l>e had at a paint or hardware store in several sizes; B is

known as a “sash tool”; C is a flat floor or varnish brush;

D is a sizing, kalsominc, or whitewash brush; ami at E a

round-liner or stipple brush and a flat tool are shown. For

light work the tin-ferruled, cedar-handle flat bristle brush

can be had in sizes ranging from one to six inches in width.

There is nothing that freshens up a room so much as

repainted wood-work, newly papered or tinted walls, and

kalsoinined ceilings; and while it may not be possible for

a boy to become an expert paper-hanger, it is quite within

his ability to tint walls and ceilings, paint wood-work, and

varnish the floors. If he has any artistic faculty whatever
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he can do a great deal of effective decorating, and this is a

subject that we will now discuss at greater length.

Decorating

There is no secret in the art of decorating. Good judg-

ment, g*»xl craftsmanship, and common-sense, couplet! with

the use of the best materials, will always bring about good

results.

The schemes that arc shown in tin* illustrations on the

following ire those that on an cany out; and

with a fair knowledge of carpentry, painting, and other

crafts he will find it an enjoyable bisk to change his room

into one containing characteristic features of his own in-

vention or creation.

A very simple cfTect is shown in Fig. 3. and for this room

it will not be necessary to remodel or diangc any <*f the

wood-work. After removing all old jviper from the walls

with hot water and a sjxjngc (and cleaning nIT the ceiling

also), the walls and ceiling should Ik1 given a coat of size.

This is made by dissolving a handful of good ground or

flake glue in a pailful of water, and then painting it on the

wall with a wide brush. Do not slop the size over the floor,

nor have your brush too wet with the glue-water wlxn you

are using it. Try to work it in well rather than attempt to

lay it on thick. When it is dry you can kalsominc. paper,

or tint over the walls, and the size will help to hold the

covering material in place. The wood-work in this room

is {minted white or a light shade of any color that is easily

washed and kept clean. If paper is to be used on the side
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walls, some very good patterns can be selected at a stock

house that will not cost more than twenty-five cents a roll.

The pattern shown in this scheme is in strijK*s anil running

vines. Above the picture - moulding the wall is tinted or

papered with a light -buff paper. With some apple-green

fresco-paint the laurel-bush tops arc drawn in above every

other slri[>e, if they arc wide enough apart. This makes a

good finish to broad strijies that would otherwise stop at

the moulding. A small desk can be built in one comer.

It has a hinged top, and within it writing-materials may be

kept. Above tbc desk a lxx>k-lcdgc may l»c attached to the

wall with two brackets. Simple curtains at the windows

and n painted or stained and varnished floor, with a carpet

mg at the centre, will complete the decorating of this room.

The cost should not exceed ten dollars.

Decorating a Bedroom

Of the many attractive schemes for the decoration of the

bedroom, there arc none so pleasing and lasting as the

plain paper and an ornamental frieze.

A full -pattern paper soon becomes tiresome, and while

tlicrc are thousands of pretty figured papers adapted to

bedrooms, at least one-half of the bedrooms in our homes

are overdone or poorly papered. Small figures and as

nearly neutral shades as possible should be used, as they

are restful to the eyes, particularly in time of sickness. In

Fig. 4 a pleasing scheme is shown, and while its beauty

lies in its simplicity, it is quite as inexpensive as it is at-

tractive.

2yo

Pink is the general tone, and the wood-work is painted

cream color or light ivory. Four feet and six inches above

tl»c floor a rail is run around the room, and between it and

the surbase vertical strips arc made fast to divide the
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wainscot into panels.

Plain cartridge or ingrain paper is hung on the wall above

the surbasc, and between the rail and picture-moulding a

lighter-pink paper is applied. This may be a finely figured

paper, or a narrow, satin -striped paper that can be had at

twenty-five to fifty cents a roll. A border paper with gar-

lands and ribbons, to match the shade of the others, may l*c

had by the yard or roll in several widths. Light shades of

soft green or robin's-egg blue, with white wood-work, al-

ways make an effective and cheerful combination.

An artistic effect for the door may Ik* secured by making

thin panels for the upper and lower sections, and coveting

them with a fabric or burlap as near the shade of the paper

as it can be matched. These are attached to the door with

a few large, oval-headed nails painted black. Sheet-scad

escutcheons and hinge-straps can Ik- made and applied to

the wood with oval-headed upholsterers’ nails painted black.

Any other metal-work in the room is to Ik* coated black.

Pink, black, and cream, or pale-groen, black, and ivory

color make pleasing and cheerful combinations for bedroom

decoration, and they do not. become tiresome.

A feature in this scheme is the mode of suspending small

pictures from the rail by means of harness-rings and large-

headed nails painted black. The larger pictures hung above

the rail are arranged so that the bottom of each is on a line

with or touches the rail.
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A Boy’s Room

The arrangement and scheme for one side of a model

boy’s room is shown in Fig. 5 . In this attractive room the

wood-work is white, or very light in color, and the walls a

soft, light-tea or olive green. The border above the pict-

ure-moulding is a light shade of old pink ingrain paper on

which the wreath and garland border is painted in fresco

colors or stencilled.

At oik- side of the room a generous chest of drawers can

l»e built in a comer, and three feet up from the floor a long

drop-ledge may l>c made fast to the wall and arranged so

tlmt hinge-brackets will sup|H>rt it. When not in use for

lirawing or studying, the brackets can be folded in against

tltc wall and the ledge dropped down. Above this ledge,

and extending from the chest of drawers to a window or

door, a compartment - nest rtf shelves may be made from

three boards with shorter ones for pa-titions. This is sup-

Isorted every two feet of its length with brackets screwed

securely to the under side of the bottom shelf and to the

wall. At the top it is also secured with small strips of

metal screwed fast to the back edge of the top shelf, and

through which screws pass into the wall. Short curtains of

some light material may l>c hung from a wire stretched

along the under side of the top shelf and caught up to it in

one or two places with staples.

TIk- floor in a boy's room should be of stained and vnr-

nislied narrow boaids over which a rug can be thrown.

This makes it jiossible for the outer edges of the floor to be

wiped up frequently, and does not allow dust to settle at

»9.t

the conxTS or edges as it would in a carpet. All the metal-

work, such as gas-brackets, hinges, hasps, escutcheons, han-

dles. and catches, should be given a coat 01 two of black

finish, which will lend them the appearance of being wrought

iron.

Another Boy’s Room

TIk- panelled wainscot in Fig. 6 is formed of vertical

st rij*s of wood four inches wide and four feet high, mounted

alx>vc the surbasc. On top of these a six-inch band of

wood is carried all around the room, on which a five-inch

ledge is mounted, the latter Ix-ing supported on brackets

which line with the centre of the vertical strips. The doors,

door and window casings, surbasc, and wainscot-rails are

pointed white, and all the hardware is black.

Hinge-straps of lead arc cut and fastened to the doors

ami casings with large, oval-headed nails. To cover the

panels in tlx doors, one large panel is made from thin wood.

It is covered with burlap and nailed fast to the side of the

door facing the room, with large-headed nails, or mock nail-

heads not less than one inch in diameter. Four-inch ledges

are placed over the door and window casings. These are

supported by brackets at the ends that line with the mid-

dle of the casing uprights.

The walls above the wainscot-ledge are papered, and the

panels in the wainscot arc covered with burlap glued to
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the wall. The burlap on the panels and doors may be in

a coffee or light-brown color, and the paper should then

be a light shade of old green,

buff.
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The ceiling is tinted light

Stencilling

Tlx* art of stencilling, although a very old one. is con-

stantly lading revived through the efforts of amateur crafts-

men. Many of the art textiles now to be had in the art

and dry-goods stores have printed patterns in imitation of

this style of decoration. Nothing in the way of machine-

printing. however, can equal the hand-stencilled fabrics.

Simple figures arc easily stencilled on fabrics, papers, or
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walls, and tlx* l)cginner will lx* wise in using the small,

dearly defined figures; then, as proficiency is acquired, the

more intricate and ornate patterns and designs may be em-

ployed. Every young craftsman should cut his own stencil-

plates from fibre or oil-board. It should be about the thick-

ness of two ordinary calling-cards, and stiff enough to hold

its sliapc. Tl»e design is drawn directly on the material,

or on a piece of brown paper. and then transferrer! to the

board. With a sharp knife-blade the outline is carefully cut,

taking care to leave the bridges which are necessary to hold

the parts together. This is clearly shown in Fig. 8, which is

a small stencil for a fleur-de-lis. In Fig. 9 A the effect is

shown after the pigment has lx-en applied to the fabric or

wall. If the ornament had been printed or stamped, how-

ever. it would have lxx*n made without any breaks, or as

shown in Fig 9 I».

Fresco colors should lx* employed for stencilling on walls,

A Nursery

If a boy has some younger brothers or sisters, lx? can fix

up their room or nursery in some such manner as shown in

Fig. 7. The walls are to be cleaned and sized; then the

wood-work is painted white, and a toy bilge or rail is made

fast with small brackets, two feet and six inches up from

the floor, or about on a line with the window-sills.

The lower part of the wall is to lx? covered with dark-

colored burlap, and above the ledge a lighter-colored burlap

or denim is applied with heavy paste, to which a handful

of glue has been added.

Another but narrower rail is made fast to the wall about

on a line with the middle rib of the windows. Above that

the walls and ceiling are painter! in imitation of the blue

sky with fleecy white clouds floating about. Pain*. :n some

birds flying in the air, and one or two perched on the tops of

the window and door casings. If this work is we" done it

will have a very realistic appearance. I’ictures maybe hung

above the toy ledge and under the top strip by means of

large rings painted black.
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wiped off; then it is reversed and the remaining halves are

done. The stencil-plate for the wreath ribbon and garland

border shown in the room (Fig. 5)
is illustrated at Fig. 12.

This is a half garland and wreath, and is. us^l ns described

for Fig. 11. The stencil-plate shown in Fig. 13 can !>r.

used as the frieze or border in Fig. 6. This is an empire

design, and its dignity and beauty make it a fitting orna-

ment for any room in a bouse.

but on fabrics aniline colors or diluted oil-paints "Ul>

used to good advantage. When preparing colors for fab-

vies, the tube oil-paints, or body colors ground in oil. should

Ik- employed. They should be thinned with benxine, and

placed in the bottom of a dish or saucer, so that the stcncil-

brush will take up the colors at the tip ends of the bristles.

Fresco colors for walls should l*e used thick, or alxml the

consistency of rich cream, while those of "il or aniline

not be thicker than milk. Regular stencil brushes must la-

used for this work. Such brushes may l>c had at any paint

store, and will ap|K-ar as shown in Fig. 10. Stencil-brushes

arc round, something like a shaving-brush, hut tlx- bristles

are stiller and are sttiblwd or cut square at tlx* ends.
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When cutting your stencils, keep turning tlic oil-board

so that you always make the cut towards you. I-ay the

material on a smooth piece of close-grained wood, or a

sheet of zinc, and hold your knife with the blade in a ver-

tical position, and not to one side or the other. Do not

3<>o

make bevelled cuts. Straight ones are necessary or there

will be smeared edges.

For a stencil-plate to make the garland and ribbon border

shown in the frieze of the room (Fig. 4). a one-half section

only is necessary (see Fig. 11). The full length of a gar-

land is marked on the wall by indicated dots, with chalk

or pencil; then the half garlands are stencilled all around

Chapter XX

NOOKS FOR BOOKS
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the instructions are carefully followed the results should be
most satisfactory.

3°-

A Wall-rack

Of these designs the wall -rack (Fig. i) is perhaps the

easiest to construct, since it is formed of but three shelves

and some narrow rails.

A convenient size will be from twenty-seven to thirty-

six inches long, twenty inches high (from top to bottom

shelf), and eight inches deep. The extreme 1weight from

top to bottom, along the middle wall strip, is about thirty-

eight inches. The wood should Ik- three-quarters of an

inch in thickness, planed on both sides, and free from knots

or sappy places. The strips, excepting the centre-piece at

the back, measure two and a Half inches in width, and

where one crosses another a lap is cut in each, as shown in

Fig. 2 . This may be done with a fine saw and chisel, and

the joint held firmly with glue. Where the shelves join the

uprights at the ends a groove is cut in the end-rails to re-

ceive the ends of the shelves, as shown in Fig. 3 The

curved sections of the rails, the back-1 ( ard, and the tops

of the upright stri|»s at the back should Ik- cut with a com-

pass-saw and afterwards sand-jxipcrcd or d-vssed down with

a wood-file. All the edges of the wood-work should be

rounded by means of a small plane or sand-paper, since

sharp corners are not desirable on useful furniture.

Long screws should be driven through the cnd-stri|* and

into the ends of tin* shelves to hold them firmly in place.

To cover the screw heads and lend them the ap|>camncc of

being large, wrought -headed nails, false heads should l*c

made from scraps of thick sheet-lead and attached to the

wood with slim, steel - wire nails. To make these heads.

3«»3

disks three-quarters of an inch in diameter arc cut from

sheet-lead with a cold-chisel and mallet, the work being

imposed on the upturned face of an old flat-iron. With

a light hammer the edges are beaten to give them the

appearance of anvil-made nails, such as were used years

ago in decorations, and on antique chests, doors, leather-

covered furniture, and walls laid in tooled leather. These

nails were hand-made, and crude but artistic in appearance;

they are always effective when used in connection with

leather and wood-work.
The ornament under the lower shelf of the rack is drawn

on the bare wood, and tinted in colors to match the natural

flowers and leaves. Use oil-paints thinned slightly with
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turpentine, so as to give the appearance of a stain or dye

rather than of an opaque color. All the wood-work is then

stained some desired shade, and the outline of the orna-

ment is either burned pyrographically or lined with dark-

brown paint in imitation of a burned line. A bluish-gray

is a pretty color for this wall-rack, and it can lie made by

thinning Payne's gray and adding a small proportion of

any good blue, such as cobalt, ultramarine, or cerulean.

The stain should be applied thin, with a flat brush, and

then partially wiped off with a soft rag. When dry, a coat

or two of shellac will give a lustre to the stain, hold the

color, and render an egg-shell gloss to the wood-work. (Sec

Chapter XII. for instruction in Pyrography.)

A Book-ncst

A book -nest of quaint shape is shown in Fig. 4 - It

is formed of a back -board, two shelves, three brackets,

and two slats that connect the shelves at the ends. This

is a small piece of furniture and is intended to fill a small

sj«acc; it should l*c from eighteen to twenty-four inches

long. The shelves should be ten inches apart, and the

under side of I he lower one is sup|X>rted by a long bracket,

at the middle «*f which small corner shelves arc arranged,

as shown in the illustration. Moles may be made in these

brack “ts. through which the stems of pipes can be inserted.

The curved parts of the wall-plate are cut with a compass-

saw ami finished off with a wood-file.

It is not necessary that this home-made furniture should

l*e absolutely smooth or the lines perfectly straight. A
3°5

slight variation from the manner in which shop-made fur-

niture is constructed adds to the effectiveness of those

lxx>k-racks and holders, and gives them the rough-and-

ready artistic appearance that is characteristic of the "mis-

sion" and other |»opular styles of modern craftsmanship.

Another Book-rack

A simple arrangement of shelves in the form of a book-

rack is slK»wn in Fig. 5 .
Where there is room to accom-

modate a small standing receptacle of this nature, this de-

sign will be found lx>th useful and ornamental.

The top shelf is alx>ut forty-two inches high from the

floor, and in width the rack may 1tc made to fill the avail-

able space, say from tvo to four feet. The corner-posts

arc of wood two inches square, and where the shelves are

attached portions of the wood are cut away, as shown in

Fig. 6 . The shelf comers are cut out in such a manner

that half an inch of the shelf edge enters the post, where
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it is hold in place hy means of glue and screws.

The screw-heads are covered with false nail-heads of

lead. These, when finished, should be painted a dead black

in imitation 'of wi night iron \u old gnvn in .i treat licml

oak color would be appropriate for this rack.

A Corner-nook

For the corner of a room where space is valuable an idea

is suggested for a corner-nook (see Fig. 7). This is nothing

more than a well-made box arranged with wall-plates that
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extend down l>clo\v the bottom of the box, and to which

the on.amcntal wood -work over the box is attached.

The wings, or angle-shelves, and the brackets at the sides

should be made to conform with the general proportions of

the design. The working construction is so clearly shown

that it is not necessary to minutely descrilic the smaller

details. The shelves should be nine inches apart, and the

width of the box must be governed by the space that can

be allotted to it. The ornament at the bottom of the wall-

plate is painted on, and then outlined with a dark-brown

paint or burned. The wood-work is tinted an dive-green,

or other desirable color, then shellacked.

A Book-tower

An odd but useful piece of furniture is shown in the

illustration of a book -tower (Fig. 8). It is suitable
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for the corner of a room where the available sjxacc is

limited.

Tin's tower should be twelve or fourteen inches square

and about seven feet high. The corner-posts arc two inches

square and the shelves three-quarters or seven-eighths of

an inch in thickness. The shelves are let into the j>osts (as

shown in Fig. 6) and securely fastened with long screws.

The side slats are of thin wood. They are let into the

edges of the shelves, where they may be fastened with glue

and long, slim, steel- wire nails. Each joint or attachment

should be finished with a lead nail-head, which slroukl l*e

painted black.

A very good dead-black paint for metals is made by

thinning shellac to the consistency of milk, then adding

some dry lamp-black until it is about the thickness of

cream. This is applied in thin coats with a soft, fiat brush.

If one coat does not thoroughly cover the metal, another

m.iy I"- applu-d aftn I li«- fit ::l inn* 1:: .ib:>«lutrly ill y.

Around the top of this book-tower a rail is arranged three

or four inches above the lop shelf, to serve as a guard

for articles of bric-a-brac placed thereon. With the ar-

rangement of slats shown in the drawing, the lxx>ks are

distributed in such a manner that the titles may be read

from both directions instead of from one side only.

Hanging-shelves

A unique design for hanging-shelves is shown in Fig. 9.

For general use the rack should be thirty inches long, the

ends thirty inches high, aixl the shelves seven inches wide.
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The sjiacc between the shelves should be ten or eleven

inches, while the total height of the middle back strip is

thirty-six inches. The other parts should be made in pro-

portion to the drawing, and where the shelves join the sides

mortises should be cut. through which to pass tongued ends,

the latter being fashioned on the shelf ends, as shown in

Fig. 10. With a brace and bit holes are made to receive

wooden pins, or keys, that will lock the wood-work together.

Olive-green will lx- an appropriate color for the wood-

work. When attached to the wall, care should be taken

to anclior it firmly and with heavy screws to the studs be-

llin'! tlie plaster.

3°9

A Book-castle

In the design for a book-castle (Fig. n) the shelves and

rails .are arranged in such a manner that hooks may be

slipped in from the front and also from both sides. The

lower shelf is devoted to large volumes, portfolios, or serial

publications in large sheets. The lop shelf and the one

under it are for volumes of medium size, while the small

deck above the shelves makes a convenient receptacle for
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fiCT II

magazines.

The wood-work should Ik* stninal and varnished, nr (taint-

ed to match the trim of the room.

3«°

A Boc!:-chaif

A novel idea is shown in the illustration of a book-chair

(Fig. is). A Morris chair may be made over on this plan,

if the side spindles are removed and the receptacle is con-

structed beneath the seat. A verv low Morris chair can-
•

not he used, however, since the available space between

the seat-rail and the floor is too cramped. Both sides of

the chair arc arranged to receive liooks, and at the front

a wooden panel is fitted below the seat-rail, as shown in

FiS* 13;

Cushions of burlap, tapestry cloth, or canterbury cloth

may be made to fit the seat and back; they are held on

with straps. The cushions may lie filial with feathers,

curled hair, cocoa fibre, moss or even cotton batting.

Javanese kapok is perhaps the l>est of the lower grade

material. It costs twenty-five cents a pound, and takes

about two and a half pounds for a chair.

The ornament at the front of the chair is (tainted on and

outlined with the pyrographic jioint; or a dark-brown line

may be painted on with a fine brush.

A Book-table

Por a library or sitting-room, the book-table shown in

Fig. i.j will lie found a convenient and useful piece of fur-

niture.

A good size for this table is: length, forty- two inches;

width, twenty-four inches; and height, thirty inches. The

drop-shelves at the ends should be nine indies below the

3* 1

top of the table, while the drawer need not be more than

four inches deep. The legs are two and a half inches or

three inches square. The slats at the sides of the book-

shelves arc let into the table-top and the shelf (see* Fig 15)

and apparently anchored by means of large nail-heads. The
top is attached to the frame by means of cleats screwed

fast to the top inner edges of the rails. Through these cleats

screws are passed up and into the under side of the table-

top, as shown in Fig. 16.

White-wood is a good material of which to make the

table, sii>cc it takes a stain nicely. Finish with a coat or

two of shellac.

3 ,a

A Magazine-rack

A convenient rack for magazines and periodicals is shown

in Fig. 17.

The rack has three shelves and an enclosure at the top

to hold extra large pamphlets. The two uprights and the

cross-strip at the top arc three-quarters of an inch thick and

half inches wide. The uprights are twenty-four

inches long, and the cross-piece measures eighteen inches

from tip to lip. Four inches from the top the uprights

are cut, as shown in Fig. 18 A, so that a lap-joint can be

formal. The uprights arc spaced ten inches apart from

the inside edges, making the total width fifteen inches.

From half-inch wood cut Urn* shelves fifteen inches long

and six inches wide; also two corner-posts from wood an

inch square. Cut the end of each shelf as shown in Fig.

18 B, so that one notch will fit against the upright and the

3'3
other against the comer-post-. From the half-inch wood cut

two brackets three inches long and two and a half inches

wide at the lop, as shown at Fig.. 18 C. These hold up
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the bottom shelf, and the other shelves are supported in

turn by the corner-posts and the back, to which the shelves

are securely attached with screws ami glue. The corner-

posts are fifteen inches high, and near the top laps are cut

half an inch deep and one inch wide into which a cross-rail

will fit. Three thin slats one inch in width and six inches

long are made fast across the front, and above the top shelf,

to form the pamphlet or periodical rack. The nail ami

screw heads may he covered with brass upholsterers’ tacks

painted black to suggest the idea of a large nail, or imita-

tion wrought-iron nail-heads may be made by cutting disks

out of sheet-lead and slightly beating the edges so as to

imitate the hammer-marks of wrought-iron work. These

disks are secured to the wojd with slim steel nails, the

heads of which, when driven in with a light hammer, 1k*-

oome imbedded in the soft lead. A subsequent coating of

black paint will conceal the .»ail-heads completely.

A Box Book-case

Fig. io is an idea for n receptacle for a few liooks, bric-h-

hrac, and some magazines to hang against the wall. Boxes

of various sizes may be used for this purpose, according to

the available wall space, but for general use two shoe-

eases should lie cut down so as to make them thirty incites

high and seven inches deep. In each one two shelves can

be arranged.

A

The boxes are held together at top and bottom with

boards seven inches wide and thirty-six inches long. Be-

tween the boxes a shelf may be fastened about midway

between the top and bottom boards. A wooden back is

not necessary to this case, as the wall itself will answer the

purpose; but around the top edge a strip of cornice-mould-

ing is to be mitred at the comers and attached with long,

slim nails or screws. Under the lower corners wooden

brackets may lie fastened to the wall, or when the shoe-

cases are being cut down one side may Ik* trimmed, with

the compass saw. in the form of a bracket end. A rod fast-

ened at the top and under the moulding will support light

curtains, but this last feature may be omitted at pleasure.

A Nursery Book-rack

A nursery is not quite complete without some receptacle

for the accommodation of the children’s scrap and picture

books. A simple and useful design is shown in Fig. so.

A well-made box of thin boards, planed on both sides,

forms the basU for this bookcase. It should lie of medium

size and not more than seven inches deep. Remove one

side or the top, so as to leave it o|»en at the front, and ar-

range a shelf in the open space. The box should be at least

sixteen inches high to accommodate two rows of books,

and it would be better to have it eighteen inches. Two

brackets eight inches high and six inches wide at the top

are placed under each end of the box. Across the top. at

the back, a wall-plate is cut and attached with two slim

screws that pass down through the narrow part near the
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ends and into the brick of the box at the top. Around the

top of the box a narrow strip of moulding should be mitred

and fastened with steel-wire nails. The wood-work may
then be given a coat of stain and shellac. Across the front

of the box and at the top a brass or iron rod may be at-

tached at the ends, from which curtains are suspended by

means of rings.

When fastening this case to the wall, it would be well

to drive two or three screws through the back of the box

and into the wall-studding, otherwise the weight of books

might tear it away from its bracket anchorage.

Another Book-rack

In Fig. si an odd shape for a book-rack is shown.

'Iliis is also made from a box by removing one side and

resetting it closer to the other side. A portion of the
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lower end is sawed off, and a part of the bottom is cut away

so as to form a small, quarter-circular bracket. The ex-

tending up]>cr end of the l>ox is supported with a short

bracket, as the illustration clearly shows, and under the

box two large brackets ten inches deep and the width

of the back and side support the rack in position. Two
wall -plates four inches high at the angle arc attached at

the top of the box with screws. A curtain-rod is attached

at the top of the case from which a curtain may be hung,

and the lodge formed by the top of the case and the quar-

ter - circular bracket will accommodate a few pieces of

bric-a-brac or a photograph frame or two. If the box is

high enough, two shelves may be arranged so that, three

lines of liooks can l»e accommodated; otherwise one shelf

will have to suffice.

A Handy Piece of Furniture

A place to put books and a place to keep bats, golf-clubs,

lacrosse-sticks, and other things that are always around, is

a convenient possession.

Here is a solution of the problem: The case shown in

Fig. 22 should lx? about five feet six inches high and three

feet wide. The shelf across the top would hold a number

of liooks, and underneath arc two beautiful luck-away
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places. If, my friend, you are a college hoy, the curtain

could be of your college colors; the rest of the case stained

a becoming color. The door is fastened by a big wooden
latch, and a pair of iron hinges would add very much to the

style of the bookcase.

If, however, you are of a studious frame of mind, and

3>7

have been fortunate enough to collect a number of books,

the second case would probably be more to your liking.

We will suppose that you have already a desk. Make

two upright rows of bookshelves far enough apart to al-

low the desk to be placed between them. Shut off the

lower part of the shelves, on each side, with a door, which

may be decorated with iron hinges or blackened metal.

These false hinges are of course placed against the real

ones on which the door swings, and are purely ornamental.

These little closets make fine places in which to store un-

sightly books and magazines which look untidy but which

one always wants to keep, ’there is a shelf over the top

of the desk on which could be placed a row of plates, a

tankard, or photographs; and a poster or nice little etching

would give interest to the big panel. This panel, by-the-

way, need not be made of wood, but could be dosed in by

a piece of colored burlap or buckram. The case would then

have to l>e braced by three slats of wood nailed across the

back behind the buckram. When completed it will appear

as shown in Fig. 23 .

brackets. Nine inches above the main ledge a top shelf

is supported on side legs, whkv, in turn, are propped at

the outside with wood braces, or blocks, six inches high

and four inches wide at the bottom. The side supports

are placed the same distance apart as the under-side pieces,

and arc held in position on the top of the main ledge with

short dowels, or pegs, driven in their under end, and which

fit into holes bored in a corresponding position in the ledge.

This upper section may be omitted, however, if the plain

ledge is preferred.

The stool is twelve inches square and twenty-two inches
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high. The top is covered with a stout square of leather

caught all arotind the edges with nails and imitation nail-

heads. The lower rails that bind the posts together are

one and three-quarter inches wide and seven-eighths of an

inch thick. The posts are one and three-quarter inches

square, and the rails arc let into them three inches up from

the floor. The top rails arc the same width, and all let into

the top of the |»osts with the lap-joint union, where they arc

glued and screwed fast. Small brackets under these rails

will add an element of support, and they can be dressed

out of scven-cighllis-inch wood with a compass-saw, and

made fast with glue and screws. These brackets are com-

paratively small, being two and a half inches wide and four

inches deep, but they must be cut accurately to fit well.

Chapter XXI

A Book-ledge and Stool

Two interesting and useful pieces of furniture arc shown

in the drawing of a l>ook-ledge and stool (Fig. 24 ). and as

the main shelf is but fourteen inches wide it will not occupy

a great deal of space in a room.

The main shelf is forty-two inches long, fourteen wide,

and one inch and a quarter thick. The side pieces, or legs,

stipp .rting it are twelve inches wide and thirty-three inches

high, with V-shaped pieces or- from the foot of each one.

These pieces are thirty-six inches apart, ami arranged be-

tween them, and twenty inches above the Hoor an under

ledge eight inches wide is f istened with long screws ami

CLOCKS AND TIMEPIECES

A
MONG the many useful and attractive pieces of fur-

‘ niture that a boy can make to help furnish a home,

clocks and timepieces offer a good field for endeavor. Now,

a clock is more often looked at than any other piece of fur-

niture; consequently, it should be a thing of beauty rather

than a distracting eyesore. And, sines it is no more expen-

sive to construct a clock on good lines than on j>oor ones,

there is no reasonable excuse for the inartistic, common-

place designs that are displayed for sale by jewelers, de-

partment stores, and house-furnishing shops.

Several good designs for simple and artistic cases are
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shown on the following pages, and none of them arc too

intricate to be made at home by the boy who has gained

some knowledge in the handling of tools. There is nothing

in their construction that requires the services of a cabinet-

maker, and the movements may be had from a clock-manu-

facturer, or perhaps taken out of an old or unsightly case.

For instruction in the use of the pyrographie-point, see

Chapter XII.

Thin white-wood or pine boards, sheet-lead, stain, and

shellac arc some of the simple materials needed ;
and the

tools required will be those that may be found in every

household, such as a saw, hammer, plane, awl, square,

mallet, compass-saw, and brace and bit. Some steel-wire

nails, glue, sand-paper, and black paint will complete the

list of necessaries, and the various small accessories may l»e

had at a hardware store at a nominal outlay.

A Bracket-clock

A design for a simple bracket -clock is shown in Fig. i.

and the case is so plain in construction that any smart boy

can easily make it from thin pieces of board linlf an inch in

thickness, half a yard of burlap, and some sheet-lead.

The box part of the clock is eight inches square ami three

and a half inches deep. The brackets arc extensions of the

sides, cut as shown in Fig. a A; they drop eight inches below

the bottom-board of the case. The dial and glass fra-.ic

measure six inches in diameter, and to fit them to the lx>x

it will Ik- necessary t<> cut a hok- in the front of the case

five and a half inches in diameter, as shown in Fig. 2 B.

The shelf-top to the box is bevelled at the under side, and

is attached by means of glue ami nails: it overhangs one

and a half inches at the front and ends. The sides ami

front of the box arc then covered with tinted burlap in a

soft, old green, red, or tan shade, and the exposed wood-

work is stained a color to match. When dry it is given

a coat or two of thin shellac to lend a lustre to the grain

and stain.

To hide the joint between the cap and the body of the

clock, a round piece of wood, such as a dowel, sliould be
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inserted and nailed fast; or a narrow strip of picture-mould-

ing can be used.

If it is impossible to find the large nails that bind the

corners at a hardware store, they may l»e made from sheet-

lead. Disks half an inch in diameter are cut from the lead

by means of a small cold-chisel and mallet. The edges of
the disks are beaten with a tack-hammer to give them the
appearance of a rough, hammer-headed nail. These disks
are painted with a dead-black paint, made by adding a
small j*ortion of dry lamp-black to thin shellac, and ap-
plying it to the metal-work with a soft brush. These heads

are attached to the clock, as shown in the illustration, at

regular distances apart, with thin, small-headed, steel- wire

nails, which when driven in anil painted with the black

preparation become invisible.

The movement, which may be of either the spring or

weight kind, is attached to the back of the case before the

dial is made fast, and the jK-ndulum-rod is dropped through

a slot cut the bottom-board.

If the mounting is bothersome, however, a clock-maker

.3? 3

will arrange it and adjust the dial and space the hands

properly.

A metal hanger at the top and two long, slim screws

driven through the bottom of each bracket will hold this

clock in place against the wall.

A Mantel-clock

A simple but artistic mantel-clock is shown in Fig. 3 .

It is seven inches wide, thirteen inches high, and three and a

half inches deep. It is made from thin white-wood, pine,

cypress, or almost any soft wood.

The top. or cap. is of half-inch wood, and it projects one

and a half inches beyond the front and sides. A small

moulding, or a dowel, is cut and mitred around the top

under the cap. At the ltoltom the feet are made by cut-

ting out pieces of the wood with a compass-saw. A small

pendulum movement is mounted against the back before

the dial and glass frame arc set in place.

The ornament on the front and sides is outlined with

pencil, and after the wood-work is stained a soft-brown,

an old -green, or any desired shade, the lines of the orna-

ment arc pvrogrnphically burned. Or they may 1to paint-

ed with a dark-brown paint in imitation of pyrography.

Below the ornament a half-inch band of sheet-lead is laid

around the body of the clock and held on with large, oval-

headed upholsterers* nails painted black.

A Wall-clock

An attractive wall -clock is shown in Fig. 4 . |»R0 3*7-

With a movement having a fiftccn-inch pendulum, the case

3?4

should be ten inches wide, twenty-four inches high, and four

inches deep. A circular opening is made at the upper end of

the box. and an oblong one at the lower end through which

the pendulum may In- scon. The box is covered with burlap

in some desirable shade; it is applied with glue and largc-

headed nails, or dummy heads.

The ornamental design is cut from sheet -lead and ap-

plied with slim, steel- wire nails. The frame around the

lower opening is cut from lead and applied over a piece of

glass which is cut and fitted to the opening. The stems to
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the buds are made of thin telegraph wire, bent to the proper

shape, and applied with small staples made from pins.

The top is cut from white*wood five-eighths of an inch

thick; it overhangs the sides and front two inches. Where

the top is applied to the body of the ci »ck, the joint is hid-

den with a small strip of moulding, or a dowel mitred at the

corners, and attached with slim, steel-wire nails.

The large nail-heads all along the edges are made from

sheet-lead beaten to represent wrought-iron bollows-nails,

and fastened on with thin, steel nails, and afterwards paint-

ed black.

The bottom of the box should l>e arranged on hinges, and

caught with a small bolt so that it may 1* dropped in order

to start the pendulum, and also to adjust the screw at the

bottom of the rod.

A pleasing combination of colors for this case will l»e

light, olive-green burlap, black metal-work, and old-brown

wood-work. The pendulum-ball may l»e of bright brass or

blackened. Equally effective are combinations of red bur-

lap and brass trimmings, or old-gold-colored burlap and

3»5

Pompeian-green metal-work, made by tinting all the metal

parts with a light and dark olive-green paint blended to-

gether on the parts.

A High Wall-clock

For the space over a mantel, or wherever it may lx* con-

venient to hang it, a substantial high wall-clock is shown

in Fig. 5. It is ten inches wide, thirty inches high at the

front, and four inches deep, with the bracket-ends and the

fancy top-pieces extending five or six inches beyond the

body of the clock no top and Itottom.

In construction it is somewhat on the lines of the "mis

sion" furniture, the pieces being tongued ami pinned, with

a heavy slatted front.

The wood-work is five-eighths of an inch in thickness.

The cross-rails are two inches in width, and the upright

ones and the lattice are one ami a quarter inches in width.

The ends of the cross-pieces arc shajx*d as shown in Fig. 6.

When passed through mortises cut in front of the side boards

they arc held in place with wooden pins.

At the back, near the top ami bottom, two-inch cross-

strips are let into the side boards. The ends shoukl pro-

ject two inches beyond the boards at both sides, and holes

are made in them through which screws are passed to an-

chor the clock to the wall.

An eight-day movement with a twelve-inch pendulum,

is made fast 1o a back-board, and on the front-board, to

cover a hole eight inches in diameter, a large dial and glass

arc fastened.
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The ornament at the sides and on the front-board around

the dial is cut with a carving-chisel, and tinted to darken

the lines. Stain and varnish will be a desirable finish ; or

the stain alone may be used should an old, dull appearance

be desired.

Tier 6-

HANGING ANU M ANTAL CLOCKS

An Odd Mantel-clock

The design for a mantel-clock that is odd in shape and

striking in appearance is shown in Fig. 7. It is seven

inches wide at the top. underneath the cap. and ten inches

across at the base. In width it varies from three inches

at the top to four and a half inches at the base.

The case is made from three -eighths -inch white- wood

and joined with glue and nails. The top is of core-mould-

ing that may be had at a "arpenler-shop or planing-mill

It is mitred to fit at the front and ends.

The metal straps arc of ’cad and the ornament is tinted

and outlined. A great deal of the beauty of this design is

in its coloring, and, unfortunately, this cannot be repro-

duced. The wood-work is iu light golden-brown, the buds

in orange, toning down to a deep red at the base, or similar

to the colorings of the California poppv. The stems and

leaves are in several shades of green, and the entire orna-

ment is lined by the pyrographic-point, or painted with a

line in dark brown. The straps, nails, and glass frame are

in dead black, and the cap-moulding is in a darker shade

of brown than that employed for the body color of the case.

A pale, old-pink dial, on which black numerals are painted,

completes this harmonious color-scheme.

3-'«

A Shelf-clock

A quaint clock is shown in Fig. 8, and it is quite ns sim-
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jile to construct as it is in appearance.

It is fourteen inches wide, twelve inches high, and four
and a half inches in depth. A six-inch dial and glass are

mounted on the front, and in the bottom of the inovcmcnt-
box a narrow slot is cut to accommodate the swing of the
pendulum- rod.

White-wood boards three-eighths of an inch in thickness

are fastened to corner-posts, having the two upjxr skies cut

away as shown in Fig. 9. Laj« are cut at the lower end

of each corner-post into which the rail fits, as also shown in

Fig. 9.

The same general description given for the other cases

applies to this one, and after the ornament is stained and

lined the surface of the wood may lie lightly lined from top

to bottom with the pyrographic-|X)int.

An Old-style Timepiece

A case of old-fashioned design is shown in Fig. 10.

The top measures eight inches square; the waist is five

inches wide and twelve inches long; and the base is six

inches high and twelve inches long. Two bars are fastcnci

from the top to the base; they pitch at a slight angle.

The average depth is four inches, and the top. or head,

extends out over the waist for a quarter of an inch, or

enough to make a break in the straight line of the front.

The ornamentation is carried out as described for the

Other designs, and if properly constructed this dock should

present a very unique appearance.

Chapter XXII

SCREENS. SHOE-BOXES, AND TINDOW-SEATS

A
MONG the many convenient pieces of furniture that

. a boy can make for the home, there are, perhaps, none

that are so handy and generally useful as screens, shoe-

boxes. and settles of various kinds.

Screens in particular are of so many and varied de-

signs that it would be quite impossible in this short chap-

ter to give more than a few of the simpler forms; but

they will serve as hints for others.

A Light-screen

One of the easiest screens to make, and perhaps the most

generally useful, is that shown in Fig. 1. This is a light-

screen, which may lx* easily taken from one room to another.

Four rails of pine or white-wood are cut and tapered at

one end for the to|*s, and slightly cut away at the other for

the bottom, as shown in the illustration. The rails are

four feet six inches long, two and a hnK inches in width,

and seven-eighths of an inch thick. Dowels five-eighths

of an inch in diameter are used for the cross-sticks. They

can lx? purchased at a hardware store or from a cabinet-

maker, and should be cut twenty-four inches long. Holes
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arc to Ik? bored in one edge of each strip, into which the

dowels are driven, and fastened with glue and small nails.

Four or five dowels will be sufficient for each wing, and

they should Ik? spaced evenly, the first one four inches be-

low the top of the rails and the bottom one ten inches

above the floor.

'Hie wings are fastened together with two or three hinges,

so that the screen may Ik? folded and stood in a closet or

lichind a door when not in use.

Some pretty figured material, such as China silk, silkolinc,

cretonne, or printed cotton goods may be used for the

covering, which is to show on both sides of each wing. It

should Ik* from three to five feet wide, so as to allow for

some fulness. One end of the g<K>ds is tacked to the top

dowel; then it is passed around the bottom dowel and

brought up to the top, where it is again tacked fast. Some

narrow gimp and brass nails will hide the edges of the

goids at the top. and to hold the material in place a few

tacks may lx driven along the bottom dowel.

The wood work should Ik* painted, or stained and var-

nished. before tin? covering material is put on. If a dull

finish is desired, some dark paint may be thinned with tur-

,lentiiK* and rublxd on with a soft cloth, then partially

wiped oT and allowed to dry. It will not lx* necessary to

varnish or shellac the surface, but a little beeswax can be

dissaved in turpentine and rubbed on.

A Fire-screen

When an o|xn fire is burning on the hearth a screen that

will protect the eyes from the glare, and yet allow the heat

33*

to reach the lower part of the body and the feet, is a useful

piece of furniture.

A simple screen of this description is shown in Fig. 2
,

and for a living-room or bedroom it should measure thirty-
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six inches long, forty-two inches high, the screen proper

being eighteen or twenty inches wide.

The uprights are of wood two inches square, and the

cross-rails are seven - eighths of an inch thick and two

inches wide. The joints are mortised and tenoned, and

held with screws and glue, while the apparent fastenings

are large, round, mock nail-heads. The feet are cut from
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hard-wood seven-eighths of an inch in thickness, as shown

in Fig. 3 , and attached to the bottom of the upright |x»sts

with glue and screws, the vertical edges of the feet being

let into a lap cut in the posts. Each f<x>t will then meas-

ure eighteen inches across at the bottom, and twelve inches

high from the floor to the top of the lap cut in the |X»ts.

Leather, burlap, denim, tapestry-cloth, or any good cov-

ering fabric, may lie used for the screen. This material

should be tacked on the top and bottom rail with large

upholsterers' tacks painted black.

A design may be lightly drawn on the fabric with a pencil,

and afterwards painted in oil «*r water colors, or the orna-

ment may be stencilled on with aniline colors, as described

in Chapter XIX. A ShoMcmn

Foi a bedroom a convenient screen is shown in Fig. 4-

This is properly called a shoe-screen, since there is a ledge

made fast to the lower part of it to serve as a rest for the

foot when lacing or buttoning shoes. There are also two

rows of pockets on the inside of the screen, into which shoes,

slippers, and sandals can be slipped.

A convenient size to make this screen is three feet six

inches high and two feet six inches wide. The foot-ledge

should not Ik- more than fourteen inches above the floor

and six inches wide. The frame may be made from any

easily worked wood, since when it is painted, or stained

and varnished, nothing but the grain will show. Hie

uprights should l>c throe inches wide, seven eighths of

an inch thick, and three feet three inches long. Lap or
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dowelled joints sljould be made at the top corners, and
at the foot of both pieces notches are to be cut in with

saw and chisel, as shown at Fig. 5 . The foot-pieces may
then lie driven up in place and made fast with screws or

slim nails driven through the projecting ends of the side

uprights and into the feet. The feet arc of wood seven-

eighths of an inch thick, sixteen inches long, and six inches

high. The pattern may l>c drawn with lead-pencil on the

wood; then, with a compass-saw, cut the wood on the lines,

having first clamped the piece in a vise to hold it securely.

The foot-shelf is made fast to the screen after the covering

material is in place, and at both ends it is supported with

brackets, the lower ends of which are made fast with screws.

A cross-rib should Ik* made fast in the screen-frame mid-

way between the top-rail and the one to which the ledge

is attached, and a line of tacks is driven through the cov-

ering material and into the frame on both sides. This is

to give a better finish, and also to support the rows of pock-

ets when full of shoes.

The strip of denim for the pockets is seven inches wide

and hemmed on both edges. It is then caught to the cov-

ering material so that generous pockets will be formed,

each one being large enough to accommodate a pair of shoes.

The front of the screen may be covered with a fancy-

figured material fastened on with small tacks; over this a

gimp to match the material can l»c laid and held down

with largo headed tacks, such as may be purchased at uphol-

stery supply stores. The painting, staining, or varnishing

should, of course, be done before the fabric, or covering

material, is made fast to the frame.
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A Bedroom-door Screen

At night it is often agreeable to have a bedroom door

left open. Yet one does not want to sleep in an actual

draught, and a screen such as is shown in Fig. 6 will be

found most useful.

This screen is in one piece, six feet, six inches high and

eighteen inches wide. The frame is made from pine,

white- wood, or any other wood to match the trim of the

room. Two cross-rails are fixed so as to remain equal dis-

tances apart, thus forming three panels to the screen.

Hinges arc arranged at 011 c edge, which in turn arc made

fast to the door-casing, so that when the screen is not in

use it can lx* thrown back against the wall; or, if thought

preferable, eyes may be driven in the casing and hooks in

the edge of the screen, so that it may swing as if on hinges,

and yet lx? lifted oil at will and set away in a closet. An

eye on the door am! a hook on the screen will serve as

a fairly secure fastening against intrusion. Any pretty

material that matches the paper of the room may lx; used

to cover this screen, and the edges should be bound with

gimp and large-headed tacks to give it a good appearance.

A Heavy Fire-screen

For a dining-room, living-room, or library, an attractive
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design for a heavy fire-screen is shown in Pig. 7. This is

constructed of oak, ash, or other hard-wood. It is thirty-

six inches wide, forty-two inches high, and the rails and

feet are one and one-eighth inches thick. The uprights and

3.16

cross-rails arc four inches wide, and the top and bottom

of each upright are cut as shown in Fig. S.

The cross-rails should be mortised in the uprights, or

they may be made fast by butting one end against an edge

and securing the joint with dowels. The feet are fourteen

inches across at the lx>ttom ami fifteen inches high. They

are glued and screwed in the laps cut at the lower ends of

the uprights, and the screw-heads are covered with imita-

tion wrought-iron nail-heads beaten from sheet lead and

attached with steel- wire nails, the heads of which are in-

visible when driven into the lead.

The side of the screen which faces the fire should l»e cov-

ered with burlap, denim, or other stout cotton fabric. The

outer side of the screen should Ik- faced with leather, on

which the ornamental design is followed out with stains

and pvrogrnphy (sec Chapter XII).

The leather should be caught to the frame with tacks

placed two inches apart, and also glue. Over the tacks

imitation lead heads may be secured with slim, steel nails.

A Winc'ow-sc.it with Under Ledge

In the drawing of the window-scut with under ledge

(Fig. <j) an '-Id blit UKful piece of furniture is shown. It

is made from two boards fourteen inches wide ami forty

inches long, two end-pieces fifteen inches wide and twenty-

two inches high, and four brackets eight inches on the

right-angle edges. These latter are necessary to brace the

top and ends, as shown in Fig. 10 A A.

The top shelf, or scat, is eighteen inches high from the*

floor, and the under ledge is made fast eight inches below

it. The fastening is made with screws and liquid glue,

and allowed to stand several hours before the drapery- is

attached.

For the upholstery material the dry-goods stores offer

quite a variety of stuffs from which to choose. The least

ex|>cnsive are burlap, denim, cretonne, and some of the

heavy, cotton, printed goods. Other fabrics, richer in ap-

pearance ami more lasting, are velour, tapestry -cloth, rep,

ami brocade. Goods of this class will cost from fifty cents

to several dollars a yard.

To upholster this seat, obtain some curled hair from an

okl mattress, and spread it over the top board, having first

tacked a piece of unbleached muslin along one edge of the

scat. When a sufficient quantity of the hair is on the

board, draw the muslin over it, and tack it down along the

other edge and at the ends. Over this the fabric can be

drawn and tacked.

The end boards are covered with plain goods of the

same color as the seat and flounce, and the edges are bound

with gimp an inch wide, held down with large, oval-headed

upholsterers’ Licks painted black. Acr<»ss the back of the

sent (the part that goes against the wall or window-base)

plain goods can be drawn and tacked, or it may be left open.

The front is provided with a flounce made by shirring

the goods on a stout cotton cord and tacking it along the

front of the top board, then covering the tacks with gimp

ami nails, as shown in the drawing. A coat of paint or

shellac at the inside will finish the wood-work, and it will

then l>e ready for use.

A Shoe-box Scat

A shoe-box scat is easily made and upholstered, and will

be an acceptable addition in any bedroom (see Fig. 11).

The sides arc eighteen inches wide, thirty-six inches high

at the l»ack, and twenty-two inches at the front. The scat

and ledge under it arc each eighteen inches square, and the

boards forming the Ixick extend down to the flooi. The

parts are put together with screws and glue; then the seat

is upholstered with curled hair, as described for the window-

scat (Fig. 9).
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The framework for this scat could be made from a box

with the bottom and one side removed. The arms should

l»e tail from a separate piece of wood and screwed fast, as

shown in Fig. 1 2 by the line along the shaded side.

Plain or figured goods may l»e used for the covering ma-

terial. It is drawn and caught with Licks at the edges;

then the joints may l»e hidden with gimp and large-headed

tacks. If it is possible to procure sonic English bcllows-

nails they will add an artistic effect to the trimming. If

they cannot be had, very* good imitation heads may be cut

from sheet-lead with a pair of old scissors or shears. After

beating them about the edge to flatten them and lend a

hand-forged effect, these disks should be attached to the

wood with long, slim finishing-nails of steel wire, which,

when driven into the heads, become imbedded in the lead
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and are not seen. They should lx* painter! black with a

solution of shellac in which some dry lamp-black has been

mixed to the consistency of cream. Apply with a soft

brush.

A Dressing-roon' Settle

In the illustration for a dressing-room settle (Fig. 13) a

comfortable piece of furniture is illustrated, and in Fig. 14

its construction is dearly indicated.

The ends are three feet high and sixteen inches wide.

The back-boards extend from the top of the ends down to

the floor, and are attached with screws. The seat and

under ledge should be from thirty to forty-eight inches

long, according to the space it will occupy against the wall

or under a window.
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The upholstering is done as described for the other pieces

of furniture, save that a more elaborate ornamentation is

suggested for the end-pieccs. The design is drawn in free-

hand, and then embroidered on with heavy linen thread.

Mother or elder sister will have to help out with the needle-

work.

A Short Settle

A short settle with tinder ledge (Fig. 15) is another com-

fortable piece of bedroom or sitting-room furniture. In

Fig. 16 the constructional diagram is shown for the ar-

rangement of its sides, back, and under ledge.
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The ends are sixteen inches wide and twenty-three inches

high. The back extends down to the floor, and above the

ends it curves or rounds over, extending up about five

inches higher than the tops of the ends. Under the seat

a strip of wood two and a half inches in width is attached

at both ends, and the front edge of the seat is screwed fast

to it. This acts as a support, and obviates the necessity

of a brace block.

A Foot-rest

When putting on shoes it is convenient to have a short

bench on which to rest the foot, and while a hassock will

answer well enough, it is not so good as a bench or so easily

handled.

Fig. 17 shows a neat foot-bench that is easy to construct

from four pieces of wood. In Fig. 18 page 345 the plain

bench is shown, while at B a view of the inverted bench is

given so that the cross-bar may be seen.

The top board is eighteen inches long, ten inches wide,

and an inch thick. The ends, or legs, are seven inches

high and eight inches wide, with a V notch cut in from the

bottom of each. These feet are set fourteen inches apart,

so that there will be two inches of overhang at each end

of the bench :
that is. the top will extend two inches over

the legs at each end. The brace shown at Fig. 18 B is

two inches wide, twelve and a half inches long, and an inch

in thickness.

The four parts arc put together with glue and screws;

then the top is padded with curled hair and upholstered

as already described.
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A Combination Shoe-box and Scat

From two canned-goods Ikjxos the combination shoe-box

and scat may be made, as shown in Fig. 19, Fig. 20 being

the structural plan.

The left-hand box in Fig. 20 has the lid removed, and
a shelf is inserted so as to divide it into two compart-

ments. The other lx>.\ is provided with a hinged lid. In-

stead of making the hinges fast to the edge of the lx»x, a

strip an inch or two wide should be attached to the rear

of the Iwx, and to this the lid is hinged, as shown in Fig.

jo. The two lx>xcs are screwed together, and a back is

provided for the one on the right. The board forming this

back should extend the entire length of the two boxes, and

should l>e secured to them with stout screws The tops of

the Ixjxcs are padded with hair, and the sides arc covered

with upholstery material *>f any desirable col >r and quality,

the edges being bound with gimp and nails.

The inside of the low box and the under side of the lid

should !»c provided with denim pockets, as s! own at Fig.

21. These pockets are formed by tacking a strip of denim

to the wood and allowing fulness enough to acconun<xlate

a pair of shoes or slippers.

It furnishes the inside of such boxes nicely to line them
with unbleached muslin tacked at the corners and edges.

Where wood is exposed in the ledge and shelf seats a coat

of paint or shellac is desirable.

A Double Shoe-box and Seat

Three well-made boxes, two of a size and one longer, will
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make tlie foundation for a double shoe-box and seat, such

as is shown in Fig. 22.

In Fig. 23 the structural arrangement is indicated. The

end lx>xes are provided with two shelves each, and the

middle one is fitted with a back-board, which is rounded
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over at the top and projects about six inches above the top

of the end boxes.

The middle box is provided with a lid and hinges which

are made fast to a back strip, so that when the lid is raised

it will not fall again, but will stand out an inch or two from

the back-boards.

A Curved-back Window-seat

Fig. 24 illustrates a useful piece of furniture. The box

part, or frame, is thii fht Inches long, sixteen indies

wide, and fifteen inches high, ami the top of the back is

3-14

fourteen inches above the scat. The structural plan is

shown in Fig. 25.

Four inches from the bottom a ledge is arranged, and at

the middle a division-brace is placed. The unions may lie

made with nails, but screws are preferable.

The back is made from two boards shaped into a curve

with a draw-knife and plane and held together with battens,

as shown by the dotted lines in Fig. 25. The battens ex-

tend down behind the back of the box, and the ends are

made fast with screws to support the back. The Ixick and

seat are padded with curled hair and covered with un-

bleached muslin, over which the upholstery material :s
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drawn and tacked to the edges. A valance of some pretty

figured goods to match the seat and back is made, and

tacked around the upper edge of the box. Wide gimp and

large-headed upliolsterers' tacks will finish the edge of the

seat and back, and it would be well to give the wood- work

a coat or two of paint or stain.

A Window-scat and Shoe-box

In the illustration of the window-seat and shoe-box (Fig.

26) a substantial and useful piece of furniture is illustrated.

It is made of three boxes screwed together, as shown in

Fig. 27. The lid of the middle box is hinged, and the end

boxes are stood on end. One end box is shorter than the

other, and in both of them shelves are arranged for shoes,

slip|>crs, or sandals. A back is made of two boards and

attached at the rear of the boxes. The top of each box

and the face of the back are padded with curled hair or

muss filling that may be had from an upholsterer, ami

covered with some upholstery material. Huttons and string

are caught down into the U»p of the padded surface to give

tlie tufted effect shown in the illustration, and the sides and

fronts of the boxes arc hidden with valances. Gimp and

large-headed nails finish the edges as shown, and when the

wood-work given a coat of paint this window-seat and

sl»oc-box is ready for use.

Chapter XXIII

HOUSEHOLD CONVENIENCES

I

N and around the house there is opportunity for the

creation of a number of useful articles that can be made

by any boy who is at all handy with tools. For example,

the lops of doorways and windows in a dining-room may

l»c improved by the addition of narrow shelves, or lodges,

on which old plates, slim jugs, or some quaint old bottles

may rest.

These* ledges may lx- made from pine, white-wood, cypress,

or other wood to match the trim. The wood should not lx*

more than half or five-eighths of an inch in thickness, as

sliown at Fig. 1. The shelves should bo three or four inches

in width, with a straight front, or slightly curved, as shown

in Fig. 2. This curve is called a serpentine line, and may

l>e shaped with a draw-knife; or, if the wood is soft, it can

easily lx* cut with a compass-saw and finished off with a

draw-knife and sa»d-p'qx*r.

Two brackets cut from wood the same thickness ns the

shelf will support it at either end. These are cut three

inches wide at the top and from six to eight inches long, in

the shapes shown in Fig. 3.

It gives a more attractive finish to extend the ends of the
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ledge two or three inches beyond the door or window trim,

as shown in the illustration of Fig. r.
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A Plate-rail

For cups and small pitchers a plate-rail may be arranged

around the walls of a dining-room, as shown at Fig. 4.

A wall-plate six or eight inches wide is made fast to the

wall about five feet up from the floor, and to it, at intervals

of twenty to thirty inches, brackets arc screwed fast. These

are cut in one of the forms shown in Fig. 3, and are three

inches wide. The top shelf is four inches wide, and is laid

on the tops of the brackets and pushed back against the

wall, where the rear edge is screwed fast to the top edge of

the wall-plate. Where the rail meets a doorway or win-

dow-casing the corner is rounded, as shown in tne illustra-

tion. This may be done with a compass-saw and small

plane. A narrow strip of wood is nailed fast t » the top of

the rail alx>ut two inches out from the wall, to prevent

the plates from sliding off.

A narrow plate-rail may be attached to the wall higher

up, or nlmut in the position occupied by a |>icture-moukl-

ing. Shorter brackets should support it, and they may be

attached directly to the wall without the aid of a wall-plate,

since the latter would give a heavy appearance to a rail at

that height.

A Cop and Plate Rack

It is hardly advisable 1*
»
give definite dimensions for the

Clip and plate rack (Fig. 5), since it should be lesigned in
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accordance with the amount of wall room that may l«c

available. The rack shown in Fig. 5 is intended for a wall

space three feet wide and seventy-two inches high. The

two uprights arc made of white-wood thirty-nine inches

high, three inches wide, and half an inch thick. The lower

ends arc tapered, as shown in the drawing, and the upper

ends arc fashioned with a compass-saw. The brackets arc

six inches wide, nine inches long, and half an inch from the

outer edge a depression is cut in the top to receive a half-

inch dowel.

The shelves on which the plates rest are three inches
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wide and twenty -one inches long. The dowels extend

from three to six inches over each end, as shown in the

drawing. From their under-sides cups may be suspended

on hooks screwed into the wood. The front edges of the

shelves arc provided with a strip of wood fastened on with

slim, steel-wire nails, to prevent the plates from sliding

forward, as shown in Fig. 6. which is a plan of the arrange-

ment of bracket, shelf, and dowel. The dowels can be had

at a hardware store for two or three cents each, and from

a quarter of an inch to the diameter of a small curtain-pole.

A Cup and Plate Pyramid

Tlie cup and plate pyramid (Fig. 7) is another attractive

dining-room feature and is very simple to construct. 'Three

of the shelves arc cut with a serpentine front, as shown in

Fig. 8 A. and measure twenty-six. twenty-two, and eighteen

inches respectively; while the top one is twelve inches long

and cut as shown in Fig. 8 D The shelves are six inches

wide at the middle, and three of them are two and a half

inches wklc at the ends.

Short brackets one and a half inches wide and two and a

half inches long support the shelves at the ends. Under the

middle of tl>c bottom shelf a large bracket five and a half

inches wide and eight inches long is cut and made fast with

long, slim screws driven down through the bottom shelf.

A notch is cut at the front of each shelf, and a correspond-

ing one in the staff that binds the shelves together, so that

they arc spaced, from the bottom up, eleven, ten, and nine

. :t Slim, steel -wire nails two inches long will
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secure the brackets to the wall, or long, slim screws may lo-

used.

A Butler's Tray

For the house Uiat is not built with a butler’s pantry, or

for the mother who does her own housework, the tray and

drop-ledge shown in Fig. 9 will be found a very convenient

piece of dining-room furniture.

Two brackets on hinges will support the shelf when it is
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up. When it is dropped the brackets fold in against the

wall, as shown in Fig. io.

The ledge and brackets arc of pine wood three-quarters

of an inch thick and nlancd on all sides and edges. The
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tray is of while-wood five-eighths of an inch thick, and

put together securely with glue and screws. Tire ends and

handle-grips are cut with a compass-saw and finished with

sand-paper; then the tray is stained and varnished to match

the shelf and brackets.

Rack of the drop-shelf a strip of wood two inches wide

is fastened to the wall by means of a wall-plate securely

screwed to the studding, and two vertical plates one inch

thick make an anchorage for the brackets. The latter arc

attached by means of flat hinges, ami the shelf proper is

also hinged to the two-inch wall-plate. All these parts

must be screwed very solidly together if the safety of tlic

household crockery is to be considered.

Cup-pins and Brush-rack

In the butler's pantry or near the kitchen sink it is

sometimes convenient to have a brush-rack and some cup-

pins, on which cups, drinking-glasses, and small hollow-

ware may In* kept.

These arc easily made, as the illustration (Fig. n) will

show. The cup-pins are dowels sawed in five-inch lengths,

and then made fast to a square pine stick with slim

screws passed through holes that have first Iwcn made with

an awl. The rack is then attached to the wall with so.

passed into the studs or uprights Whin ! the plaster.

The brush-ruck is made from two pine sticks, one of which

is cut out in places, as shown in Fig. is. The two sticks

are then screwed together ami supjx>rtcd on brackets.

Brushes kept in a drawer or on a shelf do not dry properly.
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so that it is always best to place them where they luivc a

free circulation of air.

Lock-shelves

In a cellar or store-room it is often convenient to have a

portion of the shelves arranged so that their contents can

be locked up. For this purpose Fig. 13 shows a slat dis-

arranged in front of several shelves and hung on hinges.

At the lower edge a hasp and eye may be made fast, so as

to make a padlock available.

The slats are from one-half to seven-eighths of an inch

thick and two inches wide; they arc fastened to battens

with clinch-nails or screws driven from the inside. A smart

boy can make any number of these doors so as to lock up a

whole lot of shelving, but for convenience of handling they

should not l»e more than four feet long.

A Vcgctable-bin

For a comer of ihc cellar, and where it is convenient to

the staircase, a very useful vegetable-bin may be made from
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a few boards and slats (Fig. 14). The bin may be of any

width and length, but for a house of the average size, it

need not be more than six feet long and eighteen inches wide

each compartment Wing from sixteen to eighteen inches wide.

The front, back, and ends are ten inches high, and two

of tl»e partitions arc the same height. The partitions for

the potato and turnip compartments should extend eigh-

teen inches above the top of the bin, since these vegetables

bulk largely. The bin rests on two battens nailed to the

brick or stone foundation-walls of the cellar, two feet above

the floor. At the exposed corner a foot, or leg. twenty-four

incites long. supjx>rts it. The bottom of the bin is made of

long slats nailed an inch apart, so that the dirt from the

vegetables will fall through to the floor, from which it can

lx- easily swept up. The ventilation from the slat bottom

l>rcvents the vegetables from decaying as quickly as they

would in a box or barrel with a tight bottom.

Across the tops of the high partitions, and propped up at

the exposed end of the bin. ft shelf or ledge ten inches wide

will accommodate cabbages, lettuce, bunches of carrots

and beet*, parsnips, and various other v. i-.-i.d.lcs. In the

illustration only five compartments arc shown in the main

jKirt of the bin. but a bin of almost any length can be con-

structed according to the space available mid the require-

ments of the family.

A Spoon-bar and Saucepan-rack

For the kitchen, a rack on which to hang sjxions. ladles,

saucepans, cups, and other small accessories to the culinary

department is shown in Fig. 15.
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It can l»c made to fit any wall space in a kitchen, but the

brackets should be twenty inches high and ten inches wide

at the top. They may W made from most any wood one

and a half inches square, and put together with lap-joints.

Three rails, seven-eighths by two inches, are attached to

the inside of the front bracket-rails or supports, with long,

slim screws or steel-wire nails. All the wood-work is painted

two coats of white enamel, or any color to match the wood-

work of the kitchen. Brass screws or galvanized nails are

driven in the bars at regular distances apart, on which to

hang the utensils, and the rack is then to be sccurelv at-

tached to the wall.

A Medicine-chest

Every house should contain a medicine-chest, where the

necessary boxes and bottles containing the family modi-
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dues may always be found in time of need. Chests may
be made in any size and shape, and adapted to the spaces

they may occupy on a wall or in a bath-room closet.

A convenient chest is shown in Fig. 16
, and in Fig. 17 is

given the plan of construction. For the average household

it should be made eighteen inches wide and twenty-four

inches high, with two shelves arranged so that the space

between the lower one and the bottom of the box will be

eight and a half inches. The space between the upper one

and the top should be six inches, and l>etween shelves seven

and a half inches. The top and bottom wall-plates should

measure four inches wide, and they are attached to the lop

and bottom of the box by means of screws driven into the

edge of each through the top and bottom of the box.
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A door is made from three pieces of board across the ends

of which battens are made fast, as shown in the plan draw-

ing. This is attached to the box by means of hinges, and

a catch at the other side will keep it closed. The wall-

plates and sides of the chest should l«c stained and var-

nished, and the door covered with burlap glued fast or tack-

ed at the inner side. The letters, ornament, and imitation

nail-heads are cut from sheet-load, scraps of which can bo

purchased at a plumber’s shop, shaj>cd with a shears, or an

old knife, and light mallet, and afterwards trimmed with
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door with slim, steel-wire nails, ami painted black with a

coating made by adding dry lamp-black to thin shellac, and

applying it in one or two thin coats with a soft-hair brush.

Be careful to anchor this chest securely to the wall, as

bottles are heavy and their weight must be taken into

consideration.

A Convenient Plant-tray

In the illustration of a convenient plant-tray (Fig. jS)

an idea is suggested for a receptacle that will accommodate

several small pols in the lower tray and a large pot, or

jardiniere, on the middle deck.

The tray is thirty-six inches long and twelve inches

wide and at the ends is four inches deep. But at the mid-

dle the skies art eight inches high, and support the stage

or deck, which is thirteen inches square.

The tray is made of wood three-quarters of an inch thick

and planed on both sides.

The legs arc two inches square and twenty-four inches

long, and at the bottom they are slightly tapered with a

draw-knife and plane.

They are fastened to the inner side of the tray at the

corners with long, slender screws driven down through the

bottom of the tray and into the top of the legs.

Bracket-braces are let into the legs in lap-cuts made with

saw and chisel, as shown at Fig. 19 . and at the ends rails

are let in between the legs to hold them rigidly.

Tlte screws attaching these joints may be covered with

mock nail-heads The ornament at the side of the tray is
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cut from sitect-lead with a stout pair of shears, painted

black, and applied to the wood with flat-headed tacks or

gimp-nails.

An Indispensable Clothes-press

The available room in any clothes-closct can he more

than doubled by adopting clothes-hangers and a rod. Fig.

30 shows the plan of a closet seen from above.

Tlie projections around the outer edge represent hooks,

while the kar through the middle and the cross-sticks rep-

resent the space gained.

Pig .

1

shows the usual rail and shelf, but under them are

the bar and hangers that represent the new feature. This

is a great improvement upon the ordinary closet, even

when drop-hooks are used under the shelves for the sup-

|x«rt of hangers carrying clothes. The work necessary for

this arrangement is very simple.

Obtain two sockets and a small curtain-rod, and fit the

rod into the sockets screwed to the wall under the hook-

rail. taking care to drive long, slender screws through the

plaster. Front a hardware or house-furnishing store ob-

tain a number of coat-liangcrs composed of a wood bar and

iron hook. These can l>c had at all prices front two for

five cents to twenty-five cents each, or if it is impossible to

jmrehase them they can be sawed out of wood by any

boy and provided with iron-wire hooks. The bars are

eighteen incites across and slightly curved at the top. like

one's sltoulders. Underneath the bars, near the ends,

small hooks may be screwed into place, on which trousers

may be hung by using clamps (Fig. 22 ). In this maimer
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front four to six suits can be hung to every running foot of

the pole.

This method will keep the coat or trousers in shape.

If kxqs are sewn fast to the skirt-band, the skirt will hang

on tlte two lower hooks much better than on a single hook,

when this system is applied to mother's or sister’s closets.
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will always l>e list* I, ami where economy of space is a fcnlure.
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this idea is a valuable one for both the city and country

house.
A Divan

A comfortable divan banked up with pillows is always

an inviting addition to a room, and hel|* to furnish it. In

Fig. 23 an idea is given for a piece of furniture that will

serve a double purpose—that is. a couch and a skirt or trou-

sers press, with a compartment for shirt-waists or fancy

waistcoats.

In Fig. 24 the box. or framework, is shown. It is five feet

six inches long, twenty-eight inches wide, and fifteen incites

high.

The tray is ten inches deep, and divided into a long and

short comjartment. This is supported by the ends, which

arc fifteen inches high, and made from several pieces of

board with matched edges. Corner-brackets at front and

back lend additional strength, and prevent the frame from

racking.

The top, or lid. is made from several matched boards held

together with two or three battens; it opens on three or

four stout hinges securely screwed into the wood of tlie back.

A valance is made or some good upholstery material,

and tacked all around the upper edge of the Ijox. For the

couch proper use a mattress which is to be placed on the

lid, and covered with the cloth used for the valance. This

should be tacked securely to the under side of the lid.

This will hold the mattress in place and make a good finish

for the edges of the top.

Make a few holes through the lid. and with a long needle
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jxiss a string up through them, through a stout button and

down again, where the string is to be tied around a tack,

and then the tack is driven in so as to hold' the string
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securely. This will give a tufted effect to the cushion lop,

and will make the mattress more secure.

Run a line of gimp or narrow belting around the top of

the lx>x over the tacks that fasten the valance, and with

large, oval-headed upholsterers’ tacks make a line of heads

three inches apart all around the sides and front. This

will make an effective finish.

A Corner Dressing-table

A very pretty dressing-table for the corner of a girl’s

room is shown in the illustration (Fig. 25). This can be

made by a boy for his sister, or by a girl with a liking for

such work As shown in Fig. 26, it is built up on a sugar

barrel, which is thirty inches high and twenty-four inches

across at the widest place. When it is inverted, screws or

nails can be driven through the bottom to hold the triangu-

lar ledge or table-top in place.

Three boards slKwkl be cut to form a quarter of a circle

thirty inches long on the two straight sides, as shown in

Fig. 26 A. The sweep, or curved edge, is one-quarter of a

five-foot circle. Fig. 26 A also shows how this quarter-circle

is placed on tl>c top of the barrel.

To keep the boards together, two battens thirty incites

long are nailed or screwed underneath the straight edges.

Screws rather than nails should be used in fastening the

quarter-circle to the barrel. They will not pull out or work

loose so readily as nails.

362
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The canopy top is supported on a framework consisting

of three slicks, each three feet long, and a triangular top

made of three short sticks, as Fig. ?6 shows. At the top

the sticks are joined as shown in B, and the lower ends arc

attached to the table-top with long, slim, steel-wire nails.

ViC, 75

If the color scheme of the room is pink. j«nle green, or

canary color, this same color may l»e carried out in the

drapery. Sateen or colored cotton goods may l»c overlaid

with a dotted swiss or scrim, and tacked to the framework.

36i

At the lottom a valance is made and caught to the circu-

lar edge of the ledge, which is covered with gimp held by

brass-headed tacks.

The upj>er sticks of the frame arc bound with strips of

white muslin before the drapery is attached. This is to

prevent tl>c wood from showing through the goods, and

also to make an anchorage in which some stitches can be

taken, if necessary, to hold the canopy drapery in place.

For this top it will l>e necessary to have two swiss or thin

scrim coverings, between which one thickness of the colored'

material is laid. Both sides of the drapery will be seen,

and it is necessary to show the colored goods on both sides.

A shirred band of the goods may be arranged along the

top stick of the canopy, and bows at the corners of the top

and the edge will add to its appearance.

An oval or square mirror in a white or light enamelled

frame can lx- suspended by wires from the top.

The directions ns to methods and the suggestions of

designs given in this book open a broader and more invit-

ing field’ it is believed, than has been accessible in similar

form l»cfore. That there is need of a new handy-book com-

prehensive. well tested, and designed on practical modem

lines seems to 1* indicated by the popularity of the pre-

ceding volumes in this series: Harper's Outdoor Hook for

Boys and Harper's Btdriciiy Book lor Boys, which, together

with Harper's How to Understand Electrical Work, form the

modern " Boy's Own Library."

TUB PND

HOW TO MAKE A POP GUN

Select a straight length from an elder brush, and

with n ramrod (A) made from a small dowel in-

serted in a spool, which serves as handle, push

out the pith (B). Smooth the rod with fine sand-

paper or a piece of glass. To smooth the inside

of the barrel wrap sandpaper around the ramrod

and push it to and fro. Now find two corks (C)

that fit the barrel snugly but can be pushed

through it with the ramrod. Rubbing the outsnle

of the corks with wet soap will make them slip

through more easily. Now push one of them in

flush with one end of the barrel, put the other in

the opposite end, and push the second one

through with the ramrod—quickly. Pop I goes

the first cork; and who knows what bear or lion

it may bring down? If you want to turn your

popgun into a syringe gun that will throw a stream

of water several feet, burn a small hole with a

hot wire through one of the corks and put the

cork in the tube. Wrap a cotton string around

the end of the ramrod (Fig. 2). The water will

shoot out throagh the hole in the cork.

Practically every boy wants n pair
of STILTS, and there arc plenty of
girls who like them, too. There is

no reason why anybody should be
without them, for all that is needed
for making stilts is two blocks of
wood 1" thick and 4" square, and
two taller pieces for handles. The
smaller pieces, which will be the
foot rests, you should saw to fit the
foot, as in Fig. :, and then nail se-
curely to the handles. The length
and thickness of these handles de-
pends entirely on the height and
weight of whoever is going to use
them and on how high abovo the
ground the young acrobat wants to
walk. It is much the best plan to

set the foot rests near the ground
to begin with—say 6" above it

—

and move them up gradually as you
become more expert in this new
and exciting method of walking.
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POPULAR SCIENCE/ NOVEMBER/ 1946

socKET(wri ^
VARY CUTS TO KEEP SIMILAR

JOINTS FROM FITTING

AVOID NONLOCKING JOINTS CUT JOINTS TO INTERLOCK

LOCKS have stepped out of the toy class.

Given special shapes, they can he used

to teach as well as amuse young children.

The set illustrated above, for example, has

dovetails locking the blocks into a train that

can be snaked across the lloor or even swung
through the air. If all the joints were
alike, it would merely be a simple toy; but

il you shape each dovetail dillerenlly so that

the train fits together only in proper alpha-

betical order, it will help teach a three-

vcar-old the alphabet. Numbered blocks

could teach him to count, and olhei s«*ts

might be made for anything else a child

must learn in sequence, from script or

lower-case alphabets to ILS. Presidents. •

Construction of the alphabet train re-

quires only a coping saw. some wood, and

about an hour’s time. Use hardwood ap-

proximately I" thick, 1 wide, and 39"

long. Mark the board into 20 Us" pieces

and saw them out, billowing the principles

suggested above. Alter sanding, paint and

letter the blocks in the bright colors young
children like. I’or the proper snakiness, the

blocks should fit rather loosely. Use a thick

blade in the saw and, if necessary, file down
any surface's that prevent the train Irom

bending. The dovetails must grip firmly,

however, so that the train will not fall apart

easily, and they must be strong enough to

withstand the inevitable rough handling of

pro-school children.

Since the alphabet can seldom bo taught

easily to a child younger than three, two*

vear-olds will get most benefit from the

simpler munlrcr train. Make this set in the

same way as the alphabet train, but con-

siderably larger, using wood I!:" thick, 3"

wide, and 30" long. Cut into 3" squares,

and this time shape very distinctive dove-

tails for simplicity.—Stuart Hoyt.
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HOME WORKSHOP MANUAL 1930

BUTI.DING FURNITURE BY HAND

THE SURVIVOR VOL. 9

FOIl the man who likes to make
thine?, few pleasures compare with

building line pieces of furniture

in a well-equipped home workshop. The
cabinet woods in themselves are beauti-

ful and pleasant to work with; the crisp

cutting action of plane and saw have

UAir PLAN Cf TCP

top o pine
mi erne? pad»
am MAPie

scoapitCCL'ACt

Mraxurfsl dranln?* of n t'-nulne Colonial Invern Inblo

front view.. tli.- frann-nork. half plan <«f the lop, mn
detail* of tko 1«*. Joints, nnd Irctcbor*.

COLONIAL TAVERN TABLE Two sections of each leg arc left square.

Sandpaper the turned work in the lathe

Tavern tables were among the as smooth ns possible,

earliest types developed in this The stretchers at the bottom and the

country and wore very common be- rails under the top are mortised and
fore t lie Revolutionary War. The tenoned into the legs. The stretchers are

. .
few to lx* found today are highly prised 08 thick as the legs, but the rails nro

a music all their own; and everv stage by their owners. They were made with only ft in. thick. However, all the rails

of the work from jotting down the cut- rnun,|
f
ova |

t
or souarc tops and varied nrc flush with the outside of the table

ting list (o the i

.

°* ,l "’ pomlb from tho size of this one to a length of
. drawn in the top view,

ing cloth, is of utmost interest. 4 ft. or more. To find the correct angle in cutting
I he problems involved in cabinet Reproductions are popular because i

work, such as laying out and making
(n|>Ie of this type blends well with al

•joints, are less difficult than commonly
,no9t any style of modern furnitu

believed. Many of the processes the oma-
(Fig. Wf 5ce them u-erl a. side tahl

tour woodworker is likHv to encounter
;

m '* ra*lio tables and for (raiding smo

are discussed in following chapters, but «»>£«!“; everywhere in the hoir

then is nothing in the technic of wood- ri, 's '-able is made of maple, exce

working which cannot readily bo mas- for the one-piecc top, which is pine,

tered. Where beginners are opt to fail «n? a '"»•<>« hard use and has be,

is in selecting designs, It is no more Panted a number of times. At prose

difficult and, indeed, often easier, to is finished m Us natural color ai

make a well-designed piece of has two coals of white shellac and oi

furniture than something that is coat of wax—a most beautiful finish,

clumsy and unsightly. .
Because screws were unknown whe

In (his chapter designs will be this table was made, the joints are r»

given for constructing reproduc- inforced with wooden pins or dowel

tions of several Colonial pieces of Even the top is held down with |>cg

noteworthy design and for making nnd no metal is to be found in its coi

some modem pieces which are struetion.

especially adapted for the amateur A copy can lie made of almost an

cabinetmaker who has to rely kind of wood, and the finish is cntircl

mainly, if not entirely, upon hand a matter of clioice. To make the lej

tools. Of course, if small wood- requires the use of a lathe, but if yc

working machinery is available, the have none, you can have the legs ma»

game methods outlined in Chapter by a local wood turner or cabinctmakc

III can be used for making the To get the best results in turning tl

pieces of furniture illustrated and legs, it may Ira advisable first to lr

described in this chapter. out the shape full size on paper (Fig. 2

fio. 1. Tills lyp«* of InMf. nrlchwlly 'I»»<1 I" larpm*.

Which)? hj coUvcton "f Am-rt.-i... aallav •

MATKIMAI.S Will TAVKRN TAI1I.I

I’-.. T. «*. l*ntls

i % my. 2t :
!tt Top

1 I ’in I ’/hi 26 Irt*

2 | hr, iy, 10 Long stretchers

2 if in Hi 11% Short Btrctdim

2 l<* r* T. «3’.i 1/n.R rails

2 % r»y, 9V4 Short rails

All dimension® nro in inches. ’lira top on

I he original
I
able is pine. The other stock

is iinple. Knrh dowel is nltonl \\ in. in

diameter, nnd the ends of the pegs arc

n I most wptuie.
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or more pieces for the top; a board
in- wide isn’t always available.

Three 7-in. boards are suggested, as this

will allow enough extra stock to be

planed down to the finished measure-
ments.
An easy way to lay out the oval shape

is to cut out a heavy paper pattern 97 s
in. wide and 13% 6 in. long. Rule this

paper off into 2-in. squares, starting from
the lower right-hand corner. Now refer

to the crosslines shown on the drawing

and point off your outline on the paper

pattern. Connect the pencil poi s with

an easy, graceful curve and cut the de-

sign with a pair of shears.

Place your pattern on the table top,

which should measure exactly 19% by

20% in. Have the pattern touch one end

and one side and mark the outline. Re-
peat this on the other three corners.

You arc now ready to remove the extra

wood and spokeshnvc down to the line.

The upper edge of the top should be
rounded over and sandpapered.

Glue the end frames, the 12-in. side

rails, and the 14%-in. stretchers to-

gether. Proceed as before and tost, your

work with a steel square to he sure the

frame is true.

The top can he fastened down with

angle irons on the underside or pegged
into place as in the original table.

Whether you dowel all your joints anil

the lop depends upon how closely you
wish to ropy the original table.

As the legs do not stand in a vertical

position, each one will have to In? filed

or sawed a little at the bottom. A coarse

Fio, 3. -A client n* well proportional -’"'I *Io<ro-

ratlvo as this la wortlir <>t ilisplay mi aur r,,,’ln-

particularly one with Colonial furnishing*.

wood rasp will serve very well, and a

level bench, table, or floor will do to

test the work on.

The finish depends upon the kind of

wood from which the tabic is made. It

you select mahogany, walnut, or gum-
wood, an oil stain, tiller, and varnish

may lx- used. Colored enamels or brush-

ing lacquers will also give good results.

ANTIQUE SEA CHEST

During the pnst few years there 1ms

been a tremendous interest in ship model

making, and ninny of those who are in-

dulging in this fascinating hobby have

collected a variety of special tools,

books, ami pamphlets on ship models,

templates, and other accessories. It

seems appropriate, therefore, to offer n

drawing of a genuine old-time sen chest

(Fig. 3) ill which to store these ma-
terials. Aside from its quaint charm and

fascination, the chest can he used for

this or a number of other purposes.

This chest (Fig. -I) is one of a num-
ber in the marine room of the Peabody
Museum at Salem, Mass. It was chosen

because it is not too large, is not difli-

cult to build, and is attractive in ap-

pearance. The cost of the lumber -only

from twenty to twenty-five board feet

of white pine—is only a few dollars.

The design can be altered in various

ways, if desired, to suit individual re-

quirements. For example, the interior

can be lined with red cedar, or rope

handles can be substituted for the metal

ones. A chest of a decorative type, but

not so practical, can be made by using

a flat cover without any overhang, on

the top surface of which is drawn an

ellipse measuring, say, 7 by 12 or 8 by
14 in. Within this oval may be painted

a picture of a sailing vessel or a ma-
rine view.

To make an exact copy of the original

chest, select two pieces of white pine

% in. thick, 11 in. wide, and 31 in.

long. The two pieces for the ends arc

% in. thick, 11 in. wide, and 15 in. long

at the base anil 13% in. long at the

upper edge.

Making the dovetail joints is not a

difficult process. A careful layout, sharp
tools, and a lit t lo patience will insure

good results. First select the front side

and score a sharp knife line across the

board and % in. in from the end. Do
this on all four boards and on both out-

side and inside surfaces. On the boards

for the front and the back measure off

with a pair of dividers or compasses a

series of %-in. spaces (see the detail

drawing of the dovetails).

NVxt take a piece of scrap wood, place

a knife line % in. in from the edge, and

lay out a full size dovetail, measuring

Zn in. at the back and in. at the

edge.

From this layout or pattern of one

dovetail, set your sliding T- bevel to de-

termine the slope of the sides. Then set

the bevel against the %-in. measure-

ments on the front board, hold it firmly,

and mark the lines with a knife. Now
pass the lines across the ends of the

board, using a try-square. Finally, run
the lines on the inside of the board, usiug

the bevel again. All the dovetails on
both ends of the long pieces should lie

alike.

Place the hoard in a vertical position

in the vise and saw very carefully

inside the knife lines with a dovetail

saw or a fine hacksaw. Chisel out the

stock between the cuts, being careful not

to cut beyond any knife line. Some may
prefer to place the board down on the

bench and remove the surplus wood with

a chisel and a mallet. Every dovetail

should tie clean-cut, and all uneven spots

must be cut away.
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The next step is lo ml. the tenon? or

pins in the oml )>ojtrds. So: Hint the slock

checks up with litr measurements on Hie

drawing. Place one piece in a volt teal

position in Hie vise ami set one of tno

long hoards ill posit ion on il, lined up

corner to eurner. Hold it so that il can-

not move and with a sharp knife trans-

fer the outline of the dovetails to the

ends of I he short board. It is a good

practice to number the corners of your

chest and check these numbers each time

(he. corners are mated.

Take (he long board out of the way

and square the knife lines from the end

layout down each side as far ns the

•Trin. line. This time you aie to

away Hie sloe!: between the dovetail

isrn.i i<s (see the end view of the chest,

Pig. 4, page (i).

Next try lo assemble (he chest, but

•lo not glue it yet. Cheek the corner num-

bers nod press the joint* ingel her; do

not pound (lie work with a mallei. See

that all parts fit snugly and test Hie

assembly with a stool square. If every-

thing is satisfactory, yon are ready (<»

glue the joints. Any defective work can

lie remedied by using a plastic wood

composition.

Tim bottom of the chest is
;,

i in. thick

and extends •/» in. beyond the side- and

ends nf the box 'Oita edge is rounded

over. Aa the sides slope somewhat, it

will he necessary to “level off” the upper

mid lower edges of l lie chest before id-

ling Die cover and base. Screws mid glue

are usually used lo fasten llio bottom of

the chest.
.

The cover is rather unusual, it is evi-

dently a plank about I'/i in. thick. Along

Hi. .• rlsido ed;;c il is only % in. thick

and has an ;.vcrhang with a molded edge

of (be saint! dimensions. Some of the

ovcrhnng over the hinges may have to

be reduced to allow I he cover to be

opened wide; this depends ul»on the off-

set of the binges used.

Tim iron trimmings on the original

chest are handmade. The material is

quite thin and appears (o be hammered.

The hinges, which arc made of two

strips of stock % in. wide, pass under-

neath the cover. On I he backboard each

hinge extends down ns far ns the bottom.

The hinges arc placed 5% in. in from the

corners of Hie chest.

The handles also are handmade, and

ilie bails are made of round slock with

I luce knurls or knobs in (he center. All

the imn fittings aie painted black.

Ready-made hinges rind handles may bo

used If an exact duplicate is not. desired.

An iron loek with a small escutcheon for

I he keyhole is necessary to complete the

fittings.

Whatever kind of slock you may use,

it is well worth your while to sandpaper

the chest inside and out as thoroughly

tif

the stock is left square until

—^ the slats are fitted into place

^ '
.

and the holes arc made for

\ .y i the rounds, it is a simple mat-
ter to lay out the work.

/• ji
Soft pine fillers can be

',1

l
placed temporarily into the

W ‘JzJXi

%

^

mortises if the legs are to be

aivm&B&i turned. The fillers will pre-

f vent chipping near the edges.

All of the mortises and holes
should be about % in. in

T— deplli. Wooden dowels or pins

arc 10 strengthen the

' (I&ija
’Lo make the back legs by

If
plane the stock exactly

i Q5W square with the base 1% in.

and the top 1 '/
tn in. On the

-*b**2& larger end measure in from
cacli corner exactly /> in.

Connect these points corner-

wise and you will have laid

out an eight-sided figure—an

r om^T ai»i

I

muc IJoV! octagon. Do the same on the
smaller end. measuring ~/

„ in.

instead of V£ in. With the aid

of a straight stick, draw lines the full

VM. 5.— Il.imlmaifc* i^fiKlunl.m- of il.U type el Mr lN
net aeon l)r* f.hi» snmo m* Hu*

highly nri/cl for Ibrlr ifcrorallTt qiwllir D..-I notlqo# look, OPiagon. I/O Hi' . ami Oil lilt

smaller end. measuring / 0 in.

instead of Yz in. With the aid
!r possible. of a straight stick, draw lines the full

Il your chest is made of white pine, length of the posts to connect these em-
it will look well finished with oil; or „cr measurements. Now plane or bevel

one coat of white shellac and another of the corners of the leg, being careful not

varnish will make a fine contrast with to cut below the bevel lines. All of the

the black iron bands and trim. Sen chests bevels should measure about % in. wide
sometimes were painted, mid you may at the big end.

prefer to paint yours in an ntti active As the next step, remove the remain-

color. ing corners with a plane. The knobs at
the top can be omitted if necessary.

"i.aI/IU'.K'H.ii’k" chain After this conics the scraping, filing, and

,
sandpapering. The front legs arc made in

This “ladder- bark” chair, which takes lhp ,nme Inanncr .

its name from the nnnngcinciit of the The seat rounds are % in. in diameter,

slats forming the back, is a good speci- an(| on them is woven the rush or fiber

men of some of the earliest ' hairs made 5Cn j. Ru «h was used on the original, but

in this country, < luiira of Ulis type, be- fiber I ler for the amateur to handle,

cause of tlicir deroralivc appearance ami
(

-

ClIAIH

C'T" 1" 1 MATERIALS FOR "LADDER-BACK"m demand for use in n hallway (l'ig. o), CHAIR
living room, or bedroom. They arc not.

.
|

... , . „ Purls No. Dta. Length
it must be admitted, especially com- i^^back 2 m 38Mi

fortable. - front 2 1%, to

The design illustrated in Fig. G was Rounds—front 2 l 18'<4

chosen because it is not difficult to copy. side 4 l 12',4

The back legs are plain except for the hark 1 l 1

2

Mi

. „„ . 1,1 scat 1 1214

upper ends. T he irregularly shaped knobs wat 1 :yx 1514

may be part of the legs or turned sepa- seat 2 % 13

rately. Another feature is the fact that Slats, bowed 4 by 214 by

this chair can be made without a lathe.
Uiong.

It may be well to cut and fit the inor- Fiber or rush sufficient for one seat,

s before rounding over the legs by The slock is maple. All dimensions are

hand or turning the stock in a lathe. If in inches.

Simple printed directions arc usually
given with the fiber when it is pur-
chased.

The chair rounds below the seat arc

Parts

Lcgn—back
front

Rounds—front
side

bark
seat

scat

seat

I/In. Length

m 38 Mi

l9io 10

1 1814

l 1214

l 12 '4

y. 12*4

% 1814

y» 13

9'k. by 2 Mi by
13 long.
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by hand. Only one round is to lx* -£& - "
[

placed under the seat and between '* J_
j
_

1

the back posts; this is on the same ~
.

level as the bottom one on the .s'
_

V;

front siile. As a matter of fart, I

,_l
"[
~

could find no sign of a rear round •„ ^
on the old chair, but for additional •

~~~

strength it seems advisable to in-
1

elude one. •>*

The slats are only r‘\ in. thick.

As they are bowed slightly, each J—
piece can be steamed or soaked in 1 ; . I

boiling water and then elamped to -j—

—

t^T7

a form. Another way is to shape

each slat from a piece of stork I

in. thick with the aid of a spoke-
(

shave. _ • i ,* {
7

i

At the present time many old I
•-

chairs of this type are being re-
^

finished in modern ways. Some arc L—. —

[

even painted jet black with touche* LJ

of gilt or bronze paint; others are

given a dark brown or chocolate K
,

,**

,> nL’i'V^«

i

color. For an antique maple finish,

a very light walnut stain may lie

used and wiped or sandpapered than requi

off in places here and there over the mice for w

surface to give a high-lighted effect, for gluing.

An attractive anil practical chct neat. Fop
llic working drawings. see FIs. II.

TYPES or EDGE JOINTS
with 'Jin -in. rod ceoar, tnougn ns lar as

the safety of the contents is concerned,

cedar may he omitted and the goods laid

away in naphthalene flakes.

Cedar is prized for its beauty its odor,

and the sentiment attached to it through

its long use in chests, hut for all prac-

tical purposes any good cabinet wood

will serve for making the chests illus- £
truted. Plywood can be used by adapting r*

dimensions to the differences in thick-
ness; this will eliminate all gluing of h
wide hoards.

Kod cedar boards are seldom more
than 8 in. wide and usually have many
blemishes, but we must bo thankful that

the umvise lumber waste of the past lias

left us even these. They should be planed

'Vi or % in. in tliiekncs

MATCHCO

SPLINEHOLES IN C EATS
to nr screws
LOOSELY GLUED ONLY

DOWELED

SIDE BUTT JOINT
COVERED WITH TRUSS

S B JOINT
SCREW
FASTENED

GLUED

ns may be re-

quired. If a tray is desired, one of the
poorer boards may be resawed and
planed to % in.

Saw out the boards to 1 in. longer

r-C.

4

«• < 4 ' T ^1. r - SUGGESTIONS
45 i r zz

i FOR GLUING
TRUSSES AND FEET

S.—Colonial rhe*t with various typo* of nlc- Joints— matched, spllned. butted and glued, doweled,

two kinds of -iide-butted and serened Joints Any of these can bo used, of course, in making any
type of chest.

.

-

S

. i

MBm i

|

m
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pinning, whirling, or filing: it round and
inpored so it ran be driven closely into

the / .! -in. hole. Drive the screw; (ben

glue and -sot the plug in the hole. The
grain of the [dug should coincide with

the grain of the surface. Later on the

plug can be trimmed flush with ilie

board.

Chests may be assembled by several

other methods illustrated in Figs. 9, 10,

and It.

In the high chest (Fig. 9», the open

dado joint B is assembled by means of
l l/> No. 8 screws driven a little slant-

ingly. The countersunk screw boles and
the joint arc covered with a strip.

In the Hepplewliite chest tFig. 10).

(he dado or milled corner (' requires (he
use of a circular saw; the grain at / is

a weak place. The half-and-half joint at

D, nailed two way and with the nails

set and the holes tilled with putty, makes
a good joint. The mitered and splined

joint E is the best joint shown; it is

strengthened by splines 2, made of ve-

neer and glued into slanting saw cuts

of suitable width.

Tho construction of the sent chest

(Figs. 7 and II) permits a simpler form
of corner. The sides and ends may he
securely nailed ns nt F.

A chest bottom should l»« perfecMv
square and fastened to the bottom with
sixpenny finishing nails or with screws,

say 1*4 No. 0 in size.

The trusses and feet may be made
from -THu. pieces cut larger than re-

quirrd. glued together, sawed, and the

curves smoothed with spokeshave, file,

and sandpaper. Fasten these in place

with glue and with nails or screws.

Handles may be made of %-in.-thick
wood hollowed underneath ami fastened

with glue and screws.

Make the cover '/s in. larger all

around than the body of the chest, with

square edges and true angles. The mold-

ing II (Colonial chest. Fig. 8) around

the cover is ft by iy2 in. it. is fitted to

the edge, mitered, and fastened with

glue and sixpenny finishing nails. Place

the glue in the middle of the end as at

C, which will allow the cover to shrink

and swell without twisting. Take the

same precautions in fastening cleats ./

with glue—that is. apply the glue only at

the confer—am! have the screw holes fit.

the screws loosely. The edge of the cover

should project I in., but it may be \\ r,

in. less so II will just clear the body.

Regular chest hinges, which have one

leaf offset., as shown in the upper left-

hand corner of Fig. 12. are ordinarily

used. The offset leaf is attached with

screws to the upper edge of the back of

the chest and to the inner surface of -lie

back. Hinges of this type can be ob-

tained at the larger hardware stores and

manual training supply houses.

JO.’Nf AND SCREWS
COVCRED WITH

TRUSSES

OPEN DADO JOINT

SUGGESTIONS
FOR GLUING

rta. V. Hi: I "Uh *bapH W«. If cl*-* a IlirM-r and non irraceful

imrr-**ii«i Ilian a low. buxlik- cheat.

JPmot OVER >*'

,
DADO JOINT

.

(milled Co»neb)

—

\

HANOSCREW

HALT AND HALF JOINT
(ROSS NAILED. Str AND HOLES
FILLED WITH WOOD PUTTY

GLUE BLOCKS

MITERED AND SPLINED
JOINT

-|V FEET MADE OF 1^" PLANK OR Z-\" GLUED <=fl| fp
3

-w cffissltew
Fio. 10—n-rrle«»»»lc cheat with details <•! tbr Ires ami »->r or1 ty-.c. of corner Join 'a.

J/

r
GLUEP-^j

SECTION fl-fi

Fic. 11.—Dtoeasioied Untoasi b.->i -mi. > «v -ith Fiw- 7.
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Fin. IS \ Clilneoe Innuirr™! fflblni't In rod nntl

«oW. Tin- bus part Ih from n dlarardtd vaaliatand.

FITTING BUTT^.JCW^

t:c
flTTiK^N

STM

05TA*CC
:r jxx f<> >-

r kcy *>jam

rtn. 12.—A vhtnt
:
vnrimw mrrh-.-U »»f

i«iC l»if (C Ilium : III'? Hlops in tittlm; ;i «h<*M lock.

Ordinary l>utl hinges K al-o cnn bo

Used and, of course, arc obtainable any-
where. To apply them, lay the cover and
chest upside down; place the butts and

drive the screws while in that position.

If the cover and back are flush, the

hinges may lie placed as at /’. In that

case, a strip *4 by 1 in. in cross section

should Ih* fastened to the inside of the

cover as at Q to make the joint tight.

Fasten a piece of chain, strap, or web-
bing about 18 in. long from the chest to

the cover, inside, to prevent, the cover

from falling too far back
Butts placed at L in rig. 11 may lie

cut entirely into the cover tns shown at

,1/ in Fig. 1.21 or one half their thickness

may be set into the cover and half into

the hack piece, as at ,V.

Fit the chest lock by following the

steps illustrated. Place the striker l{ in

the lock ami turn the key: drop the

cover on the striker and the points {

will mark the underside. Raise the cover,

place the striker in the marks accurately,

and mark carefully around the plate

with a knife. Sink the depth of the plate

until the cover will be held firmly when
the chest is locked. After the client has

been finished, the escutcheon may be

fastened in place.

The chest mav be finished on the out-

side in its natural color or stained, Cive

the wood two coats of shellac and two

of rubbing varnish or nibbing lacquer.

Hub the undercoats with No. 4-0 sand-

paper, and, if varnish is used, rub the

ast, coat with powdered pumice stone

and oil. Do not finish the inside in any

way or the aroma of the cedar will be

destroyed.

Some manufacturers sell k nocked

-

down cedar ehesls in a variety of de-

signs. These usually have finely ma-
chined corner joints so that the parts

practically lock together. Their assem-

bly is, therefore, a simple matter.

Manual training supply dealers and

stores which carry hardware specialties

often have on hand a supply of special

hardware for chests, including copper

hands, cornT?, hinge plates, escutcheons,

handles, and chest lid supports.

LACQUERED CABINET MADE FROM
OLD WASHSTAND

Chinese lacquered cabinets are fash-

ionable. and the prices asked for high-

class ones are prohibitive. It is not a

difficult task to make one. however, es-

pecially if an old washstand can be

found in the attic or at a second hand

furniture store to serve as the box part.

The cabinet illustrated in Fig. 15 was

made by Marie Childs Todd, an art

teacher in an Indianapolis high school.

Her imagination was fired by an illus-

tration in Frederick Litchfield's History

a Furniture. This showed a cabinet in

red lacquer with Chinese landscapes in

gold and silver, mounted with engraved

metal hinges, on a stand carved with a

female mask, and decorated on the in-

side with foliage on a red ground.

Quoting Mr. Litchfield—“Within the

last ten to fifteen years there has been

in England a greatly increased appre-

ciation of lacquered furniture. Cabinets

of the square, boxlike form, having two

doors opening and disclosing an interior

arrangement of various small doors, now

realise five or six times the original

amount—the red variety being that

which is in most favor. In July, 1920. a

cabinet of this description mounted on

a Chippendale lacquered stand realized

950 guineas."

One friend of Miss Todd's took a

kindlv interest in her plans and gave her

an oid withstand. A furniture repair

man followed her sketches nr.d put the

piece in shape to decorate with lacquer

in Oriental style. lie took off the old

drawer and added a straight piece at

the back of the top and two small cor-

ners below to change the lower line.

IT

Fic. 1C.—Perorations tor cabinet shown in Fir. IS. Above at left : The design «•"! "ii

the inside of the d>-*rs. C-’ier: Th- drac-ti may he used ns an nnernutlve for the design In

the lower rirht hand corner or combined with that -h -im. Itlrht :
The ware and *P*d »

U'e-1 on the .j.les of th- cabinet. Below nt left : The IxmvI and (lower design won applied III

black and gold on the back of the cabinet. Right: Design for the front of the doors.
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The cabinet was to be used to con-

ceal a small mahogany box phonograph.

The repair man placed the phonograph
inside the embryo cabinet, after remov-
ing the shutter and cover of the box and
making a new sounding board. He bored

a hole in the back of the cabinet so that

the handle for regulating the machine

would not he seen. He also made legs

and stretchers of gumwood (Fig. 17).

Such a cabinet would house a radio

set in regal splendor. It could be adapted

equally well to serve ns a writing desk

bv adding a drawer and a slide of wood,

or it might be fitted with many little

doors and drawers and, perhaps, a secret

compartment or two intended for papers,

jewels and miscellaneous trinkets.

BLUE\ I mi

BLUE

GOLD

77EDAM
GOLD

must not bo hurried. It is as fascinating applied with an ordinary soft camer-

as wood carving, but much simpler. The hair brush, such as is sometimes used for

work should In* done evenly so that no applying washes in water color painting,

patching is needed, ns that is ant to Aftcr the go
|
( ] *ur f;lcc j8 (\ ry> other

cause cracks over the surface. If you
co ,org are added for acccnl or enntrast-

..
must add to a spot, let the lirst coat set

illK ,.o | 0) . harmony. On tlie cabinet nc-

.in 1

1

t'ini'i i r»* wimim overnight. I aca little water to thin your 0f black lacquer and cerulean blue
,.r II... ....i-oiiihmi.i. WD*V Ilk*- »M»r.i.-r gesso composition. After it hardens, it

0 il paint were used; these softened what

The first <tor» in finishing the cabinet
"my 1,0 8nn ' ,

J

,n Pcrc ' , 8n
-

1

?,

pnpc
r/ might have been a bizarre color effect.

Nic lust step m misiung me cnmmi
0r mnv even be carved a little with small i, rom ,i.

c .|raEOn's head float painted
wos to use paint ond vninish remover on ... fnr „ olul.nri.tr drVu-n , i_ ,

the old walnut, sandpaper the wood ihor-
not necc~nrv ^ °! CCrU,ean b,UC °nd g0,d fl°WOr8

oughly, and apply a paste wood filler.
p TT ,

•
, n . ...

Meanwhile Miss Todd had two pairs In the design illustrated in Fig. 15,
On the front arc painted bands of blue

of brass hinges and a keylock design the dragon, boat and canopy of Bowen and gold to>
serve ns backgrounds for the

about 3 by 3 in. made of brass Yin in. are raised a trifle higher than the Spirit borders. I be border designs are a line

thick. The edges w signed like the of Music part of the motif. «P<* Wi,il0n
.

notched margins of certain Her The gesso must be allowed to sot for ““ °"
!

8

,

rc -

skctch was sent to a brass foundry where several days; then the design is sand- pnate«l in a 2 in. wide border just below

such pieces were made. The cost was papered to remove any rough places. h'° ' oor Panels and has a cerulean

about three dollars. Later the brass was Before painting the surface of (he Nue background with gold wave and

treated with acid and salt to give an raised design with green gold bronze, spot, pattern. Hie other smaller borders

antique effect. several coats of Chinese red lacquer arc on the front of Hie cabinet are blue wave

The principal design for ornamenting brushed on the cabinet. For this pur- and spots on gold backgrounds. The bor-

the cabinet was drawn freehand on paper pose a high-grade brushing lacquer may ders vary in width from Y> to 2 in. They
and then copied on the cabinet (Fig. 15). be used. Some may prefer a black and are used on the sides of the cabinet as

The basic idea was a dragon guarding gold or a dark green, black, and gold illustrated.

the journey of the Spirit <»f Music and color scheme for their cabinets. Any of The 3 in. wide upright strip at the

Hannonv to the earth. This is shown on these color harmonics arc correct from back of the cabinet on top has a gold

squares '(Fig. 1G) so that you can en- the standpoint of furniture history. background, which partly conceals and

large it for the two door panels of your Use a new house-paint brush about partly reveals the red lacquer. On this

own cabinet; or you may use a dragon 3 in. wide and flow the lacquer on swiftly the wave border is painted in black. This

design, or make an original design. with an even pressure on the brush. If treatment is repeated throughout.

A clavlike material (it can be obtained there should be a slight tendency to rip- Later, to lighten the solid effect of the

in artists’ supplv shops) called gesso was pic. such defects are readily corrected red lacquer on the front, a few touches

used to raise the design slightly above with a second coat, which may be ap- of Chinese vermilion oil paint are added;

the wooden background, after a trans- plied within an hour. The following day and, after these have dried for several

parent liquid filler or varnish had been a 'third coat is applied.
. .

days, an irregular line pattern is applied

applied cnrefullv on the part that was The next step was the application of in gold to suggest the edges of clouds in

to receive the gesso pattern. There are green gold to the design itself: that is. the red background.

BLACK
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phonograph box. which lias boon trans-

formed from polished mahogany to a

black lacquer finish, 'here are four up-

right record compartments made of

wood. On the inside of the back is a
flower arrangement done in green gold.

On the inside panel of each door are tall,

slender lily designs in tiny bowls, drawn
with free brush lines after the Chinese

or Japanese fashion.

If you wish to copy these designs, you

may cut paper to the size of the spaces

you wish to decorate and, alter practic-

ing changing the proportions to suit your

space limitations, transfer your design

either by chalking the bi.ok ot the paper

or by placing yellow carbon, or impres-

sion 'paper, against the wood and going

over your pattern with a medium pencil

with a sharp point. The advantage of

chalk in transferring Hie design to a

dark background with a high glaze is

that it may be readily seen and yet all

traces are easily removed when your

work is completed.

Last of all two co ,'s of flat varnish

arc applied. These dry dull and do not

require rubbing, although polishing

gently with a soft cloth adds to the soft-

toned luster.

This cabinet makes a picct of furni-

ture that would grace any living room

or studio. If Chinese red » used, care

must be taken, of course, in placing

paintings or prints near by on the wall

so that they will be subornin.ite in color

to the beauty of the cabinet.

COMBINATION CHK8T AND DESK

An unusually interesting piece of fur-

niture, especially for a small apartment,

is the combination chest of drawers and
desk illustrated in Figs. 23 and 24. Wlmt
appears to he the top drawer is a well

appointed desk when pulled out.

The simple construction brings the

project easily within the range of the

amateur cabinetmaker. It may be made
of birch, maple, oak or mahogany.
Make the ends a (Fig. 24) of %-in.

plywood. (Hue ami brad in place at both

the hack and front of a the % by % in.

pieces b, which are cut to lengths cqual-

-HT j

FW2iKi
Y

«&> j

-c

21— Front tic* of Iho rkrrt |«rllr bfnkci

> rdlonal tie* llraiich ike outer from Irom

ing the height of the drawers. Leave

•y,-in. spaces between pieces b to rc-

ccivo drawer partitions c and drawer

ledges il as indicated. Joint (plane) the

front edge of each sidepiccc and glue

front facings e in place. The facings

should be % by 1% by 38% in. and ex-

tend to the floor. Two 2%-in. square

blocks or false legs z should he fitted to

support the back of the case and re-

ceive the rear end of the base.

Cut drawer partitions c, % by !

2

/• by

35% in., to fit exactly inside of ends a.

Place these together and cut all shoul-

ders to fit around facings c at once to

insure accuracy. Assemble the case, fit-

ting a hack / of %-in. sheathing or ply-

wood. Be sure the case is square. Make
top (j of solid wood, work a thumb mold-

ing on the edge, nail it in place, and

miter a cavctto (stock cove molding)

under it.

Make the drawer fronts, sides, bot-

toms and backs as indicated at h, allow-

ing Vi« >**. less in length of front to aid

in fitting. Make the desk drawer sides k

% by G% by 17 in., fit the pigeonhole

top 1 ’and the bottom m, *4 by 9 by 32 >4
in., by means of rabbets into k; fit the

partitions n and the shelves of %-in.

wood between l and m ami fasten all

with bra<ls. Make the arch spandrels o

% in. thick, each of one piece, and fit

them with tlicir faces flush with fronts of

l m o. Fasten the %-in. hack m' in place.

Make lids w and x: fit and fasten

them to k as shown. The front of each

of the middle drawers p and r may he

made by fitting the sides in front, by
means of a rabbet and cutting the back

between the sides, which should be %
in. thick: the bottom is bradded to their

bottom edges. The %-in. sides s of the

secret compartment support the drawer r.

Make the % in. thick base, mold the

top edge, miter it, draw the design, and

have the profile cut by a band saw if

i amir In al«ow n wHImi thri>Mi:li I In* rwl;
I l« Intck olio win i; drawr-rn nml dink Hllilo.

possible. Sandpaper the piece thoroughly

and fasten it in place with glue, brads
and glue blocks y.

Fit broad flap hinges to join tc and x.

Fasten a chain support to desk lid x
and a hook 1 o hold the lid in place when
the drawer is closed. Bore holes to re-

ceive the drawer pulls and fit the locks
an*l escutcheons.

Sandpaper all surfaces thoroughly.

Finish in natural color, or stain if pre-

ferred. < live three thin coats of white
or orange shellac, rub between coats with

No. 4/0 sandpaper, and polish with wax.

TEA TItAY STAND

A tea server (Figs. 25 and 2fi) is a

real asset for the busy housewife dur-

ing the afternoon tete-a-tete. To con-
struct one requires little skill or expense

Flo. 23.—All «l*llr lifted “fund for n tru

tray, which can he constructed at small cost.

for materials, especially if whitewood,
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i. 27.—Wel-«h drr^r
ilr«i-n and «mall *lxc.

redwood, white pine, cypress, or other
easily worked woods are used.

The materials required are: 2 sides T’i

by 2/> by 32 in.: 2 leg pieces 2 by 4 by
19 in.; 2 pieces % by 2*4 by 24 in., one
for the tray rest and the other for the

lower brace;
1
piece % by 5 by 26 in.

for the handle; 2 pieces / by % by 12

in. for tray supports; 1 dowel stick *4

by 24 in.; 1 piece cardboard 4 by 10 in.;

glue and small brads.

One pattern serves for laving out all

the curves. It is drawn upon a piece of

cardboard 4 by 10 in., divided into 1-in.

squares as shown near the top of Fig. 26.

This basic design can he changed as de-

sired to suit the taste of the worker.

the sides and covering the bottom
with glass.

•

Rubber headed tacks are cut so ns to

have a flat vertical surface and driven

in the tray shelf. These bits of rubber

press against the tray ends and hold

the tray in place. If you do not wish

to remove the tray, it may be placed

on the support as the finishing varnish

is drying. The varnish will hold the tray

firmly.

The piece may be stained any desired

color, shellacked, rubbed down, and var-

nished. Either a velvet finish or high

gloss varnish may lx* used. Lacquer, too,

will give a beautiful finish, and a stippled

effect also would ho distinctive. Tassels

may be fastened on the legs.

SMAI.I. WKLS1I DKKSSER

Sound, knotty white pine should lx?

used in making a small Welsh dresser

like that illustrated in Figs. 27 and 28

so that it will be in strict keeping with

Fin. 20. Sl.l- nml on<l view* «f the «taml.

Ii.it t»m vIimv nf Hlii-lf. m:hI iiiiHf*. f'»r injiiitr

out tlio eiirvr*.

The quickest anti easiest wav to cut

the curves is with a band saw, but good]

results may he obtained by using ajfSF

turning saw. All the edges sluutH ‘ >“"

rounded with spokoshave. file,

sandpaper—not a great deal on

ends, but sufficiently on the I

to give an easy grip.

The curved feet receive the ends

of the legs, which are tapered to

serve ns tenons. Glue and tocna

the joints with 1%-in. brads, driven

and countersunk from the inside to

avoid marring the surface.

Holes *4 in. in diameter are now

sunk in the ends of the tiav shelf 1

and the lower brace and also in the

end pieces to receive dowels. The
dowels for the lower brace should

he placed so that the lower edge of

the brace rests on the flat upper sur-

face of the curved foot pieces. The
upper dowels are placed so that the

trav shelf is 21 in. from the too edge

of the feet. The joint? are glued, fas-

tened with small brads, and clamped

and tested with a square.

The tray may be purchased from

anv department store. However, one

may design and make his own, using

medium heavy picture framing for

not-worthr for l(S prac*ful

l( Is naUr of ksoUy pine.

original antiques of this type. Tlx* origi-

nal antiques of th«* .--mail Welsh diesscr

arc highly prized and valuable.

In finishing the dresser an attempt

should be made to imitate the mellow

tones of line old pine furniture. This can

best lx? done by applying one coat of

ladled linseed oil followed by a coat of

one part walnut oil stain to five parts

tur|x?ntinc. Allow the stain to dry thor-

oughly and then rub the high parts with

fine sandpaper until the wood is almost

bare, so as to give the piece a worn effect

at those places where wear would nat-

urally become visible in the course of

years. Follow this treatment with two

thin coats of white shellac and a well-

rubbed coat of furniture or floor wax.

All the applied moldings shown in

the drawings (Fig. 28) are of stock de-

sign ami can he obtained in most locali-

ties, although it is possible to substitute

other stork moldings in their places. The
drawer pulls should have the finish of

dull, antique brass.

The dresser is made in two separate

units and these, when completed, arc

screwed together. The instructions for

constructing the two parts of the dresser

may he summarized briefly.

or buxe unit. Turn the four legs

carefully to the design indicated. Work
out the rails to the desired profile and
hand dress them thoroughly. Cut all

joints nml assemble the frame. The bot-

tom shelf must he built in at the same
time the project is being glued together.

Construct the drawer nml put it in

place. Work out the top and fasten it to

the frame from the underside by using

panel irons or similar fastenings that will

allow for expansion ami contraction.

Apply all moldings.
Shelf unit. Hand drew all

the stock. Cut out the pro-

files of the sides nml the lop-

piece. Cut dado joints in the

sides. Carefully fit the shelf,

the top, and bottom, nml as-

semble the whole. Fasten

the hark in place by imilin

through into the shelf am
tin? top and hottom pieces.

Apply the top molding.

Screw the shelf part to the

body part from the under-

side. Fit nml fasten the

molding nt the junction of

the two units. Clean all

parts thoroughly with sand

paper and finish as pre-

viously suggested.

When a lacquered finish is

desired instead of shellac

nml wax, the following

method may he substituted,

(live the wood an antique

appearance with greatly thinned brown

oak alcohol wood dye or a stain made
by dissolving eight tablespoonfuls of air-

drying asphaltum varnish in a quart ‘if

gasoline. Allow this to dry thoroughly

and apply a coat of one part orange

shellac and one part denatured alcohol.

Smooth this, when dry, with the finest

obtainable sandpaper and rub through

the slain to form "high lights” as de-

scribed previously. Dust well and apply

another coat of three parts orange shel-

lac to one part alcohol. Finish with two

coats of clear lacquer and rub the sec-

ond with FF pumice stone ami crude oil.

Finally polish the piece, and the lac-

quered finish is completed.
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rnoNr vitw
Fio. 2.— Il<»w to lift n Jointer plntie At tli«' end
of a stroke to prevent "dubbing" or ftllgliUr

roundinc the corner.

moldlni:*. The upper mill lower sections me *i»*i»Wti| u I?

ends hit*li
;
or more commonly, it may

reduce the ends while leaving the center.

In the first case, the jointer plane is

probably so dull that it chatters at the

start, and the user unconsciously con-

fines his efforts to the center, where the

plane ritles easily. The remedy is to hone

the plane iron and take shavings at the

ends of the board until the edge is fairly

straight, and then to finish with full-

length cuts. In the second, the heel .>f

the plane is dropped at the start, and

the toe at the end of the stroke, with the

result that gradually the ends become
“dubbed” off. If the plane is lifted bodily

at the end and carried back, a straight

edge is more likely to result (Fig. 2).

Incidentally, the wear on the plane iron

is cut nearly in half.

Accurate measurements depend upon
accurate measuring sticks. If the vari-

ous parts of a cabinet arc measured with

J.KTTKK HOJM I WORKSHOP METHODS

AMOMFNT of great anticipation I

The homo mechanic removes the

clamps from his assembled radio

cabinet and prepares to give it a Inst

cleaning before applying the paint, var-

nish, or lacquer. What does his inspec-

tion show?
Does he mutter under his breath and

reach for the plastic wood, putty, glue

and sawdust, or powdercd-bnrk crack

tiller, or docs ho smile with pleasure ns

the broadhe finds every joint tight

•I v.lsa ATO B VOTO
•

I

fiobalK •• iihmi .W-« *•".<- •: *' '

through ini|uuper laying out ns through P®* ------

luml-r. «« >t cm** *•» uirrl.aiiir

building. Nevertheless, in the order of I

the work, it should ho treated ns if the fw. i.-*criM»c » n»- »ionC the inner r-ic- of •

•
i i

»tcei OiiMW
Rules were not parallel.

One side, usually the better, should be
. ,

lightly marked with an “X" to identify When the framing square is used, the

it ns a face side. It is against this side marking tool should trace along the

and only this side that the try-square is inner edge that rests against the wood

held for testing the edges. An edge, < Fig. 1) rather than against the outer

jointed (planed) straight ami square, is edge, which does not tone:-, the surface

likewise taken for a working edge; of the wood and 'Jieroforc allows the

against this the square is held for mark- |k»ii»L to vary. If carefully sawed along

ing the ends to he sawed off. a well-scribed line, the end of the board

'flie wise amateur avoids a pencil in will be square with the face edge. The

parts of a cabinet are measured with

a square, inaccuracies in reading may
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punch the intersection of the marks with

a nai! or a nail set so that, the bit will

start accurately. A bit gage or a wooden
block bored to slip over the bit, is a

help in boring the holes to a uniform

depth and eliminates the danger that

some of the dowels will strike and pre-

vent. the joint from closing (Fig. 6).

Another precaution: a small amount
of space at the Imttom of the hole must
be allowed for imprisoned excess glue.

Glue is no more compressible than water

Fin. S.-Sqinrlm the of two bmr<l< to
locate the p<>»ltloo for borins tiotrel bi<le«.

4). This gives a starting point for the

saw and prevents it from dancing around

on the surface before biting in.

Pic. 7.- Whenever wood muni he hnmniereil.

u»e a soft Mock of wide wood «n n pro-

tective ctiKhlon.

and is too thick to ooxc past the dowel

pin; ;
f, then, the clamps are screwed

tightly enough, the glue will expand the

hole bv splitting the wood.

The assembling of cabinet parts often

requires them to be tapped with a ham-

mer to force the joints together. Every

hammer blow, however light, means a

bruise on the wood, unless a block of

soft wood is used as a buffer between the

hammer and the work (Fig. 7) .
Blocks

should also be used under clamp jaws.

Scratches and mars on the piece seem

inevitable, but much ordinary sculling is

it is most important that the face edges avoidable. Only necessary tools should be

come smoothly flush. This requires great Vested on finished surfaces ol the wood,

accuracy in the location of the dowel Touch the square gently to the surface;

l.olcs. Clamp the two pieces together, and do not lay a saw on the board at

joining edges up, with both face sides all, for when the tool is picked up again
out. and square across the edges to lo- the teeth will surely scratch. Before lay-
rate the holes \vi*h reference to the ing a smoothed side against- the bench
length (Fig. 5). With a gage set to cen- fop or sawhorse, be sure that, all shav-
ter on the thickness of the wood, scratch ings, sawdust, and splinters have been
across these lines from the face side of swept away.
each board. As the head of the gage Most cabinets should be sponged with
bears against the face sides, any varia- warm water before the final sanding;
tion from the center on one piece is tliis process not only swells flush any
duplicated on the other. If the boring is email bruises, but raises the grain. When

Pig. *.

—

HoKnr *”>'• Hoi** «i»h a Morli
of trixxl on (»• Ml t<» w* as an Imprw-

«lf*d <*»p'k ragr.
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Deep bruises often can be steamed out

with the aid of wet blotting paper and
a hot flatiron.

HINTS OX DRIVING NAILS

Hammer and nails are in common use

in every household. Yet driving nails, the

commonest of all mechanical operations,

is not often done in such a way as to get

the full holding power of the nails. A
few plain facts about nails and their uses

Flfl. 8 (left) —Han-
dling a banner f«r

straight naillnir. Note
(lint II Is stripped near

Uir end.

would, if they wore ci.refully observe*

by the amateur woodworker, decrease

the difficulties encountered and save

much effort and subsequent disappoint-

ment in the failure of joints.

The proper way to hold a hammer is

the first important thing to learn. 1 he

amateur has the natural feeling that the

less of the handle he uses, the less likely

he is to miss the nail. The truth of this is

not borne out in practice, however, for

after one has become accustomed to

holding the hammer handle at the end.

as shown in Fig. 8, he will mi*s the nail

if ho tries the former method. It is safe

to assume that the manufacturers of any

good hammer know something about the

best length of handle to use.

Flfl, 0.—"Tor nulling'’

(nt rlclit) colli* for

more practice.

Flfl. 10.—The proper way to n»e n hammer
nln-n drawing a nalL

The angle of a nail hammer or tlw*

"hang” of it will have to be sensed from
experience. It will not take long before a
person will automatically hold his ham-
mer handle just low enough as the ham-

mer strikes the nail.

Sometimes an otherwise good hammer
seems to slide off the nail. At such a time

it will be a good thing to rub the face of

it on a piece of fine sandpaper, for it

has probably become greasy.

For ordinary use, a bell- faced ham-
mer (one with a convex driving Surface)

will prove the most satisfactory; it will

not mar the surface when the nail is

“driven home.” The weight of «!:c ham-
mer is partly a matter of choice, al-

though the tendency of the amateur is to

try to use a hammer that is too light.

From 12 to 16 OS. is the common range,

depending upon the required use.

Sharp, decisive blows will produce best

results, and confidence on the part of

the driver will keep nails from bending.

“Toe-nailing,” as shown in Fig. 9, is

somewhat more difficult than straight

driving. For this it is better whenever

possible to start the nails before the

pieces are in the final position. Care

must be taken not to slant the nails too

much or they will not reach the second

member properly. This is a common
error of the amateur. After some practice

one can drive the nails very close in a

corner without scarring the wood.

Pulling a nail requires just, as much
care as driving one. The extra large sup-

Fifl. II.—A hlorfc sailer tin* daw* of the

hammer h* nr>«-e**arr 1» drawing lone nail*.

ply of hammer handles at the hardware

store is kept principally for those who
have not learned how to pull nails. The
main thing to bear in mind is the neces-

sity of keeping the fulcrum near the nail.

This is taken care of by the shape of

the hammer when the head of the nail

is close to the wood as in Fig. 10. In this

way great pulling power is applied by

only a few pounds of pull, and the handle

is safe.

It is after the nail comes up a distance

and the fulcrum shifts toward the face

of the hammer that the handle is in

danger, both from less mechanical ad-

vantage and from the fact that : '*e pull

ceases to be vert;- al. At such a time the

wise operator will take time to find a

block to put under the hammer as shown

in Fig. 11.

There is a trick in “setting” nails that
it takes a little time to develop. Most
amateurs make a big ugly hole around
the head. Figure 12 shows the proper
way to hold the nail set. Steady it with

the fingers against the wood so that it

will not slip; then make a decisive blow

so that the nail goes down below the

surface. After that it is easy to drive it

as deep as desired without trouble.

In Fig. 13 is shown how to draw pieces

into position by the use of nails. The
nail is started at an angle from the

higher piece, with a crevice left open

between the two until the nail has

caught the second member. When the

FlC. 12 (left).—How
lli<- nail *<>i Hlioiihl he

UKd. The linger* of

Um- left huml preront
It troni slipping.

nail is driven in, the joint is closed and

the lower piece is drawn up into position.

It is welj to bore n hole in the end of

the hammer handle with r* Vfc-in. auger

bit and fill it with soap. After dipping

the tip of nails into the soap, the driving

becomes much easier.

WOOD SCREWS

“What is there to be said about driv-

ing wood screws?” the beginner in wood-
work is apt to ask. But the old mechanic

and those who have studied the results

of recent laboratory tests oil the holding

qualities of screws, know that a good

deal can lie said.

In all hard woods, two sizes of bits or

drills should be used in boring for screws.

The larger one should be from 80 to 90

percent of the diameter of the shank

of the screw. After sonic experience, one

can gage the size by placing the drill on

the shank of the screw ns shown in Fig.

14. With this drill, a hole is bored to the

depth of the shank or entirely through

the first piece of wood if two pieces are

to be held together as in Fig. 1*5.

A smaller bit or drill matched to the

size of the root or core of the threaded

part, but no larger, is used to bore to

the entire depth of the screw. If this is

not done the screw will often break be-

fore it is fully driven in place. In soft

wood, smaller drills can be used and a

Fio. 13 (right).—
Skillful nailing will

draw ti n r r p n part*
Into place.
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Flo. IB.—TWor«* driving ncr*«*. If I* of prl-

mnry Importance to kno« wbat alie hole* to

boro for them.

Fio. t6.—Hammering a screw part way In la not

a* bad practice as is commonly thought.

hole of the same size throughout is oiten

satisfactory*

Fic. IT.—Urine a brae* and bit makn
wort of driving a *orew.

Care must be taken, however, not to

drive the screw? too tight, for the me-
chanical advantage of the brace is great.

Other things being equal, longer screws

have more holding power than shorter

• <

Fia. 18.- Weighing both the dry Blur nnd

wntrr Ih nrevnary to obtain tho bi>»l multi.

teresting characteristic of glue made

from fish slock is that the gelatine or

extracted glue does not. jell, but remains

in a fluid stale at ordinary temperatures.

Cheap liquid glue should be avoided,

because it gathers moisture. It contains

large amounts of salts, such as sodium

chloride or common table salt. These

salts absorb moisture just as salt on the

table will do and on n wet or humid day

the glued materials arc apt to fall apart.

Good liquid glue lias many advan-

tages over other adhesives for use in

(he home workshop. It is purchased

ready for use, so no weighing, soaking,

or heating is required. On account of

its slow setting quality, the workman is

given ample time to get the joints pro i-

crly together, whereas with hot glue t ic

work must be done quickly before t ic

glue sets or jells. Slow setting also means

good penetration of the glue into the

wood and added strength. When strength

is compared, good liquid glue is as strong

as good animal glue.

During the war, glues made from

casein were developed rapidly. Casein

glues come in dry powder form and are

Fib. H—Placing the bit on the shank of tho

aerew lo obtain » li«* correct al*e before borinir.

When an attempt is made to fasten

two pieces of wood together without ade-

quate boring, the joint sometimes can-

not be pulled tight because the shank

of the screw will not slide in the first

or uppermost board. In such a case the

only remedy is to remove the screws and
bore larger holes for their shanks.

A small amount of lubricant, usually

soap, placed on the threads of a screw,

will make it easier to drive and help pre-

vent breakage. Tests have proved that

the holding power of the screw is not

appreciably diminished by this practice.

A countersink should always be used

to make a seat for .flat-headed screws.

To drive screws a part of the way with

a hammer, Fig. 16, is not so vicious a

practice ns some would believe, for sci-

entific tests seem to indicate that the

holding power of a screw is slightly in-

creased by being so treated, provided

it is not driven too far. The blow of the

hammer bonds the fibers of the wood
downward around the screw and in this

position they offer additional resistance.

The use of a screw-driver bit in a

brace is shown in Fig. 17. Such a tool

facilitates the driving of all larger screws.

and heavier ones. Screws inserted in end
grain will not hold more than 75 per cent
as much as those in the side grain, there-
fore use longer screws.

HOW TO USE GLUE

In building and repairing, glues play
such an important part that we should
know more about these sticky substances
and how to use them so that the articles

made or mended with their aid will hold

together under all reasonable conditions

of everyday use and even abuse.

Glue has been used for many cen-

turies. Back in the days of the Egyptian

pharaohs it was used to build beautiful

veneered work. Through the centuries its

uses have been multiplied.

Like the earliest glues, the bulk of

those made today are from scraps of the

hides, the fleshings, and the bones of

animals. They arc sold in ground, flake,

nnd sheet forms.

Liquid glue usually is made from fish

stock, which is washed and cooked in a

similar way to animal stock. A very in-
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prepared simply by stirring into cold

water. They make a strong, moisture-

resisting joint. For glued work exposed

to outside weather conditions they have

no superior. They arc used universally

in building airplanes.

There arc other so-called glues made
from starches, dextrines, and blood albu-

men, which arc used commercially for

many purposes.

To obtain the best results with glue in

the home workshop, we must have cer-

tain equipment. This should include a

can of the best quality liquid glue, some

high grade cabinet flake glue, r. jacketed

gluepot, two glue brushes, a cheap dairy

thermomeb r, clamps, and hand screws.

Gluopots can be purchased at any
hardware store. The outer vessel is filled

with water and heated over n gas-burner

or stove. There are more expensive pots

heated by electricity.

Good bristle glue brushes with brass

ferrules cost from GO cents to SI each,

according to size. However, a basswood

stick soaked in water for from two to

three days and hammered so that the

end fibers become separated makes a

good substitute. As the end wears away,

more of the fibers can be separated. If a

brush gets hard, soaking it in water will

restore it to its soft condition. The dairy

type of thermometer costs about 81. Cnr-

ringemak. ts’ iron clamps and carpenters’

hand screws cost from 40 cents up.

The various utensils used with glue

should be cleansed carefully and fre-

quently with boiling water. Any small

amounts of 8|x>ilcd glue remaining in the

gluepot or on the brushes greatly weaken

ami sometimes ruin fresh glim.

When liquid glues are set. aside after

use, the containers ought to be closed

tightly. If through evaporation the glue

becomes too thick, dilute it slightly with

clean, warm water. Do not use vinegar.

Ground, flake and sheet glues should

be kept in a clean, dry place, preferably

in a tightly covered container of some

sort.

In preparing dry animal glues, the glue

should be soaked until soft in clean, cold

water. It always should be stirred into

the water to insure complete soaking.

Sheet, glues should be allowed to soak

at least 12 hours; flake glues, from 4 to

9 hours, according to thickness of the

flakes; and ground glues from 2 to 4

hours. It is advisable to let them all

soak overnight or prepare them in the

morning if they arc to be used during

the evening.

The amount of water depends upon

the grade of glue. The v iter-tnking

quality of bide glues varies from 1 V-i to

3 parts of water to 1 part of glue.

Medium grade hide glues take 2!'j parts

of water to 1 part glue by weight. W bile

bone glues are not recommended for

wood jointing, sometimes they are used

and they take only from 1
: o l

1/- parts

of water.

KlO. 19.—A dairy li*n*®«r|cr may I* urd
to avoid accWratally healing niim.il glue

beyond ISO* K.

Both hide and bone glues have a wide

range of grades, but it pays to use the

best glue obtainable.

It always is best to weigh the glue and

water each time after the right propor-

tion has been determined (Fig. 181. Glue

cannot be prepared by guesswork. Ani-

mal glue should not be too thick. It is

necessary for glue to penetrate into the

articles to he glued in order to bind them
together. If too thick, it jells on the sur-

face.

Scales were not mentioned in the list

of equipment as they arc cx|*cnsivc. Usu-

ally a local store will allow you to weigh

your glue.

After soaking, the glue should l»e dis-

solved in tin* gluepot. If the soaking is

complete, the glue will melt readily. If

all the water has not been absorbed,

leave it with the glue in the pot. Be sure

there is water in the jacket of the pot.

Place the thermometer in the glue

and 1m? sure tin? temperature does not

rise above 150® F. (Fig. 19). Glue does

Fro. 20.—H<* cine always “booM S«* applied

freely Io both edges of the iron,! to bo Joined.

not have to be “cooked” to make it

sticky. Ileat is simply to dissolve it and

to keep it liquid. When the temperature

rises about 100° F., glue rapidly loses

strength and if this temperature is con-

tinued for some time, the glue is ruined.

Casein glues of good grade usually are

prepared by stirring rapidly 1 part of

glue into 2 parts of cold water by weight.

Continued mixing is required until all

lumps are broken up. The mixture should

stand from 15 to 30 minutes for the

completion of the chemical action. Only

enough glue for the day should be mixed,

as these glues become solid like a piece

of cheese after about- 12 hours.

The preparation of the articles to be

glued is important, especially if wood.

The joint should be clean and dry. No
wood that has not been thoroughly kiln

dried should be used with either animal

or fish glues. Wood not thoroughly dried

can be glued with casein glue.

The wood should be jointed perfectly

before applying glue. Uniform contact

between the two pieces must be assured.

Brush glue on quickly and vigorously

and apply it. to both parts to be joined

(Fig. 20). Then clamp the work tightly

so as to force (he joint together and allow

the glue to dry.

When repairing furniture and other

articles that have been glued previously,

scrape awnv all old glue and have the

joints perfect again before gluing.

In cold weather it always is well to

have the parts warm before applying

the glue. Animal glue sets quickly and

if i( jells before the wood conics together

Fro. 21.—Liquid glue kIiouIiI bo brushed on

vigorously nul all port* of the Joint well

covered.

firmly, the joint is worthless. When the

wood is warm, it retards the “sot” and

gives the glue a chance to penetrate.

When prepared liquid glue is applied

to a joint, it is quite possible to obtain

good results by giving one coat of glue

to the parts and pressing them together

immediately. This is the common way
of using liquid glue, but it is not the

best way. A little additional pains will

insure a very much stronger joint.

First- apply a thin coat of liquid glue

and allow it’to penetrate into the wood.

It is not necessary to thin or dilute the

glue; simply brush it- out thinly. Then

apply a second coating and allow the

glue to become “tacky” to the finger be-

fore pressing the joint together and

tightening the clamps, hand screws,

wedges, or whatever means of pressure

is to be used.
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Liquid glue should not be heated ex-

cept in cold weather when it has become
chilled and is too thick. If the glue then

is warmed or heated to a temperature

not exceeding from 100° to 120° F.. it

is in no way injured. It is a common cus-

tom when liquid glue is purchased in a

can to place the container with the

chilled glue in a pan of hot water (Fig'

21). It soon becomes liquid enough to

apply on any material.

When hot animal glue is used, coat

the wood freely on both sides of the

joint, press the parts together, and clamp

immediately.

When glued wood is placed in the

clamps or presses and these are set up
(Fig. 22), the surface glue is squeezed

into the wood as well as out to the sur-

face of the joint. If the proper pressure

is applied, the surplus glue is eliminated

that is, the surplus that is not pressed

into the grain of the wood. When n joint

is broken, no surplus glue should appear

on the broken parts. The glue should be

forced into the wood or squeezed out.

Fin. 22.— In unlns huml .rn-n k**p th-
Jatvh imrnllrl with tin* woixl arul u*c m<nlrr-

nt* prfiwir*.

Casein glues should he applied to both

sides of the joint and clamped. Plenty

of time can be taken to do this, as thesfc

glues set slowly. It is well to wipe off

whatever surplus glue is squeezed out in

clamping, as casein glue dries like flint.

In setting up wood in the clamps or

hand screws, only enough pressure

should be used to bring the two pieces

firmly together. Too much pressure

squeezes most of the glue out. The wood
should be allowed to remain in the

clamps 24 hours in a dry place.

There are many other purposes for

which glue can be used in the home
workshop, such ns for sizing different

materials to give them body and also to

cover a surface so that other materials

to be applied will not penetrate. Much
liquid glue also is used in the prepara-

tion of plastic art clays, often called

“gesso.”

The preparation of gesso is not diffi-

cult. Mix 1 gill of liquid glue, 1*4 cups

viu. Z3.—flow IO gin* lm«nl« '
ransli.c thorn, pl-nluc. I**las for ir«rnr»«.

applying the fl«:*\ aod clamplnc.

of whiting, and 3 teaspoons each of

seed oil and varnish. These will

about 1 cup of high-grade gesso

mixed. If the paste is too thin, add more

whiting.

Gesso is used for plastic or modeled

decorations on picture frames, novelties,

and furniture. It can be applied with a

brush or by means of one of the tools

ordinarily used in applying decorative

frosting on pastry.

GLUING BOARDS TOGETHER

The first step in gluing boards together

to form table tops or wide pieces for

other purposes is to arrange them with

reference to color and grain. Put the

wider pieces toward the ed|es. if pos-

sible. Mark two lines across id V shape,

as shown in Fig. 23 at A, and number

the boards.

The inside edge of the first board at

either side is planed straight and free of

’•wind” as at B. No squaring is needed as

the facing edge is to be planed to the

corresponding angle. Have the plane

sharp. Note how the jointer plane is held

parallel to the edge and how the fingers

of the left hand help to keep it steady.

When the edge of the next board has

been planed, the joint is sighted ns at C.

At the ends the joint must -e absolutely

tight and true; the middle may be

slightly open. When each joint 1ms been

planed, the whole piece is set up and

tested for straightness as at D.
Two pieces arc laid across I he bench

to support the work ns at E. (’lamps are

adjusted for length before glue is ap-

plied. If the shop is cold, the joints

should be wanned, but not made hot.

Use freshly made glue of the best qual-

ity. If flake cabinet glue is used, it should

be soaked beforehand in cold water. A
good grade of liquid glue will serve, but

warm the tin in water. Ho not clamp too

tightly. Level the joints on the face

side with a mallet, or n block and a ham-

mer. The glued-up boards are kept

straight by the use of wooden cross-

pieces and hand screws ns at /’. These

are put. on each end of the work. The

work is left for about 24 hours so that

the joints will dry thoroughly.

PLANING A BOARD ACCURATELY

Surface planing should be done, if pos-

sible. with strokes made the whole length

of the board, as shown in Fig. 24 at A.

If the board is wide, “cross plane” it
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first
;
then start at one edge, letting each

shaving partly overlap the previous one
until the whole surface is covered. Re-
peat, working back to the first edge.

Test the surface with the edge of the

plane against the light ns shown at B.

Also tost from corner to corner to detect

twist or “wind.” If the board is large,

this is done on the bench, using a straight

edge, if the plane is not long enough.
Plane the end as at C, after one broad

surface and one long edge have been

planed. The long planed edge is toward

the worker. Note that one corner is

chiseled off to prevent the wood from

splitting. When the edge is planed, the

chiseled corner disappears.

Test with the square as shown at I).

The end must be tested both from the

broad surface and the long edge. Hold

the handle firmly against the surface and

let the square down slowly. The last

plane stroke must be right across.

tinge for thickness as at K. Hold the

marking gage firmly against the wood

and tilt the bar forward. Mark both ends

and edges. When pinning, put the rough

end against the bench stop.

Mark to length ns shown at /'. Lay

the rule on the surface, locate the knife

at the correct point, then move the

square up against knife. For accurate

work, draw the lines all around the

board.
, , ,

Saw the board Vio >». beyond the knife

line ns shown at G, to allow for truing

the end with the plane by the method

previously used.

Mark to width ns shown at II when a

hoard is too wide for the gage.

1*1,AN ING A HARDWOOD SIKFACK

If you have a glued-up hardwood sur-

face to plane, first support it firmly on

the bench against one or two strips thin-

ner than itself as shown at A, Fig. 25.

It is essential, too, that the bench be ab-

solutely rigid. If your bench happens to

give when pushed against, brace it in

any convenient way.
Level olT diagonally at B, and then

plane straight with a jointer plane.

Adjust the smooth plane blade and

hack iron by holding the sharpened iron

as shown at C, and pushing the cap for-

ward with the thumb until the cutting

edge appears no wider than a thread.

Hold it in place with the left hand and

tighten the screw.

Plane lengthwise with the smooth

plane as at I). Have the iron exceedingly

sharp and adjusted accurately to make

the thinnest possible shavings.

Scrape the surface with the grain, but

at a slight angle as at E. Sharpen the

cabinet scraper by the method described

and illustrated on pages 111 and 412.

Next sandpaper with No. 1, V2 ,
or 0

Fib. 21 —Sirps In ptait.g a board accurately. Tc.lnp the surface and Mill for CrucuwH. Snell'S

for t lucknets, rawlne off to 1-nctb. and markine for width.

paper, depending u|>on the wood and

quality of surface desired. Wrap the

paper a round a block ami make straight

strokes back and forth with the grain as

nt F. Crosswise or circular strokes are

certain to leave scratches that will later

show through the polish.

DOWELED BUTT JOINTS

The doweled butt joint is useful in

building screen frames, doors, furniture,

and many types of glued woodwork.

After the pieces have been squared, the

first step is gaging center lines for the

dowel holes. Do the gaging from the

face-marked sides as shown in Fig. 20

at A. If you arc making a table, for ex-

ample, mark the mils first; then reset

the gage for marking the legs.

How to mark the location of the

dowel holes is shown nt B. The corre-

sponding rail and leg are gripped tem-

porarily in the vise and cross lines are

scratched on with a knife. Accuracy is

the prime consideration at this point if a

square, light-fitting joint is to result.

Marking (he centers is shown at C. A
fine finishing nail is used as a prick

punch to make a place for the spur of
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(he auger bit. If this is not done, the

grain of the wood may throw the bit out

of line before (lie spur has taken bold.

Another method of marking two pieces

is simply to place common pins on one

part and press the other part on the first

in the correct position.

Boring the dowel holes is illustrated

at D. A try-square if used when boring

serves to test the angle of the auger bit

and in a measure indicates the depth of

the hole. Note the advance of the chuck

along the blade to tell how deep the

point of the bit has gone in. Set the table

leg at an angle in the vise to allow the

knob of the brace to go against your

body. Get each hole as nearly perpen-

dicular as possible. In the average work

a good depth for the holes is about l'/io

in. for 2-in. dowels.

Making the dowels is done ns at E.

If they are not purchased ready-made,

the wooden dowels must be made of

straight-grained hard wood. Split, the

rough pieces and plane them as shown

or make a wooden block with a tri-

angular groove to support the wood. A
dowel plate a steel plate with holes of

various sizes— also may be used.

Testing the joint is shown at F. The
dowels are cut to length and pointed

slightly at the ends. If they fit the holes

very tightly, it is well to run the piano

over them to make a narrow flat surface,

or make a saw kerf their full length.

This allows the pocketed air and surplus

glue to escape and lessens the chance of

the wood's splitting. Use a small brush

nr a stick slightly less than the dowels

in diameter to nut glue in the holes.

Then insert the ciowds in the rails. Glue
the joining surfaces, press the parts to-

gether, and apply clamps. Test again

when the clamps arc in place, to see that

the clamps have not been so tightened

as to distort the joints, which some-

times causes unexpected difficulties.

HAIIHETEI) JOINTS

Amateur mechanics who nail and

screw together their woodwork without

any pretense at joinery are missing half

(lie fun of woodworking. To make a

workmanlike joint—even so simple a

joint as a plain rabbeted joint—gives

r
° You° wiil^'find many uses for rabbeted folly square*! ends. ustmlly is less. Gage along the end and

joints in making furniture, and, indeed, Itemm-e the vertical member and place l« ,,lc
.

kn»« hne
?
n,onS {]

"\

in all sorts of woodwork. Drawer fronts, the J<"ife in the irark previously made. 1 the piece in a vise and cut down

for instance, are often rabbeted to take Then move a try-square against the on the gage lines with a ripsaw, begin-

the side pieces, instead of being dove- knife and draw a line across the surface nrng the cut on the nearer corner as at.

tailed. Sometimes this is called an end- as at IS Continue the line halfway down IE As you proceed with the cutting,

bip joint each edge- On rough work a pencil is bring the saw level.

‘

After face-marking the pieces, place "sed instead of a knife but it is easier Lay the piece flat on a bench hook

one member on the other and even at to work accurately to a knife line. or fasten it in the vise and cut away

the end and edges, ami make a mark Set » marking gage for whatever the surplus wood with a crosscut or

in the inner corner ns shown in Fig. 27 amount of end grain is to remain visible hacksaw as at E. Beginners usually lino

at A. Both pieces, it might be well to >" rabbeted member as at C-this it best, and it is always safest, to cut a

remind tl,R brdinner, should have care- «"«>' ** °n c t*»c thickness, but V-groove with a knife or chisel before

hardwood wr-
adju*tln£ lb*

c tb* cabli«.|

Fio. 25
Cnr*. 5
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making a saw cut of this kind.

Glue the joint and fasten with plenty

of finishing nails or screws as at F, at

the same time testing for squareness.

MORTISE AND TENON JOINTS

The mortise and tenon joint is uni-

versally useful ill constructing furniture.

To lay’ out a joint for connecting a table

leg and rail, for example, first mark the

limits of the mortise, as shown in Fig. 28

at A. This length may be two-thirds or

three-quarters the width of the rail.

Set a gage to locate the mortise on the

log. When marking the rail as at It,

use a thin piece of wood ns shown to

provide for the desired offset. Mark the

center of the mortise as a boring guide.

Bore holes close together along the mor-
tise, using an auger bit the full size that

the finished cut is to be, ns at C. If no

depth gage is nl. hnnd, make one from a

block of wood. Next clean lip the mortise

with ft wide chisel as at / >, tapping it

with your hnnd or a mallet. Square up

the ends with ft chisel of suitable width.

Some mechnnics cut mortises entirely

with a mortise chisel.

Cut the tenon with a fine ripsaw (six

points or finer) ns nt E, and n hacksaw
or flno crosscut saw. Mark the width

I he finished tenon is to he by holding it

cl., o to tho mortise. Then um a marking
gnge or .'imply gage with ft pencil held

against the thumbnail ns nl F. Remove
surplus wood with ripsaw and cross-

cut saw.
The finished joint should fit so Hint it

can he put together by the pressure of

tho bauds as shown at (7.

CROSS- 1.A 1’ JOINTS

The first steps in fitting n cross-lap

joint, useful for framing or furniture

construction, are to square and face-

mark the pieces, ns shown in Fig. 29 at.

A, and find the middle point of each or

the middle point of I he joint, if it is not

to he central. Through each point square

n line with your knife.

Lay one piece on the other ns shown

at If, guiding the upper one against a

square. Then remove the square and

mark points nt each side for the width.

Square a line across the wood at the

points you have just marked, ns nt C,

and also halfway across each edge.

Both this step and that shown at If

must be followed out on both of tho

pieces. Set your marking gage for np-

proximat-Iv one-half the thickness of

the wood ami mark the edges of both

pieces, working from the face side as

at D.
Hither use a hacksaw for cutting the

joint, first chiseling a V-slmped groove

to start the blade, or clam]) a piece of

wood to the stock ns a guide and cut

Kio. II.>« lo BM-c U.iKrlnl l.all (..I ii Ik. UhbIub »n<l niHlUllB fur 111© dOWl'l holpK, bnrlllB lltfUl,

latlns I lie duwrli. mid (r>lla| liio join*.

snugly against it with a fine handsaw ns

at E. An expert woodworker docs not

need this aid, as he can run a fine saw
against a knife line by eye with great

precision. The saw cut must be accurate

so that no trimming will have to be done.

Make n cut or two in the waste wood to

aid in chiseling. Hold the work with a

waste piece behind it as shown at F and

use as wide a chisel ns possible to re-

move the waste wood.

The finished joint shown at (/ should

go together without forcing. The joint

may be laid out in other ways, but

this is a safe, easy method for beginners.

DADO JOINTS

The dado is a useful joint for door

and window frames, shelving and furni-

ture. After the boards arc planed to di-

mensions, square a knife line across one

of them nt a distance from the end equal

to the thickness of the stock plus the

desired extension as shown in Fig. 80

nt A. This line marks tho inner cut for

the dado.
Place the second board on the first

one, mark the width of the stock ami

square a second line across as nt If.

Then carefully mark the depth of the

dado with a gage.

Unless you are an expert with the

saw, it is advisable first to make a V-
groovc for starling the saw ns nt C.

This insures a clean and very accurate

cut. Use a hacksaw or any fine handsaw.

Start the cut on the farther side and

gradually lower the saw to a horizontal

|X)sition as nt D. Cut exactly to the

depth of the gage lines on both edges.

Remove the waste wood with ns wide

a chisel ns possible, working first with

the bevel down and then with the bevel

up as at E. Test the bottom of the dado

with a square.

If the dado is made accurately, the

parts should fit without play when
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mand of a cabinetmaker.

It can be made in three principal

forms the half, half-blind, lapped or
stopped dovetail, as at the front corners

of a drawer; the through dovetail, as in

fine boxes, chests and cases and some-
times at the back corners of drawers;

and the mitered or secret dovetail, which

outwardly looks the same ns a mitered

joint.

There are many ways of making dove-

tail ininls. The experienced mechanic

half t

COvi ran

pressed firmly together as at F. The joint
may he fastened with glue or nails, or
both. It must he very accurately fitted

if glue alone is to he used.

DOVETAIL JOINTS

If you will pull out. one of the drawers
of almost any well-built piece of furni-

ture, you will find the front and sides

are fastened together with a multiple

dovetail joint—the aristocrat of wood
joints. This is at once one cf the strong-

est and neatest of fastenings at the com-

often lays out the tails by eye. He takes

care, if doing fine work, to make the

pins much narrower thnn the tails. This

distinguishes a handmade dovetail from

t he much commoner machine dovetail, in

which pins and tails arc the same width.

The illustrations

A to II, Fig. 31,

show how to make
a half dovetail (as

for a drawer). The
steps in construc-

tion are ns follows:

Mark (he thick-

ness of each sido

on the front ns

shown at A.
Square across

each side fur the

distance it is to

lap over the front

ns shown at B.

(lago a eorres|K>nd-

ing line on the end

of the front.

Mils. «® mramir? mark th® width and d®ptb ot Uio rabbet, ru>» out

tht aarplu* ml, and nail the board* tocctlior.

THROUGH" IYPE,

%
On the side-

liocos mark the

cnglh and angles

(15 or 20 degrees)

of tails ns at C.

Cutting the tails with a fine back- or

dovetail saw is shown at D. Several

pieces at a time can be cut.

Remove the waste wood with a chisel

ns at- E. Work from both sides and split

the lines with great care.

Transfer the exact shape of the tails

to the front member by holding the

pieces in position and marking with a

knife as at /*’. Continue the lines on

the inside down to the cross line, which

was drawn with the square and knife.

Saw down on the lines at an angle ns

shown nt G; the wood between the pins

then can be carefully removed with a

chisel.
. t

Properly made, the joint may be

pressed together bv hand ns shown nt

II. Apply a little glue before assembling.

Substantially (lie same process can l»c

followed in making n through dovetail

joint, except for (he preliminary laying

out. Figure 32 shows the difference be-

tween the two types.

The gaged line nt the end of the

drawer front referred to previously may
be from % to % in. in from the front

fnce. This lap is shown in the middle of

the three drawings of Fig. 32; compare

with A, B, and F, Fig. 31.

HOW TO DO INLAYING

Inlaying is often regarded by the

amateur craftsman ns a difficult process.

'Phis is because he has never seen how
inlaying is done and, therefore, docs not

realize how comparatively simple and

easy the process really is.

While inlaying is quite easy to do, it

is n process’ that does not lend itself

readily to machine production. Inlaid

pieces of furniture command a good price

by virtue of the handwork lavished upon

them, while the painted imitations and

plain pieces sell for very much less.

The home woodworker, who is inter-

ested and ambitious enough to experi-

ment a little with inlaying, will be amply
repaid for his trouble through the satis-

faction he will experience in being able

to make furniture not only of greater

beauty and distinction, but also of

greater intrinsic value—a value that can

be measured directly in dollars and
cents.

Inlay in general is made in two forms,

lines or bands of varying widths anti

patterns, and inserts of a multitude of

shapes and designs. This material is

made by specialists. The lines are in

pieces one yard long and vary in price

from less than a cent, to about twelve

cents a yard. The inserts are sold by
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the piece; those described in this article

cost from SO cents or less to SI each.

When lines are to be inlaid, a groove

must first be cut in the wood of exactly

the same width as the line and of a

depth about equal to the thickness of the

line. The tool for cutting such a groove

(Fig. 33) can easily be made of an old

hack saw blade or similar piece of thin

steel. It is ground down on an emery

wheel to approximately the right width-

after which it is sharpened on one side

only like a chisel. The more carefully

no. 33. r.'wrlnr uroovc* f«.r laln>* wltfc m«-iui^l

mnrllni; cnifc which him a cnlt<*r In.trud of a p-lni.

this sharpening is done the better it will

cut. The spur is removed from an ordi-

nary marking gage and tins piece of

steel inserted in its place (Fig. 34).

A groove is then cut with this tool, and

if it is too wide the cutter is ground

down. For the best results the groove

should be so narrow that tbf inlay must

be forced gently in place. This t«iol will
’

cut g.tMKes across

dT_) the grain, but cor-

fi®!| ners nn<l awkward
]jj|!jl|

l

i
il| places generally

~\ rUlH IP _ must he cut and

^
,
,.i.i.Li.uL|{(jY 'I pli-u, cleaned up with

a pockctknife and
a Ko-in. chisel

(sometimes ground
down to Fa-j in.,

depending on the

width of the in-

lay). It is recommended to make a

cutter for the plain satin lines, '/is in.

wide. For wider lines, two or more cuts

can be made with this cutter until the

desired width is obtained.

When (he grooves have all been cut

and the corners cleaned, the lines arc

cut to length and mitered in the cor-

ners. Thin glue is then run into the

grooves and the inlay forced in place

CUI1ER

Pm. 31.—T«*»l f«r cut-

ting groove* niiKtc from
common mnrklns *«**••

king « nortU* and tenant joint, lion to cug- und mark th<* mortise und tenon

a table: using the •nc«>r bit and chlml to make the mortise, anil the rip imir

to cat the tenon; pressing the HiilsLed Joint together.

both on the tray and the insert. If

the insert is of an oval or circular

shape, the outline is cut. down with

a sharp penknife, after which the

wood in the center is cut away
with a router plane. Set. the plane to cut

only a thin shaving at a time until the

desired depth (equal to the thickness of

the insert) has been reached. If the work

has been carefully done, the insert

should fit in the recess that has been cut.

It is glued in place face down, with the

in place at the same time.

Inserts sold by manufacturers of

marquetry are always glued to a
piece of brown wrapping paper and
set in a piece of mahogany veneer.

This surplus veneer around the

edges is first cut away with a

knife. The insert is then placed

fare down in the exact center of

the tray, and a fine line marked
around it with a sharp pencil

Draw perpendicular center lines
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Fic. 29.—lllnttrating n gowl method of milking n cromvlnp

joint. Souring and fMf-marking tlio plccea, gaging nod

mnrklne the depth of thr lap with n gag*. makliiR the irnw

cats to the knife lines, chisellnc out the waste wood, nnd
lapping tbc Joint together.

Flo. 35.—Trny with harder lines ami cor-

ner and center Insert*: note alternative de-

signs for the corners.

brown paper on top, nnd is held in place

by n weight. When it lias dried over-

night, it is scraped with a cabinet or

veneer scraper. This removes the brown

paper nnd brings out the pattern of the

inlay. The corner inserts ate inlaid after

the line inlay lias dried.

A serving tray such ns illustrated in

Fig. 35 is a serviceable as well as beau-

tiful add'finn to

the furnishings of

the dining room.

He fore beginning

work on it, how-

ever, it is well to

ascertain if the di-

mensions given arc

suitable for the

stand or tea wagon

on which it is to lie

placed.

Its construction

is very simple. The
bottom is made
and inlaid as de-

scribed above. The
frame consists of

four pieces put to-

gether with a rab-

bet led joint at tbc

corners, as shown.

The opening to

form tbc handle is

carefully laid out

oil one niece, after

which t lie two end

pieces are clamped
together and a
number of boles

are bored through

them with a %-in.

auger bit. The bits

of wood left be-

tween these holes

arc cut away
with a chisel and
smoothed with
scraper, file and

sandpaper. It is bettor to cut these boles

before cutting the outside shape nnd

making the joints, because there is loss

danger of splitting.

The frame is glued together, smoothed

and sanded, after which it is either glued

or screwed to the bottom. The writer

has found gluing the easier, if enough

hand screws arc available. It is not

recommended to use a glass plate over

the bottom, because dust will collect

under the glass in time and make it un-

sightlv, and if any liquid is spilled it

is likely to run under the glass. If the

tray is finished with linseed oil it will

not be marred

easily even if

s (i m e t h i n g is
spilled on it.

'I* h c m i r r or
shown in Fig. 30 is

suitable, for n hall,

a parlor, or a bed-

room. The four
pieces forming the

frame are first

squared to dimen-
sions, after which

the rabbets arc cut
f#\r iltd rrl'tcc

r
I’l\PV
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MATERIALS FOR TKAV, FRAME.
AND TEA TABLE

So. IV*. T. W. U fart

Serving Tray

i y, to 18 But tom

2 % 1 1TV4 Sides

2 % ty. It) Ends

2

1

\

Inlay

Center insert

Corner inserts

Mirror Frame
l)

1 2y, 25% Side*

1 1 3V4 1014 Top
1 1 4% I0VS Hot tom

t % 4% in To,.

1 M IVj 17 Hot tom
1 % 114 1!) Molding

1 % 12 10 Harking

2
2

•r« IV» Rosettes (turned)

Insert*

• r yds. Inlay

I Vi 11% 18% Plate glnra

Tea Table

2 m IVi 30 Vj Frnmo
2 114 114 8

"

1 IVi IV. 18V4
i

4 i'/i r> 8V4
44

1 i 3Vi 20 bower brace

1 i 2 20 l»|.|.er
M

1 \h IS 24 Tray

1 % % 78 Molding

2 yds. Inlay

1
Insert

2

1

% IVi Hinge*
Catch

All d'ti'CliMOiw nro in incite* except

\V hero otherwise upeeifira.

;4SK

Ft
I
- *

DC K

'

3L

Wi
* A»

'

nro then joined in

the corners with

dowels ns shown,
glued, smoothed
nn<l sanded.

The grooves for

the inlay arc cut

with the marking

!

;nge
f

the head
tearing against
the outside edges

of the wood. The
insert is glued in

place ns described

above, nfter which
the whole frame is

scraped and
smoothed. A small

bead ns indicated

in Tig. 30 may be

cut with an ordi-

nary marking gage

on the inside edges

of the frame after

it has been glued together.

The top piece is glued to the top of

the frame after the insert and the turned

rosettes have been glued in place. The

joint is covered by a piece of molding,

which can either he bought ready made

or worked out with a gouge, scraper and

sandpaper.
The backing should be of soft pine or

Pia so —St,,., In maklnr «la.lo Joint. Martini: the Inner cut for liiv dado nml the width or the

stock; making a V-groove for tlartlne «1k* u«: uwInB to the rbrc tin,,, removing the waste wood
with a chisel, and testing the Joint.

p oowaxwr

JfOJOV 7WXIGH nUMt/

A

rt-

,

Fic. 36.—A mirror of rare charm with in-

laid line* decorative insert*. and rosette*

whitewood and nailed in place. It is a

good plan to place several layers of paper
between the glass and the backing.
The tea table shown in Fig. 37 is a

piece of furniture that is a little out of

the ordinary. It consists of a tray hinged

to a frame.
The frame is very simple of construc-

tion. consisting of five pieces joined by
doweled joints. The vertical sides each

have two shaped pieces of the same
thickness as the frame glued to them.
These pieces may be beaded on the edges

as shown by first gaging the beads with

a marking gage and then slightly round-

ing them with chisel, scraper, and sand-

paper.

The two sides of the frame are joined

with the shaped stretcher at the bottom,
which is mortised into them and glued

in place. The piece to which the tray is

hinged is glued and screwed to the

frame.

The tray, which is Yz in. thick, is in-
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laid as shown, after which a molding is

fitted and glued in place flush with the

edges. It is hinged to the crosspiece in

such a way that when it is in the hori-

zontal position it projects an equal

amount on each side of the frame. The
hinges should work rather stiffly so that

the tray will not tip when placed in the
verticni position. When used for serving

ten (in the horizontal position), it is pre-

vented from tipping by a catch, which
locks it securely to the crosspiece.

HW PLANOF 7MY

MCtDItti

wwwtf 3Krm
wiion thin ill«Mni*llr«* l*n «oM* U
nw, die lop Klnn.l- uprl|ht.

If mahogany is used for the three

pieces of furniture described above, it is

recommended to stain it with lime dis-

solved iu water, ns this docs not discolor

the inlay. If stained with bichromate of

potassium or ordinary slain, the inlay

has to be scraped afterwards with ft very

sharp knife to remove the stain, and this

HOW TO 1M> VF.NF.KK1NO

Amateur woodworkers nre prone to

consider veneering a phase of woodwork-

ing entirely beyond the range of their

abilities and to speak of it with a note

of awe and longing in their voices. To
demonstrate that the simpler forms of

veneering are not beyond the abilities

of any homo worker with a fair degree

of skill, the making of a veneered box

will be described. It is such a box (Fig

38) as any young lady will value as a

gift from her father, her brother, or even

more from some other girl’s brother.

The box itself (Fig. 39 1 may be made
of any easily worked, thoroughly sea-

soned' 1
/^ in. thick wood, but the veneer

should be mahogany, rosewood, walnut,

or other fancy wood. Veneers can be pur-

chased from some lumber dealers, from

many plywood manufacturers and

dealers in fancy woods, and usu-

glued in place, cut '/i*in. pieces the

width of the space between the top

and bottom inside of the box

(about 3% in.) and just the length

to fit snugly as indicated by dotted

lines D. A drop or two of glue on
the end wood will hold these pieces,

which are to resist the pressure of

the hand screws and prevent the

sides and top frr -

1

bending in-

wards when the veneer is clamped on.

Be sure the outside of the box is

planed smooth, for rough and imperfect

places will almost always show through

thin veneer. As this article is primarily

ally from cabinetmakers and fur-

niture repair men.
The corners and the top and

bottom of the box should be made
with halved joints to reduce the

amount of visible end wood, which
might show beneath the veneer

under certain circumstances. Fit

the joints carefully to insure

squareness, and glue and nail the

parts together with 1-in. No. 16

brads, being careful that the nails

will not interfere later on with

sawing the box at C.

Before the top and bottom are
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a discussion of veneering, the box itself hours, and longer if possible. On a broad mental than useful.

can be left to the skill of the worker surface more time would be necessary. Make the tray about 3/in in. smaller
without further directions. Trim the veneer to the other surfaces than required to allow for the velvet lin-

The veneers for the ends should be of the box with the utmost care. Prepare ing which should cover the inside corn-

cut about y-> in. larger each way than the veneer, paper, and cauls for the sides of pletely. Make the tray of % 6-in. wood
size of the box, as at E. Make straight, the box and repeat the gluing process, with butt joints throughout. Plane the

hand screws if they arc avail- front face of the tray back on a slight

able, although four will answer the pur- angle as at K to allow the cover to close
paper to be placed pose if placed judiciously. Allow the

without striking the front of the tray.

same time for setting and repeat the . .

process upon the top. Xo veneer will be
f

11 "? 1 llr
.

e0
?.
r

,

m ',re bl" n c0“ 3

nccileil on ,| le bottom, although . piece
ot 8,iel

“i-
rubbcd »lUl *<* 4/0 send-

••• i'l ^ -ii pnper between coals, aim polish with
the last thing, will finish '

rXntsA „ fllrn5fiIP«

smooth cauls (blocks! of some soft wood using six

about the size suggested at F. Provide

pieces of folded news
between the veneer and the caul as at G;
the paper will absorb moisture coming
through the veneer from the glue. Set

hand screws or clamps as at H ready 0f felt, glued on i

for immediate use. Two may do but four the bottom correctly
will be better. Sandpaper nil the veneered surfaces.
You are now ready for gluing. The Round the corners slightly to prevent

room should be warm—at least 80° F., splintering, but not more than the thick-
although 100° would be better. Heat the ness of the veneer,

ends of the box, the veneer, and the cauls. With a sharp gage make an accurate
Wax the latter with a piece of paraffin line C \Vs in. from the top. Saw very
to prevent any danger of sticking. carefully around the box and remove
Use rather thick glue of good grade, pieces D. With a perfectly conditioned

newly mixed nnd very hot. Equally im- plane, smooth the sawed edges, being

portant are the speed and skill of the sure that no splinters arc broken from

worker. Spread the glue on one end of the veneers. Be sure to make the joint

tho box, not on the veneer; place the fit accurately,

veneer on the glue, then add the paper
and the caul. Turn the box to rest ver-

tically on this caul and repeat the proc-

ess on the other end.

Put the hand screws on without dis- w
turbing the cauls, nnd apply enough
pressure to insure perfect contact. Too
much pressure on such a small surface

will force the glue out around the edges

and ''starve” the joint just where the

greatest strength is needed. Another pair

of hands to hold pieces in place, if you
p| nrc

can get someone to help you, will aim-
c ,mu>i

plify this process.

When the squeezed-out glue has hard-
to gc ,

ened to a gummy texture, cut it away
and save some trouble later on. Allow
the box to remain at least twenty- four

hinges on" the back: the latter is bv fai

.. the simpler. 1

... A
s

although either would be more orna

FITTING JIIKCKS KXPERTLY

Few problems give a more accurate

measurement of a home worker's skill

than the filling of n pair of hinges. In

doing this the only mark or cut that

is “good enough” is that which is as

near absolute accuracy as the worker can

make it.

The exact length of the hinge AA in

Fig. 40 should he marked from the hinge

itself with a knife point. Never use a
Cut atrip® of veneer % in. wide and pencil where auoh aoourooy is required,

glue them around the joining edges of Line B should he made with a fiharp gago
both box and cover. Ccntly rub each pet about the thickness of n niece of pa-
Piccc in place, after all are cut and fitted, per leas than (he parallel thickness of tho

ith the fiat face of a hammer. This hinge from the joint ns shown at E,
must be done rapidly. which will prevent tho joint from ho-

tline the box edges first, for example, coming hinge bound. Tho gage lino C
and place a piece of paper and a caul should equal the distance between tho
on the veneer and weigh it down while edge of the hinge plnfo nnd the pin, as

the veneer is being plnecd on the cover, shown at E; if very fine work is desired,

j weights from the caul and the distance should bo ns at. C 1

,
but C

pnper and the cover upon it as is commonly used,

at J. Apply hand screws with In cutting to the lines, use a thin edged

moderate pressure, and allow the work chisel about. Vh in. wider than the dis-

Later trim and sandpaper the tone® C. Mako the first cut® as shown at

edee veneers. 2, which will allow cuts A to be made

Hang the cover with %-\n. narrow accurately as at 3. Cut the wood away

butt hinges or place small butterfly by using the chisel as at 4 nnd work

._
’ k ; the latter is by far carefully to depth line B. Plnco the edgo

Cut in a small lock or catch, of the chisel in line B, ns shown at 5. Cut

GlUt

GLUE

i J -2<B VELVET -UNCO BOX
,

< I

Ji7cTIC/J~B-9
" ^ (ccv“ *NC> TR*V "B****) VgA'fggWti-.rA^.^Z

Ftc. 30.—'This box Is a typical example of veneerlnr within the range of home

workshop equipment. Note the use of paper O, blocks f". and band screws H.
Fto. SS.—Attractive pieces like this trinket rase or jewel

box ran be made by any woodworker who learns tn-

of veneerinC.

1
r “•

f
%

Mi
~ •— —4
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1

1

io chisel as at 6 .and cut gently, for

there is danger of breaking out the wood
back of C.
Trim the cuts carefully, making the

lower surface or bed of the hinge ARC
and the bark cut straight and smooth
as at 7. Fasten the hinges with screws

ns at R. He sure the pin is in accurate

alignment with the corner D.
Lay out the distance C where each

hinge is to be placed on the other mem-
ber of (he joint, and locate the exact

endwise relationship. Set the hinges nt

these marks and drill a hole in the wood
at the center of one hole in each hinge.

Drive the screws until each hinge is

pulled down to its place. Inspect the

surface relations of the members of the

joint. Small inaccuracies may be reme-

died by loosening the first screw of one

rill. 40.—41i* «l*>|»0 • <* follow In mnrklnff

nttrl cliluclliiff Mnfle nu»rtl*wi on tMn
nntl cub!net door*.

or both hinges as may be necessary and

drilling a hole for the other screw of each

hinge close to that side of the hole,

which will tend to force the hinge end-

ways or sideways as may be needed.

FRICTION CATC I IKS FOR DOORS

The home worker often desires to keep

the floor of a cabinet or cupboard closed

without the use of a lock, a latch, or a

surface catch <>f any kind. The best solu-

tion is to apply a friction catch (1'ig.

41), which is cheap, efficient, and, above

all, easy to fit.

Hall friction catches usually range be-

tween Z\ and % in. in diameter and fj

and I in. in length. The size most com-

monly used for work about the house

is % by -y, in., for a catch of that size

may be safely placed in a 1% fj-in. r«il

or partition.

This type of catch may be purchased

in almost any well-stocked hardware

store. It is best to obtain the adjustable

variety, if possible; then the ball may

be screwed in or out to compensate for

the shrinkage or swelling of the door.

To turn the ball, it is necessary to insert

the points of a pair of dividers m the

plots or holes made for that purpose.

Fit and bang the door accurately, al-

lowing for the "sinkage”—let- us snv Z32
in. Then it is necessary to decide whether

the catch is to be located in the top or

bottom edge of the door about 1 in. from
the lock edge, or in the lock edge of the

door near the knob or pull.

If the face of the door twists out a lit-

tle or is not perfectly straight- at the

top, the catch may be placed at the tup;

it will then hold tlie door straight unless

it is too badly out of true. If the lower

IOC W.AO
TRlKER

next ron
AOVSTMCHTCATCH)

1

rRAfir. or casc/ Coooo sntC
Pki. 41.— Mow a fMellon CAlfli |A In-rrlrd

la n hair In Ihr door frame And how
(hr -Irlkrr la fastened to Ill* .loor.

corner springs out when the door is

closed, the catch should l»e placed there.

If placed near the center of the lock

edge, the shrinkage of the door may de-

mand more frequent adjustment of the

catch, but the door can lie opened and

closer! more easily.

I,ocntc the center of the catch about

as indicated, the dimensions being in-

tended to show only the relation between

the ball and the front of the frame ns

compared with the center of the striker

socket mid the face of the door. The
dimensions will vary with the thickness

of the floor and frame and the surface

sinkage of the door.

Bore the hole in the frame to receive

the plug and drive the plug into the hole

ns at- A. Close the door and work it- back

and forth a few limes to mark upon the

edge of the door the point where the

center of the ball rests when the door is

closed. A broad chalk mark made at this

place to receive the track made by the

bail will make the point show more defi-

nitely. „ ,

Place the striker plate on the door

with its beveled edge facing the inside

of the door as at B. Have the center of

the striker socket coincide with the cen-

ter point marked by the ball on the edge

of the door.

Mark accurately nround the striker

with a sharp-pointed knife. With knife

or chisel cut a recess to these lines so

the face of the plate will fit closely, and
of the depth to allow the striker plate to

rest flush with the wood when fastened

in place with screws. Cut away the wood
under the striker socket to allow the
ball to enter freely as at C.

If the frame of the door opening is

not (hick enough to receive, the ping,

it will be necessary to set it in the edge

of (be door. This is not, so satisfactory

ns placing it in the frame.

DRAWER LOCKS

The first step in fitting an ordinary

drawer lock of the type shown in Fig. 42,

regardless of (lie size, is to lay olT dis-

tance A' of the lock from the top edge

of the drawer front, adding a trifle, say

Zm in.—just enough so that the face of

the lock will set below the edge of the

drawer to allow pinning if necessary.

Mark this point with an awl, and

through the front bore a bole as nt A.

This may be a Vi-in. hole or smaller,

depending upon the size of the lock. Push
the projecting key nin of the lock into

the bole from the bark, center it, and
pcneil-mnrk around the front plate of

the lock ns at B. Lay (lie drawer front

face down on the bench and with a fine

saxv make triangular cuts ns nt C.

Cut the wood out to receive the body

of the lock ns nt /). Lay the look in thin

space ns nt K and knife-mark around the

F!0. «42.—By following: tlicso Sfop:> the

nmnteur raid ne(maker ran fit drawer loekn

easily and Accurately.

faceplate. The back plate is seldom pet

flush with the inside of the drawer front,

but. tins may be done, if desired.
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Cut out for the face pinto ns at F and °f f *ic face is scaled. Insert the cylinder al>
?
orl> ,l a,u| appear quite wet

finish the keyhole with a pad saw or from ,he outside of the door with the .

1 "', >’ cr a ‘ tcr layer of paper i

keyhole saw. If tl.e work has been done keyhole down. Place the false cap or
,n ,lns ,n

,

anncr
J"

11 ' 1

(
rom g,x

\

accurately, the lock should appear about perforated plate on the lock side with or more layers have been used

ns nt G when it is fastened in place. the screw holes above the center. Drive t ,e f^jmred strength 1

Run the drawer partially in its case, home the two connecting screws that
>e ,,,r<

j

d mtn romplcli

With the key turn the holt out and touch fasten the false cap, the cylinder, and i'.LJi,
*

a nnK^nicrrq'nf ' nil* ch
the face with black grease or paint. Close the face ring firmly in place. Locate the i

™ \
*

'

1

J ™ !
H'O 'trnuer and turn the key until the Intel, aeeutnlely and drive the aerewa

Urn lo sl "",e ' nll,cr tlln

bolt stops against the partition, as nt which liold it in place on the door.
//. This will leave a black mark on the To apply -the striker—the member
wood. Remove the drawer and with a which is engaged by the latch—it

**•*

chi*- 1 a I it l lo whirr than «l.e thirkn*« in rrrta.r, raars (o
*

of the bolt, cut out the bolt hole. cut into the door onsini .
^

‘

1 *

simpiuying me work. .•«««««

Wo shall consider first Ihe fitting of !»«* »»• must

n rim spring latch of the standard type x4

.

verified m every case, flora tlio

in the usual way for a right- or left- hole, remove the bookplate of

hand door (Fig. 43). Locale the desired *he latch, reverse (ho latch itself, re-

height of the latch, about 3 ft. C in. from l» ,a <*<? the bnckplate. and proceed us

Ihe (loor hut somewhat less if the np- previously dcscril>cd.

pronoh is from a porch floor that is lower „
A reverse lievel striker must I*

than Ihe floor of the house. If the din- "[
J*

1 the rnblict so that the latch

(mice from the center of the cylinder to will engage. Ihe sinker should 1*

the edge of f lic door is supimsed lo be 2 s,,t in a notch nil into the jamb to

in., it is well lo mark it actually 2 in.,
receive it ns illustrated,

so ns to set. the latch Imck /„ in.; this "hen looks and oilier hardware

allowance is for planing, should the door »«• of unusual design, the manufacturers

slick at any time. R.ne a 1-in. hole cn- "VPV «“» insdm-tu.ns for filling UMni.

tirely through the door stile.

CRAFT WORK WITH NKWSPAPKR

When used in conjunction with a
boiled starch paste, oewspn|»er l>eroines

mi ideal material for many construction

pur|»oscs. From it numerous articles have
been made, including the astronomical

camera ami boat illustrated in Fig. 44.

First a framework is constructed, pref-

erably of wood, having slats that arc

placed fairly close together. The spacing

of the slats depends, of course, on the

desired final strength.

Next prepare a generous quantity of

boiled starch paste. Take sufficient

water for the amount of paste required

and heat to boiling. While this is heat-

ing, mix common starch in a smnli quan-
tity of cold water until it is perfectly

smooth nnd of the consistency of heavy
crenm. When the water is boiling vio-

lently, remove it from the fire and stir

rapidly while pouring the starch mixture

into it’. Keep on adding the starch until

the paste is al*out the consistency of

molasses. Use a good and reasonably

stiff brush for applying the paste, nnd

Break the connecting bar and the coat the wood frame first; then coat the

screws as indicated on them to suit the pa|»cr with pasto on both sides and

thickness of the door. Slip the cylinder apply it to the frame. If the paste is of

through the outside ring until the back the correct consistency, the paj>er will

Km. 41 TJii* n«lrnnontlml mnirrn nlwtvn nlmro wnn
entered by U‘lnir i *w ;>i|ier mrlpn. The modi’! hull

*'••»« brt"» <*»i* ronilrueh'ii by im.tlni: nrnti.v li»r«*ni

«>f nr««|«fvr on n ffninrivork of Uilu >\o«>«l strip*

liulll lo llm Imp*’ rrtpilrrtl.

the ragged edges arc less liable to form
ridges on the finished surface.

As the pnstc dries it will cause the

paper to contract and the finished

article will he found to be very smooth
ami almost as hard ns vulcanized filler.

In spite of its smoothness nnd hardness,

it will not be brittle nnd therefore will

MULLING GLASS

For small holes in either window glass

or plate glass, a triangular saw file makes
an acceptable drill, (bind the point to

make three surfaces corresponding to

the sides of the file as shown in Fig. 4(5.

It. is better lo use a grinding wheel that

runs in water or oil in order to be sure

not to heat the file, but if a dry wheel

must l»c used, apply the file with very

light pressure and dip the tip in water

often. If the temper is drawn, the file

is useless.

To prepare the surface of the glass

for drilling, mark the place for the hole

by a scratching action of the point of

(he file. Then make a circular container

around this mark, using putty or other

plastic substance. Leave the glass cx-

IATCM OH POOR
(CCfNIHQ Hi)

rplA.IIOlE

REVERSE PEVEL STRIKER

Kin. 13.—A ntnndnrd nlplil lntch enn be
filled In two wny», depending on whether

the door Ih one ©ponlnK In or out.
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I'll. 15. TIM* wn.V II nil- held In •» hrnw i-r

drilling BlnH«. Null' Mm. ring «r putty which rc.

Inlnn I In.* turpentine.

I'M. 40.—Il.nv lln- |*i»ln I of n Ob* l«

grouud for drilling cln"».

posed in tlio center and fill tlie little

bowl with turpentine.

The drilling is done with the file in n

brace ns shown in Fig. 45. A breast drill

or a hand drill can be used for greater

speed. Use light pressure and reverse the

glass as soon as the point goes through.

The process of drilling in this manner

is not rapid but, unless a large number

of holes arc to be made, it will prove

satisfactory, 'flic size of the foe selected

will, of course, determine the maximum
size hole that can he drilled in this way.

For larger holes effective work can

be done by using a brass tube. A suitable

piece of tubing often can be had for the

4066 THE SURVIVOR VOL. 9

asking at a plumbing shop. Some such

device as that illustrated in Fig. 47

is necessary for holding the tubing in

place and perpendicular to the glass. It

consists of a baseboard upon which the

glass rests, a small block to serve as a

spacer, and a two-by-four through which

has been bored a hole just large enough

to allow the lube to rotate freely.

In the process of boring with a tube,

which should be cut square on the end,

carborundum or other abrasive powder
is used as the grinding agent. In order

to allow this powder to enter under the

edge of the tube, eight or more shallow
notches are filed in the end.

The jig is then fastened on the work-

table as shown in Fig. 47, and the plate

essnry. The use of a drill press 6- lathe
or any other application of motor povVcr

reduces the time necessary for the joh.

If care is taken, the tube can be al-

lowed to cut through the gins*, hut a
safer way is to reverse it, provided the

jig can be fixed in exactly the right posi-

tion on the opposite side.

A little practice will tench just how
much pressure can be applied for best

results in cutting. After the groove has
been made, it should be kept, filled with

water; and additional abrasive should
be applied when necessary. If the edge

around the hole is somewhat sharp or

rough, polish it. with carborundum pow-
der held on a piece of wet cloth or rub-

bing felt.

For use with the tube method of drill-

ing— or, more properly, grinding—glass,

an efficient guide can be made from a

cut iron washer with a hole slightly

larger than the drill tube (Fig. dftj . A
bit of beeswax is melted and poured on

Fia. 411.—An I run washer and beeswax servo

n. n for drilling gin*, tubing.

Km. 41.—Minding n h«d* In «• « »*>•

l.ron* I Ml* charged will abrasive powder.

placed in correct position under the tube.

Carborundum powder may l»c poured

into the tulic or applied outside of it. to-

Slier with a small amount of water.

c glass is clamped down or wedged in

to prevent its moving when the lioruig

begins.

A rose countersink or a reamer set in

the brace or drill stock will serve to ro-

tate the tube, for no great power is nec-

Uic place to be drilled, and the washer

is pressed into it.

The surplus wax is removed from the

hole in the washer and, with a little, ad-

ditional wax, is formed into a funnel-

like well about the drill. The well is

filled with turpentine or water, and the

drilling proceeds ns usual. This method

of making a guide is easily applied to

flat sheets or to convex surfaces and

gives rigid support at the cutting edge

of the drill where it is most needed

OODRY'S LADY'S ROOK AND MAO AZINR. JUNE 1872

MAHOMETANISM PSTAIIMSnnn.

Tito Koran had been accepted by the follower* of

tie dead prophet. In thK his sacred book. It" acts

aside reason. sliflrs conscience. represses Inquiry,

forbids private Judgment: the only moral responsb

tfilitv ho acknowledges Is that of Implicit obedience

to | he laws of the Koran as fh* ultimatum o'. trulb.

of Knowledge, and of rlghieonsness. llh creed was

made for all men
:
those who refused to accept It

were to be anbdtied or destroyed. Ill* followers of

every name— Persians. Moors. Arabs. Turks, repre-

senting the three Continents of Asia. Africa, and

Europc-were milted In rejecting tho divinity of

Christ, and haling Christianity. War was their

great argument: their aim was the sovereignly M

the mr lii Nor was power tltfl only reward offered

In line Itelierer*. Tho harems of this world and Ihc

liouries of heaven were lo bo Heirs. It was nut

strange that they seined upon Ids promises, so flat-

tering to iho prldoand the passions of men. They

made of warfare for the faith the profession of llielr

lives, (he avenue lo gain and glory. Like a romaim.

!ng fin*, driven by a furious wind, they burst over

the Eastern churches, olferlng only fho alternallvo

of dostrue! Ion or conversion. The sacred buildings

of those degenerate seels were levelled lo the ground,

or transformed Into mosques, where none but men
might enter, worshippers of Allah and of Mahomet
his Prophet.
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How To Build It 1964 WHIRLING
SAUCER

S
AUCER RIDE, teeter-totter,

wagon and sand box are

combined in this backyard
amusement device—a four-way

fun toy for ages 3 to 13.

For materials you will need

two 4x8 sheets of %-in. exter-

ior-grade plywood, a 4x8 sheet

of Vfc-in. Masonite tempered

hardboard and four double ball-

bearing casters.

Cut the base, the bottom of

the saucer and the two rings

from %-in. plywood. The sides

of the saucer are formed from

the hardboard.
Assemble the saucer, using

water-resistant glue and
screws.

The cone on which the saucer

turns is constructed from grad-

uated rings cut from plywood

scraps. Glue these together and

build up to the desired height

around the center post-pivot.

Use a rasp and sandpaper to

shape the pivot head.

Make up two different size

cones: a low one for toddlers

and a higher one for youngsters

who might enjoy a wilder ride.

These cones can be installed

with dowels for easy switching.

Form the socket with plastic

wood as shown and attach to the

saucer bottom.

Finish the saucer in bright

colors and turn it over to the

youngsters. They’ll love it.

When not whirling; they’ll be

using the saucer as a see-saw.

They also will find that the

saucer can l>e taken off the base

and used on smooth surfaces

as a wagon and an easily-ma-

neuvered sand box.*

—Henry B. Dabkowski

V,- PLYWOOD BASE
0IA. ID-

EAR (I) I" RADIUS

DRILL « HOLES H/SI* DIA

TO FORM V

SOCKET \
fill r 0IA. HOLE
WITH
rustic y'gp'
wood, /'n^r - CLUE PIYW000 RINGS

7Vi* TOCETHER FOR SOCKET

PLYWOOD CENTER CONE
HEIGHT FROM BOTTOM

,*• TO TOP — ANO SLV*

i (<) BOTTOM RING -I?’ 0IA.

TOP RINC-r DIA.

•, « HOLES AV* DIA.

PLYWOOD RINC (?)
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AMATEUR CRAFTSMAN, 1914

NEEDLEWORK

WHO has not pleasant memories of the fair

little girl who sal under a tree sewing as

long as her eyes could see? A pict urc of home is

hardly complete without a woman sewing in it.

The stories of chivalry would

lose a. part of their charm if

from them the fair ladies work-

ing bright figures in tapestry

were to be removed and sew-

ing nmchims put in the place

of needles l Sewing is a form

of handinv.fi that even boys

should know something a' out.

What would Robinson Crusoe

have done without the ability

to sew? Many a boy has

found, when off in camp or

away to school, and many a

man discovered while travel-

ing, how useful an art sewing

is. One ought to be able to

sew on buttons, to darn stock-

ings, to mend a tear, and to

make a cloth bag, at least.

But sewing like any other

craft becomes a pleasure

only lluough practice, until

some degree of skill is attained.

And even then the craftsman

has but a fraction of the pleas-

ure he might, have, unless

he is able to make his work

beautiful as well as useful.

One does not long enjoy producing mere!;*

commonplace things, il is an msp’>*ion to

good work to know that common objects need

not bo commonplace. Take for example suc h

objects as a traveler needs. Here is a whole

sol of such objects, all having possibilities in the

direction of the beautiful. Have courage to

start such a set. A simple object easily made

comes first, the more difficult ones later. Your

skill will increase as you proceed, and your

pleasure in what you are doing will grow with

$|iuiu|e ling or UWirlulli 11a

3

A*niudi.i Cuim. ft* lining.

— /
— /

UR+'/lu%
7

*1._- visible results. Only do not hurry, do not

allow yourself to feci hurried. Having begun

tire good work, do only so much upon it

each day as you can do thoroughly well.

Let vour rule be that of Nature itself:

" Without halting, without rest

I .iffin:; belter up to host.”
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Sponge bag or washcloth bag, jFgjIe*

the washcloth and a toothbrush taJfSfe

HOLDER, of a set of traveler’s articles

for a person going to Europe. Ma- v-'SPSh?

lerials: dotted Dresden muslin, in a fv&sslj

rosebud pattern of pink and green, r
lined with stork sheeting. The fin-

ished articles are also pictured. Cut

lengthwise a strip of muslin, A, i8
r

j

long and 7" wide. Cut a strip of

stork sheeting, B, 1 2 1 / long, and 7"

wide. Fold a on b and c on d with

the wrong side out and sew the edges fc-i

together with a \\ scam. Turn the

bag. Fold a

'

on b' and (' on (V,

wrong side out, and sew the edges

together with a seam. Fit the fefjP-

lining inside the muslin bag, cf, cor- \
rcs|)onding to e'f. Turn in the top fcs?

and with a hem of iff sew the nius- frA. .

liu 011 to the lining upon the dotted j$JL ./

line ;vv. Three-eighths of an inch

above this line stitch again, making a fejflC.

place for the draw ribbons. Draw in •.!

at x, around the bag and out at .v, a

y/ ribbon 20" long. Sew the ends t\ Z.

of the ribbon together. Draw an- gflL :

other ribbon 20" long in at y, around K-.vf

the bag
‘

* a,ld °Ul
,

al

|p^

•*

j | \\
5

"-j-* the ends

/ I

\'
I

together,

j

* aM<l ,l,c Bgp?
*: bag is fill-

I

j

ished.
The WASHCLOTH

!

y
! was made of a 10"

of Turkish

the younger travelers that any wasnciom

should be daily aired. The TOOTHBRUSH

holder requires a strip of stork sheeting cut

lengthwise, abed, long X wide. Cut

the top like the diagram. Cut the outside the

same, but allowingW at the top as per dotted

line. Bind the top of the lining, /, in, n, c, g,

with English twilled tape. Hold hk on gd and

sew across the side and bottom on the woven

side. In like manner stitch the outside and

turn. Fit the lining to the outside. Turn in

and fasten the muslin with blind stitch to the

binding, leaving enough of the binding out to

show like a cord. At .t, sew a loop of white silk

rubber cord, a pearl button at y.

square

toweling, neatly

hemmed and bor-

dered with a dou-

ble crochet and

scallojis made with

cotton yarn No. 20.

Another durable

a
material is the

“rubdry” towel-

ing, which is bc-

tpular as the Turkish,

out of place to remind
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c c'

Traveler’s pin case. One of several articles

for a traveler’s general outfit. For the Pin

Case, for material it would be well to use

flowered ribbon in pink and white lined with

white French twilled flannel and bands of half-

inch pink ribbon. Ribbon is 16" long. Fold a

on b. Sew ca and cb together in Jr, " seam. Press

open the scam and arrange to form triangle

dee. Turn Yi hem at /*. Baste J4 " fold on

cacli side of lining, d

'

to //': c to Cut along

lines r/V and cV, forming triangle like dee.

Overcast h'i'. Adjust lining to outside. Slip

triangle d'e'e' between folds of silk dee. Ilem

dc on to flannel lining. Fold / on j; g on k to

form a pocket. Sew over and over lining to

outside from d to h; c to /. Adjust ribbon

bands at m and n. Stitch vertically, as indi-

cated by dotted lines, forming spaces for hair-

pins. The other pins attach to the flannel

lining. Finish with a buttonhole-stitched loop

at the apex of the triangle and button (}/£

from the apex, to hang it by if desired. The

pocket contains a card with more pins.

It is made of two pieces of cardboard or call-

ing cards 2 >
4" X 3J4'- Cover one side of each

with silk $14" X 4Y\- Fold the edges over the

cardboard. Draw the opposite sides together

with long stitches. Adjust the ribbon bands.

Stitch across vertically to form spaces for hair-

pins. Sew the two pieces of cardboard together,

tj**fesnd over. T Ins

form? a

with pins. A pin

case may seem an piP^
’

unimportant item

means. It may save ~

your dignity, when

^ ^

H

gone astray just as
|$j t C fl

ITPm I
concert, or at a hotel ^rl| h It Jr)

j|
party. It may pre- H/f/f/f/f// H
serve your imHiesty 1

' 11 f

when it prevents a Hj
j-j

bare knee or el- H M !

*

|

bow from slicking H

to retain your health

"hen the raw wind B9 . .....H
has demanded ad- I I! MM I

1 p|j||
mil la nee to your

collar that will nol

stay turned up. Or it

jj v ^ \ ^may even save your 0^

together the band- a ^ fl
age applied to a

bleeding cut. All

this we may owe to

the common wire
pin, not to mention those variations of the pin

family such as arc shown in the actual picture

of the Pin Case. Consider the ways of the

safety pin. In its infancy it secretly holds down

Sister’s collar at the bad ind in its gigantic

adult vigor it grips the folds of the horse blanket

like a vise. In the form of a brooch, what

security it gives to the loveliness of a gem. The

common pin, over-trusted in certain places, is

like faith without works, where the safety pin is

a sure foundation. But the pin may innocently

lead to slovenly habits, for, allied with a ten-

dency tc saving, it may appear in groups or

rows upon the hem of the gown or on the breast.

The case does away with all that.
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(Muo Case 5 for Rubbers.

Two cases for rubbers. The two shapes

are different, and illustrate the fact that we may
often get the benefit of mental and manual exer-

cise by the use of two or more routes in reaching

the same goal. I' ig. 2 is made of stork sheeting,

and decorated with the stencil. Fig. 3 is made

of Dresden muslin lined with stork sheeting.

Fig. 2 is made thus: Cut a strip of stork sheet-

ing lengthwise like the diagram, ab being 18".

cc is 15 cd is

5Vi \
<le is 2}4*.

Hind cc with tape

or binding ribbon.

I told cd on cfy also

c'd' on cf. Sew
a seam on the out-

side. Crease the

case on lines cb

and c'b'. From
k, sew binding on

kc across seam
cfy fg, around

fb a, </', seams

g'f'i /V and the

folds c'b'. Sew on
loops at tint, and
buttons to corrc-

s|K>nd at x and y.

Crease the case on the doited lines and fold in-

ward, to make Hat when not in use.

Fig. 3 is made with lengthwise strips of

muslin and stork sheeting 16" long and 11"

wide. Two circles each of muslin and sheeting,

4” in diameter, will form the ends. Round the

corners as in diagram. Bind stork sheeting

across end <ib. Begin at a and sew ae on to

circle 1, If on to circle 2;

seam on the woven side of

sheeting. In like manner

put the muslin together,

seams on wrong side;

turn; fit the lining;

fasten together by bind-

ing the end c ghf. Blind

stitch ab on to bind-

ing of the lining. Finish

with loops of white silk

clastic at ;// and n and ad-

just the buttons. In se-

lecting the goods pattern,

or putting on your own
decoration, be sure it is

not out of keeping with

the contents. This is one

of the most useful of the

utility presents. For no

matter how clean the rub-

bers are brushed, no one

wants them against clean

tilings in the baggage.
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ribbon. Make two button-

holes in this space on the

outside. Adjust draw

ribbons, each i yard long.

For directions, those for

the Sponge Bag will suffice.

Gather the lower edge of

the bag. Gather the circles

of silk from the edge.

Fit to the cardboard, draw-

ing up the thread and fas-

tening on the wrong side.

Over-and-over two circles

together. This affords a pin

bail for the completed bag.

Over-and-over circle to the

bottom of the bag. Some

of the contents of such a

bag arc shown in the illus-

tration; there is the needle-

book, at the upper left, the

scissors-casc or shield, a

button bag, shown at upper

right hand, bobbins wound

with colored silk, skeins of

cotton, the case for tape

and ribbons lying to the

right of the Work Bag, and,

though not shown, the glove

darner and skein of parti-

colored threads arc handy

to meet any emergency. Needles and pins of

all sizes must not be forgotten. Do not crowd

the bag, but for repairing articles like gloves, a

pair of the tiny “stork” arc above price.

THE SURVIVOR VOL 9 4072

A sewing bag. Cut live 13 lengths 01 4

ribbon of the Dorothy Dainty style. Ribbon

with a dark serpentine border is effective in the

finished bag. Cut two circles of silk 4
1 '2" in

diameter; two circles of

light-weight cardboard '

3*r. See Fig. A. To p—L~
make: Over-and-over the

five strips of ribbon to- •], ' 1

gether. Make '/>* hem !

on the lower edge. Fold

again 2 x/{ in depth to 1 U i

make pockets. Fold over * ~

the upper edge of the bag
j

Y\. Fold again 2" in ^
depth, for the ruffle fin-

ishing the top of the bag. !

Hem or stitch this down.
!.

Stitch again Yi above,

making space for the draw

1 =One cf the five

section*.

2,* Section eomptvU

.3* BoHom of bx^~
5* for scissorJ4 Ne<r<!U book
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A CASE FOR BLOUScf, This is meant to liokt

two waists, but can be made to boU more by

making the two pockets larger. For materials

Dresden muslin of the dainty rosebud pattern

is appropriate, but the pattern should be of

larger units than when the same material is

used for the smaller articles for travelers, such

as I lie toothbrush holder described elsewhere.

The muslin must be ,$i" long and 22" wide.

Six pieces of 5 s" pink ribbon, each 15” long, will

be needed for the ribbon fastenings. To make
the case, first turn 1

1
, " hems on each side or of

such widths as will bring the dots on the edge of

the hem. Fold over the ends to form |K>ckets 7"

deep on each end. Over-and-over the ends of

the pockets. Attach tin* ribbons as in the dia-

gram. Cover the row of dots in the muslin at

the edge of the hem with pink twist or embroid-

ery silk. Connect the riots with the Kensington

outline stitch in green silk. T his hem may be

simply hemmed or hemstitched, or finished with

a cat-stitch or feather-stitch. With three dots

in pink silk fasten the
|
minted ends of the ribbon.

Connect the dots with outline stitch in green.

The case should be folded after packing, bring-

ing J lie two halves together. It could be adapted

also to carrying a broader single garment, in

which case it would be used without folding.

A gift of two waists could be given in no prettier

package, thus showing something of the giver’s

handiwork from the time the wrapping was un-

done to the moment when the waists were dis-

closed, perhaps bearing further evidence of the

giver’s skill in embroidery. Surely no more

practical gift could be offered, for the shirt-

waist is one of the utilities which defies the

arrogance of fashion, and refuses to begone.

On the contrary, it lias made Dame Fashion

its handmaid, and has called into its service her

most delightful craft, that of the embroidered

pattern. There are shirt-waists of low degree

and of high, but in kitchen or reception room,

on the lawn or street, they are always in good

taste. What an adaptable garment! llow did

the housewife ever get along without that

variety known as the “Johnnie Jones”?

It has been hinted that “mere man” has

worn them in the guise of the summer shirt,

and Postmaster Uncle Sam lias come out

“llat-footcd ” in defense of this summer comfort.
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that this, the? heavier material, may
not be loo bulky. Place the medal-

lion. Finish with silk cord couched

with the buff silk twist. Next, face

the edge of the lap. On the edge

of the la]) couch Ihe cord. A loop

of cord in the lower center of the

circle may be left to which a silk

tassel or ball may be fastened. Fin-

ish the top of the other side of the

bag with a ) •/ hem for the draw-

strings. Provide for the drawstrings

on the rest of the top with a ]/{

facing of silk. Use cord for draw-

strings. These may be finished at

the ends with tassels. This bag,

with its materials of Oriental silk,

and the circular medallion after the

style of the Japanese, strongly sug-lancse

I
gcsts the handiwork of that nation

of marvelous craftsmen. The circle

is very like the family seal of the old

time samurai aristocracy, which

was employed judiciously as a deco-

ration, and never lavishly. It was

worn especially as a single spot of

decoration upon the outer silk garment of the

male members of the family, and may be ranked

with their famous two swords as a mark of the

high birth of the wearer.

It vied with the “sword knot” in which the

silken girdle-cord of the wearer was lied, as an

index to the family line. The embroidering of

it was an act of reliirious devotion for theworker.

of buff silk twist. Sew the ends of

the silk together in a French seam,

making one side of the bag. Seam

the bottom of the bag. Cut top like

diagram. For the applied medallion

a handsome initial or monogram is

appropriate, to be done boldly in

simple outline st itch, so as to be etlcc-

tive on a darned background. This

one shows a stenciled pattern of a

bird, suggestive of travel, after the

Japanese. Cover the background of

the medallion with green embroidery

silk, over two threads, under two

threads, alternating on next row.

Before gathering, cut out triangles

in the overlapping edges of the canvas.
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Two collar cases. The materials for model

A are white mercerized cotton, basket weave,

15" wide, 12" deep. It is lined with Persian

lawn with an interlining of sheet wadding.

One of light-weight cardboard is also used in

spaces 1 and 2. Make the width of the case

correspond with the size of the collars. Cut

cloth of somewhat indefinite width to allow

for adjusting the embroidered pattern, that the

margin around the case may be the same. The

pattern is a conventionalized rosebud in pink

and green filo silk. If the material is too line,

baste on Penelope canvas. Stitch across the case

at a, b, c, d, or feather-stitch with pink silk on

the lining. To make Case B use a strip of round

Over-and-over this to the

circle on wrong side. Turn.

Insert between lining and

outside the 2y? strip of

cardboard, by ripping lining

seam. Hold cardboard in

place by stitching. Sew on

the rings 2" from top. Run
through them two silk cords

of old rose, each 36" long,

finished with four tassels.

To adjust draw strings, see

instructions for making Sponge Bag. To make

cord and tassels use Asiatic Twisted Embroidery

No. 2240. One skein makes one yard of cord.

Two persons at opposite ends twist the silk

until it readily kinks. Then fold the silk so

that there arc three strands, — three making

a prettier cord than two. Hold the ends with

great care till the strands are adjusted. Twist

in the opposite direction and fold with three

strands. The finished cases are shown on the

next page. This simple article docs not re-

quire intricate mental processes, but it does

require a mind intent upon good, plain work,

well performed. Without this, even the sim-

plest things are unsatisfactory.
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A GUIDEBOOK COVER.
[

..

The material is heavy firm

linen in the natural color,
,

.

stenciled in two shades of fg.

green, harmonizing with a
j

woman’s traveling suit, or IB©
to suit the owner’s taste. igPwj
Jt will save many a ragged - Egd

edge and bruised corner.
|

.'V

Cut the canvas 1

1

' l'\
" '

and $y/ wide. Cut a

similar piece for the lining.

( ut I wo pockets 8 1 <{ long,

i" " i'le. a Mrap \2
W
long.

" idr. Turn <>\rr rdg.s

of the outside <«»v«t. 1 /
I

deep, (’ut out the corners.

Press with hot iron. Turn
;

in edges of strap, making

it ,V wide, and stitch twice

across. Cut slots as per

diagram after basting a ,

piece of linen underneath
|

<

for strength and stitching ,

each side of the prospec-
j

tive «J«»t . Buttonhole 'til. h .

the slot. Adjust the strap,

leaving a loop of 2I2* on

one side, 6" on the other, 1

and a single strap extend-

ing across the inside of the 1

] rrrrrr

cover TV from the edge.

Going abroad without a guidcl>ook is liki

visiting a picture gallery without a catalogue

in either case your information is not readih

on the margin of his Bae-

deker and often drew tiny

sketches to fix the place

in his memory. What is

true of the Baedeker in

Europe is also true of the

Baedeker or Sweetser in

America. The book seems

more your very own.
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corresponds to cj, g//, inn, the horizontal

opening of the pockets. Pockets 4, 5,

6, 7 have a vertical opening towards the

center. Hind one side of pockets 4, 5.

Baste binding on three sides of pockets

6, 7. Stitch the included side only. Hind

the pocket lids on each side, except the

straight one. Hind the longer sides of the

strap. Indicate on the lining lines cf ,
gh,

ij, kl
t
mn , op, qr. The figures on dia-

gram H locate them. Arrange the lid of

|K»ckct 1 as in C. Stitch on line cj; 14
"

allowed for seam. Turn back to position.

Adjust lids same way on pockets 2 and 3,

two on each. Lay a box pleat in pockets

4 and 5, making the width i%". Adjust

to the lining the opening at st, the sides

extending \\

"

beyond lines kt and is.

In the same way adjust pocket 5, and

the strap in center of the space at lower 3.

Seam pocket 2 on line ij; pocket 3 on line

II. This stitching also fastens sides of

pockets 4 and 5 and the ends of the

strap. Lay box pleat in pockets 6, 7,

reducing width to 4". Adjust on lining

with vertical opening towards central line

xy, sides on lines op, qr. Stitch the lines.

Fasten loops of white silk elastic cord

on the lids of the pockets, buttons on

the pockets. Pockets 2 and 3 may be

divided by vertical stitching along line

xy. Fit the completed lining to the silk

cover. Bind with ribbon. At x fasten

Vi yard of ribbon.

A traveler's compan-

ion. Cut plaided silk

cover ioy/ X 18". Stork

sheeting lining, 10J-2" X
18". Bound two corners

of cover and lining. Cut
pockets 1, 2, 3, io 1 2";

pockets 4 and 5* 3/4 " x
3)4"; pockets 6 and 7,

5' X s'.
Cut one pocket

iid, 9J-2" X \V\\ cut four

pocket lids, X
one strap, 3" X iY\" •

Stitch white binding rib-

bon on one side of pockets

1, 2, 3. The bound edge
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with one button. Attach

yard white wasli rib-

bon to the upper corners.

The ball and socket

fasteners can be bought

and adjusted at almost any

glove store. Such a safety

pocket as the large one can

be used to carry securely a

variety of things, although

meant especially for jew-

elry. Take this pocket, on

a journey and you will find

new uses for its pockets.

Safety pockets for travelers. The

first of leather, the second of linen. Cut a

strip of kid 14" long and 6" wide. Round

the corners. Line with silk, turning edges

in. Stitch around lid A. Cut two jackets,

B, 2\<i square, rounding lower corners,

and stitch as shown. Cut pocket lids, C,

1 Yi' deep and 2" wide. Turn lid A on

dotted line. Stitch on ab, including lids

C. Cut strip of green taffeta silk (2). baste

oil strip of kid gJiij. Cut a strip of kid 7" X •

(/. Line part corresponding to ghkl with

silk and stitch edges. Adjust this to silk (2),

upper edges corresponding. Stitch on gh.

Cut silk strip 7" X 6" (3). Apply kid strip

6
" X 2" to upper part, cut as at mn, stitch,

and place 3 upon 2, lower ends correspond-

ing. Stitch sides and base, making inside

pocket. Cut strip of kid 6" X 6". Line

with silk, turn in edges. Stitch across top.

Apply to 3, lower edges corresponding.

Stitch 1, 2, 3, together. When completed,

there is the long pocket, length of Fig. 2;

middle pocket, length of Fig. 3, its lid but-

toning on narrow kid on g/i; and outside

pocket, wit h ghlk for a lid. Buttons should

be brown, and fasteners are ball and socket,

glove style, or dress style sewed on. For

pocket No. 2 cut a strip of butcher’s

linen 8" long and 5" wide. Cut off the

corners of the lid as shown in the diagram,

Fig. 4; turn in the edges on all sides; line

with thin linen or Persian lawn; stitch;

fold to make a pocket 2 x/i deep. Orna-

ment the lid with large dots heavily padded.

In the center cut out the cloth and fill in

with lace stitches for the medallion. Fasten l J
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A CASE for JEWELRY. This may be ir.mlo n

very beautiful gift. Materials: Two piece? Of

cardboard 4" X i)s". Round the cottiers as

in the diagram. One strip of gray linen, canvas

weave, 12" X 3". One skein of old rose lilo

silk; three skeins <>f yellow-green silk, corre-

sponding in value to the old rose, one lighter,

one darker. T he mercerized embroidery cot-

tons are in some wavs more desirable than the
m

silks, being more in harmony with the material.

Embroider upon one end a conventional rose-

tree, with sprays scattered over the rest, or use

any other design. Embroider the linen that

*

4

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

i H 5

1 1

—- - LZ —

cas€ Av %/eiveby

covers the cardboard in a similar way. Cover

the cardboard and line with old rose silk. Line

the long strip, making a pocket \
x/>' deep at

one end. Buttonhole-stitch

1 the edges of flannel (see

diagram) with shades of

green, and sew on the other

end to be used for collar

pins. Fasten the middle of

the strip to the middle of

the stiffened sides. Sew on

over and over, leaving an

opening of two inches . on

the opposite side.

Attach one yard of rib-

bon at its middle point to

the middle of the strip,

leaving the heavily em-
broidered end uppermost.

When completed, this Jew-

elry Case lias a most

attractive appearance, its

shape suggesting mystery

as to contents. If done with

the materials named, and

in the design suggested, its

outer surface will strongly

suggest the beaded bags

of the nineteenth century.

What wonders of needle-

work were those, often em-

broidered all over in one

solid surface of beading!

It would be well if we
could again find time to

make such things, by the

same leisurely methods that

our mothers used. For, ad-

mitting that we would lose

valuable time, we should

doubtless live longer.
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27" wide. Ilem 1 at

bottom. Placket opening

at center back, 3". Ilem

placket narrow one side,

sloped to point, ]// hem
on other, lacking wide

over narrow at bottom.

Gather each side from

front center, two rows,

to hems. Place in band

cut lengthwise, 1Yi 'vide.

For child, use about sYi
breadths of material 31"

wide. Cut long enough

to reach nearly to ankles,

allowing hem.

JILL’ v/HIkT-WAlsTT

PLATE I

LODICL

Costumes for folk dances or ior a non.

Point 1 is Yi from A. Point 2, 2Yi from A.

Point 3, >6
" from 2. Draw curve from 1 through

3 to 2. Point 4 is 1Y\ from 2. Point 5 is 1 J <£

from 4. Point 6 is 2" from C. Draw curve

from 4, through 5 to 0 . Point 7 is from 6..

point 8 is $Yi from 6. Draw curve from 8 to

B. Open pattern and cut one fold from 1 to B,

for opening at back. Cut material folded same

as pattern. Hem back edges. Gather neck

from point 3 on each side to center back and

front, and bind. French-scam under arm. 1 Icm

bottom. Locale waist line in back, and lack

center of tape, to tie about waist, to center

back. For a pattern for twelve-year-old

girl, take paper 30" X multiplying all

numbers by 3. For Sleeve Pattern: Use paper

6" X sW- 1>,acc 'vil11 s,lort C(,ges verlical

and letter corners as in chart. Calculate meas-

urements by spacing from Fig. 1. For Bodice,

paper must be 8" X 12". For Apron, 9" Xu",

and for apron for child, one width of 36

cloth. For Skirt, cut goods 1
1" lengthwise and
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English peasant costume
for doll or child. Mg. x, Front

of Waist: Paper, «S" X 6". A B

is front edge of surplice front.

Points: i is 3" from A; 2, 4}
4*

from A; 3, from 2; 4,
1"

from 3; 5, J2 distance 3 to 4;

6, J4" from 5; 7, 3)2" from C.

Line A-r, shoulder. Line 3-7,

underarm. Curve 1-4 3 front of

armhole. In cutting, fold sel-

vages together, place line A B

even with selvage, allowing for

hem. Shirr shoulder (o fit. shoul-

der of hack. Back of Waist, Fig.

YAITIKhj to*- sou.

nTCALE, -t'*f

I). Line i-B center of back; 2-4, shoulder;

5-6, under-arm; 1-2, neck; 4-5* hack of arm-

hole. To cut, place center of back on length-

wise fold of cloth. Face back of neck with bias

strip of cloth. From the dimensions of these

two figures, your judgment will enable you to

space off for the Sleeve, Cap, and Cap-rufllc

patterns. Sleeve is gathered into deep cuff and

shirred halfway down. Its pattern is X

7
r

. That of the Cap, 7" X 0 ". Of the Cap-

ruffle, 12' X 1 Vi- Cap crown is gathered to

a narrow tape. Line 1-2-A of Ruffle is shirred

to fit head. Hem Yv on edge B-D. Trim with

ribbon and bow. A three-cornered kerchief of
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An Indian dress for a doll. J'*or Jumper:

Take paper 17" X 20", folding lengthwise and

crosswise, and marking lengthwise fold A, 11
,

and edges C, i). Points on diagram arc: 1, dis-

tant. 1" from A; 2, 1} •/ from A; 3, 2" from C;

A,A,
x/i from A; 5, 2J2" from 4: 6, 4" from A;

7, from 6; 8, l\}</ from 11; 9,
1" from B.

Curve for neck from r to 2. Curve for bottom

from 8 to 9. Fringe sleeve from C to 3. Fringe

bottom from 9 to 8. T he garment may be made
longer if necessary.

For Trousers: Paper, 8*X 10". Fold length-

wise, mark fold A, B, edges, C, 1 ). Point C
is center of back. Point 1 is 1" from C. Point

1 is center of front. Point 2 is 5" from C.

Point 3 is 1" from I). Curve from 2 to 3 for

inside of leg. Fringe bottom of trousers.

For Moccasins: Paper 7" X 3!^". Fold into

square, mark fold A. B, edges C, I>. Point 1

is 1" from C; 2 is 1" from line A, C and A, B;

PATTERNS FOR iT DOLL
•SCALE- I

F-LH.

TROUSERS 3 is 1" from B; 4,

from 3 ; 5, Yi from 3.

Curve from 4 to 5 for

heel. Point 6 is 1]//

from A. Gather from A
to 6. For the Toe:

Paper, 2" X 1". Fold

lengthwise and mark as

before. Curve from A to

1 ) for toe. In making,

place A of sole to A of

toe, and gather fullness

around point of toe.

Edges C-i are seamed

together and placed at B
of sole, and sewed around

sole. Toe portion may be

opened from B towards

A, and tied. For child’s

size increase by three ex-

cept for moccasins.
ID

no 3
i no 2
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Draw diameters E-F and G-II. E, highest

point of upper sleeve, F, lowest part of curve at

hand. Points: i from A is i%"; 2 from C,

i
3
4 "; 3 from A, 4 from 3, iM"l 5 from A,

1"; 6 from 5, i"; 7 from C, 8 from 7,

9 from C, 1"; 10 from 9, Draw curve top of

sleeve. Point n from D is ^4"; 12 from B,

Draw curve bottom of sleeve. Point 13 from

G is H"; 14 from II, Yi • Draw inside seam of

sleeve. Bodice: paper, 0" X <?/\ • Points: 1

from A is 3*4^; 2 from A, 2 x

/i . Draw curve

neck front. Point 3 from C is 1J4"; 4 from C,

2". Draw curve back of neck. Point 5 is from

A, zY\\ 6 from 5, 7 from 5, 3%"; 8 from

7, D 2*; 9 from 8, 1"; 10 from 8, 1". Materials:

cheesecloth, plaid gingham, black silk, and

strips of scrim, embroidered. Bodice laces

with red cord. 'Flic apron is embroidered with

bands worked in red on white scrim.

ViO .IT WAl'TT
IfM-J
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A DRESS for A Colonial dame; and no dain-

tier costume is conceivable for a little American

girl, or her dolly, for that matter. Making

this dress will teach a little lesson in patriotic

history. It was worn by our grandmothers

when they were the belles of the eighteenth cen-

tury and looked eagerly forward, as we do, to

the coming parly or reception. The stalely

dance offered just the chance to wear such a

gown becomingly, with its prim waist and full

skirl, never meant to whirl out from the dancer,

but to rise and droop gracefully as she curtsied

in the minuet.

“How she held her prclty head.

How her dainty skirls she spread,

'Turning out her little toes,

How she slowly leaned and rose,

Long ago."

'There was not then the daring audacity

which impelled one damsel or another to depart

from established custom in dress; most of the

gowns for an ordinary party were patterned

more or less alike in our eighteenth century

colonial period, but this was offset by great

variety in material and color. The graceful

plait at the back of the neck, sweeping sheer

down to unite with the train, and named for the

painter Watteau, was a feature usually present.

And if the occasion happened to be one of

unusual festivity, she might wear the full gown

of the sweet shepherdesses that he so loved to

paint, with a full pannier overskirt effect as well

as the plait. At the first inauguration ball,

when the adored Washington had been made the

first president of our land, records tell us that

liis costume was “a full suit of black velvet,

with long black silk stockings, while vest, silver

knee and shoe buckles, the hair being powdered

and gathered together at the back in a black

silk bag, tied with a bow of black ribbon, lie

wore a light dress sword, with a richly orna-

mented hilt, and often carried in his hand a

cocked hat decorated with the American cock-

ade.” And it is added that "the collection ot

ladies at this ball was numerous and brilliant,

and they were dressed with consummate taste

and elegance.”

The costume: Waist front paper pattern,

,

" x s". A-B and C-D long way of paper.

Points: i is from A, i\i"\ 2 from *> 2 "
* Draw

front, E to B. Point 3 is from C, i%''\ 4 from

3, ; 5 from 3, M'. Shoulder from E to 5.

Point 6 is from C, 2"; 7 from 6, 8 from 7,

9 from 7, Yi . Armscyc, 5-c;-4-8. Point

10 is from I), Curve under arm, 8-10.

Back: paper, X 2} <?. Points: 1 is from

A. 3 g'; 2 from A, Tj*. Draw neck curve. 3 is

from C, Draw shoulder 2-3. Four is from

I
; n

'
# I

c, 2].i
r

; 5 is from 4. V\ - Draw b:ick armscyc.

Six is from D, %*

.

Curve 5-6 is under-arm

seam. Vest: paper, 2>Yi X iY"- Point 1 is

tyf from B. Sleeve: paper, 5" X sY”- Points:

1 is from A, ;
2 from C, i%"; 3 from A, Y/\

4 from 3, i? 2'; 5 fr°ni 6 from 5 >
l "i 7

from A, 1 1 </; S from 7, Y'\ 9 from C, Yl \
10

from 9 « « from C, 1"; 12 from n ,%"• Draw

top sleeve curve 2-10-12-E-8-6-4-1. Point 13

from Bis Yi\ 14 from D, Yi\ 15 from 13, Y*\

16 from 14, V\. Draw bottom curve of sleeve

,6-F-i 5. Be careful to make a good curve.
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Curve slightly, 2-16 and 1—

1

5 >
' ,ut care~

ful and not curve loo much. Over-drai>cry

and Watteau back. One-half pattern only

necessary, Paper 18' X 16*. Points: 1 is from

C, 6"; 2 from A, 6"; 3 from A, ,V"; 4 from 2. J s'.

3-4, edge of Watteau plait. Dotted line, under

portion of plait. To make: Seam waist to-

gether at shoulder and under arms. Face lace

over fronts of waist and around neck. Gather

the top of the sleeve, next baste the seam, try

it on to see how closely you have calculated, lit

it close to the lower part of

arm, then French-seam, put

ruffle of lace at lower edge,

insert sleeve in waist. Vest

pattern shows lining portion,

to gather lace over, with

double lace ruffle as head-

ing at top. In gathering,

allow iJ-2 times amount of

lace. Fasten to lining front.

Make Watteau plait, fasten

loccn ter back of neck under

lace collar. Turn under

edges of lop of shirt,portion

14, gather close to edge,

and fasten to waist at waist

line. Hem fronts, i-D, and

bottom, D-B. Adjust waist

and drapery over quilted

petticoat which is made

straight and full, and tack

drapery to petticoat, high

on hips at each side of front

and back. Petticoat re-

quires one bread til of ma-

terial for doll’s costume,

and to the ankles in length.

Jf possible, the typical ma-

terials should be used; for

the petticoat, quilted satin.

For the waist and overdress,

the material shown here was

blue and white figured silk.

The hair should be dressed

high in powdered puffs, and

black patches (court plas-

ter) should be worn on the

face. These were often

placed at the corner of an

eye, on the forehead, chin

or check. They were cut in the shape of stars,

circles, crescents, arrows, and among the very

stylish, on slate occasions, a whole stagecoach

lias offered the motif. Of course they were

small and dainty, and for the doll should be

very small. A fan, rather small in size, is quite a

necessary adjunct for a costume for the minuet.

Such a fan can be made out of pasteboard and

paper, or silk. Sec a colonial fan if you can.

In designing for a child of twelve years old,

multiply all these dimensions by three.
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A Swedish costume. This offers a problem

somewhat new, in that I lie skirl and bodice

arc fastened together, so that the weight comes

from the shoulders, 'flic skirt is straight and

full, but sloped up in front 1 to meet the high

bodice. This allows full skirt portion of the

dress to appear above the apron band. Skirt

should reach nearly to the ankles. T he bodice

is laced with cord, allowing the points to draw

apart toward the top. A white guimpe is worn

under this bodice, and for the front and back

you can utilize the waist pattern of the English

Peasant. Costume. On the front, measure

down /|" from A on line A B.and i* from
|
wiiil

3 on under-arm seam. Connect these points

and cut. On back, measure i " from 5 on under-

arm in id 2" from A on A-B. Connect these

points and cut. Cap of Sleeve: paper, S
x/i X

2 3 <1. Points: 1 is from A, } 2"; 2 from 1, 1% ;

3 from A, \\<{\ 4 from 3, 1"; 5 from A, 2W\ 6

from 5 , }

\

; 7 from C, 8 from 7,
1 f; 9 from

C, 1"; 10 from 9, ) 2"; 1 1 from A, 3? •/; K and F

arc from C and A each 1" respectively. Draw

top curve of sleeve through 8 10-11 6 4 ?.

Lower part of sleeve, Fig. 2: paper, 5* i"X7%
halved by line E F. hold on this line and cut

double. Points: 1 from B is
3 2 from D,

making curve for lower edge of sleeve. Point

3 is from A, 2"; 4 is from C, 2"; 5 and 6, each \f\

from and 4, for inside scam of sleeve. Pod ice:

paper, sTX.t 1 /. Points: 1 is from A, 2";

2 is from 1, 4"; .b A; 4, *V\ from

3; 5 from 3 is i"; 6 from A, 2? 4'; 7 from ( ,

2*';

8 from 7, 1"; 9 from C, 2"; 10 from 6, 2 1* 1

1

from 6, Li"; 1 2 from 0, J /; 13 from 6, i
3 4"; 14

from 13, M"; *5 f,,,m 13, ? fi *<> from B,

Armscyc curve is through 11-15-10-14-12.

Collar: paper, \Y! X 2^. Points: 1 is from

A, 1"; 2 from A, i
,;/; 3 from C, iff ; 4 from

C, 1"; s from 4, O s'; 6 from B, 1"; 7 from 6,

J/f. J)raw inside neck 3-5-2. Draw outside

collar I) 7-1. Crown of Cap: paper, 4" X 3*-

Point 1 is from C, 3 •/; 2 is from 1, J f ; 3 from

it, 3.4'- Band of Cap: paper, 2*.f X ,34'

Point 1 is from C, 3 f; 2 is from B, 3 f . Side of

Cap: paper, 3* f X 4** Points: . is from A. 4 ;

2 from C, Vi; 3 from C, ij f ; 4 from D, ?« ; 5

from C, 2"; 0 from D, 2« 8
W

. 3~4 and 5-6 arc

edges of plaits. Cut four sections for band of cap

and two sections for the collar and crown of cap.

Other portions to be cut double only. Seam two

sections of collar together, except on inside curve

of neck, then turn and crease. Seam upper

part of collar to waist from wrong side, and

hem under part into position over seam. Gat hei-

st might upper edge of sleeve into lower edge

of sleeve cap before seaming inside scam of

sleeve. Trim collar and sleeve with bands to

match bodice. Hein bottom of guimpe for a

draw siring. Neck and armscyc of bodice arc

to be faced with bands of same, cut in a true

bias. Gather skirt and sew to bodice with

placket in front, under apron. The making

of the cap must be carefully done; having cut

four portions of band, seam each pair around

lower edge and plait crown portion of cap into

upper edge of band, allowing plaits to extend to-

top of crown, then seam top edges of crown

portions. Set lower edge of crown to upper

edge of band, then insert plaited side portions

at each side, having the plaits turn towards the

back. Seam at each edge, face inside portion
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of band and quilt band vertically. The costume but joyous picture is rendered of the spring com-
as shown in the picture is made of a mercerized ing in the northland, when the waterfalls are

muslin, the skirt of a magenta color, and the roaring full, the winds chasing the loosened dead
bodice of yellow. The apron is green, with ycl- leaves and the cry and song of the spirits ofwood
low bands, and cap and guimpc are of white and water are everywhere heard. And in just

lawn. For a child of ten to twelve years the such a costume is supposed to invade the dance

dimensions must be enlarged three times. that odd creature, the Ilulda, a spirit-girl from

The most brilliant colors of any civilized class tiie mountain fields, but with a tail like a cow!

of peasantry are those seen in the different parts She enters at the door when the dance is at

of the Scandinavian peninsula. The deep its height, says the legend, and is welcomed as

valleys of this land have acted as physical a pretty stranger; the sturdiest youth seek her

barriers between families and villages, until the hand in the merry figures, and she, nothing

habits of centuries have become fixed with loth, gives cordial consent. When Io, suddenly

each, and one result has been the costumes of someone discovers the tail; there is a scream,

different pattern and color which now mark the dance wavers, and the Ilulda vanishes!

certain localities. And what a land of legend, of Such is one legend of the winter fireside,

towering mountain and

waving waterfall! The
thoughts of ages were

woven by a poetic folk into

strange and interesting folk

tales at an early time.

These sagas, as they are

called in* the older Norse

tongue, w'*'
4'* doubtless well

formulated in verse while

Britons were ycl in the

stage of picture writing,

and centuries before Amer-

ica was first seen by the

earliest sea rovers from the

wild Norse coast.

These home songs and

stories, poems and records,

took note of all phases of

life, breathing a water

sprite into every cascade

and stream, giving to the

sea-waves the forms of

invisible maidens, and lend-

ing a meaning full of poetry

to the homeliest acts and

habits. In the springtime

sang the Slromkarl, the

spirit of the streams, and

girls clad in just such cos-

tumes as this one learned

with their first conscious

memories to sing the old

spring song, “ Varvindar

Friska,” in which a wild

FIC J

TOR "Doll

&CALL
-fc*

* I

rife l
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Scottish Highland costume. Jacket:

paper, 8" X t/. Joints: i is from A
.

}

•/; 2 from

A, i". 1-2 is back of neck. 3 is from A, 2". 2-3

is front of neck. Four is from C, 2"; 5 straight

in from 4, 5". praw 5 I). Place 6 on this line

Yl from 5. 7 is from II, 2!/; 8 from B, 5"; 9
from 8, 1". 4-6-9 is sleeve seam and under-

arm seam; 7 9 is rounded Iwtlom of jacket.

For Cuff: paper is 4J4" X 2J2". Points: 1 is

one-half of line A II; 2 is from A, * •/; 3 is from

B, J4"; 4 is one-half of C I). Curve as shown.

The Sporran, a leather purse-pocket to hang

from belt. Paper: 4 '2' X rV- Points: 1 is

from A, 2%"; 2 from C, 2 :V,"; 3 from A, 4

from C, 3
1"; 5, one-half from A to 3; 6, one-half

from C to 4. Fold on 3-4 and 1-2. Cap:

paj»cr, 8" square. Fold in quarters. For point

1, measure distance A-B from B on line C -l),

and draw circle freehand. Draw another in-

side this, radius 2^2” through 2-3-4. To cut

and make. The Jacket : open pattern at fold

and place on double thickness of cloth, with

lines A B at selvage edges. Seam back of

jacket, curving slightly in at waistline, and

leaving center back seam open 1^2" at bottom.

Join sleeve and under-arm seams, leaving latter

open i,1 2" at bottom of jacket. This allows

for the wide scallop effect always seen on the

dress jacket of a Highland gentleman of the old

days. Face all edges with narrow facing cut

on true bias. Neck may be finished with band

cut lengthwise straight of material, and a

stand-up collar worn inside. Fronts of

jacket to laps with buttons. Cuffs:

cut with long, straight edge lengthwise

of material. Face curved edges with bias

piece of material. Seam cuffs on to

sleeves, from the wrong side, turning

riol on to right side, and finish points with

buttons. The Sporran, Fig. 3, in doll’s

size, may be fashioned from an old kid

glove if no other leather or skin is at

hand. The pocket is made by folding

up on line 1 2 and stitching edges and

the flap by folding 3-4 over the open

top of this pocket. A fringe may be

stitched on to the bottom. The straps

by which the sporran is hung to the

waist-belt should be very small, and

have loops at the top, flattened, for the

belt to slip through.

'fhc cap is cut from cloth

with lines A-B or B-D,
lengthwise. Turn over on

inner circle and lay fullness

in plaits, sloping these di-

rectly towards center. Sew

into a straight band just

the head size. Finish cap,

at left side, with quill and

rosette. The plaidcd portion

of the suit is in this case

T’ATTCR'tS For M ssouu

T>CAi6 t > I”

modcled after the more ancient garment,

where the kilt or philabeg, and the

shoulder blanket, now known as the plaid,

were all in one piece. 'The wearer wrap-

ped this long strip around his body at
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the waist after carefully plaiting it into folds

lo suit his own fancy, and then buckled his

belt around him lo hold it in position. The

long free end was then carried up the back and

over the left shoulder, where it was fastened

by the brooch, on the front side. Sometimes,

if it was extra long, it was wound about the

body before fastening, over the left shoulder

and under the right armpit. This ancient

garment is made in the doll’s size by taking

a strip of plaid 54” long and 8 wide, and lay-

ing plaits according to the pattern of the

plaid, the number depending on the waist

size. Beginning at right side, place around

body of doll. Where it meets around the body,

fasten with a stitch or use a doll’s bell. Then

carry the remaining free end, plaited the op-

posite way of the material, up the back and

over the left shoulder lo the front, passing it

through a buckle or fastening with a breast-

pin. Some of the actual shoulder brooches

worn were very large, often as much as four

inches across, and richly jeweled. Allow the

free end to hang down in front. The tartan

will cross at the opening of the seam in right

side of jacket, if rightly placed. Hang another

belt over right shoulder, and under left armpit

for the sword-shea tli. The costume shown here

is made from red plaid goods, with a jacket

of a quiet, harmonizing tone. The stockings

are cut from the plaid cloth, on a true bias.

The cap is made from blue cloth and the

rosette from blue binding ribbons to match.

For a child of ten lo twelve years, multiply

these dimensions by three. This costume is

one of the most striking and warlike among the

peoples reckoned as civilized. Indeed, in the

days of their earlier existence the people of the

Highlands could hardly be said to come under

the class of any considerable degree of civili-

zation. The tribal conditions prevailed, and

the chief of the clan was supreme ruler and law

unto the clan. 'There is about the costume a

dash and swing that no other possesses.

“(), our sojer lads looked braw, looked bmw —
Wi’ llicir tartan, kills, ail’ a’, an’ a';

Wi* llicir bonnet an’ feather an’ gli tierin' near,

An’ the pibroch sounding loud an’ clear!
”

'The kilt of to-day is reduced lo a sort of

skirt, killed after a fashion known to the mil-

itary tailors of England, and is held in place

by a short strap and buckle, while the mili-

tary plaid is merely a light-weight length of

cloth, caught by the brooch. The skin of the

S|K>rran has the hair on, a silver top or crest,

and three tassels of a hair darker than the

sporran. In full dress the ancient dirk knife

dangles at the right side of the sporran, and

stuck in its sheath are the soldier’s knife, fork

and spoon. You will remember the amusing

case of the redoubtable Rob Roy, told in the

book of that name by the great Sir Walter

Scott; of how the chief had made an elaborate

lock to the pocket of his sporran, which would

discharge a loaded pistol at a thief. It did

not seem lo occur to him that one might cut

the skin and not disturb the lock. Perhaps

some traveler friend can buy for you one of

the exquisite little toy “stands” of pipes to

match the suit.
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A DAISY COSTUME, SUITABLE FOR AI AY-TIME.

'This costume represents one of llie spring

flowers, I lie daisy, which, with other llower-

dresses, is suitable for a dolls’ May party, or

if made up in full wearing size, may deck sonic

little maid most prettily for the Maypole

dance and the other festivities of that happy

time. For the doll size the pa|>cr pattern

should be, for Waist Front, 6
" X 4*- Flace

and leller as in chart. T he |>oints arc: i is

from A, i
:
* i"; 2 is from A. 5". Draw freehand

curve for neck, making a full, deep curve, as

it is for front of neck. Point 3 is from C, ] 2 ;

4 is from .5, %w
\ 5 is from C, 2"; 6 is from 5. 1";

7 is from C, 2
\
8 is from 7, J f. Draw curve

for armscyc, 4 6 8. Point 9 is from l>, .

Draw under-arm seam 8-9. Hack of Waist,

Fig. 2. Paper: A'X.t’f I’oint 1 is from

A, point 2 from A, .f- Draw freehand

curve for neck, more shallow than for front.

Point 3 is from C, J/; 4 is from C\ 1) 2 \ 5

from 4.5s"; 6 is from C, 2>.,"; 7 » from Dj.f.

The Collar, Fig. 3. Paper: 4" X 8'. Divide in

center by line K F. With center at Hand radius

F A, draw circle for construction. With same

center draw another circle with radius I'.-i,

which is 1
1

<l'.
I >ividc circle as shown and draw

petals freehand. The Leaf, Fig. 4. I*a|>cr:

X<>". Point i is one-half of top line A-C. Point
, U a I I If r

2 is 2Yi from C.’; 3 is J.f from 2; 4 is 2,Vi from

C; 5 is from 4. The Large Leaf, Fig. 5.

Paper: 7
1 1" X 1". Point 1 is one-half of top

line A C. Point 2 is from C, 3"; 3 from 2,

4 is from C, 4"; 5 >s from 4. V\ \ 6 ,s fr°ni 5*1

7 is from 6,
x/i\ 8 is from 3, M". 'I he Cap, I’ig.

6. Paper is 4*4* square when folded four

double. With A as center draw two circles, one

radius A-H, the other radius of 2", or A-i.

Divide circle as in chart and draw petals free-

hand. The Crown, Fig. 7. Paper: 7" X 3
1 f-

Divide by line E-F. With E as center draw

circles with radius Iv-F, and F-i, which is

i%"- In making this costume, cut all material

with lines A-H or E-F of patterns length-

wise straight of goods, cutting A-H of

front of waist on a lengthwise fold. Allow

for Items on back of waist. Gather waist

to fit neck of doll, and face neck with bias

facing. Cut out neck of collar at inner circle.

Place piping of yellow at inside of neck. Face

armscyc with bias facing. Cut four large and

six small leaves for each armscye, sewing them

on from the wrong side, two large leaves at

under-arm scam, and two at shoulder, and three

small leaves at each side of armscyc, so that

they will fall over the arm instead of sleeves.

Gather bottom of waist into band of required

size for waist, and also gather straight full

skirt into same band, making skirt ankle

length. Draw the cap pattern on pure white

pajKT and paste pattern on to white lawn be-

fore cutting out petals. After cutting petals

curl them over pencil. Cut head size at inner

circle. Paste crown of cap on to green material

before cutting. Fasten edges 1" and Y\ of

crown together, then fasten petal portion to

crown. Cut six small leaves for crown and

fasten to center opening so that they will fall

over calyx portion. For a full-size costume,
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early in the morning to

gather flowers and haw-
thorn branches for gar-

lands to decorate the

doors and windows of all

the houses. This was

called “ bringing home
the May” and is referred

to by Chaucer in his

“Court of Love.” “Forth

goclh all the court, both

most and least, to fetch

the flowers fresh." It

was also the custom to

erect, in every village and

town, a high pole, called

the Maypole, and on

the first day of May this

pole was decorated, and

the young men and

maidens danced about it

during the day and even-

ing. A May Queen was

chosen to whom all paid

homage during the festiv-

ities, this no doubt being

a custom handed down
from the Romans, who
performed rites to the

goddess Flora, during

their spring celebration.

We still have this idea

of ten to twelve years, multiply these dimen-

sions by three. Barring Christmas, there is

probably no time of the year which has been so

much written about as May, the gem of the

springtime. The first of the month commemo-

rates the breaking forth into beauty of all

nature, after the stern hand of winter has held

all in its grasp for months. The Romans

celebrated this season with their Floral Games,

the festivities beginning on April 28 and

lasting for several days, and from this time

the celebration of the season has continued,

though at some periods of history a greater

or less decadence has set in. To sec the ob-

servance of May Day at its fullest, we have to

study the village customs of old England in the

16th century. The day was celebrated with all

manner of sports, music and dancing, and it was

customary for the middle classes to go forth

carried out in the queen selected for the floral

fetes held in the west and south, in our own
country. Villages tried to outdo each other in

the size and decorations of their Maypoles, and

of a number erected in London, one had a most

curious and interesting history. An old letter,

descriptive of May Day,. 1610, is as follows:

“ Last night 1 sleptc but ill soe was awake in

the dawne of day, and forth to coolc my brainc

in the freshc dewinesse of the caiiie morne.

There was a tumult of sweete soundc from the

throat of a thousand birdes till alle the ayre

from far and neare, was fulle of llieire jubilate

and all the breath of the morne was laden with

the bitter fragrance of Mayc. (The haw-

thorn.) They have decked the village alle out,

lintel and beanie.” During Cromwell’s time

Parliament ordered all Maypoles removed and

enforced this ruling by severe penalties.
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i \i”', 2 from 1), 34 . The sleeve

is gathered top and bottom, and
trimmed with bands of contrast-

ing color. Seam lines 8-i i and 8-

12 of waist front together. Curve

ill back center of waist to lit.

Join i~B of side gore of skirt to

2-x of front gore, and i-ii or

back gore to 2-3 of side gore.

Leave placket. Outside skirt to

consist of 3 straight flounces

overlapping, allowing once and a

a half for fullness. Mantilla is

made of lace or thin silk, three

cornered in shape, adjusted over a comb

at the back, with the point of lace at the

forehead. Part hair in middle and place

a bright flower over each ear. This cos-

tume was made of white dolled muslin

trimmed with black velvet ribbon. Cut all

parts of patterns with lines A-B straight

lengthwise of material, opening sleeve

and placing fold A -B straight lengthwise.

Place A-B of back of waist and A-B of

front gore of skirt on lengthwise folds.

PATTERN

5K.AT fovnp^rion
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Costu mic ok a hard ok Ancient Ireland.

One of llic most interesting doll costumes of

this scries. It deals with a people older than

those of the Scottish Highlands, and in fact

the parent stock which gave them being, a

people whose civilization — perfected to a de-

gree, and undoubtedly polished in its life of

castle and court — antedates that of the

Highlands by centuries. The efforts of Irish

scholars and historians to follow the ancient

lineage back to the coasts of the Continent,

and through the Mediterranean to the birth-

place of our race, arc well worth following

by the student. They lead back to the tenth

chapter of Genesis and arc concerned with

Comer, Javan and Dodanim, of the line of

Japhelh. Music was early brought to a degree

of great perfection with the Irish, and the harp,

doubtless handed across the ocean from the

days of the Shepherd King David, seems to

have been their chief mode of expression in

melody. The Bards, however, were not the

musicians of Uicir day; they were rather the

jx»els, whose songs were usually sung by the

minstrels who accompanied them. Nor were

they like the musical rabble which overran

the Continent in the later Middle Ages, whose

members, mere wandering players, had in a

sense to beg their living. These Irish Bards

were men of high degree, and were educated,

under the tutelage of the monks, in the history

and craft of their native land. They became

a sort of guild, which at one period grew to

such numbers that their maintenance became

a public burden. From the time of the con-

quest of Ireland by Henry II the profession

began to decline, though long cherished by the

lovers of music, and still a precious memory

in the minds of every true Irishman. The

harp, according to the beautiful folk talc that

Thomas Moore has preserved in verse, was

once a sea-maiden, whose grief for the lover

who came no more wore her away to death,

a story which is brought to mind by the form

of the post of the harp as it to-day appears on

the llag of Ireland.

In the Gaelic speech the larger harp was

called Clairseach, and figured at state banquets

and royal occasions. It had from twenty-nine

to fifty-eight strings, showing that the harmo-

nization of ten centuries or more ago could have

been of no mean order. T he harp is referred

to in the literature of the ninth century and

appears in sculpture of the tenth century.

A bit of Irish tradition thus brings in the harp:

“A small but singularly sweet and very beau-

tiful Harp, which had belonged to Donnechadh

Cairbrcach O’Brien, whose father was one of

the last of the Irish kings, had by some means

been removed to Scotland, and MacConnedke,

the poet to this Irish chief, was directed by his

master to endeavor to recover it, either as a

free gift, or in exchange for a flock of line Irish

sheep. The envoy failed to induce the Scottish

chief to restore O’Brien’s harp, and on his

return wrote a beautiful poem which details

the effort and failure to regain the instru-

ment. It is written in the peculiar spirit of

the ancient Irish verse and one cannot read

it without feeling the reality of the story.

Once a year the Bards met in convention at
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I curve, then curve in one
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side slightly for under
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\ t part of sleeve. Open flat,

\
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slash at E-F, in front of

/ \ sH ,*»•*««* \ fold, to show shirt sleeve.

J
' / \ 1 4

Trousers, Fig. 4. Long
/ V / and tight, and in full size

/ ’/TV . / must be fitted. Paper:

/
; (\ X ’

I / 1
1" X 8". Points: 1 from

/ f W \ * /
A

-
i 'A°’ 2 fr,,m c >

%"•

. / , J \ 1 • / 3 from 2, 1" (the center of

/
j

> ,,7,
p

^ / the front at tlic waist);

/ i / C is center at the back. 4

•fL / is from C, 4"; 5 is from 4,

1, W\ 6 from B, 2^;
tl6

'

I 7 from A, 3"; 1 to B is

1

/ outside of leg. Shoe, Fig.

7 \\ r“*
5- Paper, 2>f X 4MT.

I w,.„ \\ Points: 1 is 1}// from

V ‘ A; 2 is from A, 2"; 3 is

\ /
PflTTCRNS

fr;m A
, 2K/; 4 is from

T,

n-.- / TOR 3, J4*; s is from B, iK"i
> / 6 is from C, 2^; 7 from 6

1 i / is H'- Curve 1-2 is

. \ i ^CALe-t’-r pointed toe and i-D is

f
\ ;• ' ankle. Point 1 is between

I \
5

‘ A and C. To cut:

l \ I . Place Fig. 1 with line 2-B on selvage edge. Place

V — Fig. 2, line i-B, on lengthwise fold. Fig. 3,

\ open out pattern and place with line A-B
straight lengthwise. Fig. 4, do the same with

* r,t * * i-B lengthwise. Fig. 5, place 2-B on lengthwise

'J’ara the ancient seat of Irish government, fold. To make: Trim tunic around edges,

where contests of their skill were held, and also edges of slash in sleeves with fold of con-

whicli were attended by the great of the land.” trusting color. Finish lower edges of sleeves

Directions for the Costume. Paper for the by gathering into wrist, leaving frill at hand.

Tunic: X <!/ Points: 1 is from A, Seam leg parts of trousers before putting

,1 /" 2 is from A, 4"; 1-2, neck curve. 3 is the two parts together, then scam two front

ton’ A, 1H". 4 Iron. 3, 'A’\ 5 '«>»> 3.*)/; « edges V5 K.geU.cr, ll.cn back edges C-4.

from * 1Yi; 7 from 6, Y!\ 8 from A, 4 J
Open at cadi side, 1-7 for placket, and finish

o from’8
2"' 4-7-5 9, armscye. Point 10 is with facing. Seam Shoe, 1-2, and 1-7 also

from (’ 4"; n from 10, 2"; 12 from I), 1'. 5-I). Seam curved edge 4-5 into curve of sole.

Back of Tunic, Fig. 2. Pai>er: 4J4' X gW- 'Hie shirt is only seen at neck and sleeves, and

Points: 1 is from A
,

2 from A, i"; 3 from the shirt-waist for the German Costume will

A 2Vt
u ‘ 4 from 5 from 3, i?j

r
; 6 from answer for this. For the collar, that of the

(' ,lV- - from 6 \V\ \ 4-5-7, armscye; 8 is Swedish Costume will be correct. I he hat is

;;,m(l 4
'/

;

-VomD.K/. The essentially the same as that for the Scottish

Sleeve Fig ^ P iper 7* X S". Note fold. Highlander Costume, substituting a soft plume

V,
• ... , ;t' f :

2

from D, Yi\ t from for the quill. In selecting color do not hesitate to

2

'cf Cut throur ?boUi thicknesses of pa|>cr use bright hues, a vermilion being proper for one.

*3 CALC -f • I
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Cross-stitch embroidery is

among the very ancient of the

needle arts. The samplers of

our grandmothers were collec-

tions of the designs selected

and treasured by them, to be

wrought into this style of work.

In making, try to reduce the

forms used to their simplest

shape, and discard all small de-

tails of outline. Two comple-

mentary colors, one of course

predominating, are best for be-

ginners in this work, and prac-

tice in the stitches shown at the

right is desirable. When the

space has been selected to em-

broider, such as a collar and

cuffs, the design should be

worked out on plain paper, and

when satisfactory redrawn on

cross-ruled paper, where the

cross-stitches must be drawn

xxx xxx /»
XXX xxx XX*

XX Xx XX xx xx

xS* >5*

XXX 5xx>X
X#*AX XXXXX X>XAX

5 *xx X XXX x XXX S Sxx
CXXXX XAXXX XXXXX XXXXX

^ js

” JW- *S;
xxx:

X
XXX

V V # V
XXX XXX XXX >x> XXX XXX

yxxx*x*x xxx xxx XXX XXX

I
>v umnxvx

as they will appear, each square

when filled representing a square

of the embroidered design. 'I he

experimental drawing may be

transferred to the cross-lined
sion, as you will find the

line will interfere with your

coloring. Then draw out the

design in full color on the

cross-lined paper; if drawn with

the pen, this can be filled from

the brush dipped in the water

color. Hut a fine brush may

be used. Draw the stitches

that slant one way all at one

time, and then cross them, in

order to give a regular ap-

pearance to the work. These

little colored crosses will show

almost exactly how the em-

broidered pattern will appear.

Like all good design, the re-

sult should express the natural

limitations of the work. What

you can retain and what

must be discarded will ap-

the 'design for its final

paper by tracing- and impression-paper, but

be sure to make the lightest possible imprcs-

pear in preparing

stage.
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Cross-stitch f.muroidery.

Some designs for vertical bands

and an ornamental initial. Such

borders, especially if somewhat

simplified, might be embroid-

ered upon scrim curtains. As

for the initial, it is a unit which

demands space in so many lo-

cations that it would be hard

to enumerate them. Such bands

or borders should of course, if

possible, be derived from floral

units, as these have a more flow-

ing spirit, in which the move-

ment is greater, and the sense

of progression or growth more

pronounced. Fig. 8, for ex-

ample, is based upon the rose.

The lilac, with its great number

of small but very simple blos-

soms, each adapted to the fill-

ing of a square, as contrasted

with its good-sized leaves, offers

a unit for this work. But there

is no end to the possible adapta-

tion of flower forms, and in wcll-

selcctcd color schemes that shall

embody the natural colors of

the flowers with analogous or

complementary border lines, if

such are suitable for the unit.

Consider the oak with its leaf

and acorn — that wonderfully

adaptable nut-form — or the

seeds of the ash or maple; all

these offer delightful vistas of beauty to be sort, that arc sure to make the thoughtful

realized in colored silks. The revival, at the person stop and ask if those civilizations were,

present day, of many of the arts and crafts of after all, so very remote and rude. One price-

carlicr days, has attracted attention to this art. less fact this style of embroidery teaches to the

that was so much in vogue in the days of our student; for whereas in many lines of design

grandfathers, and there is no reason why it it is often hard to hold oneself to conventional

should not be adapted to modern requirements, treatment, in cross-stitch it is hard to do any

It will give to schoolgirls a chance to add a but conventional rendering. Note the success

touch of individuality to their apparel and other of the wheels in the carryall design on the

belongings that will always be interesting to page preceding. Square, conventionalized, yet

themselves and to others, and may open the wheels, clearly enough. The up-flirted tail is

way to a wider field. Its ancient lineage should also well expressed. 1 1 is much easier to work on

also recommend it to those who love the genuine, material that has a canvas weave where four

the things that endure in spite of all changes, threads form a square, but linen of the ordi-

Specimens have come down to us of early Egyp- nary weave can be used in the same way, count-

tian, Coptic and Byzantine embroidery of this ing four threads usually to a square.
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designs. All the knowledge one possesses

concerning balance, harmony and rhythm

can be well applied at this stage, remem-

bering that the design is to be carried out

in cross-stitch and that, “Artistic design

is always expressive of its mode of work-

manship.’' The experimental drawing was

corrected, refined and transferred to the

tracing-paper, and from that to the cross-

lined paper, and the work of interpreting

into cross-stitch begun. As many lines

did not coincide with the squares on the

paper, a general readjustment was made,

and the design was finally adapted.

The face of “l’etcr,” as shown on page

158, is an example of the thought re-

quired from first to last. The lower

illustration shows a very old sampler

which was found in the city of Mexico

in the spring of 1903, and is probably

150 or 200 years old. It is curious to note

that a piece of cross-stitch embroidery

from far-off Smyrna contains a rose

pattern very similar to the one 011 the

Mexican sampler, while the same rose

is found repeatedly in English work of

ilip «u»vonfcenth and eighteenth centuries.

THE SURVIVOR VOL 9

Gross-stitcii embroi i>ery ;

some applied designs. The upper

design is the cushion for a chair-

back for a child’s room. Three

trials of the face appear on

page 1 58. The method pursued

was as follows: Several small

rough sketches were first made,

embodying different ideas and

subjects, and from these the

most satisfactory one was se-

lected. The si/.e of the cushion

was next decided upon and a

suitable width set off for a border;

an experimental drawing was

made of the border and center

THE SURVIVOR VOL. 9
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Cross-stitch embroidery as applied to col-

lars, cuffs, and other details of wearing apparel.

The very best, selection that can he made for

such is undoubtedly that derived from geometric

units or those of an extremely conventional

character. On this page and the following one,

of designs exclusively, arc shown such work,

both in the design and in finished work. The

lower border shown on this page is very inter-

estingly adapted from a Japanese unit, sugges-

tive of the trefoil, and showing how the curved

outlines of the four petal-like parts have been

carried on in the angular cross-stitch. Their

forms have been interpreted, not changed.

Tn some cases it will be found helpful to draw

in the designs on the cross-lined paper in

square dots, filling each little square full, in-

stead of marking in the cross-stitches with the

pen or brush, though this is merely a question of

which way will be found easier to do. The. se-

lection of color is an important consideration,

it being desirable to have the principal parts

of a design accented by a stronger or more

intense tone. It is generally safe to use the

softest tones in the largest quantities, reserving

the most brilliant ones for emphasis. If com-

plementary colors arc chosen for a design, care

must be taken that these are not used in equal

quantities, as has been already stated. The

scheme may be handled as in any design or

painting, either analogous, complementary or

self-color— shades of the same color. A com-

plementary color scheme employs two colors,

as red and a blue-green, blue and a yellow-red

or orange, yellow and purple-blue or violet.

An analogous scheme uses colors related by

hue, such as red and a yellow-red. As a

rule, however, colors contrasting to some

degree are best. Some designs are better with

margin lines, while others are better without

them. Often the effect of a design may be

wholly changed by the use of margin lines.
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The coloring in cross-slilch

embroidery is a problem not

easily solved unless one works

on a basis of principles.

There are three principal

types of harmonious color-

ing: First the monochro-

matic. In this type the color

of the dress goods is re-

pealed in the embroidery,

lighter or darker, or both.

T he second is the analogous

type of coloring. In this

the colors of the embroidery

arc closely related to, that is,

analogous to, the color of the

goods. For example, if the

goods were brown, the em-

broidery might be yellow or

orange. The third type of

coloring is complementary.

The colors used in the em-

broidery would harmonize

with the dress goods by con-

trast. The pairs of con-

trasting colors arc: red and

blue-green, yellow and pur-

ple-blue, green and red-pur-

ple, blue and yellow-red, or

orange, purple and green-

yellow. In making the com-

plementary combination one

color should be dominant;

that is to say, there should

be a large amount of one

color and a small amount of

its contrasting color. If the

embroidery is placed upon a

Coloring in cross-stitch embroidery. Here

are forty-five pieces and sets of work in Applied

Cross-stitch Embroidery. These arc designed

as collars and cuffs for women’s garments, and

show the great and beautiful variety possible

in the use of simple units. No two arc alike,

yet many are related to a common unit. Here

the geometric form is most adaptable; the

cross, square, triangle, lozenge, concentric

squares, the oblong, separate or linked, the

Greek fret, and an unnumbered host suggested

by a mention of these, all lend themselves

readily to adaptation.

while ground, the white is, of course, the domi-

nant note and the relative amounts of the

complementary colors may be more nearly

equal. It is well also to remember in making

complementary combinations that the more

brilliant color should be used in the smaller

areas. In any ease the colors should be so dis-

|x>scd throughout the design that the design

strikes the eye as a whole first; no part should

be obtrusive. Very beautiful can these little

colored embroideries be made. In any color

decoration of costume, the bright colors, used

sparingly, have somewhat the elTcct of gems.
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A PLACE CLOTH or INDIVIDUAL TABLECLOTH,

lo lie worked in cross-stitch. This is a substi-

tute for the various mats and doilies used when

the tablecloth is dispensed with. It should be

of linen, large enough to contain the plate,

to be worked in cross-

stitch. Lay out lightly

on the dummy, to find the

number of repeats. Make
trial sketches on cross-

lined paper to see how it

will work out in the stitch.

Lastly, see that the color

is good.

Details for the place
cloth. With the dummy
as a pattern lay out the

design on the linen. This

may best be done by

stretching the linen taut

upon a drawing board, keeping it in place with

thumb tacks. Upon this, work delicately with

a pencil of the color of the thread to be used in

the embroidery. Make not one unnecessary

touch with the pencil. The illustrations show

Q Place Clol\
}

until decorative

broad plate, «lass and

silver required for one per- ^ av** ^
son ala meal. A good form

I T
would measure i.p-/ X

| 8

jo". Ilem neatly 3 sides, >gx

as shown by the dolled
: |

lines. The ornament at

eac h end should be narrow
[

jhg
and may be a “vertical £$
border.” 'Hie lop, orhead, ^
should have a wider and

i

|
I

richer” horizonlal’hordcr.
|
§§ §

The fourth side should be
J | ^

the selvage, without orna-
|

K
j* *4

incut. The side borders
| pj |

may be ? i" wide, and the
5^ |

head from i j-i" lo 2"wide.
|

First make a dummy cloth g

from a sheet of thin, Lough

wrapping paper, 15V X 21*. Turn under J f"

on the three sides lo be hemmed; turn under

again for the hem proper, 2" at lop and 5 i" at

sides. Plan just how the corners shall be

folded, cut. ami felled. Note the method sug-

gested at F. Fold over the parts in the order

indicated by the numerals. On the upper side

of sheet draw pencil lines to show the exact

position of the edge of each hem as seen in

dotted lines at a a a. Sketch out and select

your design elements, and whatever these may

be, remember that they must be “squared up,”

v
xr* /Va . ..m

four borders drawn upon squared paper. Three

of the designs show the graceful turning of the

corner, the transition from the narrow side

border to broad head band. These designs are

all intended lo be worked in two colors, of very

low intensity, and of but slight contrast with the

white ground. They must not be staring deco-

rations. That is the office of a label—to arrest

your attention. These should attract, not arrest.

The mere working of a corner may seem a matter

of slight importance, but right here lies one of

the secrets of good design, successful adaptation.
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Examples of good place cloths, worked

out by pupils of a seventh grade public school.

The variety in the de-

signs speaks well for the

methods taught in this

school, wherever it may
be. Such work— or any

work — is sure to be bet-

ter for being original.

Where doilies arc to be

used, crt>ss-stiteh offers

one of the most attractive

means for ornamentation.

The three shown in the

middle illustration were also the work of lliir-

tecn-year-old school children, the patterns

made from their own designs, the themes

worked out first upon squared paper, and the

color schemes carefully studied out by means

of colored pencil trials. The three doilies

show two applied designs of the square, one

where the empty space of the center is em-

phasized by the margin

lines based on the square,

the other where the

square itself is made the

theme, occupying with

equal emphasis the space

devoted in the first one

to the empty square. The
lowest illustration shows

some of I lie squares worked

out by children eleven

years of age, for the bor-

ders of a bed spread. This

spread can be made for

cither a single or double

bed, but a good idea is to

plan it for some hospital

which has a children's

room. Each child worked

a square and t hese were t hen sewed toget her. The

spread is made of live principal parts, the center-

piece. which rests on lop of the bed, the three

flounces, for either side and the foot, and a

head piece. The center-piece is the one sur-

rounded by the worked squares. A good size

spread for a single bed will measure 6 '-2" wide

and S'-o" long. Of this

width each side flounce

takes up 1 '-8", and the

center-piece 2-10". The
foot flounce also measures

1' 8" deep. This particular

spread had the center-piece

bordered on all sides with a

strip of 3" width outside of

the squares. These num-

bered six across the head and foot of the center-

piece respectively, and nine along each side.

The birds are done in outline stitch.
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The units used in outline stitch may he inti- this page have natural motifs, while those on

nilely varied but should be consistent in char- page 168 arc purely geometric in character

acler throughout each design. On this page, with vertical, horizontal, and oblique lines

for instance, the units of the upper part are

made up of circular curves, straight lines, and

dots only. Other examples of the same kind

are shown on page 167. The other designs on

only. The upper part of page 167 gives further

suggestions for embroidered patterns into

which solid embroidery is introduced. These

illustrate also certain principles of design dealt
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with in the chapter on “Decorative Design.” curtains, and embroidered bands for wearing

They illustrate l lie various effects of heavy apparel. The units must be so grouped that

and light units, units closely packed or spread the eye is conscious of a pleasant movement

apart, and of units having a similar or a con- throughout the design. In a good border one

trusting character repeated with and without is never templed to count the spots; each unit

marginal lines. Such patterns are good for is so related to its neighbors that the eye is

the ornamental bands upon table runners, sash gracefully conducted from one unit to another.
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TNE BUTTOM BAG

3K11TCMES or FXJTTOM5 ^ rtEEDLti

.wtchts itwyrio in iocatimg wjttoi-o and nimr.:>

A BUTTON BAG! SUGGESTIONS FOR THE BARTS THAT GO TOWARDS MAKING IT

A BUTTON BAG, TASTE-

FULLY DECORATED. To
make the button bag, tlie

general directions for the

washcloth bag will suffice,

though this need not be

lined like the washcloth i

bag. This page is concerned
|

mostly with its decora-
tion, which in the picture

is marked by fitness to

purpose, the units of the

design being taken from

what the bag is meant to

hold, buttons and thread.

Needles might be added.

Make careful drawings of

the buttons you like best,

selecting those which arc

simple and attractive, not

those cast in metal nor

studded with cheap glass

gems. Cut several pieces

of paper of the exact size

the bag is to be. Fold them

vertically in the center.

Allow wide margins at top

and bottom because of

the cloth puckered by the

drawstring, and the weight

of the buttons which will

crowd down the lower sides

out of sight. Distribute

your centers of interest so

that one shall be chief. In

this particular problem it

would seem well to locate

this near the top, and perhaps in the center,

horizontally, or it may be in the center of the

available space. Try it and sec which looks

the better. Now sketch in one or more buttons

where you think they will look well, and

maybe add an effect of the needles in the shape

of horizontal lines in pairs or triplets, or more

numerously. Keep all within a good-sized mar-

ginal space. If you employ lines to suggest

the threads, see that they connect the buttons

one with another and run through the eyes

of your needles, if you develop needles as a

part of the design. Shall we show the buttons

edgewise or full-face view, or a combination of

both? Such questions will rise up for solu-

tion. Do not overload the design. Keep the

interest well centered in one locality. Do
this work on one half of the paper, to right

or left of the vertical fold. Then fold on

this center, with the drawing side folded in

on top, and rub on the back or upper side with

the unsharpened end of the pencil, which will

transfer the drawing to the other half with

no bother of tracing paper. Line in the faint

impression, and you can see how the whole

balances. Transfer the whole design to a

sheet of white drawing paper and prepare for

the color scheme, which should be simple,
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the thread lines only. In

painting such a design, care

must be taken to see that

the color does not run. The
brush must be kept rather

“dry,” that is, do not have
it full of color; use only a

little. Colors made of ani-

line dyes would answer for

this sort of painting. It

would need but a few grains

of the dye powder, dissolved

in hot water, to give ail

ample quantity.

The designs upon page

169 and this page illustrate

a principle worth keeping in

mind; namely, that the or-

nament applied to any com-

mon object should have

some relation to the char-

acter of the use of the ob-

ject. A design made of

abstract spots equally ap-

propriate to all sorts of

conditions is peculiarly

appropriate to none, and

therefore usually falls short

of being a satisfactory

form of enrichment. Ill

this case, buttons, threads

and needles arc the only

motifs in the designs. The
superiority of these designs

over those shown in the

plate on page 171 now be-

comes evident. The button

bag designs were made by

a good one being of an analogous harmony in

green and green-yellow, thus keeping close

to the prevalent yellowish lone of the linen of

the bag. When you have worked out the color

to your satisfaction, so that it arrests the eye

as a harmonious and restful whole, it may be

transferred to the cloth of the bag by lacking

it over the cloth with thumb lacks, and using

a sheet of carbon impression paper between.

The painted design may be embroidered in out-

line, using embroidery cotton or silk. One

effective way would be to paint the buttons on

a design such as the one shown, and embroider

a well-trained designer. The objects shown

in the other plate were designed by grammar

school children. Considering the fact that the

children were of but ten years of age on the

average, the work is excellent if not ideal.

These school bags might have had ornamen-

tation related to their purpose. A border

of interwoven letters or figures, or of conven-

tional books, or of objects constantly in use

in the schoolroom properly conventionalized

and grouped would have been not only more

appropriate but more beautiful than the

detached abstract units the children were al-
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.. J vp—ri contrast between the or-

namental detail and the

/}
ground upon which it lias

It
'

l>cen worked is loo great.

/ ' S As a rcsult, the lines of the

~ ornament attract loo much
attention. You think of the

ornament with a bag under-

neath it ralhcr than a bag
»

’

[I well ornamented. Another

,
:

element which aggravates

the inharmonious condi-

/
*- U'on in many cases is lack

of scale. The ornament is

too bold and strong for use

for so small an object. An
object to be held in the

hand does not require an

:.. ornament which announces

its presence by shouting

aloud. The secret of pro-_ ducing satisfactory effects

in handicraft work of every sort lies in the word

“Adjustment. ” Part must be happily adjusted

to part, in form, in color, and in position as

well as in character.

lowed to use. These designs by the children

also illustrate another common failure in

amateur work; namely, the failure to secure

harmony of effect. In almost every case the
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13UR LAI' MATS, EMBROIDERED WITH LINEN IN

outline stitch. Burlap, after its discovery

the paper from the small squares of the

stitch will prove tiresome, to say the least.

This pattern was traced and worked upon
the burlap, the body of each unit worked
with a simple outline stitch crossing at

right angles, caught where the threads cross

with a small tight stitch of the comple-

mentary color; one-half the units being

done in yellow, caught with blue, the

other half of blue caught with yellow. The
blue used is the more intense of the two.

The last step was the fringing out of the

edges. The lower illustration shows another

method of treating the burlap. Here the

decorative band has the design worked in

outline stitch, with the ground about the

figures tinted a darker shade of the same

hue. The stitch employed to outline the

figures is here done with a coarser linen, laid

on and caught down with strong black linen

thread. The burlap is a green one-third

neutralized by the admixture of red, and of low

intensity. The dark part is stained a shade

as a decorative material, soon offered a limitless

field of usefulness. This includes mats and

cushions destined to exposure to the weather,

as in the canoe, on the porch table or at the

summer camp. In fact, in almost any situation

where durability is the end in view, burlap vies

with leather in its wearing qualities.

That shown in the upper illustration is made

of a burlap with a green-yellow ground on which

is worked in outline stitch a circle of units de-

rived from that useful part of written speech,

the comma. IIow appropriate for a set of chair

cushions for a Reception Room! And why not

other designs made with the punctuation-mark

family as a prolific inspiration? The exclama-

tion- and interrogation-points surely offer rich

promise. This mat was made by striking out

the circle for its margin and working this in

outline stitch, the rope-stitch form being used.

There is a double line, the outermost being of

blue and black, the inner of yellow and black.

The outside circle for the fringe may be de-

scribed at this point, though it is full as well to

wait until the design is completed. This should

be carefully studied out, full size, on manila

paper, traced, and applied to the material. If

you attempt to tack down the paper pattern

and work through it, the task of removing

darker of the same hue. This might be varied

by tinting the surfaces of the objects a hue

suggestive of their color. What a fine oppor-

tunity to produce a set of such mats, showing

the commoner table fruits of the year. I' or

winter you might design a border of bananas

or another of oranges. For summer or fall, use

the home fruits.



Objects made of Tim matting. Tilo is a

woven material somewhat akin to burlap in the

color effects to be had from it. It is a soft, pli-

able matting of checker weave made from the

rolled shavings of the Japanese lir tree, in the

natural wood color. It readily absorbs the tube

dyes that mix with cold water, and so is quickly

colored. It can be made into mats for table,

desk or pantry, needle-books, napkin rings,

boxes, baskets, portfolios, music rolls, porch

cushions and lire screens. Raffia is used for

working patterns into the Tilo. All kinds of

needle-work stitches, lace and weaving stitches

and macrame knotlings can be used. With it

the very little folks can make tasteful and at-

tractive articles for holiday gifts, such as mats,

card cases, napkin rings and needle-books,

always, of course, under instruction. The older

person of fine taste will find in it a source of

endless delight. The articles shown in the

picture arc as follows: upper right-hand object,

an unfinished mat, showing the use of straw-

board edge for the mat border; lower right-

hand object, such a mat, completed and deco-

rated with raffia weaving; beside it, a checkered

mat made in the same way, but decorated with

a pattern drawn in water colors. (In large sur-

faces, dyes arc much to be preferred.) Left-hand

half of picture, a portfolio made of Tilo and

decorated with a design in rnflia. There are

several devices employed to keep the edges of

these mats from raveling, among them being

the use of the cardboard frame or edge-form, as

shown, over which the raffia or strands of the

Tilo are bound, and this edge is glued to the

mat or caught with a few stitches. Machine

stitching may be used to prevent this raveling.

Strands of the Tilo arc a yard in length and of

a thickness which makes them admirable for

braiding. The ravclings may be used for braid-

ing to be sewn into mats, baskets, etc. On

account of uniform thickness Tilo matting

strands can be braided with much less difficulty

than raffia. When a strand is dampened and

unrolled it makes a good ribbon to provide

binding for a needle-book, napkin ring or other

articles. The picture on page 174 shows sev-

eral finished objects, made in the public schools

of one of the cities of the Middle West. As the

work of grade children these arc remarkable

instances of thoughtful planning and nice

workmanship. Here are shown a card case,
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a nccdlc-book, pin roll, purse, napkin ring and

card receiver, or work basket. Another way

in which to finish the edges and keep them from

raveling is here shown, the use of the oval pith-

edge material. This is wound with raffia in

the present case, and the resulting edge is at-

tractive and durable. A very familiar article

might be made in this way, a checkerboard.

The squares might either be painted on in dyes

or water colors or woven in raffia of the dark

color needed for the “black” squares of this

ancient game-board. A folding backgammon

board is another game which would lend its

peculiar triangular marks to decoration in color

in this medium. The boy who likes to ex-

periment with form, who tries with splendid

courage to fashion a suit case, a hand bag. or a

tool bag, such as the carpenters in England

use, will find in Tilo a rich storehouse of pos-

sibilities. Perhaps the most richly suggestive

of all is the screen, mentioned above. In what-

ever height this is made, for actual use by the

fireside, or in miniature, to shut off the glare

of the lamp from an invalid, it offers boundless

possibilities for beautiful design in the raffia or

Tilo strips. There is about malting of the

Oriental order something especially appealing,

as it is one of the things foreign which anyone

can afford, and which is at the same time

beautiful and durable. Malting has been the

chief household furnishing for the barbarous

and savage peoples from lime out of record or

memory. Our American Indians so furnished

their wigwam dwellings, and it was upon mats

that the kindly English settlers found them lying

in the stress of the great small-pox plague.

Without their mats it is difficult to imagine

the East Indian, the Chinaman, or our polite

western neighbors, the Japanese, from whose

land comes the Tilo matting. Wherever an

effect of summer coolness is desired, the mat

has abundant excuse for being, and where most

used is most attractive. In learning to make

Tilo malting you arc mastering one phase of

a world-wide craft as old as civilization and

indispensable to the human race. The very

first woven things were probably mats made

of the long leaves of grass or of rushes. The

Japanese weave crates of bamboo, the Arabs

hampers of palm leaves, the Indians baskets

of ash and willow strips, and snowshoe fillings

of green-hide.
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tural material. Jf the material is

rather dark, the ornament may
be slightly lighter; if it. is light, the

ornament may be slightly darker.

In either case the contrast should

not be too great, otherwise it be-

comes tiresome. The color of the

ornament would better harmonize

by analogy with the structural color

or be a soft tone of that color. If

complementary tones are introduced

at all they should be in very small

brilliant touches like jewels added
to the general color schemes, or else

of very low intensity that is dull and

unobtrusive in character.

The richest possible harmony of

color consistent with the function of

the hand bag is that produced by us-

ing two tones analogous to the struc-

tural color of the bag, one slightly

warmer and the other slightly

cooler than that color, and then by

introducing into this combination

two or three closely related tones of

contrasting hues. For example, if

the bag be of tan-colored material

the principal areas of the design

might be in a more reddish tan and

a more yellowish tan. Small bril-

liant dots of blue-green, blue, and

purple-blue added to this combina-

tion would give it richness and bril-

liancy without making the whole

obtrusive.

The secret in any good combina-

tion of color is a combination which

The two hand bags on this page arc twodiffer-

ent styles. One is similar to that of a music

roll; the other more like an old-fashioned car-

pet bag, .or a modern school bag. The first is

adapted to anything that will roll, like sheet

music, or manuscript, or cloth of any kind. The

second is adapted to stiff things, like books ami

lunch boxes.

In making bags, the color problem deserves

close attention. In the first place the color of

the material should be rather dull and unob-

trusive, otherwise one soon becomes tired of it.

In the second place the additions in the form

of ornament should harmonize with the struc-

strikes the eye as a whole. Any element of

form or color in a design which thrusts itself

upon the attention of the observer is a blemish.

Kach should play its part unobtrusively in the

making up of the total effect. Needless to

add that total effect should have a dominant

hue of its own, appropriate to the object. In

the case of these satchels that hue might well

be the natural color of the structural material.

Phe colored burlaps may well be considered in

this connection. 'These are commonly sold in

shades of the colors in ordinary use, in tones

of low intensity which offer delightful sugges-

tions to the color student.
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is shown in the illustra-

tion. The nine sofa pil-

lows were planned and
worked out by children in

Germany, in the city of

Darmstadt. They offer

good motifs for designs

that might be executed in

any one of several mate-

rials. T hey might be sten-

ciled upon buckram, bind-

ersTinen, burlap (for rough

use) or lea tiler. Theymight
be done in applied work;

that in the lower left-hand

corner offers a charming

surface and form for out-

line stitch. The designs of

the upper left and lower

right arc of the order of

the best in American
patchwork quills. They
arc all charmingly simple,

based upon the circle and

square. The art of print-

ing upon wood after the

fashion of the table mats

Taiu.e mats stamped with a square peg. is the oldest form of printing known, the

Here the pattern for a cross-stitch design was Chinese having discovered it centuries ago.

produced by hand printing, the

pegtype being dipped in the color

and applied to the squared paper.

To produce these a square of ma-

nila paper was cut 9 " on a side, and

within l his another square was

drawn 8 " on a side. One-half inch

all round was left to allow for the

hem in the finished work. The
center is found by drawing the

diagonals of the square, and in

some eases the diameters. The

inner squares were then planned

upon these diameters or diagonals.

The ornament is to be confined be-

tween the inner and outer squares,

for an object is supposed to occupy

the center of the mat, which is

therefore left without ornament.

The pattern may be in the form of

borders, rosettes or surface pat-

terns. An example of each kind
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embroidery are to be seen,

and in one piece have been

introduced to give accents

of color. The lower plate

on the page shows a cover-

ing for an ivory fan, made

merely for the purpose of

protection, but enriched to

suggest the value of that

which it contains. This is

an example of solid em-

broidery in various colors.

It is an example, also of

the linking together of the

parts of a design to form

an effective whole. The

work shown on pages 178

and 1 81 is fairly represen-

tative of fine German needle-

work in articles of cloth-

ing. The illustration on

the lower part of page 178

shows the application of

needlework in rather com-

plex schemes of coloring

to the cloth covers of gift

books, or of books of special

value highly prized by their

owners. Nothing is too

good for a priceless book.

The plate shows also two

designs for table mats made

over circular cardboard or

fiber of some kind. In work

of this kind the embroidery is of course applied

uixm the cloth before the cloth is applied to
In recent years the Germans have been pro

ducing fine needlework, not only in their manu

factories and in many a home, but

in the public schools throughout

the empire and in s|>edal schools

On this pageof applied design

arc shown five examples of fine

needlework of various kinds for

BELTS. In all but one of these

designs the theory of belt design

is well exemplified namely, mat

inasmuch as a plate is supposed

to hold together securely what-

ever is inside it, the dominant lines

in the design should be horizontal,

suggesting bands or cords. In

these designs, various kinds of
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the board. After the dec-

orated cloth is held securely

in place by basting on the

inside, a piece of plain cloth,

hemmed to exactly the right

size, is then sewed in all

round to obscure the back

of the piece and to give it

a satisfactory finish.

The articles of apparel,

shown on pages 179, 180

and 181, show a simplicity

of design, a temperate use

of ornament, and a skill in

needlework heartily wel-

come to cultivated eyes,

wearied with the cheaply-

made, over-decorated goods

which Hood our department

stores.

A little appropriate or-

nament — ornament having

a character determined by

the material and the proc-

esses appropriate to it,

ornament well placed with

reference to the object as a

whole and its uses—gives

perpetual satisfaction not

only to the person who pro-

duced it, but to all who

have seeing eyes. At an in-

ternational congress of art

teachers, held in London in

1908, the delegates were
given a reception at the

South Kensington Museum,

where some of the first

families of England were

represented in the receiving

line. Among the delegates

were two German drawing

teachers with their wives.

These women wore gowns

designed by their husbands

and made throughout by

themselves. The gowns
were perfectly related to the

lines of the figure in each

case; and, in color, to the

complexion of the wearer.
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Well-trained teachers of lace making are,

fortunately, beginning to appear in the United

States, and the lace-making industries are being

revived, notably in Minnesota. Certainly

it is better to spend one’s time in producing

useful and beautiful things for the enjoyment

of one’s self and one’s friends than to waste

it in frivolous amusement.

Lace work is not difficult. The simpler

forms require a comparatively inexpensive out-

fit, and the processes may be learned from a

good teacher in one or two lessons of an hour

each. Having mastered the elements of the

craft, progress is easy. The results are so

beautiful they become positively fascinating.

A few moments a day will soon yield enough

lace to enrich a gown.

They were enriched with exquisite needle-

work, to the surprise of many an aris-

tocratic Englishwoman. These two

German women attracted more attention

than duchesses. Machine-made finery,

purchased ready-made, though loaded

with jewels, looked tawdry and ad-

ventitious compared with the beautiful

handicraft charged with personality and

good taste.

T'lie hood illustrated on this page shows x
heavy line stitch embroidery forming a

conventional rose pattern of unusual

character. Examples of lace, designed and

wrought by German students* arc also

shown.

While these two patterns arc far too

complicated for the amateur to attempt,

they are given here as a suggestion of

what young people might do if they were

properly taught in the schools or homes

of our own country. One can learn the

simpler forms of lace in a very few les-

sons, and thereby acquire the rudiments

of one of the finest arts in the whole

realm of needlework. A little practice

in lacc making gives one an insight into

the craft, and opens the door to die keen

enjoyment to be derived from the price-

less treasures in lace to be found in our

museums.
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HOUSEHOLD ARTS
COOKING FOR LITTLE GIRLS

ALMOST all little girls have sometime

known the joy of keeping house on a

wide, mossy ledge, with hits of blue and while

china arranged in shining rows along the

cracks which make the shelves; and wonderful

mud pics, frosted with yarrow blossoms,

stored away in safe corners of the stone pantry.

Another pleasure, too, is in shaping thimble

rookies and doll biscuit out of the dough which

Mother or Norali has made and in baking these

beside the big ones on the tin sheet. Rest of all,

at last comes the day for making something

real, something which is truly a part of the fam-

ily meal, or even, after a good deal of practice,

the preparation of the whole meal itself.

Before a little girl starts to cook anything,

she should be ready with a large convenient

apron, to protect her dress from spots and flour.

A white apron is best because it can be washed

as often as may be necessary and yet it will not

fade. It does not really soil any more quickly

than a pink or blue one and it always looks

fresh and dainty. It must not be very close

fitting or it will be too warm. If the little girl

wears short sleeves, she will need no sleeves

ill her apron, but if her arms arc covered to the

wrist she must have a sleeved apron or separate

sleeves to slide on and protect her cuffs. Be-

sides the apron, she should have a round holder,

not loo stiff, and a plain, hemmed dish towel.

These may both be buttoned to the apron.

The towel must never be used for a holder,

while if the holder is not at hand, burned

fingers may be the result. A cap may be worn,

or the hair may be put back very straight and

smooth while the cooking goes on. Of course,

every little girl knows that her hands and

finger nails must be entirely clean and dainty.

After she is personally ready for her work,

she begins to make the acquaintance of her

tools. She may not be introduced, as “Alice

in Wonderland” met the “Pudding,” but she

must become familiar with such necessary uten-

sils as measuring cups and spoons, quart

measures, double boilers, saucepans, and many

other useful utensils. She needs at least one

real measuring cup which is made to hold just

one quarter of a quart. This cup should be

marked into thirds and quarters, to help the

little cook in measuring for her dishes. Recipes

are made to be prepared by measuring cups and

spoons, and it would be just as unwise and harm-

ful to buy ribbon or lace by “guessing at

the yard length or measuring with an umbrella

or stray stick instead of a yardstick, as it is to

“guess at” amounts of sugar, flour or milk,

or to measure these in cups of uncertain size.

Before the little cook begins to measure, here are

some rules for her to remember, as well as a

table of the measures commonly used in cooking:

TABLE or MEASURES

1 sailspoon - H tcns|»oon

3 tcas|>oons - i tablespoon

16 tablespoons - i cup •

2 cups = > pint

2 pints - i quart

GENERAL RULES FOR MEASURING

1. Fill the cup or spoon lightly, to the brim,

then push off the extra material with a knife,

having the edge of the knife against the top of

the cup or the sides of the bowl of the spoon.

2 . Never shake anything down in measuring

it, as this gives too large a quantity. Do not

in any way pack material into a cup.

3. Be dainty and careful not to spill as you

measure. This helps to keep from wasting
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by means of heat, so some day you must learn

THE SURVIVOR VOL 9

material and also makes less trouble, besides

keeping your worktable in neat order.

4. The teaspoonful and lablespoonful arc

always measured level.

5. Divide the spoonful into halves by making

Cops' it’ll, Potion I’htto i\e*t Co.

HOYS L1KF. COOKING TOO

a straight mark from the handle to the |x>inl

of the bowl and pushing out the material on

one side. Cut this in half to measure a quarter.

“FIRST THINGS FIRST”

BOILING WATER

AFTER you have pul oil your dainty apron

and examined your tools
^

and tried a

little measuring, you will wish to “ cook” some-

thing. Cooking means the preparation of food

how to build and manage a fire in the range,

or to use the gas or electric stove. J ust at first,

we will supjxjse the fire is ready. Many things

are cooked by receiving heat through boiling

water, so you must know how to distinguish

the a pikmranee of water that is really boiling.

Fill a saucepan about half full of cold water

and put it on to heat, then notice the things

that happen in it. Rubbles form on the bottom

and sides of the saucepan, growing gradually

larger and running together to form larger

bubbles. These gradually leave the sides of

the saucepan and dance about in the water.

After a while they come to the surface, and at

last one comes and breaks there, sending

out a puff of steam. Then we say the water is

beginning to boil. If we let the water boil

for some time it will all disappear, going away

into the air in the form of steam, leaving the

saucepan dry. If the water evaporates too

much while you arc cooking something in it,

your saucepan will be spoiled and your food

will burn in it. if you watch some cocoa

shells as they arc cooking in the boiling water

you may sec how the currents of heat carry

them from the bottom to the top.

COCOA SHELLS

y2 cup of cocoa shells 3 cups of water

Let the shells boil in the water for an hour,

adding more water as the first boils away,

to keep the original quantity. Strain out the

shells and serve the shells with sugar and

scalded milk.

SCALDING MILK

You will constantly need to use scalded

milk, and there is but one way to prepare it,

though you may use many kinds of utensils.

Scalded milk is cooked over hot or boiling water

and not over the direct heat. You must have,

then, some sort of a double boiler, so that there

is a chance for water in the lower pan and for

the milk in the upper one. It is not necessary

to have a double boiler from the store, for two

saucepans of different size, a pail and a saucepan

or any other good combination, will do as well.

While the milk is heating, watch it, and notice
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the “wrinkled skin” as it forms over the top.

This is the sign that the milk is scalded.

REASONS FOR BOILING WATER

1. To cook other things in it.

2. To make it more wholesome and pure

in case it contains any harmful dust plants.

3 . To soften it if it is hard.

REASONS FOR SCALDING MILK

1. To cook oilier tilings in it.

2. To make it more wholesome by killing

any harmful dust plants that might be in it.

3. To make it keep sweet longer.

SOME DISHES TO MAKE WITH
POTATOES

P
OTATOES are nowadays so common and

usually so cheap that it seems strange to re-

member that they were unknown to civilized

people until English colonists found them in

Virginia and carried some back to England.

They arc enlarged portions of underground

stem, and not roots, as carrots and turnips

are. Potatoes may be cooked with or with-

out their jackets, according to the use you

wish to make of them and the age of the |>otato.

If they are pared, remove a thin paring only,

because the best part of the potato lies directly

under the skin.

BAKED POTATOES

Choose medium-sized potatoes and wash

them thoroughly. Lay them in a pan on the

rack in a fairly hot oven and let them cook

until they are soft all over. If you turn them

occasionally they will bake more evenly.

Bake about thirty-five minutes. Serve hot,

in a napkin.

BOILED POTATOES

Choose medium-sized potatoes and scrub

them. Pare them, unless they are very new.

After they are pared put them at once into

freshly boiling, salted water, enough to cover

them. (Use one tablespoonful of salt to one

quart of water, for six potatoes.) Let them boil

until they arc tender when tried with a fork.

(About twenty-five minutes.) Drain off every

drop of water and let them stand, uncovered,

in a warm place to drive off the steam. Serve

hot with meat or fish gravy. Or make 1 hem into

RICED POTATO

Press hot boiled potato through a potato

ricer or coarse strainer. Pile lightly on a dish

and serve very hot. Make this into

WASHED POTATO

Measure the hot riccd potato, and for every

cup of potato add one tablespoonful of butter,

one-fourth teaspoonful of salt, and a very little

jiepper. Put these with the potato in a saucc-

C»p\rif.hl, Unjou'ood &* Undcruvod

A FIRST I.F.SSON

pan and add enough hot milk to make it light

and creamy but not too moist. About one and

one half lablcspoonfuls for one cup is usually
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enough. Beat the whole with a fork, while

you reheat it. It should be light and while when

it is done. Pile lightly on a hot dish and serve

hot.

CREAM i:i> POTATO

2 cups of Itoilnl potatoes, cut into dice (small cubes)

} <i
teaspoonful of salt

A very little pepper

\ & cup of milk

i teaspoonful of chopped onion, if you like

Cut the potatoes into dice and add to them

the salt and pepper. Cook the onion in the

milk until the onion begins to lie tender.

Add the potato and cook until the milk is mostly

taken up. Stir in the butter and serve hot.

It may be trimmed with parsley which has been

thoroughly washed and dried.

FRIED POTATO

2 cups boiled potatoes, cut into dice

1

£ lcas|HX>nful of salt

A little pepper

i
talilespoonful of butter or beef dripping

i lables|MK>nful of < hopped onion

Cut the potatoes into dice and sprinkle

them with the salt and pepper. Cook the onion

in the fat (butter or dripping) until it is a light

brown; then add the potatoes and cook until

they have taken up the fat and are brown.

Serve hot, garnished with parsley.

EGGS

EGGS are so useful and so nourishing, yet

sometimes so expensive, that you must

learn to cook them very carefully to obtain

the best results. Nothing should be wasted,

but it is worse to be careless with gold pieces

than with pennies, and eggs and butter stand

for gold pieces among our common food mate-

rials.

Eggs contain a substance which cooks with

very little heat and becomes tough and indi-

gestible when cooked too long or at loo high

a temperature. To see this substance you may

prepare a dropped egg. This would be a good

dish, if you learned to make it well, to arrange

for Mother when she had a headache and you

prepared her luncheon or breakfast.

DROPPED EGG

Wash the egg carefully and break it into a cup,

taking great pains not to break the yolk.

Butler a smooth, clean frying-pan and put into

it one cup of water and one-fourth teaspoon

of salt. (If you have a buttered muffin ring

in the water, to hold the egg in a round shape,

it will be easier.) Let the water just come to the

boiling point, then gently pour the egg into

the muffin ring and at once lower the heat to

keep the water just below boiling. Pour

the water over the egg, to form a little veil of

cooked white of egg over the surface of the

yolk. (Notice how the while of eggs turns

white and jelly like as it cooks, and notice also

that it cooks while the water is not boiling.)

When the egg is firm and jellylike, but not

tough, remove it from the water with a skimmer

and place it on a piece of buttered toast.

Serve hot.

You will understand why we do not really

boil eggs when we cook them in their shells.

They cook nH,rc evenly and with less danger

of being tough, if they arc cooked just below

the boiling point. Of course the egg must be

cooked a longer time than would be necessary

if it were boiled.

EGG COOKED IN WATER

“soft-boiled”

Put the egg into water just below the boiling

point and let it slay six or eight minutes.

Be sure that there is water enough to cover the

egg all over. Notice the little bubbles on the

surface of the egg and on the bottom and sides

of the sauccjjan and remember that these

show that the water is very near to boiling,

but that so long as they do not go to the surface

and break there, actual boiling is not taking

place.

“iiard-boiled”

Cook the egg as in the last recipe, but let

it remain in the water thirty minutes. At the

end of this time the white should be firm

but not tough and the yolk dry and powdery.
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Above, the girls are working with gas stoves; below, they arc preparing materials for the lesson.
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These eggs are suitable for picnic lunches and
for garnishing of all sorts.

SOFT CUSTARD

1 whole ok ji or I lie yolks of 2 S|xrk of soil

2 Inhlcspoonfuls of sugar 1 cup of milk

W teaspoon fill of vanilla

Scald the milk. Heal the egg slightly, with

a fork. Add to il the sugar and salt. Pour

the scalded milk over the egg, etc., and put

the mixture back into the double boiler. Let

it cook with constant stirring, until it is thick-

ened and creamy. (Do not let the water boil

under it.) Remove from the boiler, strain, and

add the vanilla, if it curdles, beat il with an

egg-beater until the lumps break up and it is

smooth, iiut with care about the heat it will

not curdle. The yolks of eggs make a smoother

custard than the whole egg. Make a frosting

by beating (lie while very still and dry and

adding l<> it one tablespoonful of powdered

sugar for each while of egg. I’ut this on I lie

custard after it is cool and you have Floating

Island.

CREAMY EGG

2 eggs ! 2 clip of milk

\'f. teaspoonful of will 2 tr:i 5|H»oiif»ils of hiillrr

Speck of pepper 2 slices of toast

Scald the milk. Beat the eggs slightly with a

fork and add to them the salt and pepper.

Pour over them the scalded milk and return

the whole to the double boiler. Cook as in the

recipe for Soft Custard. Add the butler after

the egg is removed from the heat and beat it

in thoroughly. Serve hot on the toast.

omki.kt

1 egg S|>cvk of pcpi>cr

\x teaspoon fill of sail 1 tables)toonfut of milk

1 leasjwonful of butler

Separate the white and yolk of the egg and

beat the while very stiff and dry and the

yolk until it is light colored and creamy.

Add the salt and pepper to the yolk. Melt the

butter in a smooth frying-pan, and when il is

bubbling, but not. brown, add the milk to the

yolk of the egg and cut into il the stiff while.

Pour it at once into the buttered pan and cook

gently, lifting it now and then at the sides.

When it is golden brown turn it in the pan,

or pul it into the oven to cook the top. Make
a gash on opposite sides, fold together, and turn

the omelet out on a hot platter. The omelet

must not cook too fast nor too long, or it will

burn or be tough.

THE CARE OF EGGS

When eggs are brought into the house they

should be washed carefully and wiped dry.

The shells, when broken, may then be saved

to use in clearing coffee. Eggs should be kept

ir. a cool, dry place.

TEST FOR THE FRESHNESS OF EGGS

If an egg is placed in water enough to cover

it entirely you can see how fresh it is by noticing

the position il takes. If il lies quietly on its

side, on the bottom of the pan, like a stone, il

is very fresh. If it stands up on the pointed

end, but without lloaling, it is still in good con-

dition. If, however, it floats in the water it is

to be regarded with doubt and is probably not

good for use.

IIOW TO MAKE WHITE SAUCE

WHITE Sauce is one of the most useful

things to understand, because if you

know how to make it well you can use it in a

great many ways, by flavoring or seasoning it.

differently. It may be prepared as a sauce for

vegetables, toast, fish, or egg, or by using

meat slock in place of the milk il may lie made

into gravv. If it is sweetened and flavored

with vanilla or fruit juice il becomes pudding

sauce. “Cream soups” arc made like white

sauce, only that they are thinner and are fla-

vored with the vegetable which gives each its

name.

WHITE SAUCE

2 laWespoonfuls of butter Speck of pepper

2 lablcspoonfuls of flour 1 cup of milk

Li lea?ix)onful of salt
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There are two methods of mixing this sauce.

The first is easier for a beginner, but the sauce

is not so digestible.

Method i. Scald the milk. Melt the butter,

but do not let it brown at all. (It needs very

little beat to melt butter.) Mix together the

flour, salt and pepper, and stir them into the

melted butter until a smooth paste is formed.

Add the milk to the paste of butler and Hour,

adding one-third of it at a time and letting the

sauce boil and thicken each time before adding

more milk. Stir it constantly. Cook until it

is thick and free from the taste of raw Hour.

Strain and serve with vegetables or on toast, if

the pepper is left out.

Method 2. Scald the milk, all but two

tablespoonfuls. Mix these with the flour, salt

and pepper until a smooth paste is formed,

then go on adding the milk as in Method i.

When the sauce is free from all floury taste,

stir in the butter, remove from the heat, strain,

and serve.

“EGG COI.I>ENROI>”

1 cup of while same 6 slices of (oast

2 or 3 hard-cooked eggs Parsley

Prepare the white sauce and cook the eggs

hard, as you have already learned to do.

Remove the shell and skin carefully and sepa-

rate the white and yolk. Chop the white into

small pieces and stir it into the while sauce.

Pour this over the toast. Press the yolk through

a coarse strainer, with a wooden s|>oon, and

sprinkle this yellow powder over the white

sauce on the toast. Trim the dish daintily

with sprigs of clean dry parsley, if you have it.

HOW TO USE PARSLEY

1. Wash the parsley carefully and dry it

gently with a clean cloth.

2. Use only good parsley and not too much.

Stick the stems down, so that only the leaves

show as the dish is served.

BISCUIT

S
OMETIMES you wish some kind of bread

very quickly, and yeast bread takes a long

time to prepare, but baking-powder biscuits are

easily made in a very short time. In some ways,

too, they are more wholesome than yeast bread.

HAKING-POWDER IlISCUIT

i
1

2 cups of flour H teaspoon ful of salt

2 tcasj>oonfuls of linking i*£ tablcspoonfuls of

l»o\v«ler butter

?3 cup of milk or milk and water

1. Sift together the dry ingredients.

2. Cut in the butter with a knife.

3. When the butter is so small that you

cannot see it, cut in the liquid until a smooth

dough is formed.

4. Place the dough on a H011red board and

roll, very lightly, until it is about three-fourths

of an inch thick. Cut out with a biscuit cutter

and bake on a buttered tin or tin sheet in a

hot oven, for twelve or fifteen minutes.

SHORTCAKE, INDIVIDUAL

1
1

2 cups of flour }- > Icaspoonful of salt

2 (cas|XM>nfuls of baking 3 tablcspoonfuls of bill ter

powder H cup of milk

2 lea spoonfuls of sugar

Mix like I lie biscuit, adding the sugar with

the salt and Hour. After the dough is cut out,

lay the little circles in pairs, buttering the lower

ones a little, then bake. After they arc done,

they will split easily where they were buttered;

then fill them with crushed and sweetened

fruit, which may be pul in I lie middle and also

on lop. Stewed dried apricots make a delicious

filling for the shortcakes when there arc no

fresh fruits.

Caulion

1 . Do not handle the dough at all with the

fingers, as that makes it tough.

». Use as little Hour as possible, and make

the dough as soft as you can.

SOME SIMPLE CANDY

HOME-MADE candy is better than much

candy that you buy, because you know

that it is made of good materials. It also costs

less, and is simpler and less indigestible. The
proper time to eat candy is after dinner or some
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hearty meal, when you arc not hungry and arc

not likely to eat more than is good for you.

Sugar, when it is cooked either by itself or

in boiling water, is extremely hot, so you must

be very careful not to burn your lingers in stir-

ring it. The first candy you can make by heat-

ing the sugar all by itself.

PEANUT BRITTLE

i cup of sugar ?.* nip of chop|»cd mils

Put the sugar into a smooth, clean frying-

pan and let it melt until it is a light golden

brown sirup. Stir it constantly while it is

melting. When there are no grains of sugar

left, stir in the chopped nuts and pour the

candy at once on a tin sheet. Score it while it

is cooling, so that after it is cold it will break

into square pieces. Scoring candy means

marking it deeply on the surface, without trying

to cut it through. You must often begin to

score when the candy will not hold the mark

permanently, or else you cannot score it at all

at the end. If the mark disappears, go over it

again as you did at first .

MOLASSES PUFF

i cup of molasses ! i
tcas|Mioiiful of soda

Butter a saucepan and cook the molasses

in it until, when a little of it is dropped into

cold water, it is perfectly brittle. Stir in the

soda, remove from the heat, and pour it out on

a buttered tin. Score, while cooling.

WHITE OF EGG CREAM CANDY

i while of egg i lablcsjuwHiful of water

Flavoring Nuls, dales, clc.

Powdered sugar

Mix the white of egg, water, and flavoring,

but do not beat them. Add powdered sugar

enough to make a firm paste which can be

handled. Make this into balls and lay a half

nut on each side of each ball. Roll in granu-

lated sugar. Or you may stuff washed, stoned

dates, or candied cherries with the paste.

The flavoring may be vanilla, lemon, or almond,

as you like. You may also stir a little powdered

cocoa into the sugar, until you have the color

and flavor you like. With this foundation you

may make many simple but attractive kinds

of candy, by using your ingenuity, in varying

llic flavor and the fruit or nut which you use

with it.

If you have not lime to make this candy,

you will find that dates stuffed with peanuts

or with English walnut meats or halves of

almonds are delicious. Put in the nuts, press

the dales back into shape, roll in powdered

sugar, and serve as a confection.

FUDGE

2 cups of sugar V\ cup of milk

i tablespoonful of bullcr 2 squares of chocolate

Y\ tcaspoonful of vanilla

Melt chocolate in the saucepan, add sugar

and milk. Cook until it strings from the spoon

or if dropped in water forms a soft ball. Add
butter and vanilla. Remove and beat five

minutes. Much of the success of candy-mak-

ing de|M*nds on beating. As you gain expe-

rience, you will be able to tell by the feeling

and appearance just when to take it off to

prevent its being either loo soft to cut or too

sugary. A tablespoonful of shredded cocoanut

sifted in after fudge is removed from the stove

lakes from the extreme sweetness.

COOKING FOR OLDER GIRLS

OF all the arts that a girl can learn, cooking

is the most useful and rewarding. Every-

one must cat, and the person who can meet

this need with appetizing, skillfully prepared

dishes wins praise from every side. But cooking

must be learned with patient trials and much

experimenting. As little girls wc do the sim-

plest things, gelling our experience of handling

food and dishes; as older girls we learn more

about the processes and principles of cooking,

for if we understand how to do a few standard

things well, we shall find we have the key

that unlocks to us all the mysteries of our

mothers’ cookbooks.

Fry these simple recipes until you can bring

them to perfection. You will find you have

become mistress of a womanly art that will be
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a source of delight and a means to indepen-

dence all your life. No woman is so helpless

as the one who cannot prepare a simple meal.

BREAD

I
T'VERY girl should know how to make

Tv bread, even in these clays of good, well-

managed bakeries. More and more bread

making is being done outside the home, and

when the conditions arc satisfactory this may
be a good thing; but every housewife should

understand the process of manufacture and the

principles which underlie it, so that she may

have a standard and know what to demand in

quality and care. Many people feel that

the ability to make good bread is a lest of a

girl’s skill in cooking, and certainly nothing

is more satisfactory than to be able to prepare

a wholesome, attractive loaf of bread ora sheet

of light, golden brown biscuit. Bread making

is not an especially difficult process, but care,

patience, and the judgment which comes from

experience are needed to make a successful

bread maker.

Bread raised with yeast is really lightened

by the life process of certain very tiny plants,

called yeast plants, which we sow and cultivate

in the dough as we set it. If we keep in mind

the requirements of larger plants, so far at

least as heat conditions arc concerned, it will

be easy to see why certain things must be always

the same in bread making.

BREAD

2 cups of liquid (milk or water or part of each)

i lublcspoonfuls of hutlcr

l tablespoon ful of stitfnr

2 teaspoon fills of salt

i yeast cake in .j
lahlespoonfuls of lukewarm water

About 6 cups of Hour

Scald the liquid, whether it be milk or water

or a mixture of the two. (Milk makes a whiter,

richer, and more nourishing bread, but bread

made with water docs not.dry quite so quickly.)

Pour the hot liquid over the butter, sugar,

and salt, to melt and dissolve them. Soften

the yeast in the lukewarm water. (Lukewarm

water is water which feels neither hot nor cold

to the finger.) Cool the milk, etc., until it is

lukewarm, then add to it the softened yeast.

Add the llour, sifted and measured, cutting

the last of it in with a knife. (All the llour may
not be needed.) When the dough is stiff

enough to knead, turn it out on a very clean,

Jloured board and knead with very clean hands

or cut with a knife until it is smooth and elastic,

so that it. springs back lightly when indented

with the finger. Put it into a clean bowl,

slightly buttered on the bottom, and set it in

a warm (not hot) place, to rise. Keep it closely

covered while it is rising. When it has doubled

in size, put it again on the bread board and

knead it until it has no large holes; then shape

it in any desired form. Put it into the baking

pans and lei it rise as before, to twice its size.

Then bake until it is a golden brown and docs

not stick when tried with a clean, fine knitting

needle. It will take from forty-five to sixty

minutes for a loaf of bread to bake.

Precautions

1. Be sure not to have too much heat at

any j>»»int in the process of bread making, up

to the time of baking. Too little heat makes

the rising slow, bill loo much heat is ruinous.

2. Use as little Hour as possible on the board.

Too much Hour makes the dough hard and

tough. Mix the bread as soft as it can be

handled.

3. Cover the dough well while it is rising, for

three reasons: (</) To keep it at a uniform

warmth, protected from drafts. (/;) To keep

it clean and protected from dust, (c) To keep

a hard crust from forming over the top, caused

by the cva|M>ration from the surface.

CARE OK HRKAO AFTER BAKING

Bread should be cooled at once and rapidly,

in a draft of cool, clean air. After it is thor-

oughly cool it should be put into a clean, cool,

dry place, covered well. Pieces of bread,

left over, must never be allowed to become

moldy in the bread box.

RULES FOR BAKING

(These rules apply not only to the baking of

bread, but to baking in general.)
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Divide the time allowed for baking into

quarters.

First quarter. The articles should begin to

rise.

Second quarter. The articles should finish

rising and begin 1<* brow n.

Third quarter. The articles should finish

browning.

Fourth quarter. The articles do not change

in appearance, but conk through and shrink

away from the sides of the pan.

must be carefully dried and chilled before

arranging the salad upon them.

French dressing, boiled dressing, and mayon-

naise are the most usual forms of salad dressing.

They are used for different kinds uf salads.

Mayonnaise is the richest and most nourishing,

on account of the egg and oil contained in it.

It is not, however, an extravagant kind of dress-

ing, because it is so rich in food material and

the oil makes it particularly wholesome.

FRENCH DRESSING

CINNAMON ROLLS

Take ordinary bread dough, and after the

first rising is finished, knead until it has no large

holes, then roll it out in a sheet alxml one-half

an inch thick. Spread this with butter that has

been softened by creaming with a knife, but not

melted. Sprinkle with a layer of sugar and cin-

namon, mixed together. Use two tablespoonfuls

of sugar to one-third of a teaspoonful of cinna-

mon. Chopped raisins may also be scattered

over the cinnamon and sugar. Koll up the

dough like a jelly-roll and cut into slices, about

1 luce-fourths of ail inch thick. Lay the slices

in a buttered pan. with the < >n sides up. Lei

them rise to double their si/.e and bake about

twenty or twenty-live minutes.

SALADS

NO dish is more attractive than a daintily

prepared salad, especially in the summer-

time when heavy, hoi dishes pall upon the

appetite. Salads may be very nourishing and

suitable for the main dish ol a meal or merely

iin addition to it. according to the kind «>f salad.

Salads are made up of three parts: the green,

fresh vegetable upon which they arc arranged,

the dressing, and the lish, meat, fruit, or vege-

table which gives its name to the salad. Some-

times the dressing is used alone upon the

green vegetable, as in dressed lettuce.

Lettuce, celery, parsley, cabbage, dandelion,

and water cross are among the common kinds

of green vegetables used for salad. They

must be most carefully prepared and washed

to make sure that they arc entirely clean and

free from all insect life. After washing they

i (cnspoonful of Kilt }4 tcaspoonful of pepper

i labl«4KK.iifuls of vinegar A cup of olive oil

Mix the dry ingredients and add the vinegar.

Stir the oil in, a little at a time, stirring well.

This form of dressing is used for dressed

lettuce, dandelions, water cress, and for mari-

nating salads of all kinds. It must be kept

stirred during the time of serving, as it tends to

separate on standing.

BOILED DRESSING

i tens|>ooiif«il of salt iA Icaspoonfuls of sugar

1

£ iras|HM>nlnl of mustard i egg

Spea k of cayenne |»cp|»cr A cup of scalded milk

2 tca»|HK>i»fuls of Initler } tablespoonfuls of vinegar

2 tea spoonfuls of Hour

Put the dry ingredients together and stir them

into the egg, slightly beaten. Put all the

ingredients together, in the top of a double

boiler, except the vinegar. Let them cook

gently, stirring constantly, until they arc

thickened. Add the vinegar slowly and con-

tinue the cooking until the dressing is creamy.

Strain and cool. If the dressing should curdle,

beat it with an egg beater until it becomes

smooth.

This dressing is especially suited to potato

salad, simple vegetable and fish salads, and is

liked by some persons better than a dressing

which contains oil.

MAYONNAISE DRESSING

tcaspoonful of mustard

2 Icaspoonfuls of sugar

>2 toas|H*»nful of salt

Speck of cayenne l*cpi>cr

Whiles of 2 eggs

Volks of 2 eggs

1 ? 2 cups of olive oil

2 tablcspoonfuls of vinegar

2 tablespoonfills of lemon

juice
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Have all the ingredients for 1 lie mayonnaise

thoroughly chilled before beginning to blend

the dressing. Mix the dry ingredients and stir

them into the egg yolks. Add one tablcspoon-

ful of the vinegar and stir until thoroughly

blended. Then add the oil, drop by drop,

beating or stirring constantly, until the dress-

ing begins to thicken, which is likely to lie when

Hie first quarter of a cup of oil has been added.

After the dressing begins to thicken the oil

may be added more rapidly without danger of

curdling, but the beating must be constant.

When the oil has all been added, beat in the

whites of egg, already beaten stiff and dry.

Chill and use as needed on salads.

The white of egg may be omitted, but it

makes the dressing more delicate, lighter,

and modifies the taste of the oil.

This dressing is used for chicken, lobster,

and fruit salads, or, indeed, for any, when a

rich dressing is desired.

POTATO AND CARROT SALAD

2 cups of potato, boiled, diced, and cooled

1 cup of carrot, prepared as aliove

2 Irard-cookcd eggs ' h«d ,c,hu c

Salad dressing

Prepare the vegetables and lettuce. Cook

the eggs and prepare them as for “egg golden-

rod.” Moisten the potatoes with a little

French dressing or sprinkle them with salt,

pepper, and vinegar. Arrange the lettuce on a

bowl or platter, placing the stems towards

the center of Hie dish. Put a mound of the po-

tato upon the lettuce and garnish it with a

border of the diced carrots. Pour over it the

salad dressing and sprinkle it, in some dainty

design, with the chopped yolk and white of

I he egg.

DATB AND CREAM CIIEESK SALAD

Wash and stone the dates. Cut them into

pieces and mix them with the cream cheese,

which has already been softened with milk,

cream, or salad dressing. Arrange the dates and

cheese upon heart leaves of lettuce and serve

with more dressing.

A dainty and attractive arrangement counts

for more in a salad than in any other dish.

t

CHAFING- DISH COOKERY

THE chafing dish is a useful and often

interesting means of preparing many

dishes, when used either instead of a large

stove or in addition to it. Many things may

be cooked sociably at the table instead of in the

kitchen. For college girls hoarding themselves,

for people living alone, and for late evening

supper parties, it has many possibilities. The

chafing dish need not be an elaborate or ex-

pensive one, nor need its owner in order to

enjoy its use possess all I lie spoons, forks,

fillers, etc., which may accompany it.

'Ihc chafing dish should have a good and

easily adjusted lamp, unless one is very patient

when hungry. There should he two pans,

one called a “blazer,” for cooking over the

direct heat of the llame, the other for holding

hot water, practically making a double boiler.

There should always be a metal tray under the

lamp of the chafing dish, to prevent injury to

cloth on table in case the alcohol is spilled.

Many dishes which are prepared on the

ordinary stove may be cooked also in the

dialing dish, by 'lie use of either the blazer or

the hot water pan with the blazer, according

to the heal required. White sauce with many

kinds of fish, meat, vegetables, or eggs, eggs

in many ways, cheese in the form of rarebit,

and candy may all be prepared in Hie chafing

dish. Have everything measured and daintily

arranged before beginning the actual cooking,

as this makes the work easier, more graceful,

and less liable to interruption.
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CREAM I'D CHICKEN CREAM CHOCOLATE CANDY

i cup of while sauce ij i cups of cold chicken

Sail and pepper cut into small pieces

Crackers or slices of lonsl

Prepare the while sauce in the blazer, being

careful not to lei it burn or become lumpy.

Stir into il the cut chicken and heal over the

hot-water pan. Season to taste and serve hot

on crackers or slices of toast.

CREAMED SHRIMPS Willi PEAS

I cup of while sauce » can of shrimps

i can of peas

Prepare the while sauce. Drain the liquor

from 1 lie shrimps and the peas ami stir them into

the while sauce. Season with a little* allspice,

if liked. Reheat over the hot-water pan and

serve hot on crackers.

OMELET WITH C HEESE

^
) i tcAS|MM>nfiil of salt

i tuhlcspoonful of butler Speck of |*p|wr

3 lablcspoonfuls of milk

Beat the eggs all together, add the salt

and pepper and milk. At once pour it into the

butter which has been melted in the blazer.

Let it cook gently, lifting at the side and letting

the uncooked portion run underneath. When

it is firm, fold over and serve, sprinkled with

grated cheese.

WELSH RAREBIT

I
round of mild cliccsc *

i
leaqioonful of sail

, Cfy , lca?|MX>nful of mustard

Speck of cayenne pepper 1

i
cup of milk

i tables) wonful of butler

Put the milk into the blazer, with the cheese

cut into small pieces. Have the hot-water

pan under it. Mix the seasonings with the egg

and beat the egg slightly. When the cheese

is melted in the milk, pour this liquid over the

egg and return the whole to the chafing dish,

still cooking it over the hot water. Stir il and

let il cook until it is thickened and creamy.

Serve hot on crackers. Be careful not to use

too much heat, as it is likely to make the rarebit

tough and stringy.

2

cu|»s of sugar Ti cup of milk

2 squares of chocolale i lablcspoonful of butler

i leaspoonful of vanilla

Boil together the sugar, milk, and chocolate

until the chocolate and sugar arc melted.

Add the butter and cook, without stirring,

until the candy forms into a soft ball, when a

little is dropped into cold water. Remove from

the heal, cool rapidly, without stirring at all

until it is very cool, then add the vanilla and

beat until il is creamy and ready to pour into

the | miii.

BROWN SUGAR FUDGE, WITH PEANUTS

2 cups brown sugar i t«blcsj»oonful of butter

cup of milk h cup of chopped peanuts

i IcnsjHxmfiil of vanilla

Make this like the cream chocolate candy,

adding the nuts with the vanilla. This candy

must be boiled a little longer than the cream

chocolate candy, that is, the ball must be a little

firmer in this case than in that. In both can-

dies one-eighth of a leaspoonful of cream of

tartar may be added during the boiling, to

make them less likely to crystallize.

OTHER SIMPLE RECIPES

HOT WATER GINGERBREAD

I cup of molasses * icasjwonful of soda

1 $ cup «*f boiling water 2 tcaspoonfuls of ginger

2 cups of flour Vi leaspoonful of sail

3

tahlcs|Kx>nfuls of melted bulter

Mix and sift together the dry ingredients.

Add the water to the butter and stir this

liquid gradually into the dry mixture. When

thoroughly mixed, add the melted butler and

beat well. Bake about twenty-five minutes

in a moderate oven.
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ORANGE CAKE

Volks of 2 eggs, well beaten 2 Icnsjxxm fills of l«k-

i cup of sugar >'ig powilcr

iA cups of flour Vi <"
1
> of walcr

A cup of orange juice

Sift together the flour and baking powder.

Beat Hie yolks of (he eggs thoroughly and add

to them (lie water. Add the sugar and then

the (lour and orange juice, alternately. Cut

or fold in a part of (he stiffly beaten white of (lie

egg just at the last, before putting (he cake

into the baking pan. Hake about twenty-five

minutes in a moderate oven. The remaining

while of egg may be thickened with confec-

tioner’s sugar and flavored, then spread u|K>n

(he cake as frosting.

CREAM CAKES

1 cup of hot water eggs

A cup of butter i*4 teaspoonful of salt

i cup of sifted flour

Let the water and butter come to t lie boiling

point, then stir in the flour and salt and stir

until it is a smooth paste, boiling it all the time

but being careful that it does not burn. Let

it cool, then add the eggs, unbeaten, one at a

time, beating each one into the mixture before

adding the next. Heat thoroughly, then shape

by teaspoon fills on a buttered pan or tin sheet.

Do not put them too near together, as they

spread a little in rising. Cook them about

twenty-five minutes in a fairly hot oven.

When baked, remove from the tin, and with a

sharp knife cut open and fill with whipped

cream or with any desired filling.

CREAM CAKE FILLING

i cup of milk 4 tcas|«oonfu!s of flour

Vi cup of sugar A leaspoonful of flavoring

i
S|»cck of sail

Scald the milk, leaving about two table-

spoonfuls cold. Mix the dry ingredients and

stir them to a smooth paste with the cold

milk. Pour the scalded milk over this paste

and cook until it thickens and is free from any

starchy taste. Heat the egg slightly and pour

the milk, etc., over it. Cook over hot water

until it thickens smoothly. Remove from the

heat, add the flavoring, strain, and cool.

The cream cakes are very good filled with

crisp heart leaves of prepared lettuce which

have l>ecn spread with either boiled dressing

or with mayonnaise.

ICE CREAM

Tee cream is one of the most attractive and

useful dishes, when properly used. It is not

wholesome when eaten at the end of a heavy

and clalwnate dinner, after digestion has be-

gun, since the chill of it may cause delay or

even cessation of this process; but when eaten

slowly, with simple food, it is refreshing and

nourishing. Home-made ice cream, carefully

prepared from clean and wholesome materials,

is not to he placed under the ban, just because

cheap ice cream, served in cones and sold in

questionable places, is full of possible dangers.

Ice cream may be prepared in a real freezer

or in one improvised from a pail and a bowl

or from a baking powder can and a bowl.

The principle of the freezing mixture, rock

salt and ice, is the same in both eases. The

ice must he chopped rather fine and must be

mixed in layers with the rock salt. The' salt

melts the ice, which, in melting, steals heat

from the nearest surfaces. These are, of

course, the can of the freezer, packed within

the ice and salt, and the tub of the freezer,

which, being usually of wood, is a poor conduc-

tor of heal.

GENERAL RULES FOR FREEZING ICE CREAM

1. See that the freezer is clean and in

working order, before beginning.

2. Have the ice chopped and the rock salt

ready.

*. Prepare the mixture to be frozen and pour

it into the can of the freezer.

4. Pill the freezer together and pack it:

with the salt and ice. Use three or four times

as much ice as salt. Begin with a layer of ice,

then a layer of salt, and so continue until

the freezer is packed above the level of the

mixture within the can. Turn the crank

occasionally during the process of packing.

5. Turn the crank slowly and evenly.

6. Add more salt and ice if needed. Do
not pour out the water unless there is danger
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of gelling it info the ice cream. This water

is the coldest filing about the salt and ice, and

really does the freezing.

7. Remove the dasher and pack flic frozen

mixture down into the can. Put back the cover,

pack with more salt and ice, and let it stand be-

fore serving.

iS. In removing the can from the freezer and

the cream from the can, be very careful that

no salt is scattered into the cream. The can

must be carefully wiped; and, if the ice cream

sticks, (he outside of the can may be wiped,

quickly, with a clean doth wrung dry out

of hot water.

I- KOI I SIIIKUEl

1 orange ' banana

1 lemon 1 cup of sugar

1 nip of berries 1 cup of water

Wash and squeeze the orange and lemon,

using the tender pulp of (lie orange as well as

the juice. Mix the sugar and water and add

them to this juice. IVel the banana and scrafKi

it with a silver knife. Press il at once through a

coarse strainer into the juice and water, to keep

it from discoloring in the air. The berries may

he omitted, but, if they arc used, wash them

and mix with the other ingredients. Freeze

by the general rule.

ICE CREAM

2 cups of cream 1
1

2 teaspoon fuls of vanilla

% cup of sugar S|»n k of sail

j?£ cup of milk

Mix the cream, milk, salt, and sugar. Add

the vanilla. Freeze by the general rule. This

may be varied by adding two-thirds of a square

of chocolate, melted, for chocolate ice cream;

one-third of a cupful of caramel sirup for cara-

mel ice cream; or crushed strawberries or rasp-

berries, using about one cupful.

ICE CREAM FOR ONE, WITHOUT A FREEZER

A baking powder can, absolutely water-

tight, and a bowl make a substitute for a

freezer. It is most useful for an invalid, in hot

weather. Pack il as you would a large freezer,

being careful constantly that the can does not

lisc in the mixture of salt and ice. Turn the

c'an with your hand after il is packed and now
and then remove the cover and scrape the ma-

terial down as il freezes against the sides.

This hastens the freezing and makes the ice

cream more even in consistency.

VANILLA ICE CREAM

} 2 cup of cream 2 lcas|>oonfuls of sugar

*4 IcasjHjouful of vanilla

Scald the cream, dissolve the sugar in it;

cool il and add the vanilla. Chill and freeze.

CARAMEL ICE CREAM

\ 2 cup of cream 2 tcaqxxmfuls of sugar

1 } 2 lahles|MK)nfuls of caramel

Scald the cream and dissolve the sugar and

caramel in it. Chill and freeze.

LEMON ICE

} i cup of water 3 lablcspoonfula of sugar

2 lablespoonfulsot lemon juice

Boil the sugar and water together and strain

into this sirup the lemon juice. Chill and freeze.
%

FIRELESS COOKING

1
7MRELKSS cooking sounds like a contradic-

tion — an impossibility; but think of the

comfort and convenience of it on a hot day,

or when one wishes for any reason to be away

from home. The Norwegian “haybox” was the

forerunner of the present more elaborate ‘Tire-

less cooker,” with all its pretty aluminum kettles

and easily adjusted parts.

Everything cannot be cooked in a Tireless

cooker, but dishes such as cereal, slewed

fruit, and vegetables, braised meat, and fish

cooked in water are perhaps better cooked in

Ibis way than in the usual manner. Foods

that require high heat for a short time, such as

toast, crisp fat of meat, and bread or muffins

must still be cooked in the oven. The

principle of the Tireless cooker is that the

heat is retained by a non-conducting medium,

so that the cooking is carried on after the

direct heat of the fire is removed. This means

the utilization of heat which usually escapes
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and is' wasted, through radiation from the

kettle and the loss of steam.

If you have a real, bought tireless cooker, fol-

low the directions carefully and, with your

knowledge of the principles of cookery, you

will be able to use the cooker successfully. If

you wish to prepare a cooker at home, you

must begin with a wooden l>ox or old trunk

which can be tightly closed with a hinged and

fastened cover. The kettle must be at least

two inches smaller in every dimension than

the box in which it is to stand.

The kettle must have a cover which fits

securely, flood agate-ware or aluminum arc

the best materials for the kettle. Aluminum

costs more to begin with but is most durable.

The box may be packed with hay, excelsior,

paper, etc. Some packing, such as wool and

sawdust, must be covered to keep them in

place.

TO PACK THE BOX

1. Line the box and the cover with several

thicknesses of newspaper.

2. Make a thick layer of newspapers at the

bottom of the box.

3. Place the kettle on this pad, in the space

where it is to Stand, and pack it tightly with

newspapers or other packing material. When

the kettle is taken out, it will leave a nest

just right to slip it into next time.

4. Make a bundle of papers to fit the top

firmly.

5. If on using, the packing material shrinks

from the box or kettle, add more papers to keep

the space firmly filled.

HOW TO USK TIIK COOKER

1. Do not try to prepare too small a quan-

tity in the cooker, as it loses heat more rapidly

in proportion than a larger amount.

2. Have the cooker open and everything in

readiness near the stove. Heat your cereal,

stew, fruit, or other material, to the boiling

point and then, when it is all thoroughly

boiling, put on the cover tightly and transfer

it quickly to the nest in the cooker. Close the

cooker at once and do not open it again until

the time of removing your dish. If you do,

it will be necessary to reheat your food, since

so much heat will be lost that the cooking

cannot continue.

CREAM OF WHEAT MUSH

4 cups of Itoiling water 1 tcaspoonful of salt

z
i cup of cream of wheat

Mix the salt and boiling water, then seal ter

in the cream of wheat, and boil five minutes.

Put it in the cooker and cook at least two

hours. It may cook ten or twelve hours.

OATMEAL

cup of oatmeal Vi lcas|>oonful of salt

% cup of cold wafer 2) 2 cups of boiling water

Soak the oatmeal in the cold water for several

hours. Add it to the boiling, sidled water and

let it lx>il ten minutes, uncovered. Place

it in the cooker and cook over night, or about

ten hours.

STEWED PRUNES

Wash the prunes very carefully, then soak

them in cold water over night, if possible.

Put them on to boil in the same water in which

they were soaked, and let them boil five to ten

minutes. Add about one tablespoon fill of

sugar for each cup of prunes, or more if liked.

Then put them into the cooker and cook about

eight or ten hours.

Apricots may be cooked in the same way

except that they may not require solong a lime,

and must not he allowed to break.

CORN CHOWDER

1 inch cube of fat salt |>ork 1 onion

4 good-sized polatocs 1 can of corn

1 quart of milk Salt and pepper

y2 Ik»x of oyslcrcltcs 2 tnh1es|>oo»fuls of butler

Cut the pork and onion into small dice and

fry them together. Prepare the potatoes, cut

them into dice, and parboil them five minutes

to remove the bitter taste. Put the milk, po-

tatoes, corn, and seasoning into the cooker

with the onions and pork, and cook two hours.

ITALIAN STEW

5 tablespoonfuls of olive oil 1 can of tomatoes

1 onion J can of peas

4 good-sized potatoes Salt and pepper
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Cook the onion, cut into dice, in the olive

oil until it is light brown. Add the tomatoes
and peas and the potatoes, cut very thin.

Season and let. boil live minutes. Transfer to the

cooker, and cook three or four hours. Maca-
roni broken into pieces may be substituted

for the potato, and dried mushrooms may be

added if liked.

LUNCI IKONS FOR SCHOOL, TRAVEL-
ING, OR PICNICS

EVERYBODY likes a dainty, satisfying

.j luncheon when one must be carried to

school or on a railroad journey or to a picnic

ground. And it is not an entirely simple

matter to arrange one which will keep its attrac-

tiveness after it has been jolted about for

some hours. The food must be chosen carefully,

so that it may not be too perishable. The
way of packing, loo, is very important. Never
try to pack and carry food which may really

s|M»il on a long, hot trip. Never pack food in

such a way as to make it too heavy or bulky

for easy carrying.

Have a drawer or shelf, somewhere, in which

to keep, in ;i neat and handy fashion, the

papers, siring and clean boxes which may be

useful for arranging luncheons. With these

it is well to have, also, drinking cups, paper

plates, paper napkins, common forks and

spoons, and little glass or porcelain jars such

as jam, cheese, etc., come in. Then, when
someone suddenly decides to go for a journey,

or an unexpected invitation comes to join a

HASKKTRY CLASS HAVING A PICNIC
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picnic party, you arc prepared to pack your

luncheon comfortably, quickly, and daintily.

SANDWICHES

Sandwiches may well be the chief part of

most luncheons. They can be carried well,

are very nourishing, and may be prepared in

any number of kinds, by varying the tilling.

The bread should not be too fresh to cut well

and should be cut into slices as thin as they may
be without breaking when spread with the

butter and filling. Soften the butter with a

silver knife, until it is light colored and creamy.

Spread one slice of bread with butter and the

next with the sandwich filling, being very care-

ful to keep the slices in pairs, so that they will

(it evenly together. Do not cut off the crusts,

unless you are preparing the sandwiches for an

afternoon tea, where you wish them to be par-

ticularly delicate, 'flic crust is almost the best

part of the bread.

The filling for sandwiches may be chop|>ed

meat with butter or salad dressing, chopped

egg with salad dressing, cream cheese softened

with milk or cream or salad dressing and

mixed with chopped olives, raisins, or nuts.

Lettuce leaves, freshly washed and dried, may

be spread with salad dressing and laid between

the slices of bread and butter. These must

be eaten soon after they are prepared, as the

lettuce wilts quite quickly. Jelly sandwiches,

or jelly mixed with chopped nuts, are refreshing

in a luncheon where there is perhaps little to

drink. When the sandwiches are done, wrap

each in paraffine paper and then wrap the whole

package in stout paper or pack in a box by

itself.

STUFFED EGGS

Cook the eggs hard by placing them in water

that is boiling, then at once lowering the heat

to just below the boiling point and letting them

cook for thirty minutes. Remove the shell and

skin and, cutting them in halves, lengthwise,

remove the yolks without breaking the whites.

Mash the yolks with a little salad dressing or

mix them with deviled ham or butter, salt and

pepper, then shake into balls and fit them back

into the empty whites. Lay the halves to-

gether and wrap each egg securely in paraf-

fine paper.

If your picnic is out-of-doors in a place where

you can have a fire or even an alcohol stove,

it will add very much to your pleasure to cook

something on the spot. Coffee is as simple as

anything to prepare and almost everyone likes

it at an out-of-doors fete, even if not at home.

COFFEE

Put in a cheesecloth one tablespoonful of

coffee for each cup you wish to have. 'Pic the

cheesecloth securely, but do not have it

tight, as the coffee swells when it is soaked.

Put the coffee, thus arranged, in a coffee pot

or pail and cover it with cold water. Let

it. stand a little while and then pour over it

one cup of boiling water for each tablespoon ful

of coffee, except one. (Thai one tablespoon ful

is to allow for the cold water in which the coffee

was soaked.) Let it boil three minutes, then

let it settle five minutes, where it will keep

hot but no longer boil. Serve hoi with sugar

and cream.

Soup may be heated over the fire, or eggs

may be cooked, lie very careful that you never

try to make a fire in the open unless you have

a perfectly safe place to make it in. Never

start one in dry or windy weather. Forests

arc too precious to he hazarded for the mere

pleasure of a picnic lire.

A thermos bottle is a great convenience and

comfort in carrying hot or cool beverages on

a train, for one or two persons. A pail may be

arranged so that hot or cold food or drink for

a larger number may be carried to a picnic.

'Phe principle is that of the fireless cooker.

Food may not, perhaps, be cooked in this pail,

which can easily be arranged cheaply at home,

but it can be kept at an agreeable temperature

for some hours. There must be t wo pails, each

with a securely fitting cover, and the outer one

must be about two inches larger, in each dimen-

sion, than the inner. The space between the

two pails must be firmly packed with news-

papers, excelsior, or hay; the bottom and top of

the inner pail must also be solidly protected

by layers of newspaper or other packing.

If the inner pail, after being filled and tightly

covered, is healed to the boiling point and at
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once packed into the space already prepared, the
food will remain very hot if not actually cook-
ing. Ices, packed in the same way, will keep
for a long time, protected by the layers of news-
paper. Il is well to have the outer pail wooden,
if possible.

When you have finished your luncheon pick

up and safely bury every scrap of rubbish,

egg-shells, fruit skins, paraffine paper, etc.,

which may have escaped during your eating.

Leave your picnic ground as dainty as you would
like lo find il, so that the wood-lovers, both fairy

and human, will not regret that you came and
will welcome your return.

HOUSKk KITING

"The woman's work for her own home is to secure

its order, comfort, and loveliness.”- John Kuskin.

A GIRI.’S OWN ROOM

A I~MIK first bil of housekeeping intrusted to

X a girl's care is usually her own room; then,

when she has learned to keep that in dainty

order, some other parts of the house may be al-

lotted toiler responsibility, until she lias become

acquainted with every side of housekeeping.

A girl's own room should be, so far as possible,

an expression of her own taste. The furniture

may be of the simplest, yet il should be care-

fully arranged and well cared for. There should

not be too many kniekknacks about, to catch

dust and make the matter of keeping tidy loo

difficult.

BED-MAKING

1. When you get up in the morning, at

once open the bed and spread the bedclothes

over the footboard and chairs. Open the win-

dows, closing the door in winter to keep the

rest of the house from becoming cold.

2. After breakfast, when the bed lias aired

thoroughly, make il up neatly. Turn the mat-

tress at least every other day, then lay the pad

straight and smooth upon it. Always arrange

the sheets with the wide hem at the top of the

bed and the right side towards the sleeper.

'Luck the lower sheet in at the top, very firmly,

and 1 1 ic upper one in at the bottom so that it

will not pull out. Do not let any wrinkles

remain in either sheets or blanket. Turn the

sheet down at the top to cover the blanket edge
and lay the spread smoothly over all. Tuck
it in along the sides or let it hang down, ac-

cording to the kind of bed; then shake up the

pillows and lay them smoothly in place.

KEEPING IT IN ORDER

Ilang up your clothing, if any is not in its

place. Pul away your shoes and arrange any-

thing aljout the room which lias been left in

disorder. Make your closet tidy cacli day and
then it will seldom need a thorough over-

hauling. Pul your bureau drawers in neat
order and keep your belongings in place by
means of open boxes, which will fit into the

drawer and separate handkerchiefs from gloves

and soon, it is better to “keep it tidy” than
to set il to rights only every now and then.

Wash your toilet articles every morning
and dry them, being especially careful about
your soap dishes. Arrange the things on your

bureau and do not leave pins, brush and comb,
or other things, lying about.

Dust your room and arrange your table and
desk or sewing table. A room which is well

cared for is very attractive and inviting even

though plain. Your own room is your “home
in your home.”

THE BATHROOM

No room in the house should he more neat

than the bathroom, and a little care will keep
it constantly in order. In the morning shake

the rug and wipe up the floor, then dust the

woodwork carefully. Scrub the tub and bowl

with sonic scouring soap which will not scratch,

and rinse them thoroughly with hoi water.

Be sure that no gray ring is left. Scrub the top

of the washsland and clean the faucets, but

be careful, if they arc of nickel, not lo use a

powder that will scratch them. Usually

hot water and soap will be enough, but silver

jKiIish may be used if necessary. Clean the

toilet with a brush made for that purpose, or

with a roll of stiff paper that may afterward

be burned, 'lake away the used towels and put

out fresh ones. Be especially careful to see that

the soap dishes arc clean and dry.
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THE LIVING ROOM, PORCH, AND HAM.

The first filing in the morning, when you

go downstairs, open the front door and let

it remain open while you sweep the porch. This

will freshen the air throughout the house and

insure an attractive, tidy entrance from early

morning. Shake out the small rugs in the hall

and wipe up the floor, if it is hare, with a dry

mop. Dust the hall furniture and set it in order.

it is well to have fresh air entering, at least by

a window-board.

THE DINING ROOM

Before beginning to get breakfast, open the

dining room windows. Wipe up the floor and

brush the rug or carpet, if necessary, to remove

crumbs. Dust thoroughly; then dose the win-

dows and lay the table.

Coftynciit, Uitltiuvinl 6* ll>vlcru't>»il

PRACTICING BKD-MAKING AT SCIIOOI.

If the living room is put in order every

night just before bedtime, it is easier to take

care of next morning. Carry away old news-

papers, arrange books and magazines, brush

up the carpet or shake rugs and wipe up the

floor, and dust each piece of furniture. Re-

move any faded flowers, wash the vases, and

replace with fresh bouquets, if you can. Clean

and fill 1 ho lamps if they arc used. Be sure, too,

that the living room is well aired. At least once

a day the windows should be opened and a free

draft of air should be allowed to enter and wash

out every trace of the air which has been linger-

ing in the corners and hangings. At all times,

ICvery family makes its own rule for table

setting, since this must vary according to the

time, place, and means at hand. Absolute

cleanness and order, however, will make the

simplest linen and china very dainty and attrac-

tive, even if it is not arranged according to

the latest fashion. Convenience in serving

and eating should be the foundation for table

arrangements. If flowers are used on the tabic

they should be fresh and daintily arranged.

Never use too large a bouquet, as that is

inconvenient in many ways.

Table setting may vary in kind and in elabo-

rateness from this simple little Japanese table
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to one loaded with flowers, candles, and ribbons,

such as we see sometimes -in foreign cities. !

think we all prefer simplicity and daintiness,

which approaches the Japanese ideas, though

we may require more dishes and different ar-

rangements from theirs.

RULES FOR SETTING THE TABLE

1. Dust the table carefully.

2. Lay on it the silence cloth and table-

cloth, or the runners or doilies. Runners and

doilies are more easily kept fresh and dainty.

3. Put the knives and spoons at the right of

each person’s plate, turning the knife edge to-

wards the plate and laying the sjKxms to be

used in order, so that, the outside one is taken

first. The forks are placed at the left, in the

same order.

4. Put the tumbler at the right hand, at the

end of the knife. The bread and butter plate

and napkin should be placed at the left.

5. Cocoa, coffee, or tea should be served

at the mother's place. Arrange the sugar

bowl and cream pitcher in front of her, with a

bowl for dregs, and with a tile for both the

hot-water pot and the cocoa pitcher or coffee

or teapot. The hot water should be on the

left, the beverage on the right. Cu|>s and

saucers with spoons should be set at hand as

conveniently as possible.

6. Opposite the hostess, arrange a place for

serving the breakfast or luncheon dish, with a

mat of some sort to prevent the heat from in-

juring the table, and with spoons, knife and

fork, and plates suitable to the kind of food to

be served.

THE KITCHEN

The kitchen should be one of the most at-

tractive and inviting rooms in the whole

house. Its charm consists almost wholly in its

cleanness and its simplicity. The kitchen should

be a light, well-aired room, both for the comfort

of people who work in it and because sunshine,

light, and air keep things sweet and clean. Here,

as in other parts of the house, care in keeping

tilings dainty will save you a great deal of

trouble in making them clean again if you should

at any time be careless. Wipe spots from the

floor before (heyhave time to stain, and brush up

crumbs and litter as soon as they arc scattered.

RULES FOR DISH WASHING

1. Have plenty of hot, soapy water.

2. Have plenty of clean towels.

3. Gather up the dishes and scrape off any

scrajis. Grease may be rubbed off with a piece

of soft pajK-r that can be thrown away. This

is cs|»ccially necessary in the country or in a

camp where water is not too plentiful or must

be carried a distance.

4. Soak dishes which have held eggs, milk,

or dough in cold water. Soak dishes which have

held sugar, fat, or gelatine in hot water.

5. Wash all dishes both inside and outside.

Rub any rough or burned spots with Sapolio.

The worst burned spots may be readily re-

moved with a small bit of steel wool, that may

lie bought at the hardware store.

6. Rinse the dishes carefully in very hot

water and wipe entirely dry, holding them in

the towels so that your fingers do not make

dull marks upon them.

7. Wooden, celluloid, or ivory knife and fork

handles must not he left in hot water. Do

not wet the egg-beater above the wheels, as

the oil is washed away and the egg-beater will

be very hard to run.

CARE OF TOWELS

Wash the towels out in hot, soapy water

after each meal. Once a week they should be

sent to the laundry. They need not be ironed,

but stretched smooth and even. Some people

prefer uni rolled towels and bed linen as seem-

ing fresher and softer than when ironed.
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THE SINK

Keep the sink like a big dish, never allowing

anything to accumulate or become disagreeable

in it. Then the work is never unpleasant.

1 . Remove any scraps which may have fallen

into the sink.

2. Clean the sink thoroughly with Sapolio

or any good sand soap and a brush.

3. Rinse thoroughly with hot water.

4. Scald the sink drain thoroughly, and once

a week pour down a solution of hot washing-

soda. Wash the soda down, in its turn, with

plenty of hoi water.

5. Wash out. the dish mop or dishcloth and

wring it very dry; then dry it in a draft of fresh

air. Wash the sink cloth and air it. Keep cloths

for their own uses and never use them inter-

changeably.

CARE OF TIIE STOVE AND FIRE

Sometimes you may wish to make a fire.

This is a necessary and useful part of house-

keeping and cooking, but be always careful

that you understand what you are about, for

the lire which is so good a servant in skillful

hands becomes a most terrible master if you

arc careless. In every kitchen there should be

some woolen rug or table cover or blanket,

to wrap alwmt any person whose clothing might

take fire, so as to smother the flames. The

very worst thing for the endangered person to

do in such a case is to run, for this fans the

flame, which might at first be easily put out.

If alone, lie down at once, as this keeps the flame

away from the face, and then roll over and over,

towards a rug, if one is near. The rolling it-

self helps to put out the fire. At bonfires this
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might be clone on the grass, but children should

wear woolen clothing at bonfires and should be

taught never to play with matches or with lire

in any form. It is not unsafe to learn to

build a lire in the stove, if you lake care, and it

is an important thing to understand.

r. See that the grate of the stove is empty

and clean.

2. See that the drafts arc arranged properly

for starting the lire: check draft closed, other

drafts open.

3. Lay the fire, lirst using shavings or

crumpled newspapers, t hen soft, light wood.

4. brush the dust and chips off the top of the

stove; also brush out the oven and brush around

the stove.

5. blacken the stove.

(. Light the lire, from underneath I lie

grate.

7. Polish the stove while the lire is kindling,

begin to rub on the front covers.

8. When there is a good wood fire, add coal

carefully; and close the oven draft, when I lie-

coal is beginning to burn without smoke and

gas.

0.

Add more coal, and close the front draft

and chimney draft to keep the lire.

CAKE OK Till: ICE CHEST

As often as twice a week, lake everything

out of the ice chest and wash il thoroughly

inside with warm water in which there is a little

Soda. Once in a while, when tllC ICC dlCSt fe

empty and you can spare time for it to cool,

scald it out with boiling water and |*our hot

soda solution into the drain. Never allow any-

thing to spoil or to be spilled in the ice chest.

Keep no strong-smelling things, such as cheese,

fish, or onions, where they can give a disagree-

able taste to milk, cream, or butter.

CARE OK FOOD

Put away food at once, when il is brought in

from the market or when a meal is over.

Milk and cream must be taken in as soon as the

milkman brings them and be placed at once on

the ice. If you have no ice, stand the jars in

cold water and cover them with a wet cloth

which dips into the water. In this way the

cloth will remain wet and the evaporation from

its surface will keep the jars cold. Wash eggs

when they come in and put them away. Cover

everything very carefully from dust and Hies, —
but don't have any Hies!-

SWEEPING AND DUSTING

Before beginning to sweep, dust and remove

small ornaments, or cover them in the room.

Use some moist thing, such as wet tea-leaves

or pieces of wet newspaper, to keep the dust

from Hying as you sweep. Keep the brush close

to the floor and sweep with long, even strokes,

with the nap of the rug or carpel. Shake

small rugs or brush them out-of-doors. After

sweeping, with a soft cloth or dust less duster

wi|»c off the pictures and woodwork. Then

bring back and rearrange the ornaments and

furniture which you dusted beforehand. Never

use a feather duster, il is an “abomination,”

which only stirs up dust for people to breathe,

without removing it, so that later it settles

again and the work is worse than wasted.

METAI. CLEANING

1. Silver should be rubbed with a good

silver cream or powder. It must never be

touched with anything which can scratch it.

Polish il when the powder is dry, then wash it

in clean hot water.

2. Steel may be scoured with Sapolio or Bris-

tol brick. Put it on with a wet cork. Wash and

dry the article, as steel rusts if left at all damp.

3. Copper and brass may be cleaned with salt

and vinegar, with rotten stone and oil, or with

a good brass jwlish.

4. Nickel should be washed with soap and

hot water and, if that is not sullicicnl, cleaned

like silver. It must not be scratched.
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goomerangThrowing
is Groat Sport

.S Jni
Keenan
11-Ward
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I lien,

its

Away it

goes, skim-

ming: the surface

of the ground for

a distance of 250

ft. or more, and
rising like a bird

High*, i I wheels and
comes hurtling hack to

the thrower, landing al-

most at his feet. Believe

it or not, there’s real fall sport

in boomerang throwing.
The boomerang conics from

Australia, where the flat

country makes an ideal arena

for their manipulation. The
little brown Bushmen of the

Arunta tribe, who depend on them almost

entirely for limit and defense, make no

less Ilian twenty different forms of boom-

erangs, ranging all the way from a 14-in.

bird stick to the heavy 4-ft. war boomerang.

Most Australian boomerangs are in the

shape of an obtuse triangle. Hat on one side

and convex on t lie other, measuring about

2yi ft. from tip to tip. T he brown men
use acacia wood in their construction, but

your homemade one can he fashioned

<1 ii i t c nicely from a piece of hickory or

second-growth ash. Vic in. thick

In making your own boomerang, the

first step is to map out the paper pattern.

Do this on a sheet of paper. 29'/> by \2}£

in. The paper plan is shown in Fig. 2.

Only a rough adherence to the plan is

necessary in order to insure a successful

boomerang. Note that the width of the

boomerang arms.' near the angle, is 2 in.,

while they narrow down to IVio in. at the

rounded extremities.

Cut out your paper model and draw
two lines across it in positions somewhat
similar to those shown in the lower draw-

•

ing. Now. place your pattern on the

wood stock and trace out each half of the

boomerang, as in Fig. 3, the portion of the

pattern between the two lines being part

of both halves. After the outline lias

been penciled in. lake a keyhole saw and

cut out the two portions,

as shown in Fig. 4. The
next step is to cut each

end of the boomerang,

between the lines, into

shape for a half-lap joint,

as pictured in Figs. 5 and

6. A miter saw is the tool

for this task, hut a good

hacksaw serves quite well. The
joint is then glued and set in a

press until dry, after which a sin-

gle row of small nails are driven

into place along the center, as in-

dicated in Fig. 7.

Now, with spokeshave and

knife, trim down one side, and
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one side only, of your boomerang lo a con-
vex shape, as shown in Fig. 8. In shaving.
only the sharp edge is taken from the wood
at the center in order to leave the joint
almost full strength, bill the remaining
part is cut down to a feather line at the
edge while retaining the full *Via-iu. thick-

ness at I he center line.

Additional nails arc then driven into the

joint, and aluminum reinforcing strips,

cut lo shape with tin snips, are nailed lo

the center and tips of the boomerang on
the flat side, as shown in Fig. 9.

The final operation. Fig. 10. consists in

giving the whole tiling a coat of slain or

varnish. A bright color paint should be

used instead of stain if you are contem-
plating throwing in deep grass, in order

to make the boomerang more distinguish-

able where it falls.

And now lo the throwing. The average
person thinks that the throwing of a

own far more readily than the pulling of
a forty-pound longbow.

I be first rule is that the boomerang
must always be thrown against the wind.
It is against the wind only that the magic
slick is self-retrieving.

So. facing the wind, you hold the boom-
erang in your right hand with the rounded
side inward; that is, the round side should
he the left side of'thc boomerang, when
held in throwing position bv a right-hand
thrower. Holding firmly to one end. bring

the stick over your head until you reach

the position shown in Fig. 11. Then,
bringing the arm forward in a straight

overhand swing to the position shown in

Fig. 12. release the stick with a short up-
ward jerk of the hand, somewhat like that

used in cracking a whip. This is im-

portant. Without this sharp jerk, the
boomerang gets olT to a slow spinning
start and will not revolve fast enough to

THE PAPER PATTERN

boomerang is some- / /

thing which can only I rag

be acquired through . «
long and continuous
practice, but that idea \
is entirely erroneous.

Throwing the curving

slick is an accomplishment
which you can make vour
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^volplanes

STARTING POINT

' VERTICAL
position or

BOOMERAMOHORIZONTAL POSITION Of,.--'

BOOMERANG

i ^
\ SWERVES TO LEfT
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I lie |..n iIm.Im- Might of tin* Imntnri.ing

beautiful tiling to witness. Although

I -|p :

l\\ '>"n‘ of oilier graceful .'lies. A slight

.\^ v
*.

;
’" "* 1 * ,r '"•*!’• •* '"'•'•I drllr. In mi

V

'

:
A&* >,

* •>' •• '".••• i.. <•<•? no .id unit ten ill.

J7
\'v-

Mr '
•
, "' * d * 1

1*
i * hr It •• t.ihhil hilling hrlillld

-..

,

/ ’/ •» Mump or :i pheasant on the wing, is a

\ 1 lot Mick.

f /
ill dinning the Might of tin- boomerang,

von can erect a target consisting of a l»ur-

lap sack filled with straw and aim your^ stick at this. You will soon acquire suf-

ficient skill to score a hit fully half the time

boomerang will fairly zoom forward, spin- at a distance of from 10 to 60 yd.

niitjr so rapidly that it is apparently trails- And if you do miss. well, back it comes,

formed into a circular plate of wood of a like a trained eagle wheeling in the breeze 1

diameter equal to a straight line joining

That's all there is to it. The average be-

ginner learns boomerang throwing some-

what like this: lie pitches a few into the

ground: he sails anywhere from two to

thirty times with no visible signs of a re-

turn journey: and then—success, after

which the knack is very seldom lost.

In a successful boomerang (light, the

missile will swoop straight forward in a

nearly vertical plane for a distance rang-

ing all the way from 1(X) to 350 ft. As it

covers this distance, it changes to an al-

most horizontal plane, and then, swerving

to the left, it soars aloft like a bird and

then comes swooping back in a long vol-

plane. to land at the thrower’s feet.

THE JAPS SAY
“irV ahoil nltctiYs hr able to

tcorltl public opinion —Baron
Tanaka, former Jap Premier.

AMERICANS SAY
Are »ve going to let the little yellow

so-and-so's mislead us? Not on your life!

Duy more of those War Bonds and Stamps—buy lilt it hurts!
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a Make A
II you read the boomerang article

on page 48 of this issue you're

probably itching to try your hand
at this groat sport. Boomorangs
are simple to make, and two
interesting types are described
here. Both are "marndwullen"

or return boomorangs.

by Charles and

Bertram Brownold

Left: thing a catdboatd patten to lay

out the boomeiang on the wood. Pattern
it held ill flare with thumbtatht.

Mechanix Illustrated November, 1941

1 1'M IE boomerangs built by the

1- Australian buslnncn vary

in size, shape and weight, de-

pending on the use for which jVVl

they are intended. Different

patterns are favored by the

tribes in various parts of the

country, and the fortuitous

growth of the wood usually r

governs (lie type that the sav- >

age happens to select. The i

result is that there is no “stand-
;

aid” boomerang. Light boom- >.
erangs for knocking down birds

:

s

and small game are sometimes

only 18 inches in a straight line rke two ««•

from tip to tip. At the other

extreme are weapons of war- ?^r'r-r •

fare more than four feet long
‘

and weighing over twenty

pounds.
The shape variesas much as

the size. Some are almost &?-*3ssSfl»S

straight and others are bent
J

.-3

nearly like a horseshoe. £>> ... .

The beautiful, curved flight «*

of the boomerang, and its grace-

ful. gliding return, make boom-
erang throwing a fascinating

sport. A study of the scientific

principles that control its flight has made it

possible to present a plan for making with

very little effort a boomerang that will per-

form in a manner that the primitive bushmen

could only have achieved after generations of

patient trial and error.

Make a pattern of stiff cardboard shaped

as shown in Fig. I, of drawings. This repre-
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Boomerang

The next step is to blank out the two

arms with a coping saw or jig saw. Join

the arms with a half lap joint cut as

indicated by the line C. D. on Fig. 1,

and as further shown on Fig. 2.

Next, with a plane, spokeshave and

sandpaper, toper the thickness of the

wood and round the edges so that when
the two parts of the joint are together,

a cross section at Point B on Fig. I would

appear os shown in Cross Section B;

while a cross section at Point A would

appear as shown in Cross Section A.

After both arms are shaped and

sanded, glue them together under pres-

sure. There is ample gluing surface so

that the boomerang will be as strong at

the joint ns at any other point, if not

stronger. One photo shows the joint

glued up in clamps, with two blocks

protecting the work from marks.

Before using the boomerang it is well

to paint it some vivid color, or to paint

black and white stripes on it so that it

will not be too hard to find if it lands

far from where the amateur "bushman"

intended it to go on his first few practice

throws. Plenty of open ground is

needed, and it is inadvisable to catch the

boomerang on its return with the bare

hand, for the whirling arms can deal a

painful blow. A net or basket can be

used.

There is considerable difference of

opinion as to the manner in which a

boomerang should be thrown. Some
authorities say that it should be held

perpendicular to the ground and thrown

with an overhand motion, while others

say that it should be held parallel to

the ground and thrown with a side-arm

motion. Still others maintain that the

best way is to try both positions as well

as all the positions in between so that

at last the best way will be learned. It

is with the last-mentioned system that

the present writer finds himself in

agreement, for no two boomerangs will

perform in an identical manner; nor will

any one boomerang perform in the same

wav under different wind conditions. On
V

Right: Tapering and shaping one o\ the arms with a

Spokctfidvc.

.those: Finished tufted and tross-slstk boomerangt. Striping make!

it easier /., find boomerang if a bad throw fails to return. D clow:

Hoth parti ol hall lap joint ready /or assembly.
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Glued up joint under pretture it thown abort. Blockt protect wood
from clatnpt. Below : One arm of the erott-ttick job it bending jit

after boiling. Endt art blocked up half an inch.

Throning the crotttfick. A tide arm motion it tired

md the ttott'Stidt it canted to ttin by meant of a

nritt map at it Ware • the hand.

vmm

m

Olio point, however, nil authorities agree: is spinning, it is, in effect, n circular disk in

Throw into the wind. For the boomerang has the air. The other is that, unlike a real clr-

yet to be made that will return against the cular disk, its weightiest part is far off center.

wind, no matter how skillfully thrown. And
there is usually some wind. Four-Armed or Cross-Stick Boomerang

The course of the boomerang in the air is

always sensational for those who see it for the

first time, and with a little practice it can be

made to return to a spot near the thrower.

Two factors have a bearing on its seemingly

miraculous flight. The first is that because it

Strictly speaking, this is not a true boomer-

ang but it is a fascinating toy. Take two

sticks, each 20" long by lVfe" wide by 'A" thick.

Any wood will do so long as it is free of knots

and fairly well seasoned. Shape each stick

as shown in Figures 3, 4

and 5. A spokeshave
and a piece of sand paper

are- the only tools needed.

Next, boil both pieces

in the family wash-boiler.

Keep them in actively

boiling water for twenty

minutes and then while

they are still hot and wet

fasten them to boards

with a screw through the

center and with both ends

blocked up on half-inch

blocks. Remove them
after they are dry and it

will be found that the

t!,c <1 lut’d, ht**y «»ood lor you. boom*.*’’*. MAe - c*.dbo*.d from ,kcuh ^end is permanent. The
obo.e bflore tullint *ny wood.
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length of lime needed for drying varies, so that it

is best to leave them blocked up for 24 hours.

Then cross the sticks at right angles with the

convex surface both facing the same way. The
result is a cross that is slightly dished. A bolt

and nut hold the sticks together, and glue and
four nails keep them at right angles.

This cross, when thrown, can l>e made to de-
scribe a graceful, lazy circle in the air and will

return to- the hand of the sender. It. should lie

thrown with a snap of the wrist as it leaves the

hand so that a good spinning motion is imparted

to it.

T

Science and Mechanics Ffbruary, 1940 R - H. JENKINS

’II F. designing, constructing, and throwing of

boomerangs makes an interesting subject for

• scientific study. Though they look simple, there

is involved in their construction a nicely balanced

airfoil, similar to the one found in the wings of any

standard air plane. Careful work, therefore, is in-

volved in their design and construction if one wishes

to make a success of the undertaking. They arc not

» toy but a highly scientific weapon demanding care-

ful study and workmanship. A writer for the Kn-

cyclopedia Americana (Vol. 4, page 246 b) defines

a boomerang as a “weapon peculiar to the Aboriginal

natives of Australia." He also says: “All efforts

of the most skilled mechanics to make the boomerang

have failed." There’s a challenge for you! It seems

to me that what one person has made another can

duplicate, and know the why besides, so here is

your opportunity.

There were two types of boomerangs, (l\o return

md non-return. The non-return wait used in game

hunting and could be thrown for long distances in

„ straight line. The return was more novel and

probably was the accidental outgrowth of the hunt-

ing non-return type. This article, however, will

describe construction and use of the more novel

return type.

A return boomerang is one constructed on the

principle of the airfoil of a plane;

this gives the boomerang its lift-

ing power. The weapon is thrown

in a verticle position with the foil

nr curved side toward the operator.

The hack of the boomerang is a

lint surface with only two excep-

tions and those arc skews or bev-

eled off places at each end for

Fig. 1. Hore's a right-handed cross-stick

type boomorang.

Fig. 2. Bight- or lell-handed eross-Btick

design, showing Iho application ol a di-

hedral angle.

Fig. 3. Blades wilh dihedral anglo.

Fig. A-B. Seclions and airfoil o! a lelt-

handod boomerang shown in A. Note

loading edgo is opposito that o! right-

handod plane. B shews right-handed

boomerang with skew on leading edge

and neutral territory only in middle.

How to design, construct and throw

each of the various types

Grasped loosely In vertical pesi'ion with
curved side toward operator. bo otio/aug is

thrown out in straight lino a llttlo )l;vvo nyo
levol.
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ten degrees. off from the ver-

tical, this insures an accurate

takc-ofT and a nice return.

Never throw a return boom-

erang in a horizontal posi-

tion. When thrown correctly

a boomerang will drift in to

a perfect horizontal landing,

but if thrown incorrectly it

is almost certain to land on

an end and break.

Throwing should be done

on a quiet day free from
wind. A field of soft earth

or lawn is much preferred to

hard ground ns the boomer-

ang strikes the ground hard

when it lands. The thrower

should face what wind there

is and throw to the right of

the mnin current or air. Grip

the end of the boomerang

lightly so as to give as much
spin ns possible and throw

out on a line just a little

above the level of the eyes.

Throw moderately hard, at

fust and then harder ns skill

is attained. If thrown very

bard the boomerang will

make a complete loop and

start out on a second round.

If one wants the boomerang
to land at one’s feet it should

bo thrown moderately hard

with plenty of spin and a tilt

of about fifteen degrees of

the top of the perpendicular.

The extra tilt will make irj»

for the loss of power in the

easy throwing. However, each

boomerang is a law unto it-

self, so it will take practice

to master its use. Width and

degree of skew will change

the Iwomerang's travel. Some
builders put more skew at

one end than at the other for

variety, a n d one of my
friends makes an airfoil on

both faces and claims it acts

like a P-38 plane, tricky to

handle but maneuverable.

You can try this interest-

ing throwing game. Mark off. a 20-ft. dia. cir-

cle and have the contestants throw to see which

can get the first 10 landings in the circle. The

contestants can stand anywhere that seems to

their best advantage.

One of the simplest boomerangs to make in

the beginning is of the cross-stick variety.

Take a piece of soft wood 2x6 or 2x4 in.,
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Note Iho vertical poniUon •( Ihb CiO«*«licW boonmtanq and lomom-

bfr that lb.* curved aide mull b« toward iho operalor.

Ar. the cteaaolieJ*. lypo bootr-mnq lloal* down, il may eaaily b«

cauqht by Iho pin.

nbont five or six In- ***>-

ches hack and abonl

half the width of Urn ' '

Made. These skews

are on (In* opposite

edges of 0IU'h Made
and are cut from the

lending dig*' or thick / .{

part of Hu* hlmlc. yK
These skewed places /

are called angles of

Jmr/
turn. As the blades -/
cut the air the foil / aJ
creates the lifting JW ^
power so that the

, Or
boomerang stalls to ( r
level off in flight. At
the same time the Croup o| tUnd<*fd boompranqs

air striking against

the skew starts the blade to turning. One thus

has two forces at work, one a lifting force and

the other a turning influence. The result is

that the boomerang rises to some fifty or more

feet, describes a large loop and comes back to

the feel of the thrower. Of course it takes

practice to get 'he best results. Remember to

hold the boomerang vertically and throw with

the curved side toward you. Though held in

ji vertical position the top of the boomerang

is inclined away from the operator to about
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stead of the full two, so that

the finished strips will he
about 3/16 x 1% x 20 in. Glue
the pile of strips together as
shown in Fig. 1. If a strong
hot glue is used, clamps will

not he needed. Do not cut

out in a half lap ‘joint but
simply center and glue. When
dry hold in the right hand
in a vertical position as if

preparing to throw and mark
the leading edge as shown at
A, B, C, and D. With a spoke
shave or pocket knife form
airfoil as shown in edge

views. Sand the work and
round ends to keep them
from splintering. Bore a U
in. hole as shown at E, to

hold a small pin about 4 in.

long to catch the boomerang. This type comes
floating down and enn be caught successfully.

A skew or angle of incidence is not needed
with this type ns they will return very quickly
without that additional aid. This type also is

strictly right- or left-handed depending on
which edge is the leading edge.

Next let’s try the type similar to the first

one, which is shown in Fig. 2. There are just

two changes made here. The greatest thick-

ness is in the middle making the air lift or

airfoil from the middle out. This cuts down
the wing span to half the width of the wing
hut makes the boomerang either right- or left-

handed.
Figure 3 shows how blades can !*• given a

dihedral angle, which stabilizes this type of

boomerangs. Hold over :< gas flame and heat

curved edge, at the same time bonding the

wood toward the curved surface. Bend until

the straight surface of the back is in line with

top at the center. Bend each blade or wing

the same, at a point about 2
j the distance from

the ends. This dihedral angle can be seen in

the wings of a flying buzzard: it gives stability

to both the bird and the boomerang.

One of the first problems in making a regu-

lar return boomerang is to get the correct

curve to the wood. This might be done by
steaming, but steaming and bending of a piece

of wood large enough for a boomerang is a

rather difficult process and requires more
equipment than the average shop possesses.

So let’s build up the curved piece to whatever

size we need, using a laminating process. First

lay out a bending jig out of 2-in. tough wood
stock (Fig. 8). Lay out the curve desired for

the boomerang wanted (Figs. 4, 5, 6). Unlike

the finished boomerang, however, the sides of

the jig must be parallel in order to make the

press work. Plan the lay-out so that the lami-

nated stock will be at least ZV2 in. wide or

even wider, and make the middle section so

that it will slide. To use the jig, rip out strips

of hard wood, oak or maple, % x 2 x 30 in.

Cut about 20 strips. Use a good grade of

waterproof glue and cover the surface of each

strip. Glue all of the strips and then place

the whole mass in the jig and apply the

damps. When dry this blank can be resawed

into about four good boomerangs. Each resavv-

T-ooioaranq jiq wiln »he sliip* layinq in Iron! ready

Cor Ihn qJvn*.

1
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THE BOOMERANG
Upon a piece of cardboard about the thickness
of a postcard draw any one of the three designs
shown in the square at the left. Then with a
sharp penknife cut out the design, taking care
to leave no uneven or jagged edges. The ends
must be smoothly rounded and the design
perfect in proportions and cleanly cut. Other-
, - .—

.

wise your boomerang will not
' come back to you when you

1

i throw it, as it is meant to do.

B Now lay the boomerang on
some flat, smooth surface and
send il wi,h a nuick but

*^**^£^>£*3 RK3‘“;& even stroke of a lead pencil.

1 B If the boomerang does not

'BH ’
’ I n>“ke a graceful curve through
C p

the air and come back to you,

TI it will he because your design

Q is imperfect or your cardboard

f
7

,

j-* T,:
'iYTf?g >8B " I of the wrong thickness. Try

mf 'Z?zWt :
.'^v H making another till you get

f one that will work. Even
learned scientists do not quito

understand why the boomerang comes back,
but the fact that it will do so has been dis-
covered by different savage tribes. It is said
that the ancient Egyptians had found it out.

The people most famous for their boomerangs
are the natives of Australia, who use the in-

vention as a weapon. An Australian boomerang
is a sickle-shaped strip of wood two or three
feet l ong.,

A TOP THAT SPINS IN THE AIR
This U a very wonderful top became, unlike the ordinary ones, it will

•pin in (be air. Fir*t procure a post card and cut out of it a circle two

and a half inches in diameter. He very careful that you do not buckle

the card, became, if you do, it will catch the wind at the wrong angle

when it is spun, and fall to the ground.

Neat draw about ail rectangles on the circle in the positions shown in

Ihagram A. Note that they do not follow each other round the drcle

in a ring ;
but each is **t ..t an angle which you must imitate fairly

closely. Then, with a sharp pocket-knife, cut along all the edges of each

Slripn am clamped in Iho jig and ready lor drying

rectangle, except the one nearest to the circumference, and bend up the

rectangles v> that they form little flap*. The second diagram shows how
much they should be bent.

When this is done, push a pin through the centre of the circle in such
a way that the pin head is underneath and so that no more than three-

quarters of the body of the pin apjiears above.

It must be pushed through absolutely vertically, so lo keep it upright,

cut a little circle of stamp paper, lick it, and push it over tiie pin-point

and stick it on to the card.

Now take something that you can blow through, such as a pea shooter,

a cigarette holder, or any piece of piping. Hold the tube—whatever if

is—upright and put the toy-top just under the lower end, keeping il

there with the finger 'ip. As you blow down the tube, the top begins

to revolve and. in a second, you can take away your finger ; but the top

will go on spinning gaily. It will continue to do so as long as you have
breath to blow.

!f you cannot get the top to go properly, it is probably because the

pin is not quite vertical, the circle is bent or the card is too thick and



When mode end thrown cor-

rectly. boomerangs will de-

scribe a loop in the air and

return to the thrower. Oak,

maple or other lough wood

is best to use. laminated con-

struction (several thin pieces

glued up to provide the re-

quired thickness) is best be-

cause of less tondency to

worp. However, you can use

solid stock ?'• in. thick. In ei-

ther case, band saw a piece

to a site and shape to repre-

sent one half of the complet-

ed boomerang. Then rip Ibis

piece in half to pro-

duce two identical

pieces. Glue theso lo-
MAKf TOP NAIF
SltGMTlY 1IMCHB

CORRECT SHAPE

Plone the lop surface from joint to tip Round the top surface with a wood rasp and sand smooth

Cut outlined shape from ?i-in. stock,

then rip to gel two identical pieces

Cut a half lap joint with a dodo head or straight mold-

ing culler. Icavo Iho top lap a little thicker than the bottom

OP
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BOOMERANGS
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ir siockovrr joint

AI CFNIF.R

BUI? JOIN!

V SIOCK

LAMINATED
CONSTRUCTION

{Jollier lo form the complet-

ed shope, viing a half-lap

joint. You can use a regular

half lap nr one with a cen-

ter piece *et in a» indicated,

the latter being stronger. A

joint •» necessary to prevent

jplittlng in tire center, fol-

low tin* photo s and dia-

grams in gluing up the joint.

The top surface ii rounded

and the bottom i» flat ex-

cept at the tipi where it i»

beveled. If you throw left-

handed, bevel the corner*

opposite those indicated.

Normal flight it shown be-

low. The diagrams also

show some of the results of

favlty construction and how
to coned them. In throw-

Jug, use plenty of wrist ac-

tion for <1 fast spi>i, yet not

too much, as indicated in

llm lower left hand dia-

gram. test the boomerang
on a calm <loy m it is cr-

rolic in O brccr*?

LAMINATED CONSTRUCTION tS STRONG AND HOLDS ITS SHAPE

CURVED SIDE TOWARD
r~FACE s^TN

THROW
STRAIGHT /
TORWARD x"

AT SHOULDER
LEVEL STARTS IN

VERTICAL
POSITION

CLIMBS
UPWARD

CHANGES TO
HORIZONTAL
POSITION

RETURNS TO

THROWERRETURNS IN WIDE
SWEEPING CURVE TO LEFT

NORMAL
FLIGHT OF

BOOMERANG
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1/2
* SO X 6 3/8 ‘ SCC fPAMCS

CUTOUt 1/4
" OAOO-n.

t/2‘ SO « J tOP AND
bottom mamc*- cut
out l/4'OAOO. —

CABIXtOAHO

cut out
SLOT

V4*xn/e'» ?

DATE STRIP

23 24

id 3

1

Perpetual Calendar. This ingenious
desk accessory features a rotating month
wheel and a sliding date strip. Chit out the

month wheel, date strip, and day strip that

appear on this page and mount them on
cardboard. Prepare a plywood face and a

5x7-in. cardboard backing piece in which
the two lower holes in the face are dupli-

cated. Glue the day strip to the back of the

cardboard and glue a picture on the face.

Pin the month wheel to another 5x7-in.

piece of cardboard so the months show
properly through the opening in the first

piece. Insert the date strip and. as shown,
add a piece of glass, a rabbeted frame, a

base, and, if desired, a motto. Holes in the

back piece of cardboard allow the month
wheel and dale strip to be moved. *
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POPULAR SCIENCE Our Camera Takes a ILoolt
OCTOBER, 19 kk

By HARRY WALTON
rhotoQropbt bf WIUtAM MORRIS

and ROBERI SMITH

V
ISITORS to London about 1810

worn amazed to see people In

the streets gazing skyward through

pasteboard tubes. But theso watch-

ers were peering at no eclipse or

comet. They were fascinated by n

scientific novelty that had taken

London bv storm—the kaleidoscope.

Invented by Sir David Brewster.

First regarded only as a toy, It

was soon adopted by artists ns an

aid In originating new designs. Sir

David nnrnod Ills Invention by com-

bining three Ureck words: Zealot*,

meaning beautiful; eldoit, form; and

tkopeo, 1 see. Almost anyone who
has looked through a kaleidoscope

will agreo that the name is ap-

propriate.
Two mirrors on facing walls cre-

ate the familiar Illusion of an end-

less succession of walls. Multiple

rejection also produces the pat-
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Throu^l

terns In a kaleidoscope, but the mirrors are

joined at one edge, so that the reflections

form a circle. Their number depends upon

the angle between the mirrors.

Because of the angle at which reflection

occurs in a kaleidoscope, ordinary mirrors

will produce a blurred double image—both
the silver backing and the glass surface

reflect light. The mirrors must be of the

front-surface type. Unsilvered glass acts

as such a mirror, particularly if Its back

surface is blackened with paint or enamel.

Small kaleidoscopes can be bought at toy

counters, but you can assemble one from
common materials, and learn much about

this fascinating device. Pictures on the fol-

lowing pages show step by step how to build

a two-mirror kaleidoscope that will form
twelve-unit patterns similar to those above.

Three mirrors of the same size arranged
triangle fashion will form six-unit designs

and multiply each into an allover pattern.
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O Sim* at* no* eriticol if correct proportion! ore

maintained. Any tube eon be uied, provided the

glntt ttript are cut to Til intide ol on onglo of 30 dog.

Ihey thould" be obouf four timet at long ot they ore

wide. Cool one tide of each with block painf or enamel

A ruth the mirror* ft" intide the ond of the tube.
'* So ploeed. they thould reach to within about ft"

of the other end. Ihit will leave omplo room for the

lood. Apply cement thinly intido the ft" tpoce and

to the edge of the eyepiece, and prett thit into place

The koleidntcopo on page 110 wot mod* from

Ihete porlt: o 7" by 9" moiling tube, l-o

Ion tlript I}'*" by 8", a fretted ond o clear

loti dite, black point, lope, cement, cord-

oord, plotlic tcropt, ond covering popnr

n Tape the tpocing tlrlp in pin*-* to hold the
** mlrrort 30 deg. opart. Be turn the pointed

turfocet ore outilde; then tilde the mitrort

into the lube at in the photo below. If they

fit lootoly. wrap a theel of paper about them

Q It it inleretling to evnetim-nl by varying
* Iho amount of the logd and uting tcropt of

different colon. To view the polterni, prett

the frotled ditk into place. When the load it

tolitfnclory. tecure the dill by cementing it

You con improve the outward oppearanee of your

kaleidotcope by wropplng the tube In tome golly

colored decorative paper. The kind uted for Chritlmat

package! it ideol. Clear model airplane dope, lacauer,

or varnith will prevent Injury from frequent hondling
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CARDBOARD
eyepiece

CLEAR GLASS DISK

LOAD GOES
BE TWEEN L

CARDBOARD
SPACER

TEMPLATE
FOR SETTING
MIRRORS

o WMIo pointed ” J, r!n9. fu ’

** of slifl cardboard, maling it a clow fit

on. ond of th. tub-. At lb" center punch a '/« peap.

hoi-. If no punch if available. ui- o fharp *™t. «o

cut a Iriangular hole %’* on a fid.. o» iho-n obov.

7 Turn th« tub- around and pu«h the cUor gloit dill

' into it right again,! lh. -nd. of lh. A

Hill- c.m.nl may b- iprood around lh- -dg- Now cut

o cardboard ,lrfP %" -Id. and ong -nough lo ov.-

lop inlido tb- tub-. C.m.nt it foil 01 in th. photo

4 Wh-n tho point it dry. join tb. mlrrori o

on. .dg. with odh.iiv® top., th. unpoinl.d

tid.t facing. S.l Ih.m on a drown angle
i
ol 30

deg. or on th. diagram b-low. Cut a cardboard

ipac.r to fit cloi.ly williin lh. out.r .dgot

O You or. no- r.ody to odd th. load. Bill of

color.d pla.llc. brol.n gloti. bead. and

•crop, of e.lluloid or. .uilobl.. All thould

b. Irnnfluc.nl or lranipor.nl. Carved pioe.l,

notched .dg.i, and io- cuti yield odd ellecli

WMAT5 IN A KALEIDOSCOPE
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ta likUuf

SAP SIDE IS

BACK (OUTSIDE)
OF BOW.

VBACK OF
BOW

LAVoUt
fcfc BOW
40-30 IBS.

Ijj 1 \ T I UNTING game with bow and
in

1 1 arrow packs a real wallop.
There’s a thrill in seeing an arrow

baseboard) go winging toward its mark. Even
V / a close miss is fun. So many

/r\/ sportsmen have adopted this sport
Lv/ that some states have exclusive

' y bow-and-arrow hunting reserves
where firearms are prohibited.

A bow for hunting
should be as short as

I

iractical, ranging in
ength from 4 ft. 8 in. to
5 ft. G in. It should be a
plain bow, able to stand
a Jot of knocking around.

PIANER
HEAD

SURTACE

HONE

WASTE

WOOD
OSAGE
ORANGE
YEW

T

%'

V*

w

?V
~w~

BOAM V.~

TfMSFT
%r j

IW"WOOD
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jb<HUH

INSIDE

dia. iy.6

INSIDE

TUBE THE HUNTING BOW ihoutd bo at tborl

at practical, with pulling weight of

40-60 Ibt. Style ihown It ieml-flat,.

with demountable handle for edte In

.
transportation i

OUTSIDE ©ASSEMBLY
TUBE

‘ •

\ DEMOUNTABLE
HANDLE

ir-20 SET

SCREW

UPPER.UMB

The drawing weight need not be excessive; you can

bring down the toughest game in the country, in-

cluding moose, bear ami wild boar, with a 45 to 50-

lb. bow and a steel broadhead arrow. Most hunters

prefer a flat or semiflat bow. The demountable type

of semiflat bow described here is popular because

of case of transportation, and the knockdown handle

in no way affects smooth, fast shooting. If this is

your first bow, by all means make it of lemonwood,

as this compact and nearly grainless wood permits

mechanical shaping without any regard to grain

structure. If you want the best, however, use usage

orange or boam. Yew is good, too, allhough a little

too soft for rough usage. All bow woods except lem-

onwood require careful following of Ihe grain.

Start by roughing out the back of the bow. Osage
orange is perfect in this respect; just peel off the

bark, and the remaining layer of sapwood, about Vit

in. thick, is just right. Yew and boam have more
sapwood and will require trimming down. This can

he done best on a band saw ns in Figs. 1 and 2,

mounting the stave on a guide hoard and then saw-

@ BORING THE HANOtE TUBE
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(g) CUTTING THE NOCKS

UPPER
LIMBN

BEllY

MANOIE
RISER

- BUCK
IEATHFR
TO MATCH

TUBE
SHOULDER

AT
OPPOSITE

END

BROWN
LEATHER

V/RAPPING
LOWER HMD
PUUS OUT

ing on a lino the required distance away
from tlie hcartwood. l*ins holding the stave

should he a snug <lrive lit in holes drilled

squmcly across the chord of the grain, as

indicated in Fig. 1. If there is too much
heartwood, it can he trimmed down with

the same setup. Where there is just a little

extra wood on the heart side, a planer head

in the drill press will remove it in a jiffy,

Fig. 3. In the absence of power tools, the

slaves can he trimmed with a drawknife.

The first stage of cutting gives you a Hat

slick about % by Vh in. with a thin layer

of white snpwood on the hack as shown in

Fig. 5. Here you can see why it is easy to

work with lemonwood; you have no sap-

wood to worry about, and the compact
grain permits lipping and jointing to

straight lines. All the other woods will be

crooked, the hack of the how following

every dip and curve in the grain. After

hand-sawing, smooth up the back of the

how with drawknife and scraper, follow-

ing the grain. Fig. 4 shows table of net

sb.es for Dows of different woods.

On the back of the stave, draw the out-

line shown in Fig. 5, band-saw to shape and

taper the belly side as in Fig. G. You will

cut across the grain to' some extent in

both operations, but it is only on the hack

of bow that you positively must follow

the grain. Glue the handle riser in place,

Fig. 8, and then hand-saw it both ways

to the shape shown in Fig. 7. Both limbs

of the bow are treated in the same way
except that the upper limb should he 2

in. longer than the lower one, ns in Fig. 9.

The demountable feature is accomplished

by fitting the limbs of the how inside a

metal lube. You can buy telescoping tubes

for this purpose, or you can make your

own. Fig. 14 shows the general nature of

the assembly. The short inside tube is

pinned to the lower limb and the long outer

tube is pinned solidly to the upper limb,

the lower limb being a slide fit inside the

outer tube, where it is held rigidly by
means of a setscrew. Making your own
telescoping tube is just a matter of turning

and boring, Fig. 12, and then squeezing the

assembled tubes in a vise as in Fig. 13, to

get the required oval section. It is advis-

able to heat the work, otherwise the steel

may crack at the shoulder portion. The
original fit of the round tubes should not

he too snug.

Figs. 10 and 11 show the final stage of

shaping tlie bow, rounding ofF the belly

with a drawknife or coarse and fine rasps.

Osage orange may he so knotty as to re-

quire entire shaping by filing. Whenever
you run into a knot, leave a little extra

wood to compensate for the natural weak-

ness caused by the defect. Finish ofT the

limbs by scraping with a hook scraper or

a piece of broken glass.

As you work down the belly side, tiller

the bow frequently as shown in Fig. 15,

checking its drawing weight, and more

important, the bend of the limbs. Some
workers tiller against a wall and use a grid

of pencil lines to check for equal bending.



C
UNTINO ARROWS In blunt and brood-

iod ItyUl or* ihown on ihU pagr
Stool for hood! con bo obtolnod from

old powor-hocViow blodoi

CUT 51EEVES FROM .tfO’CAl. CASES

© SQUEEZE FIAT AT SMAtl END

(J9)
VARIOUS STYIFS OF BIUNT AND BROADHfAD HUNTING ARROWS

ROUNDED

ARROW

\
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However, good results can be obtained by eye
inspection alone, and by noting if the string tends

to pull off to one side as you pull it back. The bow
should be rigid through the handle, and almost

rigid the full length of the handle riser. Starting at

the end of the handle riser, the limbs should bend
in a graceful arc. Go slow at this stage; it is very
easy to remove too much wood and ruin the bow.

If you get a little under the poundage you want,

cut an inch off both limbs and try it again. Gel
the pull about 5 lbs. more than you want; it will

let (town about that much after you have used it a

few hours. If the bow is much too heavy through-

out, make a fast dip immediately beyond the han-

dle riser to get a thinner section, and then taper

gradually to the tips. Nocks should be of the plain

type cut into the wood as in Figs. 16 and 17. Fig.

18 shows the finished bow at the handle.

There are two kinds of hunting arrows: blunts
and broadheads. The blunt points, details A, B
and C of P'ig. 19, can be made from cartridge cases

or turned from wood. These heads have tremen-
dous hitting power. They will bowl over a rabbit

or knock a squirrel out of a tree. The need for the

blunt point is obvious; you can imagine what hap-

pens to a sharp steel broadhead when you wham it

into a tree trunk, or worse, a high tree limb.

Steel broadheads are needed for both small and

big game. With sharp-cutting edges, even a 40-lb.

4163
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bftlNb NAtrtNlB toft TO SHAPE |@) eitAN put WITH MACK-SAW CUT
|© fclVEf tHt STEEL HEAb IN PLACE

MAKE THIS LENGTH SAME AS YOUR REGULAR TARGET ARROW

bow will send one of these shafts right

through n two-point buck. The smallest

practical head is the lancet shown at D,

Fig. 19. This is made by slotting a regular

bui let-type arrow head, anti then soldering

the notched steel head into the slot as in

Figs. 20, 21 and 22. Easiest type to make
in any si/.e of broadhead is the tnng-aud-

sleeve style shown at E and explained in

Fig. 20. The step-by-step operation in mak-

ing' a broadhead, style F, is shown in Figs.

23 to 23. If you use .30-cal. ball cartridge

cases, it will ho necessary to have a tang

on the broadhead for needed strength.

Willi a sleeve of thicker copper or steel

tubing, the split ends of tube alone will

hold the head, which can be made a simple,

triangular shape without tang. Old power
hacksaw blades furnish good steel for

heads. All of the styles shown can be pur-

chased readymade if desired. Fletching of

shafts follows standard practice except that

the feathers are preferably of the low, long

triangular style as shown in Fig. 25. Com-
plete construction kits including heads, cut

feathers.and birch shafts can be purchased

at a nominal cost and provide an ideal

method of working. The diameter of shafts

will deoend somewhat on the pull of your

bow. If the pull is 40 lbs. or under, r
/io or

ifa-in. shafts are plenty heavy. Bows pull-

ing over 45 lbs., especially when big broad-

heads are used, must have %-in. shafts to

stand Tip under the terrific impact.

ARCHERY KITS
Compact and easy to carry, this archery tackle box has

space for almost everything that's needed in the lieid.

ran ho nrranued to suit Your convenience

archery tackle box will have

space enough for 30 arrows

and the other half can be
I

F THE over-all dimensions

shown on the drawing are

followed, one half of this
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Vk" HOLES

divided into compartments
to carry such necessities as

arm guards, gloves, string

wax, repair thread and oth-

er items that are a part of

every archer’s kit. The cor-

ners are dovetailed and the

two sidepieces are rabbeted

for a close fit.. Arrangement

of the compartments is made
to suit your own require-

ments. The dividing section

fits into the half that con-

tains the compartments and

has a finger hole reinforced

with a metal grommet. Con-
struction of the.rack for the

arrows is shown in the up-
per and right-center details.

Notice that the metal arrow-

rack support is fitted after

the rack is completed and

hinged to tho box. After the

two halves of the box are

joined with a continuous or

piano-type hinge, all corners

are rounded and fitted with

metal reinforcements. The
handle and latches are of the

tv i>e used for trunks.

FILE RACK SUPPORT
NOTCH VXV BRASS

— 10"

ARROW-RACK SUPPORT

LOCATE IN ASSEMBLY

W DOWELS

f HlNdES SCREWED

t
’ -.JO BASE Of

V ARROW RACK

3 Jf," INSIDE

* CONTINUOUS / !

HINGE /

TO SUIT LENGTH Cf ARROWS
ARRANGEMENT Of
COMPARTMENTS TO
SUIT BUILDER

WIRE HOOKS

2 SECTIONS
OF INNER

TUBEARCHERY
TARGET

There will be no possibility of a strong

wind blowing your archery target oil its

tripod and possibly breaking expensive ar-

rows if you attach it to the tripod as shown.

Two strong rubber bands cut from an old

inner tube are fastened together to make
one long band and then fitted with hooks.

The band is run through a hole in one leg

of the tripod and is hooked into the target

as indicated. When not in use, the band is

hooked into the hole in the tripod leg to

prevent losing it.

TARGET

POSITION

WHEN
SI OREO

1 .
1 1 1

' ' L’ * # v 4
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ARCHERY-FLIGHT BOWS

\/\/OUJiDNT YOU like to own a
’ ’ bow (bill will drive an arrow the

length of five football fields? Then, ac-

cording to expert bowmen K. A.
Branaka and Clarence Maugen. you
should take up flight archery. One of
I lie first flight bows made by Mr.
Branaka won a divisional national
championship for Mrs. Branaka with
a record shot of 395 yards. Mr. Haug-
en holds the divisional men's national
title? with a record shot of 5-17 yards.

Flight bows differ greatly from

lower left, wroppincj riser wilh calfskin lo form
a securo handgrip, lower right, some archers

use a leather "flipper" lo release the arrow

•

;•
ft
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those made for target practice or hunting.

They are short and sturdy, and because
they are made of special laminated male-
rials including several kinds of tough,

springy woods, flight bows have tremen-
dous driving power. Building a flight bow,
as in Figs. 1, 2 ami 3. is a procedure employ-
ing such hand operations as rasping, scrap-

ing. sanding and polishing a single piece to

several sectional sizes. For this reason it is

not possible to detail and describe each step

of the process. The first step is to build the

two bending forms detailed in Fig. 2. as you
will need these as soon as you begin con-

struction of the bow. One form is used for

bending the recurve tips, Fig. I, and the

other is specially made for applying the

glass-cloth (Coition) strip to the hacking as

in the upper detail. Fig. 2. Special clamps
are made for use with this form by bending

% x 1-in. flat steel to a ll-shape and drilling

Mo-in. holes near the ends for a >/i-in. pin
which is inserted through a hole drilled in

the form. The web of the damn is drilled

and tapped for a cap screw. This type of

clamp makes it necessary to protect the

bow with a strip of sheet metal to prevent
damage from the end of the screw as it is

turned down. The large form is *12 in. long,

which is the finished length of the bow, and
the curved ends are cut on n 3Vfc-in. radius.

Bowmakcrs usually begin construction

by making the riser (handle) and the re-

curve tips. The latter must he steamed for

at least 30 minutes before they can bo bent

over the form. The walnut stock is % in.

thick and 1 in. wide. The tips are cut to 14-

in. lengths b 'fore bending. The riser, Fig. 3,

is cut with a 10-in. radius at each end. It

should be noted that in the assembly of the

laminations the riser is slightly ofT-ccnter.

Note also that the how has two parts, the

upper half being referred to as the upper
limb and the lower half as the lower limit.

After the riser has been sawed to the rough

The hook-lypo release I* used by many fliglil archort

42" OVfR.Att UMGTM or 80-//

(40 65 IB runt
TOXWOOO BACKINO. 14" THICK

RfCURVE 1IR. WAlNUf

riASTlC

LEMOtTWOOOWAINUT
RISER

'

(HAN01E1

Flight bow being roughed with special scraper mado
from power-hacksaw blade. Oporalion is known lo

archers as tillering. Wood rasps may also bo used
RECURVE GIUEO
TO BACKING

*

RISER
FEATHERED HUSH

BACKING

•fc" THICK. 1514" tone
04- IONG ON IOWER

l(MB)
IEMONWOOO
LAMINATION

. OSAGE Hi
" THICK

1614" LONG- (IOWER
HMB. 15- IONG)

IEMONV/OOD

H,“ PIAST1C GLUED S'

TO OSAGE /
extends error®

OSAGE LAMINATION

IEMONV/OOD

n OSAGE

'
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GIUE GIASSCIOTH
STRIP TO BACKING

U-CIAMP

RECURVE
STOCK

(WALNUT)

LOCA1E
CLAMP TO
TIT INTO
NOTCH

'

STOCK IN

BENT \
POSITION

SPRING
(COPPER,

CCIAMP

IIOIES TOR ClAMPS

OAK FORM
' 2" THICK
42" LONG

GLUE GIASSCIOTH
SIRIP TO BACKING

U-CIAMP

form nml the curved surfaces smoothed by
sanding, it is ^'lucd lo Ibe center of the tox-
wood backing si l ip. (Toxwood consists of
thin layers of selected maple bonded with
;» special resin adhesive.) Before the glue
dries, wipe olT all the excess so that a
smooth joint results. Next, the walnut re-

curve t ips are steamed and bent. After dry-
ing thoroughly in the forms, they arc re-

moved and cut lo JHi-in. over-all length
mid glued to the toxwood backing. The low-
er ends of the tips are feathered flush before
the leinonwood laminations are applied.
Note that these are 14 and 15 1

/? in. long, Fig.

I . At the riser ends, the lemomvood lamina-
tions are tapered to !«h in., but are feathered
or tapered to zero at the outer ends where
they join the recurves. Apply the Osage
laminations in the same manner, but note
before cutting stock that one is 15 and the
other 1G Vie in. long. Locate the center of the

bow and measure Hi in. each way. Then
bandsaw the riser to the form shown by the
dotted lines in Fig. 3. The recurve tips are
tapered by band, die dotted lines serving
merely as guides to the rough size. At Ibis

stage the bow is ready for nocking and
rough shaping, or tillering.

The recurve tips are nocked for the bow-
string as in the center photo on tire oppo-
site page. Use a Tus-in. round file and file the
notch at approximately the angle indicated.

The notch should continue around to the
opposite side of the tip. Be sure that it is

cut to the same depth and at the same angle

on both sides of the tip. Brace (string) the

bow with a linen bowstring. Then hold it

firmly in a padded vise and scrape the limbs
to bring the bow to the proper tiller, or
bend. This is one of those jobs that must he
done by stages with frequent periods of
testing with a spring scale. Bowinakers
usually use a fish scale for testing. Scraping
can be done with a cabinet scraper with fair

Arrows used in flight archery are made by provi-
sional arrow makors because They must be accurate

Riser is first glued to toxwood strip, which consists

of resin-bonded layort of maplo tolodod for grain

Above, ibe lemonwood lamination follows curvo of

the riser and St tapered to 1/64-in. thickness at the

end. Below, professional bowinakers use a special

bending jig of this typo for bending recurve tips
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Upper photo, one of several types of plastic over-

draw attachments. Center, cutting noclrt (notches) in

the recurve lips of a flight bow. Below, bowmokcrs
finish the bow by dipping in lank containing varnish

success but bowmnkers prefer ;t discarded
power-hacksaw blade having one side

ground to a cutting edge. As the scraping
proceeds, check the pull with the spring
scale, drawing ihe bowstring 24 in. from
the center of lint how at each trial check.
As each check is made, note carefully the

arc of each limb of the bow. Both should
flex to the same arc during the test. If not,

scrape excess slock from the stiller one un-

til both flex uniformly when the bow is

braced.
When tillering and scale checks bring the

pull to about half the desired weight of 60

to 65 lbs., the how is ready for application

of the plastic, which is glued and clamped in

place in the same manner as the other lam-
inations. Application of the plastic will in-

crease the pull somewhat beyond Ihe 60 lo

65-lb. limit and it will he necessary to con-

tinue the scrape-and-weight-check proce-
dure until the desired pull is restored.

The final step in building up the lamina-

tions is the application of a Coition (glass

cloth) strip to Ihe toxwood hacking. A
length of glass cloth slightly longer than the

bow is placed over the large bending form.

Coat the toxwood backing with glue and
place the bow on Ihe form over Ihe glass-

cloth strip. Then apply U-clamps and allow

to dry thoroughly. Once more it will he nec-

essary to scrape the bow to restore the

proper pull. Work carefully and check fre-

quently this time or you may exceed the

limit. When the pull has been correctly es-

tablished, sand the how lo a glass-smooth
surface and apply two thin coats of varnish.

Now, how about ihe proper technique of

flighl-bow archery? You’ll have to use the

trial-and-error method to discover that.

Rut to get yourself started on the right fool,

it would be advisable to contact your local

archery club for some pointers. Then keep
practicing until you attain a smooth, one-
operation maneuver.
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I'ouriTtil Inniiiiiilnl Imw* for Imiilinc or lured arc built in a ji K 1'Lc lliin one

roruiAP SCiruCF

Imimulril Hows
TAYEH-HUII..T Imws-slicamlincd, liaul-

1-J hitting. and almost unbreakable-ore

coining into wider use by both bunting and

target archers. These bows, glued up in a

jig. usi? vaiious woods, and sometimes oilier

materials such as born, liber, or plastic.

Hickory usually goes into the back layer

because of its tensile strength, although

bamboo sometimes is used. The center lam-

ination does very little work. It mostly

provides stillness. A popular choice for this

Isiver is yew or walnut. For the belly lay-

er— the siting side of the bow-osage orange

is preferred by most bowmen.

For the heavy, short bow favored by hunt-

ers, a !'•" layer each of hickory and yew and

a 3/10" layer of usage orange is a good com-

bination. All three laminating strips, plus

several short strips for the handle riser, are

coated with glue, assembled, and clamped

in the jig at the same time.

Tracy L. Stalker, of Flint. Midi., who de-

signed the tig shown at the bottom of this

page, uses a resorcinol-type glue. It's

strong, waterproof, and gives ample time to

assemble the strips. Depending on the room

temperature, you can allow from 15 to 30

minutes between the time this glue is ap-

plied and the clamps are lightened. The

warmer the room, the quicker the glue sets.

Although bows usually arc of wood, a

jKiwerful composite bow of born and wood

has long been used in Asia. A bow of this

type is on record as shooting an arrow 482

yaids. However, born is difficult to use and

a composition of compressed wood and plas-

tic lias l>ccn developed as a substitute. It

X 2 HARDWOOD STRIP
HOLES FOR SMALL
C-CLAMPS —v •’

HARDWOOD
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Lnminnliug strips musi lie true niul Hat nr im-

siglitlv glue joints will result. Al»ve, a strip

is leveled with rotary planer in a drill press.

will add as much as 30 pounds to the draw-

ing pull of a 5' how with liinhs l!i" wide.

This facing is glued to the helly while the

how is clamped in a rellexcd position.

Another way to improve the cast of a Ihiw

is to glue a strip of hickory to the hack. Use

a piece of hickory as wide and as long as

the how and from 3/32" to 5/32" thick.

After sanding the wood and applying the

glue, clamp the Imw and hacking sh ip in the

jig in a rellexcd position. Hows glued up

while rellexcd tend to bend backward when

unstrung. Then when they are strung, they

are in a high state of stress even before an

arrow is drawn. This gives them their jxnvcr.

When gluing up hows or when adding a

strip, first clamp each limb lightly at the end

and in the center. Leave those clamps loose

Thin show* handle eonsi ruel ion of alternate

layers of walnut and maple. These are glurd-

up with the how* and later rounded oil.

as the clamps are tightened. After the first

three clamps, start at the handle or center

and apply clamps Inward eac h cud. Tighten

them until all excess glue is squeezed out.

I .cave the how in the jig lor at least 10

hours if the temperature is about 70 deg. A

good test is to note whether the squeezed-

out glue is hard. The joint then is generally

cured enough for handling, and the how can

Ire finished.enough so the strips can adjust themselves

WHIRLING-BALL TOY TESTS DEXTERITY

A WHIRLING toy that will give hours of

amusement can be made in a few min-

utes. It consists of two 1-in. wooden balls, one

painted red and the other green, and both

drilled so that a cord can be run through them.

The cord for one ball is 14 in. long and for the

other, 1534 in. The ends of the cord are passed

through a cylinder of wood about l/2 in. in di-

ameter and 2 or 3 in. long. The hole through

the cylinder should be just large enough to

take the two cords, but at one end the hole

should be enlarged to a diameter of % in. and

sanded to a very smooth finish. The cords are

passed through from this end and knotted at

the other end as shown in the accompanying

diagram.

Spin the ball on the shorter.- string in one

direction very slowly. Then attempt to start

the other ball whirling in the opposite direc-

tion. After a little practice, you will be able

to make the balls rotate at high speed in oppo-

site directions, forming a pleasing blur o:

color.
Popular Science Monthly — Sept. 1935
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ANTIQUES-REFINISHING
A master craftsman, wise in the ways of

refinishing antiques to the smoothness of

old ivory and with a gleaming, rich luster,

gave me the following tips: First, clean the

work with a good paint and varnish re-

mover, using a cheap brush to apply a gen-
erous coat over a small area. Let the re-

mover stand about 15 min. and, without
wiping it off, apply a second coat. Then mix
a gallon of warm water with a cup of house-
hold ammonia and use the mixture with a

stiff-bristled brush to scour the treated

surface. Dip a rough cloth (an old towel

is excellent) into the ammonia water and
wipe the area. Rinse at once with clear

water, removing all traces of ammonia and
the work should be good and clean. Re-
member to clean only a small area at a time,

for if varnish remover is applied over loo

large an area, it will harden into a cement-
like finish. Should that happen, apply more
remover several coats, 15 min. apart -un-
til you can wipe the surface clean. Before
further refinishing is done, make any nec-

C//J <or»ain oieo* darker wilh *«ain

or a different color with enamel

i* easily done wilh the spray gun, using a small pat-

tern for good atomisation to produce even blending

essary repairs to the work. Then sand with
1/0 or 2/0 garnet or sandpaper until very
smooth. Wipe clean and apply the first

coat of shellac, using a 4-lb. cut. Thin a pint
of shellac with a pint of denatured alcohol.

Use orange shellac on dark woods, such as
mahogany, cherry and walnut, and white
shellac on the lighter woods. Using a pure
bristle brush, apply two coats of shellac

with the grain of the wood, allowing 4 or 5

hrs. between coats. Between succeeding
coals, allow 24 to 48 hrs. drying time. Sand
after each coat using 6/0 or 7/0 garnet pa-

per. Never apply shellac in damp or humid
weather, and if the shellac gums up on the

sandpaper, allow more drying time. When
you have built up the desired number of

coats, mix 3 heaping tablespoonfuls of fine

pumice with paraffin oil to attain a creamy
mixture. Then dip a pad of 000 steel wool
in the mixture and rub the work briskly

with the grain. When finished, wipe the

surface with a soft cloth. Repeat this proc-

ess twice.

ANTIQUING
C IIADING plays an important part in the

finishing of period furniture, and also

has a considerable role in the decoration of
other projects in both wood and metal.

Briefly, the technique is simply a matter
of lightening or darkening certain areas of

the work to contrast with the general tone
of the piece. Related terms include high-

lighting, glazing, antiquing, smutting, etc.

Spray shading: The spray gun is an ex-
cellent tool for shaded effects and is capa-
ble of either sharp or soft shading. Sharp
shading is confined largely to colored enam-
els, an example being the shading of a

cream-colored chair with blue enamel, as

shown in the photo at left. The color sepa-

ration is strong and sharply defined—it is

a kind of shading that is plainly visible. On
the other hand, soft shading, os done on the

average piece of furniture, is hardly ap-

parent at first glance.

Various methods are used in spray shad-
ing. Most direct is to shade the work during
the application of the stain coat, spraying

lightly on some parts, heavy on others.

Again, a first coat of stain, considerably di-

luted, can be allowed to dry, after which
a second coat can be sprayed for shaded

areas. Shading can also be done at any time

during the finishing schedule by using spe-

cial shading stains. These can be purchased

ready-mixed or made by mixing powder

stain with thin shellac or lacquer. Soft
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SHADING A PANEL

NARROW RIM OP^ DARKER COLOR SHADED AREA
TOO LARGE

•

HIGHLIGHT

i4 ea,il * don8 by wipin° a

pigmonl sloin or 9 |axo Coat.

Clean, sharp highlight* can be obtained by sanding

HIGHLIGHT
IMITATING
WEAR

'* *he ,e,m for a fading m « dium or I" dio oxamplo
yca^cncf abov#< |he ground coal is blue, left photo. Tho whifo glaxo is

brushed on. center, and then wiped to expose the highlights, as shown in right photo

spray shading should be done with a small

spray pattern and with the gun held 10 to

20 in. from the work.
Highlighting: If you don’t have a spray

gun—or perhaps even if you do—you can

do shaded work by the reverse technique

of highlighting. This is easily done with pig-

ment oil stain, penetrating oil stain, and to

some extent is practical with almost any

type of stain. Cleaner wiping for highlights

can be obtained if done on a second coat of

wiping stain applied over a sealer. That is,

you stain first for a uniform body color, not

too dark. Then apply a sealer coat. Over

the sealer coat brush on a second coat of

pigment wiping stain. Clean this ofF rather

thoroughly with a rag to leave the stain

only on areas which are to appear darker.

Highlighting can also he done mechani-

cally on the first stain coat after it is dry

by using fine sandpaper or steel wool, as

shown in the photo. This is sometimes use-

ful to obtain a few very sharp highlights.

It lias the fault that if overdone, patching

by restaining is not always easy.

Glazing: Glazing is the term which most
nearly describes the whole art of using a

wiped, translucent shading medium. You
can glaze a piece of work and then wipe it

for highlights. You can glaze the work with

the idea of antiquing it. Or you can use a

glaze coat for a textured ground or to imi-

tate wood grain. The glaze itself can be any

wiping stain, any thin paint, etc., but is
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specifically a product called glazing liquid.

This can be purchased ready made or can
be made with varnish, 4 parts, boiled lin-

seed oil, 2 parts, and turpentine, 1 part. Pig-

ment colors in oil or japan are added as

needed to obtain desired colors. The glaze

coal is applied over a foundation coat of

sealer or colored enamel. It is sprayed or

brushed over the whole area and is imme-
diately wiped with a cloth or blended out
with a dry brush. It can also be applied with
a cloth and wiped with the same cloth, a
kind of rubbing-on process.

A soft-brown glaze on an off-white enam-
el ground (bone-while finish) is effective.

The same on a cream ground gives a pleas-

ing soft, shaded effect. For a clear finish,

the glaze coat should be somewhat darker

than the wood or the stained color of the

wood. For colored enamel finishes, any of

hundreds of color combinations can be

used. An example is shown in the photos.

For most work, the glaze should be

wiped rather thoroughly. Graining effects

can be obtained by wiping the glaze coat

with a dry brush, whisk broom, combs and
other gadgets. You can use your finger for

tricky texture effects and designs. If a

glaze coat becomes loo tacky for clean

working, it can be wiped with a cloth mois-

tened with naphtha.
General technique: Regardless of how

you do this shading, highlighting or an-

tiquing, the work should not be overdone.

On clear finishes especially, any shading or

highlighting should be soft. A combination
of methods is sometimes useful. For exam-

ple, it is nearly impossible to spray-shade

carvings, but it is very easy to apply pig-

ment stain or glaze and then expose high-

lights by wiping. On the other hand, the

spray gun is excellent for shading panels

and table tops. Turnings are best treated by

wiping since a simple run-over with a rag

from end to end will automatically high-

light the bulbous portions.

APARTMENT WORKSHOP
A

FTER having had a complete Imnpinrnt an apartment. Trying to carry on by using

workshop for many years, I was like a the kitchen, table as a workbench and hav-

fisli out of water when we moved into ing to stow away everything each time

• v
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led me to build
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me to Duua the portable, self-con-

tained workshop pictured in Figs. 1 and .5.

Not only docs it solve the problem of a

place to work with everything at linger

tips, but it can be transformed quickly into

a comfortable and attractive studio couch

by simply closing the cover as shown in

Fig. 2. There’s really nothing to making it.

Fig. -1 will give you a good idea of the con-

struction which amounts to making a largo

box with a hinged cover and upholstering

it with a mattress and slip cover. 1 used
inexpensive, common-grade lumber, al-

though %-in. fir plywood could be used.

This would eliminate the work of building

up the sides, top and bottom with battens.

Notice that the bottom of the box rests on

2 by 2-in. sills, equally spaced, and that a

caster is fastened to each corner.

Each end of the box is filled with a re-

movable three-drawer cabinet, which is

made separately and slipped Into place.

For these you may he able to purchase a

ready-made chest of the unpaiiiled variety,

such as is sold in large department stores,

and adapt it to fit the box, or the drawer

compartment of a discarded piece of fur-

niture might do. It wouldn’t he necessary

for them to extend the full width of the box

either. Regardless, the cabinets should

simply set in place so that the whole thing

becomes a knockdown affair to facilitate

MAnpV
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moving. 1 used flathead screws in assem-

bling the box, and loose-pin hinges in at-

taching the cover so that it could be dis-

mantled without too much trouble. The
side view in Fig. 4 shows how both the

workbench and seat are hinged to fold

compactly. Regular metal shelf brackets

support the bench top rigidly at right an-

gles to the cover, and the legs are binged

offset to allow them to nest side by side

when folded. Midget-type power tools such

as a L.g.C, saw, drill press, etc., are ideal

for use in this “shop.” Mounting can be

such as to allow the machines to be quickly

interchanged, and there’s ample room to

store them in the bottom of the box. A
piece of linoleum on the floor of the box
will prevent sawdust from seeping through

the joints of the hoards.

The lop is filled with a standard cotton

mattress, 30 by 74 in. This was spot-lacked

around the edge to hold it in place and then

covered with a slip cover having a pleated

flounce. Note the hand holes that are cut

in the lop edge of the box at lb - front. This

allows you to get a grip under the cover

to raise it. Although not shown, a cleanout

drawer in the bottom of the box, or a trap

door, would facilitate removing shavings

and sawdust. This necessitates raising the

box higher off the floor to provide access

for removal of the sweepings.— V-—

*

9
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BAMBOO PROJECTS

A cavity can bo made for paper-clip fray by turning

bamboo parquot paneling on a wood or melol lathe,

at abovo. To split bamboo ttem, tlort it with knife and

hammor at below loft. Then oto two screwdrivers (be-

low right) to make split progress to second saw cut

|)AMBOO is one of the most widely used

craft materials in the world, yet is rare-

ly seen in American workshops. Most
craftsmen, having soon bamboo only in fish-

ing poles, do not know there are more than

100(1 varieties of the plant, which is really a

grass. Bamboo is enjoying a vogue, how-
ever. among handieraflers who appreciate

the beauty, durability and utility of Ibis an-

cient material.

Bamboo for craft purposes is obtainable

at most hobby shops in stems (called culms)

f» in. or more in diameter; in roots or root

stems (called rhizomes) used for handles

and carvings, and in husklike shcalhs suit-

able for weaving. Bamboo also comes in

plywood and parquet panels.

In using bamboo, craftsmen should learn

to exploit fully its natural shape, color and
texture. The tubular stems, however, may
be split, sawed, turned or otherwise
worked. The pronounced one-way grain

After two caw cull hove boon mad*, split bamboo by

diiving koifo blade into each edge of the lid section
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which makes bamboo stems so easy to split

also poses some problems in fastening. It

is advisable, therefore, to drill holes for all

screws, bolts and other fasteners used.

Bamboo stem has a hard, smooth outer

cuticle that forms a natural protective fin-

ish. Often it. is desirable to remove this cu-
ticle so that stain or dye used in coloring

the bamboo yan penetrate. Many adhesives

will not stick to the stem surface until the

cuticle has been removed. Also, scraping

off the cuticle is an easy way to get rid of

stains, shallow scratches and other marks
that are unsightly. And it is said that bam-
boo from which the cuticle has been re-

moved is less likely to split than that in its

natural state. If a shiny finish is desired, the

"deeuticled” bamboo can be given a coat of

clear lacquer, shellac or other similar pro-

tective material.

Bamboo materials are easily cut with or-

dinary woodworking tools, can be drilled

and threaded like hardwood or metal and
respond nicely l*» rasp (photo !>) and sand-

paper. Tools should bo sharp to minimize

splitting and the formation of “whiskers.”

particularly in sawing. If a lathe is availa-

ble mwIc of sloni sections can be squared

Procedure in drilling boll holm in bamboo if shown

above. Holes will receive biass bolls and wood screws

Bamboo can bo (need either with a half-round rosp as

shown above or wilh a lolhe in manner shown below

Batnboo *!*m con hr bent by heating it, as below, and

applying the needed force. Then when bamboo cools,

it sloys put. Toko precaution not to burn the material
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GRIP

SQUARE
Hote

HANOI E SHOUIO
BE ABOUT THE

IENGTH Of THE STEM

SECTION OF
BAMBOO STEM

WOOO
PlUG NOTCH

SilOHTlT
MORTISED

HANGING BASKET

grown in such near-by places as the south-

ern slates and in Puerto Kico.

Hanging Iiashvl or vase: The body of this

basket is a bamboo stem 1 in. or more in

diameter, and the three-section handle or
bail is made from pieces split from stem
material 1 in. or so in diameter. Drill :

! iu-in.

holes near each end of the two longer bail

sections. With a file, convert one hole in

each piece into a square hole, to receive the

squared ends of the grip, which are held in

position with pins whittled from the some
material. The bail is fastened to the body
with bamboo pegs held ill the body holes

with glue. Complete instruction details are

given in Fig. 1.

The outside of the basket and bail can he
left in its natural condition or may be dec-

orated by scorching lightly with a torch

flame. The scorching can be in the form of

a decorative pattern suggesting a vine, as

shown in photo 12. If cut flowers are kept

in the basket, make a sheet-metal lining to

hold the water. Although the bamboo it-

self might be a fair container for water or

may be treated with a waterproofing ma-
terial. the use of a metal liner is advisable in

all vases where cut flowers or living plants

arc to be placed. Photo 13 shows the com-
pleted hanging basket.

Wall bracket: For suspending the hang-

ing basket or other object from a wall, a

figure-four bracket like that shown in Fig.

1 is strong as well as decorative. The shal-

low mortised joints add to the strength.

Screws used to reinforce the joints engage
wooden plugs glued in the ends of the bam-
boo pieces. The plug at the rear of the hor-

izontal section should, in particular, be
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BLADE MADE FROM BAMBOO STEM (CUIMI
HANDLE BAMBOO RHIZOME

BAMBOO IETTER OPENER

COTTER WIRE WOUND AROUND
JOINT or BLADE AND HANDLEFIG. 1

firmly fastened: a slender crosspin or peg
is recommended for ll>o purpose. This use

of wooden plugs in ends of bamboo-stem
sections is a common means of fastening.

The plugs form a firm seating for screws,

nails and dowels.
Letter opener or knife: A bamboo letter

opener (photo 14) is a useful and durable

desk accessory. The one shown has a blade

fashioned from a piece of bamboo stem,

while the handle is made from a slightly

curved section of root stein, or rhizome.

This rhizome, or runner, is an underground

connection for ban.boo plants and numer-
ous roots extend from it. When these roots

are trimmed off. decorative rings arc left,

each consisting of a t ow of little round spots

composed of concentric circles. The root-

Slcm handle can be used also for a knife

or other tool, or for an umbrella handle or

cane. Although the root stem looks like an

ordinary bamboo stem at first glance, it has

n solid core, while the aboveground stem is

hollow and the joints are usually much
closer together.

Cut I he handle section to the desired

length, about 5'/z in. for a letter opener.

With a line rasp, smooth the rings formed

by the root scars ami finish with a fine sand-

paper. With a small brush (photo 15), apply

light oak or a similar oil stain to these rings,

but do not stain the intervening portions of

the root. stem. Then give the entire handle

a coat of clear lacquer. You can do Ibis fin-

ishing ei li»er before or after the handle and
blade are joined.

A half-round section of culm of the same
diameter as the handle forms the blade

blank. Shape the blade with a sharp knife

letter opener, paper-dtp Hoy onct ilamp box, obove,

oio but few attractive object* llicil tan bo mod" from

bamboo. Below, tool icon on handle are brought out

by tloining. Then finiih the bandlo with ejear latquor
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and sandpaper. Near the blade base there

should be a joint, with a Tj-in. extension

beyond. Mortise this into the handle as

shown in Fig. 2. Use glue and a brass wood
screw to fasten the parts, and finish with

a winding of copper wire or something sim-

ilar. Lacquer the wire and blade.

Stamp or trinket box: By splitting a bam-
boo stem to yield two, three or four sec-

tions of equal width, you obtain pieces with

one rounded surface, which can he used in

making stamp and trinket boxes, decorative

borders, mosaic patterns for wall panels and
similar arrangements.
The stamp box is assembled by gluing

such strips to a rectangular plywood bot-

tom as in photo lfi, sanding top and bottom

ends of the bamboo pieces after the adhe-

sive has set. Line the interior with colored

paper. Each bamboo piece is planed on the

flat side and edges to make it uniform and
true. Such planing is easiest done on long

pieces before they are cut into short sec-

tions. The box lid consists of three bamboo
strips (sec Fig. 3) glued to a rectangular

piece of %-in. composition wood that fils

inside the box opening. By varying the

widths of the bamboo strips, various pat-

terns can be worked out. When an interior

lining is to be used in such a box, the shal-

low grooves resulting from the interior

bore of the bamboo stem are not object ion-

GIUE

BOTIOM

DECORATIVE BORDERS

MOSAIC
BAMBOO
PIECE

BORDER

SMAll NAIIS OR BRASS ESCUTCHEON PINS
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coloring of the material Is preserved by a

dear finish coal. I lowcvor. you can use oil

Slain, thinned coloicd lacquer or various

other colored protective materials to add
variety. As the piece comes straight from
the lathe, it makes n useful trinket tray or
coaster. A set of bamboo coasters makes a
novel gift which almost anyone would ap-

preciate. Add a half round piece of bamboo
stem 1 in. or so long, and you have an at-

tractive ash tray. The finish for the ash tray

should be of a type that will not scorch or

burn readily. A lining of thin metal or a

glass tray of a suitable shape may also be in-

stalled iii the bamboo tray.

Stem vase: The parcpiel material makes
an attractive base fora stem vase formed In-

grouping three oi four stem sections of dif-

ferent lengths and diameters (Fig. I). The
stems can be fastened to the base by slip-

ping their lower ends over glue-coated

wooden plugs Secured to the parquet panel-

ing. with wood screws. Each stem should he
whittled or filed so it touches at least one
of ils neighbors, and the areas of contact

should be scraped to remove the cuticle so

glue will stick to them. The finished vase

is shown in photo 17. If the vase is to he used

for artificial flowers, no interior work need

he done other than drilling through any

joint diapluagms that might he present. If

cut flowers are to lie displayed in the vase,

install waterproof metal tubes inside the

stems.
Large-diameter stems: Simply by saw-

ing large stems (photo 18) to various

lengths, with joints near one end to form

bottoms, you produce attractive containers

(in background of photo 17) for pencils,

brushes, cigars, cigarettes, flowers and stick

candy. No special finish is required, other

Ilian smoothing the sawed edge. In the

Orient, such stem sections are used for

vases and brush holders and often arc dec-

orated by elaboi at** carving. Some such ex-

amples are very old and are almost black

in color. You could imitate such aging by

using a dark brown or block slain after the

cuticle lias been removed.
Modern bamboo caiullcholder: A grace-

ful holder (photo H>) suitable for a table

centerpiece or as a decoration anywhere
else is assembled mostly from bamboo
stems about Yi in. in diameter. For the up-

right portions, stems should be selected for

nniformitv of diameter and for straightness.

The base consists of five half-round pieces

split from similar material, although uni-

formity is not so important. Uprights are

fastened to the center base strip by screws

engaging wooden plugs. Ends of the up-

rights should ho made concave (photo 20)

with a rasp, to fit around the base strip.

Glue and nail this strip to a Vs-in. rectang-

ular panel of plywood or composition ma-

To cut bamboo flein, pencil in tine for guide, clamp

ilcm in vne with padi belwoon il and jaw*, then cut

wilb ordinary handsaw or hacksaw, at if ihown bolow
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terial, and glue the other base strips along-

side it

Upper ends of the uprights are joined by
lengths of '/i-in. bamboo steins secured with
glue and are capped with metal rings and
metal or fiber collars (washers) as shown
in Fig. 5. The rings on the model were ma-
chined from scrap aluminum tubing, but

can be made by bending and soldering sheet

metal. Proportions of the holder shown
were calculated for best appearance, even
to the positions of the stem joints in the

uprights. Dimensions are shown in Fig. 5.

Bamboo rod case: An Oriental fishing-

rod case was the inspiration for the gun-
cleaning rod case shown in photo 21. Such
a case is excellent for holding either fishing

or gun nxis, or slender objects of any kind.

A piece of bamboo stem 1% in. or greater

in outside diameter and of whatever length

required is the starting point. Whenever
possible, cut the piece so joints form nat-

ural end closures. Otherwise, install wood-

en plugs. For fishing-rod handles, you may
have to hollow out a spot here and there.

Sometimes the partitions formed by joint

diaphragms can ho loft in place; at other

times you will have to glue in plywood par-

titions where required. The lid is formed by

making two saw cuts part way through the

stem and carefully splitting out the section

between them. See Fig. ('» for construction

details.

I.a\vn-rhnir seat anil hack: Bamboo is

considered a very durable material and is

able to withstand rain and sun well. There-
fore. it seems to be an ideal material for

outdoor furniture. Bamboo obtained from

cheap fishing poles was used in making the

seat and back for the steel-framed lawn
chair shown in photo 22. The sent consists

lower end of oath candleholder upright it equipped

wilh woodon plug and filed concave lo fil baso strip

oi shown below. A wood screw unites pieces. Hole

In base strips should be oversiie to permit alignment

CANDIE HOLDER

METAL OR
FIBER DISK
\W 01A. BAMBOO

ABOUT ’i'

BAMBOO
ABOUT V*‘

JOINTS ABOUT
y FROM BASE

BASE
4~ WIDE

i" COMPOSITION
PANEL

BAMBOO
HALF-ROUND



of parallel pieces r*f wliole stems, attached
with nonrustini! bolls lo crosspieces. It is

used will) a cushion, so springiness and
snioolhness are secondary. All hough the

back panel of the sample chair was made
from bamboo splits fastened with brass

nails to oak crosspieces, it was found that

the nails had a tendency (•» loosen. There-
fore. screws should he used instead of

nails, and the hole at one end of each strip

should he oversize nr oval so Ihc strip can
move will) respccl lo the crosspiece with-

out loosening Ihc screw.
Bamboo is one of Ihc* most durable mate-

rials I he craftsman can use. The people of

Malaya. India. China. Japan and the Philip-

pines use bamboo seel ions for posts and
rafters of houses. Bamboo, cither whole or

split lengthwise into strips, also provides
material for walls, floors and roofs. Sonic

homes are finished entirely in bamboo. Be-

cause of ils wide use. bamboo is cultivated

in groves by the people of the Far East. In

some localities, bamboo articles are subject

to damage by powder-post beetles, which

bore holes and hollow onl spaces, producing

a fine powder as a by-product. Other than

these beetles, bamboo lias few enemies.

Gun-cleoning tod ento obovo it made from piece of

I ’.-in. bamboo stem. Similar case can hold fishing

rod, arrows or other slender item*. Seat and back

of chair below ore made from old bamboo fishing rod*
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UNTILGLUE DRIES

ILLUSTRATED JANUARY, 1954

Baby Bottle Holder

By Joseph

A SCISSORS, cellophane tape, tin foil,

pins, some glue and a couple of sheets

of corrugated cardboard arc all you need

to make this novel bottle holder. First en-

large patterns to actual size and then trace

all parts on cardboard. Where two or more
surfaces are cemented together, the corru-

gations should run in opposite directions

for strength. Round edges for safety. •

Ihe holder It lacquered while and lace palnlod.
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windy willie THE HANGING
WINDMILL

MECHANICS ILLUSTRATED JUNE , 1939

VANE ATOP
FIGURE

CUT
FROM
1" PJNE

ARMS
WHITTLED
TO FORM
MILL
BLADES

STOVE
BOLTS

WASHER

HEAD AND BODY ARE
CUT IN ONE PIECE

SHOWING HOW ARMS
ARE FASTENED TO
1/4" WIRE OR ROD SHAFT
RUNNING THROUGH
THE SHOULDERSNUTS

ALTHOUGH animated toy windmills arc

increasing in popularity every year, there

never seems to be a great enough variety of

the designs, particularly of the comic variety,

to satisfy the windmill "fans.” Here is Windy
Willie, a novel comic one, which, while having

no intricate moving parts to complicate con-

struction, is still so original that it attracts

more attention than many of the more com-
plex type.

As will be seen from examination of the

photograph and detailed construction draw-

ings above, the little mill is designed to hang

from a tree limb or other support, and to swing

freely in tin* wind. Tin- lie.'m* is ni:id»* «»f om*-

ineh pine with tin- head and body in one piece.

The arms arc whittled to form the mill blades,

and fastened to a shaft running through the

shoulders. The legs arc in sections, joined

together with stove bolts, and when the mill

is turning, the jarring of the entire figure

causes these to jig in a comical manner.

Cut the figure from the wood with a coping,

jig or scroll saw, first transferring the accom-

panying squared design, full sized, to the wood
and using it as a guide. Whittle the arms in

regular windmill fashion, and use a length

of quarter-inch iron wire or rod threaded to

receive the nuts, for the shaft. The vane
arrangement, attached to Ihc back of the head

by a wooden stick (see photo), keeps the

figure turned more or less to the wind so the

arms will swing. As the figure swings it will

necessarily be quite active, and the arms will

revolvc interm i 1 1ently

.

After Windy Willie has been assembled and

d*fornle him in gay enamels and paint

in his face, hands, etc. For a more permanent

job, bis features may be traced onto the wood
before painting, then carved out with a sharp

knife. Several Windy Willies, with various

comic faces, will make attractive and novel

decorations for your trees or terrace.-

—

P<tul

lladley.
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An <>lo|>Imni, mule mid u

glrnffo for I lie youiitfnlerN.
Hj^HERt is virtually no limit to the
A number of poses these limber animals
tan assume, and any young ringmaster

(and some not so young) will enjoy put-

ting them through their paces. The bodies

are cut from 1^ in. stock while all other
parts, except the ears, are */A in. material.

The legs and necks consist of a series of

pieces put together with tongue and
groove joints. The No. 1 pieces have a

groove along one edge, the No. 2 pieces

have a tongue along one edge and a

groove along the other while the No. 3

pieces have only a tongue. Dado a length
of 2 in. wide stock for each group, outline

each part on the material and then jigsaw
along the line. For assembly, drill holes

through joints and insert
j/6 in. dowel.

J" STOCK ATTACMEO
WITH SCREW

CLOTHES-LINE TAIL

•:*V PLUG HOLE
/y WITH DOWEL

PEGS

Outllna ol all paxla la ah<mn balow. Enlarge

lo full alia and than Iranafar lo malarial.

ILLUSTRAT ED
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